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PREFACE 

All  the  texts  in  this  volume  are  literary;  and  all  the  editions,  and  the  indexes,  are  the 

work  of  a  single  scholar,  Dr  M.  W.  Haslam.  The  content  ranges  widely.  3695,  Anacreon, 

and  3698,  Argonautica ,  represent  early  poetry.  3712-19  contribute  to  the  textual  tradi¬ 

tion  of  Euripides;  3720  illustrates  the  textual  fluidity  of  popular  literature.  There 

are  new  musical  texts  (3704-5);  new  fragments  of  ancient  technical  writing,  on  myth 

(3702),  music  (3706),  metre  (3707),  and  rhetoric  (3708);  and  large  pieces  of  ancient 

commentary,  on  the  Odyssey  (3710)  and  on  matters  of  Lesbos  (3711),  of  unusual  richness 

and  interest.  Most  of  the  material  presents  exceptional  difficulties;  we  are  deeply 

indebted  to  Dr  Haslam  for  applying  his  exceptional  skills  to  its  publication. 

At  the  Oxford  University  Press,  we  are  obliged  to  two  learned  Readers  for  comment 

and  correction;  and  to  the  Managers  and  Compositors  for  setting  so  thorny  a  volume 

with  such  speed  and  accuracy. 

P.  J.  PARSONS 

J.  R.  REA General  Editors 

August ,  igSy  Graeco-Roman  Memoirs 
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NOTE  ON  THE  METHOD  OF  PUBLICATION 

I  n  general  the  publication  follows  the  conventions  of  the  Leiden  System,  see  CE  7  (1932) 

262-9.  Square  brackets  [  ]  indicate  a  lacuna,  round  brackets  (  )  the  resolution  of  a 

symbol  or  abbreviation,  angular  brackets  <  )  a  mistaken  omission  in  the  original,  braces 

{  }  a  superfluous  letter  or  letters,  double  square  brackets  [  ]  a  deletion,  the  signs ' '  an 
insertion  above  the  line.  Dots  under  letters  indicate  that  the  reading  is  doubtful.  In  texts 

for  which  a  double  transcription  is  offered,  letters  marked  as  illegible  or  doubtful  in  the 

diplomatic  transcript  may  appear  without  dots  in  the  reconstruction  if  the  context 

justifies.  Dots  inside  square  brackets  represent  the  estimated  number  of  letters  lost  or 

deleted,  dots  outside  square  brackets  mutilated  or  otherwise  illegible  letters.  (These  dots 

are  printed  slightly  below  the  line,  to  distinguish  them  from  punctuation.) 

Corrections  and  annotations  which  appear  to  be  in  a  different  hand  from  that  of  the 

original  scribe  are  printed  in  small  type. 

The  use  of  arrows  to  indicate  the  direction  of  the  fibres  in  relation  to  the  writing  is 

confined  to  codices  and  opisthograph  texts.  The  term  ‘front’  refers  to  the  side  of  the 
papyrus  presumed  to  have  been  used  first;  in  the  case  of  rolls  this  is  normally  the  side  on 

which  the  writing  runs  parallel  to  the  fibres. 

Heavy  arabic  numerals  refer  to  Oxyrhynchus  papyri  printed  in  this  and  preceding 

volumes,  ordinary  numerals  to  lines,  small  roman  numerals  to  columns. 





I.  NEW  LITERARY  AND  SUBLITERARY 

TEXTS 

3695.  Anacreon 

Plate  I 

Inv.  no.  unrecorded  Fr.  12  4x13  cm  First  century 

Fragments  assembled  by  Mr  Lobel  and  assigned  by  him  to  Anacreon  on  the 

strength  of  the  coincidence  of  fr.  3.  3-4  with  the  quotation  PMG  443.  While  he  noted 

that  that  quotation  is  vocalized  as  if  Doric  and  that  he  discerned  no  specifically  Ionic 

features  in  the  new  pieces  to  confirm  its  given  ascription  to  Anacreon,  I  do  not  think  the 

attribution  of  3695  is  in  much  question,  even  if  only  two  manuscripts  of  this  poet  have 

turned  up  before:  XXII  2321,  2322. 

The  text  is  written,  with  a  rather  thick  pen,  in  a  good-sized  round  and  upright 

hand,  assigned  to  the  first  century  by  Mr  Lobel,  who  adduced  the  hands  of  P.  Berol.  6926 

(Schubart,  Pap,  Or .  Berol,  18,  Roberts,  GLH  1 1  a)  and  P.  RyL  III  484  as  similar.  To  me  it 

has  a  somewhat  more  recent  look  than  those,  though  I  should  not  quarrel  with  a  first- 

century  dating;  the  presumably  later  script  of  XVIII  2159  etc.  (Turner,  G MAW  24) 

may  also  be  compared.  Back  blank. 

The  text  was  articulated  by  means  of  paragraphus  (frr.  1,2),  coronis  (frr.  1,2,21), 

and  asteriscus  (internal;  frr.  6?,  19).  There  are  a  few  high  stops  for  punctuation,  some  of 

which  seem  to  have  been  added  subsequently.  Lection  signs  of  most  sorts  are  employed; 

commonest  are  circumflex  and  acute  accents  (one  grave,  ir.  12.  5),  also  occurring  are 

brevia  and  longa.  Most  of  these  look  as  if  they  were  made  by  the  same  pen  as  the  text;  one 

or  two  arc  thinner.  Elision  is  signalled  once.  A  few  textual  alterations  have  been  made, 

entered  with  a  thinner  pen  and  in  a  less  watery  ink  but  perhaps  not  by  a  different  hand. 

A  note  or  heading  has  been  added  in  cursive  in  fr.  12. 

A  variety  of  metres  is  represented.  There  can  be  no  assurance  that  the  fragments 

come  all  from  a  single  book,  but  there  is  no  indication  to  the  contrary. 

I  am  greatly  privileged  to  have  had  Mr  LobePs  work  on  this  text  put  at  my  disposal. 

Fie  had  made  a  full  transcription  and  a  few  characteristically  sparing  notes,  and  had 

drafted  an  introduction  that  I  have  freely  plundered  above.  On  the  few  occasions  on 

which  I  have  ventured  to  diverge  significantly  from  his  transcript,  I  have  recorded 
the  fact. 



2 NEW  LITERARY  AND  SUBLITERARY  TEXTS 

fr.  1 
fr.  2 

fr.  3 

fr.  4 

]  *■<>.  [ M ]....[ 

]ew[ 

]  to£[ 
].v[ 

]aray[ 

]«x[ vv.[ 

. 
]W*.  t 

]MP.  [ 

KV(l\ 

]  i  4 
O'!  L 

] ,  raAi£[ 

5  ]p«w[ 

• 

[ ]>x[ 
■ 

]fxara)y[ 

fr-  5 

fr.  6 
]  vetSe  [ 

fr.  7 

• . 
\v8pve[ 

♦  * 

]..[ ].[ ].V ]...[ 

].«*>[ 
[ ■o  ]^arS[ 

].«P9.  .  [ 

].ovye[ Kr 
]. eceA[ 

]y’€7T€l'  [ 

]ak  [ ]Aer<jOcebS[ ]..[ 
]..[ ]•'  [ 

5  ]aTtocovfi[ 
. .  . 

].  vV.  [ 

fr.  i.  i  f  [,  slightly  sinuous  upright  3  ,  [,  slightly  sinuous  upright  4  /u[,  only  left-hand 

upright  close  to  edge  6  ,  [,  upper  left  corner  of  y,  ft,  or  it 

fr.  2.  1  To  left  of  k,  an  element  of  a  coronis,  see  fr.  1  2  ] . ,  upper  part  ofy,  e,  or  c  Above  y[,  a  speck 
on  the  edge  (an  accent?) 

fr.  3.  1  Letter-foot  traces  3  .  [,  specks  on  the  edge  4  ].,  upright  on  the  edge  6  ]. , 
oblique  at  lower  right  suggesting  a  or  (EL)  8  7  a>,  the  first  half  closed  at  the  top  (hardly  a  circumflex;  a 

running  correction  from  o?)  10  interim.  ] , ,  median  dot  ]^,  or  p  (so  EL),  but  size  of  loop  looks  better 
suited  to  <f>  1 1  ]  f ,  v  suggested 

fr.  4.  3  .  [,  eorfl 

fr.  5.  1  Speck  on  the  line,  then  a  suggested  2  J , ,  lower  right-hand  arc  of  a  circle?  (o?)  3  J  _ , 
extremities  of  k?  5  What  I  have  taken  for  a  high  stop  was  taken  by  EL  as  the  thickened  top  of  an 

upright,  but  it  appears  to  be  free-standing.  It  is  followed  by  a  sloping  stroke  standing  free  above  and  to  right 

fr.  6.  1  Dot  on  the  line,  followed  by  lower  end  of  stroke  curving  down  from  left,  A  or  k  suggested,  but 
perhaps  two  letters  2  ] . ,  trace  of  apparent  circlet  as  of  p,  with  faint  suggestions  of  descender  [,  foot 

and  tip  of  upright  3  The  three  discrete  traces  which  I  have  taken  as  the  right-hand  edge  of  an  asteriscus 

(see  fr.  19)  EL  preferred  to  interpret  as  respectively  the  tail  of  ]p  in  2,  the  cross-stroke  of  a  letter  in  3,  and  an 
apostrophe  after  A  in  4;  see  comm.  6  ]  t ,  apparent  letter-top  horizontal  as  of  v  or  r  [,  top  of  a 
suggested 

fr.  7.  A  possible  placement  for  this  fragment  suggested  by  fibre-matching  might  be  to  the  left  offr.  12. 

10-13,  but  I  cannot  be  at  all  certain.  1  Three  specks  presumably  of  letter-feet  2  ]  p ,  right-hand 
end  of  cross-stroke  touching  a,  probably  y  or  r  .  ,  [,  foot  of  upright  hooked  to  right,  followed  by  lower  left- 
hand  arc,  e.g.  tc  3  .  [,  upper  left  arc  as  of  e  0  o  c  4  Apex  as  of  a  8  A,  top  of  stroke  descending  to  right as  of  a  8  A 



3695.  ANACREON 3 

fr.  8 

fr.  9 

fr.  10 
fr.  1 1 

M 

]..[ 
]  t  oc/<y[ 

]  #  IVV7T[ 
].pm.  [ 
H  [ ]«%[ 

]  [ 

fr,  8.  2  ] . ,  perhaps  right-hand  side  of  a  .  [,  e  or  0 

fr.  9.  i  ]  t ,  on  the  line,  flat  end  of  a  stroke  from  left  2  First,  flat  letter- top,  second,  top  of  possible 

upright,  t  suggested  by  spacing,  third,  y  suggested 

fr.  10  ] . ,  thickened  top  of  upright,  e.g.  p. 

fr.  11.  Traces  of  a  line  above  1  would  probably  be  visible  if  written.  1  J . ,  a  speck  level  with  letter- 

tops  and  a  dot  vertically  below  just  off  the  line,  possibly  n  (EL)  but  more  probably  e?  .  [,  left-hand  end  of 
apparent  letter-top  horizontal,  t? 

fr.  1.  Apparently  the  end  of  a  poem  set  out  in  four-line  stanzas,  the  lines  either  iambic  (or  iambo- 

choriambic)  or  diverse.  Four-line  stanzas  again  in  2322  fr.  1  ( PMG  347  fr.  1,71-2  Gent.).  A  paragraphus  will 
have  stood  below  1.  6  in  attendance  on  the  coronis,  cf.  fr.  2. 

2  to£-.  £e'Aoc  fr.  12.  19. 

3  vvv  [8e?  (Lobel)  as  at  PMG  347.  3,  373.  2,  388.  10,  391,  417.  5  (71*  93>  too,  78  Gent.,  +  [65.  2])- 

4  /<0/(i[(a)  could  conceivably  cohere  with  the  imagery  of  fr.  12.  6-8,  but  I  find  no  fibre  correspondence. 

fr.  3.  2  Mention  of  Tantalus  (cf.  ra]vroAt^[et,  -eat  below)  is  a  possibility  strengthened  by  the  presence  of 

the  accent.  If  so,  there  may  be  relevance  in  the  testimony  that  Anacreon  ‘uses  the  proverb’  TavraXov  raXavra  in 

bk.  3  ( PMG  355,  34  Gent.).  This  is  lent  a  certain  colour  by  the  comic  line  t<x  TavraXov  raXavra  ravraXi&rai, 

though  the  application  of  the  verb  by  Anacreon  in  the  present  passage  was  evidently  diflerent. 

3  f.  PMG  443  (76  Gent.),  quoted  by  Schol.  S.  Ant.  134  as  evidence  that  ravraXioQtic  means  Siaceictfeic: 

transmitted  is  peXap^vXco  8a<f>vai  yXcopai  ( ex  - iji )  r*  eAatai  ravraAi^ei.  1  he  identification  was  made  by  Mr  Lobel, 

who  commented:  ‘If  the  attribution  to  Anacreon  is  not  mistaken,  there  must  be  written  in  1.  4  x^PV1  T’  eXanp 

Ta]vraAt£[€t,  and  if  this  was  preceded  by  a  similar  verse,  in  1.  3  peXap(f)vXXan  ”]§d^r;t[,  whatever  one  may 

think  of  the  metre.’  re  8a<f>v 771?  The  specks  of  the  letter  following  8a<f>v  suggest  rather  a  than  77,  but  77  does  not 

seem  quite  excluded.  Metrically  comparable,  I  take  it,  would  be  the  ‘hypercatalectic  iambic  trimeter  labelled 

anacreontium  by  Serv.  GL  iv  458.  25  K.  ( PMG  499(^0,  test,  de  metr.  xxii  Gent.;  hardly  to  be  analysed  as  2iaA\ith,  as 

Gentili,  since  the  fifth  syllable  of  the  example  is  long);  cf.  also  the  transmitted  colometry  of 2321  fr.  1  [PMG  346 

fr.  1,  60  Gent.).  Is  ravraXi^et  (i.e.  ravraXt&ai?)  applied  to  someone  wavering  between  the  bay  and  the  olive, 
viewed  in  opposition  as  in  Callim.  Iamb  4? 

9  8pve[c? 

fr.  6.  3  The  recognition  of  an  asteriscus  (as  in  fr.  19)  is,  I  think,  reasonably  assured  despite  Lobel  s 

different  interpretation.  The  right-hand  side  of  the  upper  circlet  is  intact  and  hardly  to  be  associated  with  the 

tail  of  p,  the  medial  horizontal  lends  itself  to  no  ready  identification  as  a  letter,  and  what  I  take  to  be  the  right- 

hand  side  of  the  lower  circlet  is  anomalously  high  for  an  apostrophe  (contrast  fr.  12.  25).  For  the  asteriscus’ 
placement  within  the  line,  rather  than  in  the  left  margin  (as  e.g.  XXVI  2441  fr.  1  ii  15,  fr.  3,  or  the  London 

Bacchylides,  B.  6  fin.,  8  fin.),  cf.  XV  1792  fr.  47,  XXVI  1792  (s.  2440,  p.  15)  8  45.  It  is  unclear  whether  it  is 

employed  independently  or  in  conjunction  with  a  marginal  coronis,  but  I  should  guess  the  former.  If  reliance 

can  be  put  on  Heph.  7 t.  crjp.  3  (p.  74.  8-14  Consbruch)  the  next  poem  will  have  been  in  a  diflerent  metre. 

4  An  opening  apostrophe,  e.g.  (ou)  (fujXIco  c  <L  S[-,  A[ -?  Otherwise  e.g.  /3aci]A ewe,  Te]Aea>c. 



NEW  LITERARY  AND  SUBLITERARY  TEXTS 

fr.  12 

fr.  13 

fr.  14 

],  TOVtpOJT ,  [ 3.  ex[ 3M 
]«A.[ 

3e77.  [ 

]  #  l8€TO)LCO)LK '  [ M 

]ap[ 

]Ao7rocSe^Te[ ]™[ M 

]  ar  aKqjfxacay  [ 5  ].  [ • 

]  #  e/ca'cotSco^af 
m 

]Aove^eu[.].ay[ . 

]  ,  €pLOV'Cv[ ]eicaAafipa)[ 

fr.  15 

fr.  16 

],  Kot  oiSeu[ 

♦  •  • . 

]veAa(f)pu)c[ #  .  ]a[ 
b.i 

]r77.  [ 

]  ,  €KCUT€p7TVq)V  #  [ 

]<p.[ 
].:[ 

]  #  7T673TO10COC,  [ ]...[ . 

]  t  ecac '  pwTa t  ai8[ 

]acTqjt'Tnfi[ 

] .  ocyap(f)f)eya[  fr.  17 

15  ]frjpa)cor[ 

ba.[  ].f.  [ 

]x°d  ]epev[ 

]Ato>.  6§ev[  ]jU€tSt[ 

]roc^eXoca)[  ],  ’aA[ 

20  ]'  '€vacrj[  5  ‘]vlv[ Iv&UJM 

]  eireij  t  S[]i,  [ 

]tpov7r[#  ]oc.  [ 

]fj,€yac8o7T t  [ 

25  J.t/S 'el,  #  .  [ 

]  #  evcie[ 

] '  Sacu[ 

].  !pvca[ 

].s.[ 



3695.  ANACREON 
5 

fr.  1 2.  Upper  margin,  cursive  ]. ,  arc  at  top  edge,  oiTthe  line,  v?  .  [,  Trac
es  on  edge  above  and  to 

ofr:  superior  o,  i.e.  o(c)?  i  ]  ,  suggestion  of  right-hand  edge  of  circle  as  of  o  or  w  #[,  spec  one  & 

the  line  2  Of  c,  base  only,  o  perhaps  not  excluded  (c  or  o  EL)  but  the  curve  appears  t
o  terminate  and  it 

curvature  better  suits  e  4  J  ,  upright  5  ] , ,  suggestion  of  letter-top  horizontal  corning  in  to  ape 

y[,  p.,  p  not  excluded  6  ]  t ,  upright  close  to  edge,  ft?  8  ] .  >  f°ot  upright  close  y  prec
e  e 

by  a  speck  on  the  line  y,  c  perhaps  not  excluded  .,  two  specks,  upper  left  and  lower  P0^1 

suitable  e.g.  for  v  10  }.,  right-hand  end  of  cross-stroke  touching  e  below  top  (s0  wit  10 

comment)  looks  anomalous,  represented  at  left  by  seeming  foot  of  upright  ,  [,  traces  on  edge,  pe
r  aps 

curve  (e  6  o  c  to)  rather  than  of  upright  11  ].,  median  speck  on  edge,  e?  .  [>  esuggeste  1<2  L> 

upright  close  to  edge,  thickness  towards  top  perhaps  suggesting  p  Before  p,  base  trace,  e  * e  <k 

Between  p  and  p,  lower  part  of  upright  13  .  .,  vc  suggested  14  ].»  upright  <j>p  (so  '\° 

only  the  tail,  of  p  only  a  median  dot  to  left  of  c;  I  should  have  expected  to  see
  the  tail  Of  v  only  part  ot  rig  - 

hand  hasta  15  ]. ,  dot  just  below  letter-top  level,  minimal  speck  vertically  below  at  foot  1  •  b 

lower  left-hand  side  of  circle  (c?)  18  After  to  right-hand  ends  of  strokes,  on  the  line;  anomalous  as  6,  u 

can  suggest  nothing  better  Above  and  to  left  of  supposed  circumflex,  a
nother  trace,  perhaps  o  a  etter  in 

line  above  (j3?)  20  ] .  , ,  letter-top  specks  Of  the  supposed  circumflex,  only  the  left-hand  
si  e,  it  was 

taken  by  EL  to  be  the  lower  left  of  a  letter  x  following  to  in  1 9,  but  (as  EL  himself  not
ed)  would  be  anoma  ous  ' 

such  21  J . ,  trace  off  the  line  suggesting  of  vowels  a  Before  e,  y  or  r  suggested 
 After  e  per  laps  star 

of  stroke  rising  to  right,  and  minimal  specks  above  and  to  right  22  ]e,  only  the  extremities  t
  pparen 

‘long’  rather  a  grave  accent?  After  7,  suggestion  of  arc  at  upper  right  Of  only  base  an  aPPe^ 

speck  [,  letter-top  trace,  perhaps  r  23  ,  [,  trace  of  apparent  arc  on  the  line  24  [,  ut  a 

letter-top  level  25  ].,  oblique  trace  suggesting  perhaps  circlet  of  p  After  1,  whic
h  mig  t  c  Par  ® 

another  letter,  tops  of  2-4  letters,  of  which  first  or  second  a  circle  26  ].,  trace  on  the  line  ?[>
  P0SS1 

(so  EL;  in  fact  0  better?)  27  J . ,  specks  on  edge,  perhaps  of  circle  (o,  c)  28  ] , . ,  ]<p  EL,  noting  it  as 

anomalous;  what  survives  is  two  specks,  upper  and  median,  followed  by  upper  part  of
  apparent  uprig  1 

bending  to  left  at  top;  ei  seems  suitable  29  ].,  median  speck  followed  by  upper
  part  of  uprig  it,  Jv 

EL  [,  top  of  apparent  upright 

fr*  x3-  1  l.i  upper  part  of  upright  2  .  f,  left-hand  ed
ge  of  circle  apparently  inserted  mid 

line  5  ]  ,  a  dot,  perhaps  not  part  of  a  letter  6  Of 
 y  only  upper  part  of  left-hand  branc  1,  w  11c  1 

looks  uncommonly  steep;  ink  above  not  certainly” 

fr.  14.  Slightly  darker  1  ,  [,  fool  of  apparent  upright  hooked  to  right  2  .  [,  speck  off  the  line 

fr.  15.  1  ,  [,  tip  of  a  stroke  descending  to  right  2  ]  to,  o  not  excluded  3 
 Upper  part  of  upright, 

upper  left  of  circle,  dot  just  above  letter-top  level 

fr.  16.  1  .  [,  lower  left-hand  arc  of  circle  2  Apparent  letter-tops,  horizont
al  followed  by  higher 

specks 

fr.  17.  EL  noted:  ‘surface  loose  and  rubbed;  decipherment  now  very  precarious  .  1  give  E
L  s  transcript, 

which  he  notes  as  having  been  ‘made  earlier’.  1  ] . ,  8?  (EL)  ,  [,  v?  (EL)  3  /xe  no  longer  to  e 

made  out  4  A  seems  to  me  to  be  rather  k  5  I  cannot  recognize  vt;  the  letters  before  v[  appear  to 
have  been  crossed  through,  and  at  least  one  cancellation  dot  placed 

fr.  12.  It  seems  to  me  that  the  metre  is  likely  to  be  (anaclastic)  ionic.  If  we  could  be  sure  of  t
rimeters  rather 

than  tetrameters,  some  further  restoration  could  be  attempted. 

1  rcot  can.  Mr  Lobel  noted  that  the  accompaniment  of  the  possessive  adjective  by  the  artic
le  seems  to  be 

the  preferred  usage  of  Anacreon,  while  the  much  more  frequent  practice  of  the  rest  of  the  l
yric  poets  is  to 

dispense  with  the  article. 

2  -\ottoc  S*  (apostrophe  not  written).  Gen.,  e.g.  IlcXcmoc ,  or  nom.,  e.g.  €ttocAo7toc? 

3  Krjard  Kayptac  seems  implied  by  the  diacritics.  Mr  Lobel  queried  the  contribution  of  the  long  ,  but  it 
 may 

have  been  thought  desirable  to  obviate  confusion  not  only  with  K&fxa  but  with  KaraKwp.al,a},  and  in  any  case 

diacritics  are  not  always  applied  on  totally  austere  principles;  cf.  12.  to  virtually  certain,  not  ot. 

4  ei>e*a.  cot  8*  t&  Xab-  Female,  e.g.  Xa[pt€cca,  if  the  reference  of  the  participle  in  7  is  the  same;  but 
 not 

necessarily  so,  even  if  6  cv[  is  cv.  Mr  Lobel  noted  that  there  is  no  other  instance  of  cot  in  Anacreon  (but  it  is  what 

one  would  expect  for  the  non-enclitic  form). 
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5  -Xov  (e.g.  fiaWov)  efiev.  The  orthography  is  regular,  cf.  e.g.  PMG  418,  42 1  (74,  79  Gent.). 

6  Perhaps  yeijpLepiov,  in  view  of  7  Ad/fy>a>[c,  -tu[i.  In  8  oiSevfvra  is  a  possibility  (but  so  is  e.g.  KaX]XtKop,oi 
Seu[re). 

10  re(?)  k at  repirvoiv  strikes  me  as  both  palaeographically  (aj  rather  fp?)  and  metrically  (three  successive 

longa)  questionable,  but  I  do  not  know  what  else  to  suggest. 

12  - ecac  (fitcac  or  aor.  part.,  e.g.  e£e]p,eca c?)  epcora  7rcuS[-?  Mr  Lobel  noted  that  7raiS[  is  ‘not  suggested’. 
The  position  and  shape  of  the  upright  preceding  <ju6[  might  suggest  rather  e/xurdrou,  but  that  would  be 

undesirable  in  metre  and  form  alike  (17 pofirjv  PMG  387,  89  Gent.,  eiptorp  Thgn.  519,  cf.  Adcsp.  iamb.  7.  5 

West),  and  7rouS[  seems  to  me  acceptable.  After  ap  any  diacritics,  except  on  w,  will  be  lost. 

13  ]ac tcov  (acTuiv,  /xJacTwv? — an  a-stem  would  probably  be  written  uncontracted)  eVtj3[-,  h tl  /3[-.  No 
room  for  more  than  two  or  three  letters  between  the  circumflex  and  ]a. 

14  d]ioc(e.g.)  yap  <f>ptv a,  -a[c. 

15  a]p ipcoc  perhaps  suggested,  Xv]ttt}pu>c  alia  not  excluded. 

19  e.g.  "Epa)]Toc  /SeAoc,  di  [7ratj. 
21  [a]Te\ev[Toc  would  suit  the  indications,  but  I  dare  say  not  uniquely. 

22  If  the  ink  above  the  first  t  is  a  sign  of  cancellation,  the  remains  become  less  intractable  (perhaps  -ret 

dat.  adj.,  e.g.  fibrjeref,  since  -ef  for  -ea  would  be  unexpected);  but  it  does  not  have  the  appearance  of  such. 

23  ipov  ir[p]oc  acceptable. 

24  p,eyac  S’  6  tt-  ( ny[pyoc\  e.g.)? 

28  (-■)  jet^ycd,  -a[v? 

fr.  13.  2  If  kX  'p  '[,  as  looks  likely  enough,  kX  'e  '[1-  is  probably  implied,  kA(c)ituc  vel  sim. 

fr.  17.  3  PMGvfio  (91  Gent.)  runs  xa^Pe  fj>(Xov  <f>toc  yapUvTi  fiaSicov  77pocdi7ran,  Himerius’  addition  to  which 

includes  the  phrase  Movcacov  r  aXa 7,  cf.  ’aA[  in  the  next  line  here.  But  I  should  doubt  there  is  anything  in  this. 

6  St’  €pco[ra  the  likeliest  articulation? 

fr.  18 

u.[ 

]  x[ ].[  ]>..[ 

m  j. 

5  ]  ,  Ca7TafJL7T€[ ]coi  [ 

]jJLCUVO{JLCu[ 

]eXo)v  [ 

]  f  v0L»/xoca7r[ 

10  ]efiepu)c  [ 

]cjjUKpovoia  S[ 
^TOLTOC'  [ 

]  ,  OVTCTifA ac[ 
]  [ 

M 

15  ]AA«/u.[ 

]oAAa§[ 

]..[]..[ 

fr.  18.  Darkened  and  brittle  1  ].,  oblique  descending  to  the  line,  A?-  ,  [,  foot  of  upright? 

3  ]. ,  median  trace,  e?  After  p ,  top  of  circle?  4  Above  01  perhaps  an  acute  accent  overwritten  by  et 

(not  ev)  5  ],  (]f  EL),  upright  touched  by  median  stroke  at  left,  e.g.  17  or  et  Of  perhaps  struck 

out  9  ].,  a  trace  above  mid-letter  (so  EL;  I  am  not  sure  it  is  ink)  t?[  damaged;  there  might  be  t 

between  a  and  the  next  letter  but  one  (y,  rr,  t?)  13  ].,]/£  EL,  but  it  seems  to  me  to  be  ]i,  perhaps  with 

acute  accent  15  Of  ]A  only  lower  part  of  right-hand  stroke  15-17  EL  took  15  for  the  last  of  the 

column,  and  the  line  below,  which  is  written  in  a  smaller  version  of  the  text  hand,  for  a  marginal  addition.  This 

may  be  right,  but  it  leaves  traces  of  ink  immediately  beneath  the  latter  line  unaccounted  for.  The  traces  in 



3695.  ANACREON 7 fr.  19 
fr.  20 

] .  ex[ ].‘W>.  [ 

>o.[ • 

3 ].P&.  [ 

]  -#-[ 
4 ]vrapv\ 

].  mp[ 

].aAA[ 
l.f.l 

question,  though  very  meagre,  are  in  a  position  and  of  an  appearance  suitable  for  letter-tops  of  a  regular  1.  1 7. 

In  that  case  the  smaller  writing  will  be  a  supralineation,  and  the  regular  l.  16  will  have  terminated  short 

of  the  extant  papyrus;  in  fact  there  are  a  couple  of  specks  beneath  15  which  may  belong  to  the  end  of  the 

regular  1.  16. 

fr.  19.  Darkened,  but  less  so  than  fr.  18  1  ]. ,  a  headless  upright,  v ?  2  ,  [,  upright  with  foot 

hooked  to  right  3  ].,  w  or  o  .  [,  upright  4  Above  and  to  left  of  ]u,  traces  of  apparent 

supralineation  5  ] . ,  upright,  and  specks  at  top  to  left,  v ?  6  ] , ,  a  trace  on  the  line  7  ] . ,  y  or 

t?  f ,  c  EL,  but  vestige  of  mid-stroke  seems  discernible  .  [,  upper  left  corner  of  p  or  v? 

fr.  20.  ] . ,  upper  right  of  anomalous  r?  Of  q  only  the  top,  unexplained  ink  within  .  [,  start  of  a  stroke 

rising  to  right,  A? 

fr.  2 1 .  A  small  square  of  papyrus  with  all  but  the  lower  part  of  a  coronis  towards  the  right-hand  edge.  The 

coloration  is  similar  to  that  of  fr.  18. 1  cannot  decisively  dismiss  the  idea  that  the  coronis  stood  in  the  margin  to 

the  left  of  the  asteriscus  of  fr.  19,  but  I  see  no  suggestive  fibre  correspondence. 

fr.  1 8  As  Mr  Lobel  observes,  the  metre  appears  to  be  the  same  as  in  PMG  432  (44  Gent.,  Anacr.  fr.  iamb.  5 

West),  i.e.  jia\D  (cf.  Archil.  182-7  West).  That  is  quoted  as  lv  lappa).  It  is  difficult  to  assess  the  likelihood  that 

the  same  poem  is  represented  here;  if  it  is,  we  have  dialogue:  in  P  MG  432  a  female  speaks,  here  a  male  (at  least  if 

8  e'xwi/  agrees  with  7  patvopat),  doubtless  Anacreon  himself.  The  context  in  both  is  erotic.  Cf.  also  Anacr.  fr. 
iamb.  7  West  {PMG  424,  54  Gent.). 

5  (17T*  a\xTTt[ \wv,  -ou,  is  the  obvious  supplement;  in  view  of  the  need  for  a  caesura,  perhaps  a  structure  such 

as  r]rjc  arc'  dpne[Aov  Spocov  (cf.  PMG  909.  4,  Pi.  0.  7.  2).  Other  articulations:  ro'Jic  a7m/x7re[xoua  pot,  -ca 
7rafnre[vr)c,  7ra/x7T€[7mpa,  e.g. 

7  patvopai  PMG  428.  2  {46.  2  Gent.),  in  comparable  metrical  context;  empatvopat  PMG  359.  2  (5.  2 
Gent.). 

8  rArjfxova  Ovpov  €)(ojv  //.  5.  670,  Avccav  II.  9-  3°5- 

10  -e  pi  or  e/x*  epcoc  probable.  Any  accent  on  ]e  will  have  been  lost. 
1 1  -c  ptKpov  or  cpiKpov ?  pwpov  reported  in  the  quotations  of  PMG  373  (93  Gent.),  and  no  metrical  reason 

for  cpiKpov  here;  but  there  can  be  no  certainty. 

oTa  S| >}?  old  re  PMG  408.  I  (28.  I  Gent.). 

13  ovt€  npacldat?  npdcvelsim.  metrically  unlikely.  Ifovrt,  a  second  oure  at  the  beginning  of  14?  But  -ovt€ 
is  not  excluded. 

15b  It  looks  as  if  the  smaller  writing  below  may  be  a  rewritten  version  of  1.  15.  But  if  it  is  in  the  lower 

margin  the  inferior  traces  cause  difficulty,  while  if  it  is  not,  and  the  traces  represent  I.  17,  it  is  oddly  placed. 

fr.  19.  On  the  asteriscus  see  at  fr.  6.  3  above. 
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3696.  Choral  Lyric Plates  I,  V 

6  iB.8/G(c)  3.7  x  8.3  cm  Third  fourth  century 

A  scrap  of  which  little  can  be  said  beyond  that  it  seems  to  be  of  a  triadic  composition 

in  ‘literary  Doric’,  possibly  dactyloepitrite.  It  is  written  in  a  medium-sized,  oval, 
slightly  sloping  hand  which  may  be  assigned  to  the  later  third  century  if  not  to  the  early 

fourth.  Both  sides  of  the  papyrus  are  written  on,  and  the  presumption  is  that  this  was  a 

codex.  I  see  no  indication  which  side  preceded  which. 

A  second  hand,  distinguishable  by  paler  ink,  has  made  corrections  (—>5,  |6)  and 
added  some  of  the  accents. 

I 
] 

.[ 

1 [ 

] a 

]r 

[ 

] 
1  ,  .  a>[ ] [ 

] 
t  €i7T€VKa\4  [ 

}wa'
 

[ 

5  ] 
5  ] 

[ 

] 
ca>^aS’euetS[ 

]e/cAe‘op 

[ 

]y7ToAy['  ]evK 
[ 

]!p9po[]c€7n8[ 
j/Sapt.  [ 

]  t  u^av770§at  [ 
]yepacO[ 10 

] ,  X€T0Ka^[ 
IO  ]fiLCLKa[ 

].  w™.  [ ]  [ 

>79  [ 

— >  i  ,  [,  speck  on  line  3  Oft,  only  the  foot,  then  remains  suggesting  air;  missing  above,  so  that  any 
diacritics  will  be  lost  4  ,  [,  around  upper  edge  of  hole  suggestion  of  arc  as  of  e  or  o,  not  A  5  \i 

crossed  through  and  v  written  above,  in  very  pale  ink;  and  a  further  intervention  has  been  made  above  at, 

possibly  a  cancelled  circumflex  6  Accent  by  m.  2  7  o>[,  o  perhaps  not  excluded  8  ] lower 

right  suitable  for  a;  accent  by  m.  2  [],  room  for  a  lost  t  9  ] . ,  mid-line  speck,  e  suggested,  rather  low  for 

r,  perhaps  insufficient  room  at  left  for  ifs  .  [,  curve  consistent  with  c,  <j>  10  ], ,  an  inserted  1?  Before  it, 

room  for  one  broad  or  two  narrow  letters  1 1  ]. ,  right-hand  side  perhaps  of  a  rather  stumpy  x  .  [> 

upright  with  traces  to  right  suggesting  k 

|  7  y[  in  correction  8  .  [,  outward-curving  upright  The  interlinear  space  between  9  and 

10  is  unusually  wide,  but  hardly  enough  to  accommodate  another  line;  it  looks  as  if  9  drifted  upwards 

3  Scotch  toj[  is  suggested.  Conceivably  the  right  hand  of  Zeus,  2  £[. 

3/4  The  coronis  will  probably  be  marking  triadic  boundary. 

4f.  Pi.  /.  6.  51,  strophe-beginning,  ehrev  re  piovrjcaic  are  fiavnc  dvyp *  u,EJccerat  kt A.  It  seems  likely  that  5 
vvv  <f> aive,  <f>aiv€rat  sim .,  begins  a  speech.  On  the  relation  between  speech-beginning  and  metrical  structure  see 

R.  Fiihrer,  Formproblem-Untersuchungen  zu  den  Reden  in  fruhgr.  Lyrik  (Zetemata  44),  66-76. 



3696.  CHORAL  LYRIC 9 

6  c a)fia  8’  eueiS[e'c?  B.  9.  31  <f>atve  (irnpf.)  OavfiacTov  8ep,acy  but  caifia  would  hardly  be  used  in  such 
a  context,  and  all  lyric  instances  of  tucaSTjc  are  applied  to  females. 

7f.  If  apOpo[ i]c  in  8,  as  looks  probable,  peXca)[v  ‘limbs’  rather  than  ‘songs’  or  ‘wretched’,  and  acuJIxcuW 
might  be  considered  along  with  ̂ IJIxaioic,  apfxaioic. 

8  The  dot  above  c  seems  to  be  by  the  second  hand  (light  ink)  and  is  in  just  the  right  position  for 

a  cancellation  dot,  but  may  be  casual. 

8f.  Is  the  sense  something  like  e7 rl  S[e  (ev^ap^evoc)  |  euxdv  TroSaf  [  ( Kov<f>ovc  v€tp.ov )?  I  owe  the  suggestion  to 
Mr  Parsons.  Cf.  on  6  above. 

10  (-)jo>]iX€To  seems  indicated. 

\  6  KAeof  corr.  to  K\a.oi.  For  the  variation  in  spelling  cf.  Pi.  Pae,  7a.  7  (with  Schol.  JV.  2.  1 7c),  JV.  3.  83;  at 

B.  3.  3  KXeioi  is  written  but  must  scan  /{Ae(i)ofB.  3.  3  and  12.  2,  each  at  outset  of  poem.  It  is  possible  that  this 

is  the  first  line  of  a  new  poem,  and  1.  4  the  last  line  of  the  preceding  one  (or  conceivably  a  heading,  but  nothing 

points  in  that  direction  except  its  isolation). 

7  77oAu[8J€i5k[-. 

8  fiap]fiapu<[-. 

3697.  Lyric 

73/i (») 2.4  x  4.7  cm 

Plate  I 

Second  century 

CORRIGENDUM 

On  p.  8,  3696-* 3-4,  the  central  elements  of  the coroms  have  dropped  out  of  the  printed  text. 

]  ̂   #  oj[ In  place  of ]  ̂  el-n-ev/caA.  [ 

1  ]  -hrScfji  to  r 

please  read  i  J  m  -  L J  b  enrevKaX'  [ 

ding  to  cursive  which  I  have  not 

rhynchus,  this  scrap  mentions  an 

*  said  to  convey  the  impression  of 

pparent  occurrence  of  at  in  1.  6  is 

] ,  ovSocrjf)  t  [ 

The  space  above  ]yfh<?[  is  slightly  greater  than  the  normal  interlinear  space,  so  that  this  may  be  column 

top  2  ].,  raised  upright  as  of  v  5  ].,  oblique  at  upper  right  as  of  e,  v  6  (u,  offsets  or 

washed-out  ink  to  lower  left  and  above;  the  papyrus  was  damaged  when  written  on  7  ].  >  two  specks 

suggesting  raised  upright  as  of  v  .  [,  a  suggested  8  Various  letter-top  traces 

1  ] yj9ip[.  Though  I  suppose  /Sioc  or  cognate  has  far  greater  probability,  the  possibility  of  Talthybius  may 

be  worth  mentioning  (cf.  Hdt.  7.  134?). 



8 NEW  LITERARY  AND  SUBLITERART  TEXTS 

3696.  Choral  Lyric 
Plates  I,  V 

6  iB.8/G(c)  3.7  x8.3  cm  Third-fourth  century 

A  scrap  of  which  little  can  be  said  beyond  that  it  seems  to  be  of  a  triadic  composition 
in  literary  Doric  ,  possibly  dactylo-epitrite.  It  is  written  in  a  medium-sized,  oval, 
slightly  sloping  hand  which  may  be  assigned  to  the  later  third  century  if  not  to  the  early 
fourth.  Both  sides  of  the  papyrus  are  written  on,  and  the  presumption  is  that  this  was  a 
codex.  I  see  no  indication  which  side  preceded  which. 

A  second  hand,  distinguishable  by  paler  ink,  has  made  corrections  (~^5>  |d)  and 
added  some  of  the  accents. 

I 

]  .[ 
] 
]  1  8*6.  ..co[ 
]  l  ehrevKaA'  [ 

5  ] 

]  caj/zaS’euetSf 
]xatoiqu,€Aea>[ 

]  ' p0po[]c€7Tl8[ 

] ,  vxaviroSa  #  [ 

10  '] .  ̂;eTo/caAA[ L S*o.[ 

]  CTO  [ 

] 

]r 
] 

[ 
[ 
[ 

—>•1  .  [,  speck  on  lin< 

diacritics  will  be  lost 

crossed  through  and 

possibly  a  cancelled  cij 

right-suitable  for  a;  a 
1  insulhcie/ 

P  «■  lu‘mci  iiiiervcmion  nas  been  made  above  at, 

r  ....  /  j  7  ̂ [,0  perhaps  not  excluded  8  ] lower 
Ni  /  9  1 .  >  mid-line  speck,  e  suggested,  rather  low  for 

•  y  /nristau  wither  10  ].,  an  inserted  1?  Before  it, *"^>d  side  perhaps  of  a  rather  stumpy  x  .  [•> 

//'>
A 

l;  j  j  I  he  interlinear  space  between  9  and 
N  1,  it  looks  as  if  9  drifted  upwards 

.  Q-vrjp’  “'E’ccerai  ktX.  It  seems  likely  that  5 

^  ,  f^ch-beginning  and  metrical  structure  see 
Zetemata  44),  66-76. 

. . . . 

■  \  -  •  v  .  *  >  1  jr  4  .  \  .  \  f  J(r  ■  t’J'Li 1  t  A.  1  «  ’  v  '*’■-%_ 

:  \  -T i 4’  •  ̂  / 
.  ■  ••  ,  •.■'/tft  i/\"  •  vy  Vi,1 'j/ / 

,  ■ :  yc  ■  '■v&Mf 
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6  cto/xa  S’  eveiSfec?  B.  g.  31  <t>0LLV€  (irnpf.)  Bavp.acrov  Sep-ac,  but  cojfxa  would  hardly  be  used  in  such 

a  context,  and  all  lyric  instances  of  eveiSrjc  are  applied  to  females. 

7f.  If  dpOpo[i]c  in  8,  as  looks  probable,  /aeA<ra>|y  ‘limbs’  rather  than  ‘songs’  or  ‘wretched’,  and  dcu]|xaioic 
might  be  considered  along  with  Aljlxcuofc,  dp||xaioic. 

8  The  dot  above  c  seems  to  be  by  the  second  hand  (light  ink)  and  is  in  just  the  right  position  for 

a  cancellation  dot,  but  may  be  casual. 

8f.  Is  the  sense  something  like  i-nl  8[e  (eufa/aevoc)  |  euxdv  770'Sac  [  ( kov<(>ovc  vet^ov)?  I  owe  the  suggestion  to 
Mr  Parsons.  Cf.  on  6  above. 

10  (-)!<£] jx^to  seems  indicated. 

j  6  KXeoi  corr.  to  KXciot.  For  the  variation  in  spelling  cf.  Pi.  Pae .  7a.  7  (with  Schol.  jV.  2.  1 7c),  N.  3.  83;  at 

B.  3.  3  KXeioii  s  written  but  must  scan  -  /CAe(i)  of  B.  3.  3  and  12.  2,  each  at  outset  of  poem.  It  is  possible  that  this 

is  the  first  line  of  a  new  poem,  and  1.  4  the  last  line  of  the  preceding  one  (or  conceivably  a  heading,  but  nothing 

points  in  that  direction  except  its  isolation). 

7  /ToAu[8]eoK,[“. 
8  fiap]fiapu<[-. 

Plate  I 
Second  century 

Written  in  an  informal  second-century  hand  tending  to  cursive  which  I  have  not 

recognized  among  other  lyric  manuscripts  from  Oxyrhynchus,  this  scrap  mentions  an 

dpxayirac  and  for  all  its  exiguity  may  I  think  fairly  be  said  to  convey  the  impression  of 

Pindar  or  Bacchylides,  epinician  or  not,  though  the  apparent  occurrence  of  at  in  1.  6  is 

something  of  a  deterrent  against  such  ascription. 

73/ *(a) 

3697.  Lyric 

2.4  X  4.7  cm 

]  1 

]u/3ip[ 

] .  yeyevva[ 

]apXayeTa[ 

5  ] .  /^/xaAey[ ']cOVT>CUjU'[ 

]  t  OvSoCTJf)  t  [ 

The  space  above  ]yj3io[  is  slightly  greater  than  the  normal  interlinear  space,  so  that  this  may  be  column 

top  2  1.,  raised  upright  as  of  v  5  ].,  oblique  at  upper  right  as  of  e,  v  6  pt,  offsets  or 

washed-out  ink  to  lower  left  and  above;  the  papyrus  was  damaged  when  written  on  7  J. ,  two  specks 

suggesting  raised  upright  as  of  v  .  [,  a  suggested  8  Various  letter-top  traces 

1  Though  I  suppose  )3ioc  or  cognate  has  far  greater  probability,  the  possibility  of  Talthybius  may 

be  worth  mentioning  (cf.  Hdt.  7.  134?). 
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2  Probably  K€ivo]v  ye>  rw]v  ye  vel  sim . 

3  apxay€Ta[i  dat.  is  probable  in  view  of  the  longum .  Whether  hero  or  god  (in  the  latter  case  the  odds  must 

be  with  Apollo),  I  see  little  hope  of  any  but  speculative  identification  on  present  evidence. 

4  av0€(ju([*  In  the  absence  of  other  diacritics  av  may  be  assumed,  in  which  case  very  probably 

Beiiigevoc,  attested  at  Pi.  Pae.  6.  131  rav  Oepigevov  aper[dv  with  reference  to  Aegina.  That  together  with  such 

image-corroborating  passages  as  0.  8.  20-23,  N.  4.  1 1  f.,  5.  8  and  L  9.  4-6  is  perhaps  an  encouragement  to  think 

of  Aegina  here  too,  and  mention  of  Heracles  (7?)  would  certainly  be  at  home  in  an  Aeginetan  ode;  but 

alternatives  must  be  many. 

5  o]t5(?)  ix€fxa\e(v)  seems  indicated.  This  ‘hyper-Doric’  form  is  probably  to  be  recognized  in  a  Pindaric 
dithyramb,  XXVI  2445  1  ii  10,  where  see  Lobel. 

6  '] f<W\  The  grave  accent  probably  implies  masc.  sing,  or  neut.  pi.  participle.  The  position  of  the  first 
accent  suggests  that  ]c  was  immediately  preceded  by  a  vowel:  therefore  presumably  future. 

-T  The  letters  are  damaged  but  the  reading  is  hard  to  avoid.  Unless  the  dialect  is  either  Aeolic  or 

strong  Doric  (cf.  PMG  87)  it  would  seem  that  at  is  to  be  recognized,  as  transmitted  just  twice  in  the  Brit.  Mus. 

Bacchylides  papyrus  and  so  far  as  I  am  aware  not  at  all  in  Pindar;  and  virtually  not  in  tragedy. 

7  JyouSof rjpq. [.  Perhaps  mention  of  Heracles  (Heraclidae,  Hera),  preceded  by  ouSoc  (the  first  trace 

scarcely  compatible  with  <f>]pov&oc  or  -c]77ou$oc,  "EvovSoc  unlikely) .  Heracles  and  ov8oc  in  mutual  vicinity  at  B. 
fr.  4.  21,  but  I  sec  no  relevance  in  that.  It  would  be  foolhardy  to  assume  that  Heracles  or  even  a  Heraclid  is 

himself  the  dp^ayerac,  though  that  is  of  course  possible. 

3698.  Early  Hexameters:  Argonautica ? 

Plate  II 

17  2B.55/H(a)  7  x  28.8  cm  Second  century 

A  tall  strip  with  line-beginnings,  badly  abraded  in  places,  written  in  the  same  hand 

as  XXX  2513  and  apparently  from  the  same  manuscript.  Like  2513,  3698  is  written  on 

the  back  of  a  document  (a  register)  running  in  the  opposite  direction,  and  the  physical 

appearance  of  the  two  fragments  is  so  similar  as  to  leave  little  doubt  that  they  are  parts  of 

one  and  the  same  manuscript,  one  would  guess  from  the  same  vicinity. 

2513  has  been  thought  to  concern  the  sacrifice  of  Iphigenia  (R.  Janko,  Z^E  49 

(1982)  25-9,  after  ed.  pr.  on  1 4 f F. ) .  3698  is  unmistakably  Argonautic:  we  have  Orpheus 

(10),  Mopsus  (14),  Jason  (17),  Aeetes  (18),  and  a  ship  (25,  30).  Orpheus  plays  (10-1 1), 

Mopsus  makes  a  speech  (15-22),  the  first  word  of  which  is  vocroc;  if  16  yw[ov  is  right,  he 

says  Jason  must  marry — Medea,  evidently.  Little  else  of  the  action  emerges  with  any 

clarity.  But  the  narrative  is  told  in  the  first  person  (eyo>  12).  The  speaker  cannot  be 

Orpheus  as  in  the  Orphic  Argonautica ;  I  will  not  suggest  the  Argo  herself;  perhaps  Jason 

reminiscing? 

The  Homeric  tincture  noted  of  2513  is  in  evidence  here  too,  and  there  is  an  ugly 

hiatus  at  25.  Verse  of  such  unrefined  character  could  be  late,  but  nothing  betrays  this 

composition  as  such,  and  the  likeliest  supposition  is  that  it  is  archaic.  But  ascription  is 

difficult,  with  or  without  2513;  I  can  make  no  convincing  link  with  any  known  fragments 

or  testimonia,  and  see  nothing  specially  in  favour  of  the  Naupactica. 

Elision  is  regularly  signalled,  other  lectional  aids  are  provided  sparingly  (a  grave 

accent  in  12,  S’eym).  A  second  hand  has  added  punctuation,  in  the  form  not  of  a  round 
dot  but  of  a  short  thick  oblique,  placed  above  the  line:  less  markedly  different  from  an 
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ordinary  stop  than  the  intratextual  oblique  found  in  L  3533,  and  I  would  not  suppose  it 

has  any  function  other  than  ordinary  punctuation.  For  its  occurrence  in  2513  see  the 

note  appended  to  the  commentary  below.  I  represent  it  in  the  transcript  as  a  high  stop. 

]...[ 
]tY  [ 

]y#  [ 
J .  Vvl-t  ■  .  []oc[ 

5  ]wcKPa[]TT[.]to.  [ 

'  u,  apircp  m  .  pa[ 

ovheiux) '  [,.]./?.[ 

#  vo irjiv '  t 

]r)paCKOVTOT€8[ 

10  ]  .  ayp.  v ,  [.  ]  .  ocvi[ 

7 tXt] . €L '  [ 

rouS’eyeoof.  #  ]ra[ 
avrapeTreiS ,  ,  A[ 

pLOl/jOcSrjTOT* €776  m  [ 

f. lev 
15  VOCTOc87]7TaVTo[ 

#  prjreXecaty .  /x[ 
\covi8r)vpL7}\ 

ai7]rea>'xp^]8afji t  [ 
aXXat  ,  co t  []p[ 

20  ̂ pT^ara/ccucf  [ 

^■6  ]...[ 

5  ]r  v.  t cr^poj(j)dT  [.  ]y '  [ 

.  ]  #  vvp, f  f  oc[ 
ojc  Kpa[t]ir[v](jL)c  [ 

ov  yap  77 to  ,  ,  pa[ 
ov  Sc  7760  a[,  [ 

IJVOlTjl  U77’  at^7]to[t 

y^rjpacKOV'  rore  8 [rj 

0]ldypgv  (f>[C\Xoc  ut[oc TrXrjKTp'  '  '  et'  [ 

rov  S’  eyco  o[t  ]ra[ 

avTap  €77€t  Sr)  ,  A[ 

Moijjoc  8rj  TOT  €77€l  [ 

NoCTOC  pi€V  8rj  7TaVT0  [ 

Xprj  reAccat  ycqtx[ov Al]covi8r)v  f.irj [ 

AlTjT €60’  Xpi)  Sa/Xf  [ 
aAAa ,  t  f  to ,  ay  [ 

XprjpiaTa  /cat  ce[ 

The  surface  is  much  damaged,  which  makes  decipherment  and  transcription  didicult  in  places.  Where  no 

ink  remains  and  there  may  have  been  letter  loss  I  put  square  brackets.  3  ,  [,  apparent  arc  with 

suggestion  of  mid-stroke  as  of  e,  0  4  J , ,  two  specks,  one  low  ,  , ,  first  indeterminate,  second  perhaps 

cross-bar  of  v  6  ,  t>,  consistent  with  o,  a  not  excluded  ,  a,  y  or  r  .  partial  letter-tops,  na  not 

commended  7  After  to,  only  a  of  vowels?  Before  /?,  letter-top  speck  After  p,  upright  8  .  , ,  to 

left  of  hole  an  upright,  to  right  a  descending  oblique  ligatured  to  1  10  ].,  upright  bent  to  left  at 

top  .  [,  left  side  of  apparent  circlet  and  high  speck  ] , ,  a  or  A  c,  or  o  1 1  After  77,  k  or  x  acceptable, 

then  miscellaneous  traces  on  torn  and  displaced  papyrus,  possibly  rpony  then  trace  of  letter-top  horizontal  as  of 

y  before  e  [,  foot  of  upright  13  77  acceptable  for  first,  then  specks  on  abraded  surface 

1 4  [,  possible  upright  1 5  of,  or  to,  hardly  a  or  e  16  ,/x,  scanty  traces,  7:1  identified  on  basis  of  curl 

at  lower  left  18  ,  f ,  trace  suitable  for  p.  but  perhaps  not  excluding  j3,  tt,  f/>  19...,  first  probably  y 

or  7r,  then  three  letter-top  traces  ,  .  f  ] ,  first  an  arc  on  the  line  as  of  €,  0,  c,  second  an  angle  on  the  line  as  of  a,  in 
which  case  no  letter  lost  before  v 
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DfSa - [ 

7 TOVTO'  #  [,]()'  'CO  IM 

#  cecfiad '  a,  aroui  [ 

ecSzxpV'  are. 

25  .  ]eA^ov.  .  [ 

cc^A - <f>n .  [Jr?.  [ 

wJJ . /A.  .??.  [ 

p  €tvot[#  jgimgSei,  p  [ 

.  .]pa*l>f[.  ■  ] •  Y€V9T9-[ 

30 

.  .]0C€TT[. 
J.  .<f>vPVc9.  [ 

J  vM.. .  JSr?[J. .  [ 

]AorS 
[..M.k.P.., 

.M.]« 
. . .  [] — /?[ 

.  [.  ]<j>.  . .  [.  J ccty[ 
35 

]  P  (j)lXo,  7]'  t 
eu[,  .  .  ]6at .  [ 

.]  v.af>[._ 

]m°. J...?.. J.fc<c[ 
J.AAJ.. ,  JA.t.  .R.  .  [ 

J?‘. .  fr[ .  JS..e/?.[ 

40 

p  ]Sa>c7T# 
[.M. 

,  ]<waAA[ 
,  ] ,  cvye , , .  [Jv.w.  [ 

]A  \[JL€ 
.[...  J.f[ 
. ].[ 

45 J . [. . ].[ .[ 

.  Jro[J. 

.M.M. 
]Aai  p 

[]?[ 

5° 

c.  9 

]V99[ 
c.  10 ]fj 
c.  10 M 

c-  9 

].*"'?[ 

c.  9 

]ucaf[ 

55 

c-  9 

]9wv[ 

c*  9 

].v[ 

evcfyrjpajc  Sa,  #  ,  ,  [ 

7T0VT0V  P  qj[f]fx[ 

«  v  /  /i)  r  (>>  w  «  r 

ojc  €(pau  *  pi  p  apa  rov  t  [ 

ic  8e  xprjpar'  £Qev\ro 
vrja  ev\cc]eXpov'  A[ ecO\r]_  .  .  <^37.  [J77.  [ 

cocf,  ] . yp’  a,  .  ?7,  [ 
.  eivoi[#  JaimgSei,  ,  [ 

.  .  ]pa*/ff  [t  (  ]  #  ̂xevorg[ 
r^Joc  67r[t  y]Aa^»up7/c  o  [ 
JvSe7[....]Sr?[J..[ 
JA01S.  .  [.  .  ]9[.]vfp .  .  [ 

X]pv[c]€(yv .  .  .  .€/?[ 

•  ».[Jf  Jcccv[ a)  (f>iXot  7] '  ei»[.  #  ,  ]$ai#  [ 

oJuS’  a/> [a]  tol  ]po.  [ 
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2 1  After  fiy  lowish  thick  medial  traces,  space  suitable  for  not  for  o  first  a  low  speck  suitable  for 

i,  py  v,  then  leg  and  suggestion  of  cross-bar  of  t,  then  perhaps  o,  then  indeterminate  lowish  trace  22  . . 
two  legs  as  of  v  or  7 r,  then  traces  on  damaged  surface  perhaps  suggesting  e  . , ,  upright,  perhaps  1,  then 

damage,  a  speck  at  lower  right  23  , , . ,  consistent  with  01S  ,  [,  trace  oil  the  line  24  After  re, 

suggestion  of  curve  as  of  6,  c  25  .  ,  [,  free-standing  oblique  perhaps  intended  for  high  stop,  then  perhaps 
back  of  A  26  After  A,  only  77  of  vowels,  then  upright  and  further  traces,  v  not  suggested,  then  after  an 

interval  specks  before  <j>  suggesting  e  ,  [  ( prim .),  heavy  downward  curve,  surrounding  surface  lost  .  [  ( all .), 
two  specks  perhaps  of  upright  27  . ,  abraded,  first  three  perhaps  €p.e,  fourth  perhaps  e  or  0,  fifth 
perhaps  a,  A,  «r,  sixth  v  suggested  After  a,  upright  and  upper  right  speck,  then  oblique  suggesting  back  of  a,  8, 

A  .  [,  letter- top  speck  28  . ,  speck  at  lower  right,  e.g.  8,  k  [,  J,  room  for  e.g.  c,  hardly  for  8  ..[jap. 
suggested?  29  r,  or  y  30  Before  <j>y  a  best  of  vowels?  .  [,  upper  left  of  u,  y?  31  ,  j,  or 
]?  32  ]A,  or  a  Anomalous  ink  above  stop,  see  comm.  o,  or  a>  Before  p,  perhaps  e  (oj[c]tt€p 

poss.)  .  .  [,  minimal  specks  33  .  . .  [,  rjvp.?  ]....,  specks  at  letter- top  level,  then  possible  top  of  a, 
then  a  stroke  rising  rightwards  from  the  line,  then  damage,  then  emergent  mid-stroke  of  e?  34  £,  to 
lower  left  a  stroke  unaccounted  for  ,  [,  perhaps  o,  but  anomalous  ,  .  .  minimal  letter-foot  specks 
35  ] , ,  arc  consistent  with  initial  to  After  o,  specks  not  excluding  c  or  r  After  77,  specks  compatible  with  t, 

hardly  c  36  After  u,  traces  consistent  with  8  J . ,  letter-top  horizontal?  . .  .  [,  first  possible  upright, 
then  minimal  traces  .  [,  trace  at  letter-top  level,  hardly  ip  37  ]... ,  first  letter-top  horizontal,  second 
perhaps  right  side  of  n,  third  concave  upright  missing  to  right  Before  t,  oblique  as  of  k  or  A  38  ] , ,  o 
rather  than  a  ,  [,  a?  After  t,  oblique  rising  from  lower  left  Before  p,  descending  oblique  p,  or 

o  .  .  [,  letter  tops,  e.g.  ic  39  ]p,  or  A  After  $,  perhaps  e  or  o,  then  specks  suggesting  y,  x?  .  [,  low 

speck,  e.g.  foot  oft  40  After  7r,  curved  upright  as  of  77  42  ] , ,  mid-horizontal  as  of  e  .  . .  [,  first, 
back  of  a,  A?  second,  left  of  a>?  third,  curved  upright  and  specks,  v?  Between  v  and  v ,  variously  assignable 

specks,  perhaps  two  letters  ,  [,  upper  left  trace  as  of  r  43  A*,  apostrophe  doubtful  44 
confused  letter-top  traces  45,  4G  Scattered  traces,  surface  stained  49  ,  [J,  a>,  o[.  ]?  53  A 
single  dot  directly  above  iota  55  ]?,  or  6 

2  If  j’  v  is  rightly  read  — there  is  damage,  but  I  see  no  alternative— vfip.-  would  seem  to  be  indicated. 

3  cr]paxj)dr:  perhaps  -Tat,  if  in  a  simile  (see  on  5),  otherwise  -to.  Then  e.g.  evQ[a  (e^0[a  xat  ev0a?)  would 
suit. 

4  e.g.  aJx^v/xevoc  or  djpvvpavoc  (but  hardly  aJiVu^ievoc  or  d]yvvp.€voc)  would  suit  the  traces,  but  other 

articulations  are  open,  e.g.  .  j.  vv  p.ovoc.  Rhianus  has  j3t otoio  fikv  oc  k  e7nSeu7)c  |  cTpw^arai,  fxaKapecctv  evi 

ijjoyov  alvov  i<i7TT€i  \  d)(vvfi€voCy  ktX.  (fr.  I.  3  "5  Powell) |  but  o]pvvfi€voc  best  for  the  context  here? 

5  |  toe  KpatTTvwc  II.  1 5.  83,  1 72,  each  time  in  exit  from  a  simile.  The  terms  of  the  previous  two  lines  could  be 

appropriate  to  the  voo c,  as  in  the  first  of  the  two  Iliadic  similes.  Kpanrvwc  perhaps  with  reference  to  the  nvotr) 
of  8? 

8  TTvotyjt  vtt *  g.it,rfd)[L.  A  surprising  phrase.  Homer  has  woir/i  vtto  Ai yvp-rji  (II.  13. 590,  23.  2 1 5,  cf.  Od .  4. 
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ai^rjoc  

is  
applied  

normally  

to  
men,  

and  
is  

used  
by  

Hellenistic  

and  
later  

poets,  

after  

Homer,  

more  

or  
less  

as  
a 

synonym  

for  
dv7;p  

or  
avOpwnoc.  

I  do  
not  

find  
it  applied  

elsewhere  

to  
a  feminine  

noun.  

Either  

this  
is  a  deliberate 

extension  

of  
the  

normal  

range  

of  
application,  

or  
the  

meaning  

has  
not  

yet  
become  

stereotyped;  

I  presume  

the 

latter,  

vn*  
(or  

wr’)  
at£7/di[V  

is  formally  

available  

but  
is  hardly  

encouraged  

by  
Hes.  

Th.  
863  

Te^v^t  

U7r’  
(or  

vn^) altyifcvv. 

Is  this  an  adverse  wind  which  impedes  the  Argonauts’  sailing?  That  might  make  a  thematic  connection 
with  2513,  if  that  docs  indeed  concern  the  sacrifice  of  Iphigcnia,  the  more  so  if  a  seer  then  reveals  the  measures 

necessary  to  achieve  a  cessation.  (Cf.  AR  1.  1092  ff.)  Marrying  Medea  is  hardly  comparable  with  sacrificing  a 

daughter,  but  Apollonius’ Jason  is  at  least  reluctant.  Alternatively  we  could  try  to  fit  2513  to  3698:  8  Op-pKcv [ 
and  22  8u[c]xei/xepa>[i  could  cohere  well  enough,  but  I  can  offer  no  cogent  interpretation  of  2513  as  Argonautic 

(26  a.  .  €ij)  is  hardly  Avy€L7j[cy  almost  certainly  Apye n/f).  But  I  do  not  know  what  to  make  of  9  y]r)pacKov  in  the 

present  papyrus,  on  this  or  any  other  construction;  applied  to  the  effects  of  being  weather-bound  it  is 
excessively  hyperbolic. 

Perhaps  y]r)pacKov  contrasts  with  Kpa[i]Tr[v]u)c;  e.g.,  for  not  yet  (6-7)  were  they  (the  crew)  aged  by  their 
buffeting  on  the  sea  (8).  This  suggestion  is  due  to  Mr  Parsons,  who  also  raises  the  possibility  of  0]rjpacKov  as  a 
theoretical  alternative,  cf.  yrfpaw  alongside  yr/pac/coj. 
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10  Orpheus.  Cf.  e.g.  ASfirjrov  <f>tXoc  vioc  II.  23.  289.  Apollonius  avoids  the  banal  collocation,  but  cf. 

Hermesian.  7.  I  Powell  otrjv  fic v  <f>iXoc  vioc  aurjyaycv  Oidypoio. 

11  irXrjKrpcoi  crrciprjTt^c  (/card  ficpocjficXoc)  is  suggested  by  HH  Herm .  53,  419,  501,  and  is  I  think 

compatible  with  the  remains:  perhaps  rrXr)KTpoj  \  '  €7rctp[f  though  the  trace  of  the  first  c  looks  more  like  the  top 

of  an  upright:  rather  rrXrfKTpun  7T€ip[rjTt£,€?  Apollonius’  mutation  is  av  Sc  Kai  yOp(f>c  vc  |  Xairji  dvacyopicvoc  KtOaptv 
TTeipa^ev  aotSrjc ,  I.  494  f. 

12  o[va]ra  would  make  a  good  fit,  though  I  should  have  rather  expected  a  reference  to  the  music  (decay, 

6p,</)7)v  excluded). 

13  eX [r)£c  (/cat .  .  .  ?)?  But  (a)  why  not  Xrjge?  (b)  the  specks  before  A  perhaps  suggest  a  rather  than  c. 

1 4 fT.  Mopsus’  speech,  with  its  xptfs  perhaps  indicating  prophetic  authority  (cf.  e.g.  AR  1.  1092  AtcovlSr) 
Xpeid)  cc  ktX.),  apparently  occupies  II.  15-22.  14  c7Tct[Ta  highly  probable. 

15  ficv  is  added  by  the  copyist  himself.  817  is  to  stand,  I  take  it.  The  connection  between  15  and  16  is 

unclear.  ‘The  return  of  every  man  (7 ravjg[c,  otherwise  rrdvjg[c(c))  depends  on  this:  Jason  must  marry  Medea’? 
1 6 fT.  yqLfx[ov  is  not  assured  but  makes  a  good  reading.  One  of  the  parties  is  apparently  Jason  (17 

AijcovtSrjv);  the  other  is  not  inevitably  Medea  but  AlrjTcoj  is  suggestive  and  fir)  inviting,  e.g.  Mr)[Sciav  dyovr 

cvcbmSa  Kovprjv.  Cf.  AR  4.  1 161  f.  ov  ficv  cv  AXkivoolo  ydfiov  ficvcaivc  rcXcccai  |  rjpojc  AlcoviStjc  .  .  .  tot’  ad  XP€<^ 
fjye  puyrjv  ai.  The  location  and  circumstances  of  the  wedding  varied  from  author  to  author,  see  esp.  Schol.  AR  4. 

1 141,  1 153-4,  I2i7-i9«:  at  Colchis  (near  the  river,  Antimachus;  with  Acctes’  blessing,  Timonax),  on  Corcyra 

(in  Alcinous’  palace,  Philetas;  in  Macris’  cave,  Ap.  Rhod.;  commemorative  altars  set  up  near  the  sea, 
fimaeus),  at  Byzantium  (Dionys.  Scytobrach.).  Hes.  Thg.  997-9  is  most  naturally  read  as  implying  that  the 

wedding  did  not  take  place  until  they  were  back  in  Iolcus  (cf.  AR  4.  1 162  f.). 
18  8*  dpLfl[c ? 

19  dAA*  aydp.oic  is  a  possibility,  as  is  aAAa  ydfiw  Oav[arov ,  but  yg.fi  is  far  from  inevitable;  e.g.  7twoj  would  be 

just  as  good.  dAA’  aye  not  suggested. 

21  Not  Ev(j>r)fioc.  8’  avrov  might  suit  for  what  follows,  but  the  stop  is  clear;  a  possible  reading  is  Saeroc. 
22  rrovroy:  or  IJovtov ,  the  Euxine?  Not  rrovrorrop-. 

23  Perhaps  the  Homeric  wc  c<f>a9yy  ol  8*  apa  T ov  fiaXa  ficv  xXvov  r)Sc  rriOovro. 
24 f.  Probably:  the  men  loaded  the  xPWaTa  (cf-  2°)  on  t0  the  ship.  Cf.  Hes.  Op.  672  <j>6prov  r  cc  rravra 

TiOecOai,  AR  1.  357^*  07rAa  8e  rravra  j  cv9cficvot. 

25  yrja  cv[cc]cXfiov:  the  hiatus  presumably  not  in  learned  imitation  of  Homer’s  ouAc  "Ovcipc  but— 
analogously  with  that— the  hapless  result  of  singularizing  vrjac  ivcccXfiovc.  Arguably  comparable  phenomena 

occur  in  Hesiod  too  (see  West’s  Theogony,  pp.  95  b).  Unless  merely  late  and  bad,  the  poem  will  be  early. 
26  Perhaps  ccOXrji ,  the  1  a  subsequent  addition;  but  I  can  recover  no  more. 

27  wc  [y]c  fic  Oavp. ’  drXr)r[ov  is  the  best  I  can  do  with  the  remains.  KVfi  perhaps  not  excluded. 
28  Kcivoi[c\>  8civoi[c]  avria?  Then  not  8ety~  following. 

30  vrfoc  cttl  yXapvprjc  Od.  4.  357,  vrjac  crrl  yXapvpac  II.  passim. 

3 1  Even  if  only  one  letter  is  lost  at  the  beginning,  there  are  several  possibilities  (dy,  cv,  r)v),  and  e.g.  to]  v  is 
not  excluded.  No  apostrophe  after  8,  so  probably  8e.  (Apostrophe  omitted  in  18,  but  possibly  lost  in  8,  23  bis,  24; 
present  in  12,  14,  27.)  Then  /7[,  , ,  p  ]Sr)[c]  suggests  itself  as  a  possibility,  but  I  find  no  one  apt. 

32  dAJAot  looks  rather  cramped  but  is  perhaps  acceptable;  d]A[A]oi  also  may  be  possible;  or  ,  ]p[Y]oi.  I  do 
not  know  what  to  make  of  some  ink  above  the  oblique  punctuation  mark,  presumably  an  interlinear  addition, 
which  may  be  by  the  second  hand;  not  a  simple  stop,  and  hardly  c  or  e,  and  a  double  point  would  be  most 
surprising;  there  may  have  been  loss,  at  either  side. 

33  xipWWw  &pW  is  a  possible  decipherment  (x^p[clv  cycov,  cXwv?).  rrcpgy[r)v  a  far-fetched 
possibility  for  32. 

34  u]i€  or  ti]ie  Atg[c]  offers. The  latter,  followed  by  ̂iAp[c  e]cci  (y [ai)?  In  the  next  line  ai  <jnX6jr)j  will  then 

be  less  attractive  than  <J>  <f>iXoc:  followed  by  1}  rcv[£ac]9ai,  r*  cv  [OccjOat,  e.g.)?  Addressee:  Castor  and/or 
Polydeuccs?  or  Heracles  (as  at  HH  15.  1,  9)  likelier?  It  seems  the  speech— an  appeal?— begins  at  34,  but  I  do 

not  see  where  it  ends.  Heracles’  place  in  the  Argonautic  expedition  was  not  fixed:  he  was  the  leader  (Dionys. 
Scyt.,  DS  4.  41 ),  he  was  left  at  Aphctae  (Hes.  fr.  263  M  -W),  he  did  not  take  part  at  all  (Herodorus,  FGrllist  3 1 
F  41)- 

40  ou]8’  die ?  But  no  apostrophe  written.  fir)]8y  too  long  if  the  obvious  supplements  in  the  neighbouring 
lines  are  correct  (38  7rJoAAa[,  39  *]at',  41  r]wv). 
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49  I  he  Argonaut  ria]Xatfxojv  is  conceivable,  but  I  do  not  think  the  number  of  letters  lo
st 

beginning  is  much  underestimated. 

It  may  be  appropriate  to  append  a  couple  of  notes  on  2513,  which  I  have  inspected  under  S  iQOks 

( t )  Punctuation.  Mr  Lobel  in  ed.  pr.  drew  attention  to  the  presence  at  a  number  of  places  
o  w  1  a 

most  like  a  thick  acute  accent  where  it  is  inappropriate’.  With  the  benefit  of  3698,  where  the  same  mar  ̂ 

in  11.  9,  18,  and  21  and  is  evidently  to  be  interpreted  as  a  stop  added  by  a  second  hand  (cf.  intro.),  we 

recognize  punctuation  in  2513  and  read  as  follows:  8  ]c*  &pr)Kw[y  28  -i)vy  29  ].  K€<f>a\rjv  fvv[y  33  J*T 
eccy[/tAcv~.  

-1ft 

(2)  Metrical  position.  Drjanko,  art.  cit.,  reconstructs.  At  16-18,  however,  it  is  clear  that  only  a  sing  e  , 

is  missing  before  the  extant  text.  Line  15,  -  -  i]vnX[oK]^ioc  ktA.,  stands  in  vertical  alignment  with  1.  io,  w 

will  accordingly  be  -  2e~sr\qc r[®  av]a£  dvSpa>[v  (for  ava£  avSpatv  straddling  tlie  caesura  cf.  11-  t*  7j 

Janko’s  iJct[o,  perhaps  -qc  r[e,  as  there,  e.g.  34rpciS]^c,  Atrjr]r)c);  and  so  on. 

3699.  Philosophical  Dialogue 

Plates  III,  IV 25  3B.55/C(a) 
fr.  (a)  26  x14  cm 

Second  century 

Several  fragments,  the  largest  of  which,  fr.  (a),  has  upper  parts  of  four  consecutive 

columns;  the  others  may  belong  to  these  same  columns,  and  have  been  tentatively  so 

assigned,  but  they  defy  definitive  placement.  The  text  is  written  in  a  good-sized,  very 

round,  slightly  sloping  hand  which  avails  itself  of  ligatures  and  shows  no  thick-thin 

contrast.  The  tail  of  p  descends,  but  v  and  £  are  confined,  and  o  is  not  diminished  or 

laterally  compressed;  c o,  <£,  and  p  are  similarly  full.  The  hand  is  not  easy  to  date.  Most  of 

the  letter-forms  are  matched  by  PSI  X  1 176,  which  was  written  before  ad  60,  but  3699 

gives  a  distinctly  later  impression,  the  leftward  curve  of  the  uprights  being  much  less 

pronounced.  XXXVIII  2829,  assigned  to  the  later  third  or  early  fourth  century,  is  also 

worth  comparing,  though  several  of  its  letters  are  differently  formed.  While  the 

appearance  of  c  and  sometimes  of  A  might  suggest  a  later  third-century  date,  I  should  be 

inclined  to  place  3699  in  the  second  century,  and  perhaps  in  the  first  half. 

Most  but  not  all  of  the  punctuation  is  by  a  second  hand.  Speaker-change  is 

apparently  signalled  as  usual  by  double  point  in  conjunction  with  paragraphus,  and  it 

seems  that  paragraphus  also  accompanies  major  stops  (fr.  (a)  ii  11,  iv  5?);  a  foiked 

paragraphus  at  fr.  (b)  ii  1.  ov  is  given  a  breathing  (of  interesting  form)  at  Ir.  (b)  1  3> 

perhaps  again  at  fr.  (c)  i  2.  The  scribe  made  several  running  corrections,  and  there  are 

interventions  by  the  second  hand. 

The  dialogue  is  in  reported  form.  Not  only  the  interlocutor’s  but  also  the  main 

speaker’s  utterances  are  reported  in  the  third  person;  no  formula  other  than  ecfrrj  is  in 

evidence,  used  recurrently  for  both  sides  of  the  exchange  in  fr.  (<2)  iii;  cf.  e.g.  X.  Syrnp. 

There  are  no  names  or  addresses  to  be  seen.  In  the  short  dialectical  passage  the 

interlocutor  feeds  token  responses,  elsewhere  the  main  speaker  holds  forth.  1  he  story  of 

Alcmeon  is  adduced,  a  Euripidean  diatribe  against  athletes  is  directly  quoted.  I  lie  main 

speaker  may  or  may  not  be  Socrates;  who  the  narrator  may  be,  there  is  no  sign. 

The  content  is  standard  protreptic  fare.  Possessions,  glory,  beauty,  and  so  forth  are 

liable  to  do  more  harm  than  good  to  the  arral Sevroc:  they  are  dike  a  knife  to  a  child’ 
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(fr.  (d)  i  6-7)  —  a  phrase  which  recalls  the  same  proverb’s  use  in  similar  context  in  IV  666, 

a  treatise  plausibly  identified  as  Aristotle’s  Protrepticus  and  showing  notable  affinity  with 
the  argumentation  here.  Whether  or  not  there  is  direct  dependence,  our  dialogue  may 

itself  belong  to  the  fourth  century.  Its  philosophy  is  of  generic  brand,  in  substance  as  in 

expression;  there  is  no  more  technical  language  than  aKpacla  (fr.  (d)  i  12).  It  does  not 

read  like  a  Hellenistic  diatribe,  nor  does  it  betray  itself  as  a  product  of  the  Second 

Sophistic.  If  late,  it  may  best  be  called  pseudo-Platonic;  but  I  see  nothing  that  really 

stamps  it  as  such.  No  better  than  a  fragile  case  for  lateness  could  be  built  on  the 

vocabulary  (see  on  fr.  (a)  ii  13-14  /ca/co5at/xon^tv,  fr.  (b)  i  5  aXvcireXrjc,  fr.  (d)  i  12-13 
r)Sv7ra6€iat: ;  likewise  with  the  asyndetic  strings  at  fr.  (d)  i  2  and  fr.  (a)  iv  3-5)  or  on  the 
insipidity  of  the  argument.  Probably  the  earliest  name  with  a  claim  to  consideration  is 

Antisthenes,  who  wrote  a  Protrepticus  and  is  said  to  have  described  arralSevroi  as  ivvnvia 

eyprjyopora  (fr.  68  Caizzi).  The  lists  of  Aristotle’s  own  works  include  a  nepl  naihUac.  But 

there  was  no  lack  of  post-Aristotelian  ethical  and  protreptic  productions,  of  which  at 
least  some  will  have  taken  dialogue  form,  and  without  more  determinate  clues  there 

seems  small  chance  of  establishing  authorship. 

1  ,  yt  or  rt  suggested  7  , ,  diminutive,  rp  1 1  ].  .  [,  lower  parts  of  oc?  After  severe 

abrasion  12  ] . ,  trace  at  upper  right  consistent  with  v  After  rpf,  surface  abraded,  and  some  offset  or 

washed-out  ink;  perhaps  13  ] ,  perhaps  01  16  ]p,  or  oj  17 
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fr.  (a)  col.  ii 

] t  ovav[ 
klcl['  ]oXrjva[ 

f  OV7TOL7]C(lL€  [#  #  ]/C6p 

af)yVpLOV7TaAlVT€o[ '  ] 

5  KfJL€(X)VQJC7Tap(lK€KO 

(f)[]  '  CTLCKCUOLOpi€VOC 

XV.  [.].[.  .]9.  . 

\9eoiC'jr)v 

je  [  #  ]a7TO/cretvac
 

IO  ff^€V€7Tl 

01) '  aTTOKT€LVaL 

m  ct€4  oybeTTOtr}  t  ac 

pLerapLeAecdatKCUKa 

Ko8ai(jLOVll,€lVaVTOV 

15  Kai(jLaivec[ 
to)vovk[ 

n 

'  OV  TTOtijcCU  e[ve]K€V 

apyvpLOV  rrdXtv  re  6  [J4A] - 

Kptewv  a>c  rrapaK€KO- 
(f>0)C  TLC  KCLL  OIO(jL€V0C 

Xap[L]e[ic\Qal  n  rj  rco  ira- 
rpi  i]  rote j  UeoLC  rrjv 

fjLrjT€p\a]  arroKrelvac 

rep.ev  em 
9y '  a7TOKT€LV(U , 

ucrepov  Sc  TroiTjcac 

(jL€TapLeAec9cu  kcll  kol- 
KoSaifiovL^eiv  a vrov 

/cat  fJLaivec[9(u 
rqjv  ovk [ 

fr.  (b) 

5 

col.  i col.  ii 

5 ].«r[. .  .]W.  [] 

M.- lTa. 
c.  6 

]€tv[.  ,  ] VKe 

80^0  [ 

c-  5 

]eroovovve(f)r} 

tlt[ 

c-  5 

]p,ox9r}pocecriv' 

• 

c.  6 
^youKaXvcire 

fr.  (<2)  ii.  Since  1  stands  opposite  the  second  line  of  col.  i,  which  has  column  top,  probably  only  one  line  is 

lost  from  the  top  of  this  column  1  ] . ,  horizontal  as  of  y,  r,  coming  in  to  top  of  0  3  . ,  apparent 

vertical,  thick  at  top  and  bending  strongly  to  left  at  foot,  an  uncharacteristically  formed  p?  ]«•,  or 

X  4  J  not  excluded  6  [], ,  arc  with  run  ink,  to  acceptable  7  After  p,  upright  ] ,  [, 

upper  right  speck  After  Q,  at  suggested?  At  end,  lower  parts  of  7ra?  9  ,  . ,  specks  consistent  with 

pt-q  .  [,  descender  1  o  At  beginning,  traces  on  broken  fibres,  k  suggested,  then  letter  tops  only:  upright, 

tight  arc,  upright  ] .  ,  . ,  traces  on  broken  surface,  variously  assignable:  angle  at  upper  right  (7/?),  suggestions 

of  arc  as  of  o,  third  perhaps  r  1 1  After  u,  most  of  surface  gone,  first  more  suitable  for  pt  than  c,  then  foot  of 

upright,  then  damage  and  substantial  but  not  readily  identifiable  traces  (ai,  v  possible?)  before  a  At  end, 

high  slop  possibly  lost 

fr.  (b)  i  1  ]. ,  pt?  A,  or  x  .  [>  suggestion  of  upright  as  of  t  2  [,  .  ],  space  suitable  e.g.  for  [t jo], 

[mo]  3  ov,  what  I  have  transcribed  as  a  breathing  has  a  complete  loop  at  the  right-hand  end 

6  ].,  upper  loop,  p  or  (better?)  j8? 
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col.  i 
fr.  (c) 

].?[.]  A[ 
]ov€(f>'  o/StocaA[ 

]  ArjCKOufiAafiepocccT  [ 

] .  [.  ,  ] .  vqjtiAvcltcAc^cJv  col.  ii 

5  ] .  .  X^W'TI .  toyrerov 

.  J —  [J.  .°v.Ka[  ]  r[ 

c'l  ],.yrocTa[]  k[ 

ou  e<^?7  o  jSioc  aA[ucn*e- 
Ai)c  /cat  /3A afiepoc  ecr[t(v) , 

e[/ce]tVcot  rt  AvcireAei  v- 

irapxZW;  —  yj&iov  re  rou 

fr.  (a)  col.  iii 

aAactrc-] 

AycKaifiAafiepocofi ,  At)c  /cat  fiAafiepoc  6  jSt- 

occctlv:  aAvcireArjc  oc  cctLv;  —  aAvcircArjc 

(i€vovv€(f>r)- ovkovv  /xev  ovv  c<f>rj.  —  ovkovv 

€(f>7]7TavTocTov<nrcu  e<f)rj  7 ravroc  rov  airai- 

5  devrovfiox.  rjpoco  Sevrov  fioxO'qpoc  6 

/3toc/catat7rpa£etc€tct,  fit oc  /cat  at  irpd^cic  etctV, 

//you* /cat #  .  [.  ,  ]€.  7]  [v]  r?  ou;  —  /cat 

Ttavouve^f.  ] . tTOt  —  rt  ay  ot/y  £<£77  [r]cot  rot- 

o^rcotjfdjAactrf.  .  ] .  ouran  AuctrfcA] . 

10  xOL'Kat'YaP€lKa0wTic  xoi’>  Ka l  Y<zp  €t  Kad’  e'y  tic , 
*<frltVT.  .  [.  ]A.  [] .  a.  e>7,  £777.  .  [.  ]A.  []  .  ̂ 

fr.  (c)  i  1  ].,  perhaps  tt,  otherwise  two  letters.  Below,  trace  of  a  tight  arc,  missing  below,  perhaps  of  a 
breathing  on  2  ov  formed  as  in  fr.  (b)  i  3  4  .  [>  top  of  arc  as  oft,  o,  c  j . ,  foot  of  upright  [[c],  c  crossed 
through,  damaged  trace  above  consistent  with  t  5  ] .  . .  >  letter  tops  consistent  with  wap  After  77,  traces 
on  damaged  surface  consistent  inter  alia  with  8  6  ] _ [,  letter  tops,  first  two  perhaps  va  ]  .  . ,  first 
perhaps  £  or  te  (Tf?)>  second  upper  left  of  A,  v?  After  u,  very  heavy  and  thick,  perhaps  in  correction  or cancellation,  c?  7  ]  r , ,  10? 

fr.  (c)  ii  1  see  comm,  on  fr,  ( d )  i  13b 

fr.  (a)  iii.  Four  or  five  lines  are  lost  from  the  top  of  the  column.  7  At  beginning,  traces  consistent 
with  v  with  cancel-dot  above  ,  ,  [,  apparent  upright  bent  to  left  at  foot,  and  another  trace  at  foot  to  right, 
very  close  Between  €  and  77,  ascender  9  a  lightly  crossed  through  and  dotted  above  ]  ,  upper 
curve  as  of  e  or  o,  specks  offect,  horizontal  (letter  top  or  e) ,  some  of  surface  lost  at  end  1 1  After  7,  curve  as 
of  e  or  (better?)  o,  top  of  upright  After  A,  apparent  upright  perhaps  p  At  end,  trace  possibly 
belonging  to  extended  tail  of  a 
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r9 

fr.  (d)  col.  i 

IO 

].[ 

f  ]8o^apa>fJir]KaXXoc 

i  
€1 

t  J ,  ravrayeelbi  f  jet 

]  ,  #  aXvcLreXjj '  ecjiv 

toji['  ]o[#  JopTonc^eSov 

yap(i)CTj€f)7Ta['  #  ]p,a 

]  t  ipayeivercu  t  tt  t  t  Sey 

]  qjiavdpcoTroo  []  rcpy 

.  ]ovra)vrixp7]P'Ci 

]p,€vyapV7Tap£av 

]  qjva^oppLrjyexew 

J^ia/cpacidetc,  ,  [] 
*a‘**-[ .  J. 

] .  6iacKai\rj8rj '  uj8[f  m  ]c 

]aiyvvau<acKa[ '  ] ...  oi 

,  .  ]  So|a  pcbpcr)  KaXXoc 

,  .  .  .  ]a  ravra  ye,  ei  oct  ret 

j  aXvcireXrj  ecrtv 

ran  [t]o[i]oi5tcoi*  c^eSov 

yap  <x)C7T€p  7ra[tSi]  pca- 

^Jatpa  yeiVeTai  a7raiSeu- 
t]coi  dv0ptO77aj[i]  reov 

TOl]  OVTCOV  TL.  XP7}^ t(*“ 

tcov]  pikv  yap  virap^av- 

r~\a>v  a<f>oppLrjv  e^eiv 

r]rjL  aKpactai  etc  rySy- 

7r]a0iac  /ca[i]  t/St?  ( v  /cat  /x[a]AAo(y) ' )  Kvfi[ov]c 

t<]ai  yvvatKac  /ca[i]  aAAoi- 

fr.  (a)  col.  iv 

/cat  pcbpLTJC  jfjC.  '  [ 

p,4vrjc  evyeivo[p,e- 

V7)c ,  jStatoi  0pac[eic 

pu^[o/aVSavoi  
a- VOfJLOl.  k,  [  /3e- 

|3ico/cemi  [ 

ctv  ac/couciv  [ 

771 1 

fr.  (<f)  i  3  ]. ,  a?  supralin.  ft,  or  ot,  ct?  *  curving  to  left  at  top,  papyrus  lost  at  upper  right,  then 

upper  and  lower  traces  in  damaged  context  suggesting  perhaps  c,  or  ̂   could  be  n  4  ] . .  .  .  >  lower  parts 

of  ?ec,  then  traces  in  damaged  context  suggesting  tv  After  77,  specks  around  letter-lop  level  10  c  in 
correction  12  At  end,  traces  difficult  to  assign,  first  perhaps  it  or  77,  hole,  stroke  coming  in  to  foot  of 

sloping  upright  as  of  v,  further  specks,  e.g.  avr[.  ],  Aut[],  Su  >  1 3  ] , ,  a,  A?  0,  e  not  excluded  but  less 

good  supralin.,  p[a]AAo  poss.  [],  scarcely  room  even  for  1  First  77  in  correction?  Before  u,  j8, 

«•?  14  Before  pi,  A  suggested,  [t]aAA  acceptable 

fr.  (a)  iv.  Probably  9  or  10  lines  arc  lost  from  the  top  of  the  column  1  [,  curved  foot  consistent 

with  c,  rising  oblique  as  of  A  3  ,  .  pi.  [,  tops  only,  first  probably  0  or  o,  second  probably  /3  or  (better?)  p, 

fourth  probably  o  or  c  4  ,  [,  tight  arc  at  left,  trace  of  possible  ascender  above  5  ,  [,  descending 

oblique  as  of  a,  A  6  .  .  [,  feet  consistent  with  at  8  ,  [,  unassignable  traces  on  damaged  surface 

Kaip(x)pLj]crrj  t  #  [ 

fievr)C€vyeivo[ 
v^c’jSiaioi.  ,  a.  [ 
Rl.  [ 

VOpLOlK '  [ 

jSlC OK€Vt  .  [ 

civacKoyciy[ 

[ 
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fr.  (d) 

col.  ii 

io 

>  .  [  Ka 
>  [kcop  yap  ovrcov  pivpi 

>  c py  [ KaO  EXXaSa  o]y0[ev 

[  >  ]k<xk€[iov  e]crtv  adXr) 
>  ye]yovc  oi  npco 
>  rov  oiKeiv  [ojure  pia[v 

>  Oavovctv  ev  ovr  av  [Si> 

>  van ’to  ttcoc  yap  [ocnc 

>  ecr  avr]p  yva[9ov  re  8ov 
>  AOC  VTjSvOC  6  7]  [rrrj 

>  fievoc  KTj]\cair  av 

fr.  (a)  i  4  rep]iTvcbv? 

fr.  (a)  ii.  ...  for  the  sake  of  money;  and  again  when  Alcmeon  like  a  crazed  man  and  thinking  he’d  be  doing 
either  his  father  or  the  gods  a  favour  killed  his  mother,  at  the  time(?)  he  was  in  a  passion(?)  to  do  the  killing,  but later  he  regretted  doing  it  and  reckoned  himself  ill-starred,  and  went  mad  .  .  .* 

2  Not  BiafioXrjv;  e.g.  [rrjv  oi]klo.[v]  dXyv?  Then  if  the  trace  at  the  base  of  the  first  letter  of  1.  3  is  a 
paragraphs  rather  than  part  of  the  letter  itself,  £[ vdcra]\T9v  (Rea)  may  be  possible. 

3-4  c[v€]k€v\  dpyvpiov.  If  an  exemplum  (see  next  n.),  conceivably  Eriphyle  (cf.  Od.  15.  247,  Hor.  Od.  3. 
1 6  1 2  f.  domus  ob  lucrum  /  demer  sa  exilio ,  Hyg  .fab.  7  3  doni  cupida) ,  though  the  necklace  was  actually  of  gold  {Od,  11. D  /  / 

4ff.  rraXiv  re.  the  latter  of  a  pair  of  exempt  a?  It  is  not  clear  precisely  what  the  story  is  meant  to  show: 
apparent  y  something  to  the  effect  that  the  a-rraiSevToc  (fr.  ( a )  iii  4-5),  i.e.  (?)  someone  who  fails  to  control  his 
€7u  vptat  (  jo  1 1,  cf.  anpacta  at  fr.  [d)  i  12),  does  not  have  a  good  (happy?)  life.  The  conclusion  drawn  seems 
to  be  that  it  a  person’s  life  is  bad  it  is  also  unprofitable  and  harmful,  sec  on  fr.  (b)  i  3-5  below.  The  context  may C  istinguis  le  ̂  from  that  of  e.g.  PI.  Grg.  470 fl.,  where  the  example  chosen,  Archelaus,  is  of  someone 
apparent  y  ev  atpwv  (cf.  Arist.  SE  1 73a2fi  rote  Be  77oAAofc  aSo£ov  to  ̂ aaAea  p-rj  evBaipovetv,  adduced  by  Dodds  ad 
loc.)  and  the  point  here  is  probably  less  subtle:  tragedy  is  liable  to  strike  even  (or  especially)  people  of  great 
wealth  and  power.  Cf  Isoc.  ad  Me.  5  irretBdv  .  .  .  6p<hct  rove  pev  vf  cbv  r}Kiera  Xpr)v  8ie</>dapp4vove,  rove  8'  etc  rove 

orarove  egapapreiv  r/vay  Kaepevove  [such  as  Alcmeon]  .  .  .  ,  7rdAiv  ottojcovv  t,r)v  yyovvrai  AuctreAefy  paXXov  t) 
per  a  roiovrojv  evp$opd>v  duderje  rije  Meta  c  fiac  tXeveiv.  Alcmeon  is  more  summarily  adduced  at  [PI.  J  Ale.  //143  c io,  in  tandem  with  Orestes  (Orestes  can  hardly  be  the  preceding  exemplum  here,  in  view  of  e[ve]Kev  dpyvpiov);  cf. Anst.  EN  1 1  10*28  (Euripides’),  Rh.  1397^3  (Theodectes’). 

Alcmeon  committed  his  matricide  in  obedience  to  his  father’s  injunction  (so  Hyg  Jab.  73,  DS  4.  65.  7-  E. 
Akmean)  or  in  obedience  to  an  oracle  of  Apollo  (so  Apollod.  3.  7.  5).  If  7-8  arc  rightly  restored,  our  author  was evidently  familiar  with  both  versions. 

Tt  V XwM{[«]0w  could  alternatively  be  read,  but  seems  slightly  less  well  suited  to  the  space. 
The  phrasing  closely  matches  Th.  8.  65.  2  (on  the  murder  of  Androclcs)  olopevoi  rd>  'AX KifiidBr) .  .  .  XaPietcOat. lot.  Mow  to  restore?  Zjepev  could  be  read  in  10,  but  this  seems  to  lead  nowhere.  More  promising  is  piv: 
a  p  rase  in  parallel  with  1 2  verepov  Be?  rare  pev,  I  should  suppose,  though  it  may  have  been  rather  nore  pev  that 
was  written  (Jr  perhaps  not  quite  excluded,  but  ]tt  is  suggested).  If  this  is  so  far  right,  at  the  beginning  of  I.  10 
we  cou  00  or  a  main  verb  to  govern  both  the  rore  pev  and  the  verepov  Be  clauses  (despite  the  apparent 
paragraph™ -which  is  notatremaon  the  v  of  verepov— at  11/12)  and  in  10-11  try  emOvpelv  or  emOvpdbv.  But this  is  problematic.  (1)  I  can  suggest  no  suitable  verb  at  10  init.  The  first  letter  appears  to  be  *;  and  while  et  or  at 
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21 would  be  possible  directly  before  707*,  there  seems  then  to  be  room  for  only  one  letter  intervening,  ̂ cupei  would 

be  very  forced,  (ii)  intOy-  is  apparently  imOvfi-  rather  than  ini  Ov cun  vel  sim and  I  cannot  positively  exclude 
any  of  emOvpieiv,  imOvfxcov,  inidvfxijcat ,  intOvfiiaLy  but  I  find  no  reading  entirely  free  from  objection.  Against 

imOvfxeiv  or  imOvfxcbv  is  the  somewhat  anomalous  form  of  the  putative  v\  but  I  find  no  more  satisfactory 

reading. 

13-14  KaKoSaipLovi^eiv  avrov.  avrov  is  written  with  no  breathing,  and  avrov  may  be  intended,  but  avrov  is 

surely  requisite. 
LSJ  cite  no  instance  of  KaKo8aip,ovi^€iv  earlier  than  Philo  Mcchanicus  (iii-ii  bc),  and  K<iKoSaifj,ajv  and 

cognates  are  no  part  of  Aristotle’s  or  Plato’s  regular  vocabulary;  but  X.  Mem.  1.  6.  3  has  vopu^c  KaKoSat^tovtac 
StSdcaXoc  etVat  (Antiphon  to  Socrates  in  an  anecdote  concerning  €vSaij.iovia) ,  and  KaxoSaLpLoid^eiv  is  easily 

formed,  especially  il  the  context  is  a  discussion  of  evSaifiovla.  Lack  of  control  over  imOopLiat  an  impediment  to 

ev&atfJLOVta? 

Placement  of  frr.  ( b )  and  (c).  1  cannot  verify  on  physical  grounds  the  lateral  placement  of  frr.  (A)  and  (c) 

relative  either  to  fr.  (a)  (fr.  (£)  i  iiandfr.  ( c )  i-ii  =  fr.  (a)  ii-iii)  ortofr.  (d)  (fr.  (b)  ii  andfr.  (c)  ii  =  fr.  (d)  i),  butit 
is  certainly  acceptable.  The  vertical  position  offr.  (b)  cannot  be  fixed,  but  iffr.  (d)  is  correctly  ranged  with  fr. 

(fl)  iii-iv  it  can  stand  at  no  great  distance  beneath  fr.  (a),  and  there  may  bc  no  line  lost  between  fr.  (a)  ii  16  and 

fr.  (b)  i  1.  Fr.  (c)  has  column  foot,  as  has  fr.  ( d );  and  that  the  two  surviving  line-beginnings  offr.  (c)  ii  belong 
with  the  last  two  lines  offr.  (d)  ii  is  to  a  degree  confirmed  by  fibre  correspondence.  If  frr.  (£),  (c),  and  (d)  are 

rightly  identified  as  belonging  to  the  lower  parts  of  cols,  ii-iv  offr.  (a)  as  suggested,  at  least  three  lines  arc  lost 
between  fr.  (b)  and  fr.  (c),  and  iffr.  (b)  ii  3  and  fr.  (d)  i  1  are  consecutive  lines,  as  fibre  correspondence  between 

the  two  fragments  perhaps  suggests,  the  number  of  lines  lost  between  fr.  (b)  and  fr.  (c)  will  be  about  four. 

fr.  (b)  i.  “*.  . .  So  the  man  whose  life(?)  is  bad,”  he  said,  “isn’t  his  life(?)  unprofitable  (and  harmful)?  .  .  .’ 
1-3  If  the  suggested  placement  is  right,  this  will  be  the  end  of  the  Alcmeon  exemplum.  (-)aV[ai  o]tV 

e[  c.  5  ] €to,  with  Alcmeon  as  subject? 
3  ff.  I  suppose  something  on  the  lines  of  ov  ovv  epj]  |  [o  jSioc]  fxoxOrjpoc  ecrir,  |  [eVaVoju  ovk  dAuciTe|[/Y>7c  Kai 

[3\ afiepoc  6]  j8t|  [oc  icrtv;  if  that  is  not  intolerably  jejune.  Cf.  fr.  (c)  i  2-4  and  fr.  (a)  iii  1-6. 
5  dXvcirtXrfc  occurs  just  once  in  Plato,  once  in  Isocrates,  two  or  three  times  in  Aristotle;  their  normal  usage 

in  such  contexts  as  this  is  not  (d)AucireA-  but  (dv)o>^eA-;  but  cf.  AuarcAtw  at  Isoc.  adNic.  5  (cited  on  fr.  (a)  ii  4  ff. 

above).  Nor  does  the  use  of/xoxffypoc  and  fiXafiepoc  seem  quite  characteristic. 

fr.  (c)  i.  .  .  The  man  whose  life  is  unprofitable  and  harmful,”  he  said,  “what  possession  profits  him?” 
“More  pleasant .  . 

4
-
 
5
 
 

ti  .  . .  vnypx€LV-  Cf.  fr.  (a)  iii  9-10  below.  I  translate  ‘what  possession’,  but  the  reference  is  not  just  to 

material  possessions,  
cf.  fr.  (d)  i  2  fT.  below. 

5
-
 
7
 
 

fjStov  re  rov  |  [/9 lo]v  dAu[a]reAouc  /caft  |  jSA afiepov  r]oiovroc  rd  would  fit,  but  I  can  do  nothing  with  it. 

Perhaps  cf.  the  point  made  by  Antiphon  to  Socrates  ap.  X.  Mem.  1.  6,  Kal  
(ity  xp^aard  ye  ov  Xa^ftavetc,  a  .  .  . 

iXevOepidirepdv  
re  Kal  ijdiov  noiet  l,r}v. 

fr.  (c)  ii.  See  on  fr.  (d)  i  13-14  below. 

fr.  (a)  iii.  ‘“.  .  .  his  life  is  unprofitable  and  harmful?”  “Unprofitable,  certainly”,  he  said.  “So  then,”  he 

said,  “every  uneducated  person’s  life  is  bad,  and  his  actions,  or  not?”  “Yes  indeed(?)”,  he  said.  “So  what 

possession  would  profit  such  a  person?”  he  said.  “For  if  one  were  to  seek(?)  .  .  .  individually 
2  .  .  .  icriv;  I  punctuate  as  a  question  on  the  strength  of  the  response  and  the  continuation. 

3  ‘Assenticnt’  fiiv  ow,  Dcnniston,  GY.  Part.2  476  (p,iv  ovv  iii  (a)),  where  described  as  ‘practically  confined’ 
to  Plato. 

4-5  7 ravToc  rov  dnaiSevrov.  Cf.  fr.  (d)  i  7-8.  For  the  insistence  on  TratSeia  cf.  esp.  Arist.  Protrept.  frr.  2,  4 

During  (ear  nenaiSevpiivT)  sc.  7)  <//vxi7>  dnaiSevcia  Si  ju.er’  i^ovciac  dvoiav  SC.  riKra),  PI.  Grg.  470  k;  more 
remotely  P.  Flor.  II  1 13,  a  Cynic(?)  diatribe,  and  P.  Flor.  II  1 15  verso  1.  2-9. 

fi-7  It  looks  as  if  the  copyist  wrote  aa |r,  and  the  corrector  adjusted  the  syllabification, 

7  Between  Kal  and  e<£r/ 1  should  have  expected  fiaXa,  but  that  is  not  to  be  read  if  the  trace  to  the  immediate 

right  of  the  foot  of  the  first  stroke  is  taken  account  of.  But  nor  does  there  seem  any  suitable  alternative.  If  we 

discount  the  trace  in  question,  /x[dA*j  might  be  acceptable  (not  jufdAa]:  too  tight). 
9-10  The  remains  do  not  seem  compatible  with  AuarfeAJcoc  (or-aar)  e|x<>i>  and  better  than  AuarfcAJouj  a 
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e\ xol  might  be  Auar[cA]f<:  inr[d]p\xoL .  [a ]p  is  cramped  and  a  must  have  been  written  unusually  small,  but  at 

line  end  that  is  acceptable. 

ii  CvTQtM  would  make  a  good  reading.  Xrjpp\ [ra  (e.g.)  would  make  a  better  fit  than  X^[p]p(jL\[ra  for 

what  follows:  Xj}(Kp')pq.[Ta,  or  something  else  altogether? 

If  fr.  {b)  i-ii  belongs  with  fr.  (a)  ii-iii,  as  suggested  above,  fr.  (b)  ii  will  have  stood  two  or  more  lines 
beneath  fr.  (a)  iii  1 1 . 

Placement  of  fr.  (d).  The  proposed  lateral  placement  of  this  fragment  (fr.  ( d)  i -ii  =  fr.  (a)  iii-iv)  is 
consistent  with  the  fibres  on  the  back.  I  cannot  firmly  establish  its  relation  with  fr.  (b)}  but  it  may  be  that 

fr.  (b)  ii  i  and  fr.  (d)  i  i  are  consecutive  lines,  in  which  case  there  will  have  been  five  or  more  lines  between 

fr.  (a)  iii  n  and  fr.  (d)  i  i.  An  alternative,  namely  to  join  fr.  (a)  iii  and  fr.  ( d)  i  so  as  to  read 

XR[y]fw\[Ta\  &o£a  pdjfxr)  KaXXoc  in  fr.  (a)  iii  1 1  (  =  fr.  ( d )  i  i) — fr.  (d)  i  2,  was  tried,  but  no  satisfactory  result 
was  achieved. 

fr.  (d)  i.  ‘. . .  reputation,  strength,  beauty, . . .  are  unprofitable  for  such  a  person.  Any  of  such  things  to  an 

uneducated  person  is  ‘like  a  knife  to  a  child’.  When  there  are  material  possessions  he  has  the  starting-point  for 

lack  of  self-control,  leading  to  fancy  living  and  gaming  and  women  and  other  kinds  of .  .  .’ 

2  8o£a  pdifi-r]  /cdAAoc.  In  view  of  what  follows,  as  well  as  such  lists  elsewhere,  preceded  perhaps  by  ttXovtoc 
or  xpyp-aTa?  No  distinction  is  here  made  between  bodily  goods  and  external  goods;  the  implicit  distinction  is 

merely  between  those  on  the  one  hand  and  goods  of  the  soul  (vel  sim.)  on  the  other.  Similarly  Arist.  Protrept.  (frr. 

2-4  During),  and  cf.  e.g.  PI.  Men.  87E-9A,  Grg.  451  e,  Arist.  EN  1.3.3  (IG94bl  7)-  picked  up  in  fr.  (a)  iv, 
is  more  Platonic  than  Aristotelian. 

3  TT(ivT]a  would  fit  at  the  beginning.  I  have  no  suggestion  for  3-4;  a  correct  guess  could  probably  be 
verified. 

6-7  ojenep  na[iSi]  pa[x\q.ipa.  Cf.  esp.  Arist.  Protrept.  fr.  4  During  to  ydp  “^77  770.181  /ad/^aipaj'”  toot’  cctl  to 
{mt)  toic  (fxivXocc  rrjv  egovcLdv  eyx€ipi£,€iv  (IV  666  155-60,  om.  Stob.  [Ar.  fr.  57  Rose]).  The  context  is  the  same 

but  the  application  of  the  proverb  in  the  papyrus  is  slightly  different  inasmuch  as  it  is  not  restricted  to  power. 

Iarnblichus  formulation,  /cai  emcffiaXkc  /cat  opoiov  paivopeva)  Sovvai  natSi  /xa^aipav’  /cat  poxOf]p<p  8vvap.Lv 
{Protrept.  9.  8),  accords  in  this  respect  with  Aristotle;  similarly  Plu.  ap.  Stob.  Elor.  43.  136,  in  direct  reference  to 

the  proverb,  prj  -naiBl  ttXovtov  prj8k  avBpl  arraiBcvTOi  Swacretav;  and  Ath,  5.  214A  quotes  the  proverb  in 
incoherent  reference  to  to  ApicToNXovc  teal  ©eoc^pderov  Boy  para.  The  proverb  is  glossed  at  Carp.  Paroem .  6V.  i 

276  prj  tolc  arrcipoLC  cyyeipc tv  {leg.  iyx^tpi^eiv?)  peyaXa  irpaypara ,  prj  ttcoc  KaO *  eavrdbv  xp^ojvrai ;  cf.  Call.  fr.  75- 
9.  That  our  text  is  dependent  on  Aristotle’s  seems  to  me  doubtful. 

9  fl.  1  he  infinitive  is  without  a  construction;  did  it  come  later  in  the  sentence? 

1
2
-
 
1
4
 
 

r]rjt  axpaciat.  I  see  no  significant  correlation  with  Aristotle’s  treatment  of  aKpacta  (as  distinct  from 

d/coA acta)  in  EN  7  or  elsewhere. 

r)§y[ir]q.() lac  {  —  rjBvira Oelac)  is  not  a  certain  reading  but  is  I  think  in  little  real  doubt.  rjBvvdOeLa,  like 
rjBviraOeiv,  occurs  in  Xenophon  but  not  in  Plato  or  extant  Aristotle  {tvrrdQe ia  PI.  R.  404 D  9),  nor  in 

Demosthenes  or  Lysias.  The  most  pertinent  doxographical  testimony  concerns  Aristippus,  for  whom 
evBaipovia  depended  onrjBvTrddeia,  which  was  the  rcAoc  of  life  (Ath.  12.  544  a).  Our  dialogue  could  accordingly 

be  anti-Cyrenaic,  but  I  would  not  suppose  it  has  so  specific  a  target. 
zca[t]  7/817.  It  looks  as  if  the  iota  was  cannibalized  to  become  the  left  hasta  of  the  first  eta;  and  this  eta  seems 

to  have  been  crossed  out  at  least  in  part,  so  that  /cat  817  is  perhaps  the  text  intended.  The  supralineation 
apparently  offers  /cat  pdXXov,  as  a  v.L?  Not  pvpov  or  pkOrfv. 

Kvfi\ov]c.  for  this  application  cf.  Lys.  16.  1 1  rcbv  vecorkpwv  ocot  nepi  Kvfiovc  rj  ttotovc  rj  {wept}  rac  roiavrac 
dxoXaciac  rvyxdvovci  rdc  BiaTpifldc  7roiovp€voi ,  and  very  similar  phrases  (Lysias-derived?)  in  Theopompus  ap. 
Ath.  12.  527  a,  532  d  {FGrHist  1 15  F  49,  249). 

1

3

-

 

1

4

 

 

Fr.  (c)  ii  may  provide  the  beginnings  of  these  two  lines.  Fr.  (c)  ii  i  looks  more  like  r  than  77,  with  the 

upper  bar  extending  
well  to  the  left  of  the  one  remaining  

hasta,  but  77  is  probably  
acceptable. 

fr,  ( a )  iv  1  I  here  is  no  room  for  anything  lengthier  than  pd)pr]c  rrjc  A[eAey]  \pkvrjc ,  which  itself  seems  n  bit 

on  the  long  side.  Dr  Rea  suggests  X[tyo\\pevr)c  ‘so-called’  (contemptuous). 
3-5  The  restoration  should  perhaps  not  be  regarded  as  certain.  For  the  string  without  connectives  cf. 

3o£a  pebprj  KaXXoc  at  fr.  {d)  i  2. 

8  Evpi]lm§[-  unverifiable. 
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fr.  (d)  ii.  Euripides  fr.  282  N2,  variously  represented  in  a  number  of  sources,  principally  Ath.  10.  413  c  (in 

full)  and  Gal.  i  23-5  Kuhn  (piecemeal  extracts),  mutually  independent.  The  starting-point  of  the  quotation  in 
the  papyrus  was  probably  KaKcov,  fr.  282  init.  Given  its  context  in  the  dialogue  it  must  have  continued  at  least  as 

far  as  v.  9,  and  probably  beyond.  The  marginal  diplae,  which  were  added  by  the  second  hand,  mark  the 

quotation,  cf.  e.g.  Ill  405. 

5-6  7 TpaiTov  oIk€ tv  with  Galen:  Trpwra  pttv  ̂TjV  Ath.  Galen  also  presents  oiJSe  .  .  .  orav  for  ovre  .  .  .  ourc  (but 

this  post-Galenic  corruption?). 

fr.  (e) 

] .  8ia<f>e[ 

] . [ 

i  ] , ,  loop  on  the  line  as  of  € 2  Letter  tops,  perhaps  ]tA^jSpv[,  above  ̂   a  tiny  dot,  casual? 

3700.  Mime 

21  3B. 29/0(13-14)19 
8x18  cm 

Plate  II 

First  century 

The  right-hand  part  of  a  single  column,  full  height  preserved,  written  in  an 

informal  hand  similar  to  PS  I  X  1 1 76  (Norsa,  Scritt.  lett.>  tav.  1 1 ),  which  has  a  terminus  ante 

of  ad  59-60;  cf.  BGU  III  1002  (55  bc),  P.  Mert.  I  12  (ad  58).  3700  is  given  a  reasonably 

secure  terminus  ante  by  the  writing  on  the  back:  several  sets  of  documentary  phrases, 

doodling  or  draft,  among  them  a  date  clause  of  ad  48-9.  A  transcription  is  offered  below, 

after  the  commentary  on  the  mime.  The  writing  on  the  back  is  less  well  controlled  than 

that  on  the  front,  but  seems  to  be  by  the  same  hand.  3700  may  thus  be  dated  fairly  firmly 

towards  the  middle  of  the  first  century. 

The  text  is  clearly  dramatic,  or  at  least  quasi-dramatic,  and  equally  clearly  does  not 

belong  to  any  of  the  classic  genres.  It  is  metrical  in  part:  some  of  the  lines,  so  far  as  can  be 

seen,  impeccable  iambic  trimeters  (unless  trochaic  tetrameters,  cf.  Ill  413,  the  Chari tion 

mime,  98-106),  others  apparently  prose,  but  with  a  discernible  tendency  to  iambic 

rhythm.  If  there  is  any  correlation  between  the  use  of  metre  and  the  distribution  of  parts 

I  cannot  trace  it.  It  is  possible  that  the  first  two  lines,  which  are  at  column-top,  in  fact 

give  us  the  piece’s  opening:  a  high-flown  pair  of  verses  referring  to  Heracles  in  servitude 
to  Omphale.  Action  and  dialogue  follow. 

In  11.  5  and  7  we  apparently  have  a  nota  personae',  er€p'  clear  in  7,  presumably 

€rep(oc)  or  €T€p(a)  (a  variant  of  the  ‘algebraic’  system,  A  B  etc.?)  but  conceivably  for 
eratp(a)  or  eratp(oc).  Change  of  speaker  within  the  line  is  apparently  indicated  not  by 

double  point  but  by  a  pair  of  short  strokes  curving  towards  each  other  at  the  centre 

(represented  =  in  the  transcript).  The  same  sign  occurs  in  the  Charition  mime,  but  not 
with  this  function. 

The  action  cannot  be  reconstructed  with  any  certainty.  It  appears  that  A  is  paid  a 
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visit  (3-4)  by  B ,  Ts  ‘once  glorious  friend ’  (8),  but  B  is  not  recognized  (5-6?)  and  not 
welcomed  (9- 1 2?) ;  he  asks  for  a  goodbye  kiss  (13),  which  is  given  (14?),  but  still  protests 

his  rejection  (15-16?);  his  poverty  is  adduced  by  A  (19,  in  an  address  to  the  audience?) 

with  reference  to  the  kiss,  and  by  B  himself  (22).  But  this  leaves  much  obscure,  and  it  is 

not  certain  that  there  are  only  two  parties  to  the  dialogue.  If  Heracles  is  one  of  the 

characters,  he  may  be  the  visitor  rather  than  (as  in  Ar.  Ra.)  the  householder: 

unrecognized  in  his  present  guise,  acknowledging  his  degradation  in  referring  to  his 

erstwhile  glory,  wanting  a  kiss  in  his  ‘drag’  character.  But  this  is  far  from  compelling;  it 
does  not  account  for  the  harking  on  poverty  in  19  and  22,  and  leaves  difficulty  with  the 

nolci  personae .  The  reference  to  Heracles  may  be  no  more  than  an  allusion,  as  at  Ter.  Eun. 

10276  or  Ach.  Tat.  2.  6. 

The  text  appears  to  be  more  in  the  nature  of  a  fair  copy  than  a  draft,  but  this  may 

well  be  a  contemporary  and  local  composition.  Its  apparent  corruptions  may  be  merely 

phonetic. 
On  the  mime  in  Egypt  see  G.  Manteuffel,  De  opusculis  graecis  Aegypli  e papyris  osirads 

lapidibusqne  collectis ,  ch.  3,  A.  Swiderek,  Eos  47  (1954)  63-74.  Material  is  collected  and 
discussed  in  IT  Wiemken,  Der  griechische  Mimus  (1972). 

I  am  greatly  indebted  to  Mr  Parsons  and  Dr  Rea  for  help  with  the  interpretation  of 
this  text. 

]  #  cr}paKAeavtKrj(f)Opov  [ 

^Pix<f)aAr]cOriAvvAaTpiv  [ 

]rrjv9vpav  [ 

]8at8a(f)atveTiyaj3Ae7roj  f 

5  ]  ere.  ovKOi8acr)(ia '  ,  ep[ 

]t>0eAei  =  KarapLadoiKp ,  [ 

]fjL€  =  ereP  ayvoco  [ 

JcoTroTcf,  jAa{i7Tpoccov<f)iA[ 

].  7]raic9vpaLCo9€V7rap€i[ 

10  ]eyajij,7] t  afi7]cvf3pLVTaA' [ 

^TraAivorrovpioi '  t  [,  ]eic.  1S0,  [ 

]aKovcovpLOi€ivapi7](f)avric  I 

]  ,  c  '  Hpaf<A4a  viKrj<f)6pov 

]  yOpi(f)dAr]c  9rjAvv  Aarpiv 

9vpav. 
]  8di8a  <f> aive.  rlva  ̂ A4ttco; 

]  ETE '  ().  ovk  oi8acrjpLa w  #  €p[ 

]u  94 Act.  —  KardptaP ’  a Kp,  [ 

]fte.  -  ETEP().dypod>. 

Jco  t rore  XapiTTpoc  cov  <filA[oc 

]  ,  rjTOuc  9vpaic  o9ev  7rap€i[ 

]eyaj  pLrj  Adfirjc  vftpiv  raAa[ 

^ttclAlv  ottov  fioi'  ,  [,  ]etc  €l8ov[ 

]df<ovcdv  \xoi  eiva  per)  (fsavfjc 

1  J , ,  on  the  edge,  speck  at  letter-top  level,  77,  u?  3  ]j,  or  y  5  ere, ,  cursive,  erec?,  followed  by 
supralineation  (x?)>  different  from  7  ,  , ,  cer  perhaps  possible,  though  cramped  6  ,  [,  medial  trace  on 

edge  suggesting  a,  e?  7  ere^  cursive  9  J, ,  tip  of  stroke  coming  in  to  7;  near  top  10  y,  or 
A?  . ,  lower  left  trace  suitable  for  A  ,  [,  low  speck  1 1  ,  .  rising  oblique  as  of  A,  /j. ,  v,  ̂  r,  r,  y,  speck  on 

the  line  After  c,  perhaps  lower  part  of  e,  but  anomalously  flat  ,  [,  foot  of  curving  upright  bent  to  right,  v ? 
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20 

^  ocyiOL(fnXr]{xaKa\\ty^iaive  [ 

]v€ktto8cov  =  i8ovv  | 

]  4  cvfjLTradTjfjLTjTifJLOiXeyeic  [ 

^eXr]  07]  cor  avaireXdcx)  [ 

]  # XcvcaL  [ 

]  t  av8p€Ci8a(iocra)v8vo  [ 

]  cTTTCoyoccov^ciXcLvOcXa  f 

^T7}COLTT€pOl8cLC7TpOCpLCVUV 

]  #  cpL0iTroXXa7TpocravraTiX<e 

]  >  LVOC€crLveyo)8ipit7T€vrjc  [ 

]  LCTraparaTTavrjpiaovpirj^ '  [ 

JreueaAAaSoyAeuccueKetvf 

[ 

]8oc  /xot  (f)tXr]pia  /ca  [i]  yyciatve 

]>  <>  /  >0  /  » 
V  CK7TOO(OV.  -  tOOL>.  V. 

]acvpLTraOr}  perj  rl  p,ot  X4y etc; 

]eX7j07]c  orav  aTrcXOa) 

JpAeucai. J  #  a vbpcc,  toa/xoc  r o)v  ovo 

]c  7tt coyoc  ojv  <f>€iXciv  dcXei 

]t1 7c  OLTTCp  Ot8aC  TTpOC  pLC  VVV 

]  .  c  pioi  7roAAa  TTpoc  ravra  Tt  Aeye[ 

J  #  tvoc  ecrtr,  eycu  o  ipu  ttcvtjc 

]fac  TTaparaTTCLVTjpLa  ov  per)  £,  [ 

]t€L>6,  aAAa  SouAeucco  e/cetvf 

13  J  ,  suggestion  of  trace  at  lower  left  of  o  1 4  =  written  over  washed-out  ink  15  ] . ,  back  of 

a  suggested  17  J.^orv  18  ] , ,  washed-out  8,  £?  19  tA  corr.  from  pv?  2i].,r?or 

v  22  J.,  tip  of  mid-line  stroke,  e?  23  ],,  upper  extremity  of  k?  .  [,  tall  upright,  rj  or  1 

24  e,  or  0 

12  1.  iva  13  1.  vyiaive  18  1.  tVapoc  19  1 .  ̂lXclv  22  1 •  ctpt 

1-2  Elevated,  perhaps  mock-tragic,  conceivably  borrowed  from  a  comic  or  satyric  source;  vLKrjpopov 

pointedly  ironic,  dijXvv  probably  implying  transvestism  (cf.  e.g.  Ov.  Fast.  2.  303  -58,  Luc.  Hist.  Corner.  10).  We 

expect  a  besotted  lover  willing  or  eager  to  abase  himself,  and  perhaps  an  imperious  female.  We  find  8ouAcdca» 

€K€(v[r)(?)  at  24  and  ?8o]yAeuca t  at  17,  but  little  else  that  conforms  without  forcing. 

3*f.  3  spoken  by  either  the  visitor  (e.g.  Kopoo^v]  tt)v  Ovpav)  or  the  householder  (e.g.  tic  ecO'  6  Kopac]  r.  0.;), 
4  by  the  householder,  perhaps  disturbed  from  sleep. 

5  The  form  of  the  nota  personae ,  if  such  it  be,  is  virtually  identical  with  that  in  7  as  far  as  ere,  but  is  ended 

differently.  It  seems  most  natural  to  suppose  that  the  reference  is  the  same;  the  alternative  is  that  the 

termination  differentiates,  like  Tweedledum  and  Twecdledee. 

ovk  ot8d  c*  would  match  7  ayroto,  but  ov k  otSac  77p.de;  (for  ot8ac  cf.  20)  is  tempting:  the  visitor  is  not 

recognized  (whether  sincerely  or  affectedly),  and  has  to  identify  himself  (8).  If  this  is  right,  and  the  preceding 

ere.  ()  is  rightly  taken  as  a  nota  personae ,  the  visitor  can  hardly  be  Heracles  (unless  we  take  the  nota  as  designating 

the  second  actor);  if  Heracles  is  the  householder,  who  is  his  ‘once  glorious  friend’?  r/fiac  indicating  more  than 

one  visitor,  or  paratragic?  If  r/pdc,  perhaps  er cp[  follows,  though  there  is  little  room  for  ce  and  t  is  small  
and 

anomalous;  if  crcp[,  apparently  text  rather  than  nota. 

6  o]u  fleAct?  eAa,  e.g.  to\vQ'  eAci,  not  formally  excluded. 

ci/cp.  [.  Perhaps  aKpe[ifiu)c,  -fiecrepov,  l.  dxpt-. 

9  -rj  (2  mod. -pass.)  rate  Ovpaic  oOeo  ndp€i? 

10  Something  on  the  lines  of ‘Go  back  where  you  come  from,  A]cy<^  lest  you  get  a  beating,  rdXa[v? 

Jcyco  may  rather  be  ]cAoj,  dJe'Aco? 
1 1  potyf  [u]eic,  pot  A<r[y]eic  are  among  the  possibilities.  What  follows  looks  anomalous:  rather  than  ct8o

d 

1.  tSod,  perhaps  !Sov  preceded  by  speaker-change  sign;  or  something  else  altogether. 

12  vn]aKovcov  fiot? 

pot  ctva:  hiatus  similarly  in  13  and  24,  cf.  II  219.  <rt  for  short  1,  again  13  yyctWe,  19  foiXeiv. 

1 3  ‘Give  me  a  kiss  and  goodbye.’  The  temptation  to  add  pot  at  the  end  for  the  sake  of  the  rhythm  should 

probably  be  resisted,  cf.  16,  17. 
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14  v.  Cf.  of.  Otherwise  ‘Ugh!’?  ‘Wow!’? 

15  ‘(?How  can  you  show  yourself  so)  heartless  ( acvfxvaO^ |)?  Won’t  you  say  something  to  me?’ 
1 7  8o]y\€vcai,  cf.  24,  or  (3o]v\(vccu? 
18  a vSpec:  to  the  audience? 

to)v  Suo  (unless  t  a>v):  cf.  22  (where  e.g.  nXovcioc  e/cpfvoc)? 

21  Xcye  (  Tt;  A  eye),  Aeyeftc,  etc. 

22  Cf.  on  1 8  above.  I  he  speaker  is  presumably  the  7 rrdu^oc  of  1 9,  who  in  turn  is  presumably  the  speaker  of 
13:  the  visitor. 

23  TToX\a]ffLc  7 rapa  TaTrdvrjfxa  I.  8a7rdvT)fia?  For  5/t  confusion  cf.  18  iSafxo c  (if  rightly  recognized).  Or 

*7rapa8a7rdvT)fia,  a  side  expense? 

Back.  Upside-down  in  relation  to  the  mime-text,  variously  spaced,  is: 
crov\c  ivarov  Tificplov  KAavSlov  K[alcapoc  Ccflacrov  TeppLaviKov 
?av]joK  [ 

7r]ppK€X^plCpi€VpJ  V7TO  AcxJpLCOVOC  [ 

7Tp]0K€Xi-ppCfJL€V(p  [ 

5  ]c  ©it ovoc  Uepcrjc  rijc  £ my\ovrjc 

] .  [ 
0e]  (x)voc  Tlipcrjc  rrjc  iiTiyovrjc  £v  ayveia  [ 

a pyvpiov  Cc/3acro]v  /cat  TlroAcpLaLKOV  vo/x[tc]/xaroc  [ 

]  erovc  ivarov  Tifieplov  KAav8[lov 

10  ]  Kalcapoc  Cc^acr[ov  T]cpp,aviKov.  [ 

erovc  ivarov]  Ttfieplov  KAavSlov  Kalcap[o]c  [ 

Cefiacrov  Tcpp^aviKov.  [ 

3,  4  1.  TrpoK€)(€tpicfj,eva)  7  1.  ayvid 

The  same  way  up  as  the  mime  text,  in  addition  to  some  fainter  remains  at  the  left,  is: 

13  riapLpiivovc  IlapaSlcov  [Perouc  ivarov  Tificplov  KAavSlov 

Kalcapoc  Cefiacrov  rcpfi[aviKov 

15  .  [.  Jan7) 

13  b  riapa8elcov 

13  This  is  the  earliest  mention  of  the  amphodon  Pammenes’  Garden. 
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3701.  MATERIA  MEDICA 

20  3B.34/H(7-8)b  10  x  18.5  cm  First  century 

A  collection  of  pharmacological  extracts,  congeneric  with  Dioscorides’  De  materia 

medica.  The  fragment  has  remains  of  two  columns,  written  in  a  documentary  hand 

belonging  perhaps  to  the  latter  half  of  the  first  century;  the  back  is  blank.  Materials  listed 

are  animal  and  mineral  as  well  as  vegetable;  properties  (Suvd/xac)  and  method  of 

preparation  (cKevacia)  are  given.  The  principles  of  arrangement  are  not  clear:  perhaps 

partly  by  material,  partly  by  function;  not  alphabetical.  Once  an  authority  is  cited: 

Apollodorus,  with  reference  to  fxeXavOtov  (i  23). 

A  work  such  as  this,  however  derivative,  will  have  laid  claim  to  discrete  identity,  i.e. 

will  have  had  an  author.  It  is  not  Dioscorides,  though  there  is  a  certain  amount  in 

common.  An  Asclepiad  of  some  repute  who  might  be  thought  of  was  Sextius  Niger,  one 

of  Dioscorides’  immediate  predecessors  (Dsc .  praef.  2  fi  1.  16  YVellmann]  =  Niger  test.  2 

Wellmann  [Dioscoridis  de  mat.  med.  libri  quinque  iii  146-8])  who  was  read  and  admired  by 

Galen  ( Sirnpl .  vi  prohoem.  [xi  794  Kuhn]  =  Niger  test.  4  Wellmann).  I  he  papyrus  text 

has  various  points  of  contact  with  both  Dioscorides’  De  materia  medica  and  Pliny’s  Natural 

History ,  and  cases  of  congruence  between  those  two  works  are  held  to  indicate  derivation 

from  Niger  (Wellmann,  Hermes  24  (1889),  530-69,  cf.  ibid.  59  (1924),  130).  Cf.  P.  Ross. 

Georg.  I  19.  But  there  is  little  real  correspondence,  and  a  discrepancy  of  nomenclature: 

X€VKoypoL(j>ic  pap.  (ii  10),  XiOoc  fxopoyOoc  Dioscorides  and  Pliny.  Besides,  pharmacologica 

tend  to  have  complex  interrelations,  and  such  compilations  were  put  out  by  many.  (On 

attribution,  moreover,  Gal.  Libr.  Propr.  makes  instructive  reading.)  PSI  s.n.  (Pack“  2388, 

iii  ad)  consists  of  entries  abridged  in  relation  to  Dioscorides  but  each  assigned  to  an 

authority  (see  Marie- Helene  Margarine,  Inventaire  analytique  des  papyrus  grecs  de  midecine 

(Geneva  1981),  no.  157);  the  case  of  P.  Ant.  Ill  123  (vi  ad)  is  comparable. 

Medical  papyri  have  recently  been  catalogued  by  Marganne,  op.  cit.  A  noteworthy 

new  accession  is  PI.  Hammer  and  P.  J.  Sijpesteijri,  Medizimsche  Rezepte  und  V erwandtes 

(Vienna  1981);  and  Dr  John  Scarborough,  to  whom  I  am  greatly  indebted  for  extensi
ve 

comments  on  this  text,  draws  attention  to  the  wealth  of  pharmacological  material  in  the 

magical  papyri,  omitted  by  Marganne. 

No  punctuation,  except  paragraphs  between  entries.  The  scribe  corrected  some 

copying  errors  calamo  currente. 
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col.  i col.  ii 

]  OV€  VCCO) 
rou  rpe ifieiv  eqj[e 

]r«  XPr?[«]Mewci 

elr*  ev  tjXlcol  £j]p[a 

/car]  aTrXdcfxara  /cat 

iraXiv  /cat  ypco  .  [ 

|  Wfie  /cat 

fjUKCOV.  [ 

5  ],  ,  ,gc  piera  firf - 
yijc  Capuac  rrje  [ 

]ca  /cat  KarairXa - 
pttc  rrjv  8vvapu\y c/cet> 

ypTjctplJcuet  Sc  /cat  rote 
actW  eyet  TrapaTrfA^ctav 

TTjl 

7r]ort^o/Lt€V77 
’jE'pCTptajJtJSt  /cat  t  [ 

]/x?7  ivi€fJL€Vrj 
pa  /cat  ypiyctpupfrepa 

ro  ] .  .  .  ̂yy.oic  pte- XevKoypa<f)ic  by\yapuv  eyet 

pta-
 

]  /cat  K€(f>aXaXyovcL Aaccet  /cat  77A7/p[ot  /cotAcoptara 

] ,  yap  7TOL€L  pteyaAa ptara  ptera  CTU^f[etoc 

]v  ̂Aey/aara/S^ 
CTaXaypioc  dvdov[c 

]a>S?7*  ijXeicx)  Sc  ttclvo- 
ra  aura  ran  av(7c[t 

15  cojS??  /cat  vtfyaifxa ttoXXoh  evepyeerfep- 

]  ptcAava.  (vac.) cvKrjc  KXdSrj  8vv[apuv  eyet 

],  me  ySaTcoSr]  (vac.) 
diroKadaipei  pte[ra 

]rou  pt£a  (f>XeyfJLard)8r]  av'ev' 

ctac  /cat  ervipecoe  [ 

c/ceua£e- 

/c]at  xoXqjSrj  ptcra  /cvTy- 
rat  Sc  ot/rcoc*  Aa/?.  [ 

2°  ]yaA/cou  avdoc  <^>Aeypta- 

/cpaSac  rac  7rapa<^y[ 

]  ,  /cat  yoAcoS?;  explore - 
rarac  /cat  cAa<^pa)[rarac 

/ca- 

eJAatov  pteAt  yoAcoS??  (vac.) 
ra/caacac  rpei]Se  p[ 

]y  Jl7roAAoSc6poa  fieXavOi  vo'(v) 
yca/v  /cat  7rapa7racc[a>^ 

]  ,  eyet  avocfxa  /cat  a- 
ro  peXmcrov  ccuc  [ 

25  ]  C7rtCK07roi5vTa 

CTroSoctScc  /cat  a.  [ 

7tAc- 

]  Stayet  ra  707- 

ova/ctc  a^a7rAacac  #  [ 

]at0pa>y  8ep- yoA7){c}  CKOpTTiOV  9a[Xaeetov 

]erat  Sc  KaOa- 
Suvaptt[c]v  eyet  a7r[ 

],t.  (vac.) 
pet  rac  re  ayAuc  /cat  [ 

a/ca~ 

3°  ]o.  .  W«[,  .  ]. 6 ape tac  /cat  rac  pt5A[ac 

]c
 

eapKO)8r]  /cat  roA[ 

]. 

c/c/cptctv  7TOtCtTa[t 

14  I.  77-t^O- 
I  1.  rpifteiv  16  1.  KpaSr)  22  1 

.  Tptfie 
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]. 
35 

Se  /cat  rj  rov  KaAAiq)\vvfiov 

t  ]vr]c  daAaccLac  [ 

7rap]a7rA77Cta>c  Se  7Tp[ 

r]paye la  tcx^p[a|o[repa 

.  ,  ,]v  rj  Trep&iKOC  a[ 

].[ 

col.  i  1  If  the  context  gave  sufficient  encouragement,  aXvccoj  or  avrjccw  might  be  read,  but  either  reading 
would  force  the  traces. 

5f.  perd  pTj|[«:a»'oc,  - kojvlov .  Opium  poppy  (-juice).  Cf.  Gazza,  Aeg.  36  (1956),  88  f. 

6f.  Kurp7rAa:  part  of  KaTa^Xaccw  or  cognate,  I  should  suppose,  but  Dr  Scarborough  suggests  part  ol 
K<iT(nr\aTvv€Lv  (Gal.  ii.  298  Kuhn). 

9  evi€fX€VTj:  of  an  enema? 

10  eji’Aeiyyoic  1.  (e)iAt'yyoic  (Rea)? 
12  ovtoj]c? 

14  7rAeia>  <$€  7nvo\[p€vr)  ypdvov? 

1 7  (yaAKov)  AJcttic,  ‘flake’  of  copper,  would  comport  well  with  x«A  kov  dvOoc  in  20,  cf.  Dsc.  5.  77  where 

they  are  successive  entries.  vSaTwS-q:  perhaps  cf.  Dsc.  5.  78.  1,  on  the  properties  ol  Atmc,  7 nvofxevrj  Se  pera 
peXiKpaTov  vSoop  dye t. 

18  pl^a.  Dr  Scarborough  suggests  that  this  refers  to  the  ‘root’  of  an  ailment. 
i8f.  ai'o>,  diaa|[Suv-? 

19b  I  had  supposed  perd  Kvi-JIf/cou,  -kivov,  as  the  ingredient  of  a  potion  or  other  preparation,  but  Dr 

Scarborough  suggests  [partin',  ‘scrapings’  of  cupric  sulphate  (20  yaA kov  a vOoc);  he  gives  the  references 
PGM  xii  195,  199,  Dsc.  3.  80,  Plin.  Nil  34.  123. 

23  Apollodorus:  presumably  the  iobolologist,  PW  69  (iii  bc).  Several  applications  of  peXdvOiov  (nigclla) 

are  found  in  later  pharmacological  literature  which  may  derive  from  him:  against  snake-bite  (Nic.  Ther.  43,  cf. 

Dsc.  3,  79.  2,  ‘Dsc.’  Eup.  2.  132  W.),  against  spider-bite  (Dsc.  loc.  cit.,  cf.  ‘Dsc.’  Eup.  2.  262.  2  W.),  against 

various  bites  and  stings  (Philum.  Ven.,  pp.  10,  13,  16,  18,  24  W.);  cf.  Plin.  NH  20.  182-4;  ̂   also  said  to  be 

lethal  itself,  if  drunk  in  excess  (Dsc.  loc.  cit.).  For  Sextius  Niger’s  use  of  Apollodorus  see  Wellmann,  Hermes  24 

(1889) ,  560-4.  But  I  cannot  relate  the  following  lines  in  the  papyrus  to  any  of  this.  He  is  nowhere  else  explicitly 

cited  with  regard  to  nigclla;  cf.  the  reference  to  Diodes  of  Garystus  in  P.  Ant.  Ill  123,  and  those  to  various 

authorities  in  Pack2  2388. 

As  an  alternative  and  ‘equally  possible’  identification  Dr  Scarborough  suggests  a  certain  Apollodorus 

who  wrote  tt.  pvpaiv  /cat  cre^dva >v,  apparently  from  a  quasi-medical  angle  (Ath.  15.  675  e,  cl.  Plin.  NH  14.  76). 
This  seems  to  me  less  likely. 

24  dvO\i 7  eyet  avocp a?  The  seed  of  nigclla  is  said  to  bc  evwhec  by  Diosc.  loc.  cit.,  but  nothing  is  said  of  the flower. 

26  Siayei  rd  irq j  [^Oevra  vel  sim .  Or  Siayei? 

2  7  U77-]  atOpcov  Oep  1  [p-  ? 

col.  ii  i  -9  Eretrian(?,  1  -4)  and  Samian  (5-9)  earth.  Cf.  Dsc.  5.  152-4  and  Plin.  NH 35.  1 9 1  ~3*  where 

similar  instructions  for  preparation  are  given;  the  direct  common  source  is  taken  to  be  Sextius  Niger 

(Wellmann,  Hermes  24  (1889)  530-69).  Cf.  also  Gal.  xii  188  Kuhn  (Scarborough). 

3f-  e-nl  rwv  6(j>daX]\pLKd)v?  Specifically  ophthalmic  application  is  not  mentioned  either  by  Dioscorides  or 

Pliny  except  in  the  case  of  Samian  earth,  where  Pliny  adds  oculorum  quoque  medicamenlis  misccntur\  one  of  the  two 

kinds  of  Samian  earth  was  KoXXovpiov ,  which  might  well  imply  use  as  an  eye-salve. 

5-9  According  to  Dsc.  5.  153.  1  and  Plin.  NH  35.  19 1  there  were  two  kinds  of  Samian  earth,  KoXXovpiov 

and  derr/p,  though  it  is  not  clear  that  they  are  distinguished  here.  yr;c  Caplac  rijc  [erepac  rj  —]pic  ktX?  'Eperpidhi 

corr.  from  ’ Eperptai .  If  we  reconstruct  tt)v  8vvapi[v  xal  c/cev] \actav  eyei  7rapaTr[X7]Ciav  rrp\  |  'EperptaSi,  xai 
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f[Xa<f>pore]\pa  Kai  xpr}cipux)[repa  ecrtv,  reasonably  consistent  line-lengths  result,  but  it  may  be  suspected  that 
the  lines  were  longer. 

10-13  XevKoypa<f>lc\  another  clay,  which  for  Dioscorides  goes  under  the  name  of  Ai#oc  pLopoxOoc ,  5.  134,  ov 
€viol  yaXagtav  7]  XevKoypa^iBa  eVaAec av\  cf.  Plin.  NH  27.  103.  Rather  than  rrapepar]  |Aacc€t  (Dsc.  Bokcl  Be 

7rapep,7rXacceiv) ,  syllabification  suggests  /xa]|Aaccei,  cf.  Dsc.  etc  re  rd  p,aXaKa  6<j)0aXpuKd  /xelywrat.  Dioscorides 

continues  irXrjpoi  yap  KoiXcdpara  Kal  pevp.ara  icrr) a,  which  suggests  something  like  /cat  creAAet  pev\\f.iara  in  the 
papyrus.  Similar  properties  are  listed  by  Dioscorides  for  e.g.  washed  lead,  5.  81.  3  ( Bvvarai  Be  crtyeiv,  .  .  . 
fiaXarretv,  tt Xrjpodv  ra  KoiXcopara ,  .  .  .),  and  litharge,  5.  87.  2  (Bvvapuv  Be  crVTrrtK'qv,  fxaXaKriKrjv ,  .  .  .  KOLXojjxdrojv 
TrXrjpcoTtKrjv ) . 

On  XevKoypacf) tc  Dr  Scarborough  writes  as  follows: 

I  think  this  may  be  a  form  of  a  talc  or  perhaps  a  soapstone,  given  Dioscorides’  first  synonym  (galaxia,  lit. 
milk-stone,  prob.  from  the  custom  of  eating  a  boiled  milk  and  hulled  wheat  mixture  [a  frumenty]  at  the 
Athenian  celebration  of  Cybele  [Theophrastus,  Characters ,  21.  11,  and  Hesychius  s.v.]).  If  my  guess  is 

right,  this  ‘milk-stone’  is  a  form  of  an  acid  metasilicatc  of  magnesium,  called  variously  talc,  soapstone, 
steatite,  ‘  I ailor’s  chalk’  (in  England),  and  ‘Rensselaeritc’  (USA,  from  deposits  in  upstate  New  York).  A 
generalized  formula  would  be  H2Mg3(Si03)4.  The  various  names  in  antiquity  suggest  its  variations  in 
color,  from  white  to  pearly-gray,  or  from  silver-white  to  apple-green  and  sometimes  dark  green,  but  the 

distinctive  feature  in  the  gross,  empirical  manner  is  the  ‘greasy  feel’  of  the  mineral.  I  find  no  other  ref's,  in 
Greek  except  here  in  the  papyrus  and  in  Dioscorides,  v,  134.  Not  in  Goltz  or  Halleux.  PGM ,  m,  51 1  has 
a  magnetis  hthos  which  is  possibly  a  soapstone  (Theophrastus,  On  Stones ,  41),  but  is  more  probably  a 
magnetite  (Dioscorides,  v,  1 26  and  130);  but  since  PGM,  iv,  1721,  says  to  carve  the  magnetis  lithos ,  one  can 
presume  a  talc  or  soapstone;  PGM ,  xn,  410  has  kerite ,  most  likely  a  soapstone  or  steatite  (Pliny,  NH,  37. 
1 53 >  Pheophrastus,  Stones ,  42).  I  think  we  may  presume  kerite  —  leukographis  —  galaxia  —  lithos  morochthos 
and  sometimes  —  magnetis  lithos . 

1 3“  r5  N°  paragraphus,  so  apparently  part  of  the  XevKoypa<ptc  entry,  but  I  suspect  that  craXayp.dc  avOovc  is 
in  fact  a  new  entry,  to  the  eflect  that  ‘drippings’  of  flower  of  copper  (13)  have  the  same  uses  or  properties  as 
flower  of  copper  in  normal  form  (14),  only  the  former  is  much  stronger  (15,  - epoc ) .  Presumably  this  is  the  form 
of^aA KavOec  elsewhere  attested  as  craXaKrov  (Dsc.  5. 98,  so  called  by  Cyprian  mine-workers)  or  stalagmias  (Plin. 
NH  34.  1 24);  Dioscorides  and  Pliny  describe  the  manner  of  production,  and  Pliny  (cf.  Dsc.  5.  98.  3)  says  there  is 
no  purer  form. 

16-26  cvKTjc  kXoBt]  1.  KpaSi).  Tor  lack  of  phonemic  distinction  between  p  and  A  sec  Gignac  Grammar  i 
102-7,  ancI  cf-  e-g-  em/cAart  1.  emKparei  SB  5 1 10  ii  34  (ad  42);  contamination  with  /<AaSoc  may  also  be  a  factor 
here,  cf.  KjpaSr)  corr.  from  -oc  at  P.  Ross.  Georg.  I  19.  58;  KpdBac  correctly  at  20.  For  pharmacological 
application  of  fig,  and  specifically  the  young  shoots,  cf.  P.  Ross.  Georg.  I  19  (Margarine,  no.  146)  58-60,  Dsc.  1. 

128.^  4-5,  Plin.  AY/ 23.  1 18-29,  and  see  further  Margarine,  p.  265  n.  2.  P.  Ross.  Georg. ’s  entry  is  also  cu/a/c 
/c]paSr;  (/c]pai$7/([c  J),  and  it  shows  further  correspondence  with  our  papyrus’  entry,  continuing  Bvvapiv  7 ) 
7ro\[a  p.aXacc]eiv  (rather  KaOaipjetv?)  pera  crvip[ea>c]  Kal  Oep\[pdvcecoc]  (or  Oep[pactac?)  *  cKevd^erai  $e  pyjoic’  ; 

there  broken  ofl.  7  he  only  use  specified  by  Dioscorides  for  fig-shoots  is  in  culinary  preparation.  Pliny,  however, 
reports  a  variety  of  uses;  and  he  prescribes  the  ash  of  dark- fig  leaves  for  gangrenes  and  excrescences  (NH  23. 
1 19),  and  the  ash  of  wild-fig  shoots  for  soothing  a  sore  uvula  (Nil  23*  129).  16  8vv\aptv  eye i  aTroKaOapriKrjv?  Cf. 
28  below.  17-18  Oeppa]\ciac ?  19  Xafi(h[v  rather  than  Xafie,  20  KpaSac  rac  Trapa<j)v\dBac  or  it apa<f)v[opevac,  20-1 
perhaps  rac  anaXaj] \rarac  /cat  eXa<J>p<p[r  dr  ac,  22-3  t>[Sa>/). . .  (irpoce7n))\xccov  KalTrapa7rdcc[a>v.  25-6  e.g.  rplcrrjc 
rjpepac  rj  Kal  TrXejovaKie,  avarrXacac  x[p d>- 

27  IT.  Bile  (gall,  Eat.  fel) .  Cf.  csp.  Dsc.  2.  78,  a  section  on  various  uses,  largely  ophthalmic,  of  the  bile  of 
various  creatures:  first  the  method  of  preparation  (which  in  the  papyrus  may  have  followed,  cf.  ii  1  -4,  19-26), 
then,  eta  Se  7 racat  at  x°Xat  Bpipetai,  OeppavrtKal,  r<p  /xaAAoi/  re  Kal  'tjrrov  Kara  Bvvapiv  aAArJAan/  Bta<f>epovcai. 
Bokovci  eTrireracOai  rj  re  rod  6aX acciov  CKopnlov  (cf.  27)  Kal  ixOvoc  rod  Xeyopevov  KaXXuovvpov  (cf,  33),  xeAa/vtjc 

re  OaXacctac  (cf.  34)  vaivip,  eri  Be  irepBiKoc  (cf.  37)  derod  Kal  aXeKroptSoc  XevKTjc  Kal  alyoc  dyptac  (cf.  36), 
iBta>c  appot,ouca  irpoc  apxopevac  viroxvceic  Kal  dyXdc  (cf.  29) ,  dpyepa  re  Kal  rpayca  {3Xe(j>apa.  rrjc  Se  rod  7Tpoftdrov 

Kai  rod  rpayov  (cf.  36)  Kal  rod  cvoc  eri  Be  apKov  eprr  paKriKojrdrrj  ecrlv  77  ravpeta.  KrX.  This  is  largely  incorporated, 

with  some  modification,  in  Galen’s  chapter  on  bile  qua  ‘humour’,  Simpl.  10.  13  (xii  275-81  Kuhn),  whence  in 
turnAetius2.  106  (CMG  viii  1.  1906)  and  Paul.  Aeg.  7.3  (CMGix  2.  272b,  cf.  F.  Adams  ad  loc.).  Various  uses 

of  various  creatures’  gall  included  in  Plin.  NH  28.  216-18,  but  I  find  no  particular  point  of  contact  with  the 
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papyrus;  cf.  Plin.  Nil  28.  40.  On  the  cKop-nloc  and  the  KaXXiwvvpLoc  (33),  today  more  familiar  as  ingredients  of 

bouillabaisse  than  as  sources  of  eye  ointment,  see  D’Arcy  W.  Thompson,  Glossary  of  Greek  Fishes ,  s.vv. 
27  x°Xr]{c}  presumably  dittographic  error,  but  cf.  ii  5  above.  28  dir[oKadapTLK'qv  rather  than  aTr[Xrjv?  32-4  e.g. 
o/xotcucj  |  Se  Kat  rj  tov  KaXXao[vvfxov  kcu  1)  tt}c  x*\Xd)]vr)C  daXacclac  [«rat  valvrjc.  For  the  KaXXiojvvpiOC ,  cf.  not  only 

Dsc.  loc.  cit.  but  also  Plin.  Nil  32.  69  callionymi fel  cicatrices  (cf.  pyA[ac  30)  sanat  et  carnes  (cf.  capKcoSg  3 1 )  oculorum 

supervacuas  consumit.  Pliny  also  reports  {Nil  32.  77)  that  callionymus  bile  infused  with  rose-oil  is  good  for  the  ears 

(cf.  Dsc.  2.  78.  4  on  pig-bile),  but  the  papyrus  appears  not  to  mention  that.  35  tt p[:  either  irpofiaTov,  -reta,  or 

TTp[oc  e.g.  Ovfua,  see  below.  36  17  rjpayeia  or  r)  Se  r]/?ayeta.  Goat-bile  has  special  properties:  it  lifts  warts  (Dsc. 

loc.  cit.  Ovpud  re  aipei,  Ruf.  533  [cit.  ap.  Dsc.  loc.  cit.  Wcllrnarm]  dixerunt  Hujfus  et  Dyascorides:  fel  hircinum  tollit 

verrucas )  and  controls  ‘elephantiasis’,  i.e.  leprosy  (Dsc.  loc.  cit.,  Plin.  Nil 28.  186);  cf.  Plin.  Nil 51.  189  911  ‘Dsc.’ 
Eup.  i.  88.  Cf.  Gazza,  A  eg.  36  (1956)  109. 

3702.  Mythological  Compendium 

Plate  V 

32  4B.2/B(i -3)a  fr.  1  12  x17  cm  Second-third  century 

Remnants  of  a  jejune  mythographical  text  of  miscellaneous  content,  written  on  the 

back  of  a  roll  of  accounts  in  an  irregular  and  ungainly  plain  round  and  upright  hand 

which  may  be  assigned  to  the  latter  part  of  the  second  century  or  the  earlier  part  of  the 

third.  Fr.  1 ,  in  two  columns,  has  remains  of  three  items:  a  list  of  the  Greek  leaders  on  the 

expedition  against  Troy;  the  suitors  of  Penelope;  and  the  story  of  the  Danaids.  On  fr.  2 

may  be  recognized  a  list  of  the  Argonauts.  The  text  was  originally  of  some  length:  fr.  1  ii 

is  numbered  122.  It  appears  to  have  been  strongly  catalogic  in  nature,  the  more  so  if 

the  Dan  aid  story  is  leading  up  to  a  list  of  the  Danaid-Aegyptid  bridal  couples;  and  the 

presentation  is  exceedingly  bald  and  summary,  quite  devoid  of  literary  pretension. 

Clearly  we  have  to  do  with  a  mythological  handbook  of  the  same  type  as  Hyginus’ 
Fabulae — though  I  would  not  posit  any  closer  connection  between  the  two  works.  Other 

remnants  of  the  same  sort  of  thing  are  P.  Stras.  WG  332, 1  P.  Med.  inv.  1 23,2  and  perhaps 

P.  Vindob.  gr.  inv.  26727  (CE  49  (1974)  317-24).  Cf.  in  particular  P.  Haun.  I  7,  which 

has  remains  of  a  catalogue  of  ships.3 
The  list  of  Greeks  against  Troy  is  basically  that  of  the  Plomeric  Catalogue;  attention 

focuses  on  the  divergencies.  As  one  of  the  four  leaders  from  Elis  is  named  not  Diores  son  of 

Amarynceus  but  Amarynceus  himself  (1.  2).  Alongside  Menestheus,  the  Athenian 

leader  of  the  Catalogue,  we  find  the  Theseid  Acamas  (1.  8).  A  tail-piece  to  the  list 

1  Ed.  J.  Schwartz  in  Sludi  in  onore  di  A .  Calderini  e  R .  Paribe?ii,  ii  151-6.  It  has  remains  of  three  items,  at  least 

two  of  them  lists:  Muses  and  offspring  (i  1-7),  victors  at  Pelias’  funeral  games  (i  8-iii  5),  PEuropa  story  (iii  6ff,; 

in  8  ' Pa]Saf.iav6[-  may  be  suggested).  Schwartz  secs  a  direct  relation  with  Hyginus’  Greek  source,  on  the 

strength  of  certain  similarities  between  the  two  Pelias’  Games  accounts,  but  discrepancies  of  context  as  well  as 
of  detail  make  for  doubt. 

2  Ed.  S.  Daris  in  Proc.  XII  Intern.  Congr.  Pap.  (Toronto  1970)  97-102.  Remains  of  two  catalogues:  Actacon’s 
hounds  (m.  and  f.  listed  separately,  cf.  Hy g.fab.  81.  3-6),  and  unnatural  mythological  phenomena. 

3  This  rather  odd  text  has  embedded  in  it  a  couple  of  apparently  poetic  forms:  rot  A[a<Xr]Tn]d8au  ii  3-4, 

0i ypdQe  ii  8  (perhaps  also  [j/T;]|ac  ii  4-5,  but  that  also  appears  in  late  prose).  0T)pddey  instead  of  the  expected  eV 

0<-pajv,  is  especially  remarkable  (the  eta  in  the  first  syllable,  as  the  editor  points  out,  is  matched  only  at  II.  2.  763, 

fPrjpriTidSao),  and  the  Doric  form  would  seem  to  point  to  a  lyric  source.  Perhaps  Stesichorus? 
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includes  a  Boeotian,  probably  Thersander  ( i .  25),  and  also  Aegialeus  son  of  Adrastus  ( 1 . 

28).  Ofless  moment  are  the  addition  of  Calchas  and  of  Patroclus,  and  various  cases  of 

omission  or  sequential  disruption. 

Similar  lists  are  to  be  found  in  Hyg.  fab.  97  (qui  ad  Troiam  expugnalum  ieruni  el  quol 

naves),  in  Apollod.,  epit.  3.  1 1-14,  in  the  Latin  Dictys  Gretensis  1.  17,  and  in  the  Latin 

Dares  14.  (Cf.  Wagener,  Philol.  38  (1879)  99-105,  Schissel  von  Fleschenberg, 

Daresstudien  96-1 15.)  These  all  include  ship-numbers,  which  the  papyrus  does  not.  The 

catalogue  offered  by  the  papyrus  has  no  close  affinity  with  any  of  them,  though  there  are 

scattered  agreements  in  particulars,  notably  one  with  Hyginus  over  Amarynceus.  The 

inclusion  of  Acamas,  on  which  see  at  fr.  1.  8£,  is  a  point  in  common  with  the  lyric 

catalogue  embedded  in  E.  IA  231-302;  cf.  on  the  possibility  of  Eurytus  at  fr.  1.  2.1 

Apollodorus  of  Athens,  On  the  Catalogue  of  Ships  lies  far  behind;  Hellanicus,  Damastes, 

and  Aristotle's  Peplos ,  further  still. 
An  unexpected  element  is  the  incorporation  of  personal  address  in  the  Danaid 

story,  7Tpoa<dr}co}iai  col  fr.  1.  37  f.  Is  this  libi  lector ,  or  does  it  point  to  an  actual  dedicatee? 

The  manuscript  could  in  fact  be  an  autograph.  Only  with  such  derivative  material  as 

this  one  can  scarcely  speak  of  authorship. 

1  T.  W.  Allen  (CR  15  (1901),  346-50,  cf.  id.,  Homeric  Catalogue  23-5),  asserting  that  Euripides  ‘can  have  used 

no  other’  catalogue  than  the  Homeric,  suggests  that  the  IA  divergencies,  the  substitution  of  Thcseid  for 
Menesthcus  among  them,  come  from  the  Euripidcan  edition  of  the  Homeric  text.  This  seems  most  implausible. 

Why  cannot  an  Iliu  Persis  have  been  the  source,  if  prior  authority  there  must  be? 
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col.  i 

Api(f)ip,ax]  oc  Kr[<e\aTov 

]ap . yKeyc Api]apvyK€vc 

]ac Oevovc 
IloXv^evoc  Ay]ac8evovc , 

]  _  oc'fieyjjc 

*' HXi]8oc •  Mtyrjc 

]et  So/xe &vX€CL>C  6/C  AouXiytov]  Et8opi€- 

^pLTJpLOV 7]  ' 
vevc  AevKaXicovoc  /cat]  Mr]pi6v7]c 

]yecdevc 
MoXov  6/c  KprjT7]c •  Me]vec0euc 

]va/cap,ac Llerew  A6rjva)]y •  il/cap,ac 

]  rXrjTTO 
©t]C€(joc  ]  TXrjrro- 

]Souv6t 
Xepioc  ' H paKXeovc  6/c  fPo]Soir  iVei- 

J^c-avrt 
p6uc  XapoiTov  6/c  Cvpi]r) c-  Avti- 

]aAoir6/c 
cj)oc  /cat  06tSt7T77Oc  @6cc]aAo?3  6/c 

]ceK(f)€p(b ]c  6/c  0epco(v)’ 

]e^a  ptcrc ]  t^ptcret 

\<jl)V 

]a>y 

]  ,  lX '  KTTJ 

]  0 iXoKTTj - 

] .  otac*
 

T17C  riolavroc  6/c  MeAt]/3otac* 

]c  €KyVp 

]c  6/C  Tvp- 

]pa)VOV 

Twvr)C‘  Aeovrevc  Ko]pajvov 

]  revdprj npoOooc ]  Tevdprj- 

]  p  -cxcStoc 
Sovoc  6/c  Mayv'pctajc*  C^eStoc 

]pV€K(f)a) 
/cat  * Errlcrpo^oc  El(j)lr\ov  e/c  0a>- 

]  OITLOV 
/ctSoc  *  LlarpoKXoc  Mev\oirlov 

]c  decropoc- 
]c  ©ecropoc 

]veK0r]l Sa> 
]u  6/c  ©rjfia)(v 

]/XOU6/c/3ot 

] jLtOU  6/C  Boi- 
Perhaps  ]v 

io  Perhaps  ]Sou- 
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col.  ii 

pkP 

a mac*  Aa<dAa<f)oc  /cat  ’/aA/x[e- 

voc  Apewc  e/c  ̂ Mivvpov'^  Aly[ia~ 
A  eve  ASpdcTOV  ££  Apyovc.  [ 

30  nrjveXoTrric  fxvrjcrrjpec  [rrjc 

Eu<aplov'  t/3  /cat  MeScov  6  Krj[pv£ 

/c[at]  0rjfjuoc  coSoc*  £y  Sc  Ca[pL7]c 

[/cS  ]  e/c  AovAlx^ov  v/3-  e[/c  ZaKv(v)- 

0]oy  k.  Aavaov  0vyar[ep€c{?) 

35  f  /ca,  rcovlf  Aiyunrov  7ratSa>[y  e- 
Kacrrj  aTreKTeivev  /c[ai]  Sta  y  t  [ 

alrlav  tovto  enpaKOr]  irpoeK [- 

OpcopLai  cot.  AiyyiTTOC  yap  oltto  t[t]c 

ofiovvpLo v  xi bpac  fiaciAevc  ycv[?^- 

40  dele  Trpoceracce  Aavatoi  8[ovvat 

Trpoc  yapLOV  tolc  flyltj  aforoa  iratcl  rac 

AqLvatbac'  perj  ovXop[evoc  Sc  tovto 

irpa^ai  Aavaoc  ecf)v[y€  pL€Ta  to)v 

9[vy]aT€pa)v  etc  tI}v  v[ 

45  vrj\_.  n^eXoTTOvviqcoy  [ 

paciXeiav  #  t  ct  /3pa^i)[v 

cac  xpdvov  /caTC,  [ 

7rapayeyrj0€VT  t  ,  ,  [ 

/cat  /3ta  Tate  /lav[a]tc[t 

27  r/c-  prob.  i'aA  _  28  pov  29  yot/c*  3 1  tV,  e  added  by  m.  1  ou-  vac.  t/3 
32  toSoc-  1.  33  vp-  34  vac.  35  . ,  letter-top  horizontal  trace  at  right,  speck  at 
foot  37  1.  ewpaxOrj  39  1.  6p.wvvp.ov  41  npoc  yapov  42  vaiS  ac  corr.  from  (or to?)  ec 
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fr.  2 

*A p]yOVC‘  lit p l[k\v fJL€VOC 

]  (  Sou  €K  LIy\Xov * 

Jly/cjgpoc  /7oc6tS[covoc  6k  Captov *  Zrjr^e  Kal 

KdX]ate  Bopeov  1[k  ©paKrjc  AvyKeve 

5  /cat]  Et8ae  A(j>\apecoe  'H~ 

pai<X]rjc  A  toe  [Apyove-  * Epyeivoc 

KXv]p,eyov  *  0[pxoptevov-  A8ptr)- 

ro]  c  0ep7]TOc  [e/c  0eccaAtac*  Ev- 

pvr\oe  Kal  yEx[t(jov  ' Epptov 

io  iVa]y7rAeioc  /7[ocetScovoc  e£  ̂lp- 

you]c  f/7777aA/c[tjLtoc  IHXottoc  €K  Ilet- 

crje]'  Kaercop  [/cat  rioXv8evK7]e  A  toe  ktX. 

The  line-divisions  are  purely  exempli  gratia  i  yovc ■  2  first  u  corrected  4  pic  ot;- 

5  ac-  6  Tjc-  8  ]c-  prob.  1 1  c- fr.  3 

].[ 
]voiS[ 

]r.a 

fr.  i .  i  “4  The  Elean  (Epeian)  leaders.  In  accord  with  Homer  (II.  2.  620-4)  would  be  Ap.<j)tp,axoc  Krcarov, 
OdXiTLoc  Evpvrov ,  Aicoprjc  A/. lapvyKcwc,  UoXv^evoc  AyacOcvovc;  but  the  papyrus  apparently  offers  Amarynceus 

himself  instead  of  his  son  Diores;  and  this  is  a  divergency  shared  with  Hyg./a/>.  97.  u.  No  justification  for  the 

substitution  is  to  be  found  in  Homer  (Diores5  death,  II.  4.  517-26,  Nestor’s  reminiscence  of  Amarynceus5 
funeral  games,  23.  630 ff.):  chronological  difficulties  in  local  tradition?  But  none  is  apparent  from  Paus.  5.  1. 

10-11,3.  3-4-  f°r  Amarynceus5  paternity:  Iiyginus’  source  had  5 Ovrjcifidxov ,  but  that  seems  too  long  for  the 
space  here,  and  other  candidates  arc  Alector,  given  by  Eust.  303.  10  (cf.  Diod.  4.  69),  and  Pyttius,  given  by 

Paus.  5.  1.  10. 

The  second  leader,  to  be  supplied  in  1.  2:  Thai  pi  us  son  of  Eurytus,  or  Eurytus  himself?  For  here  too 

Hyginus  diverges  from  the  Homeric  catalogue,  if  it  may  be  agreed  that  Eurychus  Pall  antis,  the  reported  reading 

of  the  Hyginus  codex,  implies  not  Euryalus,  as  Rose  and  earlier  editors,  but  Evpvroc  (Combellack,  AJP  69 

(1948)  190-6;  did  the  codex  in  fact  have  Eurythus?).  Cf.  the  Iphigenia  catalogue,  which  gives  Eurytus  as  the 

(only)  leader  of  the  Epeians,  7/1  279-82.  Again  there  is  variation  of  reported  paternity.  Hyginus5  Pallas,  just 
like  his  Oncsimachus,  is  otherwise  unknown.  Eustathius,  who  bases  himself  on  the  Homeric  data  of  II.  2.  621  ff. 

but  seems  to  hint  at  the  existence  of  other  versions  (303.  7,  18),  names  Eurytus5  father  as  Actor,  cf.  Paus.  5.  3.  3. 
Tied  up  with  this  is  the  text  of//.  2.  621:  AKroptwvoc  is  the  vulgate,  but  Aristarchus  read  AKroplcvvc. 

In  view  of  all  the  above,  the  likeliest  reconstruction  of  the  papyrus  is  perhaps  Evpvroc  Afcropoc , 
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Afi]apvyKevc  I  [AXeKTopoc,  ktX .;  the  participant  personnel  in  common  with  Hyginus  (reading  Eurytus  for 

Eurychus ),  their  paternities  with  Eustathius.  But  the  source  (or  sources),  like  the  rationale,  is  beyond  recovery. 

A  further  peculiarity  of  Hyginus’  list,  not  shared  by  the  papyrus,  is  that  he  assigns  a  different  homeland  to 
each  of  the  four  leaders;  Hyginus  is  often  idiosyncratic  in  this  respect,  and  shows  a  fondness  for  Argos.  Dictys 

and  Dares,  who  name  the  Homeric  four,  and  Apollodorus,  who  says  merely  A^tpiaxoc  kclI  ol  cvv  avno,  offer  no 

trace  of  divergence  from  Homer  here. 

In  4,  ol  Ticcapec  vel  sim. 

4_f.  Meges:  II.  2.  625-30.  Hyg.  97.  12,  Apollod.,  Dictys;  E.  I  A  283-7. 
Between  Meges  and  Idomeneus  in  the  Homeric  catalogue  come  entries  for  ( 1 )  Odysseus,  and  (2)  Thoas. 

Odysseus  may  have  been  promoted  to  an  earlier  position  in  the  papyrus’  list,  as  is  probably  the  case  with 
Achilles  too  (see  on  13  below);  likewise  in  Hyginus  ( Mixes  97.  4).  What  has  happened  to  Thoas  I  cannot  say, 
unless  he  was  carried  along  with  Odysseus;  he  succeeds  Meges  in  Hyginus  (97.  12),  Meges  and  Odysseus  in 

Apollodorus,  and  is  in  the  right  proximity  in  the  lightly  disrupted  sequence  offered  by  Dictys.  The  Iphigenia 

catalogue  lists  Meriones  and  Odysseus  successively  {I A  201  -4),  and  has  no  Aetolian  entry. 
5-7  Idomeneus  and  Meriones:  II.  2.  645-52.  Hyg.  97.  7,  Apollod.  (Idomeneus  only),  Dictys,  Dares;  E.  IA 

201  f.  (Meriones  only). 

76  Mencsthcus  of  Athens:  It.  2.  546-56,  out  of  sequence  here,  with  no  geographical  or  other  justification. 
The  other  catalogues  are  more  faithful  to  his  Homeric  position  between  Elephenor  of  Euboea  and  Salaminian 

Ajax  (Hyg.  97.  1 1,  succeeding  Elephenor  but  with  Ajax  shifted  towards  the  head  of  the  list  [read  Men(eslheus 

Petei  el  Melib^oeaefilius ?];  Apollod.,  Homeric  sequence;  Dictys,  Elephenor  and  Mencsthcus  transposed),  except 

that  Dares  has  him  at  the  very  end  of  the  list  (19.  6  Meister).  As  for  Ajax,  there  is  no  telling  whether  he  had  an 

earlier  entry  or  has  been  displaced  by  Acamas,  see  next. 

8  f.  Acamas:  a  rank  intruder.  NoThescicl  has  any  place  in  either  of  the  Homeric  epics  (Schol.  S.  Phil.  562), 

nor— perhaps  surprisingly,  in  view  of  the  early  and  widespread  tradition  of  their  participation,  from  the  Iliu 

Persis  on— is  either  Acamas  or  Dernophon  named  in  any  of  the  other  extant  catalogues,  except  as  the  final  entry 

in  Dictys’  catalogue  of  those  present  at  the  assembly  at  Argos  two  years  before  the  gathering  at  Aulis  (Diet.  1. 
14,  postremi  omnium).  But  it  is  o  Orjceojc  rraic,  and  not  Mcnestheus,  who  leads  the  Athenian  contingent  in  the 

Iphigenia  tally  (7/1  247-52),  cf.  Eust.  284.  34  on  II.  2.  552,  nept  Be  rov  aTroTrXovv  cracidcavrec  ol  AOryatoi 

TTpoicTcbciv  apx€iv  c<f>cov  Ax]\xopo)VTa  rov  OrjcelBriv  (sc.  rather  than  Mencsthcus)  with  E.  Pro.  31  and  schol.,  and 

Hellanicus  ap.  Schol.  E.  Hec.  123  (FGrll  4  F  143,  rationalization  of  conflicting  traditions).  We  have  in  the 

papyrus  a  reflection  of  the  same  tradition,  side  by  side  with  the  Homeric.  (Marginally  relevant  is  ancient 

suspicion  of  references  to  the  family  of  Theseus  in  the  Homeric  text,  e.g.  II.  3.  144,  Od.  1 1. 631.) 

e£A0r)vd>v?  But  Acamas  and  Dernophon  are  said  to  have  sailed  with  Elephenor  of  Euboea  (Paus.  1 .  17.  6, 

Plu.  Thes.  35.  5,  Schol.  E.  Hec.  123),  so  that  Evfiolac  is  a  possibility,  cf.  Hyginus’  Scyro  in  the  case  of  Achilles. 
Or  an  alternative  reading  of  7-9  which  would  get  in  both  Theseids  could  perhaps  be  Me]vec6evc  |  [Plered)  k at 

(mini  7}?)  Ay)fiopa>v  k\qI  AKafiac  |  [0r;ceW  AOrjvd )v.  8  ]m  and  }v  make  equally  good  readings. 

qf.  Tlcpolcrnus:  II.  2.  653-70.  Hyg.  97.  7  (from  Mycenae),  Apollod.,  Dictys,  Dares. 

iof.  Nireus:  II.  2.  671-5.  Hyg.  97.  13  (from  Argos),  Apollod.,  Dictys,  Dares;  E.  IA  2046 

1 1 -13  Antiphus  and  Phidippus:  II.  2.  676-80.  Hyg.  97.  14  (Antiplius  only?— confused  entry),  Apollod., 
Dictys,  Dares. 

ex  Koj  probable;  otherwise  Ik  Neicvpov ,  Ik  KapirdOov,  Ik  KaXvBvac. 

1 3  eV  &€pu)(v)  virtually  dictates  Ev^Xoc  ABfir/Tov  before  it:  II.  2.  7 1 1  - 1 5.  But  to  read  ]u  rather  than  ]c  is, 
I  think,  impossible.  Conceivably  a  divergent  tradition  (e.g.  ABfnjT oc  0€pr)ro}cy  cf.  Amarynccus  in  2),  but 

more  probably  scribal  error,  whether  small,  e.g.  ABfxrjToc  or  -ovc  for  -ov  (but  -ovc  for  -ou,  unlike  the  reverse,  is 

rare:  Gignac,  Grammar  ii  23),  or  larger,  e.g.  /l^iAAevc  Plr(Xeoj\c  Apyovc  IleXacyiKov'  TIpcoTeclXaoc  ElpUXov 

Ik  0vXaKr)c‘  EvpirjXoc  ABpirjTOvy  €k  0epd)(v).  The  problem  recurs  at  18  below. 

Eumelus  is  present  in  all  the  other  catalogues,  with  no  divergence  from  Homer  (Hyg.  97.  8,  Apollod., 

Dictys,  Dares;  E.  I  A  216-26). 
The  papyrus  apparently  has  no  entries  here  for  (1)  Achilles,  and  (2)  Protesilaus,  who  succeed  Antiphus 

and  Phidippus  in  the  Homeric  catalogue  (2.  68 1  -  94,  695-710).  Unless  they  have  simply  dropped  out,  Achilles 
at  least  may  have  been  moved  to  a  more  prestigious  position,  as  in  Hyginus  (97.  2),  and  he  may  conceivably 

have  taken  Protesilaus  with  him.  Cf.  the  case  of  Odysseus  and  Thoas,  5-7  above.  It  is  curious,  but  can  hardly  be 

significant,  that  Protesilaus  has  dropped  out  of  Hyginus’  list  in  the  course  of  transmission  (97.  12  <( Protesilaus 
etc.)  Podarces /rater  eius  etc.). 
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1416  14  prima  facie  Aptcre-.  Not  in  Homer;  and  I  find  only  Aptcrepal,  an  island  which  cannot  merit 

consideration.  But  to  interpret  other  than  as  a  place-name  seems  impossible.  Perhaps  e£  A{pi}cre\[piov, 

preceded  by  EvpvirvXoc  Evalpovoc:  cf.  II.  2.  735!.  This  is  not  totally  free  from  objection,  for  while  Asteriurn  is 

indeed  specified  in  the  Iliad  ic  catalogue  as  one  of  the  places  in  Lurypylus’  domain,  we  expect  him  to  be  said  to 

come  from  Ormcnium,  the  first  place  in  the  list;  so  Hyginus,  Apollodorus,  Dictys,  and  Dares  (except  that 

before  editorial  intervention  Hyginus,  Dictys,  and  Dares  each  have  Orc(h)omcnus:  a  v.l.  in  the  Homeric  text?) 

and  I  find  no  source  that  gives  preference  to  Asteriurn  instead.  The  choice  would  need  no  explaining  if  the 

papyrus  entry  originates  from  a  Homeric  text  without  v.  734,  or  one  which  had  v.  735  preceding  v.  734  like: Venetus  A. 

An  alternative  avenue  of  approach,  opened  up  by  Mr  Parsons,  would  be  to  read  aptcre  |  [pac  on  the  left 

wing’,  referring  to  Achilles’  position  at  the  extremity  of  the  vavcraOpoc  (11.  8.  225  =  11.  8);  for  scholiastic 

remnants  of  ancient  scholarship  on  the  relative  positions  of  the  Greek  ships  see  K.  Lehrs,  De  Aristarchi  studiis 

Homer  ids 3  221-4.  This  saves  the  given  text,  and  the  departure  from  the  normal  pattern  of  entry  might  be 

justified  in  the  case  of  Achilles;  but  the  rest  of  the  data  do  not  readily  accommodate  themselves,  and  the 

papyrus  nowhere  else  shows  concern  with  the  vavcra.Op.oc  as  such. 

In  1 5  HohaXdpLoc  k<i  1  Maxd\a>v  offers  itself:  cf.  II.  2.  729  34.  The  sequence  in  13-15  will  then  be  Eumclus, 

Lurypylus,  Podalirius  and  Machaon,  Philoctctes,  whereas  the  Homeric  sequence  is  Lurnclus,  Philoctctes,  1  od. 

and  Mach.,  Lurypylus.  The  other  catalogues  show  comparable  variation  (Hyg.  97-  6-8,  Apollod.,  Dictys, 

Dares;  the  I  A  has  only  Eumclus).  P.  Haun.  I  7  offers  (ii  1-9)  Polypoctes,  the  Asclcpiadac,  Philoctctes, Protesilaus,  Eumclus. 

AckXt]7tlov  and  the  place-name,  probably  ck  TpiKKr\c,  will  follow  in  16. 
Proposed  restoration  of  1 3  f T.  is  thus: 

/for  Evp.i)Xoc  ASp,T]To](vy{c}  £k  <Pepco(v)' 
El) pVTTvXoC  Evatp.OVOC ]  A{pt}cT€- 
p(ow  FloSaXelptoc  Kai  Maya]  cov 

AckXi)TTIOV  €K  TpLKK7)c]  ( PtXoKTi ]~ 

rrjc  ktX. 

iGf.  Philoctctes:  II.  2.  716  28.  The  papyrus’  Meliboca  is  shared  by  Hyginus  and  Dares;  Dictys  opts  for 
Methonc,  Apollodorus  for  Olizon. 

18-20  €Kyvp  can  only  be  eV  Fvp\[rwvT]c,  which  practically  enforces  rioXurrolrip  TUipiQoov  (or  TleipiOov) 

before  it:  cf.  II.  2.  738-44.  But  the  |c  is  clear:  not  v:  cf.  13.  Hyg.  97.  4  (from  Argos),  Apollod.,  Dictys,  and  Dares 
(paired  with  Leontcus). 

Aeovrevc  Ko\pcovov:  cf.  II.  2.  745-7.  In  the  Homeric  catalogue  Leontcus’  entry  is  subordinated  to 

Pirithous*  (2.  745  ovk  otoc,  ap.  a  r<p  ye  Aeovrevc  ktX.)}  and  he  has  no  regions  of  his  own.  Hyginus,  idiosyncratic  as 

often  in  this  regard,  says  a  Sicyone  (97.  14);  Dictys  gives  no  place-name;  Apollodorus  has  no  Leontcus  entry, 

Dares  has  Polypoctes  and  Leontcus  ex  larisa  ( dolhonia  F),  Argissa  odd.  Here,  I  would  suppose  ck  Fvprwvrjc  again, 
but  there  can  be  no  certainty. 

2 of.  Prothous:  II.  2.  756-9.  Hyg.  97.  13,  Apollod.,  Dictys,  Dares. 

Before  Prothous  in  the  Homeric  catalogue  comes  Guncus,  apparently  omitted  here.  (Hyginus  Cycnus  Ocih 

iur  ophites,  all  daggered  by  Rose,  is  readily  mended  to  Guneus  Ocyti  et  Aurophyles ;  cf.  Apollod.  Fowevc  Qkvtov, 

and  r  'ov-  >  Cy  in  Dictys  codd.) 

21-9  Prothous  is  the  final  entry  in  the  Homeric  catalogue.  Appended  in  the  papyrus  is  a  miscellany  of 

additional  entries,  seven  in  number.  Hyginus’  and  Dictys’  lists  each  have  similar  tail-pieces.  Two  or  three  of  the 

entries  are  members  of  the  Homeric  catalogue  who  presumably  were  omitted  from  the  body  of  the  papyius 

catalogue  (cf.  Dares,  who  appends  Agapenor  and  Mcnesthcus),  but  the  others  arc  names  which  have  no  place 

in  Homer’s  list. 

21-3  Schcdius  and  Epistrophus:  II.  2.  517-26.  Hyg.  97.  10,  Apollod.  (unnamed),  Dictys,  Dares;  cf.  1A 
261. 

23  f.  Patroclus  has  no  place  in  the  Homeric  catalogue,  but  is  an  unsurprising  accession.  He  is  in  Hyginus 
list  too,  along  with  Automcdon  after  Achilles  (97.  2),  cf.  Dares. 

Perhaps  Ik  &Qlac  at  the  beginning  of  24  (Phthia  Hyg.);  but  if  /CdA^ajc  follows  (see  next  note),  something 
longer  is  called  for:  ck  GeccaXiac ? 

24-  7  The  son  of  Thcstor  must  be  Calchas,  who  has  a  place  in  the  tailpiece  both  of  Hyginus’  catalogue  (97. 
15  Calchas  Thestoris  filius  Mycenis  augur)  and  of  the  Latin  Dictys  ( Calchas  cx  Acarnania  XX  [sc.  naves] ;  but  absent 

et 
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from  Malalas*  Greek  version).  But  if  the  previous  entry  ends  eV  <PQla c,  KdXxa\c  by  itself  leaves  the  line  too 
short,  and  since  the  Calchas  entry  seems  to  have  terminated  at  ©Icropoc  (see  next  note),  KdXxac  /xuvrijc  is  a 
possibility,  specification  of  profession  substituting  for  that  of  homeland  (cf.  Phocus  Danai filius  architeclus  and  the 

succeeding  two  entries  in  the  appendix  to  Hyginus’  list).  But  that  gives  odd  word-order. 
For  ck  &7]ftd>(v)  in  25  I  think  the  likeliest  candidate  is  Thcrsander,  son  of  Polyniccs.  Not  mentioned  by 

Homer,  he  is  the  first  of  the  miscellaneous  entries  at  the  end  of  Dictys’  catalogue,  immediately  preceding 
Calchas  ( Thessandrus ,  quem  Polynicis  supra  memoravimus ,  Thebis  naves  L\  but  like  Calchas,  he  is  absent  from 

Malalas’  Greek  version);  neither  Hyginus  nor  Apollodorus  nor  Dares  has  any  mention  of  Thebes  or  Thebans. 
An  alternative  would  be  one  of  Horner’s  Boeotians,  but  it  is  improbable  that  any  of  them  would  be  said  to  be 
from  Thebes.  QepcavSpoc  (or  Qicc-)  IJoXweiKojv  (on  the  form  of  the  genitive  see  at  3712  56)  would  fill  the 
missing  part  of  the  line.  Thersandcr  will  owe  his  presence  to  his  participation  (as  leader  of  the  Boeotians?)  in  the 
first,  abortive  expedition  against  Troy,  in  which  he  was  killed  by  Telcphus  ( Cypria ,  cf.  esp.  Apollod.  epit .  3.  1 7  f  . , 
Paus.  9.  5.  14,  Diet.  2.  2).  Virgil  makes  him  one  of  the  Greeks  in  the  Horse  (Aen.  2.  261  Thessandrus ;  the 

identification  as  Polyniccs’  son  is  ancient,  see  Serv.  ad  loc.),  but  the  fact  that  the  next  papyrus  entry  is 
apparently  his  successor  Peneleos  suggests  that  it  is  the  more  traditional  version  that  is  responsible  for  his 
inclusion  here. 

In  26  ](i  could  perhaps  be  read  as  a,  but  nothing  else.  This  may  be  IhjveXecDc  ' hr7raXKi\iiov  ImraX^fiov, 
sim.,  see  below).  Peneleos  stands  at  the  head  of  the  Homeric  catalogue  as  the  first  of  the  Boeotian  leaders,  II.  2. 
494;  cf.  the  displaced  entries  of  Hyg.  97.  8,  and  Dictys,  who  has  a  single  Boeotian  entry  running  item  ex  omni 
Boeotia  Arcesilaus ,  Prothoenor ,  Pendens,  Leitus,  Clonius  naves  L;  Dares  lists  only  Arcesilaus  and  Prothocnor.  Homer 
does  not  provide  his  parentage,  Hyginus  offers  IPippalci ,  but  versions  of  the  name  variously  proffered  elsewhere 

are  'iTnrdXKtpoc  (DS  4.  67.  7),  ’,l7T7raXKp.oc  (Schol.  b  II.  2.  494,  Plu.  Qu.  Gr.  37)  and  '’I-nvaXpLoc  (Apollod.  1.  9. 
16).  Why  is  he  not  in  his  proper  place  in  the  catalogue?  He  may  have  been  omitted  through  simple 
inadvert  ence,  or  he  may  have  been  deliberately  displaced  in  order  to  have  him  stand  next  after  Thcrsander,  his 
predecessor  (Paus.  9.  5.  15,  ultimately  Cypria?). 

278  Ascalaphus  and  Ialmenus:  II.  2.  511-16.  Hyg.  97.  10,  Dictys,  cf.  Apollod.  (unnamed:  S'[!?]  sc. 
T}y€p.6v€c) . 

€k  Mivvpov ;  our  expectation  would  be  Ore  ho  men  us,  and  the  other  lists  conform  (except  that  Hyginus  has 

Argos,  as  also  for  Schcdius  and  Epistrophus,  Elephenor,  and  several  others).  M^iwpov  or  -oc  is  unknown.  But 

Homer’s  phrase  is  ’OpxopLcvov  Mivmiov ,  and  it  may  be  suspected  that  Mtwpov  is  simply  a  misreading  of  Mivviov, 
written  originally  in  supplementation  of  'Opxopevov  and  here  displacing  it. 

I  he  Boeotians,  the  Minyans,  and  the  Phocians  are  the  first  three  contingents  in  the  Homeric  catalogue, 
and  it  is  curious  that  it  is  precisely  these  three  whose  representatives  appear  in  this  appendage  to  the  papyrus 
catalogue.  It  may  be  that  they  were  omitted  en  bloc  from  the  body  of  the  catalogue,  or  at  least  that  the  Minyans 
and  Phocians  dropped  out  together,  the  scribe’s  eye  perhaps  having  skipped  from  acKaXa<j)oc  to  aiacoiXecoc , 
which  would  have  been  the  next  entry  after  the  Phocians;  but  we  can  only  speculate. 

28 f.  Aegialcus:  a  surprise  and  an  impossibility.  The  tradition  was  firm  that  Aegialeus  died  in  the  second 
attack  011  Thebes,  and  no  chronology  can  have  had  the  Trojan  expedition  precede  that— unless  perhaps 

Adrastus’  second  expedition  was  made  to  intervene  between  the  first  and  second  expeditions  against  Troy,  but 
any  such  synchronizing  tradition  would  surely  have  left  traces.  It  is  Diomedes  (Adrastus’  son-in-law), 
accompanied  by  Sthenelus  and  Euryalus,  that  Homer  gives  as  leader  of  the  Argive  contingent,  with  no 
mention  anywhere  of  Aegialeus  or  any  other  male  member  of  Adrastus’  own  family.  It  is  interesting  that  a 
tradition  unrecorded  in  Homer  has  Aegialeus’  son  Gyanippus  present  at  Troy  (Ibyc.  SPG  151.37,  see  Barron, 
BICS  16  (1969)  1308,  and  Paus.  9.  30.  10,  harmonizing  with  Homer),  but  I  find  nothing  suggesting  or  even 
potentially  enabling  participation  by  Aegialeus  himself.  Curiously,  the  manuscripts  of  the  I  A  offer  none  other 
than  Adrastus  himself  as  the  colleague  of ‘the  son  of  Atreus’  on  the  Trojan  expedition  (v.  268),  but  the 
emendation  dSeXpoc  is  generally  accepted  and  in  any  event  this  can  hardly  be  relevant.  Is  it  conceivable  that 
the  Cypria  had  Aegialeus  as  a  member  of  the  first  expedition  against  Troy,  that  ended  up  in  Mysia  (cf.  on 
Thersander,  24  above),  or  among  those  at  the  earlier  gathering  at  Argos  (cf.  on  Acamas,  8f.  above)?  But  then 
why  is  he  not  in  Dictys,  or  elsewhere?  It  must  be  accorded  more  likely  that  Aegialeus,  with  or  without 
attraction  from  Thcrsander  above,  is  merely  a  stray  from  a  catalogue  of  members  of  a  different  expedition 
altogether,  that  of  the  Epigoni. 

30-4  Suitors  of  Penelope.  The  ultimate  source  is  Od.  16,  247 ff.  (a  text  including  v.  252).  The 
papyrus  alters  the  order  of  listing,  and  supplies  the  bard  with  his  name.  A  fuller  version  is  given  by  Apollod. 
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epit.  7.  26-30;  there  the  individual  suitors  are  identified,  and  (as  also  with  the  Catalogue  of  ships)  the  numbers 

differ  from  the  Homeric.  The  extant  Hyginus  has  a  list  of  Helen’s  suitors  {Jab.  81)  but  not  of  Penelope’s. 
31  EiKapiov p.c.  See  \'V.  Lameere,  Aperqus  de  paliographie  homhique  26. 

Before  ip  I  should  have  expected  ’70a/o/c. 
34/35  A  paragraph  us  may  have  been  lost,  but  if  so  it  did  not  protrude  into  the  text  anything  like  as  far  as 

the  one  at  29/30. 

34  ff.  Other  potted  accounts  of  the  Danaids,  all  rather  more  literate,  are  given  by  Schol.  A  II.  1.  42  ~ 

Apollod.  2.  1. 4 f.,  Hyg.  fab.  168,  Schol.  E.  Ilec.  886  and  Or.  872,  Serv.  on  V.  Am.  10.  497. 

Both  in  Apollod orus  and  in  Hyginus  (fab.  1 70)  there  follows  a  list  of  names  of  the  bridal  couples— drawn 
apparently  from  discrete  sources,  for  names  and  couplings  differ,  and  there  is  a  formal  difference  too:  in 

Apollodorus  the  pattern  is  * Icrpoc  'l7nTo$dp,€Lav  sc.  eAa^ev,  in  Hyginus  Philomela  Panthium  sc.  occidit.  That  the 
papyrus  also  had  such  a  list  is  suggested  not  only  by  the  catalogic  nature  of  the  rest  of  its  extant  contents  but  also 

by  the  prefix  oHrrpo€K0r]cop.ai  in  37.  The  formulation  of  the  opening,  €Kacrov(7)  €Kacri)  direKreivev,  implies  that 

it  will  have  been  on  the  pattern  of  Hyginus’  rather  than  of  Apollodorus’. 
34  0vyar[€p€c:  or  -wv.  Then  hardly  room  for  more  than  a  single  letter  before  line-end. 

35  I  cannot  make  anything  of  this  without  emendation.  e]|Kac(roi/)  twv?  kclct-  seems  an  acceptable 
reading,  though  the  same  series  of  letters  in  the  next  line  occupies  appreciably  less  space. 

36  8m{y}  j[Lva  rather  than  St’  vnva ?  For  the  intrusive  nasal  cf.  Ill  528  14  avrrjv  tt]  dpa  (1.  avrrj  tt}  c opa) 
and  the  other  examples  listed  Gignac,  Grammar  i  p.  1 13. 

37  TTpoeKO'/jCopLat  cot:  cf.  C.g.  Hermog.  Inv.  1.  1,  p.  93.  8  Rabe,  ottcoc  Sc  Tourra  e^a,  SieAcuv  €K6rjcop.ai. 

38  {airo}? 
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etc  Tqv  Ka\ovp.e]v7][v  n]e\oTTovv7]cov?  Other  accounts  mention  the  ship  (44  v[aw?)  built  at 

Athena’s  suggestion,  and  the  island  (44  v[fjcov?)  of  Rhodes,  where  an  image  of  Athena  was  set  up,  and  they 
specify  Argos  as  the  ultimate  destination. 

4
5
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e.g.  [teat  tt)v  c/cet]  fiactXeiav  c^ec  fipg.xv[1'  j3ac lAeoJcac  xpovov  ktX. 

48  Possibly  7rapay€vr)8evr€$  $[c,  in  which  case  a  point  above  £  must  be  the  tail  of  a  descender. 

fr.  2.  Catalogue  of  Argonauts.  See  Seeliger  in  Roscher’s  Lexikon ,  i  1.  507-10.  The  main  comparanda  are 
the  lists  given  at  Apollod.  1.  9.  16  and  Hyg  .fab.  14,  cf.  also  Val.  Flacc.  1.  353-486,  Orph.  1 19-231,  Schol.  Lyc. 

Alex.  1 75.  Apollonius  Rhodius’  catalogue  was  influential,  but  never  attained  the  authority  of  Homer’s 

catalogue  of  ships,  which  itself  was  not  definitive;  lying  further  behind  were  not  only  Pi.  P.  4  but  Sophocles’ 

ArjpLvtdSec  and  Aeschylus’  Kdpeipot  (Schol.  Pi.  P.  4.  303),  cf.  also  Dionys.  Scyt.  Argon.  F  14  Rusten  (Diod.  Sic.  4. 

40.  2)  and  the  AR  scholia.  The  papyrus’  pattern  of  data  (name,  father,  homeland,  just  as  for  the  list  of  Greeks 

against  Troy  of  fr.  1 )  is  fuller  than  Apollodorus’,  who  presents  a  bare  list  after  the  pattern  'Oppevc  Olaypov ,  but 

less  full  than  Hyginus’,  who  supplies  both  parents  and  records  variants  and  other  details.  A  point  exclusively  in 

common  with  Hyginus  is  the  inclusion  of  Hippalc(i)mus  in  the  papyrus’  list  (1 1),  see  also  on  Erginus  (6 f. ,  if 

rightly  recognized).  But  there  is  no  close  affinity.  On  Hyginus’  list  see  C.  Robert,  EGG  philol.-hist.  Kl.  1918, 
469-500  (not  utilized  by  Rose). 

1  e£  Ap]yovc.  There  are  several  possibilities. 

1  f.  Pcriclymcnus:  AR  1.  156;  Hyg.  14.  14,  Apollod.  £k  riv[Xov  seems  to  confirm  the  identification,  but 

what  is  ] .  Sou ?  The  trace  is  of  the  top  of  an  upright:  1, 17,  or  v.  All  accounts  give  Neleus  as  Periclymenus’  father.  I 
can  do  nothing  with  the  possibility  of  77.  AfyAAuc  *cai  NN  -tSou.  Conceivably  77epiffc A vptvoc  IJocetStovoc  vl]iSov, 

genealogically  unimpeachable  but  descriptively  odd.  Perhaps  likelier,  ri€pi[KXvpL€voc  N-qXewc  kcli  XXcvpJi'Soc,  if 
the  alteration  is  from  rather  than  to  u. 

Between  Ik  IIv[Xov  and  AyK]vtoc  presumably  one  entire  entry  is  lost. 

3  Ancacus  son  of  Poseidon:  AR  1 .  188;  Hyg.  14.  16,  omitted  from  Apollod.  AamrjAioc,  another  Argonaut 

son  of  Poseidon,  could  equally  well  be  read,  but  he  comes  at  10  below,  if  I  have  rightly  recognized  him  there. 

Erginus  {' Epy€t)yoc)  would  also  be  available,  but  he  I  think  is  taken  care  of  at  6f.  below,  see  n. 

3

6

 

 

Zetes  and  Calais:  AR  1.  21 1,  Pi.  P.  4.  181-3;  Hyg.  14.  18  (long  entry),  Apollod.  The  supplement  for  3/4 

is  undesirably  
long,  but  fr.  1  shows  much  irregularity  

of  line-end,  
and  kol  may  have  been  abbreviated  

or 
haplographically  

omitted  
before  «raA. 

4-f.  Lynccus  and  Idas:  AR  1.  15 1;  Hyg.  14.  12,  Apollod.  Probably  U  Meccqvqc  (Messenii  ex  Peloponneso 

Hyg.),  otherwise  A {AprjvqQev  AR). 

56  Heracles:  AR  1.  122,  Pi.  P.  4.  172;  Hyg.  14.  10  ( Thebanus ),  Apollod.  PfoXuSevK^c  would  be  an 

alternative,  but  he  presumably  goes  in  tandem  with  Castor,  at  1 2  below. 
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6f.  Erginus:  the  only  Argonaut  I  find  who  can  be  accommodated  to  the  data  in  7.  For  Apollonius  ( 1 .  187) 

he  is  a  son  of  Poseidon,  along  with  Ancaeus  and  Euphcrnus,  and  he  is  from  Miletus;  but  this  may  be  a  piece  of 

unorthodoxy  on  Apollonius5  part.  Pindar  in  Pythian  4  has  only  two  Argonaut  scions  of  Poseidon,  and  they  are 
Euphcrnus  and  Pcriclymcnus:  no  mention  of  Erginus.  Apollodorus  in  his  list  follows  the  Apollonian  paternity 

(1.9.  16,  * Epyivoc  /ToceiSoWoc,  with  /7e/)rfcAup,eroc  NrjXecvc  immediately  following),  as  does  Valerius  Flaccus  in 
his  (1.  415,  proles  Neptnnia) ,  but  Hyginus,  in  his,  augments:  Erginus  Neptuni  films,  a  Mile  to,  quidam  Periclymeni 

dicunt ,  Orchomenius  (14.  16);  and  his  source  is  apparently  the  scholiast  to  Apollonius  Ioc.  cit.,  who  reports 

Erginus’  father  as  Clymcnus  son  ofPresbon,  this  in  accordance  with  the  genealogy  recorded  by  Paus.  9.  27.  1, 
cf.  Apollod.  2.4.  1 1 ;  and  the  son  of  Clymcnus  at  Pi.  0.  4.  1 9  must  be  Erginus.  Evidently  it  is  the  non-Apollonian 
intelligence  about  Erginus  that  the  papyrus  purveys,  fin  Hyg.  Ioc.  cit.  I  take  it  that  Periclymeni ,  printed 

undcmurringly  by  Rose,  is  a  slip  (whether  made  before,  by,  or  after  Hyginus  himself)  for  Clymeni ,  abetted  by 

the  occurrence  of  the  Argonaut  Pcriclymcnus  a  few  lines  before;  cf.  [Peri] Clymene  at  Hyg.  14.  2.] 

7
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 Admctus:  AR  1.  49;  Hyg.  14.  2,  Apollod. 

8- 9  Eurytus  and  Echion:  AR  1.  52,  Pi.  P.  4.  178-80;  Hyg.  14.  3,  Apollod.  (without  Echion).  On  their 

place  of  origin,  Hyginus  (14.  3)  says:  ex  urbe  Alope  N  AR),  quae  nunc  vacatur  E(pyiiesus;  quidam  auc  tores  Thessalos 

putant.  (Cf.  Robert,  NGG  philol.-hist.  KI.  1918,  485.)  They  follow  directly  on  Admctus  both  in  AR  and  in 

Hyginus. 10  Nauplius:  AR  1.  134;  Hyg.  14.  1 1,  omitted  from  Apollod. 

11-12  I  base  the  restoration  on  Ilyg.  14.  20,  Hippalcimos  Pelopis  et  Hippodamiae  (Oyenomai filiae  fiilius  ex 

Peloponneso  a  Pisis .  Hippalcimus  is  otherwise  unknown  as  an  Argonaut,  but  cf.  TTryeX^wc  f  iTnrdXfjLOv 

(  —  ' iTTrraXKLfiov ,  see  on  fr.  1.  26)  in  Apollodorus’  list. 

3703.  Rhetorical  Declamation? 

Plate  VI 

A  3B.6/9E  18x17  cm  Fifth  century 

A  fragment  seemingly  of  an  Attic  oration;  but  it  is  written,  in  the  direction  of  the 

fibres,  in  an  informed  Byzantine  hand  of  probably  the  fifth  century.  On  the  other  side  arc 

fragmentary  remains  of  an  account  (not  transcribed),  also  written  along  the  fibres,  and 

conceivably  that  was  the  side  used  first.  The  best  guess  I  can  make  as  to  the  nature  of  our 

text  is  that  it  is  a  rhetorical  declamation,  whether  a  copy  of  an  exemplary  C7rt3ei£tc  such 

as  those  transmitted  under  the  name  of  Libanius  or  the  draft  of  an  original  one.  But  there 

is  perplexing  interchange  of  grammatical  person  and  number,  and  ehriv  fxoi  in  1.  8  might 

suggest  the  report  of  a  conversation. 
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]  #  ovKaBeAKecdaiTacvavcovKovveLTreyfjLoi 
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\ciTOL7jCay '  €VfJL€lC€KT(i)VaiJL(f)OTep<JOV 

IO  ]€TTpadr)  '  [,  ,  ,  ]  ,  €7 T€Lt 

6  ]a love  eyovrec  iv  vrj ca>  tl  \p7}cac  /cat  rt(-) 

t]t)v  daXarrav  rpirjpoov  ovk  dvacrrjcerat  7/S77 

]  _  ov  Ka9eXK€c6at  rac  vavc.  ovkovv  eh rey  pioi 

]cTTOtr]cay m  e  vycetc  too v  dpL(j>oTepo)v 

3  vfteiv  (i.e.  vf.uv),  cf.  g  vfxeLc.  Then  eSiflUj;!  [yopr/ce  vel  aim. 

3-4  The  right  margin  is  unusually  irregular.  Line  4  is  nearly  2  cm  shorter  than  1.  3.  A  reluctance  to  divide 

words  between  lines  might  account  for  it,  though  1.  3  (unless  the  articulation  is  -peive  Brj  ix i),  but  e/retre  cannot  be 

read)  apparently  spills  over. 

4  ol  &7]]fjatoi,  fie]fiatoL,  aL 

G  ]aiovc:  Athenians?  Thebans?  or  e.g.  pepatovc,  yepcaiouc?  Punctuate  after  iv  vrjca>?  ti  ypi)cac:  an  oracle? 

Conceivably  there  is  allusion  to  the  famous  ‘wooden  walls’  Salamis  oracle  of'Hdt.  7.  1 41 ,  for  which  see  on  XLV 
3236  fr.  2.  This  would  give  some  points  of  contact  in  11.  6-8,  but  what  is  the  island?  One  guess  might  be 

Sphactcria:  so  Mr  Parsons,  envisaging  a  speech  against  Cleon  (cf.  XXIV  2400)  by  Nicias  in  the  situation 

described  at  Th.  4.  27.  4-28.  3.  xPVcac  *s  avoidable  if  we  can  accept  yprjcac,  but  as  for  lovc,  1  do  not  think 

either  rroXe]fiLovc  or  AaK€8oufio]vLovc  is  to  be  read. 

7  OaXarrav.  Since  contemporary  usage  vacillated  between  -rr-  and  -cc-  (Gignac,  Grammar  i  1 49) ,  the  Attic 

form  may  be  of  no  significance. 

Punctuate  after  rptripovv?  ovk  dvacTijcerac.  a  challenging  question  with  reference  to  an  opponent?  Or  in 

view  of  vpL€ic  below,  dvacrrjcerat  =  -ere  might  be  considered,  as  suggested  by  Dr  Rea,  who  adduces 

dvacTTjcavTec  to  crpaTOTrebov  Til.  1.  62.  4;  similarly  perhaps  8  ov  Ka0e\K€c6ai  =  -ecOe. 

A  blot  between  £  and  77  might  be  cancellation:  rj  (or  r))  [£17-]?  But  r;  looks  to  me  more  like  vy  and  o[??v] | 

might  be  read  for  8y. 

9  vfxeic:  addressing  the  Athenian  assembly?  ek  twv  dp^ore/oo >v:  a  threat  from  both  sides?  Irom  both  sea  and 
land? 

3704.  Text  with  Musical  Notation 

Plates  IV,  VI 

51  4B.i8/G(i  3)b  fr.  1  11x11  cm  Second  century 

Three  scraps  of  musically  notated  text,  unidentified.  The  text  is  written  in  a  round 

informal  hand  similar  to  but  not  I  think  identical  with  that  responsible  for  the  text  of 

XXV  2436,  also  musically  notated.  It  may  be  assigned  to  the  second  century.  The 

notation  seems  to  have  been  done  with  a  thinner  pen,  and  gives  the  impression  of  being 

by  another  hand.  The  fact  that  the  notational  letters  are  differently  formed  from  the 

textual  ones  does  not  necessarily  mean  that  they  are  by  a  second  hand,  for  the  notational 

forms  may  have  gone  their  own  way,  but  I  should  prefer  to  recognize  two  scribes,  as  is 

supposed  also  for  2436.  Both  sides  of  the  papyrus  are  occupied.  We  may  be  dealing  with  a 

codex,  or,  if  the  composition  was  short,  with  an  opisthograph;  the  latter  perhaps  more 

likely.  At  any  rate  there  is  no  reason  to  suppose  that  more  than  one  composition  is 

represented. 
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The  notation  is  very  loosely  executed.  The  notes  were  apparently  meant  to  be 

positioned  above  the  vowels,  but  the  placing  is  far  from  precise.  Similarly  with  the 

rhythmical  symbols  that  accompany  the  notes:  the  diseme  (a  superior  bar)  and 

especially  the  stigme  (a  superior  dot)  tend  to  stray  rightwards.  In  the  transcription 

offered  below,  the  positions,  as  well  as  the  forms,  of  the  notes  and  of  their  attendant 

symbols  have  necessarily  been  normalized.  Add  that  their  very  identification  is  at  many 

points  uncertain,  and  it  will  be  clear  that  reliance  on  the  transcription  will  be  more  than 

usually  precarious. 

We  have  no  coherent  run  of  either  text  or  music.  The  text  may  have  common  theme 

with  Hesiod’s  Theogony ,  if  Typhos  at  fr.  i  j  6  is  not  a  misleading  clue.  It  seems  to  be 
predominantly  dactylic  or  anapaestic.  Sequences  such  as  . . .  ww- 1  ...  (fr.  i  j  4, 

— >  5?)  rule  out  hexameters  but  could  be  either  elegiac  or  anapaestic.  ’Eptivvcov,  fr.  1  ->  4, 
would  normally  scan  but  ̂  —  (as  at  E.  IT  931,  970)  is  perhaps  not  excluded. 

Musically  notated  texts  are  usually  written  in  lines  longer  than  the  hexameter,  non- 

stichically.  But  fr.  2  — >  appears  to  have  a  line-end,  with  a  longer  line  above;  irregular 

line-lengths  suggest  disposition  Kara  ctI\ov .  The  one  surviving  line-end  is  Kvirpi , 
presumably  The  notational  stigme  should  be  applied  on  principles  associated  with 

the  metre,  but  I  have  been  able  to  make  little  use  of  its  evidence,  or  of  that  of  the  leirnma. 

The  surviving  musical  documents  have  been  collected  by  E.  Pohlmann,  Denkmdler 

allgriechischer  Musik  (Nuremberg  1970).  Since  then  there  have  been  published  XLIV 

3161  and  XLIV  3162  (both  third  century),  and  a  third-century  bc  text  of  lyrics  from 

E.  7/1,  P.  Leid.  inv.  510,  CRAI 1973,  292-302;  add  also  3705. 

In  the  notational  transcription  given  below,  +  indicates  a  note  too  damaged  for 

identification.  Dubious  identifications  are  signalled  as  such  in  the  apparatus,  not  the 
transcript. 

fr.  1  ->  . 

].«.[ 

]  H  C  +  +  [ 
2  OCVV  t  ,  flOC€pL[ 

]7  I  7/f  +  I^t  7  l'[ 
3  JeKf.  €  t  €  ̂  t  QVOpL(X))(€pt<f)[ 

]+  +  -f  cD  —  C  7/  3"3I[ 

4  ].[...  ’]yCLC€p€lVVa>VOVK€VO '  [ 

]  +  [  ]+  z"  fz’i  71  Z[ 5  ov<f>ovLOvdr]paTiT[ 

J  C  0  :OSS-[f+[ 

]  t  Lov<f)€icapLevoc '  [ 6 
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Text,  a  practically  certain;  then  traces  suggesting  t/ u.;  next  letter  almost  completely  lost  except  for  trace 

of  apparent  horizontal  at  letter-top  level;  then  o,  almost  certain  After  vt  a  curl  at  foot,  a  hole,  then  a  vertical, 
lost  at  foot:  at?  3  Abraded  After  second  f,  perhaps  v  (not  A);  after  third  e  perhaps  v  or  v  4  ,  [, 

letter-top  speck  as  of  e.g.  v  or  r  5  ij[:  the  papyrus  now  has  only  i[,  but  tj[  is  clear  on  the 

photograph  6  [,  anomalous  low  traces 

Notation.  2  E,  tail  only  After  C  the  papyrus  is  damaged,  and  notes  may  have  been  lost  T  and  + 

arc  slight  traces,  broken  above  3  Z,  or  w  1'  uncertain;  the  surface  is  mostly  gone  Signs  after  Z  most 
uncertain:  two  specks  Of  the  next  note  there  is  a  trace  as  of  the  top  bar  of  C  Above  qv:  the  first  note(?)  was 

low  and  small  (()?);  thereafter  the  surface  is  relatively  undamaged,  but  the  decipherment  is  uncertain:  the 

putative  diseme  is  touching  the  putative  1,  so  that  b  would  be  an  alternative  transcription  The  diseme 
above  C  is  unusually  short,  and  the  stigmc  at  an  unusual  distance  to  right  and  above  Final  I  uncertain 

4  Before  <I>  perhaps  C,  but  there  arc  further  traces  intervening  — ,  too  low  to  be  a  diseme,  and  there  is  no 
apparent  loss  After  the  second  S,  and  less  probably  after  the  first,  a  stigmc  could  have  been  lost;  otherwise 
the  last  five  notes  arc  intact  and  clear  5  Disemc(?)  after  Z  is  low,  but  does  not  seem  to  be  simply  the  tail 

of  Z  I  ‘  not  altogether  certain  Above  ovy  1(?)  is  very  short  and  sloping;  the  combination  is  quite  unlike  that 

in  3 

fr.  I  |  ..... 

1  ]  aAa/x  [ 

]“<!>■  2“[  ]  +  r 

2  ]  t  ficAed'  SevSpcocr]'  Kf  [m  ] .  [ 

|  ZZ/2‘+"+;S  OS  T  Z*+0  [ 
3  ] t8LOjyeverriy€TafJirifxevov[ 

jO  Z  C  n  +T  I‘+  0*  [ 

4  ]£cKOTTe\(jove£e9op€V(f)o[ 

j  _n0  ()T  Z:[  ]  ~T  [ 

5  ] cc kcX a) ve^avrpoj [,  ]?yA0e[ 

] -f  E  n  E  w  'nO'  +  [ 
()  ]cT7]prjTV(j)aJC7)CK '  [ 

Text.  2  ]  ,  apparent  upright  After  a,  traces  of  one  broad  letter,  perhaps  v,  or  two  narrow  5  Jet  in¬ 
visible  on  infra-red  photograph  6  ,  f,  a  hook,  most  suitable  for  v  among  vowels,  rather  lower  than  would 

be  expected  for  )j  or  i 

Notation.  2  (l>  not  certain  +,  low  horizontal,  lost  above  3  Between  S’  and  E  all  most 
uncertain  Last  +,  perhaps  I  or  S  4  First  three  notes  not  certain  5  No  trace  of  notation  until 
the  horizontal  bar,  at  note  level  6  K  undamaged,  but  decipherment  uncertain:  C  is  an  alternative 

reading  Above  c,  possibly  O' or  an  ill-formed  C,  with  diseme 
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■  ]  [ 

j+_  [ 
*  ]??“£[.].«??[ 

t  ]  [ 

3  ].  KVTTpl  [ 

]"[ 

j  .  .  . 

]  Z[ ]ov  [ 

]+  [  ]+  +  +  n[ 

1 .  a  .  .  c  a[ 

K  [ 

]e  V6/C€  v[ 

]  +  +  +  [ 

i  Blank:  top  of  column? 

fr.  3  -> ]+[ 

i  ] ,  orav[ 
]A  [ 

]*£*.[ 

]A  A[ 

].[ 

|  Blank  or  abraded 

3  First  A  uncertain 

Text 

fr.  i  -->  On  the  murder  of  a  relative?  In  2  cwg.Lfj,oc  is  the  only  acceptable  reading  I  can  find  (e.g.  6 
c vvaipoc  In  the  next  lines  we  are  probably  to  recognize  3  dvofup  x*pt,  4  'Epttvvwv,  5  >6viov  Oijpa,  6  \ov) 
<j>€Lcdficvoc.  If  there  is  a  connection  with  the  j  side,  this  could  have  something  to  do  with  Typhos,  though 

mention  of  the  Erinyes  would  then  need  explanation.  Or  one  could  think  of  the  castration  of  Uranus  (which 

generated  the  Erinyes,  Hes.  Th.  185).  rt t[  in  5  is  possibly  ‘Titan’.  But  the  context  can  hardly  be  fixed. 

fr.  1  |  3  ]i8i<p  is  an  almost  certain  reading.  ]  18 up  yeverr}  makes  a  reasonable  beginning,  but  then  what? 
7  here  seems  little  promise  in  Vera.  yrjycvTj  or  yr^yever^v  would  be  very  apt  for  Typhos,  seemingly  mentioned  in 

6  {yi)yevqc  [A.J  PV  35 1,  of  Typhos;  ylyavn  yrjyevera  TTpocofioioc  E.  Ph.  128,  of  Hippomcdon,  no  doubt  with 
Typhos  in  mind,  cf,  A.  Sept.  .193  and  Hes.  Th.  185),  but  this  is  to  move  too  far  from  the  text,  yeyafxjpievov  is 
tempting,  though  it  does  seem  to  be  r,  not  y,  that  is  written.  Ifso,  what  neuter  female  ( repac ?)  married  her  own 

father  (orson?)?  This  line  of  approach  is  owed  to  Mr  Parsons,  who  adduces  Hyg.  Fab.  ‘ praefS  3,  where  Tartarus 
is  listed  among  the  offspring  of  Earth  and  Aether;  Typhos  was  born  (cf.  on  5  below)  of  Earth  and  Tartarus. 
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4  cKorriXcov  i^iOopev. 

5  CikcXojv  it;  avrpu)[v]  rjXOe.  Typhos  is  invariably  connected  with  Sicily;  on  the  other  hand,  the  cave 

associated  with  him  is  not  Sicilian  but  Cilician,  where  he  was  born  (e.g.  P.  P.  i.  if),  [A.]  PV loc.  cit.  and  Schol.). 

but  the  manuscripts  have  iv  CikcXlcl  at  Apollod.  1.6.3  an<^  Schol.  PI.  Phdr.  230  a. 

6  The  most  promising  articulation  is  perhaps  ]c ryp  t)  Tvcfxhc  y  Ck,  [.  Aristotle  knows  of  a  Giant  *A crrjp, 

fr.  65 7  Rose  (1  owe  the  reference  to  Mr  Parsons).  I  find  no  Giant  in  Sc-;  Cx-yfAAa  would  be  at  hom
e  in  a 

catalogue  of  monsters.  Or  if  ‘typhoon’,  7TpT]}cTi)p  rj  rvcjxhc  ij  ck7]\ttt6c{?)  offers  itself  Kai7rpr]CTrjpi  At, 

Iys.  974,  TV(j)djvioi  c/ojtttoi  Hermias,  In  PL  Phdr .  75  a).  Typhon  had  special  Egyptian  connections  (see  es
p.  Hdt. 

2.  1 36,  3.  5),  but  there  is  no  indication  that  they  are  in  play  here;  the  same  goes  for  his  place  in  magic.  In  a  post- 

classical  composition  one  would  expect  not  Tv</>d)c  (rv<f>cbc)  but  Tv<f>cov  (rvfjtwv);  perhaps  Tv<f>d>c  was  chosen  as 

being  more  high-flown. 

fr.  o  — >  3  This  line  ends  shorter  than  the  preceding  one:  therefore  Kvirpi  rather  than  Ron  pi-? 

Notation 

Identification  of  the  musical  notes  and  the  accompanying  symbols  is  more  than  ordinarily  difficult. 

The  papyrus  is  damaged,  and  the  notation  is  loosely  executed.  Afost  if  not  all  of  the  notes
  aic  lctteis 

of  the  alphabet— it  is  the  so-called  ‘vocal’  notation  that  is  used,  as  regularly— but  they  are  not  formed 

in  the  same  way  as  in  the  text  itself.  The  most  secure  guide  to  their  identification  is  comparison  with 

the  forms  they  take  in  other  musical  documents.  XLIV  3161  and  XXV  2436  are  palacographically 
close. 

On  the  front  (->)  offr.  1 ,  notes  identifiable  with  some  confidence  are  Z,  S,  0,  C,  <I>,  and  I.  Z  is  often  no  more 

than  a  sinuous  curve  (cf.  3161,  less  extreme);  E  is  a  similar  but  extended  squiggle.  0  is  generally  clear  enough, 

though  sometimes  open  at  the  top;  it  lends  to  be  small  and  flattened.  C  shows  some  variation  of  form, 
 but 

consistently  has  a  squarish  appearance,  its  top  being  made  in  a  separate  stroke,  more  or  less  hori
zontal  and 

liable  to  be  mistaken  for  the  diseme.  Of<I>  there  is  only  one  instance  (4),  but  it  is  tolerably  clear.  I  is  rather 

problematic.  It  looks  clear  towards  the  end  of  5,  and  also  at  the  end  of  4,  where  it  is  a  little  curved  
but  it  is 

only  doubtfully  recognized  at  earlier  points  in  5  &nd  in  3-  Also  on  fr.  1  —>  are.  a  hoi
izontal  bar  in  4, 

apparently  a  note,  something  of  a  mystery,  perhaps  occurring  again  at  I5;  and  a  shallow  cup  in 
 3,  on  which 

see  just  below.  There  is  much  else  that  is  uncertain  here,  but  that  is  attributable  largely  to  the  c
ondition 

of  the  papyrus.  _ 

Decipherment  of  the  notation  on  the  back  (■!)  offr.  1  is  more  troublesome.  Z,  I,  and  0  aic  cleat  enough, 

and  perhaps  C  too,  but  in  addition  there  are  the  following: 

A  shallow  cup  (clear  twice  in  5,  once  in  6;  cf.  —>3)-  Notes  which  this  could  conceivably  represent  are  1 ,
  CO 

and  13.  T  1  should  have  expected  to  retain  a  shank,  (O  to  retain  some  trace  of  a  central  bowing,  and  V  (omega 

vtttiov)  to  retain  some  vestige  of  its  side-pieces  (cf.  3161),  On  musical  grounds  o
nly  H  is  acceptable,  however 

(sec  below,  ‘Musical  Interpretation’),  so  while  I  transcribe  the  note  as  ̂   I  shall  refer  to  it  less  non-committally 

as  D,  omega  vtttiov. 

A  sign  looking  something  like  an  inverted  version  of  this  may  be  not  a  note  at  all,  but  the  leim
ma  symbol, 

A:  the  leimma,  or  ‘rest’,  is  similarly  formed  as  a  simple  arch  in  other  papyri. 

E  is  probably  to  be  recognized  in  6.  Doubt  is  occasioned  by  its  being  formed  exactly  like  C,  only  with
  a 

superior  dash. 

In  5  and  6  0  is  directly  followed  by  a  stroke  rising  slightly  from  left  to  right:  not  a  diseme,  f
or  there  is  a 

diseme  above.  Such  a  stroke  is  found  also  with  E  (probably)  at  the  end  of  5. 1  would  take  it  to  be  the
  dash  which 

in  the  scales  of  Alypius,  much  as  in  modern  alphabetic  notation,  raises  the  note  by  an  octave.  It  is  to  be  f
ound  in 

the  Berlin  tragic  papyrus  (Bohlmann,  no.  32,  plate  in  SB  1C.  Preufi.  Akad.  d.  JVi-v.v.  1918,  opp.  p.  7^8);  thestio
ke 

there  is  in  a  similar  position  but  at  an  angle  of  about  45°. 

The  badly  damaged  fr.  2  adds  nothing  to  these  data.  But  fr.  3  ->  clearly  has  A. 

Of  rhythmical  symbols,  the  leimma  has  already  been  noted.  The  diseme  and  the  stigine  are  both 
 of 

frequent  occurrence,  separately  and  in  combination.  They  tend  to  be  placed  to  the  right  of  their  note,  b
ut  the 

placing  is  very  variable,  and  it  is  often  uncertain  whether  or  not  a  dot  is  to  be  taken  as  belonging  to  the  pic
vious 

note.  The  double-point  is  clear  at  fr.  1  — >  6. 
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Musical  Interpretation 

The  reasonably  assured  notes  on  fr.  i  ->  are  <I>  CO  E I  Z.  These  form  a  consecutive  sequence  of  notes  (in  the 
diatonic  genus)  in  three  tonoi: 

Hyperionian:  from  TrapvndTT]  w rarcov  to  ficcrj. 

Ionian:  a  fourth  higher,  from  TTapvnaTr]  fieccov  to  vt)t7]  cvvTffifievajv. 

Hypolydian:  from  Ai^a^oc  fieccov  to  vrjTg 

The  same  options  were  presented  by  3161. 

If  fr.  3  which  has  A,  belongs  to  the  same  composition,  Hypolydian  may  be  excluded,  for  A  (/#')  has  no 
place  in  it.  In  Ionian  and  Hyperionian  it  is  a  standing- note  (pdoyyoc  ecrcuc;  outer  note  of  tetrachord,  of  fixed 

pitch). 
The  music  on  the  back  may  well  be  in  the  same  tonos.  Again  we  have  0  E  I  and  Z,  and  probably  <I>  and 

C.  There  are  also:  a  note  which  I  have  taken  asU;  O';  probably  E';  and  probably  IS.  In  the  Ionian  and 

Hyperionian  tonoi,  E  belongs  only  to  the  latter  (rpiTi]  cvviffifievco >v);  and  the  same  is  true  of  S'  ( rpm / 
v-irepfioXaitov),  which  is  beyond  the  range  of  the  Ionian. 

Unless  there  was  modulation  /card  tovov  (see  on  3161,  p.  63  n.  1,  and  the  next  number  in  the  present 

volume),  all  may  be  in  Hyperionian.  In  that  case,  the  music  on  fr.  1  — >  is  all  but  confined  to  the  two  lower 

conjunct  tetrachords,  imdriDv  and  fiecwv;  D,  however,  if  rightly  recognized  in  3,  takes  us  into  the  next 

tetrachord  up  (but  not  via  the  standing-note  ptea 7,  Z),  whether  conjunct  (c vvrpifitvcov)  or  disjunct 

(Sie&vypLcvajv) .  Fr.  i  j  goes  higher  again:  O'  is  the  common  standing-note  of  the  upper  two  conjunct 

tetrachords,  Bie^evyfievcov  and  virepfioXaltov,  while  S'  is  the  next  note  up. 
On  the  front  there  is  nothing  which  may  not  belong  to  the  conjunct  tetrachords  vnaraiv,  fiecwv ,  and 

cwrffifilvcov,  i.e.  to  the  lesser  perfect  system.  But  on  the  back  we  have  (after  a  leimrna)  E  O  in  6,  which,  if  rightly 

deciphered,  must  be  within  the  conjunct  tetrachord  cwiffifievcov,  while  in  the  previous  line  (again  after  a 

leimrna)  we  have  U  O ' ,  a  sequence  which  belongs  to  the  disjunct  tetrachord  Su^evyfievcov;  and  in  fr.  3  we  have 
A,  the  lower  standing-note  of  the  Sie^evypLevtov.  If  we  arc  to  interpret  the  composition  with  reference  to  the 

theoretical  treatises,  the  system  must  be  the  ‘immutable’,  ro  dficrdpoXov. 

Remaining  unexplained  is  the  note,  if  such  it  be,  above  ei  of ’Epeivvcuv  at  fr.  1  ->  4;  its  neighbours  are  <I>  and 
C.  Its  form  is  a  horizontal  bar,  too  low  to  be  a  disemc.  Such  a  note  is  attested  in  Alypius’  tables  as  c,  but  this 
identification  is  discouraged  by  the  fact  that  it  is  confined  to  the  Phrygian  (and  Hypophrygian)  and  Dorian 
(and  Hypodorian)  tonoi. 

Nothing  much  can  be  said  of  the  progressions.  Sequences  such  as  E  C  and  <I>  S  show  that  movement 

between  tetrachords  may  be  effected  without  standing-note  mediation.  One  wonders  whether  tetrachordal 
principles  are  operative  at  all. 

At  fr.  1  ->  3  we  apparently  have  the  sequence  I  D  C  Z  I,  which  in  ( )  C  (neither  of  them  a  standing-note) 

incorporates  a  downward  leap  of  a  seven  tfi  (g-a').  The  progressions  are  usually  small,  however,  and  the  single 
surviving  melism,  :0E  at  fr.  1  — >  6,  is  the  smallest  interval  available  in  the  diatonic  genus.  The  melody  is 
beyond  recovery. 

Rhythmical  Symbols 

Stigme  (superior  dot).  I  cannot  discern  the  principle  informing  the  use  of  the  stigme.  Difficulties  of  reading 

aggravate  the  problem.  I  thought  first  that  it  marked  the  biceps  of  dactyls  (-OG  and  --),  but  this  is  to  force  the 
evidence  in  places. 

Diseme  (superior  -).  The  disemc  is  of  frequent  occurrence,  and  is  regularly  associated  with  long  syllables. 

Its  only  apparent  application  to  a  short  syllable  is  at  fr.  1  ->  3  d(eo/m>),  but  the  decipherment  is  uncertain.  That 
it  applies  to  the  syllable  rather  than  to  the  vowel  is  indicated  by  its  presence  with  e.g.  dv(Tpiov)y  fr.  1  j  5.  It 
could  be  that  the  diseme  is  meant  to  attend  every  long  syllable;  though  it  is  absent  from  Orj(pa)  fr.  1  —>  5.  In  that 
case,  the  function  of  the  disemc  would  simply  be  to  give  musical  recognition  to  metrical  longa. 

Double  point  (:).  The  double  point  occurs  certainly  at  fr.  1  — >  6,  and  probably  at  fr.  1  j  5  (immediately 
before  a  lacuna).  It  is  used  as  in  other  musical  documents:  placed  in  front  of  a  pair  of  notes  set  to  a  single  syllable 

(a  ‘melism’).  The  syllable  in  question  is  short,  (^ei)cd(/xei/oc):  cf.  on  3161. 
Leimrna  (n).  The  leimrna,  if  rightly  identified,  appears  in  three  successive  lines  on  fr.  1  j  :  once  in  4,  once  in 

5,  twice  in  6.  Each  time  it  is  accompanied  by  a  disemc;  in  three  of  the  four  instances  (5,  6  bis)  it  is  accompanied 

also  by  a  stigme,  and  in  the  fourth  instance  (4)  there  is  now  a  worm-hole  where  a  stigme  could  originally  have 
been.  The  position  of  the  leimrna  seems  to  be  above  the  last  letter  of  a  word:  cKoireAwv  4,  CuceAwv  3,  }crrjp  6, 
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Tv(f>a)c  6  (in  the  last  instance  the  note  belonging  to  to  has  slightly  displaced  the  leirnma  rightwards).  The 

leirnma  more  probably  signifies  a  ‘rest*  than  a  protraction.  It  is  notable  that  in  4  and  5  it  comes  at  the  same 
place  in  the  same  metrical  sequence:  wu-n-ww-  4,  - 5;  and  it  is  tempting  to  extend  the  affinity  to 

accommodate  the  stigmai  and  disemes  too,  as  follows:  00=0=00=  4,  oo=n=±=  5.  The  leirnma  would  be  a  sign 

of  what  in  metrical  terms  is  syncopation,  or  perhaps  of  catalexis:  we  could  even  see  elegiacs  here,  the  leirnma 

coming  at  pentameter-end.  But  this,  while  not  I  think  incompatible  with  the  evidence,  does  go  beyond  it  (e.g. 

the  beginning  of  5  is  seemingly  without  any  notation  at  all);  and  it  hardly  fits  the  occurrences  in  6,  even  though 

we  may  note  that  the  first  leirnma  is  followed  by  ---,  just  as  in  5.  On  the  most  natural  reading  ol  the  text  of  6 

(see  on  ‘Text’  above)  the  leirnma  articulates  the  text:  J^r -qp  n  rj  rvifxbc  n  1}  c/c,  [. 
Oblique  (/).  At  fr.  1  j  3  Z  is  followed  by  an  oblique  stroke.  This  is  much  closer  to  perpendicular  than  the 

near  horizontal  dash  with  0  and  H,  so  that  Z '  is  certainly  not  to  be  read.  It  could  possibly  be  the  letter  I,  ZI  then 

being  a  melism  on  (i)Si(cu),  but  in  that  case  we  should  expect  the  double-] )oint  to  precede,  as  at  fr.  1  — >  6.  An 
oblique  does  occur  in  other  musical  documents  (see  at  3161).  Its  function  is  obscure. 

The  problems  of  reading  and  interpretation  make  it  impossible  to  see  with  any  clarity  the  extent  ol 

observance  of  word -accent  in  the  melody.  But  there  arc  at  any  rate  two  cases  where  unaccented  syllables  are 

apparently  set  to  a  higher  note  than  the  accented:  \€pi  at  fr.  1  ->  3  (e-d)  and  <j>6viov  at  fr.  1  — >  5  [d-e-d).  1  his 

suggests,  what  is  no  surprise,  that  the  music  is  not  of  classical  or  even  Hellenistic  dale;  it  may  be  practically 

contemporary. 

16  aB.5o/H(b) 

3705.  Text  with  Musical  Notation 

7.5  x4  cm 

Plate  II 
Third  century 

A  single  line  of  text,  written  several  times  over  in  an  informal  third-century  hand,  is 

given  a  variety  of  musical  settings,  written  apparently  by  the  same  hand.  Liturgical?  But 

the  text  is  iambic,  by  the  looks  of  it. 

The  text  is  written  along  the  length  of  a  /coAA^/xa-joint,  in  the  direction  of  the  fibres. 

This  means  that  we  are  dealing  with  a  charta  Iransversa  (see  E.  G.  Turner,  Actes  du  XVe 

Congres  Int.  de  Pap.  i,  Pap.  Brux.  16,  ch.  4).  It  may  be  that  the  other  side  had  been  put  to 

use  in  normal  fashion,  and  that  the  musical  text  is  written  transversely  on  the  back;  the 

other  side  is  in  fact  blank,  but  it  is  only  4  cm  across. 

1  V  Z  I  I  Z  M[ 

rov  8rj  rojTov  tl  fxy[i 7 

2  MV  ZI  MZ  IE  01  SJ 

TOV  8rj  TOTTOV  TL  /LXV  [77 

3  i\l  P  M  U  P  C  [ 

TOV  Srj  TOTTOV  TL  fJLVT]  [ 

MV  VZ  ZV  VE  El  If 4 
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Above  1.  i,  a  few  traces  of  ink  at  various  points:  unclear  whether  they  belong  to  the  notation  or  to  a 

preceding  line  of  text. 

Text,  i  First  o  of  tottov  in  alteration. 

Notation.  2  I,  or  P  .  [,  trace  at  papyrus  edge,  position  suitable  for  Z,  O  not  excluded  4  M  K 

inferior  hyphen  perhaps  lost  E  (bis)  in  apparent  correction 

Text 

If  iambic,  p,vi)p,a  or  pLvrjfxovev-,  and  probably  tl  rather  than  tl. 
Music 

Recognized  note?  are  C,  P,  0,  E,  M,  I,  Z,  and  U  (inverse  G).  All  these  are  reasonably  assured  except  M, 

which  seems  to  have  been  written  more  stiffly  at  the  line  beginning  than  within  the  line  and  in  neither  case 

much  like  a  textual  p;  but  the  identification  is  given  comfort  by  this  note’s  comparable  variability  of 
formation  in  P.  Oslo  inv.  1413.  15-19  (Oslo  B,  no.  37  Pohlmann,  Denkmaler  allgr.  Masik).  Remaining 
unidentified  is  a  note  transcribed  as  V. 

These  notes  ( V apart)  may  suggest  that  this  composition,  like  several  others  (see  at  XLIV  3162),  was  in 

the  diatonic  genus  of  the  Hypolydian  tonos.  In  Hypolydian  13  is  napavrjTT)  of  the  tctrachord  vnepfioXatcov,  and 

the  other  identified  notes  belong  variously  to  the  disjunct  and  conjunct  tetrachords,  which  according  to  the 
Alypian  tables  were  constituted  in  diatonic  Hypolydian  as  follows: 

P-eci]  disjunct 

CP  OH  M  I 

conjunct 

H  (*©* ) 

i_J 

(A  tetrachord’s  bounding-notes  make  a  fourth;  the  disjunct  tetrachord’s  lower  bounding-notc  is  a  tone  above 
/j-ecr;,  enabling  a  fifth.)  But  in  view  of  a  progression  such  as  ZM  (1.  1,  cf.  the  mclism  MZ  in  1.  2),  which  on  the 

Hypolydian  hypothesis  violates  the  integrity  of  the  tetrachordal  structure,  it  is  probably  more  realistic  to 

recognize  Kara  tqvov  modulation  with  the  Lydian,  in  which  tonos  the  CPMI  tctrachord  is  pceccov;  the 

modulation  being  effected  in  regular  fashion  via  the  common  standing-note  Z  (1.  2,  MZ  13,  cf.  I.  4). 

But  all  this  ignores  I/,  which  is  a  mystery.  The  most  suitable  note  from  a  musical  standpoint  would  seem  to 

be  I,  but  while  1  is  not  consistently  formed  (at  least,  not  if  I  have  rightly  recognized  it  in  II.  1  and  4),  it  is  quite 

distinct  from  l/,  which  I  cannot  believe  to  represent  the  same  note.  Also  untenable  palaeographically  arc  E,  O, 

and  ■©,  the  notes  of  the  next  tctrachord  up.  A  note  which  V could  conceivably  represent  is  what  the  Alypian 

tables  offer  as  V  (in  origin,  inverted  labda),  which  is  Hypolydian  Trapvnem)  virarcov  (an  octave  below  H,  rptr-q 
Sie&vypLtvcov) ,  but  that  seems  musically  all  but  incredible;  it  would  entail  progressions  highly  anomalous  in 

themselves  and  quite  out  of  keeping  with  the  rest  of  the  composition.  I  cannot  solve. 

Rhythmical  notation  is  minimal.  The  hyphen  has  its  conventional  function  of  linking  a  pair  of  notes  set  to 

a  single  syllable  (its  omission  from  IE  in  2  may  be  inadvertent  or  may  be  due  to  there  being  scarcely  room  for 

it).  Otherwise  there  is  nothing  but  a  single  diseme,  placed  on  the  first  note  off  1.  The  stigme  (the  dot  that 

distinguished  apdc  from  Qeac)  is  not  used;  Oslo  B,  which  is  iambic,  provides  a  parallel. 

If  the  notes  set  to  tottov  in  I.  3  are  rightly  identified,  there  was  no  respect  for  the  tonic  accent. 

All  the  musical  indications  are  that  this  was  a  contemporary  composition. 
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i  iB.i2o/E(c-d) 

3706.  Treatise  on  Music 

fr.  i  i  2  x  io  cm 

Plate  VII 

Second-third  century 

I  he  text  of  these  few  fragments  of  a  musical  treatise,  the  largest  with  remains  of  two 

columns  but  broken  on  all  sides,  is  written  across  the  fibres,  presumably  on  the  back  of  a 

roll.  On  the  other  side  some  faint  traces  of  a  large  documentary  hand  can  be  made  out, 

written  apparently  the  other  way  up.  The  text  of  the  treatise  is  in  an  informal,  rather 

irregular  hand,  freely  ligatured,  assignable  to  the  later  second  or  earlier  third  century. 

5c,  /cat,  jx€v  and  yap  are  routinely  abbreviated.  I  see  no  good  indication  of  column- width or  -height. 

I  he  treatise  was  no  elementary  one.  If  I  have  correctly  recognized  Tpiroeih^c  at  i  i  6 

(the  word  is  previously  unattested),  fr.  i  has  to  do  with  a  tetrachord’s  two  inner  oi 

movable  notes,  discussed  with  reference  not  to  Xtyavoc  and  rrapuirarr),  as  in  Aristoxenus 

and  elsewhere,  but  to  ? Tapavyrr)  and  rpirr).  The  discussion  may  concern  the  tiansition 

from  one  genus  to  another  (the  three  genera  being  the  diatonic,  chromatic,  and 

enharmonic),  resulting  in  a  mixed  melopoeia.  But  exact  reconstruction  seems  out  of reach. 

Another — if  indeed  not  the  same — treatise  on  dpp,ovu<rj  is  represented  by  IV  667, 

which  is  very  probably  by  Aristoxenus  himself  (Mountford  in  J.  U.  Powell  and  E.  A. 

Barber,  New  Chapters  in  the  History  of  Greek  Literature ,  2nd  ser.  i8of.).  Even  if  it  does  not 

belong  with  that,  the  present  text  may  well  be  Aristoxenean,  whether  the  author  is 

himself  or  a  later  expositor.  It  could  come  from  Aristoxenus’  treatment  either  of 

modulation  (pcrajSoA^)  or  of  melopoeia:  his  discussion  of  these,  the  sixth  and  seventh  of 

the  seven  parts  of  dppLoviKrj  {Harm.  2.  38.  7-27),  is  missing  from  what  survives  of  his 

musical  works,  the  transmitted  three  books  that  go  under  the  name  of  App,ovit<a  CroiyUa. 

These  are  not  the  only  Oxyrhynchus  texts  for  which  Aristoxenean  authorship  has 

been  mooted.  Alongside  dppioviKr)  stood  pvOpuKp  and  pLeTptKrj',  and  it  is  to  Aristoxenus 

'PvOpuKa  CTOLyeia  that  19  +  XXXIV  2689  has  been  attributed.  But  in  view  of  certain 

apparent  discrepancies  with  what  little  is  transmitted  of  that  work,  ascription  to  a  post- 
Aristoxenean  rhythmician  may  be  better. 
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fr.  1 

fr.  2 

col.  i col.  ii . 

] [ ]..[ 
]kvo.[  ] 

/C")/61C[ jaicuv,  .  [ 

]toAi>.  [] 

ctcrojSapf 

]  t  pL(f) (A)V  t  f 
]eA eAt£o fiaXX[ ].  cucre^a.  [ 

]f/c§ta 

[ 5  [ 

5  ]  ,  KTTjfJieXo 

K'O/4 

].  .  [,]vfTai/x[ 
]r[  ]  otov  pLToeiSrjc 

Setra[ 

]  ,  ,  aurouef ]  #  pLei^iovK'^iaXicravriyC 

7ra>S[ 

]  #  cco^ytp[ 

]  cLLTorjQocfieXwSeiTcuy 
.  /?wyt[ 

]  #  ojScxkt.  [ 
]8tarovov7rapa  [  ] 

[.]*.[ 
IO  ]  VTOIC '  [ 

»[ 
]vyvia)vg.[ 

]pLT7]crrj[t  ]o£vT€paf  [] 
/if 

]  mfT-q.  [ ]  #  ovSia/Ja,  t  €it  [  | 

ra[ 

]T€Tpax. [ 

]a)K'€vappioy[  ] 

ev[ 

] .  vy$w  [ 

JAAaSctrovrf  ] 

au[ 

.5  W.M 

■5  ]V/4....]..[  1 

'  vvl 

>.[ 
]ror[ 

fr.  i  i  i  a[,  probably  last  letter  of  line  2  .  [,  c  suggested,  o  not  excluded,  hardly  S  3  ]eA, 

hardly  y  At  intact,  but  possibly  y  (written  as  in  12,  15)  £  in  little  question,  but  conceivable 

5  J .  , ,  lower  parts,  ei  suggested  6  ] . ,  foot  of  upright  ,  .  . ,  feet  of  two  apparent  uprights,  then  a,  A,  r? 

At  end,  perhaps  ev  7  ]. ,  curved  upright  as  of  t)  supralin.  <r  cursive  8  marg .,  very  faint  traces, 

possibly  offset  9  .  . . , ,  consistent  with  wjtt)  i  i  After  77,  hole  of  suitable  size  for  1  or  c,  probably  too 

narrow  for  v  At  end,  short  upright  suggesting  1,  not  excluding  c  1 2  ] . ,  sloping  upright,  possibly  t,  but 

with  suggestion  of  leftward  curve  at  top  as  ofTr  . . ,  foot  of  upright,  then  traces  consistent  with  v  14  g, 

or  a?  17  .  .  [,  perhaps  01 

fr.  2.  3  ]. ,  high  speck,  v  acceptable,  not  a  5  ,  [,  foot  of  upright,  17  or  (better?)  t  6  J,  .  [,  J, 

specks  suggesting  o,  then  perhaps  y[i]  7  ie£?  8  ].,  a  or  <■  suggested  9  ].»  7 
10  scattered  specks or  t 
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IO 

i  ̂  

fr.  1 

fr.  2 col.  i col.  ii . 

. 

]..[ 

]/ct>a 

fc(ai)  y(ap)  etc[ 
]at  cw,  .  [ 

]roAu.  [] 
etc  to  /3ap[ 

c]up-(/)0)V.  [ 

]  fAeAgo- 

p,(ev)  aAA[ 

]  #  (JQCT  Ha.[ 

]  it<  8ta- 

p,eAo[ 

5  ]c9a t  rjS'  [ 

p,]et/cn)  /xeAo- 

K(al)  6p[ 

]o  y[t]verat  /x[ ]T[.  .].oiovm  m  TpiToeiSrjc ' 

SetTa[ 

]  #  #  #  aurou  e
[ 

] .  ptet^etou  k(oli)  (jlolAict ’  ai3r(at)c 

770)8  [ 

] .  cojv  yw  [ ]at  to  rjOoc’  p,eAa)SetTat  y(ap) 
po)  yt[ 

]t<p  Sa/cry[A 
1  Starovou  7rapav7^rr^[c] 

[.]«.[ 

VJ 

0 

f  "1 

cuv]eX^c  ̂ (e)  rovd y  aTTav 

77  [ 

]j/yL>ta)ya[ ] pLTTjc  TTj  [  #  ]  6£vrepam /*(«*')  [ 

]f  pUKTT)  '  [ ]  .  ov  Siafiafyei  t  [ 

Ta[ 

]  rerpaxo[p8 ]a>  /c(at)  erap/xoy[ta> 

er[ 

] .  vyevr)  [ JAAa  Set  rovr[ 

au[ 

15  ]?a[.]u[ 
]Aov  ̂ t[ - ].  .  [ 

>T?[ 

>.[ ]tot[ 

]  #  p,(ev)pt[ 
fr.  3 

fr.  4 

fr.  5 

fr.  6 

]..T[ M Ir’-raf 

]v<?i 

].r/r[ ]Sec[ ].[ • 

JfTW.  [ ]f5k  [ . 

]oL»77a[ 

]e^w[ 
]SoTp[ 

J.  ?m[ 

fr.  3.  2  ].,v? 

fr.  4.  This  scrap  looks  as  if  it  may  come  from  the  lower  right  of  fr.  1  i,  perhaps  to  the  right  of  11.  15-17,  but  I 
cannot  precisely  place  it. 

Remaining:  three  tiny  scraps  with  illegible  traces. 
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fr.  i  i  I  J/cua.  If  rightly  read,  little  oilers  but  (-)yAu]xu  a-?  It  is  to  to  povXecOat  yXvxaivtiv  dei  on  the  par
t  of 

musicians  that  Aristoxcnus  attributes  the  displacement  from  popularity  of  the  enharmonic  genus,  with  its 

extreme  intervallic  differences  within  the  tetrachord,  by  the  chromatic  and  diatonic,  Harm.  i.  23.  On  P.  B. 

Meyer’s  interpretation  of  rj  yXvKeta  povea  at  PI.  Lg.  802  c  6  as  a  reference  to  the  chromatic  genus  see  W.  D. 
Anderson,  Ethos  and  Education,  195. 

2  Apparently  not  Au8[i]-,  of  the ‘Lydian*  mode. 

3  <?AeAt£o|[/x-,  however  surprising  textually,  looks  the  best  reading  palacographically.  /xeAt£o-  is  perhaps 

not  quite  excluded,  but  that  too  is  not  a  word  one  would  expect  to  find  (Phld.  Mas.  xi  87,  fr.  12  f  =  bk.  3  Ir.  30] 

3b,  but  no  occurrence  that  I  can  recall  in  the  mainstream  treatises).  An  alternative  decipherment  might  be 

JeAcySo. 
4  Ik  Sloi\[t6vov?  Cf.  9  below,  and  on  6,  8. 

5  \i  fieXo  is  right  (the  papyrus  is  damaged  and  ink  lost,  but  pe A  is  in  little  doubt  and  it  is  difficult  to  take 
 the 

last  letter  as  any  other  vowel),  /xeAo|  [7rot-  is  very  probable:  hardly  rfj  p*Xo[nQua ,  il  preceded  by  k :  (-)^]etxr r) 

fieXo[7Toda  would  well  suit  the  remains.  (piKrr)  again  at  fr.  2.  1 2,  but  there  so  spelt;  and  cf.  7  below?)  In  Aristides 

Quintilianus’  chapter  on  rnclopoeia,  1.  12  (Aristides  treats  mclopoeia  as  the  final,  seventh  part  of  dppoviKrj,  1. 5 

fin.,  cf.  Aristox.  Harm.  2.  38),  it  is  stated  that  peXorrouai  can  differ  from  one  another  in  respect  of  genus,  system, 

tovoc,  rpoTToc,  and  f/Ooc  (p.  30.  8- 1 5  W-I);  clearly  we  should  need  to  have  more  of  the  context  b
efore  we  could 

know  just  what  would  be  meant  by  mixed  melopoeia  here,  but  it  does  seem  that  change  of  genus,  and 

XpCOfldTlKOV  7]  €VapfXOVLKOV  7)  pUKTOV  €K  TOVTOJV  7) 

Bcllermann’s  Anon,  ii  14  (p.  5.  1 1  -13  Najock),  Ptol.  Harm.,  p.  38.  33-39.  16  During.  For  generic  modulation 

possible.  The  formation  is  analogous  to  pecoetSrjc,  vTjroetSrjc,  etc.,  and  will  refer  to  the  pitch  or  pitch-range  of 

the  note  rpm?  in  relation  to  the  other  notes  of  the  tetrachord. 

At  9  below  we  apparently  have  tt} c]  Sloltovov  7 rapavrjT7]cy  diatonic  TuipavrjTT 7.  irapavr^TT)  and  rpiri]  are  the 

inner  pair  of  notes  of  the  upper  tetrachords.  A  tetrachord’s  inner  notes  are  ‘movable’,  i.e.  they  have  no 

invariable  pitch  relative  either  to  each  other  or  to  the  tetrachord’s  bounding  notes,  the  ‘standing’  notes.  I  he 
intervals  within  the  tetrachord  will  vary  according  to  genus —diatonic,  chromatic,  or  enharmonic.  The 

diagram  opposite  illustrates  the  tetrachordal  structure. 

The  fundamental  discussion  is  that  of  Aristoxcnus  on  the  range  or  locus  of  the  Xtxavoc,  6  XiywoeiSy)  c  tottoc. 

Harm.  1.  22-7,  cf.  2.  49-52.  Ai^avoc  and  irapurrarT]  are  the  movable  notes  of  the  lower  tetrachords, 

corresponding  to  jrapavrjrr)  and  rpEr)  in  the  upper  ones.  Aristoxenus  expressly  chooses  the  /xecij-Aixavoc- 

7Tapv7TdT7)-vTTaT7)  tetrachord  (the  tetrachord  ptewv)  as  being  the  most  familiar  to  students  ( 1 .  22.  12-21).  Later 

theorists  followed  his  lead:  thus  Aristides  Quintilianus  says  there  are  two  kinds  of  movable  notes,  oi  ptv 

7Tapv7TaTO€t8€ic  oi  Se  At^avoetSeic  (p.  9*  25 f  similarly  Bacchius  (p.  302.  8  Jan).1  I  heoretically  tliere  is  no 

reason  that  the  loci  of  a  tetrachord’s  movable  notes  should  not  be  discussed  with  reference  to  TrapavrjTT]  and 

rptTT]  just  as  well  as  with  reference  to  Xlxolvoc  and  7Tapv7rdrr)y  but  presumably  there  is  some  special  reason  for  the 

presence  of  the  former  pair  here. 

It  may  or  may  not  be  significant  that  7 rapavrjTrj  and  rpiTT)  are  the  inner  notes  of  both  the  conjunct  and  the 

disjunct  tetrachords;  the  conjunct  is  bounded  by  v7}tt)  (cwrjppevcov)  and  peerj  (which  is  the  higher  standing  note 

of  the  adjacent  tetrachord),  the  disjunct  by  vyjtt)  (Sic^evy^v a>v)  and  Trapap-ecrj,  napapecr]  being  a  tone  above 

peer).  The  relation  of  the  movable  notes  to  the  standing  notes  (and  to  each  other)  will  be  identical  in  either  case, 

but  the  entire  disjunct  tetrachord  is  a  tone  higher  than  the  conjunct.  Nicomachus,  introducing  the  conjunct 

tetrachord,  says  that  its  vtjtt)  coincides  in  pitch  with  the  (diatonic)  TrapavrjTT)  of  the  disjunct  ( 1 1 . 5,  p.  259.  6-15 

Jan);  it  would  also  be  true  to  say  that  the  diatonic  7rapaw^T7j  of  the  conjunct  tetrachord  would  fall  in  the  same 

1  XtxavoeiSrjc  and  TrapviraTotih-qc  are  the  only  previously  attested  -etS? jc  compounds  of  movable  notes.  Such 

compounds  in  the  case  of  viraTYj,  pecrj,  and  (e.g.  Aristid.  Quint.  28.  1 1-29.  1  W-I)  arc  of  a  different  order, 
since  they  refer  to  a  greater  span  than  the  individual  notes. 
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i  tone 

i  tone 

\  tone 

Si€CtC 

)1€CIC 

I 
V7TaTy]hjL€CTj 

II 

vr/rr} 

diatonic 

chromatic 

Xix 

avoc ttol  pavrjTr) 

enharmonic 

diatonic 
chromatic 

enharmonic 

i 
i 

4-
 

TTapVTTCLTT) TpLTJ] 

unary] 

(.ten]  l'napap.ec7)jvr)T7] 

The  dotted  lines  indicate  the  extremities  of  range  of  the  movable  notes,  acc.  to  Aristox.  Harm .  i.  22-7  (cl. 
Theo  Sm.  p.  56  Hiller). 

The  first  set  of  note-names  applied  to  the  lower  tetrachords  (vnaroov  and  p.ectov'),  the  second  set  to  the 

upper  [cvi'r)fxp,€vojvj8L€^evyi.i€vtov,  otherwise  vr'jrcov,  and  vnepfioXalaiv) . 

pitch-range  as  the  rplr-q  of  the  disjunct.  Cf.  Ptol.  Harm.  2.  6.  But  it  should  be  stressed  that  there  is  nothing  in  the 
surviving  text  to  indicate  that  more  than  a  single  tetrachord  is  in  question. 

7  At  first  blush,  (-)p,ci£ei  (cf.  5  /rJft/cTr;),  whether  future  or  dative;  but  since  the  first  hand  wrote  not 

or  and  ov  (or  ou)  kcll  pLaXicra  is  not  too  likely  a  continuation,  it  may  be  worth  raising  the  possibility 

of  (-)Mei£(e)iov:  a  musicologist  Meixias?  Aristox.  Harm,  contains  one  or  two  names  not  known  from  other 

sources.  Names  in  Mci£(i)-  are  Attic  or  Ere  Irian  (Bechtel,  Hist.  Personennamen  303). 

8  fi€TafiaXXeT\aL  (c.g.)  to  i)0o c.  Ethical  effect  was  dependent  not  only  on  choice  of  dpfxovia  and  of 

rhythm  (PI.  R.  398  400,  Arist.  Pol.  1339-40)  but  also  on  choice  of  genus:  the  earliest  and  most  notable 

testimony  is  the  prc-Aristoxencan  polemic  of  P.  Hib.  I  13.  13-23  (the  chromatic  cannot  make  men  cowardly, 
nor  the  enharmonic  brave:  Aetolians  etc.  use  the  diatonic  but  are  braver  than  the  tragedians,  who  habitually 

use  the  enharmonic),  on  which  text  see  Gronert,  Hermes  44  (1909)  503  -2 1 ,  W.  D.  Anderson,  Ethos  and  Education 
147  52.  Genus  is  technically  a  matter  of  the  pitching  of  the  tetrachord  al  movable  notes,  which  is  what  appears 

to  be  under  discussion  in  this  column;  see  the  diagram  in  6n.  above.  At  Arisiid  Quint.  1. 6  (p.  10.  13-15  W-I) 
one  of  the  five  categories  of  note-differentiation  is  ward  to  y)0oc:  erepa  yap  rjfty  to?c  of^vrepoic  (sc.  <f>06yyoi c, 

‘notes’),  €T€pa  rote  ftapvrepotc  emrpexei,  Kai  erepa  p.ev  napvnaroci&eciv,  trepa  Sc  Atj^avoeiSeciv.  Here  as  elsewhere 
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ethical  effect  merges  with  ethical  property.  Aristoxenus  makes  very  little  of  ethical  effect  (NB  Harm.  2.  31;  I 

cannot  agree  with  L.  P.  Wilkinson,  CQ32  (1938)  1 75,  that  ‘he  too  is  at  heart  an  ethos-monger’) ,  but  each  genus 

could  be  said  to  have  an  ethos  proper  to  it,  and  that  may  be  the  application  here:  cf.  Harm.  2.  48.  31-49.  2, 

asserting  by  the  way  the  distinct  ethos  of  each  of  the  three  genera,  and  1 .  23.  20-22,  where  musicians  are  said  to 

approximate  the  enharmonic  genus  to  the  chromatic  cvvemcTrtxitievov  rod  rjOovc  (sc.  of  the  enharmonic;  -rjOovc  is 

Meibom’s  correction  of  the  manuscripts’  Wove,  and  seems  to  me  certain:  Da  Rios,  however,  adopts  Laloy’s 

fUXovc) ;  this  latter  passage  has  already  been  adduced  on  1  above.  Definitions  of  the  generic  ijOij  arc  offer
ed  by 

later  writers,  e.g.  Theo  Sm.  pp.  54-6  Hiller,  Anon.  Bell.  §26  ̂   Aristid.  Quint,  p.  92.  22-30  W-I.  The  generic 

‘shades’,  or  xp°ai,  Aristox.  Harm.  2.  49-52,  do  not  seem  here  to  be  in  question.  The  generic  (and  intrageneric) 

divisions  as  recognized  by  Aristoxenus  and  Archytas  are  comprehensively  treated,  in  terms  of  harmonic  ratios, 

by  Ptol.  Harm.  1.  12  -14,  cf.  1.  1 5 f ' ,  2.  1,  and  also  his  remarks  on  Didymus  o  /jlovcikoc  in  2.  13;  there  is  no  hint  of 
such  mathematical  sophistication  here. 

9  See  on  6  above. 

10  cvv]ex€C  8(e)  rovO ’  dirav  (dirav\[rt  rw  .  .  .  ?)?  The  (pitch-) movement  of  sound  can  be  said  to  be 

continuous  as  opposed  to  intervallic,  Aristox.  Harm.  1.  8-10.  In  this  sense  the  theoretical  movement  of  a 

movable  note  between  the  extremities  of  its  range  (whether  its  total  range  or  its  range  within  a  given  genus) 

might  be  said  to  be  continuous,  as  it  were  on  a  sliding  scale.  This  would  be  consonant  with  Aristoxenus’ 
discussion  of  the  locus  of  the  Xlyavoc,  where  issue  is  taken  with  ot  dXXoi  who  assign  a  single  position  to  the  Xyavoc 

within  each  genus  and  an  infinity  of  Xtxavoi  is  asserted.  But  more  pertinent  may  be  the  concept  of  melodic 

continuity  outlined  at  Aristox.  Harm.  1.  27-9,  where  a  natural  sequence  is  posited  (eotKev  77  (j>covj)  rtOevat  Kara 

cvvex^tav  ra  re  Stacryptara  Kal  rove  <f>Qoyyovc  </>vetK7)v  nva  cvvOeciv  Sia fpvXdrrovca,  ov  rrav  perd  ttclv  StdcryjLa 

jieXtp8ovca  ovr  tcov  ovr  avic ov)  and  vigorous  exception  is  taken  to  the  practice  of  the  dpptovtKot ,  who  offered 

as  consecutive  a  series  of  minimal  intervals  or  Sie'ceic;  a  proper  treatment  of  the  matter  is  promised  ev  role 

Croixeloie.  Cf.  the  remark  attributed  to  ol rrepl  Adpuvva  in  Aristid.  Quint.  2.  14  (p.  80.  25-29  W-I),  referring  to 
the  ethical  effect  of  the  notes  of  even  a  cwexyc  jieXojSta. 

1 1  Rather  than  7 re] pi  rye  T7)[i]  6£vrepa t,  as  I  first  imagined,  perhaps  r]piryc  ry[c ]  ogvrepac,  ‘the  higher 

(sharper)  rpiry.  The  rpiry  N  rrapvrrdry) ,  unlike  the  rrapavyry  N  Xtyavoc),  had  only  two  genus-ranges,  not 

three,  since  the  lowest  extremity  of  the  diatonic  rpiry  would  coincide  with  that  of  the  chromatic  (Aristox.  1 .  26. 

35-27.  1,  and  cf.  2.  52.  1  -8);  but  while  its  genus-ranges  were  only  two,  on  Aristoxencan  theory  the  number  of 

possible  rpirat  would  presumably  be  infinite  (thus  he  speaks  of ‘the  lowest  chromatic  7rapvirdr7]'),  What  is 

meant  by  ‘the  higher  rpiry  ,  then,  is  unclear,  for  even  those  who  assigned  to  the  movable  notes  fixed  positions 

according  to  genus  will  have  recognized  three  rptrat ,  not  just  two;  presumably  it  made  sense  in  context.  A 

dvdionic  rrapavrjrr}  (9)  would  normally  entail  a  diatonic,  i.e.  high,  rpiry. 

12  Siafiatvet  (or  -etv)  may  have  been  preceded  by  rojrrov:  of  a  movable  note’s  passing  from  one  genus- 

range  (rorroc)  to  another?  Scaflatveiv  k  used  by  Aristoxenus  in  a  context  of  intervallic  sound-movement,  Harm. 

X.  8.  27,  9.  15,  cf.  Ptol.  Harm.  p.  38.  5  During  ev  rfj  irpoc  ro  piaXaKov  Stapdcet. 

13  xPcotJ'arLK\(P  K(a'L)  Eappov[t<p  seems  likely  (rather  than  8iarov](p,  since  the  chromatic  and  enharmonic are  adjacent). 

col.  ii  2  etc  ro  pap[vT€pov  (‘lower’,  ‘flatter’)  vel  sim.  etc  [to  o£u(-)  in  the  previous  line?  But  errt,  not  etc,  is 
regular  in  such  phrases,  both  in  Aristoxenus  and  elsewhere. 

5  6pt[o(oje,  6  pt[ev,  etc. 
6  /ueAa>j|Se£ra[i  a  possibility,  cf.  i  8,  ii  4. 

7  t6]tto)?  With  8  6£vre]paj,  fiapvrejpa),  ere]p(p ?  Or  that  could  be  eyyvre]pu)  (cf  2.  1 1  n.). 

8  yt[v-? 15  Perhaps  rrapa}vr)[r t;  (i  9)  or  V7)[rr)  (the  upper  standing-note). 

fr.  2.  3  c]vfi<j)ojv-:  after  v  not  a,  e,  77, 1,  or  to:  perhaps  - ov .  Of  consonant  intervals  (fourth,  fifth,  octave,  etc.) 
as  distinct  from  Sta</> ow-,  cf.  e.g.  Aristox.  Harm.  2.  44.  28  ff. 

4  doer  e£  ao[r-?  -c^at  in  the  next  line  will  be  an  infinitive. 

5  fi$i[crov,  rj  St[aTOt'oc,  C.g. 
8  Probably  cither  the  tetrachord  fxjectvv,  or  81a  Tr]actov,  the  octave  (the  span  of  a  pair  of  tetrachords 

disjunct),  one  of  the  evptcj) tova. 

9  Sa«:Tv[A-  (u[  not  suggested  but  not  excluded):  somewhat  surprising,  whether  ‘finger’  or  ‘dactyl’.  If  the 
former,  which  seems  likelier,  perhaps  with  reference  to  the  production  of  intervals  by  finger-stopping  of  the 
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string  {xopSr});  c.g.  the  Sid  iraccjv  is  produced  by  stopping  midway,  i.e.  halving  the  string;  discovery  of  such 

ratios  was  Pythagorean;  but  mention  of‘fmger(s)’  in  such  a  connection  (whether  x°P^V  or  aulos  is  in  question, 
and  whether  large  intervals  or  those  differentiating  the  genera),  for  all  that  it  would  have  pleased  Curt  Sachs, 

smacks  of  the  sort  of  empiricism  inveighed  against  by  Aristox.  Harm.  2.  41  -3. 

1 1  ]vyvio ov<jl[  is  a  puzzling  sequence.  tw]v  yvicov  seems  unlikely,  even  with  Sclktv A-  above,  though  Dr  Rea 

ingeniously  suggests  that  the  word  might  have  been  chosen  because  peA<w  would  be  confusing;  then  the 

discussion  may  have  something  to  do  with  the  movement  of  fingers  and  limbs  in  time  to  the  music.  Another 

course  is  to  postulate  corruption:  ejvyvtajv  for  iyyC cov,  with  the  v  of  lyyvc  retained?  kyylwv  is  the  form  used  by 
Aristides  Quintilianus;  Aristoxcnus  has  lyyvrepai.  It  is  by  reference  to  the  kyyvr^c  or  pa/cpor^c  of  the  intervals 
within  the  tetrachord  that  the  three  genera  are  distinguished,  Aristid.  Quint,  p.  15.  23  W-I. 

fr.  3.  2  (vapa) ]vjj t[7)  is  open. 

6  ]Soro[.  A  -Soroc  compound  could  well  be  a  proper  name,  but  I  know  of  no  such  musicologist,  and 

articulation  as  e.g.  odroc]  5’  6  to[7toc  is  available. 
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3707.  Treatise  on  Metres 

Plate  VII 

32  4B.i/M(i-ii)a  fr.  2  5.3  x  13.5  cm  Second  century 

Three  fragments  written  in  a  practised  informal  second-century  hand,  smallish  and 

flattened,  with  many  ligatures;  blank  on  the  back.  The  text  is  set  out  in  the  same  sort  of 

way  as  II  220.  Metrical  schemes,  Kavovec ,  their  analysis  indicated  by  means  of  vertical 

bars,  are  discussed  and  exemplified  by  (unattributed?)  quotations.  220  follows  a 

derivational  system  of  analysis  (perhaps  better  transformational,  since  there  is  no  hint  of 

derivation  from  the  two  ‘prime’  metres,  the  hexameter  and  the  trimeter),  and  3707  may 
have  been  composed  on  similar  lines;  in  fact  it  may  be  another  copy  of  the  same  work, 

though  the  apparent  hiatus  at  fr.  2.  4  suggests  not.  The  odds  are  that  the  author  was  a 

practising  poet  himself:  220  v-vi,  and  cf.  the  cases  of  Varro  and  Caesius  Bassus,  who 

espouse  similar  methods  of  analysis. 

The  new  text  gives  us  known  quotations  from  the  Lesbians  and  from  Callimachus 

(1  i  2,  2.  12,  2.  5)  and  one  previously  unattested,  perhaps  from  Sappho  (1  i  6). 

220  was  reedited  by  Consbruch  as  Mantissa  5  of  his  Teubner  text  of  Hephaestion. 

Its  place  in  ancient  metrical  theory  is  examined  by  Leo,  GGN  1899,  495-507.  I  cite  the 

Latin  metricians  from  Keil’s  Grammaiici  Latini ,  though  I  have  consulted  more  recent 
editions  where  available. 

fr.  1 col.  i col.  ii 

]  [ 

-  w 
— w 

^TTCopavacedev 

]  LgcvWafiovfjLe 

]  #  7 TLT7]V€CXCLTrjV 

5  ] fierpovaKara 

]  t  tyewc,  ftpoic 

]  t  (DpiLoXoyLKOV 

]k€LTOI)8€€I< 

Wcf  ’  ].[ 

]  [ 

aVT7]y[ 

€7 T£l8  '  [ 

Kcuapil 

[ 

col.  ii.  2  ,  [,  mid-line  speck,  a,  o? 
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fr.  2 

^KOVKCLV  (OV  I 

■  —  ■ 

—  w 

— -  W 

ouu 

]  ,  LOV€7TTaCvAAaf3oVTo\ 

]ptevSeiecTi#  #  erotoyf 

5  \rjTraicrfKaraKAe '  [ 

]■ VKCLVOOV  [ 
O 

]'  |  [ 
]  #  cvAAafi oveex^^X^ .  [ 

]yrj '  tto  m  Seiov.  [ 

io  ]t/c.  ovSeiovof 

^rj8eeia(Jipoy[ 

Ja y\m  ]£aTroAAo '  [ 

]ua[.  ]a cu/x,  [ ]”[']  [ 

■5  ][  ]■■[ 

fr.  3  col.  i  col.  ii 

] 

vco[ 

] 

Seec[ 

] 

TPPT  [ 

]v£ 

8eto[ 

]o3o
C 

5 [ 

]fipov 

[ 

]  cvv 

UVJ  - 

[ 

].pa 

- 

ww  \. 

]/xe
 

roSe[ 

].v 

10 

tp°x[ 

\co 

, 

.r[ 

].C. 

fa,  [ 

] 

col.  ii.  8  Above  papyrus  stripped 

2

 

 

]w  ,  papyrus  
missing  immediately 

below,  

any  

inferior  

symbols  

lost 

fr.  till  should  suppose  directly  preceded;  before  that,  I  am  not  sure.  See  on  7  below. 

The  bar-lines  demarcate  the  x^Pa  1  (sedes,  metrical  ‘positions’,  cf.  c.g.  220  iii  1 1;  the  term  is  Aristoxcnean, 

Apthon.  GL  vi  70.  1 3)  into  which  the  verse  is  analysed.  The  navovec  presented  in  the  epitome  of  Heph.  7 t.  fierpcov 

(43-6  Consbruch;  the  analyses  there  arc  by  syzygy  rather  than  by  foot)  use  not  short  and  long  signs  but  a  and  0 

(which  indicate  time-values,  f$  =  disemic). 

2  dcaporepac  ovSdp-a  nQipava  (7 rco  Etpava)  ceQev  rvxotcav  Sappho  9 1 ,  quoted  by  Heph.  I  1 .  5  (36.  1 7  C.)  as 

the  second  of  two  examples  of  the  ionic  a  maiore  aeatalectic  tetrameter  known  as  the  ‘aeolic’,  i.e.  — w, 
— -w- O.  At  first  sight  it  looks  as  if  —  irdipava  ceQev  in  the  papyrus  exemplifies  the  metrical  scheme  beneath 

which  it  is  written,  but  this  can  be  so  only  if  (i)  our  author  is  scanning  Trchpdvd,  against  prosodic  doctrine 

(Ghocrob.  on  Heph.  14.  1,  251.  7-1 1  G.,  cf.  244.  lof.  G.:  Hamm,  Grammatik  zu  Sappho  und  Alkaios  233;  not  that 

such  a  scansion  would  not  be  understandable  in  itself),  and  (ii)  the  quotation  is  terminated  at  ceOev.  The  16- 

syllable  mentioned  in  the  next  line  is  most  naturally  taken  as  implying  the  full  quotation. 

3  Hephaestion  applies  the  term  eKKouSeKacvWafiov  only  to  the  ‘sapphic’,  ̂   ̂   as  do 

the  Latin  treatises  too  (Apthonius,  Alilius  Fortunatianus),  but  it  would  be  equally  appropriate  of  the  ‘aeolic’, 
i.e.  the  verse  exemplified  by  the  foregoing  quotation. 

4  €tti  Ti)v  icxaT-qv:  of  transposition  (3  p.e|[ra-)  to  the  end,  I  take  it,  cf.  e.g.  Schol.  metr.  Pi.  JV*.  9  (149.  gf. 
Drachmann),  to  £'  iyKtufuoXoyiKov  fierareOetc^c  r rjc  TrpwTYjC  errl  t rjv  and  see  further  on  7  below. 

5  ?TtTpa]pL€Tpov  d,Kard\ [XrjKTov.  This  could  apply  either  to  the  ‘aeolic’  (Heph;  36.  13  G.;  ionic)  or  to  the 

‘sapphic’  (Heph.  34.  11  C.;  antispastic;  cf.  Atil.  Fortunat.  GL  vi  295.  18-296.  13),  though  not  necessarily  to 
either. 
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The  concept  ofcatalexis,  except  simply  with  reference  to  verse-end,  is  alien  to  derivation-theory,  which 

speaks  rather  in  terms  of  syllabic  removal  or  addition,  but  a  reference  in  220  (ix  18)  to  ‘catalectic  dimeters’  is 

comparable.  This  may  indicate  contamination  with  the  ‘Alexandrian’  metrics  represented  for  us  by 
Hephaestion,  as  does  the  antispastic  analysis  implicit  at  220  iv  13. 

6  Xiyewc  dfipoic,  dftpotc  (appoia.  precluded  by  syllabification),  evidently  a  quotation.  New.  Sappho? 
Anacreon?  Ifa/?poic,  which  is  likely,  perhaps  continue  v^-||  (cf.  1  above)  opj — J|  (cf.  7  below);  but  probably  not 
an  encomiologicum,  for  of  that,  other  stock  examples  were  to  hand  (cf.  Heph.  cited  in  next  note).  Presumably 
an  incipit:  beginning  (c3)  Movca  (Motca)? 

7  to  iy]Kwp,ioXoytK6v,  i.e.,  most  probably,  -ww-ww-  x  -u — ,  as  e.g.  Heph.  15.10  (50.  18-2 1  G.),  there  as 
elsewhere  analysed  as  asynartete,  -ww-ww-  4-  and  exemplified  by  Ale.  383  and  Anacr.  393  (97 

Gent.).  Sacerdos,  GL  vi  543.  26-544.  5,  calls  this  the  encomiologicum  stesichorium  and  identifies  another 
encomiologicum,  the  archilochium,  -oo-wu-|  x  -w-  x  -w-  (which  could  fit  the  metrical  scheme  given  in  1 above) . 

Unclear  is  the  relation  of  the  16-syllable  (whether  the  ‘sapphic’,  the  ‘acolic’,  or  something  else  again)  to 
the  encomiologicum,  and  of  either  of  them  to  the  metrical  scheme.  It  might  be  said  that  if  the  first  element  of 

the  aeolic  (2,  3)  is  transferred  to  the  end  (3-4  ̂ ['rareOeU'qc  tt/c  nptbrrjc  cuAAa/hjc]  ini  rgv  icyd-rr/v),  the  given 
scheme  results.  In  that  case  the  scheme  is  -v-'w — (which  conventionally  would  be  analysed  as 
choriambic;  it  would  be  an  a  catalectic  tetrameter,  cf.  5,  but  contrast  the  analysis  implied  by  the  scheme).  But 
what  then  of  the  encomiologicum?  Or  the  scheme  could  be  a  catalectic  encomiologicum.  But  what  then  of  the 

1 6-syllable?  An  argument  integrating  all  the  data,  though  necessarily  speculative,  would  be:  just  as  the  sapphic 
16-syllable  may  be  converted  into  the  aeolic  (Sapph.  91 )  by  transferring  its  first  syllable  to  the  end,  so  the  given 
scheme  exemplified  by  the  verse  quoted  in  6),  treated  likewise,  becomes  an  encomio¬ 

logicum.  At  all  events,  such  a  conversion  procedure,  a  f lerdQecic  (Heph.  n.  pierp .  fr.  2  in  lac.,  cf.  Varro,  de  ling .  lat. 

5.  6  traieclio ,  Gaes.  Bas.  GL  vi  271. 6  permutatio),  would  be  very  much  of  a  piece  with  the  procedures  ol'npocOectc 
and  d(f>alp€cic  found  in  220,  and  finds  precise  analogues  in  the  Latin  derivationist  metricians,  e.g.  Atil. 

Fortunat.,  GL  vi  297*  O^fi*  the  alcaic  hendecasyllable  (the  Greek  example  given  is  cova^  AnoXXov  nat  pceyaXco 
Aloe,  which  we  seem  to  have  also  at  fr,  2.  12  below),  si primam  syllabam  in  ullimum  transtuleris ,  becomes  a  sapphic 
hendecasyllable. 

8-9  Perhaps  rov  8e  €K\[Kai8eK:acvXXdfiov,  though  not  so  written  at  3  above. 

col.  ii  2  inei  8<jl[ktvX~? 

3  at  are  ligatured,  suggesting  Kai  a/x-  (a/xa,  dpaporepa,  al.)  rather  than  -Ka  ia[pifi-. 

The  coronis  will  be  marking  the  end  of  a  ‘book’  or  a  section.  220  xii  46  refers  to  a  topic  to  be  treated 
ev  to)  [perd  tovto  (or  a  numeral?)  v]Tropivr)p,aTi,  but  the  break  signalled  by  the  coronis  may  be  less 
major. 

fr.  2.  2  ̂   is  presumably  the  notation  for  a  syllable  which  is  short  according  to  the  basic  scheme  (note 

that  a  long  precedes)  but  which  admits  a  long  in  substitution:  the  counterpart  is ' seen  at  fr.  1  i  1  above,  220 

vii  2,  xiii  14;  a"  and  fia  in  Hephaestion’s  schemes  are  the  equivalents.  But  only  here  does  such  a  notation  occur 
other  than  at  the  end  ofa  scheme  (unless  at  7  below:  see  there):  I  take  it  to  be  the  final  syllable  of  a  colon  which 

could  stand  as  an  independent  verse  but  which  here  has  another  colon  appended  to  it— a  case  of  SiKaraA^ia 
(Apthon.  GL  vi  62.  12  IF.,  cf.  Heph.  15.  246). 

1-5  In  5  we  have  rj  natc  rj  /card/cAeifcroc,  Call.  fr.  401:  not  quoted  in  the  epitome  of  Heph.  n.  pierp.  but  at 

both  Heph.  77-.  7Ton]p.dra>v  (Poem.)  i  3  (64.  1-8  G.)  and  [Heph.]  tt.  notr/piaToc  1  (58.  20  C.),  in  exemplification  of 
Stic  hie  use  of /co/x/xara;  cf.  Gaes.  Bas.  GL  vi  261 .  10,  and  perhaps  add  Apthon.  GL  vi  1 64.  35- 165.  1  (in  lac.).  It  is 
a  heptasyllable,  and  called  the  pherecratean.  &ep€Kpdr]€iov  inracvXXapov  offers  itself  in  3,  and  the  scheme  may 
have  begun - w]w_o.  If  this  is  so  far  right,  what  of  the  second  half?  It  is  apparently  trochaic,  with  resolution 

at  least  theoretically  admitted.  The  end  is  possibly  [’-*  (cf.  fr.  1  i  1),  but  I  think  more  probably  [-’o',  which 
would  give  an  ithyphallic;  though  the  possibility  that  it  was  longer  cannot  be  excluded.  Resolved  ithyphallics 

are  in  fact  attested  for  Callimachus,  if  only —but  perhaps  significantly,  since  he  is  our  most  important  exponent 
of  transformational  metrics— by  Gaesius  Bassus,  GL  vi  255.  10-12  (Call.  fr.  402).  Known  Callimachca 
employing  compound  verses  of  which  the  second  limb  is  an  ithyphallic,  though  nowhere  resolved,  are  epigrr. 

39,  40,  fr.  554  (all  4da\ilh,  cf.  Theodoridas,  epigr.  6),  fr.  479  ( - <j^\ith  —  phalaecian  hendcc.),  and  fr.  227 
(2ia\ith).  Pher\ilh  is  not  directly  attested  for  Callimachus,  nor  so  far  as  I  know  for  anyone  else,  but  it  is 

noteworthy  that  Gaesius  Bassus’  references  to  Callimachus’  use  in  epigrammatibus  of  resolvable  ithyphallic  and 
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59 of  phcrecratcan  come  within  a  few  pages  of  one  another.  And  a  list  of  compound  verses  at  Apthon.  GL  vi  144. 

07  includes  pher\sia A,  followed  in  the  manuscripts  by  ex  his  Callimachi  brevissimis  duobus  (not  in  Pfeiffer  Call.); 

a  lacuna  unfortunately  intervenes,  which  will  presumably  have  contained  the  Callimachean  verses  in 

question:  pher\2ia A,  or  pher\ith  (  —  A«aA)?  (Gall.  fr.  395,  etc  Avfi^v  diriovra  rrjv  AQai-,  *s  generally  taken  to  be 

hendccasyllabic,  but  could  conceivably  be  pher\ith.)  A  Hellenistic  poet  might  have  used  phcr\ilh  either 

stichically  or  in  combination. 

This  is  only  a  speculative  reconstruction,  however.  It  fails  to  accommodate  joterSei  in  4,  and  leaves  the 

connection  with  7  If.  unclear.  In  4  I  suppose  erSet,  ‘is  defective’  (impersonal  construction  less  likely);  ]on  rather 

than  ](k  (not  Jou)  is  perhaps  acceptable  for  what  precedes.  Then  ecnvSe  toiou[to,  -oc,  introducing  the  following 

quotation  (cf.  c.g,  220  vii  4).  evSelv  as  a  metrical  term  is  used  in  reference  to  the  phenomenon  of  a  short  syllable’s 

occupying  a  position  that  the  metrical  scheme  stipulates  as  long  (c.g.  ‘acephalous’  hexameters).  Some  such 
application  may  be  relevant  here  if  the  scheme  of  the  phcrecratcan  was  presented  as  beginning  with  a  spondee, 

as  may  be  expected.  (There  is  a  statement  effectively  about  aeolic  base  at  220  iii  10-14,  bi  different  terms.) 

Alternatively  eVSefmay  be  used  with  reference  to  dpalpeac  ( detractio ),  cf.  Phoeb.  Fig.,  Rh.  Or.  iii  45.  1 7  Spengcl, 

where  evSeia  appears  to  correspond  to  what  Quintilian  (1.  5.  40)  knows  as  eAAeu/nc;  this  is  in  the  context  of 

figures  (Phoeb.)  and  solecism  (Quint.),  but  one  and  the  same  terminological  and  conceptual  system  was 

brought  to  bear  on  metre  and  grammar  alike. 

Even  if pher\ith  is  the  correct  reconstruction,  there  is  no  guarantee  that  the  combination  is  Callimachean, 

though  this  does  seem  on  all  counts  the  likeliest  supposition;  at  all  events  such  a  verse  can  hardly  have  been 

prehellenislic.  Callimachus  is  cited  relatively  often  in  the  Latin  derivations  metricians,  and  verses  known  to 

be  his  arc  twice  quoted  in  the  fragments  of  220,  each  time  without  attribution:  Call.  fr.  226  (phalaecian 

hendec.),  epigr.  38.  1  (sias),  cf.  also  Call.  fr.  782  (inc.  auct.). 

If  at  least  the  first  part  is  a  phcrecratcan,  it  is  analysed  not  — ,  -ww,  -  - ,  as  the  derivationist  view  of  the 

verse  as  a  hexameter  segment  would  have  it,  but  apparently  — ,  G,  i.e.  aeolo-choriambically  (more  or 

less  as  prevailing  modern  doctrine:  a  catalectic  glyconic).  This  is  not  the  favoured  analysis  in  the  extant 

treatises,  but  is  acknowledged  by  Apthonius  {GL  vi  165.  1-3,  177.  27-9,  cf.  172.  13)  and  espoused  in  the 

Fragmcnta  Bobiensia  (GL  vi  629.  i6f.);  cf.  also  Hephaestion’s  antispastic  analysis,  Erich.  10.  2,  15.  23.  But  an 

alternative  possibility  is  -,  — ,  eg  cf.  on  7-15  below.  Pherccrates’  own  characterization  of  the  verse  in 
series  as  cv^ltttvktoi  avairaicToi,  whatever  is  to  be  understood  by  that  (a  headless  paroemiac,  in  my  view),  is 

unlikely  to  be  relevant. 

7  All  that  survives  before  the  vertical  bar  is  a  dot,  which  may  be  taken  as  the  right-hand  dot  of  the  pair 

that  marks  a  substitutive  final  (or  once-final)  syllable  in  the  scheme,  cf.  on  1-2  above.  The  position  of  the  G 

to  the  right  of  the  bar-line  (the  longum  has  no  side-dots)  is  anomalously  high  in  relation  to  the  dot,  and 

at  an  anomalously  long  distance  from  the  bar-line;  nothing  follows.  If  G  belongs  to  the  scheme,  both  the 

non-dotting  of  its  longum  and  the  dotting  that  attended  the  preceding  syllable  are  anomalous  (cf.  on  1-  2 

above).  I  have  no  explanation,  unless  the  Boating  syllabic  is  to  be  taken  as  being  in  detractio ,  cf.  the  suggestion 
made  below. 

715  At  1 2  we  are  free  but  not  compelled  to  recognize  Ale.  307  (bk.  1 .  1 .  1 ):  <wa£  (or  d>  avag)  ̂ fn-oAAoi/  nai 

fieydXa)  Aloc.  Lines  8- 1 1  could  be  an  analysis  of  that  verse,  something  as  follows:  to  AXkElkov  i]qicvWapov  e  eyet 

X4>p[acy  cbv  r)  a  Sex*™  tafxpo]v  L]  cTrovSetov ,  7)  [Se  ft'  laptfiov,  rj  Se  y  tapipov]  7}  cnovSetov  o\jioio)c  rij  a,  r)  Se
  S' 

dvarratCTov, ]  1)  Se  e  tafipov.  (This  gives  a  consistent  line-length  of  c.  32  letters.) 

This  seems  neat  enough;  but  the  larger  context  is  lacking.  In  particular,  what  is  the  relation  with  what 

precedes?  It  could  be  that  the  phcrecratcan  is  viewed  as  an  alcaic  hcndecasyllable  cut  down  fore  and  aft: 

(  w)_,  G~,  -).  Cf.  the  detractio  of  220  viii  1  -20  and  xi  7-15,  and  for  subtraction  at  either  end  the 

apparent  derivation  of  the  anacreontic  from  major  ionic  at  220  vii  2.  But  this  is  only  a  guess. 

Hephaestion,  also  offering  Ale.  307  as  an  example,  analyses  the  alcaic  1 1  -syllable  as  a  major  epionic 

trimeter  catalectic,  i.e.  G-^-,  -ww  (Hcph.  14.  3,  cf.  Schol.  A  on  Heph.  Poem .  iii,  169.  25  C.,  and 

Sacerdos  GL  vi  541 . 3-5) .  In  Atil.  Fortunat.,  GL  vi  297.  10,  where  again  Ale.  307  is  quoted,  a  transformation  of 

the  alcaic  1 1 -syllable  into  the  sapphic  by  way  of  syllable-shifting  is  presented,  as  cited  011  fr.  1  i  7  above;  and  in 

the  same  treatise,  GL  vi  301 .  16-26,  a  twofold  analysis  of  the  alcaic  is  offered:  a  bipartite  iambo-dactylic  one, 

which  is  the  standard  analysis  in  the  extant  handbooks  (Caesius  Bassus,  Apthonius,  Mallius  Theodorus, 

Fragmcnta  Bobiensia),  and  a  derivational  one  from  the  iambic  trimeter  ( detraction  unius  syllabae ,  sc.  the 

eighth).  I  nowhere  find  the  podic  analysis  postulated  for  the  papyrus,  but  it  seems  in  line  with  what  can  be  seen 

of  the  rest  of  the  papyrus’  methods. 
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fr.  3  i  5  tt]  oSoc? 

6  td ]fifiov  or  -taj fxfiov. 

8  ̂jcupa? 

col.  ii  2  evjJSeec,  -ecrepov  a  possibility,  cf.  fr.  2.  4  above. 

4  c77w]|Sero[i'? 
7  Anapaestic  suggested:  Heph.  8.  I  (24.  13  —  15  C.),  to  8c  dvaTraicriKov  i<aTd7racav  xtapav  8ex€Tai>  cnovSetoV) 

avaTraicTOv ,  C7ravta»c  Se  kclI  TrpoKeAevfxaTiKov,  7 rapd  Be  rote  BpapuiTOTroioic  xai  BaKrvXov,  cf.  e.g.  Sacerdos,  GL  vi 

531.  21  f.  But  how  will  trochaic  (10)  be  relevant?  Possibly  with  regard  to  catalexis  or  hypcrcatalexis  (whether 
or  not  put  in  such  terms),  cf.  Sacerdos,  GL  vi  533.  22-5. 

10  The  same  nomenclature,  rpoxatoc  not  *o/)€ioc,  in  220  (vii  13). 

3708.  Rhetorical  Treatise 

Plate  VIII 

fr.  1  27  3B.43/A(i-2)b  8  x  12  cm  Second  (or  third?)  century 
fr.  2  13  iB.i2(j/D(i-3)c  15x24.5cm 

Remains  of  two  badly  damaged  leaves  of  a  papyrus  codex  written  in  a  smallish 

informal  but  well-executed  round  and  upright  hand  I  would  hesitate  to  date  later  than 
the  second  century.  A  similar  script,  rather  more  irregular  and  with  a  different  kappa,  is 
that  of  XXI  2306,  XXIII  2368,  and  XXXV  2742,  which  is  assigned  by  Lobel  to  the 

second  century  and  compared  by  him  with  P.  Berol.  97801/  (BKT  IV);  this  latter  is  a 
more  cursive,  still  more  irregular,  and  probably  later  script  assigned  by  Schubart  to  the 
late  second  or  early  third  century  ( Einfiihrung  147  b)  and  by  Seider  to  the  middle  of  the 

third  ( Griech .  Pap .  ii  no.  39).  A  factor  telling  in  favour  of  a  third-  rather  than  a  second- 

century  date  for  3708  is  the  use  of  apostrophe  at  mute  or  liquid  junctures  (amy’/ca- 

iopevoc  2  1 1 3,  €k\c[  23,  €y’S[  —>25),  cf.  Parsons,  Gnomon  42  (1970)  379;  but  I  do  not 
think  a  hand  such  as  this  would  normally  be  dated  beyond  the  end  of  the  second  century. 
There  is  no  punctuation. 

I  he  assembled  pieces  of  fr.  2  reveal  the  approximate  size  of  the  page:  c.  15  cm  in 

width,  c.  24.5  in  height.  These  dimensions  match  those  of  E.  G.  Turner’s  Group  7 
( Typology  oj  the  Early  Codex  14-25).  It  is  not  quite  certain,  however,  that  the  full  extent  of 
the  margins  has  been  preserved;  the  position  of  the  central  fold  is  probably  indicated  by 

the  line  of  the  break  at  jright  (->Ieft),  a  small  portion  extending  beyond  that  belonging 
to  the  opposite  page.  The  written  area  measures  c.  1 1  x  c.  20  cm,  and  is  occupied  by  57 
lines  of  text  of  c.  37  letters:  an  economical  use  of  space  characteristic  of  early  codices.  Of 
the  upper  margin  1.4  cm  is  preserved,  of  the  lower  2.8;  I  should  not  suppose  them  to 
have  been  much  more  generous.  The  side  margins  seem  to  have  been  roughly  equal, 

2. 0-2. 5  cm.  Any  page  numbers  are  lost. 

The  two  fragments  were  not  found  together  (that  is,  they  bear  different  inventory 
numbers)  but  are  certainly  in  the  same  hand  and  evidently  come  from  the  same  work: 

a  prjropLKTj ,  of  exemplary  aridity. 

Fr.  1  ->  concerns  the  paries  oralionis .  There  were  remarks  on  Hermagoras’  addition 
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of  Btalpeac  and  (Trap)eKpactc  to  the  Aristotelian  list  of  four,  and  mention  was  apparently 

made  both  of  Apollodorus  and  of  Theodorus  in  respect  of  the  proem,  but  coherent  sense 

is  hardly  to  be  elicited.  Fr.  i\  is  almost  entirely  rubbed  away.  Which  side  preceded 

which  there  is  no  way  of  telling. 

Fr.  2,  less  incomplete  but  in  extremely  tattered  and  fragile  condition  and 

reconstituted  from  several  fragments,  has  to  do  with  the  'proofs’.  At  a  sub-head,  nepl 

TncrevTiKoov  err ,  ,  [  c.  6  ] .  coy  ( €7Tix[ctpr]p,a]Tajv ?),  is  followed  by  what  seems  to  be  a 

discussion  of  the  ttIctclc  areyvot:  witnesses  at  ioff.,  oaths  at  33  fT.  The  name  of  Antiochus 

(of  Ascalon?)  dubiously  occurs,  in  contextual  isolation  (53).  Occupying  the  — >■  side  was  a 

system  of  tottoi  (loci),  pertaining  presumably  to  the  ttIctcic  evreyvot.  Once  again  the 

order  of  the  two  sides  is  unclear.  If  the  central  fold  is  located  to  the  right  of  the  |  side,  as 

suggested  above,  then  the  — >  page  preceded  the  j  (codicological  recto  and  verso 

respectively),  and  despite  some  difficulties  the  internal  evidence  seems  to  be  consistent 

with  this. 

The  papyrus’  system  of  tottoi  seems  to  have  been  most  elaborate.  It  does  not 

coincide  with  any  system  extant,  but  with  the  aid  of  other  ariesy  Latin  as  well  as  Greek, 

a  partial  reconstruction  can  be  attempted.  Such  a  reconstruction  is  set  out  here,  as 

complete  as  I  can  make  it.  Warning  should  be  given,  however,  that  all  but  the  most 

serious  of  its  many  insecurities  are  here  suppressed;  they  are  signalled  in  the  transcript 

and  notes. 

I  \rrp6cwTTOVy  rrpdypta,  tottoc ,]  Tponoc,  ^povoc,  atria,  [dtjyopptat] 

II  yevoc  el 3oc,  Siacjyopa  tBta ,  Btalpectc ,  oAov  fiepoc,  opoc ,  ovopa  TroXvwvvpov,  apyl) 

TT pOKOTTTj  TeXoC 

III  A  ol  tottoi  SvcTrevcTtKwc  Trpoc  to  npaypia  eyovrec  (?) 

( 1 )  6  tcov  TrapeTToptevcov  (attendant  circumstances) 

(a)  TO  7 TpOTCpOV,  (b)  TO  VCTCpOV ,  (c)  TO  C0V07 T&pyOV 

(2)  6  tov  optolov  (similitude) 

(a)  TrapafioXf},  (b)  TrapaBetypta,  (c)  ct/ccov 

(

3

)

 

0

 

 
tcov  avTiKeiptevtov  

(opposites) 

(a)  evavrta ,  (b)  Trpoc  rt,  (c)  e£tc  /cat  CTeprjCtc ,  (d)  dvrl^actc 

(4)  6  tov  ptaXXov  (comparison) 

(a)  to  veptexov ,  (b)  to  tcov,  (r)  to  Ijttov 

B  6  Treptexojv  ra  /ca O'  eavra  KoXovpteva 

(

1

)

 

0

 

 
tcov  cvptfiefirjKOTcov  

(accidents) 

( a )  ttolott}c(? ) ,  (/;),  (c)  cocTot^ta(?),  (d) 

(2)  o  tcov  cv  parr  oj  ptoiT  cov  (?)  (properties) 

(a),  (b),  etc.  (incl.  avayKT)  and  Tvxrf) 

?IV  Incl.  tcAoc  and  vTroXrpjjtc ? 

The  most  notable  correspondence  is  with  a  system  of  loci  which  makes  its 

appearance  in  some  of  the  late  Latin  artes:  those  of  Gonsultus  (‘Chirms’)  Fortunatianus, 
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Julius  Victor,  and  Martianus  Capella.  They  offer  a  fourfold  classification,  loci  ante  rem ,  in 

re ,  circa  rem ,  and  post  rem .  Lines  2-6  in  the  papyrus,  though  largely  destroyed,  lend 
themselves  to  identification  as  listing  the  constituent  loci  of  the  first  two  of  these  groups. 

Lines  6-c.  25,  if  the  reconstruction  is  soundly  based,  contain  the  papyrus’  complex  third 

group,  so  numbered  (o  rpl[r]oc  6-7).  The  components  of  the  first  of  the  two 

subdivisions  of  this  group,  IIIA,  seem  to  be  essentially  the  same  as  the  loci  circa  rem  of  the 

Latin  writers  named  above,  only  there  they  are  not  organized  into  further  subgroupings 

as  in  the  papyrus.  A  similar  scheme  to  the  papyrus’  I,  II,  and  IIIA  may  also  be  seen  as 

underlying  Quintilian’s  more  detailed  but  less  systematically  organized  treatment  of  the 

subject,  5.  10.  20-94.  But  to  the  papyrus’  IIIB  I  find  no  real  counterpart  anywhere,  and 
what  follows  does  not  seem  to  coincide  with  the  loci  post  rem  of  the  Latin  artes  ( eventus  and 
iudicatum). 

The  greater  coherence  of  the  papyrus’  IIIA  as  against  Fortunatianus’  third  group 

(I  speak  of  Fortunatianus  alone,  since  Capella’s  section  of  argamenla  is  clearly  derived 

from  him  and  Victor’s  list  is  only  partial)  suggests  that  Fortunatianus’  is  a  deformed 
version  of  the  organized  system  of  classification  that  we  find  in  the  papyrus.  The 

subgroup  components  are  traditional;  the  four  avriKeifieva  come  unadulterated  from 

Aristotle’s  Categories ,  similarly  Aristotelian  are  the  three  forms  of  arguments  ck  tov 
fjidXXov  (tea I  ̂ttov),  while  the  three  vapeTrofieva  and  the  three  forms  of  o/xoiott/c  are 
familiar  elements  of  rhetorical  doctrine.  (It  is  of  course  the  rrap€7r6pi€va  that  form  the  top 

level  of  the  hierarchy  of  the  entire  system  in  Fortunatianus,  ante  rem ,  in  re ,  and  post  rem> 

with  the  accession  of  circa  rem ;  since  the  designations  are  not  wholly  appropriate  to  their 

constituent  loci ,  however,  at  least  as  far  as  the  ante  rem  and  in  re  groups  are  concerned,  and 

there  is  no  indication  that  they  were  shared  by  the  papyrus,  it  may  be  suspected  that  they 

are  a  capricious  superimposition  on  a  fourfold  classification  which  originally  was  more 

meaningfully  designated.) 

The  designation  of  the  papyrus’  IIIA  is  problematic,  though  it  is  clear  that  it  was 

something  other  than  rrepl  to  npayfia;  see  on  11.  7-8.  The  designation  of  the  apparently 

unparalleled  IIIB  seems  to  have  been  (8  and  i8f.)  6  7T€piexow  ra  kolB'  avrd  KaXovfieva , 

‘the  (topos)  comprising  the  so-called  KaO ’  avra  (sclf-exis tents,  independents,  absolutes)’; 
and  if  my  reconstruction  is  on  the  right  lines,  this  has  two  subgroups,  cv^e^Kora  and 

cvpLTTTWfxara  (this  latter  more  guessed  at  than  read),  each  of  which  is  further  subdivided. 

Unfortunately  the  extent  of  the  damage,  coupled  with  the  novelty  of  the  system, 

prevents  recovery  of  the  constituents,  but  the  first  of  the  four  cvixp€pr)KOTa  is  possibly 

TToioTTjC)  and  there  is  a  chance  that  avdyK-q  and  rop?  are  among  the  unknown  number  of 
cvpLTTTaipLara.  The  papyrus  may  then  have  proceeded  to  a  fourth  group,  but  at  this  point 
I  lose  track  of  the  structure.  Some  space  appears  to  have  been  given  to  the  topoi  of  tIXoc 

(‘goal’,  distinguished  from  reXoc  ‘end’  of  group  II)  and  ofviroXrjifjic  (‘opinion’),  and  there 
is  mention  apparently  of  Gaecilius  (of  Gale  Acte?)  and  possibly  of  Dionysius  (of 

Halicarnassus?)  as  the  papyrus  breaks  off. 

The  topoi  of  IIIA  could  be  categorized  as  relative  (cf.  irpoc  to  7 Tpd[yp,a  in  the  initial 
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formulation,  7-8?).  Those  of  1 1  IB  are  apparently  in  some  sense  absolute.  But  just  what  is 

meant  by  ‘the  so-called  k ady  a vra  ?  The  reference  might  be  to  the  consideration  of  a  case 
(or  elements  of  the  case)  independently  of  anything  outside  it,  cf.  the  distinction  drawn 

by  Quintilian  in  his  introduction  to  ‘artificial’  proofs,  5.  8.  5,  (argumenta)  aut per  se  inspici 
solent  aut  ad  aliud  referri.  Or  it  might  be  to  the  consideration  of  a  case  independently  of  its 

particularities  (that  is  to  say,  thetically),  cf.  Quint.  5.  8.  6  argumenta  vero  reperiuntur  aut  in 

quaes  tionib  us,  quae  etiam  separatae  a  complexu  return  personarumque  spectari  per  se  possint ,  aut  in 

ipsa  causa  etc.,  and  5.  10.  53,  in  an  outcropping  of  Hermagorean  stasis-doctrine 

intervening  between  his  treatment  of  the  loci  which  in  the  papyrus  constitute  group  I  and 

his  treatment  of  those  which  correspond  to  groups  II  and  III  A.  cv^Pep^Kora  and 

cv^TTTcbfjiara  as  the  II IB  subgroups  would  be  intelligible  enough  in  some  such  context, 

though  in  the  absence  of  their  respective  species  their  precise  meaning  must  remain 

elusive.  As  a  pair,  the  terms  are  Epicurean,  but  we  are  not  bound  to  see  significance  in 

that,  and  there  is  certainly  nothing  Epicurean  about  the  system  as  a  whole.  If  the  first 

member  of  the  cv^PeP^Kora  is  7roiorr]c  (it  is  a  guess  consistent  with  the  traces  but 

incapable  of  verification),  this  invites  comparison  with  Aristotelian  and  Stoic  categories, 

as  well  as  with  Hermagoras’  third  stasis,  Kara  cvfifiefhjKoc  or  ttoiot^c. 
The  system  of  loci  found  in  Fortunatianus  is  self-evidently  Greek,  and  has  been 

thought  to  be  Hermagorean  (R.  Volkmann,  Die  Rhelorik  der  Griechen  und  Homer 2  208  f.)  or 
Stoic  (Fr.  Striller,  De  Stoicorum  studiis  rhetor  ids,  Breslauer  philol.  Abhandl.  i  2  (1886)  45). 

The  existence  of  a  largely  identical  system  in  the  papyrus  testifies  to  a  wide  currency  in 

keeping  with  Hermagoras’  permeation  of  later  rhetorical  theory,  and  the  now  revealed 

quadripartite  classification  of  1 1 1  A,  Fortunatianus’  loci  circa  rem,  jibes  with  what  has 
been  seen  as  a  Hermagorean  penchant  for  fours;  and  on  the  evidence  of  Cicero  de 

inventione ,  at  variance  in  this  respect  from  the  Rhelorica  ad  Herennium ,  it  is  not  impossible 

that  Hermagoras’  r€\va  1  contained  a  set  of  topoi  unintegrated  with  stasis-theory 

(D.  Matthes,  Lustrum  3  (1958)  1 14-21).  But  in  the  absence  of  closer  structural  corre¬ 

spondence  with  the  system  outlined  at  de  inv.  2.  27-46  and  of  any  suggestive  correlation 

with  what  is  known  of  Flermagorean  doctrines  there  is  little  to  be  said  in  favour  of  an 

express  attribution  of  our  system  to  Hermagoras  (cf.  Radermacher,  RE  x  i  876,  G. 

Thiele,  Hermagoras:  ein  Beitrag  zur  Geschichle  der  Rhetor ik  42-4,  Reuter,  Hermes  28  (1893) 

1 12);  I  suppose  it  may  be  called  Stoic,  but  not  in  any  strict  sense;  the  Aristotelian 

contribution  is  large.  Where  the  relationship  between  the  papyrus  and  Fortunatianus 

can  be  tested,  the  latter  appears  to  be  a  corrupt  version  of  the  former,  but  it  does  not 

follow  that  the  system  as  given  in  the  papyrus  is  pristine  in  every  respect.  It  is  a  synthetic 

system  itself,  and  may  well  have  undergone  refinements  in  its  passage  through  the  hands 

of  later  synthesizers  staking  out  a  claim  to  originality.  In  particular  it  is  not  clear 

whether  the  papyrus’  IIIB  group  was  dropped  from  the  system  when  it  came  into  Latin 
or  was  an  accession  to  it  made  somewhere  along  the  Greek  line  of  descent.  But  if  the 

system  came  from  the  Greek  independently  to  Quintilian  and  to  Fortunatianus,  as  there 

seems  to  me  good  reason  to  think  (see  on  2  ->  4-6) ,  the  latter  may  be  more  probable.  The 
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fragments  nowhere  show  any  hint  of  stasis  theory,  but  that  it  was  excluded  from  the 

treatise  is  scarcely  thinkable;  evidently  the  cracetc  and  the  tt terete  were  treated 

separately. 

The  scope  and  organization  of  the  treatise  can  only  be  guessed  at.  Discussion  no 

doubt  concentrated  on  the  forensic  branch  of  oratory,  to  St/cart/cov,  though  mention  of 

the  deliberative,  to  evptflovXevrtKov,  is  apparently  made  in  fr.  1  j.  The  two  fragments  are 

readily  assigned  to  a  treatment  of  the  pteprj  rod  Xoyov  ( paries  orationis :  proem,  narration, 

etc.):  fr.  2  obviously  from  the  section  on  proofs,  fr.  1  from  an  adjoining  or  an  initial 

discussion.  All  this  was  probably  (but  not  necessarily,  witness  Apsines  and  the  Anon. 

Seguerianus)  incorporated  within  the  familiar  quinquepartite  scheme  of  tupecic,  rd£te, 

etc.  ( inventio ,  disposition  etc.),  in  which  case  it  is  less  likely  to  have  been  included  under 

Ta£tc,  as  in  Aristotle  and  perhaps  also  Hermagoras  (so  Matthes,  op.  cit.  189  ff.,  but  he 

seems  to  me  unduly  sure  of  it),  than  under  evpeet c,  in  accordance  with  later  practice;  and 
there  is  a  chance  that  the  treatise  in  fact  confined  itself  to  evpeete. 

I  here  seems  little  prospect  of  identifying  the  author.  First-century  composition 
may  be  likelier  than  second,  if  the  absence  of  later  names  is  anything  to  go  by.  I  see 
nothing  to  encourage  ascription  to  any  of  the  authorities  cited  in  the  Anon.  Seguerianus. 

I  am  indebted  to  Dr  D.  Innes  for  contributions  to  the  elucidation  of  this  text. 

fr.  1— > 
. [ 

V.  .  [ 

tojvl8iqjv[ 

VO),  ava[ 

5  [.]c.Sa )po[ 
. [ 

V..[  c-  9 

ya.  [.  .  ,  ]tiv#  [  c.  6  ]ecTtv[ 

10  .  .  7] .  a)vv['  #  t  #  ]vrto)v[ 

tlO  t  .  NV.  [.  ]  .  V€LVT(l[ 

K .  [,  '  ](XOLK€ta['  ]j]t  '  0)FtSt[ 

Since  little  can  be  restored  that  is  not  speculative,  no  articulated  transcript  of  this  fragment  is  given. 

Abrasion  is  in  places  severe  1  Unassignable  traces  on  rubbed  surface,  consistent  inter  alia  with 

St/cayf  2  . .  .  [,  a  few  specks  J . ,  a,  A?  .  .  [,  o  suggested,  then  speck  at  foot  perhaps  of  oblique  4  y,  or 
At  After  a>,  v  suggested'*  5  , ,  consistent  with  o  6  Surface  mostly  lost  7  .  [5  T 
acceptable  8  .  .  [>  perhaps  ik  or  vo  9  P  not  excluded  ,  [,  low  arc,  e.g.  e,  o  10  mmt  first 
has  upright  at  left  After  jj}  consistent  with  r  1 1  After  upper  trace  as  of  e  Before  e,  ft 
suggested?  ,  [,  upper  left  of  77?  j. ,  low  oblique  corning  in  to  foot  of  v ,  as  of  a,  8,  A  12  .  [,  a,  A,  ft 
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6q 

15 

20 

-0 

3° 

35 

SefJLOVOVTTpOCTOVCaVTLS  [ 

KaraKje ov t  #  LCToreXrjcS[ 

#  ovetcre[,  ,  ]epa§[#  ]cu[.  ,  ]  ,  cit  [ 

.  .  ] .  .  9yoy yopacSeo ,  [ 

St  [  #  ,  4  ]  #  CIVK  .  ,  [ .  ]  KpactveK  t  [ 

7ra [ #  ]€K^aLVOvctt  [,  ]tpr]rop[ 

] .  0V7T€f)iTq)vavTiSi[ 

]t#  gycLV rcov['  ]pioXoyov[ 

#  JojyetpTyjLtevcovrap^f 

] . ccovTat/caijue/ot£[ 

]  #  OUt  CLCT COV ^TjTOV pL€l?[ 

.  .  ] .  [  ̂ *8  ]/?ffcj3actc[ 

#  ,  ] ,  ck€  ,  ,  .  vevai/cai^Staf 

^}T7]C7nCT€0JCKaiTT  f  [ 

#  ]/Ltj8avo^rata7roAAo[ 

t  ]StK[.  ]  .  LKOV7T pOO  .  .  .  [ 

_  ]  _  #  St.  eiyetf.  ]a,  ,  ppTyc [ 

#  ] .  SefKjSa . vrtrco[ 

.  ] . .  .  ycu[  5  ] cxAA[ 

.  ]  .  .  a^[.  ](PV. 
]yey€LO  '  10'  ,8 .  £0.  [ 

_ ]mf.po[.].M[]w[ 

£.  6  ]  f  aKatet/cor[ 

£.9  ]  #  v/cat.  [ 

14  After  v ,  a/j  acceptable  15  Before  o,  k  acceptable  .  [,  consistent  with  y  16  At  beginning, 

[e7r]tA  acceptable  e[p]fi a  acceptable  .  [,  top  horizontal  as  of  r  17  After  *,  at?  (*c, ,  not 

nap)  At  end,  upright  18  ,  [,  v?  19 _ ,  firmer?  20  At  beginning,  p  suggested,  pit? 

22  At  beginning,  upright  with  apparent  oblique  coming  in  to  foot  from  left,  c.g.  v,  at,  St,  At,  then  confused 

traces  on  damaged  surface;  inter  aha  Staracc-  poss.  23  ] , ,  horizontal  trace  below  left  of  o  as  of  S,  «•,  A  t , 
curve  as  of  c  25  .  .  ] . ,  or  .  J .  . ,  sim.t  specks  only  *,  or  v  e,  or  0  ,  .  . ,  short  uprights  at  either  end, 

vri  poss.  26  J  ,  suggestion  of  letter-top  horizontal,  an  upright,  specks  above  a  hole  .  [,  curve  as  of  e , 
o,  oj  28].,  upright  At  end,  t/xt  acceptable  29  |.  ,,  horizontal  on  loose  fibre,  then  perhaps 

o  After  St,  base  line  and  specks  above,  £?  .  .  . ,  vtl  poss.  30  j . ,  upright  . ,  abraded,  first  two 

suggesting  yt,  cl  perhaps  acceptable  (not  tv  or  A,),  in  which  case  civ  rather  than  etc;  then  perhaps  7 t,  mi 

acceptable  31  j..,  specks  on  loose  fibres  After  c,  consistent  with  et  32  .<?[],  /caft]?  (not 

k<x[0])  33  Compatible  with  oTt^eoSajp  34  Before  p,  tt  hardly  suggested  but  acceptable  [.]., 

foot  of  upright,  consistent  with  [o]i  35  letter-tops,  pi?  37  Written  on  underlayer,  p.rj ? 
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fr.  i  — >  2  .ftp-pA  [AoStup-  is  an  untestable  possibility,  cf.  27. 

5  6>]eo8o>/)o[  makes  an  acceptable  reading.  Thcodorus  of  Gadara?  See  27  n. 
ZO  TO)V  v[7T€Va]vTlCOV  WOllld  fit. 

1 1  (-)  Aueti',  SueiV  But  I  can  propose  nothing  attractive  for  what  immediately  precedes.  nOclcac  p.e v  would 
be  one  line  of  attack. 

12  K(i\i  r](jt  olk€ ta  [tJtJc  jcov  l8t[cov  would  suit  spaces  and  traces. 

13  fiovov  npoc  rove  o.vtl8[lkovc ,  14  KarcLKTeov  (the  reading  was  suggested  by  Dr  Rea). 

14-17  ApiCTOTcXiqc  Kat  N.  ro  etc  re[cc]epa  S[tJat[poJt>ctv,  [npooipiiov  8a)yrjc lv  ttictlv  \ 

crr]tXoyov.  ' E[p\p.ay6pac  5e  6  T[r)p,veLrr)c  irpocTiOrjciv ]  |  Si[aip]eav  tcai  [ejicfiaciv  gives  what  I  take  to  be  the  sense, 
without  claiming  verbatim  accuracy.  Line  15  is  a  little  longer  than  one  would  expect  (using  the  line-length  of 
fr.  2  as  a  guide),  but  is  irreducible  unless  the  reconstruction  is  on  the  wrong  lines  altogether.  The  attribution  of 

the  quadripartite  classification  to  Aristotle,  which  I  do  not  find  so  baldly  (or  so  misleadingly)  put  elsewhere, 
will  be  drawn  from  Arist.  Rh.  3.  13.  4,  npoolfuov  irpoQecic  ttIctic  crrlXoyoc.  If  Siaipovciv  is  rightly  restored  in  15, 
the  subject  is  plural:  just  aAAot  nvee  or  the  like,  I  expect,  but  Theodectes  is  a  possibility  (cf.  Lollianus,  Rh.  Gr.  vii 

33  Walz;  Solmsen,  Hermes  6 7  (1932)  145b),  as  are  the  Stoics  (cf.  DL  7.  43,  the  ‘proofs’  section  labelled  to  npoc 
rove  avTiSiicovc,  note  I.  13  above).  On  the  /xep^  too  Xoyov,  paries  orationis ,  see  in  general  R.  Volkrnann,  Rhetorik 

1 2  3  7  >  H.  Lausberg,  Handh.  d.  lit.  Rhet.  §§  261-2,  J.  Martin,  Antike  Rhetorik  54-166.  By  the  imperial  period  the 

standard  number  was  not  lour  but  five  (Quint.  3.  9.  1),  the  ‘proofs’  section  being  split  into  confirmation  and 
refutation,  but  that  is  not  a  very  substantive  difference,  and  the  fourfold  division  is  often  enough  maintained, 
e.g.  the  extant  opening  of  the  Anon.  Seguerianus,  o  ttoXltikoc  t/toi  Slkclvlkoc  Aoyoc  etc  reccapa  p.eprj  Siaipcirai  ra 

7rpoK€Lp,€va  (the  terms  are  7 rpooipuov  Siyy-qcic  ttlctic  e-Tri'Aoyoc),  or  Fortunat.  2.  12  (108.  22  ff.  Halm,  118.  7 ff. 
Galboli  Montefusco),  cf.  Isiclorus  (510.  20  Halm),  Sulpicius  Victor  (322.  4  Hahn). 

Here  a  clear  distinction  is  drawn  between  an  older,  four-part  analysis  (Aristotelian)  and  a  newer, 
evidently  six-part  one  (Hcrmagorcan).  Competition  between  these  two  systems  of  analysis,  the  five-part  one 
being  simply  a  variant  of  the  four-part,  can  be  discerned  throughout  the  Greek  and  Latin  rhetorica.  Thus 
Cicero  follows  the  six-part  in  de  inv .,  the  four-part  in  the  Topica  and  Partes  orat. 

Thiele’s  belief  that  Hermagoras  followed  the  four-part  system  ( Hermagoras :  ein  Beitrag  zjtr  Geschichte  der Rhetorik )  is  contradicted  here;  cf.  Matthes,  Lustrum  3  (1958)  191,  and  see  further  below. 

uiaipecic 

I  he  testimony  with  regard  to  Siatpccic,  if  rightly  recognized  as  such,  is  new,  but  does  not  surprise.  To  infer 
that  Staipcctc  was  one  of  Hermagoras’  pepr]  from  the  phrase  multarum  divisionum  oslentatio  in  a  reference  to  the 
andissimi  libri  of  Hermagoras  and  Apollodorus  at  Tac.  Dial.  19.  3  seems  to  me  most  unsafe  (the  phrase  may 
better  be  taken  as  alluding  to  hierarchically  complex  diaereses,  such  as  our  papyrus’  system  of  topoi,  cf.  Quint. 
3.  1 1.  22),  but  sufficient  assurance  is  given  by  the  fact  that  ‘division’  is  an  accepted  pars  orationis ,  intervening 
between  the  narralio  and  the  confirmation  both  for  Cic.  de  inv.  and  for  ad  Her.  In  de  inv.  (1.  31  -3),  followed  by  the 
later  artes,  it  appears  as  partilio,  in  ad  Her.  ( 1 .  17)  as  divisio.  (This  is  a  curious  difference  which  the  hypothesis  of 
an  immediate  common  Latin  source  must  find  some  way  around;  cf.  the  respective  renderings  of  Aucic  as 
reprehensio  and  confutation  the  problem  is  not  confronted  by  e.g.  G.  Galboli,  Cornifici  Rhetorica  ad  Herennium  23  9, 
q.v.  for  earlier  discussions.)  Stalpecic  is  now  confirmed  as  the  Greek  term  of  the  original.  Hermagorean  Sialpectc 
is  reconstructed  by  Matthes,  Lustrum  3  (1958)  201  ~3  (note  however  that  ad  Her.  speaks  not  of  two  different  kinds 
ofSia  ipcctc  but  of  two  successive  parts  of  it:  .  .  .  in  duas  partes  distnbuta  est.  primurn  .  .  .  deinde ,  cum  hoc  jecerimus,  .  .  .). 
Sialpecic  as  a  p,4po c  tov  A oyov  is  to  be  distinguished  not  only  from  the  ‘division’  of  a  speech  into  its  constituent 
parts,  ̂ [t]gt[po]f}civr  1 5,  and  other  such  applications,  but  also  from  the  Sicupecic  which  may  have  been  one  of  the 
four  heads  under  which  Hermagoras  treated  oiKovofxia  (Quint.  3.  3.  9 } partilio,  cf.  Matthes,  op.  cit.,  1 1 1  f.,  188  f.; 
but  back-translated  as  /xepic/xoc  by  Barwick,  Philol.  109  (1965)  186-218),  as  well  as  from  the  lopos  of  the  same 
name,  possibly  to  be  recognized  at  fr.  2  ->  5  below. 

Some  confirmation  of  the  occurrence  here  of  Sialpecic  may  tentatively  be  seen  in  the  terms  of  1 9  ff.  The 
function  of  the  first  part  of  the  ‘division’  as  prescribed  in  de  inv.  and  ad  Her.  is  to  make  clear  the  points  of 
agreement  and  disagr  eement  between  the  two  sides,  quid  nobis  conveniat  cum  adversaries  .  .  .  ,  quid  in  controversia 
rehetum  sit  (so  ad  Her.,  very  similarly  de  inv.).  tojv  [ o]pioXoyov[fi€vwv  20  (perhaps  directly  preceded  by 
pchf&vtw)  may  have  the  same  reference.  The  second  part,  called  the  distribute  (/xeptc/xoc?),  is  that  in  which 
rerum  earum  de  quibus  erimus  dicturi  breviter  expositio  ponitur  distributa  (so  de  inv.;  in  ad  Pier,  it  is  divided  into  the 
enumerate,  treating  quot  derebus  dicturi  sumus,  and  the  expositio,  treating  quibus  de  rebus  dicturi  sumus,  cf.  Quint.  3. 9. 3). 
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ra  pylOrjcofieva  2 1 ,  perhaps  followed  in  22  by  ̂ ajac? ovrai,  Kal  p.€pil\ovrai,  would  accord  well  enough  with  this. 

I  am  not  sure  exactly  what  to  do  with  the  residual  (-)  |  r]pjy  eiprjfxevcov  21,  but  it  poses  no  great  obstacle. 

For tunati anus’  treatment,  2.  21,  looks  as  if  it  is  based  on  Cicero,  except  for  the  designation  of  the  two 

kinds:  ( partitio)  per  seiunctionem  and  per  enumerationem,  evidently  a  later  addition.  Cf.  also  Quint.  4.  5.  1-28,  a 

lengthy  treatment  of  partitio  in  a  context  of  propositiones.  In  the  papyrus’  discussion  there  is  no  indication  that 
TTpoOecic  had  any  place;  this  too  would  be  in  common  with  tie  inv.  and  ad  Her . 

uEk  fiactc 

(hefiacic  is  here  evidently  not  the  lopos  of  that  name,  Lat.  eventus  (as  at  fr.  2  ( b )  —>  2?,  see  on  fr.  2  — >  24  If), 

but  a  term  equivalent  to  -napeKpactc  ‘digression’  (Quint.  4.  3.  12,  Fortunat.  2.  20,  alii) ,  cf.  Trqi\p]fKpaLvovcf.y  18, 

7ra]p€Kpq.cL(:  24.  For  €Kpacic  ‘digression’  LSJ  cite  only  Serv.  on  V.  G.  2.  209,  and  I  know  of  no  other  occurrence 
ofe/cjSacic  =  Trap€Kpacic\  in  the  papyrus  Kal  <7rap>e/q8ac«T$  thinkable  (7rap[e]/</3aarfor  kq.1  [e]/q Saeiv  is  not  to  be 

read),  but  we  seem  to  have  the  rarer  term  again  at  30  below.  Digressio  (presumably  rendering  nap€Kpactc)  is 

attested  at  Cic.  de  inv .  1.  97  as  a  Hermagorcan  pars  orationis  preceding  the  conclusion  see  Hermag.  I  fr.  22a -d 

Matthcs.  I  can  elicit  nothing  of  further  use  from  the  papyrus,  unless  ou]|/<-  ot/cac  t<*>v  Ip ]Tovp.ev[a>v  23,  and  sec  on 

30  below.  The  Anon.  Seguerianus,  which  docs  not  mention  Hcrmagoras,  distinguishes  napeKpacic  from 

TrapahirjyrjCLCy  and  reports  Alexander’s  ridicule  of  it  (364.  21  IT.  Sp.-FL);  I  discern  no  trace  of  statements  of  such 

import  here.  Another  tradition  ascribed  the  TraptKpacic  to  Corax,  see  Hinks,  CQ  34  (1940)  67.  (On  the 

TTaP€Kpactc  in  general  sec  Volkmann,  Rhet.  164  -7,  Lausberg,  Ilandb,  §§  340-2,  Martin,  Ant.  Rhet.  89-91.) 

18  [o]l  pr}Top[ec,  as  the  subject  of  TT^[p]fK^aLvovcf.y,  perhaps  likelier  than  [o]t  p^ropfiW  (or  p-qropiKtbc). 

19-24  Sec  on  Siaipectc  and  eKj Sacic  above. 

25  /cat  r)  Stafipecic  is  a  possibility,  but  I  have  no  suggestion  for  what  precedes. 

27  After  (-)\Xa]pLpavovTaty  a  7roAAo[i  is  a  possible  articulation,  but  it  is  tempting  to  recognize  mention  of 

Apollodorus  or  Apollodoreans.  A  variety  of  disagreements  on  matters  of  rhetorical  theory  between  the 

Apollodorcan  and  the  Theodorcan  schools  is  reported,  principally  by  Quintilian  and  the  Anon.  Scg.;  see  csp. 

Schanz,  Hermes  25  (1890)  36-54,  Grube,  AJP  80  (1959)  337~65-  This  in  turn  encourages  recognition  of 

&€oSwpoc  at  II.  5  and  33,  though  it  must  be  said  that  the  reading,  while  unobjectionable,  is
  not  assured  at  either 

place.  Mention  of  the  proem  may  be  discerned  in  11.  28  (|  row]  §ii<[a]yiKov  Trpooifu[ov )  and  34.  It  is  known  that 

Apollodorus  took  a  more  rigid  line  than  Theodorus  with  regard  to  the  order  and  indispensability  of  the  fiepr) 

TOO  A oyov:  on  the  proem,  Anon.  Seg.  357-61  Sp.-H.,  Quint.  4.  1.  24,  50.  There  is  insuf
ficient  indication  of  the 

precise  point  or  points  at  issue  in  the  papyrus,  but  cf,  3011. 

29  a]rro8(^€iy  (1.  -Sei^eir)  ep  [rj]  yyrippyc fic? 

30  T7)]y  eV|3pcty  would  suit,  in  which  case  followed  not  by  pvrt  to>[v  but  by  tt^vtI  to>  [  (Aoycu,  with 

vjpocetyai  31?).  Perhaps  cf.  Quint.  4.  3.  12,  (A  nape  Kpacic:  sed  kaec  sunt  plures,  ut.  dixi ,  quae  per  totam  causam  varios 

habent  excursus.  Quintilian  takes  exception  to  the  assignment  of  the  irapeKpacic  to  a  fixed  position  after  the 

narratio  (esp.  4.  3.  14;  or  after  the  probatio  [as  Hermagoras],  cf.  4.  3.  17),  and  sanctions  the  use  of  digression  even 

within  the  proem.  A  discussion  in  some  such  terms  would  be  at  home  in  the  context  of  Apollodorean- 

Theodorcan  disagreement. 

33  Kiv\8v\yevfi  OTL  (^eo^ojppc,  -oy?  This  possibly  but  not  necessarily  indicates  an  anti-Theodorean  stance. 

34  €tC  TTpo\o\lfl[l)oV. 

35  e.g.  T€Kiir}]piQ.  Kal  elKpr[al 
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fr.  i  j 

]  abrasion 
].?.[  c.8  ]....[ 
]»v8.  [ 

io  ]rco/x.  [ 

]r«ct.  [ 

. [ 

[ 
]  .  oXoCTj  [ 

1  Xeyou  [ 

]wf  V.  [ 
].  .vm\ 

20  ]  f  67r[ 

]tv.  .  .  [ 

]/M. .  vf.off  [ 

] . 
25  ].  ...  f.  [...].  .  eAoc  [ 

] . [..]AA.v.u[ 

] . cy/x^>cupo[ 
J/xjSayerai,  ,  ,  8iKt  [ 

Je/ccucy^if.  ]  t  #  ,  €.7t.  [ 

30  Jrpcrare,  ,  ev  t  0Lye[ 

]  #  #  iKara[m  ]ey[.  ]oyc,  [ 

] ,  Xj]6e c[.  #  ,  J^ca.  4  .  [ 

]r.tv _ ??. .  [ 

]yrffty[ 

35 

Most  of  the  ink  has  gone,  and  such  identifications  as  are  made  in  the  transcript  are  more  tentative  than 

would  ordinarily  be  the  case.  The  remains  of  the  first  eight  lines  are  so  severely  rubbed  that  not  a  single  letter 

can  be  identified.  13-22  The  papyrus  extends  as  far  as  the  line-ends,  but  abrasion  has  removed  the 

ink  14  ].,8,  kt,  A?  15  Seroc?  17  (i(j>,  or  vS  19  g  enlarged,  presumably  initial;  aya&~? 

23  ] «-a vi /co tc?  24  cvjifiov  hardly  suggested  but  acceptable  25  Before  e,  upright,  r  acceptable 

26  ]AAov?  ot>?  27  Before  c,  eiv?  31  ]/ccu?  [/x]ev[r]oi>c  suitable  for  the  space  .  f,  p? 

32  ). ,  a  acceptable  ]/caraA[,  -8[? 
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fr.  1  |  23  if.  Informing  the  discussion  is  evidently  the  standard  (Aristotelian)  classification  of  speeches  into 

three  genera,  to  Sikclvikov  (‘forensic’  or  ‘judicial’),  to  cvfjLpovXevTiKov  (‘deliberative’),  to  emSciKTiKov 

(‘epideictic’,  called  eyKcofuacTiKov  by  the  Stoics,  DL  7.  42).  Reference  at  least  to  the  first  two  of  these  is 
probably  to  be  recognized  here:  Si/cav.  23,  28?,  cvfifiovX.  24,  29.  The  reXoc  (25)  of  the  deliberative  was  to 

cvfx(j>€pov  (27,  cvjx<f>aLpo(v)  1.  cvfi(/>€pov):  so  Aristotle  (Rh.  1.  3,  1358**21  f.),  but  some  jibbed  (Cic  .deinv.  2.4.  I2f., 

Quint.  3.  4.  16),  and  there  were  other,  wider-ranging  controversies,  both  terminological  and  conceptual  (see 
esp.  Quint.  3.  3.  1 1  if.).  Beyond  this,  the  specifics  of  the  discussion  in  the  papyrus  are  hardly  recoverable. 

30 f.  Perhaps,  as  Dr  Innes  suggests,  to  reX^y  eviot  ye  [  in  30,  followed  in  31  by  Kara  [S’]  erfi'Jouc.  Or  31 

could  be  Kara  [t]ouc  (p[rjTopac  ‘rhetoricians’?). 
32  Kara  8[e? 
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fr.  2  — > 
]  #  O.  €V7Tpti)['  m  .  ,  ]§l/COOC 

]r[.]?.vx[.]°v°[.  .l.Ttav 

J.  .  [  ]«va[  ] 

rou7Tpa[  c.  16  ]oc/ca[,  ,  ]p,  ,  c[,  ,  ,  ]oc  [ 

c-  9  ].  .  [.Lpt.L.^VL  ,]f>OCQpOV  [ 

[]  vofx  t  tt[  c.  9  ]  _  'Vrr ,  _  KonrivTeAocoSeTpiy 

]0Ce[,  ]f  .  [  C.  8  ]0Vc8vC7T€VCTLK(x)C7Tp0CT0Trf)  ' 

]x.  .  [  c-  7  ]<37ept6^ovra/ca0aura/caAoD.  [], 

]VT .  .  [  C.  5  ]  .  7rpOT€pOci8lKOVC€X€l'$[ 

]rovr #  [  c.  5  jTrogeyoovrf.  ]vroy[t  ]/xp[ 

£*6  Ji'Toyrou/xaAAf.  .  j  #  ourg>[ 

rraXiy ,  .  acroc[.  .  .  ]kol>c€£.  ,  .  07r[,  .  .  ,  €y[.  ,  ], 

ap€TTOpL€VOv[  t  .  ]#  V7TpOT€pOVTO  [ 

[  ]pi>cuvi377apyov[#  ,  ] ,  pSeroyo/x[(  .  ]oi>#catar  ,  .  .  y 

77  #  [,  ]  #  oAi7V77a/D[,  .  .  .  J  ,  gg[ ,  ] ,  /covaoS,  ,  .  ]vrt 

Keipieya),  Sev[,  .  ,  ,  ] ,  irp,  [,  ]rte£[  c.  J  ]p[ 

eivavTL<f>acivoT[ .  .  .  .  ]A.  .  ouay,  #  [  £.5  ] .  .  .  [ 

exovroicovro t  [.  ] voS [ ,  .  .  . Oeav 

rai<aXovpievat  .  ,  .of,  #  [ . ] .  ycyfij Be 

firjKOTcovTo t  [,  #  .  ] ,  y[t  ]itt[  c.  13  ]e 

af  ̂ naXty,  .  e[.  1  ]fpp[  15  1 .  .  . 

S.i.].[.]Tjjr[.].[...]r.[..] . [  c.6  ]..[.].) 
8e8evr€poc t  [  c.  20  [ 

tcqCTOV.  7/[,  ] .  .  .  [ 

y/xgey’Sf XrjifnvreXocr]  t  [ 

/xyergtTp770i>c[  ].  .  . 

A^veic^uciaj/xgf  ],.[,].[ 

f  ]  4  VOCyLV€c6aL7T[  c.  14 

.  ] .  .  .  y€Pv9V .  . [  £-9  ] . 
<  eroureAoucSof,  ,  ,  ]/x[  c.  4  ]vaf[,  ]gy7pc[ 

. VO).  [.  ]  .  [  £.  IO  ]a770r  [#  ,  ] TT #  .  [ 

€X€L8e7TpocavTOv8La(j)opav€Ke[m  ]fievyapror[ 

XocovrwcXeyeraujocayTeXevreovTLpiopiov 

b.l 

TO A.  [ 
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7i 

IO 

l5 

20 

25 

30 

].  6  /xev  7Tpa)[roc  l]8lkovc 
t]r[6]  7 tov  X [p] ovo [v  a]lrC av 

]’.[  ]etva[  ] 
too  7Tpa[  C.  16  ]pc/ca[#  p  ]p,  p  c[t  t  t  ]oc 

c-  9  ].  ,[.].p[.].w  o\ov  [p,e]poc  opov 

o]vop,a  tt[  c.  7  ap]xvv  'TTf^oKOTTrjv  reAoc.  6  Se  rpt- 
T]?C  [  C'  8  ]oVC  8vC7T€VCTiKO)C  TTpdc  TO  7Tp&- 

ypid  .  ]#.  .  [  c*  7  1  ̂epteyov  ra  /ca0’  at5ra  /caAoo/xe- 

va.  toJotcov  [oe  o  p,ejy  TrpoTepoc  tot/cooc  eyet  0  \ro- 
7700C,]  To{o}<(v)>  TO)[v  77apc]  770p,€VC0V,  t[o]v  TOV  [o]/Xp[tOO,  TOV 

T(py  avTt/cfet/xevcoJy,  tov  tov  p,aAA[ov*]  tootco[v  S’  ao 

7TdXtV  eKdCTOC  [t8t]/COOC  Cyet  T077[oOC,  o]  /X6V  [jo]  V 

7T(Xp€7TOp,€VOV  \y\  t]oV  <( TOV ^  77pOT6pOV,  TO  [v  <^TOO^  VCT€pOV ,  TOV 

t]oo  covo77apyov[To]c,  o  Se  too  op,[ot]oo  /cat  apTpc  y' 
TrapfaJjSoA^v  77ap[aSet]y/xa  [e]t/cova,  o  Se  t[cov  a]vTt- 

/cet/aevtuv  8',  ev[avTt]a,  7rpo[c]  Tt,  e£[tv  /cat  CTeJpfTj- 
CtV,  dVTL<f)dCLV ,  O  <^Se)>  t[oO  /X(£]AA[ov]  /Cat  aOTp[c  y^  to]  7T€p[ t- 

eyov  to  tcov  to  7^[tto]v*  o  8[e  77e]pte^tpy  7a  KdO ’  eao- 
Ta  KdXovfievd  tSt/co[oc]  eyet  [j8^  tov  tJcov  cvfifie- 

firjKOTCvv  tov  [tcov]  cp[]u] 777 [co^LtaTcov(?) *  tootcov  S]e 

a[o]  77a  A  ty  o  /xe[v  7 T]p[oT]epo[c  tSt/cooc  eyet  to77]ooc 

S',  F  [o]  f  [o]  T71T  [a]  (?)  >  .  [.  ’  .  ]T.  [.  .  ] . [c.6]..[.),o 
8e  8evT€poc  #  [ 

KT)C  TOV  TYj  [c] 

yua  ey§[ 

Xrpfnv  tcAoc  rj  t  [ 

[XV€Tdi  TOTTOVC  [ 

A77V  etc  (frvciwpLd  [ 

,  ] .  voc  ytvecflat  77  [ 

.  ] . . .  y  c/voy  7a  i .  [ 

[ 

£.  20 

c.  21 

c.  30 

c.  22 

C.  21 

] . . .  [ c-  3 

7Tpd~ 

/ 

T6- 

15 

c.  14  ]a#  [  c.  6 

c.  9  ],  /catTpA.  [  £.  3 

o  §e  too  tcAooc  So[,  ,  p  ]/x[4  4  f  4  ]yat[,  ]  aoTOc[  5 

....  f^iv^  r[.  ] .  [  £.10  ]a77p,  [p  ,  ]774  ,  [  c.  6 
*  O'  v  \  \  r/ 

e^et  Oe  irpoc.  aoTov  otaepopav*  e/ce[tj  /xev  yap  to  t[c- 

Aoc  ootcoc  AeyeTat  coc  av  TeAeoTeov  Tt  pcopiov 

]... U-4 
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35  ,  t  ayfJLarocevravBaSeroreXocKaLTLavoparl 

.  fLK.  [.  .  ̂J]C€VeK€Vy€[]v€Taio8€T7]CV7ToA[ 

c.  5  ]T[.  ] 7TOcoparai€VT7i7rapariCLV7re[i  t  ]riy[ 

c.  8  ]  >  iovtlv7T€iAt) '  acivotSef 

VocoSeKat/aAt[,  ,  ]Aey€iTT4  t  [ 

40  ].  .  ye^€T€pac[m  .  ]e/Ltac0,  [,  ]KairavTj]y[ 

.  .  .  ]?£.  .  .  .  AiovKa6oAovT7]vay[ 

c.  8  ].  #  €^avT7]CKatKaraAa[ 

c.  IO  ̂ vovvavTodeyTncTeyofjLe  [ 

c.  6  ]cdrjc€coc<f)av€paTa8e #  [ 

45  ^9  ]??[.].  f[.  ...  ]e/?i7rav£77T77[ ]v77pa[ 

]rpo77-ove[ ]W.].  [ 

1  he  physical  condition  of  the  papyrus  is  so  extremely  poor,  with  much  derangement  and  loosening  of  the 
fibres,  as  well  as  general  disintegration,  that  it  is  sometimes  difficult  to  fix  the  position  of  such  traces  as  remain. 

i  ], ,  horizontal  as  of  y  or  r  , ,  specks  suggesting  p  2  ]. ,  upright  3  indeterminate 
letter-top  traces  4  , ,  p [,  much  damaged;  here  and  to  the  left  the  letters  were  written  on  the  lower 
papyrus  layer,  similarly  105  5  Before  £,  specks  on  the  line  and  an  upright  ] .  f,  let  ter- top  trace  and 
apparent  base  line,  perhaps  8  J .  ,  [,  traces  on  the  line,  second  consistent  with  left-hand  corner  of  8,  in  which 
case  perhaps  t/8  ] .  p,  oblique  descending  to  base  of  upright  ]  t ,  thin  letter-top  horizontal,  specks 
below  pppy,  of  p,  tail  only  6  After  p,  hole  with  descending  oblique  emerging  to  right  ] .  , ,  perhaps 
a  cramped  x  remade,  then  an  upright  some  distance  from  v  7  [,  upper  part  of  upright  8  ,  [: 
these  and  the  remains  of  the  next  two  lines  below  are  on  a  detached  scrap  whose  exact  position  is  uncertain; 
abraded;  after  %  top  of  loop  or  circlet  and  apparent  traces  of  tail,  suggesting  p,  then  confused  traces  perhaps 
suggesting  v  consistent  with  pe  9  .  .  [,  lower  part  of  loop  as  of  a,  o,  co,  then  scattered 
specks  poc,  supralinear  ink  between  p  and  o,  presumably  casual  10  After  ]jov,  confused  traces  of  ink 
within  and  above  the  line,  perhaps  offsets  ym  [,  o  or  to  j[t  ]i>,  space  better  suited  to  o  than  a>  1 1  init.y 
mostly  feet,  compatible  with  second  transcript  j  ,  y  or  t  t(p[j  or  7 r  12  consistent  with 

Before  e,  oblique  descending  to  right  as  of  8,  A,  p  At  end,  v  or  x  13  ].,oorw  14  ].,  letter- 
top  speck  ]ovk<h.q.,  the  upper  parts  are  on  a  loose  fibre  ,  specks  on  severely  deranged  fibres 
15  After  77,  Ao,  ap?  16  Before  77p,  curving  oblique  as  of  a,  A,  p  17  e,  if  c,  upper  ink  must  be 
discounted  . ,  [,  specks  on  isolated  fibre,  to  acceptable  j .  .  .  [>  first,  minimal  specks,  second  possibly  e, 
third,  descender  as  of  p  18  .  [,  v  or  77  suggested  . .  indeterminate  traces  on  loose  and  twisted 
fibres  19  . .  ,  , ,  variously  assignable  traces  on  damaged  surface,  l8ik  acceptable,  rpoir  not  [ . ], 
twisted  fibre  20  ,  [,  upright  ]. ,  e,  77,  or  c  suggested  21  ,  , ,  letter-top  arc,  then  top  of  oblique 
rising  from  left  as  of  8,  A,  p  ].  [,  descender  22  .  [,  foot  of  upright,  top  of  upright  J.  [  ( alt .), 
horizontal  at  letter-top  level  ,  [,  high  speck  j . [,  letter-top  traces,  second  and  last  perhaps  v  or  x> 
cvctoix [  compatible  but  unverifiable  ] , .  [,  indeterminate  traces  not  certainly  to  be  assigned  to  this  line; 

likewise  ] . . .  [  below  23  ,  [,  foot  of  upright  24  After  v,  foot  of  upright  ]...[,  feet  and  tops 
consistent  with  rvx  25  ypp,  fibres  twisted  26  ,  [,  v  or  x  27  ], .  , ,  undecipherable  traces 
not  certainly  belonging  to  this  line  29  ]. ,  t  suggested  ]p,  [,  enlarged  a,  then  top  of  short  upright  as  of 
v  3°  ] .  . . ,  letter  tops,  first  suggesting  upper  arm  of  k  but  not  excluding  e  or  c,  next  an  upright  as  of  t, 
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35  tt  pay  pear  oc^  evravOa  Se  to  reAoc  /cat  rt  avopar[ov 

.  ] ,  ,  ft /cf  [.  f  ]t/c  ev€K€v  ye[C]veraL.  6  8e  rrjc  vttoX[tj- 

ifje a/c]  t [o] 77-oc  oparat  ev  rfj  rrapa  rtctv  776 [#  t  ]rtv[  c.  2 

£.  8  ]ofov  rt  vTT€iXri<j)accv'  01  Se  [  c.  4 

Voc’  o  Se  Xai/aAi[oc]  Aeyet  7rap[a  C.  8 

40  #  v  ££  erepac  [/cp]6jLtac0a[t]  /cat  Tavrrjv  [  c.  9 

,  ,  ,  ]ec _ A  too  KaOoXov  rl]v  av[  c.  11 

c.  8  ] ,  avrrjc  /cat  /caraAa[  c .  12 

£.  10  ]vot/v  aoro06v  mcrei/o/xepf  c.  6 

atjc^pcecoc  (f)avepa  ra  [  c.  1 1 

45  G  9  ]7/  7T]epl  vav  ̂ rjTrj^a 

>  *?«[ 

]  TpQTTOV  e[ ]Stw[.]c[ 

third  e  or  c  ,  . ,  traces  on  lower  papyrus  layer  consistent  with  ra  ,  [,  large  €  or  0  } . , 

indeterminate  specks,  then  perhaps  kcu  32  . ,  letter  tops,  pe  possible  for  last  two  After  w, 

r?  ] .  [,  S,  A,  v ?  After  o,  tt  or  r  suggested  After  ir,  perhaps  to  or  pa  34  av\  above  the  back  of  a  an 

anomalous  short  diagonal  stroke  suggesting  neither  a  remade  letter  nor  a  cancellation,  above  y  a  tiny  dot  not 

evidently  deliberate  and  too  small  for  a  cancelling  dot  36  ] ,  , ,  horizontal  as  of  y,  e,  c,  r,  joining  oblique 

descending  to  right  as  of  8,  A  ,  f,  upright  suggesting  17, t,  v  (r  excluded)  37  T7/7r,  left  leg  of-rr  apparently 
a  cannibalized  t  38  ],  [,  upper  arc  as  of  e  or  k  39  1,  . specks  on  the  line,  last  vertical  e.g. 

t  t .  f,  top  of  a,  6,  A,  then  suggestion  of  circlet  as  ofo,  p  40  ] ,  , ,  base  line  as  of  8,  £,  £,  speck  on  line,  £iv  or 

£av  better  than  Ser  .  f,  j,  a [t J  acceptable  41  ,  ,  ,  confused  traces  on  damaged  surface,  before  A 

perhaps  k  or  o  (hardly  xaixi )  44  ,  [,  e  or  6  45  ],,  S  or  A  suggested  48  ],  [,  letter  top 

suggesting  c  Below  1.  48  the  surface  is  stripped.  Comparison  with  the  j  side  suggests  there  were  a  further 

13  lines  or  so  to  the  foot  of  the  column 

25  1.  £x8-  34  1.  reAeurafor 

fr.  2  ~»  1  o  fiev  7Tpa)[roc.  I  take  it  this  introduces  the  first  group  of  topoi.  to  fxev  irpwTov  is  not  excluded, 

but  6f.  give  us  6  8£  jpl\t]oc.  The  second  group,  6  S£  Scvrepoc  kt A,  must  lurk  in  l.  3  or  4,  see  below. 

Sc.  To>v  yeviKcoTaTOJv  tothdv  vel  sim.  The  trace  before  o  suggests  y  or  t  but  perhaps  admits  e:  e.g. 
tovtojv  S]e. 

The  unplaced  fr.  («)  probably  belongs  somewhere  to  the  left  here. 

ilSt/couc.  Cf.  9,  12,  etc.  The  word  is  a  cross  between  eiSixoc  and  TSioc,  conventionally  emended  to 

€l8lkoc  by  editors  of  the  rhetorical  treatises  but  best  left  alone,  since  it  has  clearly  become  a  word  in  its 

own  right. 

The  continuation  will  be  eyei  tottovc  £'  vel  rim.,  see  next  11. 
2  f.  r]p[o  |7rov  x\p\°volv  a]tTtai/.  Evidently  a  listing  of  the  category  of  topoi  (loci)  designated  ante  rem.  in  the 

ars  of  Consultus  Fortunatianus  (2.  23;  1 15.  18  -20  Halm,  130.  8-10  Calboli  Montefusco):  a  persona ,  a  re ,  a  causa 

(ama),  a  tempore  (xpovoc),  a  loco,  a  modo  (rpo7roc),  a  materia .  The  same  list,  only  without  the  locus  a  re,  is  given  by 

Julius  Victor  (395.  24X  Halm,  32.  r  7 F.  Giomini-Cclentano),  and  again  by  Marlianus  Capella  (278.  16  18 

Dick),  the  latter  however  evidently  copying  from  Fortunatianus.  These  topoi  correspond  to  the  seven 
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Trepicrdceic  (circumstantiae;  popia  Trepicraceojc  for  Hermagoras),  for  which  sec  esp.  Aug.  de  rhet.  7  (141.  r  1  If. 

Halm),  Hermog.  Inv.  3.  5  (140.  i6ff.  Rabe).  There  is  no  canonical  order;  irpoccuvov  and  rrpdypa  probably  came 

first,  and  vXj)v  (or  its  synonym  d<f>oppac:  there  is  no  way  of  telling  which  term  our  author  preferred)  last.  I 

assume  all  seven  were  listed;  the  only  real  doubt  attaches  to  irpaypa,  since  Julius  Victor  cuts  out  a  re,  an  excision 

no  doubt  calculated  to  eliminate  the  anomaly  of  having  a  locus  a  re  within  the  loci  ante  rem  (Volkmann,  Rhet. *°9). 

3f.  End  of  the  first  group,  beginning  of  the  second:  [ yev]oc ,  as  the  first  item  in  the  Group  II  list,  seems 

highly  probable  at  the  end  of  4,  see  4-611. 

For  3-4  (-)tiva[i]  j  tov  7rpd[ypaToc  is  the  obvious  restoration.  (No  room  for  -eiv  dfiroj.)  Docs  this  relate  to 

the  loci  ante  rein  (irpoTepov?),  or  to  the  following  loci  in  re  (ivroc?),  or  to  something  else  again?  Theodorus  termed 

the  seven  peristasis-parts  croiy^a.  tov  it  pay  par  oc  (Aug.  de  rhet.  141.  16  Halm).  7rpd[y/xaroc  is  not  inevitable:  e.g. 

irpa[ypa  pi)  8tirXacid£eiv  evexa,  with  reference  to  the  exclusion  ofnpdypa  (res)  from  the  ante  rem  group  (see  oil  2 1. above). 

I  cannot  reconcile  the  traces  that  precede  [yev]oc  with  any  obvious  guess,  or  find  any  plausible  reading. 

We  look  for  a  structure  on  the  lines  of  o  8e  Score poc  18ikovc  eyei  rorrovc  Ty. 

For  the  possibility  that  the  second  group  of  topoi  are  labelled  d-Tro  tov  irpayparoc  sec  on  31-5  below. 

4-6  The  second  group  (o  8e  rplroc  6-7).  Correspondence  with  the  loci  in  re  of  Fortunatianus  and 

Victor  appears  to  be  close.  Fortunatianus  reads  (2.  23,  1 15.  21-25  Halm,  130.  1 1-16  Calboli  Montefusco):  mre 

quot  loci  sunt?  duodecim:  a  toto ,  a  parte,  a  genere,  a  specie,  a  differentia  per  septem  circumstantias  ( qui  locus  rccipit  in  se  etiam  a 

maiore  ad  minus  el  a  minor e  ad  mains),  a  propria,  a  definitione ,  a  nomine ,  a  multiplici  appellatione ,  ab  initio,  a  progressions  vel 

profectu,  a  perfections  vel  consummations.  Victor  gives  only  the  first  eight,  followed  by  a  systematic  discussion 

together  with  examples  from  Ciceronian  speeches  (397.  14-399.  1 1  Halm,  35.  10-37.  24  Giomini-Celcntano; 

the  section  on  definitio  augmented  by  extracts  from  Quintilian) .  In  the  papyrus  wc  can  reconstruct  a  list  almost 

identical  with  the  presumable  Greek  original  of  Fortunatianus’  list.  If  [yAJoc  |  ei5[oc  stood  at  the  beginning 
and  the  other  elements  of  the  restoration  offered  in  the  articulated  transcript  are  correct,  the  only  discrepancies 

or  queries  are: 

(i)  The  ‘whole-part’  pair  comes  not  at  the  beginning  but  before  ‘definition’. 
(ii)  What  was  the  Greek  term  rendered  by  multiplex  appellalio,  which  presumably  followed  dvopa?  The 

Anon.  Seg.  lists  rrapdowpov  (‘derivative’)  among  the  napaxelpeva  rw  opep  (383.  18  Sp.-H.,  see  further  below), 
but  it  seems  much  more  likely  that  the  Latin  renders  7 ToXvdavvpov.  7r[oXvd)vvpov  is  a  little  longer  than  my 

estimate  of  the  size  of  the  lacuna,  but  probably  acceptable. 

(iii)  What  stood  between  ei8oc  and  oAor  in  5?  We  look  for  the  Greek  counterpart  of  differentia  and  proprium : 

hiafiopdv,  fSior:  but  that  is  not  what  the  papyrus  had.  The  word  directly  preceding  dAov  was  not  8t a<j>opdv:  I 

suggest  §[ifolp[e]  ctv  (see  next  para.).  If  that  is  right,  we  shall  still  want  ‘difference’  and  ‘property’.  Nothing 
stands  in  the  way  of  supplying  §[ia<f>opdv  after  eiSoc  ($[  is  a  good  reading),  but  then  iSio]*'  is  not  to  be  read:  the 

trace  suggests  ]r;:  but  rSi]a  would  be  acceptable.  But  if  i5i]a,  we  might  prefer  8\id<fopa  to  8\ia<popdv  (the  size  of 

the  lacuna  is  not  determinative).  (It  would  be  understandable  if  8iaf>opa  was  mistakenly  taken  by  a  Latin 

translator  as  noun  instead  of  adj.) 

hialpecic  is  not  represented  in  Fortunatianus’  list  (and  gives  a  total  of  13  for  this  group,  not  12)  but  is  an 
unsurprising  accession.  The  list  of  topoi  tumultuously  tossed  off  at  Arist.  Rh.  2.  23  includes  one  ex  Sic upeceojc 

(1398*28  -32).  That  is  elimination;  cf.  e.g.  Quint.  5.  10.  65-9  ( remotio ).  More  immediately  pertinent  may  be  the 

place  ofSicupecic  vis-a-vis  definition  in  the  post-Aristotelian  systems.  In  Cic.  Top.  5.  28,  repeated  at  Quint.  5.  10. 

63,  we  have  definition  by  divisio  of  genus  into  species  and  by  partitio  of  whole  into  parts  (cf.  de  oral.  2.  39.  1 64.fi);  I 

presume  the  Greek  terms  will  have  been  8  ial pec  ic  and  pepicpoc.  In  the  comprehensive  system  proffered  by  the 

Anon.  Seguerianus  (see  below),  8iatpecic,  as  one  of  the  yeviKwraroi  ro-noi,  directly  follows  dpoc  and  comprises 

KaraplOprjCLc,  pepicpoc,  and  lSikt}  Sialpectc  (382!'.  Sp.-H.;  the  definitions  do  not  quite  coincide  with  Cicero’s); 

cf.  Clem.  Al.  Strom.  8.  6.  19.  3.  In  our  papyrus’  system  Siaipecicis  doubtless  meant  yevucwc.  Cf.  Lausberg,  Handb. 

§393,  Volkmann,  Rhet.  226-9. 

Sialpecic  again  in  fr.  1  (— >  1 7),  but  there  as  a  pepoc  tov  Xoyov,  not  as  a  topos. 

One  particular  point  of  contact  with  Quintilian’s  discussion  of  argumentorum  loci  may  be  noted.  At  5.  10.71, 

cf.  94,  Quintilian  gives  a  brief  treatment  of  inilium,  incrementum,  summa.  This  trio  must  be  the  papyrus’  dpxf 

TTpoKo-nTj,  tcXoc.  The  different  choice  of  Latin  terms  for  these  words  in  Quintilian  and  Fortunatianus  (quoted 

above)  seems  to  indicate  mutually  independent  derivation  from  the  Greek.  Similarly  with  opoc ,  finitio  vel 
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finis  Quint.,  definitio  Fortunat.  (It  should  be  said,  however,  that  the  same  inference  is  not  generally  made  in  the 

case  of  Gic.  de  inv.  and  ad  Her.,  where  diai ptac — the  part  of  speech  so  called,  see  on  fr.  i  -  >  14  -17  above— is 

respectively  rendered  partitio  and  divisio.) 

Quintilian’s  system  is  in  fact  essentially  identical  with  our  papyrus’,  as  a  glance  at  his  skeletal  summary  at 
5.  10.  94  strikingly  shows.  The  argumenta  apersonis  causis  locis  tempore  faculiatibus  modo  (rebus,  which  subsumes  all 

but  personis ,  is  absent,  cf.  Julius  Victor)  correspond  to  the  first  group,  while  jinitione ,  genere  specie ,  differ  entibus 

propriis ,  renwtione  divisione ,  initio  increment 0  sumrna ,  correspond  to  the  second;  for  what  follows  see  on  9-18 

below.  While  ‘name’ and  ‘polyonym’  are  not  in  this  list,  tTvpoXoyla  was  present  in  the  more  detailed 

treatment  at  5.  10.  55,  in  association  with  ‘definition*.  All  Quintilian’s  examples  arc  Latin,  but  at  least 
the  outline  of  his  presentation  must  derive  from  a  Greek  system  classified  in  the  same  way  as  in  our 

papyrus. The  system  transmitted  in  the  Anon.  Seg.  (382  -4  Sp.-  H.  =  Gaccilius  fr.  26  Ofenloch)  has  ten  ytviKiOTaToi 

tottoT.  opoc ,  Siatptcic ,  TrapdOcctc,  c verov^m,  rr^pioyf},  opoiov ,  TraptTropcvov,  pax7]-,  Svvapic ,  tcpidc.  The  first  two  of 

these  correspond  to  this  second  group  of  ours,  opoc  is  divided  into  (a)  oXokXyjpoc  opoc ,  (/;)  ra  iv  Tip  opp,  and  (c)  to. 

Tra.paKetp.cva  np  6 pip,  of  which  ( b )  comprises  yevoc,  QiSoQ  (add.  Volkmann),  i'diov,  dux^opd  (also  <(oAov,  pcpoc), 

perhaps,  but  cf.  Quint.)  and  (c)  comprises  tTvpoXoy la,  -naptbwpov,  h tIQztov,  v-noKoptcTiKov.  In  our  papyrus’ 

system  the  various  constituents  of  the  Anon.  Seg.’s  rd  tv  Tip  opp  enjoy  equal  footing  with  opoc,  as  too  do  ovopa 

and  7r[oXvwvvpov ,  which  correspond  to  the  Anon.  Seg.’s  napaKtipeva  Tip  opw.  apxi]  irpoKom /  tcAoc  are 

additional.  Minucian’s  list  of  topoi,  343.  24-344.  1 1  Sp.-H.,  is  an  unsorted  jumble,  but  most  of  this  group’s 

components  are  present,  except,  again,  the  final  trio.  Apsincs’  collection,  285.  9-289.  17  Sp.-H.,  is  further 
removed. 

G-9  o  de  jpI[t]pc  is  the  starting-point.  If  my  reconstruction  is  on  the  right  lines,  this  third  group  is  divided 
in  two,  each  division  then  being  further  subdivided.  Such  a  scheme  is  suggested  by  (i)  npoTtpoc  9,  and  (ii)  the 

apparent  recurrence  of  7Ttpi€xwv  rd  kclG ’  eaurd  KaXovptv a  at  18  f.  This  leads  to  To\yjpv  [de  (A)  d  /rejv  irpoTtpoc 

ktX  9,  (B)  d  d[e  TTtlptfxWV  KT A  18.  In  7-8,  then,  we  look  for  initial  identification  of  the  twofold  division.  The 

second  limb  of  the  introductory  formulation  is  straightforward  enough,  except  inasmuch  as  I  suspect  we  should 

write  in  8  not  to  de]  ntpiexov  but  tov  de]  Trepie^oeQaX  an  easy  liaplographic  loss.  The  first  limb  is  more 

difficult.  In  view  of  7  jpuc,  e[^]fi  [roue  ptv  to77]9oc - ej^o^frac  may  be  thought  of,  but  tov  pev,  the  singular, 

seems  indicated  by  o  /ie]y  rrpoTCpoc  below,  [tov  /rev  toit\ovc  SvcrrevcTiKwc  7 rpoc  to  7rpd[ypa  e]ypv[Ta  would  satisfy 

space  and  traces,  but  does  not  seem  meaningful.  Svcttcvctikwc,  an  addendum  lexicis,  adds  to  the  problem.  It  is  a 

fairly  secure  reading  (the  sigma  before  tau  looks  a  bit  odd  but  the  combination  is  similarly  formed  elsewhere;  8 

could  be  a  but  au  cttcvctikuic  hardly  helps),  presumably  a  compound  of ttcvctikoc  (only  <j)iXo-  is  attested)  rather 

than  of  cTTtvcTiKoc.  Lmcndation  to  Suctt^ictikojc  (unaltested)  is  not  attractive;  I  see  no  help  in  the  fact  that 

Hermagoras  defined  the  orator’s  function  as  to  tcOcv  7toXitikov  Zf]TY}pa  SiaTiOecOat  koto  to  tvStxoptvov  ttclctikcoc 

(SE  M.  2.  62  —  Ilermag.  I  fr.  4  Matthes).  Dr  Inncs  suggests  that  one  might  think  of  6vco)m)TLKwc  ‘persuasively’ 
(see  Lampe,  PGL  s.v.  for  this  meaning),  and  compares  Max.  Plan,  In  Hermog.  Inv.,  Rhet.  Or.  v  395.  19  Walz, 

where  €7rix€iprjpaTa  are  classified  as  either  didacKtiAi/cd  or  dvccuTn^TiKa  povov,  the  example  of  the  latter  kind 

being  the  ‘likeness’  group  which  in  the  papyrus  appears  at  148  below.  That  too  would  require  emendation. 
Gould  tothh  SvcTTtvcTiKtbc  7 rpoc  to  irpaypa  e^ovTec  mean  topoi  whose  relation  to  the  matter  (7r/)dy/xa  in  the 

technical  forensic  sense,  Lat.  res  or  negotium)  is  nut  vulnerable  to  interrogation ? 

However  this  may  be,  the  topoi  of  this  1 1 1 A  group,  which  I  take  to  be  occupying  11.  9  18,  correspond  to  the 

constituents  of  Forumalianus’  entire  third  group,  designated  circa  rem.  See  further  on  918  below. 
8f.  tov  de]  7Ttpicxov<\ray  T(l  Ka ^  avTa  /eaAou/xefva.  Gf.  i8ff.,  where  apparently  subdivided  into 

cvpptpTjKora  and  cvpirTajparai?).  A  number  of  definitions  of  na()'  avrd  as  applied  to  attributes  arc  given  at 
Arist.  APo.  1.  4,  but  there  firmly  distinguished  from  cvpfitprjKOTa.  The  closest  approximation  to  a  category  of 

‘absolutes’  in  extant  topos- theory  seems  to  be  in  Quintilian,  see  intro. 
9-18  If  the  proffered  reconstruction  is  essentially  correct,  the  I II A  group  of  topoi,  however  designated, 

had  two  further  degrees  of  subdivision: 

(i)  to.  TiaptiTopcva  (or  to  Trapeiroptvov),  comprising  to  77 poTtpov,  to  vcTcpov,  to  cvvvTrdpxov  (10,  13); 

(ii)  to  opoiov,  comprising  7rapafioXi /,  TrapaSciypa,  cikcov  (lO,  1 4) > 

(iii)  T(i  dvTiK'etpeva,  comprising  evavria,  7rpoc  t t,  e£ic  Kai  cTtprjcic,  dvTLifiacic  (1 1,  158);  and 
(iv)  to  pdXXov ,  comprising  to  t rtpUxov,  to  icov ,  to  7/ttov  ( 1 1 ,  17).  This  is  a  rationally  organized  complex, 

and  one  which  it  may  be  suggested  underlies  the  less  systematically  presented  set  of  loci  circa  rem  in 

Fortunalianus  and  Julius  Victor  as  well  as  others  elsewhere  with  which  the  correspondence  is  less  close. 
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Fortunat.  2.  23  (1 15.  26-1 16.  2  Halm,  130.  1 3-1 31.  4  Calboli  Montcfusco):  circa  rem  quot  loci  sunt?  decern,  a 

simili,  cuius  species  sunt  quinque :  exemplum ,  similitudo,fabula ,  imago }  exemplum  verisimile,  id  est  quod  de  comoedia  sumitur; 

addunt  quidam  et  apologos,  ut  sunt  Aesopi  fabulae.  qui  sunt  alii  circa  rem  loci?  a  dissimili,  a  pari ,  a  contrario  pier  positionem  et 

negationem,  arro  rov  irpoc  n,  id  est  ad  a  liquid,  quod figuratur  casibus  quatluor ,  quibus  colligimus  coniuncta  et  copulata ,  id  est 

genelivo  dativo  accusativo  ablativo;  ah  inter  se  collidentibus  per  habitionem  et  amissionem,  id  est  /cat  creprjciv,  a  rnaiore 

ad  minus ,  a  minore  ad  maius ,  a  precedenti,  ab  eo  quod  simul  est  vel  a  coniunctis,  {vet}  a  consequentibus.  It  is  now  1  think 

evident  that  this  list  is  informed  by  the  quadripartition  found  in  the  papyrus,  simile  corresponds  to  to  dfxoiov 

(dissimile  will  be  intrusive);  par  ( =  to  lcov)  together  with  maius  ad  minus  and  minus  ad  maius  constitute  to 

fi&Wov  ( par  will  have  been  displaced  from  its  proper  position  for  the  sake  of  opposition  with  contrarium); 

ra  avTLKelfxeva  are  slightly  mangled  (positio  and  negatio  will  render  Kardpacic  and  dnopiacic,  which  together 

equal  dvTt^aac);  tu  7rape7r6fi€va  conclude.  (Volkmann’s  excision  of  vel,  which  despite  its  absence  from  the 
duplicate  passage  at  Mart.  Gap.  279.  10  Dick  is  retained  by  J.  Martin,  Antike  Rhetorik  1 16,  is  clearly  right.) 

The  tally  of  To’  (there  are  in  fact  11:  was  the  tally  made  before  the  addition  of  dissimile?)  is  presumably 
subsequent. 

Julius  Victor,  who  proceeds  to  a  systematic  presentation  of  examples  (some  Demosthenic,  some 

Ciceronian)  arranged  by  status,  evidently  used  the  same  source  as  Fort unati anus.  Fruitful  comparisons  could 

also  be  made  with  Cic.  de  inv.  1 . 41  and  Quint.  5.  10.  73  ff.,  94,  and  with  the  hotchpotch  oftopoi  catalogued  by 

Minuc.  i  343.  24-344.  1 1  Sp.-H. 

The  four  subsets  correspond  closely  to  four  of  the  ten  yevu<d>TaToi  toitol  of  the  system  transmitted  by 

the  Anon.  Seg.  382.  1 1  -384.  4  Sp.-H.:  TO  7Tap€7rofi€vov,  divided  into  t«  npo  rov  TTpaypLaroc,  rd  iv  rep  npayfiaTi, 

and  rd  fierd  to  7rpay/xa;  to  opLoiov,  divided  /card  rijv  Troionqra  and  Kara  rrjv  dva\oyiav\  rj  fxdxi],  with  to, 

evavrla  and  ra  dvTiK€ip.€va  as  its  napaKelpLeva’,  and  rj  wapdOecic,  divided  into  to  fxaXXov,  to  rjrrov,  and  to  lcov. 

Of  these,  two  differ  from  the  papyrus’  classifications  only  in  terminology  (to  irape Trofievo v,  rj  -napdOecic),  two 
in  substance. 

So  much  for  comparanda  of  the  II IA  quartet  as  a  whole.  A  few  very  brief  remarks  on  their  components: 

(i)  rd  7 Tapenop.eva.  A  familiar  and  much  discussed  trio.  Among  the  antecedents  is  Rh.  Al.  I430b32,  cf. 

Arist.  APr.  2.  27,  7ou8-io. 

(ii)  to  dfioiov.  Again,  TrapafloXyj,  7rapdSety/za,  eUcbv  are  a  familiar  trio.  Lat.  collatio,  exemplum ,  imago  (Cic. 

de  inv.  1.  49,  cf.  Victorin.  ad  loc,,  228.  10 If.  Halm).  Trypho  tt.  rpornov,  which  may  however  be  later  than 

the  papyrus,  so  classified  d/xotcoac;  cf.  Neoclcs  ap.  Max.  Plan.  In  Hermog.  Inv.,  Rh.  Gr.  v  395  VValz. 

Elsewhere  rrapafioXr)  itself  is  the  generic  term.  Lausberg,  Handb.  §422,  M.  H.  McCall,  Anc.  Rhet.  Theories 

oj  Simile  and  Comparison.  I  take  it  that  jabula ,  exemplum  verisimile,  and  apologi  in  Fortunatianus’  list  are 
accretions. 

(iii)  ra  dvTiKelfieva.  This  is  more  interesting,  inasmuch  as  the  papyrus  preserves  this  quartet  intact  from 

Aristotle  (csp.  Cat.  10,  ii1)i6-20,  with  de  interp.  6,  1 7,J33) •  The  source  of  Fortunatianus  and  Julius  Victor 

evidently  had  not  avrltpacic  but  its  equivalent  duo  /card^actc  and  diro^acic.  On  Cicero’s  comparable  treatment 

o^contraria  (esp.  de  inv.  1.  42,  Top .  47-9)  see  Riposati,  Studi  sui  ‘  To  pic  a'  108-13. 
(iv)  to  yidXXov,  comparalio,  distinct  from  to  op,oiov,  simile ;  Lausberg,  Ilandb.  §395.  Cf.  ultimately  Arist.  Top. 

2.  10,  ex  rov  p.dXXov  roll  J}ttov.  to  ]  7T€p\t.]Ixov  hi  the  papyrus,  if  rightly  restored,  is  not  a  normal  term  for  the 

T077-0C  of ‘the  greater’  (p,&XXov  vs.  Jjttov,  vs.  ZXclttov,  maius  vs.  minus),  but  pcdXXov  was  preempted  for 

hierarchically  higher  form.  Cf.  Quint.  5.  to.  90,  ex  eo  quod  continet  ad  id  quod  continetur ,  the  Anon. 

Seg.’s  ycviKtoTCLToc  TO7T0C  of  I]  Trepto^/,  383.  8-10  Sp.-IL,  and  MinuciaiTs  topos  arro  rov  e(jL7r€pL€Xop.€vov, 

344.  5,  347.  26-348.  3  Sp.-H.;  but  this  is  a  different  topos  from  the  ‘equal-lesser-greater’,  as  is  dear  from Minucian. 

18-24  Cf.  on  8  above.  This  is  the  IIIB  group,  ‘the  (topos)  comprising  the  so-called  sclf-existents’, 
apparently  subdivided  into  (t)  cvpfleftrjKOTa  and  (2)  cvp.TTTcbp.aTa(?) .  cy[p.]TTj[to{idTcov  is  a  guess  which  cannot 

be  verified  but  fits  the  traces  well.  The  cvpifiefir/KOTa  arc  the  fourth  of  Aristotle’s  predicables,  along  with  opoc, 

i'Scoy,  and  ylvoc,  which  arc  all  topoi  in  the  papyrus’  group  II  ( Top.  i  4  ff.).  But  if  the  partner  is  the  cvfnTTcbixaTa, 

the  most  significant  passage  may  be  Epicur.  Ep.  1  (ap.  I)L  10)  68-73,  which  treats  of  a  body’s  cvpLpepyjKora 

and  cvfXTTTilfxara  in  an  apparently  anti-Stoic  polemic.  The  papyrus*  classification  of  cvf-ifiepqKOTa  and 

cvfL7TTcbpiaTa(? )  as  /cat?’  eavrd  runs  counter  both  to  Peripatetic  and  to  Epicurean  doctrine,  and  may  be  derived 
in  some  fashion  from  Stoicism;  though  it  would  probably  be  a  mistake  to  seek  strict  philosophical 

underpinnings  to  the  system  here  outlined,  which  in  any  case  is  clearly  eclectic.  Without  knowing  what  the 

constituents  of  the  two  subgroups  are  it  is  futile  to  try  to  go  further. 
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( 1 )  Ttt  cvfx^e^KOT a.  If  I  have  correctly  recovered  the  structure  (the  starting-point  for  the  re
constt  uction 

is  a[uj  77-aAty  21),  the  components  of  the  IIIB(i)  subgroup,  the  a^u^c/h/Kora,  occupied  1.  22,  which  is  almost 

wholly  destroyed.  They  were  four  in  number  (22  init.) .  Tr[o]t[6]T7)T[a  for  the  first  is  a  guess  consistent  with  th
e 

traces.  If  right,  77-ocoTT/Ta  may  have  followed.  (Cf.  esp.  Quint.  3.  6. 49, 51,  7-  4*  I5"1^*)  ̂   he  damaged  letter-top 

traces  transcribed  as  ] . [  will  perhaps  yield  eycToixUav  ‘correspondence’.  cveTotyta  is  one  of  the  Anon. 

Seg.’s  ten  yepiKCOTCLToi  tottoi  (383.  5-8  Sp.-H.):  17  Se  cvcTOtyta  TTpayp-aTcvp  kolvusplcip  kcu  opop-aTtop  SrjXor 

cveTotyttp  yap  dXXrjXoic  Xtyopiev  coc  ttjv  <f)pov7]civ  kolI  top  <f>povLpLov.  ( I  his  is  evidently  based  on  Aristotle,  cf.  esp. 

Top.  2.  9>  l  I4a2()fl.  cucrot^a  87)  Acyerat  ra  Kara  Tpp  aer^e  evcTOiytoiP  a.7 rarra,  oiov  Sikcuocvvyj  St/catoc  Sikcuop 

Sikollcoc.)  Given  7 tolotijc  and  77000x770,  Trr/XiKOTijc  might  be  considered  for  the  fourth,  but  theie  is  no  way  of 

testing.  Minucian’s  miscellaneous  list  of  topoi  (343.  24-344.  1  Sp.-Ii.)  includes  ttt/Aik-ott/c  and  77000x770  but 

none  of  the  others  under  consideration  here.  Another  suggestion,  based  on  evcTotyta,  is  offered  below. 

There  are  possible  points  of  contact  here  with  the  tail-piece  that  Fortunatianus  appends  to  his 

presentation  of  the  quadripartite  system,  2.  24.  Sunt  et  alii ,  quos  aput  varios  auclores  artium  invenimus.  Ihese 

include  qualitas  and  quantilas,  and  also  a  locus  0,77-0  rr]c  ev^vylae,  id  est  a  coniugatione  sive  coniugatis ,  quod  quasi  lunctum 

est personae  qualitali ,  ut  si  eum ,  qui  hostilia  senliat ,  hostem  iudicandum  esse  dicamus.  Is  not  this  cv^vyia  identical  with  the 

Anon.  Seg.’s  cvcrotyla?  If  so,  not  only  is  some  comfort  given  to  the  notion  that  77010x770,  77000x77c ,  and  cvcTOtyta 

may  be  grouped  here  in  the  papyrus  (for  the  locus  a  coniugatione ,  Gk.  cv^vyla,  see  also  Gic.  Top.  3.  12,  criticized 

by  Quint.  5.  10.  85,  and  see  Riposati,  Studi  sui  Topica  91-4),  but  also  another  possibility  is  opened  up  for  the 

fourth  member,  for  Fortunatianus  continues  with  the  locus  a  coniunctis ,  id  est  duo  tlov  t  TIOCEQN  k<u  cvvOeTWP,  id 

fasces ,  liclores ,  toga  praetexta ,  sella  curulis ,  imperia ,  provinciae  magislratuum  ornamenta  sunt.  Calboli  Montefusco, 

following  Halm,  labels  the  Greek  ‘irrimediabilmente  corrotto’,  but  the  various  manuscript  readings  seem  to 

point  to  ai to  twv  TTTtocecov,  which  is  in  fact  the  vulgate  reading  in  the  duplicate  passage  in  Martianus  Capella  (5. 

559,  p.  279.  16  Dick,  where  Halm  conjectured  ebro  to w  77 pocrjxoPTusp  and  Dick  prints  goto  tvttu>c€u>c),  and 

this  seems  to  me  definitively  confirmed  by  Aristotle’s  usage  in  Top.  and  Rhet.,  where  cvcTotya  and  musette 

arc  closely  related.  (Gf.  also  Fortunatianus’  gloss  on  the  circa  rem  locus  ebro  tov  upoe  xi,  quoted  on  9-18  above.) 

The  terminology  is  grammatical,  and  unless  there  is  a  lacuna  before  ut  fasces ,  the  fasces  etc.  count  as  a 

magistracy’s  inflections  and  compounds.  Perhaps  therefore  77x00010  or  evpOeete  went  in  tandem  with  cucxoryia 
in  the  papyrus. 

(2)  ra  eyfimcofiaraf) .  The  number  of  topoi  in  this,  the  1 1115(2)  subgroup,  is  unknown.  If  what  follows  o 

8e  8evT€poe  is  a  numeral,  it  will  be  either  y'(  =  3),  77 '(  =  8),  or  i[(-)'  ( =  10-19);  but  also  possible  is  i[8tKouc 

tc)77-ouc  xy  or  /<[at  auxoc  Sf  For  23-4,  given  1*770  and  the  acceptability  of  xuy[,  it  is  tempting  to  iccognize  tov  rrje 

dvdy\K7)Cy  top  tt][cJ  Tvy[y)c.  If  so,  it  may  be  relevant,  at  least  indirectly,  that  avay/o^,  Tvyr),  and  ayvoia  wcic 

subheads  of  Hermagoras’  evyypuifn 7  (purgatio:  ad  Iler.  2.  23  fF.,  Cic.  de  inv.  2.  94 fh,  cf.  Quint.  7.  4.  i4-I5>  c^- 

Malthes,  Lustrum  3  ( 1 958)  162  f.).  Thus  o  8e  Souxepoo  l[StKove  tytt  tottouc  y',  top  tt)c  arayj  |kt;c,  top  tt;[cJ  rvy^e, 

top  TT\e  dypotae ?  But  no  reliance  can  be  put  on  this,  and  the  total  result,  which  has  avay**;  etc.  classed  as 

cvfLTTTcofiaTdy  is  not  one  that  greatly  recommends  itself. 

24.fi'.  At  this  point  I  lose  track  of  the  structure.  Fortunatianus’  circa  rem  group  is  followed  by  a  fourth  and 

final  group,  the  loci  post  rem,  just  two  in  number,  eventus  and  ludicatum.  There  is  no  sign  of  these  in  the  papyrus 

unless  the  unplaced  fr.  ( b )  belongs  somewhere  hereabouts,  eventus  renders  o*/3a  etc  (lost  from  fortunatianus,  but 

given  by  Victor  6.  4;  cf.  Quint.  5.  10.  8G,  Minuc.  347.  16-26  Sp.-H.),  and  at  fr.  (b)  2  (  =  fr.  2  — >  26?)  77 

€xfia\eic  offers  itself.  But  I  can  make  nothing  more  of  this.  (This  e/c/hiac  will  have  no  connection  with  that  of  fr. 

1  1 7>  3°)  which  is  a  pLtpoe  tov  Aoyou.) 

26  -Xrpjnp  xeAoc:  two  items  in  a  list  of  topoi?  For  xeAoc,  cf.  31-6  below;  and  the  following  sentence  there, 

36  -8,  on  the  topos  mroA^j/ac,  invites  recognition  of  uttoJA^i/h^  here,  rather  than  one  of  the  many  other  - Xrpfnc 

compounds  with  rhetorical  significance.  Then  at  266  something— one  of  the  aforementioned  topoi?  17 

exfiaete?  —  is  divided  into  (sub) topoi:  etc  x  xej/xoexai  tottovc.  One  of  these  subtopoi  is  <j>vel(of.ia  (28),  another  ends 

in  -  A  17  (28  init.;  the  traces  at  the  end  of  27,  even  if  rightly  located,  are  useless).  After  reAoc  in  26  apparently  iqv\  or 

7)x[  (not  77  S[e);  7)  v[7t6Xi)iJhc  Se  is  thinkable,  to  provide  the  subject  ofre'/arerat,  but  I  should  have  expected  rather 
7]  8e  vTroXr^ijnc,  if  not  tovtcop  8e  7)  viroXypjnc. 

I  can  offer  no  cogent  integration  of  these  data,  with  or  without  b|?aac.  pvetujfxa  ‘natural  tendency,  bent , 

is  cited  by  LSJ  only  for  Hipparch.  ap.  Stob.  4.  44.  81  (pi.).  Or  it  could  be  pvclwfia  (not  in  LSJ,  but  used  by 

Ilippolytus  Rornanus,  see  Lampe,  POL  s.v.);  unlikely,  even  if  Fhilodcmus  speaks  of  vuoXyppeie  7re^uaoip,eVat,  de 

mus.  p.  26  K.  -A77  is  conceivably  StafioXr'i  (cf.  Arist.  Rh.  3.  15,  Rh.  Al.  29,  1 436^38-37^33) .  On  v-noXripic  see 
further  on  36  IF.  below. 
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31-6  oSeToyreAouc  So [*•«■£]  p.[evei]vai  [o]  aoroc  [rai  7Tpo]\etpr)p.evqj  r[e]A[et  would  fit  spaces  and  traces  well 

and  make  good  sense  in  view  of  the  continuation  in  33-5.  The  tc'Aoc  just  mentioned  (26)  is  distinguished  from 
the  earlier  tcAoc,  evidently  that  of  I.  6,  as  the  definition  given  in  34 f.  confirms.  The  rest  of  1.  32  may  give  a  more 

specific  reference  for  ‘the  aforementioned  reAoc’.  duo  t[ou]  npa [ypiaroc  would  suit  nicely  at  the  line- end; 
preceded  by  e.g.  toj  ev  rote?  Does  this  give  us  the  name  of  the  second  group  of  topoi,  sought  in  3-4  above?  It 
seems  at  least  as  appropriate  a  designation  as  the  loci  in  re  of  the  Latin  artes,  and  tov  npaypiaToc  would  normally 

imply  simply  the  npoccoTTovl-npaypia  distinction  fundamental  to  topos-thcory,  but  here  probably  the  preposition 
is  also  significant,  contrast  -npdc  to  npd[yp,a  in  the  definition  of  the  third  group,  7C 

I  am  not  sure  what  to  make  of  the  superfluous  ink  associated  with  ay  in  34.  It  may  reflect  an  intention  to 
write  (Leave  t,  as  Dr  I  lines  suggests. 

dvoparlov:  doparov  would  be  the  expected  orthography. 

What  preceded  evexev  in  36?  The  letter  after  k  is  definitely  not  r,  so  not  e.g.  -SeiKriKijc.  rjeXei  would  suit  the 
beginning,  as  far  as  space  and  traces  go. 

36  ff.  6  8e  rrjc  vrroX[rj \ipeo)c]  t[o]7toc:  restored  largely  on  the  basis  of  38  vneiXy tyactv,  cf.  also  26  -X^ipiv.  After 

77-apa  riciy,  7re[ic]n  1.  nlcrei  is  possible,  but  I  should  suppose  rather  ue[pi'J  tiv[oc  or  riy[ojy,  followed  by  either 
vTToXrfijjei  itself  (the  line-division  probably  at  i3J  or  vtto\)  or  a  quasi-synonym,  e.g.  or  ewola.  To  that,  otov  or 

otto  tov  tl  vireiX-p^aciv  is  apparently  appended,  on  the  face  of  it  a  gratuitous  and  muddling  addition,  but  ofoy  “ri 
vTretXri^acLv is  surely  out  of  the  question.  Does  ol  Se  introduce  a  competing  definition?  rtvoc  makes  an 

acceptable  reading  in  39,  but  not  I  think  nepl  nvoc.  Then  Caccilius. 

I  do  not  find  vTroXrypic  as  a  topos  attested  elsewhere,  and  vTroX-rpfsic  enjoys  no  regular  place  in  the  rhetorical 

literature.  At  a  guess,  the  seminal  text  is  again  Arist.  Rh.i  1416^3^),  tovto  S’  ecrl  to  Xeyeiv  oca  h^Xdocei  to  npdypia, 
rj  oca  noiTjcei  xmoXafieiv  yeyovevai  ktX  (is  this  the  ultimate  basis  for  such  distinctions  as  Apollodorus’  between 

npayfiariKov  and  nepl  evvolac,  Quint.  3.  6.  35?),  or  i395bio-i  1,  on  the  value  ofgnomai,  Set  croxa^ecQai  noia 

rvyxavovci  npovnoXapfidvovrec,  e#?’  ovtojc  -nepl  tovtlov  KaOdXov  Xeyeiv.  This  is  taken  up  especially  by  Hermog. 
Inv.  1.  1,  where  prooemia  e£  vnoXrjipecoc  are  extensively  treated.  Intermediate  Stoic  influence  should  not  be 

discounted;  Chrysippus  wrote  n.  vnoXrjipecoc;  cf.  KaraXa[p.f3av -  or  -Aa[/T  in  42.  Cf.  also  aljtQjjcecoc  44. 
Caecilius  is  presumably  C.  of  Gale  Acte,  who  is  known  to  have  written  on  technical  rhetoric  (Quint.  3.  1 . 

1 5)  *  I  he  transmitted  form  of  the  name  in  Greek  is  regularly  KetctXioc;  aije  confusion  in  our  papyrus  is  evidenced 

at  2  — >  34,  j.  14  (e  for  at)  and  at  1  j  27  (at  for  e),  cf.  F.  T.  Gignac,  Grammar  i  192  f.  The  papyrus  testimony, 
whatever  it  may  have  been,  is  new,  and  I  cannot  relate  it  to  any  of  the  testimonia  attributed  to  Caecilius’  rexvi] 
pj)TopiKrj  in  E.  Ofenloch’s  edition  of  his  Fragmenta.  (The  attribution  is  in  most  cases  extremely  dubious;  and  it 
may  be  noted  that  on  the  criteria  for  Caecilian  ascription  applied  by  Ofenloch,  following  Angerrnann,  our 
papyrus  would  itself  be  so  ascribed.)  After  Xeyet,  nyp[  is  reasonably  certain,  though  only  the  tops  of  the  letters 
survive.  I  hough  the  estimate  of  letters  lost  from  the  end  of  the  line  can  only  be  approximate,  the  space 
limitations  constrict  the  scope  for  restoration.  7rap[d  ndciv  So]  |£py  irepac  \Kp\ep.ac6a[i]  may  indicate  at  least 
the  construction.  SoJ^y  (let  alone  the  content  of  the  preceding  lacuna)  is  not  assured.  In  41,  I  do  not  think 
KaiKiXlov  is  to  be  read,  but  I  do  not  know  what  is. 

43  f.  e.g.  to  f-ie\v  ovv  avroOev  nicrevpfL€y\d  ecnv  (or  elvai)\  ck  rrjc  al]cBr)ceioc  (pavepd ,  ktX?  Ta  5e  e[«  rrjc 
vnoXyppewc?  Relevant  here  may  be  Quint.  5.  10.  1 2 ,  pro  ceriis  autem  habemus,  primurn  quae  semibus  per cipiuntur  (cf.  44 

ai]{Qr}ceajc?)  .  .  .  ,  deinde  ea,  in  quae  communi  opinione  consensum  est  (cf.  v-noXrjip ic?)>  etc. 

45  I'or  the  meaning  of  ̂r/TT//ia,  Lat.  quaestio,  in  rhetorical  writings,  sec  esp.  Quint.  3.  1 1. 
48  Atoy[v\c\t-  is  a  possibility  that  may  be  worth  raising.  Mention  of  D.  of  Halicarnassus  in  such  a  context, 

and  in  the  vicinity  of  Caecilius,  would  not  surprise,  cf.  e.g.  Quint.  3.  1.  16.  But  e.g.  f]Sioy  is  also  possible. 
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fr.  2  | 

eave/JL m  r  t  §  [f  ]  #  roSfS,  v[ 

X0poc[.  ]fcaiv[.  .  .  ]ea[.  .  ]v,  .  [ 

jaeay  t  #  j3a[ 

eaviroif)'  S[,  ] a(f>ow  m  yeay[ 

]v€ 

]a  rro ]a[.]<w[.],CTOc occyydrjK7]at  ]/xta7rotr;rt 

.  /cova7r[,  ](j>0€ ,.[.]>»  —  [  ]  (vac.) 

^rrep L7Ti cje vtik(ov€tti t  [  c.  6  ]  *cpv  (vac.) 
wvoyyo,  rojcexO'  jcpyerr\  c.  6  ]a/xj8[ 

ajyTTLcr[t  ]ajveA6 ,  []p/x[  c.  J  ] fiia [ ,  ]are  [ 

c.  5  ]pcS[#  ,  ,  ]7 roce['  ]  t  voire .  i[  6'.  5  ]  #  ayfievov  [ 

C.  6  ]l>[#  ,  t  #  ]jJ,€VKOlTaCK€v['  #  ].  <  f  JcTptc [ 

8  .  1/^,  #  JaTupocrouTr,  aypia  [ 

.  oco['  ]f  [.  .  ]vSevoca£ t  ]a my’/ca^  .  epoc 
one,  [,  ,  ]pa[,  JprfTppraj,  ,  a#  ,  7]cacoTu<ep8evaj 

€act[  £.  8  J^cai/c . 8€7rAeovaxojcr]roL 

.  ,  A  [  c.  8  ] .  eA A .  .  [  5  ]  fCe,  [#  ]  ̂Opi€VOC7TepL 

l8lo[  c.  7  ]4  .  .  .  |)[  £.  5  J/otacuTrepS^auroi;^ 

rotc[  c.  8  pSe^tTOvac,  <A/?tu 

/?ac[  c.  8  ]...[.] . C77P7/X.  .  epacoi 

Kf. a[  c.  8  ] . [#  #  ]  ,  a,  KdTTrjAovcKcu 

ea,  [  c.  1 1  P  [.]  .  .  [ .  ]  ovco 

i  Initial  e  enlarged  After  ft ,  7r  acceptable,  then  perhaps  o;  variously  distributed  traces  amid 

lacunae  y[,  or  %  2  After  y,  perhaps  it  or  t  3  .  . ,  first  perhaps  e,  second  upright,  e.g. 

4  . ,  consistent  with  a  ,  , ,  specks  below  the  line,  then  a  stroke  coming  in  to  foot  of  v  5  [\4, 

trace  coming  in  to  base  of  o  as  of  a,  8,  A,  ft ,  if  ft  hardly  room  for  another  letter  preceding  |  | ,  perhaps 

kit  7  #  [,  two  converging  obliques  as  of  a,  8,  A,  x  ]. ,  upright  as  of  t  or  r  An  inferior  paragraphos 

will  have  been  lost  below  a>y  9  ] .  .  . ,  confused  traces  consistent  with  exv  ,  [],  of.  ]  suggested  but  co  not 

excluded  (not  exOp-)  ]<ji,  or  A  10  [.],,  top  of  apparent  upright,  [cr]t  cramped  but  acceptable 

1 1  Here  and  in  subsequent  lines,  towards  the  beginning  of  the  line,  fibres  are  torn  and  detached  J. ,  o  or 

o»  12  ].[,  upright  13  indeterminate  .  .  [,  to  acceptable  After  £,  oft  acceptable 

*4  .  [>  upright  ,  , ,  letter-top  speck,  and  oblique  or  horizontal  coming  in  to  base  of  a,  as  of  8,  k,  A,  ft ;  if  ft  it 
directly  succeeds  oj  After  a,  perhaps  upright  j,,  apparent  descender  as  of  p  or  </>  15  After  k, 
indeterminate  specks  on  damaged  surface  ifi  ,  t ,  e  or  0,  then  foot  of  apparent  upright  ]  ,  ft?  [, 
co^  17  21  After  the  lacuna,  indecipherable  traces  on  damaged  surface  18  After  c  (or  €?),  oft 

perhaps  suggested  ].  . ,  ea?  19  Before  075:,  ov  not  excluded  nor  verifiable;  above  the  first  f,  a  stroke 

unaccounted  for  After  ft,  er  anomalous  but  not  excluded  20  ],p.,  ecu'  suggested?  21  [, 

upright  ].  .  [,  trace  on  the  line,  then  upright  and  top  horizontal,  perhaps  y  or  it  After  ccj,  baseline  trace 
and  upper  speck,  8?  £? 
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eav  ep,  '  '  t  [,  ]#  to  Se  §ep[  c.  22  ]v  e- 

X0pdc  [,  ]jKaiv[#  _  <  ]ea[,  .  ]u,  [  c.  20  ]arTo(v)- 

ra,  eav  ev  j3a[  c.  25  ]  pe077(v), 

eav  rrapa  8[t]a^>ppay ,  eav  [  c.  15  ]a[,  ]ojv[,  ] ktoc 

5  ecn  ;^p7/[,  ]oc,  cyyOrjKrj,  a,  [,].  ,  [,  ,  77apot]pta,  77017771- 

/cov  a77[o]<^0eyp[a]. 

7T€pl  TTlCT€VTLKO)V  677/,^  [etp?7pa]  TO/V 

j[ov]ra)V  OVV  OVTCOC  ^XOVTCDV  677  [c.5\]a^[c.5 

.  Tje^ycov  77tcr[e]a)v  eXOcpy  p[  c.  7  ]pta[,  ]a/re 

10  c.  5  ]oc  8[.  ]770c  e[cr]tv  o  77ept  [papn/]pp[c].  eav  pev  ou(v) 

c.  6  ]t/[,  c o]pev  /carac/ceu[ac]ppev  071  </>[tAo]c  tolc 

avnSi/co]i[c  T^Jpfy  Se  e^0po{ t}c,  o[  n]  diripoc  rov  77paypa- 

roc,  o[n]  .  .  [.  ]e[.  ojuSevoc  a£to[c,  on]  avay/ca£opevoc, 

ort  e,  [,  ,  ]ya[,  ]pT£  tovtoj  pap  [n/Jppcac,  on  /cepSevaj(v) 

15  eAC  t[ou  papropjijcai  /c . Se  77Aeovaxa>c>  77701 

,  A[  c.  8  ]  peAAtpy  [77  c]/ceu[a]£opevoc  nepl 

tSto[  c.  7  ]  #  p[ . ]ptac*  a776p  Se  ai5roi) 

rote  [  £.8  eav  Se  ytVovac  papru- 

pac  [  6.  8  . 07c  ,f}P'€T€pac  01 
20  /cea[  t\  8  ] . [,  ,  ]  eav  KdTTrjXovc  /cat 

eav  [  c.  1 1  °]v[S]fVPc  QL^[^]0VCi 

12  I.  aneipoc  14  1.  /cep8atVa>r 
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t[  C.  13  ],[  c.  7  ]y K€V7t[]  '  Sovp 

[  c.  21  ]  #  capLcjoyceK^Xf 
C.  23  ]pL€VV7T€paV 

25  c.5]...[  c.  16  ]ovovov,  [.].  .  8e[] 

c.  17  ] 7rova7r o  #  ec[ 

15  ],  ajuaprayei  [ 

_ aju.  [  c.  9  ]  .  [.  ]r)ra[  ]xrov^av[ 

(I7r1v .  [.  .  ̂ovciava<f>ic€.Taieay  #  4  [ 

30  Sia,  ,  a;v7rotT7C#  [.  JfcatTTyvtStavStaATy/xi/rtv 

.  ]??.  .  fXR-  V[.  ]y€CTlV7T€Vr}C€CTlv8€ayT7]To8l 

]  o . Seeva vri[,  ]v7rave77ai;Ta>v,  ] 

.  1  .  .  .  P/?[]  7TOtT7CO/LteV7r€pt8€OplCOUCK€*/ro[#  ]e[,  ]  , 

] 0,77-9 [.  .  .  ]  .  vycuvSiciSai/LttuvafleocTrf.  ,  ]y[ 

35  c.  8  ]  ,  TVxtovaTyx<*>vy€pti)vv€o[ 

9  ]  4  o/ccocp<7^TtvajLa^ova/avS[ 

c.  10  ] 'Trpo8rj['] 'Vaicxvv\']vKaTa[ 

c.  10  ]a\ey€ivToyap€vavT[] .  .  ,  [ 

c.  10  ]  ̂pa^evraemva ,  4  c[ 

40  c.  9  ] .  a7ncT€V€c6cua[]poy['  ] .  .  [ 

c.  9  ]eipauVaa7r  Uvm.tU'hLW.i 

c.  8  jecTtyT'  [  c.  8  ]auV[#  ]#  cov[ 

c.  8  [  c.  10  ]77ep[4  ]va[ 

c.  8  ]Tarr)vo[  c.  8  ]v^..[].e.  [ 

45  c-  7  ] .  [.  ]a/ctc0€i;[  £-8  ]..A,[ 

c.  7  ]  #  f  4  air]C7T[  c.  11  ]  .  [ 

22  r[>  or  7T  Jy,  characteristic  high  near-horizontal  rising  to  top  of  k  ] . ,  o,  in  which  case  n[,  ]o,  or  w, 
in  which  case  7t<d,  suggested  23  ,  [,  arc  as  of  o,  not  excluding  e,  c,  others  ].,  v  acceptable 

25  After  ov  a  horizontal,  lower  than  would  be  expected  for  r  ].  . ,  tops,  second  perhaps  v  26  After  7ro, 

left  half  of  A,  x?  2  7  Before  afi,  upper  part  of  upright  28  After /a,  loop  of  a?  ].  [,  arc  on  the  line, 

€?  29  Before  g,  v?  After  tjv,  77  or  7 t  suggested  , ,  [,  traces  on  damaged  surface,  7ro?  prob.  line- 
end  30  After  g,  vr  acceptable  but  unverifiable  ,  [,  9  or  e  31  After  17,  v  suggested,  then  ̂ xptv[v]v 

acceptable,  also  XPovl°]v  32  Before  9,  an  upright,  1?  Before  <$€,  perhaps  to,  preceded  by  upright 

(at?)  33  ]r^yop?  but  the  following  traces  are  difficult  and  not  compatible  with  any  obvious 

guess  34  ].,  pi  acceptable  37  Before  it,  two  faint  traces  suggesting  nothing  but  k,  perhaps 

admitting  a  [.],>  [A]o  acceptable  38  ]...[,  first  o  or  to,  [i]ov  or  [i]ojc  acceptable,  then  perhaps 

r  39  ...  3  upper  parts  of  y* ?  then  hole  and  specks  close  to  line,  17  rather  than  <xi?  40  J .  . , 

vr ?  perhaps  ev  41  Between  7;  and  g,  anomalous  traces,  among  them  a  letter-top  horizontal 
.  [,  consistent  with  e  42  ,  [,  perhaps  t  followed  by  upright  ] . ,  foot  as  of  t  43  .  [,  of  vowels  o 

suggested  44  ,  ,  [,  cr?  ], ,  letter-top  horizontal  45  ],  [,  oblique  suitable  for  A  Coming  in  to 

A,  mid-stroke  of  e?  46  ]  4 ,  acute  angle  at  upper  right,  £?  Before  a,  horizontal  as  of  r 
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t[i  c.  12  ].[  c.  7  ju'cei' 7t[.  JoSoupt 

.  [  c.  20  o]uc  dptcrovc  e/<Ae- 

c.  23  JjLU  v  U7rep  au- 

25  C-5  ]...[  c-  15  (Ji]6vOV  OV '  [t  ]  (  ,8c 

C.  17  J  770V  a77oA€c[0at 

c.  1 5  ]  t  a/uapravet  [  c.  4 

afx.  [  c*  9  ] .  [.  ]?7Ta[,  ]  770v?7pav[  c.  4 

CLT7JV  7r[€p]L0VCiaV  d</>tC€Tat  iay 

3°  .]??....  Sta.  .  tov  noirjct  [,  ]  /cat  tt)v  t’St'av  8iaA rjpafnv 

.  .  ]??.  .  f#p.  v[.  ]v  ecrtv  nevrjc,  ecnv  8i  avrfj  to  St- 

.  ,  ]  ,  o . Se  6vavTt[o]v  77av  677*  avrcov  ini  ttj[  ] 
noirjcopiev.  nepl  8i  opKov  CK€iff6[pL]e[d]a 

.  ]  0,770  [t  ,  o]|U,voa>v  8ici8aipLwv  a Oeoc,  ?Mv  [ct- 

35  •  oc  nivTjC)  e]vrv)(d)v  aTuycov,  yipcov  veo[c  c.  4 

c.  6  ofico^pLOKcbc  pafj  nva  p,t£ova  klv8[vvov 

c.  10  ]t  77poS^[A]ov  alcxvv\rq\v  /cara[ 

c.  10  JaAeyetv*  to  yap  6vavr[i](  #  #  [ 

c.  10  ]77pay0evTa  iv  avayKrj  c[ 

40  c.  9  ]vja  nicrevecdai  a[t]pou[p,]ev[ 

c.  9  ]etvat  tva  a77[,  Jcttj,  a(j)7][c]opi€[v 

c.  8  Jecrtv  Ttv[  c .  8  Jat  tv  [a]  rqjy  [ 

6'.  8  ]t7]C  O)pio[  C.  10  ]77£p[f]va[ 
c .  8  ]rar^vo[  c.  8  ]va<: ,  ,  €,  [ 

45  £.5  77o]A[A]a/<:tc  c.  7  ],fA,[ 

c.  7  ]£>€TCU  r]cn[  c.  11  ]t[ 

29  1.  a<f>r}cerai  30  1.  StdXr^nv  34  1.  SeiaSaijaaiy  36  1.  fici^ova 
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47  L>  of  ].» 
consistent  with  a 
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J  #  TTicrevc  [ 

c.  8 ] 7TTOtSta ,  [ 

c.  8 
](lV€LVT(o[ 

9 
]a7r[#  Jcroi 

c.  10 ]  ayrjS  [ 

c.  10 

].??roSe[ c.  10 ].vr.oX[ 

C.  I  I 
]o7TOl>c[ 

C.  I  I 
]a pacK[ 

C.  I  I ]ovSe[ 

C.  12 

]  .  .  . T° [ 

48  .  [,  horizontal  as  of  r  50  ]p,  or  A 

After  r,  top  of  possible  upright,  1  suggested  by  space 53  ] , ,  trace  joining  foot  of  v , 

X  almost  beyond  doubt 
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c.  7 

] ,  1  7TLcrevc[ 

c.  8 ] tttol  8ia  r[ 

c.  8 Javftv  tcu[ 

c  9 

]a7T[i]eroi[ 

C.  IO 
]«V^[ 

C.  IO 

].VTo8e[ C.  IO ]  'Avtio%[ 

C.  I  I ]07TOVC[ 

C.  IO 7r]apacK[ev 

C.  I  I 
]ov  Se[ 

C.  12 

]...T0[ 

fr.  2  |  1  -6  I  cannot  recover  the  drift.  In  1  perhaps  to  8e  Seu[repov,  unless  Se^fopevov^.  Arc  strings  of  ears  to 

be  recognized?  1  ecu'  eiynop[o]e,  i~2  €<i]r  exOpoe  [ij]  Kal  r[eoc],  ear  kt A?  2-3  e.g.  (-)7rp]dTTo(r)ra,  masc.  sing, 

or  neut.  ph?  3  Jin.  pe^i^r):  perhaps  cf.  e.g,  Cic.  Top .  75,  vinolenlia  in  a  context  of ‘extrinsic’  proofs,  Rh.  AL 
I429ai8.  3  fta[cav-y  or  (Innes)  pa[vavc~?  Dr  Innes,  comparing  Hcrmog.  29.  12  ff.  Rabe,  suggests  a  list  of 
different  kinds  of  Trpoccorra.  Perhaps  vvliat  is  under  discussion,  at  least  down  to  4,  is  the  exploitation  (by  the 

defence?)  of  the  particular  circumstances  of  the  deed.  4  napa  8ta<j>opdv  ‘because  of  a  dispute’?  The  list  at  the  end 

may  be  of  a  class  of ‘outside’  things,  [ej/croc  4  fin.,  from  which  arguments  can  be  drawn.  Cf.  esp.  Quint.  5.  n. 

36-44,  on  outside  sources  of  aucloritas'.  TTapoi]p.ia  ‘proverb’  ̂   ea  quae  vulgo  recepta  sunt  (41),  ttou^tiIkov 

aTr[6\p0eyji[a]  ‘poetic  saying’  ̂   senlentiae  poetarum  (39-40).  This  is  the  category  of  Kptete  (Quint,  ibid.  36, 
Hcrmog. progymn,  23,  p.  8.  7  Rabe,  quoting  aHcsiodic  apophthegm,  Anon,  Seg.  384.  2  Sp.-H.).  Before  cwO^kti 
I  sec  no  plausible  alternative  to  x/>i?[cp]d c,  though  that  makes  an  extremely  cramped  reading.  Cf.  Quint,  ibid. 

42  ponilur  a  quibusdam  el  quidem  in  parte  prima  deorum  aucloritas ,  quae  est  ex  responsis ,  Anon.  Seg.  loc.  cit.  Kptete  8e 

Xr^Orjcerat  (i7ro  Oewv  .  ...  cvvO^Kiq  one  might  expect  to  find  among  the  ‘inartificial’  proofs,  which  arc  treated  in 
the  next  section  (see  on  8  If.  below),  but  it  is  in  place  here  if  imagined  as  without  direct  bearing  on  the  case;  NB 

Quint,  ibid.  43-4  (and  for  XPVC1L«C  cf.  5.  7.  35). 

7  7T€pl  TTLcrevTiKwv  eTTtx\€tpr)p.d]ja)v.  Heading  or  end-title?  I  had  supposed  it  to  be  a  chapter  or  section 
heading,  in  accordance  with  the  practice  of  later  rhetorical  manuscripts,  but  it  may  rather  be  intended  to  close 

the  preceding  section.  The  position  of  the  coronis  is  not  decisive,  cf.  e.g.  VII  1011  89/90.  At  all  events,  since 

what  follows  is  a  discussion  not  of  the  evrex^ot  ttlctclc,  which  is  what  would  normally  occupy  a  section  on 

cpicheircrncs,  but  of  the  drexi'°i  rr  terete,  it  seems  unavoidable  that  the  reference  must  be  to  what  precedes.  The 

precise  meaning  of  emxeipr)pta  may  have  varied  somewhat  from  writer  to  writer  (Quint.  5.  10.  1  -8,  Martin,  Ant. 
Rhet.  105  f ,  Kroll,  Das  Epicheirema),  but  it  would  be  astonishing  if  it  ever  included  the  drexvot  ntereic;  see  below, 

however.  The  restoration  e7Tf.x[npy)pta\jojv  is  perhaps  not  inevitable;  certainly  ntcrevriKoc  seems  rather 

superfluous  with  it  (cf.  e.g.  Minucian’s  definition  of  eVtxeqn/paTa  as  ra  irpoe  it  ter  tv  rov  v7rot<eip.evov  ̂ rrjparoc 
Xaptfiavoptcv a,  34 1 .  7-9  Sp.  -II.),  and  I  do  not  recall  having  come  across  einxeipipiara  so  qualified  elsewhere.  On 

the  probability  that  the  — >  page  preceded  this  one,  see  intro. 

8  If  What  follows  is  evidently  a  systematic  treatment  of  the  ‘inartificial’  proofs  (arexroi  mcreic, 

martijiciales probaliones).  The  distinction  between  ‘artificial’  (errexroi)  and  ‘inartificial’  proofs  is  standard  from 
Aristotle  (Rh.  1 .  2.  2)  on,  as  Quintilian  attests  (5.  1 .  1)  and  the  surviving  treatises  confirm.  Some  excluded  the 

drexvot  from  the  province  of  rhetoric  (Quint.  5.  1. 2,  cf  Cic.  deorat.  2.  1 18),  but  I  know  of  no  Greek  writer  who 

did.  Aristotle  listed  voptoi,  ptdprvpee,  cwOrjKai ,  fideavoi,  dpKoe  (Rh.  1.  15,  cf,  Rh.  Al.  1 428^23);  more  or  less 
similar  lists  are  given  by  Cic.  de  inv.  2.  46,  de  oral.  2.  1 16,  Rhet.  ad  Her.  2.  9,  Quint.  5.  1.  2,  cf.  Viet.  403.  29  Halm 

(44.  2-3  G.-C.)  and  Fortunat.  2.  25;  Minuc.  340.  jfi  Sp.-H.,  Anon.  Seg.  378.  7!'.  Sp.  -H.  In  the  papyrus  we 
have  7 T€pl  opteov  at  33,  and  irepl  [pdpru ]/?o[c]  can  be  confidently  restored  at  io. 

I  cannot  recover  the  opening,  beyond  the  initial  phrase.  K-r]exycov  is  rightly  recognized  at  the  beginning 
of  9,  the  technical  nomenclature  is  in  evidence;  evrjexvcov  seems  to  suit  the  space  better  than  a-,  are  at  the  end  of 
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9  suggests  drc\[xv-y  but  then  what  of  the  beginning  of  io,  where  ?o  7 Tpdjrjoc  8[e  to]7toc  suggests  itself?  o{c}  8[e  a' 

to  Jttoc  a  desperate  solution.  If  at  least  to]ttoc  is  right,  for  its  application  to  the  ‘inartificial’  proofs  cf.  e.g.  ad  Her. 

2.  9;  usage  of  the  term  to7toc  might  bring  cmxeLprjpara  in  its  train,  cf.  Alexander’s  definition  of  a  topos,  cit.  ap . 
Anon.  Seg.  382.  2-4  Sp.-H.,  as  an  dpopprj  cTnx^iprjpaToCy  7/  [dpopprj  ttlctccoc  ei)  dOcv  dv  tlc  oppcbpcvoc  cTnxHprjpa 

evpoi ;  cf.  Quint.  5.  10.  20. 

7 Tfpl  [pdprv]pg[c].  The  restoration  depends  on  the  identification  of  the  content  of  the  next  few  lines.  -j?p[c]: 

not  -pcov  or  -plac. 

1  off.  The  basis  for  the  reconstruction  is  a  section  in  Anon.  Seg.  on  the  discrediting  of  witnesses,  386.  3-9 

Sp.-H.,  which  begins:  T(ic  8c  paprvplac  alnacopcQa  rjroi  <piAovc  ctvai  Acyovrcc  rote  dvriStKotc  rove  pdprvpac  rj  7jp.Lv 

ixOpovc  7)  Scopa  clArjporac  rj  rrapaxcxArjpcvovc  rj  cpyov  to  xarapcvdopaprvpcLV  rroiovpcvovc.  The  germ,  once  again, 

is  Arist.  Rfl.  1.  15.  19,  l37ba3of.,  ret  8’  aAAa  ircpl  pdprvpoc  rj  plAov  r}  cyOpov  ij  pcra£v  kt\ ;  cf.  Rh.  Al.  15,  esp. 
r43  I  ̂37-4  I  CKCTTTCOV  8c  Kdl  CL  <j>lAoC  CCT IV  6  pdpTVC  (1)  pdpTVpCL,  7)  CL  pCTCCTl  7 ToOcV  ai)TCp  TOV  VpdypaTOC,  7)  CyOpOC 

cctlv  ov  xarapapTvpc f,  rj  TrcvrjC'  tovtojv  yap  oi  pev  8ta  yagiv,  °l  ̂ c  8td  ripajplav,  ol  8e  8lol  xcp8oc  v7T07TTCvovraL  Ta 

i/jeuSrj  paprvpetv.  Dig.  22.  5.  3,  in  persona  eorum  exploranda  erunt  in  primis  condicio  cuiusque ,  ulrum  quis  decurio  an  plebeius 

sit , . . .  an  locuples  vel  egens  sit  ut  lucri  causa  qui facile  admittaty  vel  ut  inimicus  ei  sit  adversus  quern  testimonium fert,  vel  amicus 

ei  sit  pro  quo  testimonium  dat\  ad  Her .  2.  1 1 ,  testes  corrumpi  posse  vel  pretio  vel  gratia  vel  metu  vel  simultate ;  most  fully  of  all, 

Quint.  5.  7,  apparently  drawing  on  Domitius  Afer’s  two-book  treatment  of  the  subject  (5.  7.  7).  Add  Herrnog. 
Stat.  19,  45.  16-20  Rabc,  tovtl  ydp  COL  xaOoAov  rrcpl  paprvpojv  ccrto  Teyvitfov  Ocdiprjpa,  rj  Sia^dAAeiv  ai>rovcy  otl 

rrpdc  yd/nv  V  *X®Pav  V  TLVa  olxcLOTrjra  avrov  paprvpovciv  rj  81a  KCpSoc  rt  olxclov ,  rj  8ta  to  pi]  ctvai  8t’  rjAixlav 
a^LOTTLCTOVC. 

I  take  it  that  xaracxcvldcjgpc v  in  1 1  is  the  main  verb;  -[dQopcv,  -f dc]copcv ,  -[dQcopcv  would  make  equally 

good  readings,  but  future  indicative  is  normal,  and  cf.  rroiTjcopcv  33.  KaracKevd^cLv  here  evidently  not  in  its 

technical  sense,  the  opposite  of  dvac*-et>d£eiv,  but  simply  ‘we  shall  make  out’  that  he  is  on  the  opposition’s  side 
etc.,  shall  represent  him  as  so  being.  But  dvacxe]v[dca>]pcv  would  do  nicely  as  the  verb  of  the  edv  clause  in  the 

papyrus;  cf.  the  context  of  the  section  in  Anon.  Seg.,  Avccic  (  =  dvacxcvai)  rwv  ttlctccov  as  opposed  to  xaracxcvaL 

rd)v  ttlctccov  (385.  9-1 1  Sp.-H.).  vnep  8c  avrov  in  1 7  may  introduce  the  corresponding  ‘positive’  lines  of 
argument  (not  given  in  Anon.  Seg.),  though  I  should  rather  have  expected  the  formal  balance  of  an  edv  8c 

clause,  and  we  arc  free  to  postulate  one,  as  Dr  Innes  suggests,  at  24,  edv  8c  xaracxcvdco.>]pcv  vnep  av |  [tou.  It  is 

not  quite  clear  how  far  the  section  of  witnesses  extends:  all  the  way  to  33,  it  would  seem. 

077.  </>[tAo]c  rgp  [avTt8i/co]t[c,  t/J ply  8e  cx0p6{t}c.  I  hough  it  entails  the  assumption  of  a  copying  error,  the 

reconstruction  seems  guaranteed  by  Anon.  Seg.  cited  above;  cf.  Quint.  5.  7.  30  (si  amicitia  accusal  oris,  si 

inimicitiae  cum  reo ),  ibid.  33,  ibid.  2. 

o[ti]  ampoc  (1.  diTcipoc )  tov  TTpdypaToc.  Ad  Her.  2.  9  contra  testes  . . .  scire  illos  non poluissey  cf.  the  general  point 

made  on  the  other  side  at  Quint.  5.  7.  33,  scientiamin  testibus . . .  esse . . .  dicitur,  and  ibid.  24  (neminem  praeter  eosy  qui 

possint  scire);  Rh.  Al.  1 43 1 b 1 3 “ 1 5 »  on  the  8o£a  tov  Acyovroc ,  tov  8’  dvriAcyovra  pdAicra  8cLxvvvaL  prjdcplav 
epnciplav  cyovra  tov  cvavrlov. 

13  o[n]  <pc[n]c[p  ojdSevdc  would  fit  well,  docncp  is  hardly  wanted,  but  I  am  not  sure  that  ttcvtjc 

(commended  by  Dr  Innes,  who  suggests  correspondingly  e.g.  [ novrjpovc  xal  ncv]rjj[ac  at  21  below)  is 

compatible  with  the  remains. 

14  rov™  pap[rv]pr}gac  makes  a  good  reading,  though  perhaps  not  inevitable.  Befor  e  it,  I  can  come  up 

with  nothing  more  plausible  than  cc\ti\v  cl[AA]ot€. 

15  ff.  7rA€ovaydjc  ktA\  various  ways  of  profiting  («:e/>8ouva>v  14)  from  testifying?  The  surviving  traces  before 

8c  scarcely  even  allow  guesses  to  be  tested,  but  «cp8-  is  difficult  to  accommodate;  perhaps  xa l  tovto.  In  what 

follows,  perhaps  an  infinitive  before  pcAAcov,  if  pcAAoov  is  right;  but  the  most  promising  decipherment  of  the 

initial  traces  may  be  «A[,  suggesting  clA[r](f>(jjc  8d>pa  vel  sim .;  in  that  case  7;]  pcAAcov  sc.  Aapfiavciv;  this  seems 

rather  too  much  for  the  lacuna,  but  perhaps  not.  In  the  following  lacuna  there  is  probably  room  enough  for  fr] 

Trapac]xcv[a]d,opcvoc)  ‘suborned’,  though  I  should  rather  have  expected  the  perfect,  and  the  continuation  (7 rcpl 
l8lo [u,  l8l6[tt]toc)  is  not  clear.  As  Dr  Innes  suggests,  there  may  be  deliberate  use  of  past,  future,  and  present: 

et’Af^ojc  7/817  (sc-  debpa)  77]  pcAAcov  7Tapac]xcv[a]C,6pcvoc ,  the  last  referring  to  negotiations  taking  place  during 

the  trial  (‘making  preparation  to  get  gifts/reccive  bribes’).  At  sentence-end  (inferred  from  the  following  8c)  I 

have  tried  inter  alia  paprvplac ,  npcopiac,  TrovTjplac,  but  all  founder  on  the  proximity  of  i)  (i.e.  v-f  presumably):  the 

letter  itself  could  perhaps  be  read  as  a  tau,  but  the  trema  is  fairly  dear. 

1 7  f.  vnep  8c  avrov  tolc  [evavrtote  xjpjj^df^Oa  would  well  suit  space  and  traces  but  cannot  be  regarded  as 

more  than  speculative. 
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19-20  gi\xea:  not  oiKtia\\  p  possible  for  1. 
21  e.g.  .  .  .  eav  [nivyrac  koli  a>]cir[€p  oJyfSlevoc  a|[t]ouc?  Cf.  13  above. 

22-4,  Perhaps  23b  r]ovc  aplcrovc  e*A6|[£ac0cu  vel  .vim.,  but  I  can  make  nothing  of  22  Jin.  as  it  stands.  For 
the  sense  Dr  Innes  suggests  e.g.  on  6  toiovtoc  ntyvxev  <to  lie,  betray,  etc.)  (irpoSovv cu),  and  on  xpr) 

c be  p,apTVpa c  rove  apicrovc  ixXe£ac Oai.  rrpo  5ouA(e)i-  (for  A>p  sec  Gignac,  Grammar  i  105)  is  thinkable  but 
hardly  cogent. 

24  f.  i>7 rep  «u|  [roil:  apparently  a  transition  to  lines  of  argument  in  support  of  the  witness,  cf.  on  1  o  11'.  above. 
28  dpLa[pT-  again?  Then  7r]e[rJi7Ta[c]  would  suit.  But  all  is  most  uncertain. 

29  T7)v  Tr[ep]iovc£av  d^tcerai  1.  u^cerat  'he  will  give  up  his  wealth’?  Dubious. 

29f-  If  770 1  after  edv(?),  perhaps  7ro|  [V]t?pS  if  St*  avrcov  follows,  novr/poc  too  short,  novypov  n  suitable.  But 
this  may  be  well  wide  of  the  mark. 

30  tyjv  ISiav  StaA rpjjLv  ‘his  private  opinion’?  But  it  is  difficult  to  fix  the  meaning  of  SiaX^pie  without  a  better 
understanding  of  the  context.  If  the  usage  is  Epicurean  (which  I  doubt),  cf.  the  apparent  pairing  of 

cvjj.p€fh]K:6Ta  and  cvpinrui/jiaTa  at  — >  20. 

31-3  p-e^pi  v[v]v  is  a  possible  reading,  but  what  stood  at  the  beginning  of  the  line?  Apparently  ]rjv 

WiiMO  .  et  Si  cannot  be  read,  (Nypp  eertv nivr\c,  eertv  Se  avTjj  to  Stj  [tfajipy?  ‘He  may  have  been  poor  up  till 

now,  but  justice  is  on  this  side’?  Forced.  At  the  beginning  of  33  I  seem  to  see  xa]jr)yop~:  the  prosecution  as 
opposed  to  the  defence  (Arist.  Rh.  1358^11  and  Rk.  Al.  i426b23  are  the  primary  texts);  of  the  possibilities 

afforded  by  ini  r  cm'  rrj[v  |  Ka]Tr)ypp\i]q.y  is  perhaps  the  most  plausible  on  all  counts,  but  no  termination 
is  readily  reconciled  with  the  traces,  and  Ka]rr)yop-  may  be  wholly  illusory;  before  n,  o  is  the  letter  most 
suggested  (not  c). 

33  ff.  Oath.  Arist.  Rh.  1.  15.  27-33,  Rk.  AL  I432a33-b4,  Anon.  Seg.  386.  18-21  Sp.-H.,  Quint.  5.  6. 

34  At  the  beginning  we  look  for  something  like  ei  6  ofivvai v  (e’ertv)  or  d770toc  (icnv)  6  opivvcov.  Perhaps 

restore  7ror]a7rd[c  o  6\p,vvajv.  For  the  meaning  ‘of  what  kind’,  normal  in  later  Greek,  see  W.  Bauer,  Wh.  z-  NT, 
s.v.  77ora7rdc;  a  similar  form  of  sentence  at  Hermog.  Inv .  1.  1,  p.  94.  6-7  Rabe. 

37  The  shame  of  discovered  perjury  to  be  adduced  in  support  of  an  oath’s  trustworthiness?  Gf.  Rh.  Al. 

I432tt34-8,  Scf  5’  ora v  p.iv  a vtov  av^eiv  iOiXojpiev,  Xiyeiv  ovtojc  “oiiSelc  dv  ini opxeiv  fiovXoiTO,  fiofiovfievoc  rrjv  t€ 

napd  rd )v  Oecov  npunpiav  xai  rrjv  napd  rote  avOpdonoic  a Icxvvrjv”,  xal  Ste^iivai  on  rove  p.iv  avOpwnovc  XaOeiv  eert, 
\  £  \  A  \  » TOVC  0€  U€OVC  OVK  €CTIV . 

40  a[tJpou[^]€r[:  act.  indie,  or  med.  part. 

41  The  damaged  traces  after  err;  present  difficulties  which  I  cannot  resolve,  whether  ct7r[Y]-  or  a7r[o]- 
preccdcd,  and  whether  part  ofd<£t7?p.i  or  of  followed. 

43  cop,o[c€  vel  Jim.,  (bpio[Xoyr)p,iv7jc  vel  sim.? 

48  ]77toi  Sid.  This  articulation  is  virtually  enforced  by  the  absence  of  a  trema  on  the  first  1.  *77701  opt.  or 
110m.  pi.?  Perhaps  ypa]nroi  adj.  It  is  not  clear  whether  we  are  still  in  the  context  of  opxoc. 

50  dniCTOi  prob. 

53  I  see  no  plausible  alternative  to  recognition  of/limo^-:  Antiochus,  or  someone  from  Antioch.  Likeliest 
may  be  A.  of  Ascalon  (whom  some  have  thought  to  be  the  source  of  Gic.  Top.). 

Unplaced  fragments  of  fr.  2 

(a) 

— > 

.  .  .  1 

]  [ ]  [ 

— > 

].«*[ 

pexetSf 
]oveay[ 

]ave[ 
]w[ 

]«?[ 

'  M 

. . 

]ciSix[ 

]K€IK' 
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Apparently  top  of  page 

(b) .  The  physical  appearance  of  this  scrap  suggests  that  it  may  belong  somewhere  in  the  large  hole  at 

11.  23-30  of  the  main  fragment,  in  which  case  its  likely  position  is  — >  25-8,  c.  24  letters  from  the  line-beginning, 

f  23-7,  c.  14  letters  from  the  line-beginning 

1  ]f,  or  c 
I  1  ] . ,  foot  of  upright  as  of  1,  y,  t,  not  77 

Remaining:  several  scraps  and  strands  not  worth  transcribing  in  isolation,  some  blank. 

3709.  Unknown  Text  with  Marginalia 

13  iB.I29/D(3-4)c 4.8  x  4.9  cm 

Plate  1 

Third  century 

Since  it  mentions  an  Abderite  ceremony  and  a  (fxxpfxaKoc,  it  was  thought  that  this 

scrap  might  in  some  way  relate  to  Call.  fr.  90.  So  perhaps  it  may,  but  it  rather  requires 
elucidation  than  affords  it. 

On  the  front  (— >)  a  block  offour  lines,  written  in  a  small  third-century  hand,  has  the 

appearance  of  a  scholium.  There  are  scanty  remains  of  two  other  sets  of  writing  on  this 

side.  Above  and  to  the  left  of  the  putative  scholium  are  the  extreme  ends  of  two  lines  of 

writing  in  a  large  hand  (if  indeed  it  is  writing  at  all).  Below  is  a  line  of  writing  in  a  small 

hand  similar  to  that  of  the  supposed  scholium  but  more  cursive;  a  gap  separates  it  from 

the  preceding  lines,  and  the  papyrus  is  broken  off  below.  This  could  be  another  note. 

On  the  back  (j)  are  line  beginnings  in  an  informal  hand,  which  abrasion  has 

rendered  mostly  illegible.  The  top  four  lines  appear  to  be  in  a  different,  smaller  hand, 

probably  identical  with  that  of  the  four-line  note  on  the  front. 

It  is  possible  that  the  fragment  is  from  the  top  corner  of  a  codex.  Then  the  main  text 

will  be  represented  by  — >  1  -2  and  |  5- 1 1 .  If  — >  precedes  — >  is  the  right-hand  page  (in 

codex  terms  the  recto)  and  the  scholium  is  in  the  outer  margin;  if  j  precedes  — \  is  the 

right-hand  page  and  the  — >  scholium  is  in  the  inner  margin.  In  either  case  j  5  will  be  the 

beginning  of  the  first  line  of  its  column,  and  — >  1  the  end  either  of  the  first  or  the  second. 

An  annotated  text  is  likely  to  be  verse,  and  in  that  case  the  metre  ought  to  be 

recoverable  from  the  line  beginnings  of  j  5ff,  and  a  start  made  towards  identification. 

But  I  cannot  read  those  lines  well  enough  even  to  verify  the  premise. 

I 
....] . [ 
. [ 

— >  ....  8oJK(1C7]  ,  [ 

]f  [  ....  pUTOUoraif 

1,  2  not  certainly  letters  at  all 
Hand  off  1  -  4  possibly  identical  with  that  of  — > 

3-6,  and  that  off  5  1 1  with  that  of— >  1-2 
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U  [ 

]  eopT7]€vafi8r]poic '  ,  [ 

J  (=TT]'Tp€(f>€T(cu)(f)(XppLaK[ 
]  <  €yaTTLK7]TOLCTTap[ 

]  ctveoprrjvayer  [ 

]  '  [ ^arairepciK t  ,  ,  [ 

5  .  ,  KaKCOV€p[ m  KdKaL'  ,  [ 

'  ycje[ 

9VX°P. cnyn[ aAAa7rar# 

io  #  t ococ#  t  .  [ r]8eayy[ 

89 

5  init.,  feet  of  two  uprights  as  of  77  or  r;  e,  5  e/>,  or  <j>  7  init.y  perhaps  then 
ora  6  first  e  altered  from  a?  <j>  tAouc  poss.  8  xopot$?  io  jtoc? 

— >•  3  koprr)  iv  A fiSypotc.  Perhaps  the  Thargefia,  known  at  Athens  and  assumed  for  Abdera  (Nilsson,  Gr. 
Feste  108). 

4  rpe^erai  </»a pp,a/c[oc.  For  the  <f>apf.iaKoc  at  Abdera  cf.  Gall.  fr.  90,  "EvO\  A fi&rjp\  ov  vvv  .  [,  ,  .  ]Aeaj 
(j>apfiaKov  dytvd,  Ov.  Ibis  4698,  and  Scholl,  ad  locc.  (cited  by  Pfeiffer  on  Gall.  loc.  cit.).  For  his  rpo^rj,  cf.  the 

Callimachean  diegeseis  (ii  32  f.),  Ootvyc  anoXavojv  SaijuXovc,  and  Hippon.  fr.  8  West,  Ka<f>r}  1  napegeiv  IcyaSac  re  tcai 

p.d£av  |  k at  rvpov ,  otov  IcOlovcl  <papiiaKOL . 

fi  AttikyJ)  iopTTjv  ayei.  I  he  (f>ap[iaKQC-ntuii\  formed  part  of  the  Athenian  T  hargeha.  See  Dcubner, 

Attische  Feste  1 79  IF.;  Nilsson,  Gr.  Feste  105  IF;  V.  Gcbhard,  Die  Pharmakoi  in  Ionien  u.  die  Sybakchoi  in  A  then;  Fiehn 

in  RE s.v.  Thargelia.  According  to  Harp.  s.v.  (fxxppuxKoc  and  to  Hellad.  ap.  Phot.  Bibl.  279  the  Athenians  had  two 

<f>ap{xa.Koi ,  one  for  either  sex. 

7  ‘Persian’? 

|  I  have  attacked  these  lines  on  the  hypothesis  that  they  are  trochaics  (Hipponax,  Old  Comedy?),  but 

without  making  further  progress. 

3710.  Commentary  on  Odyssey  xx 

Plate  IX 

Inv.  no.  not  recorded  22  x  24  cm  Second  century 

Remains  of  four  consecutive  columns  of  a  commentary  on  Odyssey  xx  written  by  the 

copyist  responsible  for  XLV  3213  and  the  other  manuscripts  mentioned  there  (of  which 

the  Phaedo  text  is  now  LII  3676,  and  the  ‘commentary  on  Odyssey  xxii’  presumably  the 

present  number).  The  script  is  assigned  to  the  latter  part  of  the  second  century  (Hunt  at 

VIII  1092,  Lobel  at  XXI  2297).  Lemmata  are  distinguished,  as  regularly,  by  ecthesis 

and  paragraphs,  and  the  text  is  further  articulated  by  means  of  short  intratextual 

spaces,  rarely  of  more  than  one  or  two  letters’  width,  used  in  lieu  of  punctuation.  Some 

corrections  have  been  made  by  a  second  hand,  which  also  filled  in  a  couple  of  places  in 

col.  i  left  blank  by  the  copyist:  perhaps  the  exemplar  was  damaged.  The  column  height  is 

unknown  but  at  least  22  cm,  occupied  by  at  least  55  lines;  column  width  c .  6  cm.  There  is 

a  collema  join  between  cols,  i  and  ii.  Back  blank. 
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I  he  commentary,  which  I  see  no  reason  to  think  was  limited  to  this  one  book,  is  a 

product  of  mainstream  Homeric  criticism,  as  represented  by  the  surviving  scholiastic 

corpus,  more  comparable  in  type  to  the  ‘Ammonius’  commentary  on  Iliad  xxi  (II  221, 
Pap.  XII  Erbse)  than,  say,  to  the  Pergamene  monograph  XXXIX  2888.  It  is  on  a  fuller 

scale  than  the  existing  Odyssey  scholia,  and  much  more  liberal  in  naming  its  authorities, 

more  resembling  the  Iliad  scholia  in  this  respect.  Aristonicus,  cited  several  times  for 
interpretation,  is  the  most  recent  scholar  named,  and  while  inference  from  the  absence  of 

later  scholars  such  as  Herodian  is  necessarily  precarious,  especially  over  such  a  relatively 

short  stretch  of  text  as  this,  all  the  evidence  is  consistent  with  first-century  composition. 

The  composer  may  well  be  a  known  name,  but  commentators  were  many,  and  positive 
identification  seems  out  of  the  question.  His  reporting  is  notably  neutral:  no  polemics, 

not  even  explicit  statement  of  preference,  beyond  what  is  entailed  in  the  lemma. 

The  exegetics  are  conventional.  Explication  by  resort  to  motive  is  perhaps 

proportionately  more  frequent  than  in  the  extant  scholia.  Specifically  Pergamene 

scholarship  does  not  go  unrepresented.  Crates  and  Zenodotus  of  Mallos  are  mentioned 

with  regard  to  relocation  and  addition  of  verses  (iii  20  ff.,  iii  40  ff.,  cf.  ii  2  ff.);  this  gives  the 

commentary  an  affinity  with  the  T-scholia  of  the  Iliad ;  use  of  Didymus  might  be  more 

confidently  assumed  if  the  sources  were  not  Pergamene.  A  reading  of  Aristophanes’ 

(coinciding  with  the  vulgate,  but  not  with  the  commentator’s  text  ofPIomer)  is  explicitly 
cited  (iii  33);  Aristarchus  is  not  mentioned,  though  he  no  doubt  has  a  covert  presence  in 

Aristonicus  and  some  of  the  unattributed  material.  Without  a  more  secure  knowledge  of 

the  interweavings  of  the  scholarship  of  the  period  it  is  difficult  to  trace  significant 

affiliations.  Various  points  of  contact  with  the  D-scholia  and  others  are  discernible,  but 

the  surviving  Odyssey  scholia  are  altogether  too  scanty,  particularly  in  the  later  books,  to 

allow  more  than  piecemeal  connections  to  be  made. 

The  bulk  of  our  commentator’s  fodder  is  naturally  provided  by  other  Homeric 
critics.  Glossographical  tradition  makes  an  appearance,  as  in  the  Geneva  scholia  on  Iliad 

xxi,  in  citation  of  Parmeno  of  Byzantium  (ii  24);  and  Aristarchus  of  Samos  and  Diodorus 

(of  Alexandria?)  are  called  into  service  for  astronomical  exposition  (ii  37,  47).  But  I 
should  not  think  these  have  been  consulted  at  first  hand. 

New  readings  fall  into  two  classes:  those  attributed  to  particular  scholars  or 

‘editions’,  most  notably  one  in  v.  1 35  common  to  Rhianus’,  Zenodotus’,  and  the  Cyprian 
editions  (ii  7  f T. ) ,  and  those  of  the  lemmata  themselves — for  these  do  not  always  coincide 

with  the  paradosis:  v.  106  bis  (i  23),  v.  174  (iii  33),  v.  276  (iii  21  p.c .).  This  is  a  sharp 
reminder  of  the  paltriness  of  our  textual  as  well  as  our  scholiastic  evidence  for  the  Odyssey 

as  compared  with  the  Iliad.  Our  commentator’s  text  of  Homer  was  not  the  vulgate: 
I  should  suppose  it  to  be  Aristarchean. 

There  are  more  incidental  gains.  A  bit  of  comedy  seems  to  be  adduced  in  col.  i 

( 1 4  ff. ) .  And  the  astronomical  disquisition  triggered  by  the  new-moon  feast  of  Apollo 

(v.  156,  ii  33  ff.)  contains  not  only  a  citation  of  Thales  by  Aristarchus  of  Samos  but  also 

a  new  quotation  from  Heraclitus. 
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Other  remnants  of  Odyssey  commentaries,  as  distinct  from  scholia  minora,  are 

P.  Yale  inv.  551  ( Uellenica  28  (1975)  60-5,  cf.  Wiirzb.  Jahrb.  nf  2  (1976)  99-104),  P.  Fay. 

312  descr.  (Pack2  1213,  now  published  in  HASP  20  (1983)  113-22),  and  the  papyrus 

edited  by  Bartoletti  in  ASNP  35  (1966)  1-4.  P.  Alex.  inv.  198  ( Papiri  letter ari  greci,  no.  8; 

Pack2  2614)  is  probably  another,  but  I  would  suggest  that  P.  Med.  inv.  210  (. Aeg .  58 

(i978)  1 10-14)  rather  a  discussion  of  the  soul  (read  Xpv]\c[i]7nroc  Ae[yet  at  ii  12?). 

XXXIX  2888  appears  to  be  a  Homeric  Questions  or  the  like.  The  portion  of  Homeric  text 

here  treated  is  partially  extant  in  P.  Ryl.  I  53  (7728;  iii-iv  ad). 
I  am  privileged  to  have  been  able  to  use  a  transcript  and  notes  prepared  by  Mr 

Lobel.  Responsibility  for  the  transcript  now  printed  must  be  mine,  but  I  have  compared 

my  transcription  with  his  at  every  point,  deferred  in  cases  of  doubt,  and  record  all  but 

the  most  trivial  differences.  I  have  also  had  the  benefit  of  some  comments  from  Professor 

A.  Dyck. 
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col.  i  (a) 

Apparently  the  top  of  the  column 

]....[  hl..[ ]pLaLK(lT(lKp '  '  [ 

]ov8apiov[ 4  ]  #  p<f>t  [ 

].«*[. 
5  JeSoviat  ttcoc  [ 

]/ceSovtatej3Af  [ 

]  .  €L€t<fip€(f>OVc[ ]  ,  k[ 

]  t  TO&€€KV€(j)  [ 

]vpVKp(XT€l8 '  pi  #  [ 

io  jyoSorauapi,  #  o[ 

J/o'ucorta#??!',  [ 

jcw^Seiav,  [ 

JcocAcyouctrf 

jpotctocvi/co  #  [ 

15  ]atc, 

]  acfiAei/jeLCTTavviT  [ 

]  f  ayapKa[]vvv€ipr][ 

]  ,  ,  V  677,  rot #  [ 

].  .  .T«'[.].iai»T[ 

20  ]..  (I05) 

] .  T°.  [.  .]epo.  [ 

].  .  oriov['  ] - k.  [ 

]Ar]Ctcu€v6apaTOipLy[  tt]  Arjdai  ev9*  apa  roc  pLv[Xcu  (106) 

]  #  Kwcpi['  ]Aat  npocroX t  [  ]  f  kojc  pi[v]Xai  irpoc  roA,  [ 

25  J.'aro  [c.  4].  .  .?[.]«[  ejiaro  [  ]a[ 

].W.  .[  ].«/?..[ 

2  ,  .  first  trace  a  speck  on  the  line,  suiting  only  a  among  vowels;  perhaps  ar[  3  y[.].P:  V.P  EL. 
Before  />,  speck  of  apparent  shortish  descender  close  to  tail  of  p  .  [,  a,  c?  4  ]# ,  top  of  upright  [J  , 
upright  with  suggestion  of  leftward  curve  at  foot;  space  and  trace  compatible  with  e.g.  [e]t,  cu,  not  o  or  7/ 

6  Ae[:  /?[],  [  EL,  suggesting  €pp[6]v[T7}c-  7  ]. ,  top  of  apparent  upright  There  is  a  speck  of  ink  well 
above  the  line  at  the  left-hand  edge,  either  casual  or  the  remnant  of  some  supralineation  [] , ,  upright,  [ ,  ]t  or 

rj  8  ] . ,  unless  part  of  the  r,  a  near-horizontal  at  letter-top  level  9  After  S,  a  hole,  to  the  right  the 
top  of  an  upright  curving  slightly  rightwards,  7;?  .  [,  apparent  upright  10  .  ,,  scattered  specks  in 

positions  compatible  with  c r  12  0  remade  .  [,  stroke  rising  from  lower  left,  a  or  A  prob.  14  [, 

a  dot  off  the  line  15  p  remade  16  tt[:  A[  EL;  the  left-hand  side  and  the  right  foot  survive;  the 

stroke  beginning  at  top  left  is  at  the  wrong  angle  for  A;  n  hardly  to  be  doubted,  I  think  17  ] , ,  an  arc  or 

sloping  upright  bending  to  left  at  top,  9?  18  ].  .  v  (J.  .  .  EL),  surface  mostly  worm-eaten;  perhaps  ] ,  w, 
hardly  ],  ov  %  (e  EL),  or  6[t]  tt ,  or  y,  then  a  hole  followed  by  fool  of  upright,  e.g.  77,  [t  ]t  [,  77,  c,  or 

(better?)  y.  (yp[?)  19  ,  broken  letter-tops  suggestive  of  ocec  J. ,  right  of  letter-top  horizontal,  r 
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col.  i  (b) 

30 

35 

40 

45 

5° 

]M  1 
]«[  ] 

]-
 

].8i 

]°V> 

]PF  [ 

].«[ 

]7‘  [ 

]A? 

]. 

] 
]*«,.[  ] 

]tt] Ae  [ 

]  #  V  OVT€  [ 

]  f  €7TCUV€t  [ 
]TOpya)t#  .  y 

]r]revajveX 

]<J)€poTaiKai 

]f)T7](JL€VO  L 

].Tm.  [Joe 
be..[  ].[  ] 

] rjdevovjacvy  [ 

]er€povye{ye}  [ 

Je^p^ratA,  ,  et 
jfj.rreXa^ovcarotc  [ 

]  TjfX€^nrXr)Kra  [ 

[ 

(132) 

[ 

or  y?  20  ] ,  , ,  two  unassignable  verticals  and  scattered  specks;  the  surface  is  then  destroyed  up  to 

<f>  21  ], ,  foot  as  of  a  After  70  (,  o  EL),  trace  at  letter-top  level,  perhaps  a  high  point  epp,  [  (ep,  [ 
EL),  here  as  in  the  next  two  lines  the  surface  was  already  imperfect  when  written  on;  any  letter  before  e,  except 

perhaps  1,  would  I  think  be  visible  After  p,  low  speck,  perhaps  foot  of  tt  or  v  22  foot  of  upright 

followed  by  feet  of  obliques  as  of  a  p,  or  (EL)  a>  tt  EL,  but  would  be  anomalous  feet  only,  first 

upright,  second  prob.  e  or  c,  third  short  descender,  fourth  a  speck  followed  by  upright;  e.g.  tepa  or  tepoi  would 

suit  .  [,  shortish  descender,  p  or  v ?  24  ] , ,  top  of  possible  upright  A,  [  (A[  EL),  right  leg  of  A  (or  a?) 

proceeds  to  make  a  bow  as  of/31:  ctA,  or  A  corr.  to  /a?  Above  line,  after  at,  oblique  as  of  8,  A  (upper  trace  is  tail  of 

23  v)  25  ].,  top  of  upright  equally  consistent  with  r/ori  letter-tops,  variously  assignable 

27,  28  Prob.  line-ends  29  e?  (cf.  39)  31  py>:  ...[  EL,  sim.  32,  35  40  ].,  77  or 
€l  41  | . ,  foot  of  upright,  stripped  above  and  to  left  42  py:  vf  EL  t  mi  perhaps  ei,  in  alteration 

or  cancellation?  45  J/?r  practically  certain  (].  7  EL)  46  ].,  upper  left  of  upright  47  After 

e,  scattered  traces,  vm  suggested  49  [ye],  ye  lightly  crossed  through 
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col.  ii 

(b) 

10 

20 

M 
(c)  }icri6rj[ 

]e/x  axova[ 

oy[  ]  t  ovSeri'  [ 

V .  [.  ].  aY@p.  [  c*  5  ] fjLarr]v8€t  [ 

yo t  i Kaver  [  c.  4  ]  #  puvvvvT€f<[ 

avTirov[m  t  ]tp  [.  ,  ]aVOVKCuI,7][ 

'  CU '  V7TpLaL€r[ '  '  '  ]  #  fxovcur[ 

7TaKovc9rjLOv[ '  #  #  ]  ,  aXXoreS7]K[ 

]gLVTTvov  or '  [  c.  5  ]pft/cotToc/catt>7rv[ 

]yapi/ftA?y/c,  [  c.  5  Jctcfcotroc  rjfxt  [ 

]8  e  [xv  lav  coy  e '  [  c.  4  ]v(  #  []^>ot  [ 

J/xac/xcve.  [  c.  7  J^/cocriCTraf 

]a.[.]t[  c.  10  ]./xoceip[ 

C.  14  ]  P  TTdpaKoXovd '  [ 

C.  15  ]TT€CC0pL€V  [ 

C.  l6  ]€pL0l80K€L[ 

a»C7p$[ 

/  ,  [  c.  15  ] ,  civ  8e7rg[ 

6tSe/CCo[]#  [  C.  9  ]  #  €K€L7TOtrj ,  [ 

kco o ca A Xovyil  c.  6] y\9 .  €^cova/xa[ 

rgjye  a pt^(f),  [,  .  ] .  [ ,  ]  t  [,  ]kv f  [,  ] ,  Xkolc[ 

yp€L9aipL€v8[ t  ]  (  OLKOprjca t  ['  ]  7Ta/oa/c[ 

Xevcfxapiovov  royapayerejjrrov  /cat 

yapprjpLaTrpocraKTtKOV  irappL^vcov 

3  p[:  ,  [  EL  4  ] , ,  apparent  upright  broken  to  left  1.  [:  ,  [  EL;  upper  part  of  1,  followed  closely  by 

trace  difficult  to  assign  5  77,  slight  traces  above,  conceivably  smooth  breathing  but  anomalously  located, 

casual?  After  77,  an  upright  with  suggestion  of  horizontal  to  right  at  top,  y,  tt,  c,  e  suggested,  other  letters 

perhaps  not  to  be  excluded  ] , ,  foot  of  upright,  7/,  1, 77  suggested  After  p,  curve  compatible  with  a>,  o,  e  e 

ligatured  to  apparent  upright  6  ,  ([]  EL),  indeterminate  speck  at  upper  right,  neither  v  nor  c  excluded; 

the  small  lacuna  intervening  after  o  is  of  uncertain  width  8  ],,  apparent  short  descender  p,  e 

EL  12  p  EL  15  ]  _ ,  top  of  upright,  77,  1,  v?  ,  [,  apparent  upright  16  tt:  tt  EL,  but  rt  or 

yi  also  possible  18  marg so  EL:  or  ancora?  ].,  anomalous  traces:  oblique  extending  below  c  (a 

cancellation?),  and  horizontal  joining  top  of  c  19  ], ,  extremities  of  k  or  (better?)  c?  et:  e,  EL  #  [, 

high  and  low  specks,  t?  2 1  ].[,].  [,  base  speck,  shortish  descender 
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vo  LKavet.  [ouk  a]v  fjuv  vvv ,  t4k[vov 

avrl  rov  [ev]  777  ft  fPt]avot5  /cat  Zt][vo86to v 
/cat  Kvnpiai  er[#  .  ,  ]  f  fiov  atr[ 

TTOLKOVcdfjL  Ou[,  f  ,  ]  .  dAA*  OT€  8rj  /cfotTOtO 

/cjat  V7TVOV.  OTL  [8ia(f)4]p€l  KOLTOC  Kdl  VTTv\oC' 

rj]  yap  i/jiXrj  /cafra/cAtJctc  koltoc.  rj  pic[v 

8epiv t’  dvojyey[.  Se/xjvta  [<?](/>’  offc  to  84- 

fiac  pi4v€i[.  avrap  o]  y*  coc  rtc  rra[p,- 

77] av  [o]  t[£upoc  koX  a7To]rjU.oc.  eip[ 

( 1 35) 

(■38) 
(139) 

(140) 

/cojoc  aAAou^t[  c.  5  e]yxoc  *XMV  “M0  (!45) 

tui  ye.  Ap<,(ct6)vl(k6c )  [.].[.]  KrwfoJuA/coic.  [a-(i4<j) 

ypeW',  at  p.ev  S[ai]/xa  KOp7)caT[e.]  na pa/<[e- 

Aeuc/aa  p.6vov,  to  yap  ayere  ̂ ttov,  Kal 

yap  prjp ta  rrpocraKTLKOv.  riapp,evtov 
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25  fiv^avnoc  irapaOrjvatoicTOKaWv 

yeivKOpe iv  KOprjcareKaOrjpareKai 

[.  .  ]f?r}71€TtK .  0ctpa</>0opac  jS[t  f  ]  4  ere 

]eouccuS*  ravraov(j)[t  jovn^ov 

caAey€LT(jovp,v7]CTr}pa)vaA'  orrcoc 

30  pi,  ,  apajCLvraxew .  €7TirrjVTa[,  Ja ciovp 

yia,  pa)pLaiKovTO€9ocT7]c8iat  [,]vtac 

€pX€c8€Kp7]Vr}v8€KOUOlC€T€  O,  lay 

TLTOV(f>€p€re  aAAapLaArjpiyeovr 

apL^(f)7]Ct  VOTIVOVpL'  Via 7]VTOT€ 

35  o0€va['  ,  ,  ]Aa>voc  €7Teiogvrocr}Atcoi' 

onevv ,  .  pi,  .  laie/cAeu/feic  Sr^Ao[.  ] 

apicrap^o t  oca/x[,  Jocypa^aw  €(f>r]T€ 

opi€v6aAr}c  otl€kA€ltt€ '  vrovrjA[ #  ] 

ovceArjV7]C€7Ti7Tpoc9eyavrcoiy€ ,  o 

40  pL€VTfJCC7}pi€lOVp,€ [  C.  Q  ],  ,  ,  T^C 

rjpLepg,'  ev  t  iiroieirg #  ,  rjveyAe ,  t/ar 

77  [ .  ] ,  i/x6VTpta/caSa/caAouctvo[,  ]  Seven; 

pL7]viav  rjpaKAeiroccvviovTcovy 

ra)vpir]va)vr]p,€pac€^[ .  ] .  o.  <^>ai^ 

45  veTaiTrporepTpvoup/pvf,  ]  [[avj?7y,  eu 

rep^vaAAoreAaccovac/xera/JaA  t  e 

t  aAAore7rAet;vac  SioStopocour.  . 

4  uro^ayefroe776iyapa77'[,  ]/cpi;77rerat 

fjLev'qc€Arjvr)7Tpocayovcara)Lr]ALWL 

50  #  #  rgracT(x)vpi7]y(x)VT€  m  evraco  t  av 

]  t  iCTa,  .  vrac€pi7T€CT]iT  t  crovrjAioxi) 

] .  Xi°°.  [  ̂  7  ] .  Slavic  [,  ,  ]ica7raAiv 

] .  .  .  va  [ ,  ] .  o)V€K(f)a  [  c.  7  ] .  .  rt 

]p,€lCOTaVT77V€/<TCUI')> 

55  ].  TrpcoTajCTrf,  ,  ,  J^raivQt; 

36  Between  c  and  8,  p  EL,  interpreting  as  o  40  ‘Before  r  an  upright  preceded  by  a  horizontal  trace 
not  quite  level  with  its  top;  .  1  or  77  perhaps  likeliest,  before  which  a  dot  just  below  the  top  of  the  letters  and  a 

faint  trace  on  the  line  at  an  interval  to  left*  EL  51  rpf,  Tac  suggested:  r.  f|c  EL,  interpreting  as 

rct[t]c  53  ].  .  . ,  ‘two  uprights  with  specks  to  right  of  their  tops,  perhaps  separate  letters,  followed  by  a 

dot  on  the  line  and  the  foot  of  an  upright’  EL  (Jyr???)  a[,  ]. ,  aj  EL  e*<£ai'[]a>c[  EL,  but  with  the  note  ‘]a>c 

not  now  extant  and  I  am  not  sure  whether  it  was  a  guess  taken  from  an  earlier  transcript’  ]  p  p  jty  ‘the  last  two 

letters  are  preceded  by  a  dot  below  the  line  and  the  top  of  a  circle,  and  these  by  dispersed  traces’ 
EL  55  ]p ,  lower  part  of  upright  y[]u,  v[o]u  acceptable 
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*5 

3° 

35 

4° 

45 

r*o 

Bv^avnoc  Trap'  AOrjvaioic  to  /caAAu- 
vciv  Kopeiv.  Kopjfcare  KaOrjpare  /cat 

/co] pTj  rj  cn  Kadapa  <f)9opdc.  jSfaAJAere 

Tr[op](j)[vp]eovc  at  Se.  ravra  ov  (f)[p]ovTil,ov- 

ca  Xcyci  rwv  pLvrjcrrjpajv  aAA’  ottcoc 

pLcraficociv  Tayetoc  ctti  rrjv  Ta[A]actoup- 

yiav.  ' Pa)pLau<6v  to  Woe  rrj c  Sta/c[o]vtac. 

ep\ecde  KprjV7]v 8e  /cat  oicere.  on  av- 

Tt  TOV  (f)€p€T€.  dXXd  /XaA’  rjpi  V€OVt(cu). 

34.pl  (cTo)  Vt  (/COc)  (f)7)ClV  OTt  VOVpLTjV la  7JV  TOT6, 

odev  Jl[7roA]Aa»voc,  errel  6  avroe  rjXlan. 

OTt  ev  vovpLrjviai  at  CKAeupeie  07]  Ao  [tj 

Apicrapyoc  o  Caja[t]oc  ypd(j)a>v'  e(f)7]  re 

6  piev  ©aXije  on  e/cAetVetv  tov  ̂ Aft]- 

ov  eeX rjvr]C  eirlirpocQev  aoTcot  yevo- 

pL€V7]C ,  C7]pi€LOVpie[v7]C  C.  6  ]  #  ,  ,  Trjc 

rjpiepae ,  ev  ̂  t  7rot€tTat  rrjv  eyAett/av, 

rj[v]  ot  ̂ aev  rpiaKaSa  KaXoveiv  o[t]  Se  vov- 

pirjviav.  ' H pdicXeiToc'  evviovnov 

re ov  pirjv&v  7]p,epae  [o\rov  (f>ai - 

verai  i Tporep7]v  vovpLrjv[C\  [[avj^v  8ei>- 

repr]v  aAAoT5  iXaccovac  pierafidAXe- 
rai  dXXore  wAevvac.  AioSwpoc  ovrcoe 

avro  e^ayeiro*  err  el  yap  aTr[o]KpVTTT€Tai 

piev  r)  ceXrfvT]  npoeayovea  rd)i  rjXioji 

Kara  rac  rd)v  p,7]vcov  reXevrdcy  orav 

etc  Tac  aa{y)ac  epnrecTji  rac  rov  rjXtov , 

]  XP0Vl  c'l  1  .a</>avtc[0£]tca,  udXiv 

(150 

(*54) 

(156) 
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col.  iii 

io 

*5 

20 

M 
J/cair^c,  [ 

]crj€CTLV'  [ 

] #  #  om  %uf)acic€'  f  [ 
]tT€Ik['  .  ]  ,  60JCjLl€c|atJo[p 

]KpLv[]  t  T0LT7]V€lVaL[ 

.].[ 

/ 

> 

7ra[]  #  XeyeivTdKo '  [f  #  /]  t  pL€tcrp[ 

(f>cuvo(jL€voc€KKai8[ t  ]  #  aranacceXif] 

v o c\y i\v er aievr] fie p t  m  t  reccapecKcu 

8eKaaTToXipL7Tav€iTO  t  V7 TOfierpovy 

ev7]pLep7]c^Juy  ecyap'  vrjiiepcuctS 

7TacceX7]voc7]vap£apL€V7]<f>cuv€cdqu 

Tj]uyKaraT7]vvovp,7]vtav87]Xov 

qjcgy #  [#  ](j>aiveravro .  [,  ]ov7tojlv€7T ,  [ 

]p.  ,  0)[t  *  ]  ,  VpL7]VlCU(f)CUV0 

fi[,  .  Jr^i'iSecTiwacceA^i/ 

e,  [J^,  rr}iy<f)cuvopL€vr]7Tpa)Tac 

/c [ _  ,  TracceXrjVocytv m  #  atSta 

1877,  #  pa>v  ai&avTOVKaraSl '  ,  ] .  ^ 

f<pa[.].  [,  ]evrav0au7Toracc€t  #  t  pvKec 

Savaac,  [,  ],  6co[[vJ ecocay^,  ,  oAovS[t  t  J^A 

Oefie  .  av^[.  ]  oc  e#ocyapetm[ 

KacKarayyeXXeLvracO  t  #  [ 

OovfifycTrjpecay '  .[.].[.].[ 

] .  Tjpecax.  [ 
ya-P.YWop.  [ 

4  ].  .j  fool  of  upright,  upright:  ti?  After  9,  stem  of  l>?  ,  ,  f,  abraded  traces  suggesting  c,  fool  of 

upright  5  ]. ,  apparent  foot  of  descender  fajp:  f  a.  (.  )  EL,  suggesting  [av[  6  [], ,  letter-foot 

trace,  [<?]c  seems  acceptable,  despite  ‘apparently  room  for  only  one  letter’  EL  5!'  Surface  stripped  at 
right  7  TT,  or  yi  or  v  ].,  speck  on  the  line  .  [,  an  apex,  prob.  A  or  a,  less  prob.  5,  p, 
v  8  supralin.  77 c  rjc  EL  9  ,  ,  . ,  unassignable  traces  in  severely  damaged  context,  and  some 

supralineation  10  , ,  headless  upright,  apparently  right-hand  side  of  e.g.  v  16  v°  (diminished  o): 
v  EL  17  ].  >  y  or  r  18  _ ,  traces  admitting  s',  perhaps  also  £  or  rj  19  iS,  bar  above  will  have 

been  lost  26  After  p,  neither  a  nor  <r  excluded  ].o.  [  (].  o[  EL),  first  letter  y  or  r;  a  speck  to  upper  right 
of  o  suggests  v 
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<j fratvoptevoc  eKKat8[e]Kdrrji  TracceXr /- 

voc  (fxiLverai  ev  rjptepaic  reccapecKat- 

Se/ca  d7ToAipL7rdv€i  to  t  virofierpov 

ev  rjpteprjtct  ty.  el  yap  ev  rjpLepatc  tS 

7TacceXr)voc  rjv  dp^aptevr]  (f>atvec9at 

TTji  l y  Kara  rrjv  vovptrjv lav  8rjXov 

c be  ovk  [ej^a^erayrotf,  ]  ovttco  tv’  e7re[ 

v[#  ]y  7 Tp(o[r^qjc  rrj i  vovp irjviai  <j>aivo- 

pi[ev]r]  /car [a]  rrjv  tS  eertv  TracceXr)vo(c) 

et  [.  ]  (  a),  rrjt  y  <j)atvoptev7]  TTpwrajc 

/c[ar]d  rrjv  it  TracceXrjvoc  y tv  t  rat  Std 

to  7jfiepa)v.  at  o  avrov  Kara  o[ojfji\aiT  J. 

Kpd[r]7)[c]  evravOa  vrrordccei  “ KrjpvKec 

S’  dm  (xct[u]  9ed> t”  ea)c  “ayylptoAov  S[e  c ]</>’  t/A- 

9e  MeXav9\t\oc\  e9oc  yap  etva[t  rove  Krjpv- 

Kac  KarayyeXXetv  rac  9vc [tac.  ec  S’  rjA- 

9ov  ̂jjLvrjcrripec  ay7?v[o]p[e]c  [  tcec 

S’  rjX9ov  8prj  [c]  rrj  pec  Xlya[t  d)v” 
y®-p  a.rnv°p.[. .  J.°.  [ 

(159) 

(276) 

(173) 

(160) 
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8,  €c8t]X6o '  ,  .  ,  [  c.  io  ]a[ 

7TOLOLXOlXkOx[]'TOJV€  ,  .  ]fta[ 

,  a  rovcapce ,  acAeyei  racya/?0^[#  ]e#  .  [ 

30  €LC€7Tiy0Vr}  '  T7)p€l[]oiKCOL€  t  aAAo 

rpumov  /caA[#  ]cou/cc,  t  evonatScoov 

K€XOVCLV  aA[.  ]ov8€pLOpLOV '  #  ,  OVC 

a[]yacayo)voi7ract  apicro<f)av7jcypa[t  ]ei 

а,  ,  actp,  ,  a)C€K7Tpo8r]Aov(f)a m  #  [ 

35  ra[  c.  8  #  #  ]]JI 

(f)7]civ  t  [  c.  5  ]tm  /catT0uc/xevjK:a[ 

8rjcev  r  olc  e77\  ,  [.  ] 

б,  [.  ] ,  p/corepo[.  ecrourfuc,  [ 

,  [  c.  5  ]cev[.  ]a8eK€ivTcuvv['  f  t  ]peop[ 

40  ]  .  #  8 €TTtrpLTOC7]Xd €[]!,[ 

]AAa )TTj  '  7 TpOCTL0r}[ 

x  ‘-5  ]c|Soyc.[ 
a  c-  r3  ]..[ 

27  After  9  almost  all  lost;  last  trace  is  upright  34  y  perhaps  cancelled  36  .  [,  lower  part  of 

upright  37  first  a  tight  loop  at  lower  left,  <•  suggested,  a  and  others  not  excluded;  last  an  upright; 
the  whole  consistent  with  avn  38  various  remains,  p,  .  v suggested  ( .  .  .  r  EL)  f:  o  EL  c.  [  (f  [ 
EL),  c  almost  certain,  with  ink  below  suggesting  lower  left  apex  of  a  39  [,  sloping  upright  or 

oblique  o/?[:(>[EL  42  ]c:],EL  ,  [:  cf  EL,  but  I  think  cor  43  marg.  x  (so  EL),  or  £(rjrei)? 
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30
 

35 

40
 

Sg  “cc  S’  tfXdov  .  .  .  [  c.  10  ]g[ 

770101  yaA/coy  [YJt-covcc.  Tpe[tc^  ctd[Xovc  (163) 

Kar(dyajv) .  rove  apcevac  Acyct,  Tac  yap  9r)[ A]eta[c 

etc  h Tiyovrjv  rrjpet.  oik an  Iv  aAAo-  (171) 
/  5  QO  \  r  "1  >  T  w  >0^5 

Tpum  ovb  .  KaA[ cojc  ou/c  6t77ev  or t  atoco  00- 
>  \  r\51  >0'  /  5Q 

/<  eyovctv  aA[A  J  ouoe  ptoptov  aioovc. 

a[T]yac  aycov  01  Traci.  Xptcrotfrdvrjc  ypa\<f)\€i  (174) 

at  iraciv  ,  ottooc  €k  7Tpooi]Aov  (patv[rj- 

ra[t  rj  irpoc  ro]v  Evptatov  8ia<f)0pa.  [Apt(cr6)~\vt(K0c) 

(f>rjctv '  [  c.  5  ~\vv  u#cai  roue  ptev  /ca[re-  (176) 

8r]cev” .  ,  ,  [,  ,  ,  ,  ]  .  ac  e77f  ,  [t  ]uv</>[ 

€u[c]a/0/COT6po[#  €C  TOOTfUC,  [ 

t  [  c.  5  ]cev[(  ]aSe  /ceti/Tai  vu[,  f  t  ]p€op[ 

to t]ct  S’  677t  rplroc  ̂ A0e[]^[  (185) 

O  Ma]XXd)T7]C  7TpOCTi97][cL 

c-  5  ]f  P°vc  .  [ £[ 

c.  13 

]..[ 

col.  iv 

T7]V  r[ 

otyapS. . [ 01  yap  8qjp[ 

rrjXeptaxi 

TrjXepidx[oio  cjyovoc *  aAAa 
pLV7)C(x)pL€ -  (246) 

OaSatroc  t  [ 
9a  Sat  roc.  ,  [ 

rercoXXot'  [ T6  TOjA  Aot77[ 
((  w  ,  > V~  (245) 

SefyryJ^o.  .  .  [ 

Seye  jSouAi^’f 

te-  (250) 

,  €VOV  C 0C[ 
3  5  <  r 

£€00P  C0C[ 

]eA#ovTecS[ 
£X96vt€C  8[*  6C  Scoju-ar’ 

(248) 

]ypa(f)€t  avr[ ypd(j)€t  a vr[ 

ipev-  (251 ) 

]vSe.  vac,  [].  [ o]v  Sc  cvac  c[t]a[Aouc 

]e[]  ,  CT7]Vt  [ 
]e[] ,  CTTjV  r[ 

iv  i  stands  opposite  iii  30 
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col.  i  (a).  The  presumption  is  that  this  detached  piece  comes  from  the  upper  part  of  col.  i  of  the  main 

fragment;  this  cannot  be  verified  physically,  however,  and  that  it  may  come  from  the  preceding  column  must 

be  acknowledged  a  possibility.  Its  level  cannot  be  fixed,  for  column-height  is  not  known  and  the  intervention  of 

a  sheet-join  between  cols,  i  and  ii  (visible  to  the  left  of  col.  i  23  and  for  some  distance  down)  makes  it  impossible 

to  trace  fibre  continuity  across  the  columns;  but  given  that  it  has  column  top,  alignment  with  col.  ii  shows  that 

at  least  two  complete  lines  must  be  lost  between  (a)  and  ( b ). 

1  ff  We  may  already  be  in  the  middle  of  an  extended  discussion,  continuing  down  to  1.  20,  of  the  problem 

of  reconciling  iogf.,  avrUa  S’  i^povrrjcev  dn'  atyXrjevroc  yOXvp.nov,j  vtp oOev  ex  ve^ecov ,  with  1 13b,  fj  peydX* 

6ppovTT)cac  an  ovpavov  dcrepoevrocj  ov8e  noOi  vi<j>oc  eert:  cf.  on  4  and  5  below.  At  all  events  a  new  lemma  is  not 

readily  accommodated  within  these  first  few  lines. 

2  iv  aiOjpiai  (Eust.  1884.  59),  IJiejpLai  (cf,  58),  rr/i  anojpiai,  al.  Kara  xpar[oc ,  Kpdr[i)ra,  al. 

3  ovSapiov  [y]vp  <f>7) [CIV  >s  tempting  (faciv  probably  parenthetic),  though  a  is  not  easily  read. 

ov8ap,ov  =  nowhere  in  Homer? 

4  ov  cvfjL<j>aj]v€i  *[a]i,  ApLcro]velxqj ,  et  «r[a]i,  al.  Then,  unless  Maxe[8ov-  1S  to  be  entertained,  pdxe[cOat  or 

/xa^e[rat  ‘is  inconsistent’,  of  104  vis-a-vis  1 14, 1  should  guess  (cf.  Eust.  1884.  61  ff.).  There  will  have  been  a  diple 
in  the  text. 

58  In  the  context,  as  Mr  Lobel  noted,  a  mention  of  Maxe8ovia  is  likely  to  occur  in  reference  to  Olympus, 

as  c.g.  on  //.  1 ,  1 8  "OXvfinoc.  Kara p.iv  "Opypov  dpoc  rijc  Maxe8ovtac  peyicrov  D,  Od.  5.  55  PQ,  Ilcsych.  s.v.  IlinXiai. 

Cf.  Lehrs,  De  Aristarchi  studiis  U amends'*  163-72. 
7ra>c  yap  .  .  .  eftXeifiev  (rj  ypavc)\  how  could  she  have  seen  from  Ithaca  a  sign  in  Macedonia? 

7  ck  pp€(/>ovc  ‘from  infancy’,  but  it  is  difficult  to  see  the  relevance  of  the  phrase  here.  Was  flpi<f>ovc  perhaps 
written  in  error  for  ve<j>ov c  under  influence  of  ppovrrj? 

As  Mr  Lobel  noted,  to  8e  “ex  v€<f>ewv’  might  introduce  a  discussion,  such  as  is  alluded  to  in  the  D-scholia 

on  104,  113,  and  found  at  greater  length  in  Eust.  1884,  about  the  equivalence  here  of  vefa,  “OXvpinoc,  and 
ovpavoc  as  sources  of  the  thunder.  Cf.  Schol.  AIL  1.  497,  16.  364;  the  Orphic  Derveni  papyrus  (ZPE  47  (1982) 

Appendix)  viii  3-5;  P.  Brux.  inv.  E.  7162  (M flanges  Emile  Boisacq  i  493-7;  Pack2  1224). 

9  Mr  Lobel  wrote:  ‘It  is  natural  to  see  here  the  name  Eurycrates  or  Eurycratidas,  one  of  the  Agiad  kings  of 

Sparta.  What  he  would  be  doing  I  cannot  guess,  but  neither  can  I  propose  an  articulation  to  produce  a  more 

attractive  possibility.’  An  unknown  Homeric  scholar  Eurycrates?  Other  possibilities,  c.g.  evpv  xparel  (glossing 

evpvKpeCajv,  evpvona?),  seem  more  implausible.  Aiqpi7)[rplun  (Ixion?)  is  conceivable  for  what  follows. 

10  Zr)]vo86ran  (Lobel). 

ApicTV [:  Aristophanes,  presumably,  since  Aristonicus  is  regularly  abbreviated  (ii  21,  34,  iii  35)  and 

Aristotle  is  unlikely  (and  ApccrApXoc  hardly  to  be  read).  Mention  both  of  linguistic  cwrjOeta  (12)  and  of 

comedy  ( 1 4  IT. )  accords  well  with  what  we  know  of  Aristophanes’  scholarly  activities.  On  the  other  hand,  we 
should  not  expect  the  commentator  to  be  in  a  position  to  cite  an  explanation  by  him  (iii  33  ff.  is  of  a  rather 

different  order,  since  the  reason  given  may  be  merely  an  inference  from  the  reading),  and  constructions  are 

available  which  avoid  making  him  the  subject  ofSetJ/n'uc  in  the  next  line,  c.g.  yApicro\\<j)dveL •  Ap(icr6)vt(xoc)  8i 
Xv€L  Set]  KVVC  ktX. 

uf.  As  Mr  Lobel  noted,  'A  AOr]yq.[iwv  ...]  cwrjOcia  is  to  be  recognized,  it  may  be  supposed  to  relate  to  the 

same  lemma  as  vvv  top  ronov  e^rj  Arr  txwc  ev  wi  etcoOe  cvvicraeOai  rd  ve^»r/  1 04  D-schol.  (whence  Eust.  1 884  end) . 

Cf.  e.g.  Od.  18.  367  Kara  rrjv  Arnx'qv  cvvfjOeiav  axovereov  Q. 

13  (be ?  Not  e.g.  Attikwc  or  ifjev8d)c,  for  the  lower  right  of  the  letter  before  to  would  be  visible,  rf  ivec? 

14  }yoic:  nap *  MrjvjqLtotc  (e.g.)  not  excluded,  but  ]v  preferable. 
14.fr.  vlko '  [.  From  what  remains  of  the  next  two  lines  one  may  guess  that  we  have  here  the  name  of  a 

comic  poet.  If  so,  Ntxo<j)dov  appears  to  be  the  only  name  compatible  with  the  indications.  (So  Mr  Lobel.) 

NixoXaoc  might  be  an  alternative  (cf.  ZPE  44  (I9°I)  167T),  but  the  position  of  the  speck  of  ink  is  better  suited 

to  <j>  than  to  A. 

The  short  gap  which  the  scribe  has  left  before  eav  suggests  the  quotation  may  begin  at  this  point,  doc 

NiKO(j> [wv  I  ivc.  12  (A<f>po8iT7)c  yoi/jatc?)  “fdv  xrX?  Apparently  iambic  trimeter,  idv  rpeyr) c  /  a[~^-  x  -^]pc 

{SXeipetc  ndw  /  seems  the  likeliest  metrical  disposition;  [-w]  would  hardly  fill  the  space.  But  there  is  no  gap  after 

naw,  so  n[  may  continue  the  quote. 

17  dvax6Xov)0a  (e.g.)  yap  #ca[i]  vvv  (‘here  too’)  et/njfrai? 

18  Perhaps  n]avv  (quoted  from  16?);  not  -ov. 
en[e]i  rot  would  fit  the  Space,  ini  rote  not. 
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19  -]oc  ecriv  (ecTiv?)  [ojrt  arr[-  (avr[i  tov ,  aErfiourou?)?  But  other  articulations  are  open,  e.g.  [a ijriav. 

20  <j>7]fjLT]v  or  (Jyrjfxiv  in  the  lemma  (which  probably  this  is)?  <f>rjp yv  is  the  received  reading,  but  Eustathius  on 

v.  100  (1885.  3)  reports  that  7roAAa  to>v  dvnypd<f>u)v  have  <f>r}ptv  for  prip-qv  there:  presumably  in  105  too,  where 
<f}jjf.uv  is  in  fact  presented  by  HXU.  No  comment  on  the  reading  here,  apparently. 

21  f.  Possibly  [tjepo-  in  21  (preceded  by  -to’  and  space),  and  Atye]Ta[t]  on  ou[x]  iVpa  vel  sim.  in  22. 
Controversy  whether  the  function  of  aXerplSec  was  religious?  Eustathius  ad  loc.  (1885.  10- 1 7)  distinguishes  the 

Plomeric  meaning  from  the  definitions  of  the  Athenian  dA erpi'Sec  given  by  lexica  (and  drawn  from 
commentaries  on  Old  Comedy,  no  doubt;  cf.  e.g.  Hesycli.  s.v.  and  Schol.  Ar.  Lys.  643), 

22  end  Kp[iO -,  Kp[aTr)c  Se,  al. 

23  ttXtjclcli  and  rot,  for  the  paradosis’  nXrjCLov  and  01,  may  either  be  supposed  simple  errors  (so  Mr  Lobel) 
or  be  taken  seriously  as  ancient  readings.  In  the  latter  case  irA^aou  will  imply  106  as  beginning  a  new  sentence, 

in  asyndeton  (, . .  aAcrptc*  /  vX^clai  ZvQ'  a  pa  to  t  pvXat  ktA);  tvda  would  then  be  strictly  demonstrative.  (It  may  be 

noted  in  passing  that  nXyctoL,  not  the  OCT’s  nXyclov,  is  unquestionably  the  correct  reading  at  II.  6.  245-9.  It  is 
the  only  reading  apparently  known  to  the  scholiasts  and  to  Eustathius,  and  the  evidence  of  the  parallel 

passages  is  unequivocal:  Od.  5.  71,  2.  149,  II.  23.  732;  II.  3.  1 15  and  Od .  14.  14,  far  from  being  counterinstances, 

clinch  the  matter,  for  in  both  cases  the  adjective  would  be  unmctrical,  and  hence  the  adverb  is  brought  into 

play.)  For  ancient  discord  over  the  choice  between  rot  and  01,  cf.  c.g.  II.  4.  1 29,  10.  1 29,  1 3.  358,  and  note  Od.  9. 

532  (dAA*  €L  ol  codd.,  €L  S’  dpa  rot  IP1;  S.  West,  Ptolemaic  Papyri  of  Homer  244). 
24  Probably  TrXr)OwT]u«jsc  (cf.  the  sing,  in  hi)  or  Or]X]vKwc  (cf.  Schol.  Ar.  Vesp.  648);  otherwise 

p7]Top]iK(i)c  (A.  Dyck),  KaTaxpf]CT]iKwc.  Cf.  the  scholia  at  Od.  7.  104,  which  olfer  a  variety  of  interpretations. 

rrpoc  or  7rpoc  to  ‘with  reference  to’:  77-poc  ro/x  [pvXov  or  to  p[vXatov  is  thinkable  (pvXoc  is  Ap.  Soph.’s  gloss  on 
pvXrj,  pvXaiov  is  koine),  as  is  to  q.X\rjO€tv ,  but  neither  is  an  attractive  reading,  and  I  can  make  no  suggestion  for 

the  supralineation. 

25  Mr  Lobel  noted  that  etaro  is  the  reading  of  the  medieval  MSS  in  this  place  but  that  the  D -sc hoi.  has 

Haro,  i/iiAcoc,  tv  7J1,  tjcav  (cf.  Eust.  1885.  40  ff.  and  Scholl.  II.  15.  10),  and  that  eiaro  is  found  also  as  a  variant  of 

rjaro,  e.g.  II.  3.  149. 

After  the  lacuna  v'  is  a  possible  reading:  ejiaro-  [Ap(icto)vl(k6c)  (j>]rjctv  [5]a[cecoc  vel  sim.?  Aristophanes 
approved  etaro  (Schol.  A II.  24. 84),  Aristarchus  eidro  (Schol.  AT  ibid.,  Schol.  All.  15.  10,  quoting  the  present 

verse;  Herodian  supported  aspiration).  Perhaps  Api$[r-,  of  one  or  the  other,  in  26. 

33  marg.  ̂ (tci)  Ad(yoy),  ‘check  the  reference’.  For  the  abbreviations  cf.  K.  McNamcc,  Abbreviations  in 
Greek  Literary  Papyri  and  Ostraca,  BASP  Suppl.  3  (1981),  s.vv.  (add  XXIII  2368  ii  9  marg.),  and  on  ̂(tci)  sec 

Turner,  GM A  W>  p.  66.  Cf.  also  3716  i  945/6  marg. 

39 f.  ]ttjX€.  Mention  of  Tclemachus  seems  probable  here  (so  Mr  Lobel),  and  possible  also  at  356; 

otherwise  e.g.  Aefet.  Cf.  next  note. 

42  (a)(j)iXoc]T6pyojt.  Of  Telemachus’  attitude  to  his  mother  as  indicated  by  his  speech  of  129-33?  40  f. 

might  then  be  on  the  lines  of  ovre  \  [ptp^ecOa  1  t rp  pr)rpl  ov]ry  h rcuv€i[v.  Cf.  Schol.  Q,on  13 1,  ov  StafiaXXct  rry 

pT)T€pa,  dAAd  XtyeL  on  rove  pev  mreoxove  evayy€Xtt,opevovc  n€pl  'OSvcctcoc  npp  Katirep  ipevhopevovc,  rove  Se 
ayaOovc  Sid  to  pr)  ipevSecOai  dnpaCei ,  sim.  Eust.  1884.  10  ff.  The  discussion  continues  down  to  49,  to  judge  from 

48  dX^OevovT a{c)  (where  any  trema  on  the  final  v  will  have  been  lost). 

43  dX]rjT€va)v  or  7T€v]r)Teva)V  (c.g.  eay  -nevjrjTevwv  eAlffbp,  cf.  tttcoxovc  in  Schol.  Q,  cited  in  prec.  n.),  or 

7Tpo(f))rjT€vojv  (prophesying  Odysseus’  return,  cf.  evayyeXi^optvovc  in  Schol.  cit.;  e.g.  eAUmSoKwrei)?  Either 
way,  apologetic  explication  of  1 32  f.  seems  probable.  Otherwise,  verse:  the  next  line  could  be  referring  to  verses 

not  carried  by  all  manuscripts  (tv  tlclv  ou]  (ftepovrat  vel  sim.);  cf.  Od.  16.  10 1  eA0oi  dXrjnvojv  ktX ,  an  obelized 

verse;  but  this  is  perhaps  not  very  likely. 

44  <f>€p€Tai  changed  into  <f>cpoVTcu ,  all  in  a  cursive  hand  which  perhaps  reappears  at  the  end  of  52  and 
elsewhere.  Evidently  the  copyist  had  trouble  reading  his  exemplar  (damaged,  or  just  hard  to  read?),  and  left 

space;  cf.  c.g.  XLIV  3151  fr.  2. 6,  and  the  testimony  of  the  scribe  of  Cod.  Reg.  Paris.  1671  of  Plutarch  quoted  by 

F.  W.  Hall,  Companion  187.  /caAiuc]  (pipovrai,  etc.  etc. 

45  (?tt7r-,  cvv)rj]prr]p€voi ,  ( &i)r}pa]pT7)p€vot  (‘faulty’,  in  criticism  of  the  cti'xoi?)?  Other  articulations,  e.g. 

*°]pTy  P*v  oi’lf/ccioE,  are  not  excluded. 
46  rrjc  pi][t]p6c.  Cf.  on  42  above. 

47  dTrj]p€Xr)[T]Q[c  on  1 30  d.K'qBrjc  (so  the  D-schol.)  cannot  be  ruled  out,  but  a  med.-pass.  participle,  -pev-, 
seems  likelier. 

50 ff.  (-)«:] €xpyraL  At'^ti  (Lobel).  Kaiviji  vel  sim.?  On  €p7rXriyS^v,  no  doubt,  which  will  have  stood  at  the 
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start  of  the  lemma  in  49.  51  f.  will  be  elpneXa^ovca  rote  |  [npaypaa.,  as  Mr  Lobcl  noted,  comparing  the  scholia 

and  Eustathius  ad  loc.,  esp.  D-Schol.  4pnX7]KTtKWC.  rj  d/cpira/c  /cat  toe  dv  Tvy7) t  ipnreXd^ovca  rote  rrpdy  pact.  Cf. 
Schol.  Pi.  0.  8.  30,  Schol.  S.  Aj.  1358,  and  esp.  Apollon.  Soph.  67.  28,  who  adds  that  Aristarchus,  in  his 

commentary  on  Od.  xx  (i.e.  on  this  verse),  glossed  it  evfxerapoXtoc;  it  is  especially  unfortunate  that  the  present 

commentary’s  entry  cannot  be  reconstructed. 

'ev  seems  to  have  been  written  by  the  first  hand,  v  changed  to  p  and  -nX^Kra  added  in  a  more  cursive  script’ 
Lobel. 

rrapd  to  p\f}ii  (‘from  the  verb’  sc.  efnrXrjcctiv),  €Tr(pp]rjp*?  An  alternative  explanation  to  the  previous  line’s? 
/u?  or  p.(a.y?  The  elision  in  such  context  is  unexpected. 

col.  ii.  There  is  no  way  of  telling  how  many  lines,  if  any,  are  missing  from  the  top  of  the  column.  Evidently 

the  discussion  still  concerns  132b  or  vicinity. 

2  7Tp]  ocTL07]  [ci,  of  textual  ‘addition’,  has  some  likelihood,  in  view  of  the  hexameter  verse  quoted  below.  It 
is  not  carried  in  the  vulgate — in  fact  is  otherwise  unknown— so  is  probably  post-Aristarchean  (but  note  Od.  2. 

51  ab).  The  papyrus  presumably  gcive  the  name  of  the  alleged  interpolator,  as  at  iii  40  below;  possibilities 
include  Zenodotus  of  Mallos,  as  there,  and  Crates  himself  (cf.  II.  14.  246^). 

3-7  - voc  or  -vov  Uavci  6,  as  Mr  Lobel  noted,  is  to  all  appearances  the  end  of  a  hexameter.  I  presume  this  is 

the  ‘added’  material  (see  prec.  n.):  appended  to  the  end  of  Tclemaclius’  speech,  or  to  the  beginning  of 

Eurycleia’s?  And  just  where  in  the  papyrus  does  the  quote  start?  It  looks  as  if  it  extends  at  least  as  far  back  as  4 
ovSeri  — /,  and  I  think  the  most  likely  supposition  is  two  full  verses,  beginning  in  1.  3.  But  is  the  starting-point 

Tr}X]4pax'  ov  ktX ,  in  which  case  the  verses  will  have  begun  Euryclcia’s  reply  (134^),  or  should  we  supply 

something  like  tt}l  pr^eei  Tr]X]epdxov  and  take  p[  as  the  starting-point,  in  which  case  the  verses  will  have 

concluded  or  followed  Telemachus’  address  (133^)?  If  p[  is  rightly  read  in  1.  3,  the  former  option  becomes 
unattractive  (nothing  more  promising  than  ot/afra?);  and  while  the  size  of  the  lacuna  in  1. 4  cannot  be  said  to  be 

determinative  either  way,  it  looks  rather  on  the  generous  side  for  a  supplement  which  would  be  at 

most.  So  I  think  the  quoted  addition,  consisting  of  two  verses,  commences  at  3  $t[.  The  following  further 

assumptions  then  seem  to  me  probable:  the  verses  belong  to  Telemachus;  the  second  verse  begins  at  5  |r/;  part  of 

dvOpoiTToc  is  to  be  recognized;  so  is  84;  and  the  object  of  this  last  clause  is  Penelope.  But  not  one  of  these  is  assured. 

A  structure  such  as  ouSe  tl  Tr[dpTrav]  |  /  fjir[t]T)  dyOp(p[7Toiei,]  paT7p>  84  p[iv  af]|yoc  tKavet  can  be  thought  of,  but 

entirely  different  reconstructions  are  available:  7rv\pdrqv: ,  6a]pa>  a]pa;  S’  eA[en]yoc,  8€p[cat]yoy;  etc.  We  need  a 

better  prior  understanding  of  the  verses’  gist  than  is  attainable. 
An  odd  but  perhaps  insignificant  resemblance  to  another  addition  in  this  book  is  tJtoi  p4v  re  fiporwv  aAAoc 

to  7 t4vOoc  ik duet  (1.  ov  tt4v0oc  Udvr}?)  written  in  the  margin  of  U  by  the  troublesome  verse  83. 

There  is  no  indication  whether  nepipptov  or  <j>4Xr}  Tpopoe  (as  P.  Ryl.  I  53,  JU)  was  read  in  134. 

6  r 4kvov  may  have  ended  the  line,  or  dv{aiTiov)  vel  sim.  may  have  followed. 

7 --9  The  given  restoration  is  Mr  Lobel ’s.  This  will  be  the  first  explicit  attestation  of  the  Zenodotean  and 

Cyprian  ‘editions’  of  the  Odyssey ,  though  Zenodotus’  readings  are  cited  often  enough. 
The  paradosis  for  135  is  ovk  av  puv  vvv,  tIkvov,  avatrtov  at tlowo.  In  1.  8  we  look  for  a  variant  (7  dvrt  rou). 

None  is  recorded,  either  for  this  verse  or  for  comparable  verses  elsewhere.  Perhaps  “€t[t}t]vpov  aiVfioono”. 

Then  iV  i/]7ra/an/c0T]i  “ ov[ra)c\  I  should  suppose,  meaning  that  ovtcoc  is  to  be  ‘understood’,  i.e.  mentally 

supplied  ( subauditum ;  cf.  Schol.  A  II.  1.  580-3,  2.  681-5,  7-  353>  H-  4l6,  15.  1 1,  155,  19*  3^6):  ‘you  would  not 
with  truth  accuse  her  (thus)’. 

lof.  The  distinction,  as  Mr  Lobel  noted,  is  here  more  precise  than  as  drawn  by  Eust.  1471.  34  8t]Xol  84  o 

/cofroc  p4v  rrjv  koItt]v.  avTT}  84  rrjv  dvaKXtctv  81*  ijc  vnvoc  Trepiyiverat.  Our  commentator  may  possibly  have  taken 
this  from  Herennius  Philo’s  collection  of  differentiated  synonyms  (on  which  see  Erbse,  Beitrdge  zur  Uberlieferung 
der  Iliasscholien  ii  5,  and  Ammon,  de  adfinium  vocabulorum  differentia  ed.  Nickau);  but  of  course  an  earlier  source 

cannot  be  ruled  out. 

On  the  prefatory  on,  as  again  at  32  below,  see  E.  G.  Turner,  Greek  Papyri  1 15. 

1 2  f.  An  etymon  of  84pvia,  if  I  have  rightly  reconstructed.  Cf.  Apollon.  Soph,  s.v.,  ra  CT/jaip.ara,  dird  tqv  to 

84pac  4v  avTOtc  p4vetv . 

14  €tp[r)T ai,  €t  p[t}-?  elp[(ovLK<oc  less  likely.  Eustathius  of  this  phrase  notes  (1887.  13),  4iri  tivoc  /byfbjcerai 

XapaiKoiTovvTOC  4kovtl. 

15  napaKoXovOfj ? 

16  Rather  than  (-)-rr4c(op€v  (hex.-end?  trim. -start?  cf.  next  line)  perhaps  ojn  ecw  pev:  of  Odysseus’  refusal 
to  sleep  inside? 
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1 7  (e)pol  8ok€i  is  the  obvious  articulation.  A  first-person  reference  on  the  part  of  the  commentator  would 

be  a  surprise;  but  hardly  a  quotation?  In  paraphrastic  exegesis  of  the  speculative  nature  of  Euryclcia’s  cue  tic 
ktX? 

18-20  What  seems  to  be  under  discussion  is  the  form  kwcciv,  142,  held  to  presuppose  to  kcooc.  Cf.  Eust.  on 

Od.  3.  38  (1456.  22  If.),  877A ov  he  on  to  Kioeciv  ovk  ck  rov  Kwac  ylverat,  fjv  yap  av  kw aciv  (be  Kpeaciv ,  aAA’  etc  rov 
koaoc ,  Kara  to  j3eA oc  peXeciv'  kt A;  and  Hcrodian  recognized  Kiboc  alongside  K<bac  (n.  TraOtbv  frr.  134,  340).  Thus 

1.  20  is  probably  kojoc  dAA’  ovxi  \x<bac  (for  ovyl  cf.  iii  4).  19  c.g.  cu]c  eteei  noifj  t[o?  {ttol^t^kcoc  too  long?) 
18?  K(b]ectv  corr.  in  - aciv  (the  marginal  stroke  indicating  something  amiss  with  the  text  of  the  commentary,  as  at 

iii  8,  or  an  ancora  signalling  an  omission  made  good  in  the  upper  margin?)?  The  dat.  pi.  of  Benac  then  adduced 

(cf.  Schol.  b  II.  1.  471),  supralin.  cue  to  h[enac,  8[e7raeea  vel  sim.  (though  that  is  not  morphologically 

analogous)?  Then  c.g.  el  he  Ktbeciv,  ‘but  if  Kibeciv  (sc.  rather  than  Kwaciv ),  (/ccuoc  not  /ecuac  is  implied)’;  vel  sim. 
Where  was  the  1 42  lemma,  1.  1 8  or  earlier? 

21  That  dpltf  should  be  expanded  to  ApicroviKoc ,  not  Apicro^dvyp,  was  proposed  by  Lobel  on  XXIV 

2387  fr.  1  marg.,  cf.  on  XXXVII  2803  fr.  1.  4  marg.,  on  the  ground  that  apt/  was  also  found  (I  do  not  know 

where).  Even  without  other  confirmations,  e.g.  Ill  as  a  heading  =  vtVr/t  (H.  C.  Youtie,  Scripliunculac  Posteriores  i 

1-16),  in  the  present  papyrus  AptcrdviKoc  is  clearly  correct.  For  other  occurrences  sec  K.  McNamce, 
Abbreviations,  10. 

What  did  Aristonicus  say?  That  the  dogs  were  on  leads  held  by  servants?  Cf.  npocrji>eyKav  01  kwovXkoI  t rp> 

OrjXeiav  Kvva  .  .  .  rereXevrrfKvtav  PSA  Athen.  2.  2.  (So  Mr  Lobel.)  (j)y[ci]v  fc]yfr]  or  Mpfoc]  could  be  read. 

Perhaps  countering  such  interpretations  of  the  phrase  as  those  attested  for  Od.  2.  1 1,  which  set  store  by  the 

absence  of  attendants  (Scholl.  Od.  2.  10,  11). 

22-7  One  note  on  dypetre ,  two  on  Koprjcare. 

22-4  i  dypetre  is  only  an  exhortation,  a yere  is  less  so,  for  it  is  also  an  imperative.’  The  distinction  here 
drawn  between  dypetre  (and  dypei)  and  ay  ere  (and  aye)  is  not  immediately  transparent.  Mr  Lobel  perceived 

discrepancy  with  comments  on  these  words  elsewhere,  and  adduced  the  enifj.epicp.ol  (An.  Ox.  i  71.  23),  where 

dypei  is  referred  to  the  npocraKriKa  pr/para  (and  emppppara ),  Schol.  B  II.  11.  512  ccti  Se  to  pev  aypei 

napoppifriKOv  enlpprfpa,  to  he  dye  napaKeXevcriKov,  and  also  Eustathius  on  II.  I.  62  to  aye  ovk  ecn  KaOapibc  pijpa 

npocraKTiKov  aAA’  cue  enlpprfpa  napaKeXevcpartKov  Kara  to  aypei  ('aye  is  not  purely  an  imperative  verb  but 

functions  as  an  exhortative  adverb’)  and  on  the  present  passage  KaOdnep  dye  /cat  dyere  napaKeXevcpariKcoc  ovreo 

vvv  pev  dypetre  eV  he  VAtdSt  cvikwc  (‘just  as  dye  and  dyeTe  are  used  exhortatively  so  here  dypetre  and  in  the  Iliad  in 

the  singular’).  The  comment  in  the  papyrus  may  be  understood  as  meaning  that  aypet  and  dypetre  are  used  (in 
Homer)  exclusively  as  exhortative  adverbs,  while  dye  and  dyere  function  not  only  so  but  also  as  imperatives. 

Cf.  EM  S.v.  /JdAe,  186.  36  8,  cuc7rep  d-Tro  rov  dye  77pocTa/cTt/cou  plfparoc  peranOepevov  ylverai  enlppppa 
napaKeXevcriKov.  Such  a  statement  seems  sufficiently  in  line  not  only  with  the  facts  (cf.  Bechtel,  Lexilogus  8f.) 

but  also  with  authorities  such  as  Dionysius  Thrax  (dye  classified  as  an  exhortative  adverb,  p.  82  Uhlig,  cf, 

Heliod.  ad  loc.  101.8-12  Hilgard,  adding  imperatival  use)  and  Hcrodian  (dypet  an  adverb  with  a  plural,  i  504. 

13-16  Lentz,  citing  the  present  verse,  cf.  ii  383.  9- 1 1, 463.  30).  Apollon.  Soph,  on  dypei,  6.  20-3,  quoting  II.  5. 

765,  Od.  2 1 .  176,  and,  for  the  plural,  the  present  verse,  merely  signals  equivalence  with  dye,  dyere  and  labels  the 

usage  napaKeXevcriKcbc. 

24-6  ‘According  to  Parmeno  of  Byzantium  Kopetv  is  Athenian  for  /caAAuvetr.’  This  scholar  is  cited  by  the 
Geneva  scholia  on  II.  21 . 259  and  262  and  by  Schol.  B  (man.  rec.)  on  II.  1.  591  for  dialectal  equivalents  ofoyeroc 

and  Kardvrrjc  and  of  ovpavoc.  From  Ath.  1 1.  500  b,  where  also  lie  appears  as  Tlappevoav,  it  is  assumed  that  his 

book  was  called  nepl  hiaXeKrcov  (-rov  cm.  Mcinckc).  It  is  now  evident  that  Parmeno  not  Parmenio  was  his 
name;  and  I  should  have  thought  it  more  likely  than  not  that  lie  is  identical  with  Parmeno  of  Byzantium  the 

choliambographcr,  in  which  case  he  may  with  probability  be  dated  to  the  3rd  c.  nc.  This  has  consequences  for 

the  relations  between  the  glossogr  a  pliers  and  the  Homeric  critics,  and  for  the  history  of  glossography,  which 

cannot  be  explored  here. 

Mr  Lobel  wrote:  * Kopetv ,  ‘sweep’,  is  prescribed  for  Attic  by  Phrynichus;  e.g.  Eup.  157  Xafiwv  to  Kopppa  rrp> 

a vXrjv  Kope  1.  KaXXvveiv,  ( cvyKaXXvvetv ),  ‘sweep,  (sweep  together)’,  seems  to  appear  first  in  Aristotle  (Prob. 

93Gb27).’ Apollonius  Sophista  glosses  Koplpare  with  /caAAuraTe.  A.  Dyck  suggests  that  our  commentary  is  his 

source  both  for  that  and  for  the  etymology  of  hepvia  at  ii  I2f,  I  would  hesitate  to  accept  this,  however,  for 

negative  evidence  apart,  our  commentary  glosses  Kopujcare  with  KaOr/pare ,  not  /caAAuraTe  (the  two  notes 

seem  quite  discrete),  and  the  etymology  of  hepvia  was  presumably  available  elsewhere  than  here.  I 
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should  be  more  inclined  to  think  in  terms  of  common  source  material  than  of  direct  dependence  of  either 

one  upon  the  other. 
26 f.  xoprjcare  kt A.  Cf.  Schol.  BQon  152  (misplaced  from  149,  I  take  it),  xaOapaTe.  evOev  xoprjpa.  Toiyapovv 

Koprj  7)  KaOapa\  Eust.  1 887.  34  77  dbr’  dvBpoc  xaOapd',  Suda  in  xopr],  rrapd  to  xopco  to  xaOalpco.  On  the  etymology  A. 

Dyck  adds:  ‘closest  parallel  is  Et.  Orion.  G  (81.4  Sturz:  in  sede  Apollodori  [cf.  80.  15  and  81.  12]):  xai  xoprj  t} 
irapOevoc,  rj  xaOapav  xai  d<j>0opov  e^ouca  rrjv  rjXixtav,  whence  the  doctrine  entered  the  Byz.  etymologica:  Et.  Gud. 

w  (338.  7  Sturz);  EM  529.  34;  Zon.  1237/ 

28-31  The  commentator  is  anxious  to  assign  a  worthy  motive  for  her  urgings  — not  (as  had  been 

charged?)  a  concern  for  the  comfort  of  the  suitors,  but  a  concern  to  have  the  servant-women  return  as  quickly 

as  possible  to  their  wool-work  within  the  palace  (cf.  18.  313-16,  22.  421-3). 

31  ‘Service  is  a  Roman  custom.’  Rather  opaque.  There  seems  nothing  particularly  Roman  about  the 

activities  enjoined  in  Eurycleia’s  speech,  nor  about  wool-working  (though  Mr  Lobel  did  adduce  the 

commendation  lanarn fecit  frequently  found  on  Roman  ladies’  gravestones).  A.  Dyck  would  refer  the  remark  to 

the  suitors’  early  arrival,  1 55  f.,  as  being  compared  to  the  Roman  salutatio ,  but  in  that  case  the  note  is  misplaced; 

and  the  Btaxovla  is  surely  the  maids’.  We  may  recall  that  according  to  Aristodemus  of  Nysa  (FHG  iii  307) 
Homer  was  a  Roman  (vit.  Horn,  vi,  18-23  Allen):  this  on  the  basis  of  certain  exclusively  Roman  customs  to  be 

found  in  the  Homeric  poems — such  as  the  game  olneccoi \l  Cf.  Hillscher,  Jahrb.f.  klass.  Philol.  Suppl.  18  (1892) 

355-444.  The  present  note,  which  may  refer  specifically  to  the  chair  coverings  (there  must  be  some  reason  for 

the  lemma’s  being  15 1  in  particular,  but  the  previous  remark,  ravra  .  .  .  Xeyei,  seems  to  refer  to  the  whole 
speech),  evidently  belongs  if  not  to  Aristodemus  then  to  a  like-minded  critic — active  in  Rome? 

32 f.  On  the  note  on  oice t€  (‘~  rfrepeTe’)  Mr  Lobel  wrote:  ‘Eust.  1887,  63  ttoltjtixcoc  xavovii^eTai  tic 
TraparoLTiKoc  ano  peXXovTOC  avaSpapLovroc  etc  evecTCOTa.  otew  yap *  ov  7TapararL xoc  otcov,  to  Tplrov  o/ce,  to 

rrpocraKTiKov  opocfxovojc  o tee*  ov  TrXrjOwTtxov  to  oicctc.  Cl.  I934>  59  a<-l  Or/,  xxii  481.  But  the  nearest  to  what  is 

found  here  is  not  in  the  Odyssey  scholia  but  ad  II.  xv  718,  oti  otcere  dvri  tov  tf>epeTe  schol.  A,  T  (with  additions), 

iii  103  7TpOC  TO  OLC€T€,  OTI  OV  peXXoVTOC  €CTl  ypOVOVy  CtAA*  ttl'Tl  TOV  <f>€p€T€ ,  KtX SCllol.  A.’ 

34  If.  ‘Acc.  to  Arn.  it  was  then  new  moon,  which  is  why  (the  feast  was)  Apollo’s,  since  he  is  the  same  as  the 

sun.  That  eclipses  (occur  only)  at  new  moon  is  made  clear  by  Aristarchus  of  Samos,  as  follows:  “According  to 
Thales  the  sun  is  eclipsed  when  the  moon  gets  in  front  of  it,  the  day  of  eclipse— called  the  thirtieth  by  some,  new 

moon  by  others  being  marked  by  theobscuration(?).  Heraclitus:  “When  the  moons/months  meet,  it  changes 

days— day  before,  new- moon,  second  (?) —  sometimes  fewer,  sometimes  more,  from  the  moment  it  appears.” 
Diodorus  gives  this  cxplanation(?)  of  it:  “For  since  the  moon  is  obscured  as  it  approaches  the  sun  at  the  month 
ends,  when  it  falls  into  the  rays(?)  of  the  sun,  disappearing  from  view  for  a  short  while,  but  then  reappears  from 

them(?),  the  month  (is  reckoned  as  beginning?)  when  it  makes  its  first  (appearance)  out  of  the  (rays);  new 

moon . . .  (col.  iii) . . .  not  appearance ...  in  mid-obscuration(?)  . . .  most  absolute^?)  . . .  the  curtailed  phases(?) 

(if?)  the  moon,  when  it  makes  its  appearance  on  the  third  day(?)  appears  at  its  full-moon  phase  on  the 

sixteenth,  within  fourteen  days,  it  wanes  for  the  sliort-falI(?)  within  13  days.  For  if  it  was  full  moon  within  14 
days,  after  beginning  to  make  its  appearance  on  the  13th  (1.  the  3rd?),  at  new  moon  obviously  it  was  not  yet 

making  its  appearance  to  thcm(?),  so  that  since  in  this  case(?),  when  it  makes  its  first  possible  appearance,  on 

new  moon  day,  it  is  full-moon  at  the  14th,  when  it  makes  its  latest  possible  appearance,  on  the  3rd,  full-moon 

occurs  at  the  earliest  in  14  days,  at  the  i6th(?).’” 
34 f.  Cf.  the  D-schol.  on  155b,  TavT7)v  rrjv  y)pepav  eopTTjv  xa i  vovp7)viav  irapaTiOeTai  AiroXXcovoc  iepdv, 

simm.  Eust.  1887.  20  ff.  AiroXXcovoc  Upa,  tovtcctlv  t/Aiou,  oc  amoc  v€op,7]viac  cvvoScvaiv  T7)vi xavra  tt)i 

ceXi'jVTji. 

34  Eust.  loc.  cit.  8id  rrjv  coprrjw  vovfujv (a  yap  icriv.  This  is  in  accordance  with  Odysseus’  predicted  return 

TOV  fiev  (j>0ivovToc  pL7]voc>  tov  S’  LCTap.€voio ,  19.  307  —  1 4.  1 62,  see  sclioll.  on  1 4.  1 62  and  cf.  Plu.  Sol.  25.  3.  Cf. 
Wilamowitz,  Homerische  Untersuchungen  54  b 

35  odev  A[tt6X]X(dvoc.  Cf.  20.  276  and  2 1 .  258,  with  scholl.  For  the  association  of  vovp.r]vL a  with  Apollo  see 

Nilsson,  Entstehung  u.  relig.  Bedcutung  des gr.  /Calenders2  31,  38b,  40b;  cf.  ‘Hdt.’  Vit.  Horn.  26. 
o  avToc  rjXtwt.  Cf,  esp.  Heraclit.  All.  II.  6.  6  lb,  oti  p.ev  toIvvv  6  avToc  AttoXXcuv  t)Aioj,  xtX,  citing  Apollodorus 

1  IlpLCToSrjfioc  S’  o  Nvcacvc  fP<op,aiov  avrov  dTToBetxvvcLv  ex  tivlov  eOobv  7 rapa  * Pojpatoic  / iovov  yivopLevcov, 
tovto  pev  ix  tt\c  tcvv  7 reccdjv  iraiBiac,  tovto  Se  ex  tov  erraviCTacdai  tcov  Odxoiv  tovc  rjccovac  to)v  fieXTiCTUJv  exovTac,  d 

xai  vvv  e.Ti  <J)vXdcceTai  irapd  ' Pcopaioic  eOrj.  (Should  not  viravicTacOai  be  read  for  eiravtcTacOai,  and  to/c  fieXTiociv 
for  TCOV  fieXTLCTCDV?  Cf.  Hdt.  2.  80.  I.) 
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of  Athens  ( FGrHist  244  F  *98);  and  in  the  context  of  the  first  of  the  month,  Philoch.  ap.  Schol.  Procl.  Hcs.  Op. 

770  with  the  D-schol.  here  ( FGrHist  328  F  88),  and  Schol.  Pi.  Mem.  3.  4. 
36  ey  vovfirjviaL  at  e/cAet^etc.  That  solar  eclipses  occur  only  at  new  moon  had  long  been  recognized,  cf.  Th. 

2.  28  and  PIu.  Mic.  23.  Cf.  on  38 f.  below. 

The  relevance  of  (solar)  eclipses  may  go  deeper  than  their  providing  a  solution  for  the  question  ‘What  has 

Apollo  to  do  with  the  new  moon?’,  a  question  to  which  the  only  astronomical  answer  was  in  terms  of  the 
monthly  conjunction  (cf.  Fust.  cit.  on  34 f.  above).  I  should  guess  that  there  is  an  underlying  connection  with 

Thcoclymenus*  vision  of  the  suitors’  impending  doom,  20.  351-7  (•  •  •  rJeAi oc  5e  ovpavov  e^arroXojXe,  xaxrj  S’ 
imSiSpopLiv  d^Auc),  which  was  understood  by  some  in  antiquity  as  indicating  an  actual  eclipse  and  related  to 

Odysseus’  return  at  new  moon:  Scholl,  and  Fust,  on  357,  Heraclit.  Alt.  75.  1-7,  Plu.  vit.  Horn.  108,  de fac.  lun. 
931 1'  (cf.  A.  Shewan,  CIV  21  (1928)  196-8,  T.  L.  MacDonald,  Journ.  Brit.  Astron.  Assoc.  77  (5)  (1967)  324-7; 
N.  Austin,  Archery  at  the  Dark  of  the  Moon  (1975)  cli.  5).  Such  an  interpretation  integrates  the  Homeric  data  on 

the  time  of  Odysseus’  return,  the  feast  of  Apollo,  and  the  c rpxeia  of  the  slaughter. 
37  ff.  How  far  does  the  quotation  from  Aristarchus  of  Samos  extend?  To  1.  43,  where  it  is  broken  oil  (NB  o 

fieu  0aX t)c)?  In  that  case  the  quotation  from  Heraclitus  that  follows  may  be  drawn  from  the  same  source  as  its 

exegesis,  i.e.  from  Diodorus.  But  it  may  be  belter  to  suppose  that  Aristarchus  continued  o  Se  '  IPpaxXeiToc  . .  . , 
and  has  been  cut  down. 

38  b  Cf.  Act.  Pl.  ii  24  ( Doxogr .  Or.  353)  OaXrjc  irpcoTOC  €<f>r)  exXetmtv  tov  -rjXiov  tt}c  ceA tjvtjc  avrov  vTrepxop.ivT]c 

Kara  kclOctov  (adduced  by  Mr  Lobel)  and  also  Fudemus— Aristarchus’  source? — reported  by  Dercyllides  ap. 
Thco  Sm.  198.  14  -17  Hiller  (DK  A  17,  Fudcm.  fr.  145  Wehrli):  EvSrjpioc  icTopet  lv  rate  AcrpoXoyta tc  on  .  .  . 

CaXijc  .  .  .  (TTjv  tov )  (suppl.  Haslarn)  r)Xiov  Zx Xeupiv  (sc.  evpe  irpwroc).  I  do  not  know  if  Thales’  alleged 
understanding  of  the  cause  of  solar  eclipses  has  ever  been  understood  as  inferentially  resting  on  the  observation 

that  they  occur  only  at  conjunction.  (Prediction,  attested  for  Thales  by  Hdt.  1 .  74,  is  of  course  another  matter; 

see  O.  Neugebauer,  Hist.  Anc.  Math.  Astron .,  csp.  ii  604.)  Though  ascription  specifically  to  Thales  will 

remain  dubious  (cf.  Dicks,  CQ,53  (1959)  294-  309,  csp.  295b),  the  suggestion  that  the  moon  is  responsible  for 

eclipses  of  the  sun  by  blocking  off  its  light  is  one  which  might  well  have  been  made  at  such  an  early  date, 

or  so  it  seems  to  me;  it  would  have  been  an  obvious  hypothesis  that  the  moon  had  something  to  do  with  it. 

Cf.  Gem.  8.  14,  10.  6.  Zeno  the  Stoic,  DL  7.  146,  was  presumably  able  to  explain  also  why  they  did  not 

happen  every  month. 

39  tTTiTTpocOtv  reflects  the  technical  terminology,  iniTTpocOeiv,  ernTTpocOrjcic',  cl.  Aristarchus’  own  phrasing 

in  On  the  sizes  and  distances  of  sun  and  moon ,  prop.  8,  p.  382.  5  b  Heath,  eVei  yap,  edv  ixXeirrr)  6  rJAtoc,  81’  irmrpocOecLv 

TTjc  ceXrjvyc  eVAetW  (where  I  would  change  irrnrpocOectv  to  -Orjciv;  vv.ll.  at  e.g.  Arist.  decaelo  293^22,  Thco  Sm. 
192.  22  Hiller).  Cf.  e.g.  Thco  Sm.  193.  6f.  H.  6  r/Xioc  Vi TO  [xev  rrjc  ceXyvyc  eirnrpocOeirat,  1 94.  25  H.  r)  ceAr/vr/ 

€7 TiTrpocOev  yfi/r;rat,  DL  7.  145  itcXelireiv  Se  to v  fiev  ijXiov  ImTTpocOovcric  aurai  ceXijvrjc,  Achill.  gram.  Isag.  in  Aral. 

Phaen.  c.  19,  p.  46.  32-47.  1  Maass,  Gem.  10.  1-6,  Cleom.  192.  14b  Ziegler. 

40  c7?/xetcu/Ae[j/T/c  passive  rather  than  middle?  Did  the  lacuna  house  what  it  is  that  marks  the  day  of 

eclipse?  The  traces  are  incompatible  with  tt}i  cwoSan,  ‘conjunction’,  but  would  suit  rrjt  xpv  j^ei,  sc.  of  the  moon, 
cf.  on  481b  below.  This,  ratlier  than  i)^€pac,  may  then  be  the  referent  of  the  ̂ -clause,  42,  for  solar  eclipses, 
unlike  the  KpvpicjTpiaKdclvovfjLr]VLa ,  are  not  monthly  events. 

c7]pL€iovfjLe[voc  ‘making  the  inference’  would  give  an  alternative  line  of  approach.  Dr  Rea  tentatively 

suggests  €K  rr}cj  pj)Tijc  \  rpiepac  ktX  ‘from  the  fixed  day’. 
41  l€KXetiJnv  TroielcOai  i.q.  eaXHaew  Lobel. 
413  As  calendaric  terms,  TpLaxdc  is  the  last  day  of  the  month  (the  Attic  evrj  «ai  vea) ,  vovpLTjvLa  the  first. 

The  count  of  the  lunar  month’s  days,  with  vov^vla  as  day  1,  is  generally  thought  to  have  begun,  at  least 

nominally,  not  with  the  day  of  conjunction  itself  (the  time  of  astronomical  new  moon  being  -  except  at  solar 

eclipse  -a  matter  not  of  observation  but  of  computation)  but  with  the  moon’s  first  reappearance  to  view, 
which  occurs  after  sunset  on  the  first,  second,  or  third  evening  following  conjunction  (cf.  on  48  lb  below).  But  in 

scientific  usage  vovfirjvla,  like  ‘new  moon’  with  us,  was  naturally  applied  to  astronomical  new  moon,  i.e. 
conjunction;  so  in  1.  36  above  (cf.  Th.  2.  28,  an  eclipse  vovfiryia  koto.  ceXLyry).  And  the  day  ot  conjunction  could 

be  assigned  to  the  old  month,  and  hence  called  Tpiaxdc ,  with  no  less  legitimacy  than  to  the  new.  (Cf.  Plu. 

Sol.  25,  on  evr]  xal  via,  the  ‘old  and  new’  day,  as  being  so  called  from  the  observation  that  the  moon  rrjc 

ai>TTjc  rjpiipac  xal  xaTaXafifidvovcav  xal  TTapepyofLiv-qv  tov  r/Xtov.  Geininus  is  one  who  defines  Tpiaxac  as  the  day 

of  conjunction,  8.  1,  8.  14,  9.  6,  as  distinct  from  vovpnjvla,  8.  1 1,  9.  7,  9.  14;  cf.  Schol.  Procl.  lies.  Op.  765, 

Fust.  1908.  51  on  Od.  21.  263.)  (The  correlation  of  lunar  phenomena  with  the  calendar,  particularly  at 
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month-juncture,  is  a  notoriously  thorny  subject,  see  most  recently  Pritchett,  %PE  49  (1982)  243-66,  with 
scattered  bibliography.) 

43  ' HpatcXeiroc.  Presumably,  as  the  Ionic  forms  suggest,  the  sixth-century  Ephesian,  the  so-called 

cKoretvoc.  Diogenes  Laertius’  purported  summary  of  Heraclitus’  doctrines  includes  statements  on  eclipses  and 
on  the  phases  of  the  moon  (DL  9.  10,  Heracl.  A  1  DK,  cf.  A  1 2  DK;  fr.  61  Marcovich),  but  nothing  that  coheres 

at  all  well  with  the  quotation  offered  here. 

43  ff.  cvviovTcov  to>v  fiTjvo}v\  i.e.  at  month-juncture. 

Of rjfxepac,  Mr  Lobel  noted:  ‘barring  error  accusative  plural,  not  genitive  singular  (with  which  the  article 

would  be  expected),  and  if  so,  to  be  construed  with  eAdccorac  . .  irXevvac,  either  as  the  object  ol'  pLerapdXXerai  or 

accusative  of  time  elapsed.’ 
Heraclitus  seems  to  be  saying  that  there  is  a  variable  number  of  days — between  one  month  and  the  next? 

Cf.  Cleom.  202.  24  Ziegler  at  8e  v poc  rov  rJAt ov  cvvoSoi  rije  ceX rjvrjc  ovk  del  rov  fcoy  rov  ypdvov  Stdcrr)p,a  <j>vXdrrovet. 

The  maximum  variation  in  the  length  of  the  lunar  month  (synodic  revolution)  is  in  the  order  of  13  hrs.,  but 

successive  months  rarely  vary  more  than  an  hour.  More  to  the  point,  perhaps,  the  fact  that  the  lunar  month 

happens  to  be  about  29I  days  long  means  that  calendars  cannot  have  a  constant  number  of  days  per  month 

without  quickly  getting  out  of  step  with  the  moon:  by  Heraclitus’  time  calendar  months  were  variably  of  29 
and  30  days.  Or  is  it  the  number  of  days  around  the  new-moon  phase  that  is  said  to  vary? — for  that  proves 
likewise  variable.  That  would  be  an  intelligible  observation,  and  one  which  the  following  exegesis  by  Diodorus 

might  well  be  intended  to  elucidate  (cf.  on  48ff.  below).  Might  7 rporepr),  vovpt-qvtr),  Sevrepy  represents  three 
successive  days?  (This  is  the  interpretation  I  have  adopted  in  the  translation  attempted  at  34  above.)  But  it 

would  be  an  unusual  calendar  that  classified  the  last  of  the  month  as  ‘the  day  before  new  moon’,  and  in  any  case 
I  am  not  sure  that  rrporepr)  could  bear  this  meaning.  Alternatively,  the  rrporepr)  vovptr)v(r)  and  the  Sevrepy) 

(vovptyvlr))  might  be  two  successive  days:  in  30-day  months  the  new-moon-day  might  be  doubled.  But  I  know  of 

no  system  that  operated  a  month-beginning  adjustment  to  the  day-count  rather  than  a  month-end  one,  and  on 

this  interpretation  Sevrepr)  should  be  ve repyj.  For  what  little  is  known  of  the  month’s  day-count  at  Ephesus  see 
A.  E.  Samuel,  Gk.  and Lat.  Chronol.  124.  There  can  be  no  assurance  that  the  text  is  sound. 

47  AtoScopoc,  as  Mr  Lobel  suggested,  is  probably  Diodorus  of  Alexandria  (P-W(53)).  Certainly  the 

exposition  here  quoted  is  nicely  in  line  with  that  Diodorus’  definition  of  7)  /xa07//xem/oj  (‘astronomy’)  as  opposed 

to  7]  <j>vctoXoyla\  r)  ptev  ptaOi)ptartK'q  rd  rraperropteva  rfj  ovetp  ̂ 7)ret,  7 roOev  Kal  rrtoe  eKXedjieie  ylvovrai  (Eudorus  ap. 
Achill.  gram.  Isag.  in  Aral.  Phaen.  2,  p.  30.  20-3  Maass).  There  is  no  telling  how  far  the  citation  extends;  right 
to  the  end  of  the  note  (iii  19)? 

48  avro  the  foregoing  quotation?  egayetro  etjrjyetrat?  (Lobel). 

48  ff.  Diodorus’  explanation  is  in  terms  of  the  phenomena  around  the  time  of  the  new  moon.  In  the  latter 
part  of  the  month,  from  a  terrestrial  viewpoint,  the  moon  gains  on  the  sun  day  by  day,  waning  accordingly  and 

setting  at  progressively  shorter  intervals  after  sunset.  As  it  approaches  conjunction — which  may  occur  at  any 

time  of  day  or  night— its  thinning  crescent  can  no  longer  be  made  out,  owing  to  its  proximity  to  the  light  of  the 
sun.  The  term  for  this  state  of  invisibility  (though  it  is  no  longer  in  astronomical  use,  but  is  confined  to 

astrology)  is  ‘combust’.  Two  or  three  days  pass  before  the  new,  waxing  crescent  can  be  seen.  (On  the  factors 
involved  see  Samuel  8-10,  and  cf.  Neugebaucr  i  534  with  iii  fig.  76,  Mommsen,  Chronologic ,  ICalenderwesen  67-9. 

Amateur  astronomers  occasionally  make  naked-eye  sightings  of  the  moon  less  than  24  hours  after  conjunction: 

for  discussion,  and  photographs,  sec  Sky  and  Telescope  42  (1971)  78!'.,  43  (1972)  95b,  55  (1978)  358-61.  Cf.  also 
Plin.,  JV//2.  44,  18.  324.) 

I  take  11.  48-52  as  referring  to  the  moon’s  disappearance  from  view  as  it  approaches  conjunction,  11.  52-5 
to  its  reappearance  after;  so  that  it  is  the  combust  period,  the  interlunium ,  that  is  under  discussion. 

In  1.  51  avrdc  must  I  think  be  emended  to  avyde  (the  same  correction  at  Emp.  fr.  B  43  ap.  Plu.  Mor.  929  e, 

?Iori  [TrGFi  19]  fr.  57  ap.  Plu.  Mor .  658  c,  Herod,  to.  4,  and  no  doubt  elsewhere;  it  does  seem  to  be  r  not  y  that 

is  written,  so  an  emendation  it  would  have  to  be):  ‘when  it  falls  into  the  light  of  the  sun’.  Cf.  astronomical 
descriptions  of  the  lunar  eclipse,  at  opposition:  the  moon  eptTTLrrre  1  etc  ryv  rf/c  yrjc  cKtdv  vel  sim.  (e.g.  Gem.  8.  1 4, 

Theo  Srn.  193.  22  H.,  Cleom.  180.  9  Z.).  Towards  conjunction,  it  is  into  the  solar  avyat  that  it  falls,  avyal 

is  standard  terminology  in  the  context  of  the  combust  state.  Autolycus  rr.  emroXcov  Kal  Bvcewv  was  extensively 

concerned  with  this  phenomenon  in  so  far  as  it  relates  to  stars;  to  enter  the  combust  state  is  TrepiKaraX(iptfidveeOai 

inro  tujv  rov  rjXtav  avyiXv  ( 1 . 8),  and  to  emerge  from  it  is  eK<f>evyetv  rac  rov  r)Xtov  avyde  ( 1 .  1,2.  1 ,  el  saepe ) .  Cl.  e.g. 

Schol.  Arat.  735  on  the  dprrayiptaia  moon  (between  waning  crescent  and  new,  i.e.  the  very  last  stage  before 

conjunction;  373.  14b  Martin),  d<f>avr)c  yap  Xoirrov  <j>aLV€Tat  vtto  rac  rov  rjXlov  avyde  yevoptevr},  Cleom.  180.  1 1  —  1 3 
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Z.,  Gem.  12.  7.  Plu.  (hi.  Rom.  24  (269  g-d),  on  the  Roman  division  of  the  month,  distinguishes  qtc  KpvTTTCTai 

cuvohov  TTOirjcafievf}  TTpoc  t)Xlov  (Kalends)  and  orav  £K<f>vyovca  rac  auyac  tov  fjAiov  Kara^avi/c  vpcvTov  cttI  Sucp.d )v 

yeVijrai  (Nones,  connected  by  Plut.  with  vovpyvia).  The  sun  obscures,  kpvtttci,  heavenly  bodies  in  two  senses, 

(i)  by  actual  epi prosthesis  (at  conjunction),  and  (ii)  cvvcyyt^cov  Kal  KaTavydZ,wv  (Theo  Sm.  193.  8f.  H.). 

A  framework  on  which  Diodorus’  passage  may  be  hung  is  provided  by  Theo  Sm.  137  H.  An  improper 

signification  of  the  term  Sucic  is  o  7 rpaoroc  a^avicpoc  aerpov  nvoc  vtto  tcqv  tov  t)Xiov  auycuv;  the  correct  term,  he 

says,  is  Kpwjnc.  The  converse  phenomenon,  properly  called  auctc  (sicsuppl.  edd.)  but  improperly  draroAr),  is  i) 

TTpcvTT]  (f)dcic  (Martin:  <f>avcic  codd.)  ck  twv  tov  tJAiou  avydsv.  Cf.  Gem.  13.  1-5.  The  treatises  are  more  concerned 

with  stars  and  planets  than  with  the  moon,  but  no  matter;  for  lunar  application  cf.  Plu.  he.  cii.  In  the  papyrus 

the  terms  Kpvijjic  and  <pdctc  both  appear  to  occur  in  the  next  column  (iii  5,  4). 

52  If.  XP°V[°V  oAiyoJi'  (Lobel)  or  fipaxv]v  would  fit  before  d<j>avic[Qe]ka ,  and  if  the  continuation  is  rrdXiv  Sc 

€K<j>aLveTai  velsim.y  as  might  be  suggested  by  48  b  d-TTOKpvTTTCTaL  pev,  perhaps  c-n]l  (Rea)  rather  than  «ra]t  (Lobel) 

before  xpor[ou. 

For  the  first  part  of  53  7 rdXw  |  [S’  ebr]?  rwy  a[u]ytuu  €K<j>ai[vtT<u  suggests  itself  as  a  reconstruction,  but  while 

a[u]ycuv  is  perfectly  acceptable,  neither  c] k  toou  nor  aTrjd  twv  is  to  be  read  before  it;  the  traces  are  more 

suggestive  of  ]vtt]v,  which  leads  to  ca]vjj]v  .  .  .  €K<f>ai[vci.  Will  eal a[u]rdjv  €K<f>al[vci  do,  or  is  something  like 

<(a7r’)  a[u]rcuu  or  <(a7ro  rdh>)  a[u]ytuu  called  lor.'* 
Unless  my  understanding  of  the  passage  is  quite  astray,  54  }pc  ic  is  more  likely  to  be  pek  than  e.g.  rJJ/txefc  or 

Swd]pcic.  pTju  is  the  normal  form  in  the  treatises,  but  pek  is  well  attested.  53-5  could  be  on  the  lines  of  Sr/Ao]y  971 

|  [apxtrou  6]  fielc  oTav  tt)v  ck  twv  |  [avyhv  <f>aci]y  irpwTwc  TT[oirjc\r]Tai.  This  would  fit  the  space  and  the  traces.  Cf. 

Autol.  1.8,  (dcTpa)  TTjv  ewav  Trpd)T7]v  <f)dciv  itolcitoh  a<f>avLcOcvTa  7)pcpac  Ttvdc  Kal  vvKTac. 

If  53-5  is  the  main  clause,  the  continuation  may  have  been  something  like  v[o]v\\pyviac  KaXovpcvTjc  tt}c 

rjpcpac  cv  rp  Trpturojc  yivcTai  t)  </>dac  (or  of  course  a  new  sentence).  Or  if  we  have  just  arrived  at  the  end  of  the 

e/ra-clausc  (e.g.  cttcl  yap  d-TTOKpVTTTCTat  pev  r;  ccXtjvt]  .  .  .  Kal  ypovov  Ppayvv  d^avicOcka  TraXiv  cavT7]V  .  .  .  €K<j>alvciy 

apx^Tai  Se  6  pclc  or av  T7]v  .  .  .  <f>dciv  77 pdiTioc  iron)C7]Tai)y  e.g.  v[o]v\[pr)Vta  KaXckai  /card  Suo  crjpaivopcva. 

col.  iii.  At  least  14  complete  lines  are  lost  from  the  top  of  the  column. 

3  ̂ 'jer/?  (007,  ou*  fc?;?) 

4  oyxl  <J>dcic  well  suits  the  traces;  perhaps  ojft  99x1  </>acic  ecj[t.  (f)dcic  not  ‘phase’,  I  take  it,  but  ‘appearance 

of  combust  invisibility,  after  conjunction)’,  as  opposed  to  Kpvtjnc  in  the  next  line,  see  on  ii  48  if.  above. 

K[pv]ijjcoic  hardly  open  to  doubt,  I  think.  (-)Ad/x]7m,  (e/c)Aa]7ra,  e]7m,  etc. 

pec]  cujo:  perhaps  the  scribe  embarked  on  pccaiTaT-  before  catching  himself.  pccoTropovcrjc ,  pccovcrjc,  etc. 

6  €iXi]\Kptv[e]cTaTr}v  seems  probable;  cf.  Gem.  1 1.  1  (r-qv  ckw),  Gleom.  146.  19  Z.,  194.  5  Z.  (ckXcli/jcic). 

7  Tja[\ ,  could  be  Tray,  -ymy>  (-)7a[%  (7rd[At]u  too  long).  The  apex  after  ko  suggests  a,  A,  p,  or  v.  ird[0]y) . . . 

rd  >coA[oj3a?  Cf.  LSJ  ill  KoXofioSicgoSoc. 

7  it.  o  pclc  Tp j  irafoc  at  line-end  would  give  sense:  ‘When  the  month /moon  appears  Tpirafoc’,  i.e.  when  the 

moon’s  first  appearance  of  the  month  occurs  two  days  after  new  moon  (cf.  e.g.  R.  H.  Baker,  Astronomy*  (1964), 

127:  ‘On  the  second  evening  after  the  new  phase  the  thin  crescent  moon  is  likely  to  be  seen  in  the  West  after 

sundown’),  ‘it  appears  (a.c.  occurs)  at  its  full  in  fourteen  days  (sc.  after  its  first  appearance),  on  the  sixteenth 

(and  wanes  in  13  days).’  Some  problems  of  detail  yield,  but  not  all. 

9  rjpLcpaic.  Whatever  termination  was  written  was  altered,  and  that  rjpcpaic  was  the  intention  cannot  be 
verified.  Cf.  11  below. 

I  of.  Baffling.  Noting  that  viropcTpov  is  not  a  recorded  word,  Mr  Lobel  wondered  whether  it  might  be 

interpreted,  by  analogy  with  c-nipcTpov  and  vTrcppcTpoc,  as  ‘falling  short  of  a  limit .  Dr  Rea  suggests  that  vtto 

pcTpov  might  mean  ‘proportionately’,  ‘at  the  same  rate’  (‘under  the  control  of  due  measure’).  The  residual  to. 

is  a  problem;  prima  facie  rou;  not  rat  (for  re).  Gould  6  vnopcTpoc  or  6  vtto  perpov  be  a  technical  term  for  the 

shorter  half  (so  to  speak)  of  the  month?  (Cf.  the  mention  of /coAojSd  7 rdOp  at  7  above?)  Another  oddity  is  the  Ionic 

7][icp7jLCL  (7]pcp7]C€t  a.c.)  in  ii,  which  remains  unexplained  and  out  of  place  even  as  a  relic  from  Heracli
tus. 

I I  - 1 9  dpgapevT)  (j>alvccOai  tt;i  ty  will  refer  to  the  onset  of  the  full-moon  phase;  but  tt\i  y,  referring  to  the 

moon’s  first  appearance  of  the  new  month,  might  be  thought  to  give  more  consistent  sense,  repeating  the 

(admittedly  reconstructed)  terms  of  the  previous  sentence.  In  14,  apparently  ovk  c^atvcT  avTok  ovneo  (Lobel), 

‘it  was  not  yet  visible  to  them’,  though  the  reference  of  avTok  is  obscure.  Then  ivcttc[  J  |v[.  ]v  of  itself  suggests  tV 

€7tc [1 J  r[u]v  (tva  —  were?),  in  which  case  we  shall  read  yiVr^Tcu  in  18  (ytVcrai  Lobel;  the  trace  is  minimal).  At  the 

beginning  of  1 7,  perhaps  cc[xd]jcoc.  ‘Sincc(?)  if  it  hcre(?)  makes  its  appearance  at  the  earliest,  on  new-moon- 

day  (i.e.,"  makes  its  earliest  possible  appearance,  viz.  on  the  1st),  it  is  full  moon  at  the  14th,  if  it  makes  its 

(out 
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appearance  at  the  latest,  on  the  3rd,  it  becomes  full  moon  at  the  earliest  at  the  ixth,  in  14  days.’  Wy  T6’,  is 
acceptable  in  1.  18:  cf.  1.  8.  This  is  apparently  a  statement  of  the  correlation  between  the  moon’s  new  and  full 
phases  (by  ‘new’  I  here  mean  first  crescent  visibility,  the^dcic)  in  terms  of  the  month’s  day-count.  It  seems  to  be 
held  that  full  moon,  the  81x0/117 via,  occurs  (at  least)  14  days  after  the  moon’s  first  appearance  of  the  month, 
whether  that  appearance  occurs  on  the  first  (vovp,r)vla}  the  day  of  conjunction)  or  on  the  third.  I  first  took 

TTpaiTtoc  (j)aivofAcv7]  to  mean  ‘making  its  first  appearance’  (sc.  of  the  month),  but  if  ecyoTOic  is  correctly  recovered 
in  1 7,  (jiaivo/xev  r\  itself  bears  this  meaning  ( =  rrjv  <f>aciv  tj-oiou/xcVt/),  and  irpcorwc  and  ecxdrwc  signify  respectively 
the  earliest  and  latest  possible  such  appearances  (cf.  Autol.  1.  8,  to  i  dc rpov  ccx^twc  pev  nepiKaTaXafipavIcOw 

vtto  ratu  too  rjXtov  avycov  too  rjXiov  ovtoc  irpoc  tw  £,  77-pwTwc  Be  €K(f>€vy€Ttu  ra c  too  t/Aioo  avyac  too  tjXlov  ovtoc  rrpdc 

toj  7),  where  the  figures  refer  to  an  accompanying  diagram).  Cf.  esp.  Gem.  9.  14,  TayicTa  fx€vj/dp  <j>a Iverai  r) 
ceXrjVT]  pLrjvoeiSrjc  rfj  voo/xr/via,  ppa8vTa.Tr)  81  tt)  y$  .  .  .  rravcIXrjvoc  8e  yiVerai  tox^cto  fxev  rrepl  tt)v  1  y^  ,  ppaSvTarr)  Se \  \  yTlV 

7 repi  r i]V  tt, 1  • 

i8f.  ‘Full  moon  occurs  in  14  days’  (sc.  from  the  moon’s  <£dcic),  cf.  Autol.  1.  4,  8dac  ytvtTai  Sid  r)fxtcovc 
iviavTOv. 

Are  these  observations  presented  in  reference  to  the  action  of  the  poem?  (NB  14F.?)  Some  correlation  with 

the  Odyssey  $  day-count  could  be  at  issue,  but  I  cannot  fathom  it.  For  the  day-count  of  the  Odyssey  see  P.  Schub. 

3  (for  that  of  the  Iliad ,  about  which  we  know  more,  see  K.  Lachmann,  Betrachtungen  iiber  Homers  I lias  90-6).  The 
action  of  bk.  20  takes  place  on  day  39;  if  this  is  new  moon,  at  the  previous  full  moon  Odysseus  will  still  have  been 

on  his  voyage  from  Calypso’s  island;  this  seems  to  lead  nowhere.  It  is  interesting,  but  again  not  obviously 
relevant  to  the  present  discussion,  that  one  interpretation  of  the  vvt;  ckoto{xt)vioc  at  14.  457— the  end  of  clay  35 

according  to  the  day-count— was  in  terms  of  the  occupation  at  the  interlunium  (koO’’  r)v  r)  ccXrjvr)  drrecKOTcoTat  t  7/ 
TTpoc  tov  r)Xtov  cwo8(x)  D-scliol.):  that  is  strictly  incompatible  with  the  identification  of  the  day  of  the  feast  as 
(astronomical)  vovp.Y)v ta  that  is  the  basis  of  this  whole  disquisition, 

19-23  ‘Crates  here  (after  v.  159?  ai  S’  aoToti  koto  8c o/iar’  emcTa/xepwc  ttovIovto)  subjoins  v.  27b  ( KrjpvK€c  8’ 
ava  dcTV  0ed>v,  -an)  as  far  as  v.  1 73  (ayx^oXov  Se  c^’  tfXOe  MeXdvQioc ).’  (The  translation  is  Mr  Lobel’s.)  I  his 

makes  no  sense  as  it  stands,  unless  (i)  the  verses  transmitted  in  our  manuscripts  as  276-8  in  the  commentator’s 
text  followed  172  and  (ii)  ewe  is  exclusive.  Otherwise,  the  note  must  be  seriously  garbled:  a  lacuna?  We  can 

hardly  suppose  a  simple  omission  such  as  ewe  (“dAcoc  vtto  eiaepov”  (278)  iivti  tou  “ec  S’  rjXOov  SpTjcrijpec  ’  (160) 
ewe)  ktA,  i.c.  substitution  of  276-8  for  160-72,  for  to  dispense  with  the  entry  of  Eurnaeus  (162)  would  make 
nonsense  of  the  subsequent  text  (185  t/htoc,  190  IT.,  238b).  Whatever  the  solution,  the  verses  in  question  must 

surely  be  the  three  verses  276-8.  Put  them  after  159,  and  a  logical  sequence  is  achieved:  the  heralds’ 
proclamation  precedes,  and  motivates,  the  preparation  for  the  sacrifice.  It  is  simplest,  and  I  imagine  right,  to 
suppose  that  Crates  wished  to  effect  this  transposition.  (Modern  critics  too  have  felt  uncomfortable  about 

276  fi'.:  ‘hoc  loco  incommodi’  Nauck.)  But  it  should  be  borne  in  mind  that  we  have  no  guarantee  that  Crates,  or 
even  our  commentator,  knew  the  verses  in  their  received  location,  and  remaining  unclear  is  the  relevance  of 

v.  1 73.  Though  it  has  no  clear  bearing  on  the  matter  it  may  be  worth  adding  the  observation  that  1 72  (which  in 

our  manuscripts  precedes  the  dyxfaoXov  8<r  c<£’  iJA0e  line)  is  identical  with  the  fine  that  introduces  the  self- 
contained  passage  241-75  (which  in  our  manuscripts  precedes  the  KT)pvK€c  8’  avd  dcTv  line).  The  relocation  is 
unlikely  to  have  any  authority  beyond  Crates’  own  critical  sensibility,  though  its  attraction  is  patent. 

For  some  of  the  verses  to  which  dn-oTacceiv  is  applied  in  the  Iliad  scholia,  mostly  without  specific 
attribution — only  Zenodotus  is  ever  named  —  Pergamene  provenance  has  sometimes  been  suspected  (see  esp. 

Bolling);  in  the  extant  Odyssey  scholia,  so  far  as  I  am  aware,  the  verb  in  this  sense  does  not  occur.  ‘Zenodotus’  is 
often  Z.  of  M alios,  I  fancy. 

The  (forked?)  paragraph  us,  which  is  misplaced  (it  should  be  one  line  higher),  seems  to  be  by  a  second 
hand.  The  faulty  placement  was  no  doubt  induced  by  the  ecthesis  of  2 1 .  The  copyist  missed  the  next  occasion 
for  a  paragraphus  too,  at  23. 

In  the  quotation  of  v.  276  Oearv  has  been  altered  to  Oean,  which  has  no  support  elsewhere  and  may  be,  as 

Mr  Lobel  took  it  to  be,  ‘simply  a  Verschlimmbesserung\  But  it  may  be  a  respectable  ancient  reading-- 
Aristarchus’? — and  it  could  even  be  argued  that  it  is  the  Oe cbv  of  the  paradosis  that  is  the  Verschlim m b esserung , 
designed  to  eliminate  the  hiatus;  cf.  II.  1. 447,  where  Oean  teprjv  eVaTo/x^r,  the  Aristarchean  (and  Zcnodotean) 

reading,  appears  in  the  paradosis  as  0ewi  kX^itt/v  iKaTOfifiry.  (Cf.  Od.  10.  553,  where  7731  offers  8djpan>  for  lpdw\ 
S.  West,  Ptolemaic  Papyri  of  Homer  247.)  Ludwich  reports  the  v  of  Qewv  as  having  been  added  by  a  second 
hand  in  U. 

23-7  fjLvrjcTrjpcc  dyr)vop€c  is  the  paradosis  only  at  Od.  1.  144.  In  the  present  passage  8pr)CTr}p€c  dyrjvopec  is 
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the  received  reading,  but  Ludwich  reports  pvrjcTrjpec  as  offered  by  FGZ  and  Ayatobv  by  X  (Cod.  Vindob.  1 33). 

Clearly,  and  understandably,  the  phrase  8prjcTTjpec  ayrjvopec  was  objected  to,  and  the  vv.ll.  are  two  alternative 

solutions.  The  double  alteration  of  pvrjcrrjpec  to  8p-  in  the  text  of  the  commentary  is  odd;  it  seems  to  indicate 

contamination  at  some  stage  from  a  Homeric  text  different  from  the  commentator’s.  The  diple  in  the  margin 
perhaps  relates  somehow  to  this.  If,  as  I  should  suppose,  25-6  offered  rationale  for  the  reading  Ayaiaiv  (e-g-  °u/c 

etWi]  |  yap  dyrjvopp[c  au]7oy[c  would  fit  space  and  traces),  &pr)CTT)pe c  seems  entailed  for  both  instances,  and  the 

commentator— like  Eustathius  (and  the  scholia  are  silent)— shows  no  acquaintance  with  pvrjcrljpec,  unless  in 

27.  In  27  neither  pvrjcrrjpec  nor  8prjcrijpec  is  excluded  alter  tfXOov.  If  we  suppose  that  pvrjcrrjpec  was  there 

written,  and  8prjcrr)pec  meant  in  24  and  25,  we  have  an  intelligible  construct.  Each  of  the  vv.ll.  (24b  Aya  twv,  27 

pvrjcrr r;pec)  will  have  been  preceded  either  by  the  name  of  the  sponsoring  authority  or  simply  by  rtvec  vel  shn.\ 

perhaps  a  short  name  followed  by  ypafai  in  24  (cf.  33  below) ,  or,  as  Dr  Rea  suggests,  dAAoi  p4v  in  24  and  uAAoi]  | 

84  in  27b  (then  perhaps  ypa<f>ovciv  ou]  |  yap  ktX  in  25b).  P.  Ryl.  I  53  gives  160  as  ec  8’  rjXOov  8prjcrrjp[e c. 

27  4c.  So  P.  Ryl.  I  53,  FGU,  Schol.  Pr^:  4k  rell.  I  have  assumed  in  the  above  discussion  that  it  is  not  this 
reading  that  is  at  issue  here.  If  it  is,  4k  not  ec  should  be  restored  in  23  and  24. 

28  perplexes.  As  Mr  Lobel  noted,  the  nominative  yaXKoytriDvec  occurs  in  only  one  place  in  Homer, 

'E-nt  101  yaXKoylrwvec  II.  1 1.  694.  77-0101  admits  of  a  variety  of  articulations  and  interpretations,  although  none  I 

can  think  of  seems  less  far-fetched  than  eberrep]  a[u  el  efjTrot  (sc.  o  7 roirjrrjc)  “of  yaXKoylrarvec'  (sc.  with  reference 
to  the  Achaeans),  in  rebuttal  of  objection  made  to  ayrjvopec  as  being  contextually  inappropriate.  Or  if  ]|7roioi  is 

a  scribal  error  for  ’£T|7retot,  the  argument  might  be  -though  it  must  have  been  very  clliptically  expressed  — 

‘What  is  to  stop  Homer  applying  the  suitors’  epithet  ayrjvopec  uniquely  to  the  Sprjcrrjpec  just  as  lie  applies  the 

Achaeans’  epithet  yaXKoylrtDvec  uniquely  to  the  Epeians?’  (Cf.  the  answer  made  to  Aristarchus’  objection  to  the 
second  Nekuia  on  the  ground  that  Flermes  is  nowhere  called  KvXXrjvioc,  reported  at  Schol.  Od.  24.  1:  el  aira^ 

ovk  e£co  Xoyov  /cat  “ccu/coc”  /cat  “fjioc  Att6XXo)v\)  The  paragraphus  at  27  by  rights  should  indicate  that  this  is  a 

new  entry  altogether  —  comment  on  a  verse  between  160  and  163,  with  its  lemma  being  in  1.  27;  but  no  great 
reliance  can  be  put  on  that. 

30  b  Cf.  D-Schol.  ouSe  oXiyov  al8ovvrat. 

33  9  As  Mr  Lobel  noted,  the  reading  af  here  ascribed  to  Aristophanes  is  the  only  one  reported  as  the 

paradosis  in  v.  174,  but  the  existence  of  a  variant  of  may  be  thought  implied  by  the  variation  between  rdc  and 

roue  reported  as  the  paradosis  (to  which  1.  36  is  now  to  be  added)  in  v.  176.  Cf.  Eust.  1888.  20  ovk  ev8rjXov  .  . . 

e'ire  apcevLK<x)C  vvv  aiydc  (prjciv  etre  OrjXvKtbc ,  kt A. 
Cf.  on  i  10. 

For  35-7,  perhaps  [Ap{icr6)]vi{Koc)  \  (frrjciv  7[o  S^Aojuy  (or  8eiKv]vv  “/cat  rove  pev  /ca[Te]|87ycer”  avrl  [too] 

“rdc”,  ‘according  to  Aristonicus  the  determinant  is  /cat  touc  ktX  instead  of  rdc’.  Alternatively,  /cat  rove  ktX 

begins  a  new  lemma,  in  which  case  )vv  (iw  ‘here’,  or  ow?)  will  conclude  the  previous  note.  The  ecthesis  of  37 
supports  this  latter  view,  but  then  there  should  be  a  paragraphus  at  36  (but  cf.  19  and  23  above  for  omission). 

Either  way,  rode  not  rdc  is  implied  as  the  transmitted  text  in  1 76,  just  as  of  in  1 74. 

KareSrjcev:  no  acquaintance  with  the  reading  Kar48rjcav  is  revealed.  Kar48rjcev  is  reported  for  FX  (and  Il/;f) 
alone  of  the  medieval  manuscripts;  but  it  is  FX  that  have  rdc  in  1 76  (roue  pap.,  codd.  plur.). 

In  38  a]pcevec  will  account  very  suitably  for  the  traces,  and  ~po[i  01  d]p-  is  a  good  fit  for  the  space.  Perhaps 

something  on  the  lines  of  inei  [o]m>  (or  [v]uj/),  <j>[rjctv],  1  ed[c]a/>/cdTepo[i  ol  a\pceyec ,  tout’  ev  cg.[pA\v[^€l  \c 
er[0]dSe  Keivrar  vv[v  yd]p  eop[rrj  |. 

39/40  Though  very  dangerously  exsilentio ,  the  possibility  must  be  entertained  that  vv.  177-84,  left  wholly 
without  comment,  were  unknown  to  the  commentator. 

41  d  Ma | A Ad/TTjc  (Lobel).  If  Crates  were  meant,  we  should  expect  him  to  be  cited  simply  by  his  name. 

(The  point  is  Mr  Lobel’s.)  I  suppose  40  Z[tjvo8otoc  |.  TTpocrlQrj[ci  most  probably  of  an  ‘addition’  to  the  text,  as 

at  i  (b)  2.  Cf.  esp.  Schol.  T II,  1 3.  730  ZrjvoSoroc  Se  o  MaXXurrrjc  (opaXcbc  tic  T:  ern.  Heyne)  7Tpocr(9rjciv  “aAAa/  8’ 

opyrjc rvv,  irepa)  KiOaptv  /cat  doiS/p”  (v.  731  of  the  vulgate,  but  absent  from  many  witnesses  and  apparently 

unknown  to  Aristarchus  \pace  van  tier  Valk]);  cb  Eust.  957.  10.  In  the  present  instance  the  added 

material,  presumably  quoted  in  41  f(f) seems  to  have  gained  no  foothold  in  the  paradosis,  nor  to  be 
otherwise  attested. 

42  fiovc  4[pLpvKovc  vtd  sim.y  verse-end  (185a)?  Identification  of  Philoetius,  on  this  his  first  appearance,  as 

Odysseus’  oxherd? 

col.  iv.  2  of  yap  Aajp[ieic?  On  the  contraction  in  245  cui/fleucerai? 

3-7  The  pattern  of  paragraph!  and  eclhescs  suggests  that  the  citations  from  245  and  250  (5b,  6f.),  if 
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rightly  recognized  as  such,  form  part  of  the  comment  on  246.  coc  in  7  was  taken  by  Mr  Lobel  as  the  beginning  of 

a  lemma  of  247  (t be  efiar*  A^ivopoc) ,  but  it  may  be  the  continuation  of  the  comment. 

4-5  e.g.  ovt ’  X/xfitvofiov  ov\t€  to)X  (i.e.  tlov)  Xonr[wv. 
6  245  is  quoted  in  the  grammatical  treatise  P.  Brit.  Mus.  1 26  verso  (Kenyon,  Class.  Texts  x)  i  33,  but  only 

for  jjfiiv ,  in  illustration  of  a  use  of  personal  pronouns. 

8f.  No  variant  is  recorded.  avr[(Ka?— cf.  Od .  16.  qobf.  (16.  406  =  20.  247).  In  8  ApLCTo</>dvrjey  cf.  iii  33, 

would  well  fit  the  space  if  the  lemma  terminated  at  5<x»/xar,}  as  it  probably  did;  only  this  time  the  v.L  is  not  the 
vulgate  reading.  Otherwise,  ov]  |  ypd<j>ei  (of  248 f.). 

3711.  Lesbiaca  (Commentary  on  Alcaeus?) 

31  4c*i3/G(3-4)^ 
Fr.  1  15.5  x  23.5  cm 

Plate  X 

Second  century 

Two  fragments,  the  larger  with  remains  of  two  columns,  assembled  from  several 

pieces;  written  in  an  informal  and  somewhat  irregular  second-century  hand.  The  precise 
nature  of  the  text  is  not  clear.  It  is  a  scholarly  product,  at  first  sight  a  regular 

commentary:  a  lemma  from  Alcaeus  at  fr.  1  ii  3 1  -*3,  in  ecthesis.  But  if  the  work  as  a  whole 

was  tied  to  the  text  of  Alcaeus,  the  commentator  was  very  selective  in  his  choice  of 

passages,  and  he  concerns  himself  not  at  all  with  grammatical  exegesis,  paraphrase,  or 

the  like  (cf.  XXI  2307  intro.),  but  more  with  matters  of  early  Lesbian  history  and  saga. 

Most  of  col.  i  is  taken  up  first  with  the  Lesbian  ‘lion-law5  and  then  with  a  narrative 
concerning  Macar  and  a  bronze  lion  made  by  Hephaestus,  while  most  of  col.  ii  appears 

to  be  occupied  with  various  accounts  of  Dionysus  Omestes.  The  work  could  be  a 

collection  of  Lesbian  TrpopXrjpLara  or  jrpocriyopiai  {re  ‘Macar’s  lion’;  Dionysus  ‘Omestes5; 
POnomacles);  but  the  items  under  discussion  are  not  introduced  in  the  question-form 

normal  to  such  a  genre,  and  the  relation  of  the  one  identified  lemma  to  the  attached 

comment,  on  the  early  history  of  Aenus,  is  quite  obscure. 

We  have  little  from  antiquity  on  early  Lesbos,  and  most  of  the  information  here  is 

new.  The  papyrus’  account  of  the  lion-law,  perhaps  attributed  to  Ilellanicus, 
complements  a  notice  given  by  Diodorus  in  the  relevant  section  of  his  island-book,  or 

would  do  if  I  could  recover  it;  but  of  the  slice  of  evidently  Lesbian  saga  that  follows  I  find 

no  trace  anywhere.  Here  the  lion  is  not  a  law  but  a  bronze  creature  manufactured  by 

Hephaestus  and  (less  predictably)  filled  by  him  with  beneficial  drugs,  and  Macar  took  it 

from  Pholoe  (another  unexplained  detail)  to  Lesbos,  where  he  hid  it.  This  belongs  to 

Lesbian  foundation  myth,  no  doubt.  The  authority  cited  is  Alcaeus— apparently  not  the 

Alcaeus,  however,  but  AXkciioc  6  rwv  h to>v  [7 tol7)tt]c?],  who  is  not  otherwise  known. 

Further  details  of  Macar’s  concealment  of  the  lion  are  given,  cited  now,  if  the 
reconstruction  is  on  the  right  lines,  from  Myrsilus  of  Methymna:  we  hear  of 

Methymneans,  of  a  Sibylline  oracle,  and,  as  the  papyrus  breaks  off  towards  the  end  of 

the  first  column,  of  Ionians,  in  what  precise  connection  is  unclear,  but  it  raises  interesting 
ethnic  questions. 
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Myrsilus  of  Methyrnna  may  be  reported  again  in  the  second  column  for  a  curious 

aition  of  Dionysus’  being  called  Omestes  (as  at  Ale.  129.  9,  though  there  is  no  indication 

that  this  was  quoted).  This  too  is  new,  and  it  is  unfortunate  that  it  cannot  be  fully 

reconstructed.  Earlier  in  the  same  column  we  appear  to  have  not  only  Omestes  but 

Smintheus,  in  an  account  perhaps  credited  to  Hellanicus. 

This  was  in  every  sense  a  scholar’s  text.  The  margin  bristles  with  chi  and  chi-rho 

sigla,  as  if  someone  has  been  marking  it  up  in  preparation  for  writing  a  work  of  his  own. 

There  are  few  clues  to  the  date  of  compilation.  The  second  century  itself  seems  likely 

enough,  but  an  earlier  date  is  by  no  means  ruled  out.  The  author  seems  to  have  been 

content  to  compile.  There  is  no  way  of  telling  for  certain,  but  it  is  possible  that  he 

consulted  the  cited  sources  directly  (Hellanicus’  Atlantis  was  at  Oxyrhynchus  in  the 

second  century  if  VIII  1084  is  correctly  so  attributed;  but  the  attribution  is 

questionable,  L.  Pearson,  Early  Ionian  Historians  177). 

In  the  upper  margin  above  the  centre  of  the  first  column  stands  a  delta,  perhaps  by 

a  second  hand:  a  column  number  (‘4’,  unless  [i]S  £i4’).p  I  he  manuscript’s  layout  is 

unexceptional.  Upper  margin  1.5  cm,  lower  2.0,  but  it  is  not  certain  that  the  edges  are 

preserved.  Column  width  c.  6  cm  (less  wide  than  commentaries’  columns  often  are), 

column-height  c.  19  cm.  No  punctuation  (unless  at  1  ip)?  paragraphi.  The  text  is 

articulated  by  the  occasional  ecthesis:  of  the  lemma  at  1  ii  31-3,  and  of  certain  other 

lines  which  seemingly  begin  a  new  entry  and/or  name  a  cited  authority  (1  i  10?,  ii  4> 

1 7).  Prevocalic  Si  regularly  elided,  with  apostrophe;  no  other  lection  aids  in  evidence, 

except  trerna  at  1  ii  25.  Iota  adscript  usually  but  not  always  placed.  Back  blank. 
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col.  i 

j  rjve  t  rr .  Aiv/x ,  [ 

hm'IT.vLN ....  t 
JocAca,  (  7]c0€[ju8oc  vac. 

t  ,  t  ecjLTT t  y.ay,  toi 

]/lu,  ,  ,  rjyaiqjvKa '  fie it  1 

]  #  vac. 
] . cop . cor[ 

]  .  []RVTeR.  .  vac •  [ 

.[].[.].  .[].../?.[ 

]  Aecfii'  (  a>y,  9,ot  ,  ,  yai(j>r}[ 

]  $9V .  [.  ] . €ivt  ou[ 

]  T°V.  [] . 9V .  .  [  ] 

]  Xa^ . at ,  #  ,  €  1 1  [] 

0at,  e '  [,  ]o,  ,(ij,  .  vofioyrovro , 

j  97  [ .  ]  £ .  fpiarcoa  t  ,  provrtQava 

]  . A/cat,  ,  ,  oroaverroav 

].[  ] (fnrjcivorirjcfxucrocAe 

]  oyraKaracKevacacxciAKOvveic 

]  #  oyrovcjyapfiaKa  #  OrjKefiorjdovv 

c.  5  ]oc  teat  jrjc  ©epuSoc 

c.  4  $]  efiic '  t  (  ,  ecrt  npyrayeiov 

c.  4  ]  MiTyArjyaLtpv  Kahfieiai 

£■5  ]. 

AecfiiaKcoy  yofioy  etyai  (f>rj[ctv 

KaXeic- 
dai  A[6r]  opra  rop  vofiov  rovrov 

or[t]  fyfiLCL  t co  afiaprovTL  0aya- 
TOC  /lAKatOC  O  O  T 60 JA  errcov 

c.  7  ]  (f)rjctv  ort  * H<f>aicroc  Xe- ovra  KaracKevacac  x^Xkovv  etc 

rovrov  <f>apficu<a  eOrjKe  porjOovv- 

Abrasion  extremely  severe  in  places,  especially  in  the  first  14  lines.  Marg.  sup.  Room  perhaps  for  a 
lost  1  before  8,  nothing  broader.  Ink  below,  apparently  a  horizontal  line  1  Perhaps  ] ,  eiflAvv  After 

upper  left-hand  corner  as  ofy  or  c,  then  abrasion,  then  perhaps  v  before  tt  After  tt,  o  acceptable,  a  not 
excluded  After  /x,  high  speck,  line-final?  2  Variously  assignable  traces  on  worm-eaten  and  distorted 
papyrus  After  77,  joyem  poss.  3  ,  , ,  iy,  it  acceptable  4  .  .  .  . ,  feet  of  two  uprights  suggesting  tt 

or  rt,  then  scanty  scattered  traces  on  abraded  surface,  perhaps  last  c  {■  enlarged  5  At  end,  letter 
ligatured  to  1,  perhaps  a,  not  o  8  Before  £,  Oe?  After  e,  /xo?  9  fj,  k  or  17;  if  written  broad  no 
letter  intervening  before  p;  KprjTtc  might  be  possible  if  what  I  have  taken  for  foot  of  descender  of  p  does  not 
after  all  belong  10  Mostly  abraded,  but  a  few  of  the  remains  substantial  enough  to  allow  guesses  to  be 

tested;  but  some  seem  anomalous  or  confused:  correction?  Before  73,  two  letter-top  specks  preceded  by  base 
of  apparent  upright;  before  that,  minimal  specks  After  p>  traces  suggesting  left-hand  side  of  circle 
12  ,  [,  1  suggested  Before  e,  perhaps  an  anomalous  p,;  about  3  letters  before  that,  tt?  After  v ,  specks 
consistent  with  r  u[,  perhaps  last  letter  of  line  13  After  v ,  lower  part  of  8?  Then  variously  assignable 

traces  on  abraded  surface,  perhaps  7x77  3-4  letters  before  qv  17  Before  A,  faint  traces  consistent  with 
a  Before  o,  perhaps  base  of  8  with  apostrophe  above;  before  that,  oc  acceptable 
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]  t  aroLcavOpco  t  [,  ] ,  cfxaKapavTov 

]  .  KrV  •  (f>o\orjC€K  #  #  #  JcAec 

#  ]  .  VK(U€KpVljj€V '  f  [](pC}/ape/x[r  ]A 

]  #  ec0atTT/vv[#  ,  ] ,  v  YVR  •  f 

25  ]  fc  #  4  v(f>9 1  Jfom, 

]  #  pocroLcparjOv t  #  #  p  cpvjre  m 

],  8'evxp'pcp, '  .  p  jSuAAt7cot[] 

JoAegmei^ep.  p  vycfraicrov 

]  p  a/xjtxarae,  #  (f>vXaK7]VTr]c 

30  ] .  ,  Serou.  p  p  #  a/capaa 

]  p  gpa.  to  g)/€vo/x€vo  income 

]  .  .  ,  T.  v .  ̂V7] 

].AA[. .  Jnjc 

]a[ 

ra  rote  av#pa)7r[o]i,c*  Ma/cap  S’  a^TOv 

e/c  TTjC  0oXot]c  eKopLicev  e[i]c  /lec- 

jSJov  /cat  €Kpvijjev‘  pv[r]coc  yap  e/x[e]A- 

Ae  ,  ]  t  €c0at  yf^ejov.  Mvpjf- 

Aoc  Se]  K€Kpvcf)dai  to  [v  AJeovra  1^77- 

CLv]  7 TpOC  TOIC  MrjOvpLVaiCVV  7T€' 

c.  4  ]  #  S’  iv  xprjcpLaji  CtfivAArjc  or[ t] 

t\  5  ]  o  XeoDv  €L7]  epyov  '  H<f>aicrov 

c.  5  ]e  ypapipara  etc  (f)vXaKrjv  rrjc 

vrjcov ,  /cjptA^gi  6e  rot/roy  Ma/capa  a- 

c.  6  ]  yap  avrov  yevopcevov  u Icovac c.  i\  ]..  .7.  v  TVV  vycRV 

c.  15  ].M[. .  .]t??p 

]a[ 

21  .  77-[o]ic  acceptable;  top-stroke  of  c  prolonged  23  . .  [,  perhaps  circle  and  foot  of 

upright  24  J , ,  stroke  rising  to  upper  left  of  e,  v  or  t/<  suggested  v[ ,  ] ,  y,  written  partly  on  underlayer,  ] . 

a  flat  stroke  on  the  line,  o  not  suggested  but  not  ruled  out  Between  p  and  *,  apparent  extremities  of  letter-top 

horizontal,  and  suggestion  of  stem  at  foot  25  abraded,  remains  consistent  with  K€Kp 

abraded,  first  two  consistent  with  ai  At  end,  two  diverging  strokes  starting  from  foot  of  a,  lost  in  worm-path; 

to  right,  confused  upper  specks  followed  by  a  short  upright  with  a  long  thin  stroke  proceeding  from  top  into 

right  margin,  clubbed  at  end;  </>i 7  a  possible  interpretation  26  ], ,  trace  coming  in  to  top  of  p,  broken 

below  .  ,  .  ,  >  remains  consistent  with  fxva  1  At  end,  speck  immediately  to  right  of  top  of  e,  worm-path, 

traces  of  lowisli  apparent  upright  thick  at  foot;  e.g.  v,  or  if  two  letters,  a  narrow  letter  followed  by  1,  pi  not 

suggested  but  not  ruled  out  27  ] , ,  apparent  broken  upright  at  edge,  with  suggestion  of  stroke  joining 

from  left  at  top  ,  .  ,  . ,  consistent  with  onct;  above  putative  to,  a  dot,  presumably  casual  28  heavy 

traces  within  confined  area,  yo  acceptable  29  ] , .  , ,  second  and  third,  uprights  of  length  suitable  for  yp; 

if  so,  preceded  by  slightly  rising  stroke  coming  in  to  top  of  y  and  more  traces  at  left,  e  suggested  After  e,  ic 

consistent  with  remains  and  space  30  ] , ,  o  or  p  After  remains  on  edges  of  hole,  suitable  for  at , 

consistent  with  rovfi  31  ].,  top  of  y?  Before  r,  specks  consistent  with  v  32  scattered 

traces  on  abraded  surface  Between  j  and  v,  perhaps  17,  or  ei?  At  end,  cov  acceptable  33  ]., 

apparent  upright  curved  to  left  at  foot,  of  vowels  o  best? 

To  judge  from  col.  ii,  which  has  column-foot,  there  are  two  complete  lines  lost  from  the  foot  of  this  column 
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col .  ii 

io 

* 

t 

[ 
[ 

]  U 

0  e[ 

£  []  A
cvy[ 

*00799
.  

[ 

0  CW.  .  [ 

0  M.  [ 

]°v.  [ 

Ml 

]cra[ 

20 

7%>.  [ 
].  [  ]0ewc/8ovAyie[ 

KCUO)fJL7]CTr)l8 0  [ 

kcutovo  ivQe  f 

ena,  fAff[],  7TOIO .  ,  [ 

$  Aavei  [It  [ 

X  RV.  [.  .  J.  o,  ['  ]'  €€'  I'  <iKap '  [ 

$  [  7.  ycuiv.  9. .  o/i'  [ 

[  JAevcaiOvcLvoavArjf 

[  ] TOVCKTCO  PTToA  € [t 

0[ 

Acuy[ 

K[p]rjTac  r[ 

c.ta.  &[ KaAt  [ 

(one  line  missing) 

ovt  [ 

ni[ 

cra[ 

°vpp[ 

0€coc  fiovArjt  e[ 
kcll  d)fir]CT7)i  S  [ 

f<ai  rov  CfjuvOea  [ 

<rV  areAecfa ]i  voto, 
AaveiK '  #  ['  jj- 

MopfrcJAp,  ['  ]'  €  /y/f( 
d)]/j.TjcTr/v  .  o.  ,  opa[ 

Aevcat  Oveiv  o  av Ay[ 
TOV  €K  TO)V  7roAe[  j 

To  judge  from  col.  i,  winch  has  column  top,  a  0[  will  have  been  the  third  line  of  the  column.  The  lrtte  .. inti  2  6,  except  lor  k  in  ecthesis  in  j,  arc  on  an  isolated  scrap,  its  location  guaranteed  bv  the  match  r  ')0t 
fibres,  separated  Irom  the  body  of  the  fragment  to  the  left  by  an  apparent  worm-path •  whether  any  kite,  /  "' between  k  and  rjui  4  is  doubtful,  but  there  may  be  room  for  a  narrow  letter  such  asp  r  Y 

ofc  prolonged  (i.e.  word-final),  a  new  letter-top  horizontal  apparently  commenced  *  [■  b  “PPcr stroke- 

top  stroke  of  y  or  c,  loop  suggesting  a  6  .[,  medial  trace  , ,  .  f>  lowish  p,m  of  "  J’ upright  12  r,  in  correction  ,3  .  /,  medial  speck  ,4  0  after  r  diminutive  but  undoubted P  large,  6  not  excluded  ,h  a  ligatured  sequence,  partly  lost  in  hole  at  left,  perhaps  p,  f  „  “ o  7.5  Halfway  between  a  and  e,  suggestion  of  upright  ], ,  clubbed  upright  , ,  [,  two  traces  on  the 
"1C.r  ,b  ■■■  [’  Pcrh‘lPs  x,  then  letter-top  traces  After  r,  eosuggcsled,  then  upright  bent  to  right  at  top 77  After  V,  suggestion  of  circlet  Before  f,  anomalous  traces,  hardly  S  Before  1, perhaps  slightly  anomalous ower  parts  of  rr  Between  ,  and  p,  one  or  two  letters,  p  acceptable  After  p,  rather  high  loon o?  18  At  beginning,  vertically  beneath  i7  p,  a  speck,  but  no  clear  indication  that  this  line  was  in ecthesis  ,  defective  p?  Between  y  and  y,  speck  at  left  and  suggestion  of  horizontal  joining  ton  ofo  both 

traces  possibly  to  be  associated  with  v,  in  which  case  no  letter  intervenes  ,  speck  at  upper  left  upright  -it 
right  .[,  letter-top  trace,  hardly,  or  o,  perhaps  a  20  ]..[,  speck  on  the  line,  loop  on  the ’line 
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vcoyyei'  7] .  /,  €K  [  rove  ovvei ,  7/ .  ].  fS.  [ 

ev7aca,  ['  .  ]ety . i[  J/caAo,  [  <f)6evraca .  [.  .  . f[.  .  J^aAf 
/^ii  i  .  r  7  r  «  ^  \  a  7  ^ 

rovcovyei'  7].  ck  [ 

<f>9evTaca '  [.  .  ]eiy . c[  j/caAo.  [ 
cktov  t  clclAcko m  '  ci?o[] .  #  op  ojl  [ 

$  fyl'OWCOJiQuCOUTO  £ 
T7]V€t  r  liepaucV'  rjy  e[ 

jjP  OV€YT€V0€VOVVQ) '  7]V  [ *  eK^VC9ai8tOVVCOv[ '  J  Sc77oA  [ 

^  AoiSia .  #  cftcuvaSacaiaj/LL .  r  *  [ ac7ro)ciTO)['  JOrjpiajyraeic .  [ 
paca  vrajveA  9[.  ]..,[][  / 

wc.  ovvpaKAerjcajO '  y.  oc[  coc  < 

jf  tOLKrjC'  ,  v/caixpiaiC(fevyaji?T[  ioiK 

CUVOc9p[t  ]  KpCTToAlC  [  77  [6 A 

afVP.  TO.  '  epajt.  [] . [  Ah 
8ery.  cuvoya.  .  tjcko t  [  Sc  r 

VL  -  .  ].  []ppyjoS}v7ro0 .  cuk(v[ .  '  ]rjc[  ?/[' 

[  ck  rov  fiaci Alkov  yevoye  oy  jcoi 

Alovvccol  dvccu  roy  qjfirjc- 

rrjv  €ttl  rrji  icpcu  {c}  cuyjji  joy  9c- 
OV.  CVTCV0CV  OVV  (bpLJjCTrjV 

K€kAt}c9cI  L  A  L  6 l?  VC  OP.  [o ]l  Sc  770 A- 

Aoi  Sia  jac  yiaivaSac,  at  copy  Si - 

ac77a)cc  tco[p]  0Tjpicov  ra  cic  %[ci- 
pac  avreup  cA9[o]yra. 

coc  S’  ’OpvpLCLKAcrjc  0)9.  p'  oc 

ioLK7]ca  AvKatxpiaic  (f>cvycov  t[op 

77 [6 A] e pop.  Alpoc  0p[a]cK7]C  77oAlc  t  [ 
Ai'poy  roy  Fcpcoc . [ 

Sc  T7]P  AlPOP  AA(p77CK0p[pyCL0l, 

Yj['  '  ]t  OVPTO  S’  V770  0patKCo[p  '  ]v€[ 

C(.  traccs  on  cdgc  °f  hole  After  rj,  which  is  represented  by  strokes  that  could  be 
°t  crWi  A/1C<7  tuc  n*edial  trace ,  followed  after  a  break  (the  papyrus  is  warped  out  of  position)  by 
appareP  g)  ,  me  ctcinunate  specks ,  and  more  considerable  remains,  perhaps  ligature  and  left  side  oft  or 

,  Cr  PCI  iaPs  1  hollowed  by  sloping  upright  on  edge  of  hole  After  v,  variously  assignable 
faces  on  1  s  Y  strippec  surface ,  letter-count  uncertain,  fourth  perhaps  a  ,  [,  upright  followed  by  medial 
face,  v  aooma  ous  )u  t  acceptable ?,  proba  bly  line-end  23  t  . ,  foot  of  possible  upright,  hole,  speck  on  the 
*nc  ancf  ]°/1Z,jn  a  JOIinng  top  °f  ̂  (y,  c,  r?)  j.  perhaps  c  with  speck  of  previous  letter  at  upper  left, Pcertam  ^  1C  2°r  urt  ler  oss  before  ?  24  c  ol  presumed  Ovcai  looks  more  like  y  After  to,  damaged 

n  *WS  c°nsisieni  wjth  25  After  e,  traces  at  lower  left,  damage,  square  corner  at  upper  right, 
j  ' Cr  hlhs  hgatutc  stro  c  and  top  ol  t  After  t,  co  corr.  to  rj?  After  yi,  to  perhaps  suggested,  then  scattered aces  20  lower  parts  of  letters,  pVcr  suitable  28  Sac,  top  stroke  ofc  prolonged  Before 

lo  ai’f)cdnlPSa  ’  lSaturcd  2<j  .[,  beginning  of  letter-top  stroke  30  traces  on  twisted  and 
h  ]SC  1  )r.cs’  yT(X  acccP^1  c  31  0  narrow,  unwanted  ink  in  lower  half  Before  y,  stroke  emerging  from 
1  e  to  join  at  upper  e  t,  angle  suiting  a  rather  than  c  Between  y  and  o,  damage,  upper  traces  admitting  a,  e, 

or  S  BciWreCn  C  SU*P1CC  mostly  destroyed;  putative  A  has  unwanted  ink  at  base,  but  anomalous  as  a 
z  33  -  h  L°P  0  thick  apparent  upright  34  Between  p  and  r,  hole  and  upper  right  ofc,  v?  , , , 

3$  f,  ,  h  or  l  •  J  i.  [,  top  of  upright 
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fr.  i  i.  .  and  of  Themis,  .  .  .  prytaneum  (.  .  .)  of  the  Mytileneans  Cadmean  .... 
\  .  .  theCretans(?). 

‘According  to  Hellanicus(?),  Lesbiaca>  bk.  ,v  ( i  ?,  2?),  there  was  a  law . . .  bronze  . . .  and  this  law  was  called 

“lion”  because  death  was  the  penalty  for  the  wrong-doer.  According  to  Alcaeus  the  [  ?  ]  of  the  epics, 
Hephaestus  made  a  bronze  lion  and  into  this  put  drugs  beneficial  to  mankind;  and  Macar  took  it  from  Pholoe 

to  Lesbos  and  hid  it,  for  in  this  way  he  was  to  safeguard(?)  the  island.  But  according  to  Myrtilus(?)  the  lion  had 

been  hidden  hard  by  the  border(?)  of  the  Methymneans,  and  .  .  .  in  a  Sibylline  oracle  that  this  lion  was 

Hephaestus’  work  (and  had?)  writing  for  the  guarding  of  the  island,  but  Macar  hid  it,  for  once  it  had 

(disappeared?)  the  Ionians  .  .  .  the  island  .  .  .’ 

i  Though  the  damage  is  formidable,  ftc  [r]r)^  ft.  [.  jy-rroXt  y  might  be  worth  trying;  but  Eip[a]v  (cf.  Ale.  69. 

3-4  ip[av\  €c  ttoXlv  eXOyjv)  is  not  commended,  and  ’Epccov  excluded. 
3-6  The  estimate  of  letters  lost  is  based  on  the  assumption  that  none  of  the  lines  was  in  ecthesis,  which 

may  not  be  true  of  1.  4. 

3  Kal  jrjc  or  Frjc  OefuSoc.  zhjoc  preceding?  A  cultic  reference?  Since  the  rest  of  the  line  is  left  blank,  one 

would  imagine  that  this  is  the  end  of  the  note,  but  we  seem  to  have  &]ep.ic  (unless  Ojepucn-)  again  in  the  next 

line.  Cf.  col.  ii,  where  we  have  co/^cnjc  both  fore  and  aft  of  the  ecthesis  of  l.  17. 

4  “5  A  Mytilcnean  prytaneum  existed  already  in  the  time  of  Sappho  (Sapph.  203,  99  L-P  =  Ale.  303A 

Voigt  i  7).  But  what  ‘Cadmean’  (fern.  norn.  pi.  or  dat.  sing.)  has  to  do  with  it,  if  that  is  rightly  read,  I  do  not 
know.  ?Potcntially  relevant  data:  (1)  according  to  Myrsilus  of  Methymna  the  Hyadcs  were  daughters  of 

Cadmus  ( FGrllist  477  F  15);  (2)  Phanias  of  E  res  us  wrote  7rpvrdvetc  'Epectcov,  in  the  wake  of  Aristotle’s 
Constitutions  (which  no  doubt  included  Mytilene). 

t<x)v]  would  fit  as  the  beginning  of  5,  but  no  article  at  26,  31,  ii  35,  fr.  2.  6. 

7-8  Both  these  lines  appear  to  have  been  in  ecthesis,  though  there  is  very  little  to  go  on.  More  probably,  I 

should  think,  1.  8  was  in  normal  alignment,  with  e.g.  a  chi-rho  sign  in  the  margin. 

9  KpjjTec  followed  by  a  middle  stop  may  be  a  possible  reading,  in  which  case  cf.  ii  4.  Preceded  perhaps  by 
wc  at  the  end  of  8? 

10-17  The  lion-law.  The  starting-point  for  reconstruction  is  14-17,  KqXefeOcu  <j>$  AfeJ oyjq  ktX ,  whose 

recovery  is  enabled  by  a  similar  notice  given  at  the  end  of  Diodorus’  scrappy  and  disjointed  account  of  the  early 

history  of  Lesbos,  5.  82.  4:  avroc  8’  6  Maxapevc  ev  tt}  Aecfiqs  fiactXevtov  {irpaiTov  p.ev}  vopov  eypaifie  7roAAa  rcbv  Koivf] 

cvpafsepovrcov  TTepUyovTa ,  dwo/xace  S’  aurov  Aeovra,  and  rijc  tov  fypov  Swapecoc  kill  aXtcrjc  Oepevoc  ti)v  npocriyoptav, 

Diodorus’  source  for  his  account  of  Lesbos  is  undetermined  (Bethc  argued  for  Apollodorus  for  the  whole  island- 

book,  Hermes  24  ( 1 889)  402-46);  but  in  any  case  the  lion-law  notice  is  an  isolated  item  appended  at  the  end  and 

may  not  be  integral  to  the  rest  of  the  account.  (I  am  not  sure  that  there  is  sufficient  warrant  for  deleting  npebrov 

fiev:  the  extract  may  have  been  broken  off.) 

If  I  have  rightly  made  out  AecfiiaKcov  rather  than  some  other  Aecfi-  cognate  at  the  beginning  of  11, 

a  literary  work  is  indicated:  AecpiaKa,  unless  Aoyoi  AecfhaKot  vel  sim .  Genitive,  therefore  accompanied  by  book 

number.  In  1.  10,  then,  we  look  for  identification  of  the  author,  followed  by  the  book  reference.  The  two  main 

candidates  for  author  must  be  Hellanicus,  FGrllist  4,  and  Myrsilus  of  Methymna,  EGrHist  477.  Each  wrote 

Lesbiaca  in  at  least  two  books  (Hellan.  F  33-5,  cf.  F  32,  F  158-60;  Myrs.  F  1,  F2-3,  cf.  F  5-17).  Prima  facie 
likeliest  is  Myrsilus,  because  (i)  he  is  apparently  cited  (as  Mvpr(Xoc)  at  24  below,  without  further  reference,  and 

(ii)  his  Lesbiaca  seems  to  have  become  the  main  source  of  Lesbian  material  for  later  antiquity,  driving  out 

earlier  authorities.  I  cannot  quite  exclude  the  possibility  that  MvpnXoc  was  written  somewhere  in  1.  10 

(fylyp$[iXoc  ev  a  vel  sim.  at  line-end  would  be  possible,  but  not  Mvpr[-),  but  it  was  not  written  as  the  first  word. 
Hellanicus  on  the  other  hand  yields  an  acceptable  fit  with  the  initial  remains:  bEAArjh/efiJypfc].  That  cannot  be 

regarded  as  assured,  but  I  find  no  other  suitable  reading.  The  same  spelling  at  ii  16,  if  the  name  is  to  be 

recognized  there.  Given  that,  what  followed?  Perhaps  ev  rw  Sevrepcp  [tw vy  or  perhaps  c.  5  ev  npu) [run;  I  can 

exclude  neither;  on  non-papyrological  grounds  I  should  prefer  the  latter  (I  assume,  pace  Jacoby,  that  nepl 

AloXlkwv  in  F  32  refers  to  the  Aecfiiaxd,  and  that  a  discrete  work  entitled  AtoXitcd  is  not  to  be  posited).  Tplrun 

and  rerdproji  arc  both  excluded  by  the  trace  after  py  which  well  suits  to.  Of  course,  the  numeral  may  not 

have  been  written  out  in  full.  Immediately  following  «•?[<:]  is  a  puzzling  complex  of  strokes  which  could  be 

interpreted  as  e  attended  by  several  redundant  strokes  above  and  below;  a  supralincarly  added  S  or  8’  is 
conceivable,  but  does  not  fully  account  for  the  traces. 

1 1  ydfiov  etyq.t\  a  guess,  not  palaeographically  assured  but  suiting  the  traces,  vopov  clear  in  15. 

12-14  At  thc  beginning  of  12  Oava[r ],  cf,  16,  would  be  a  forced  reading  but  is  perhaps  not  ruled  out.  With 
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14  cf.  18-20  below,  Hephaestus’  bronze  lion;  was  the  law  inscribed  on  a  bronze  stele?  12-13  perhaps 
jov\tov  8(e),  and  in  14  preceding  KaXekOat  an  infinitive  in  -<u  (-flat  not  excluded,  nor  etVcu,  nor  perhaps  - rjvcu , 
but  -eVcu  suggested);  that  may  give  the  structure,  but  I  cannot  recover  the  whole.  I  find  no  mention  of  Macar, 
unless  MaKapa  is  to  be  read  after  13  top  8[e]. 

14-17  See  on  10-17  above. 

16-17  ‘Heath  was  the  penalty’:  here  it  is  evidently  the  law’s  ruthlessness  that  is  adduced  as  motivating  the 
‘lion’  appellation.  I  suppose  we  are  to  understand  that  all  offences  were  capital,  Macar  having  no  truck  with 
any  lesser  penalties;  this  makes  him  a  super-Draco  (Pin.  vit.  Sol.  17,  with  similar  phrasing). 

17  18  AXkcllqc  8’  6  to>v  Itto)v  I  [  c.  7  ]  <f>T]CLv  ktX.  AXkclioc  in  little  doubt,  1  think.  Cf.  fr.  2.  12,  and  the 
quotation  at  fr.  1  ii  3 1  -3  below.  But  an  Alcaeus  designated  o  tojp  inoov  [  -  ]  (Se  cannot  be  read  for  S’  o)  should  be 
someone  other  than  the  lyric  poet.  Not  that  there  would  be  difficulty  about  attributing  this  Lesbian  saga  to  the 
famous  Alcaeus;  it  could  be  a  narrative  from  a  hymn  (though  the  story  apparently  recounted  in  the  postulated 

hymn  to  Hephaestus  has  no  evident  connection  with  the  story  in  the  papyrus)  or  even  from  a  ‘stasiolic’  poem 

incorporating  early  Lesbian  ‘history’  (cf.  the  Ajax  and  Cassandra  narrative  in  Ale.  298  Voigt).  It  is  6  twp  hrebv 
[  -  ]  that  stands  in  the  way  of  what  would  otherwise  be  an  unquestioned  attribution.  If  this  does  indicate  some 

other  Alcaeus,  as  I  think  it  must,  only  recovery  of  the  word  lost  at  the  beginning  of  18— presumably  a  participle 

or  noun  to  govern  tcop  cttwv— would  reveal  whether  he  wrote  hexameter  verse  (« nj)  or  prose.  The  best  guess 
may  be  simply  [ttoitjttJc];  that  would  suit  the  space.  Why  not  Ittottoiqc,  and  why  the  article  with  eirtbv?  Cf. 

Pausanias’  references  to  Asius  o  ra  Zttt]  Troirjcac  (2.  29.  4)  and  Anytc  rrjp  -noipcacap  ra  em)  ( 1 0.  38.  1 3) ,  or  IG  XI I 
2.  519.  4-5  NN  top  tcov  pLeXcov  TToirjTrjv.  I  can  make  no  plausible  identification  with  any  known  Alcaeus.  A 
recondite  source,  recounting  Lesbian  saga:  like  Hellanicus  and  Myrsilus,  he  may  be  Lesbian  himself;  not  that  it 

is  a  particularly  Lesbian  name  (and  I  certainly  see  no  reason  to  revive  belief  in  the  epigrammatist  ‘Alcaeus  of 

Mytilene’  as  distinct  from  A.  of  Mcsscnc,  cf.  Gow-Page,  Hell.  Epigr.  ii  7).  An  epic  poet  quoted  in  such  a  context 
as  this  stands  to  be  early.  Our  author’s  knowledge  of  him  may  depend  upon  Myrsilus.  Cf.  the  case  of  Chersias  of 
Orchomenus  (Paus.  9.  38.  gfi,  cf.  29.  1;  Kinkel,  EGF ,  pp,  207,  208;  discussed  by  Wilamowitz,  Horn.  Unters. 

338  £)• 
It  is  not  quite  clear  how  much  of  the  subsequent  narrative  is  attributed  to  Alcaeus;  down  to  24,  if 

Mvprl\[Xoc  ktX  is  rightly  restored  and  interpreted  there. 

18-19  Aejovra.  On  first  reading  I  assumed  XefirjTa,  but  j8? 7  is  not  so  good  a  reading  as  op,  and  Xeovra  is 

confirmed  by  the  further  apparent  occurrences  of ‘lion’  above  and  below  (15,  25,  28;  none  of  them  individually 
assured,  however). 

This  bronze  lion  is  new.  Hephaestus  makes  an  obviously  appropriate  manufacturer  of  such  a  product;  his 

putting  into  it  drugs  beneficial  to  mankind  is  a  less  characteristic  action:  an  assimilation  to  attributes  of 

Prometheus?  A  further  or  alternative  detail  {ypafifi  ctra)  at  29  below.  Cf.  Medea’s  making  an  eiScoXov  of  Artemis 
and  secreting ^dpjttcuca  in  it,  DS  4.  51.  1  (Dionys.  Scyt.  fr.  36  Rustcn).  Is  a  lion  stuffed  with  beneficial  drugs  the 

mythological  counterpart  of  a  lion-law  7roAAd  twp  Koivp  cvp-Npoprcop  rrepie^opTa  (DS  loc.  cit.  on  10  -17  above)? 

A  further  point  in  common  between  this  lion  of  Hephaestus  and  the  lion-law  is  ‘bronze’,  14  above.  I  take  it  they 

are  both  hypostases  of ‘Macar’s  lion’;  the  lion-law  a  rationalization  of  the  myth? 
A  lion-head  is  frequently  portrayed  on  early  Lesbian  coins,  esp.  from  Mytilene  (Fr.  Bodenstedt,  Die 

Elektromnimzen  von  Phokaia  und  Mytilene ,  passim,  esp.  p.  60  with  pis.  1 2  ff.;  Head,  Hist.  JVum.2  558  fi,  561).  Is  the 
myth  responsible  for  the  coins,  or  the  coins  for  the  myth?  (Numismatic  authorities  account  for  the  lion-coins 

without  reference  to  the  lion-law,  cf.  e.g.  Bodenstedt,  ‘Das  Lowenbild’,  Istanbuler  Mitt.  27/8,  1977-8.)  Note  esp. 
Arist.  fr.  593  Rose,  linking  the  axe-law  and  the  axe-coins  of  Tencdos,  cf.  fr.  568  Rose.  The  Lesbian  lion  is  not 

otherwise  heard  of  except  for  an  isolated  testimony  that  it  was  slain  by  Heracles,  Schol.  Theoc.  13.6  (connected 

with  Dionysus  at  Bresa  by  Wilamowitz,  Eurip.  Her.2,  446  11.  73). 

The  local  importance  of  the  Lion  is  not  matched  by  that  of  Hephaestus.  Apart  from  the  postulated  hymn 

to  Hephaestus  by  Alcaeus,  which  seems  to  have  used  non-local  myth  (H.  Eisenberger,  Der  Mythos  in  der  aolischen 

Iyrik ,  Diss.  Frankfurt  am  Main  1956,  27-33,  I>age  S&A  258-61),  I  find  nothing  of  greater  import  than 
Hephaistios  as  a  Lesbian  month-name.  See  M.  Deicourt,  Hephaistos  188,  H.-G.  Buchholz,  Methymna  2126 
Evidently  the  lion  came  first,  bringing  FIcphaestus  in  train. 

2 1  ff.  How  the  lion— or  Macar,  for  that  matter,  unless  he  simply  went  for  the  lion— came  to  be  in  Pholoe  is 

not  explained.  Pholoe  is  Centaur-land,  and  has  no  other  claim  to  fame,  nor  any  association  that  I  know  of  with 

Hephaestus.  We  hear  of  Macar  on  the  Greek  mainland  only  prior  to  his  settlement  of  Lesbos:  he  set  out  from 

Achaean  Olenus  (DS  5.  81 . 4,  see  further  on  306'.  below);  and  it  is  a  short  step  from  Pholoe  to  Olenus,  whether 
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col.  ii 

]  u 

[]  0[ 

0[ 

I  [] 
 AaH 

Acuy[ 

X 
kUvtw.  [ 

K[p]7jrac  r[ 
5 

1 
[]  eta.  .  [ 

eta,  a[ 

[]  [ 

Kt  ;xA,  [ 

[ 
(one  line  missing) 

[ 
]ov.[ 

OV'  [ 

Ml 

™i[ 

10 ]cra[ 

cra[ 

Wvp.I 

%»[ 

]. 

t  [  ]0€qJC^OvX7]i€[ 

Oecoc  fiovXrjt  f[ 

KaUDfJL7]CT7)l8 '  [ 
Kal  (jbjJLTJCTTjt  S.  f 

KCUTOVO  #  ivde 4  [ 
Kai  rov  CfiivOea  [ 

15 

67 ra,  fActf],  77010  t  t  [ 
67 r*  areXei\a\i  77010,  ,  [ 

t  Xavet  [  ]r  [ 
XaveiK  [  It 

X P-v.  [.  .  ].  0.  [.].€?.  i.  atfap .  [ 

0  9  0  ^  9  0  J  0  0  0  9 

Mvf)[rC] Ao,  ['  ]  f  e  677 1  Ma/cap< 

|  [  ].VcrV V.Q.  .op-.  [ 
d)]fJLr)crr)v  t  p ,  ,  ofi a[ 

f  ]X€Vcau6veivoavX7][ 
Xevcai  Ovaiv  0  av  Xt][ 

20 [ ]rOV€KTCOV7ToX€[  1  [ 
TOV  6/C  TO)V  77oA6[# 

To  judge  from  col.  i,  which  has  column  top,  a  6[  will  have  been  the  third  line  of  the  column.  The  letters  of 

lines  2-6,  except  for  k  in  ecthesis  in  4,  are  on  an  isolated  scrap,  its  location  guaranteed  by  the  match  of  the 
fibres,  separated  from  the  body  of  the  fragment  to  the  left  by  an  apparent  worm-path;  whether  any  letter  is  lost 
between  k  and  17  in  4  is  doubtful,  but  there  may  be  room  for  a  narrow  letter  such  as  p  4  c,  [,  upper  stroke 

of  c  prolonged  (i.c.  word-final),  a  new  letter-top  horizontal  apparently  commenced  5  f,  or  r?  f, 
top  stroke  of  y  or  c,  loop  suggesting  a  6  .  [,  medial  trace  1 1  .  f,  lowish  foot  of  apparent 
upright  12  t]  in  correction  13  .  [,  medial  speck  14  o  after  r  diminutive  but  undoubted 

o  large,  0  not  excluded  .1,  a  ligatured  sequence,  partly  lost  in  hole  at  left,  perhaps  fju  [,  a  or 
o  15  Halfway  between  a  and  e,  suggestion  of  upright  ], ,  clubbed  upright  .  ,  [,  two  traces  on  the 

line  16  .  ,  ,  [,  perhaps  *,  then  letter-top  traces  After  7,  to  suggested,  then  upright  bent  to  right  at  top 
1 7  After  u,  suggestion  of  circlet  Before  e,  anomalous  traces,  hardly  8  Before  t,  perhaps  slightly  anomalous 
lower  parts  of  v  Between  t  and  p,  one  or  two  letters,  p,  acceptable  After  />,  rather  high  loop, 
o?  18  At  beginning,  vertically  beneath  17  /a,  a  speck,  but  no  clear  indication  that  this  line  was  in 

ecthesis  ] , ,  defective  p ?  Between  v  and  p,  speck  at  left  and  suggestion  of  horizontal  joining  top  of  p,  both 
traces  possibly  to  be  associated  with  v,  in  which  case  no  letter  intervenes  , , ,  speck  at  upper  left,  upright  at 

right  ,  [,  letter-top  trace,  hardly  t  or  o,  perhaps  a  20  ] . .  speck  on  the  line,  loop  on  the  line 
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rovcoyyet  t  £K,  [ 

( fcdevraccL'  [t  m  ]eiv . i[#  #  ](caAo.  [ 

exrov  actAi ko  evo  U..OV.  qjL  [ 

%  8tOVVCO)l9vCCUTO .  [ 

rrjve #  j  r.  tie paucyt  7jtm  t  9  te[ 

^  oveyrevdevovvaj '  ,  ,  .rjv  [ 
.  €KAr}c6cu8iovvcov[ '  ]  #  Se7roA  | 

AotSia,  ,  cpLaivaSacaupp, '  t 1  [ 

^  acTTcuciTCof.  ]0^ptcovra€tct  [ 

pacavra)V€A9[ t  ]...[]  [ 

coc,  ovvpiaKAeycajf) '  y ,oc[ 

£  egtxrjc t  f  u/cat^/xtatc^euycovrf 

tt[.  #  ]e/xov  atvoc0/?[#  ] .  KrjC7roAict  [ 
OLIVO  TO  m  epCOL'  [] . [ 

8ejrj '  atvoya #  #  ireKo  t  [ 

??[.  .  ] .  []pW7°8*imo0.  cu/ca)[#  ,  ]??e[ 

TOUC  OUVCt.  7] '  '  .  ,  [,  ,  ]  ,  €K.  [ 

<f>9 evjaca '  [#  ,  ]et v . t[,  ,  ]/caAop 

€K  rov  fiaciXiKoy  yevoyc  oy  ran 

Alovvcoji  9vcat  rov  (bfirjc- 

rrjv  err l  rfj t  Upa){i}cyyj]t  rgy  9e- 

ov.  evrev9ev  ovv  (bfirjcrrjv 

K€KArjc9aL  Atovvcov.  [o]t  Se  7toA- 

Aoi  ota  rac  ptatvaoac,  at  a )pta  g t- 

(ICTTCOCL  to)  [v]  9lf]p  ta)v  ra  etc  ;^[e£- 

pac  aarcov  €A0[o]pra. 

a>c  S’  5 OwpLCLKAerjc  w9  m  vt  oc 

ioLKrjcg  Au/cat^jatatc  (f>evya)v  r[ov 

7r[oA]6jLtov.  Atvoc  ©p[d]iKrjC7r6Aic  .  [ 

^ITvoa  roy  repeat . [ 

Se  rrjy  Atvov  JlAco7T€/cov[v^ctot, 

7/f .  .  ]  •  °9vro  8y  vi to  0patK(x)[y  #  ]7?^[ 

2i  After  i,  abraded  traces  on  edge  of  hole  After  77,  which  is  represented  by  strokes  that  could  be 

otherwise  assigned,  thick  medial  trace,  followed  after  a  break  (the  papyrus  is  warped  out  of  position)  by 

apparent  upright,  indeterminate  specks,  and  more  considerable  remains,  perhaps  ligature  and  left  side  of  e  or 

0  22  After  fp,  perhaps  i  followed  by  sloping  upright  on  edge  of  hole  After  y,  variously  assignable 
traces  on  mostly  stripped  surface,  letter-count  uncertain,  fourth  perhaps  a  ,  [,  upright  followed  by  medial 

trace,  v  anomalous  but  acceptable?,  probably  line-end  23  .  , ,  foot  of  possible  upright,  hole,  speck  on  the 

line  and  horizontal  joining  top  of  e  (y,  c,  r?)  ].  perhaps  c  with  speck  of  previous  letter  at  upper  left, 

uncertain  whether  further  loss  before  9  24  c  of  presumed  Ov  cat  looks  more  like  y  After  to,  damaged 

remains  consistent  with  vwfxjjc  25  After  e,  traces  at  lower  left,  damage,  square  corner  at  upper  right, 

perhaps  ligature-stroke  and  top  of  1  After  r,  <0  corr.  to  17?  After  771,  to  perhaps  suggested,  then  scattered 

traces  26  .  .  .  . ,  lower  parts  of  letters,  \xrjcr  suitable  28  Sac,  top  stroke  of  c  prolonged  Before 

final  1,  perhaps  aS,  ligatured  29  .  [,  beginning  of  letter- top  stroke  30  traces  on  twisted  and 

loose  fibres,  vra  acceptable  3 1  0  narrow,  unwanted  ink  in  lower  half  Before  y ,  stroke  emerging  from 

hole  to  join  at  upper  left,  angle  suiting  a  rather  than  e  Between  y  and  o,  damage,  upper  traces  admitting  a,  <?, 

t  32  Between  c  and  i>  surface  mostly  destroyed;  putative  A  has  unwanted  ink  at  base,  but  anomalous  as  a 

or  8  33  .  [» top  of  thick  apparent  upright  34  Between  9  and  t,  hole  and  upper  right  of  c,  v?  .  . , 

foot  of  apparent  upright,  followed  by  t  or  (better?)  y  with  horizontal  joining  at  upper  left  After  1,  loop 

suggesting  a  After  lacuna,  medial  speck,  then  perhaps  o,  then  variously  decipherable  traces:  possible 

upright  bent  to  right  at  foot,  then  perhaps  tu,  followed  by  top  of  thick  tall  upright  ligatured  at 

left  36  [,  ,  ],  or  \  ]  ]4  f,  top  of  upright 
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one  goes  directly  over  Mt.  Erymanthus  and  down  the  Pirus  or  west  through  Elis  (on  the  location  of  Mt,  Pholoe 

see  Frazer  on  Paus.  8.  24.  4,  Philippson- Kirsten,  Die  gr.  Landschaften  3.  332 f.,  336  b).  (?01enus-PhoIoe 

connection:  Dexamenus  k.  of  Olenus  sometimes  represented  as  a  centaur.)  I  should  guess  Macar  had  the  lion 

with  him  when  he  first  went  to  Lesbos,  i.e.  that  this  is  part  of  the  foundation-myth. 

There  are  points  of  comparability  with  the  story  of  Pandarcos’  filching  of  Zeus’  golden  dog  (which 

according  to  Schol.  Od.  19.  518  was  '  Ilpaierorevxrov) ,  but  there  the  concealment  is  motivated  by  the  theft, 
whereas  here  there  is  no  suggestion  that  the  lion  was  stolen.  (According  to  Rhodian  tradition  Macar  was  a 

Heliad,  and  according  to  AR  3.  233-5  Hephaestus  owed  a  debt  of  gratitude  to  Helius;  but  obviously  we  cannot 

press  this.)  Other  island  concealments  are  those  of  the  sickle  on  Drepane-Scheria-Corcyra  (Schol.  AR  4. 

982-92^  Wcndel)  and  Zancle  (Call.  fr.  43.  69 f.  Pf.),  the  latter  a  foundation-legend;  but  these  are  namc-aitia. 

23-4  If  the  restoration  is  on  the  right  lines,  options  for  the  infinitive  are  limited.  The  letter  before  eeOai  is 

probably  i/j  or  v  (£Iess  good,  and  cd>] £ec0cu  too  long).  If^,  a  future,  but  what?  Ifu,  X]veeOat  or  (better?)  p]v€cOai? 

Cf.  30  fh 

24  fxvpjt:  Myrtilus  is  as  good  as  certain.  But  which?  (1)  The  tyrant  Myrsilus,  best  known  from  Alcaeus, 

may  be  excluded:  he  has  no  possible  place  in  a  story  about  Macar  and  the  lion.  (2)  Not  to  be  dismissed  out  of 

hand  is  the  Myrtilus  of  the  Ocnornaus  and  Pelops  story:  according  to  a  rather  obscure  tradition  Oenomaus  was 

king  of  Lesbos  (Schol.  E.  Or.  990,  cf.  Schol.  mythogr.  in  II.  1.  38  [FGrHist  1 15  F  350 J  +  P.  Harnb.  Ill  1 90  ̂ 

1-26,  citing  Myrtilus  [of  Methymna]  as  source).  But  far  more  compelling,  if  (j>-rj\[ci  is  right  at  25-6,  is  (3) 

Myrsilus  of  Methymna:  not  a  character  in  the  story  but  another  source.  See  on  10-17  above,  and  cf.  ii  17.  The 

non-Aeolic  spelling,  Mvpr-  not  Mupc-,  is  normal  (Jacoby,  FGrHist  477,  comm.  n.  1). 

26 f.  How  to  restore?  irpoe  role  Mrjdvfivaicov  seems  reasonably  assured  (I  have  tried  ] .  poejoie  as  a  dat.  of 

agent  with  KeKpvpOat,  without  success) .  S’  in  the  next  line  presumably  indicates  a  new  clause,  nt ,  \  [  could  be  the 

beginning  of  a  word  in  agreement  with  role ,  but  the  space  constraints  are  severe;  e.g.  7rept\ \fi6X01e  is  quite  out  of 

the  question.  We  could  punctuate  after  MrjOvfxvaliov:  then  what  docs  7 rpoe  role  MrjOvfxva lojv  mean?  Hardly  ‘in 

addition  to  Meth.  interests’,  conceivably  ‘on  the  Meth.  border’  (rd  Mrjdvfxvalwv  ‘Meth.  territory’).  And  7r€-?  A 

possibility  may  be  Trept\ [eiVaji,  in  parallel  with  K€Kpv<f>0ai ,  ‘and  it  was  extant  (neptelvai  representing  irepnp,  note 

dr])  in  a  Sibylline  oracle  .  .  Far  from  compelling,  but  I  can  suggest  nothing  better  that  satisfies  the  data. 

(Mr  J.  R.  M.  Fettes,  the  Press  reader,  suggests  for  npoe  role  Mr\0.  the  meaning  ‘along  with  the  (other) 

things  (i.e.  civic  treasures)  of  the  Methymneans’.  For  the  continuation  rr€pi\[r]vexO}T]  or  7 T€pt\[7]V€x0a]^  also 
suggestions  due  to  Mr  Fettes,  seems  too  long,  and  vepavOai  is  excluded.) 

‘Methymneans’.  According  to  Diodorus’  account  (5.81. 7)  Methymna  and  Mytilene  took  their  respective 

names  from  two  of  Macar’s  daughters;  that  is  barely  compatible  with  ‘Methymneans’  here,  unless  Myrtilus  is 

talking  of  a  later  period.  Methymna  already  at  loggerheads  with  Mytilene?  If  the  source  is  Myrtilus  this  will  be 

the  Methymnean  version. 

28  ovroc ]  6  Xeojv? 

29  ex°l  S]c?  The  letter  before  ypapip-ara  is  certainly  not  i,  therefore  not  Kai  ex°]L  or  *Xov  €V] iypd]ip.ara. 

Ypd]ip.aray  itself  in  little  doubt,  comports  strangely  with  the  description  given  at  19-21  above:  <j>dpp.a.Ka  and 

ypdfxpiara  both? — they  must  be  variants.  A  lion  with  ypdp.p.ara  comes  closer  to  the  concept  of  the  lion  as  a  law. 

But  why  should  Macar  have  hidden  it?  See  308'. 
30 fT.  a|[  c.  6  j  yap  avrov  yevofxevov  gen.  absol.?  d[(j)avove ]? 

Before  rrjv  vijeyy,  avrrjv  (not  ravrr]v)  may  be  a  possible  reading,  but  -retv  I  think  is  better:  an  infinitive.  The 

remains  are  substantial  enough  to  allow  guesses  to  be  tested,  but  I  can  come  up  with  nothing  that  the  traces 

readily  accommodate.  (The  letter  before  r  is  not  e,  7;,  v ,  n,  or  r;  a,  1,  o,  p,  c,  v,  a>  not  ruled  out  but  none  seems 

eminently  satisfactory.)  E.g.  Xafielv  dy  dS]yyci7ciV  is  an  unverifiable  possibility. 

Macar  and  Ionians.  (1)  Chronology.  Macar  was  already  installed  on  Lesbos  by  the  time  of  the  Trojan 

War:  II.  24.  544  oceov  Aeefloe  dvco,  MaKapoc  eSoc  {fiaKapcov  TP*  and  a  few  later  witnesses,  ttoXic  for  eSoe  Strabo), 

i.e.  he  precedes  the  Aeolian  migration  under  the  descendants  of  Orestes,  in  the  case  of  Lesbos  the  Penthclids 

(Page,  S&A  149  n.  1  gives  refs.,  cf.  Berard,  Rev.  Arch.  1959,  1-28),  and  precedes  likewise  the  Ionian  migration 
under  the  sons  of  Codrus. 

(2)  Ethnicity,  (a)  Macar.  Macar’s  Aeolian  status  is  attested  by  HH  Ap.  37,  Aeefioc  r  rjyaOer] ,  MaKapoe  eSoc 
AioXtcovoc.  In  conformity  with  this,  Macar  is  son  of  Aeolus  (Paus.  10.  38.  4,  which  Aeolus  not  stated).  But 

another  early  tradition  has  him  (or  Macareus)  son  of  Crinacus  son  of  Zeus  (DS  5.  81. 4  =  ties.  fr.  184  MW,  u>e 

prjeiv  1  HeloSoe  teal  dXXoi  nvec  ruiv  7roi7]rd)v>  cf.  Schol.  A I  II.  24*  544^  Erbse,  DH  1 .  1 8.  I ).  And  in  Rhodian  saga 
he  is  one  of  the  seven  Heliads,  and  fled  from  Rhodes  to  Lesbos  after  the  murder  of  his  brother  Tenages  (DS  5. 
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56-7,  cf.  Schol.  Pi.  01.  7.  132  =  FGrHist  4  [Hcllanicus]  F137,1  Schol.  bT  II.  24.  544c  Erbsc).  Non-Rhodian 
tradition  has  it  that  he  came  to  Lesbos  from  Olenus  in  Achaea,  one  of  the  old  twelve  Achaean — i.e.  Ionian — 

cities  (Hdt.  1 .  14.5,  Pans.  7.  6.  1 ,  Plb.  2.41.  7):  KaroiKUJv  S’  Iv  \QAeVo>  rrjc  rore  /xev  ’/d8oc  pup  S’  A\alac  KaXovp.€V7]C, 

DS  5.  81.  4.  In  this  connection  perhaps  note  too  the  strange  kcu  " Iojvoc  ( rou  "Icovoc  Belhc,  del.  plurimi)  after 
MaKapcooc,  ibid.  82.  3.  The  settlers  he  led,  as  with  the  later  migrations  (cf.  esp.  Schol.  Lyc.  1374  on  the  Aeolian 

to  Lesbos,  quoted  by  Jacoby  on  FGrHist  4  F32  and  presumably  from  Hellanicus) ,  were  ethnically  mixed:  efye  Se 

Aaouc  rjOpotcfjLevov c,  rove  pep  7 ojvac  rove  8’  e£  aAAwv  eOvwv  TravroSaTrcuv  cvv  eppvrfK  or  ac  (hidden  etymology  ol 
‘Aeolian’). 

(b)  Other  settlers,  (i)  Pelasgian:  antediluvian,  irrelevant,  (ii)  Lesbos  s.  of  Lapithes  s.  of  Aeolus  s.  of 

Hippotcs,  DS  5.  81.  6,  cf.  Steph.  Byz.  Aifiovta:  an  eponymous  settlement,  harmonized  with  Macar’s  (L. 

married  M.’s  daughter  Methymna;  differently  Schol.  bT  II.  24.  544c  Erbse).  (iii)  Orestes  and  Pcnthelids,  the 

‘Aeolian’  migration  (see  (1)  above). 
This  leaves  the  ethnic  status  of  Macar  somewhat  equivocal,  and  invites  caution  in  trying  to  fix  the 

reference  of  ‘the  Ionians’  here,  beyond  assuming  contradistinction  with  Aeolians.  Still,  there  is  no  hint 

anywhere  of  ethnic  conflict  within  the  island— Lesbos  was  Aeolian  etrtc  dXXr],  however  one  might  account  for 

it— and  the  obvious  guess  is  probably  right:  Macar’s  lion  protects  the  island  from  the  external  threat  of  the 

Ionians;  so  long  as  the  lion  is  kept  hidden  (sc.  safe,  not  sc.  inoperative!),  the  island’s  Aeolian  existence  is 
guaranteed  (and  Lesbos  will  not  suffer  the  fate  of  Smyrna:  Hdt.  1 .  150,  cf.  Aristid.  15.  373;  or  Chalcis,  Plu.  Qti. 

Gr.  22).  For  this  talismanic  function  of  the  lion  cf.  esp.  Meles’  protection  of  Sardis,  Hdt.  1.  84.  3,  that  too 
accompanied  by  a  non-Delphic  oracle.  Against  such  an  interpretation  may  be  accounted  the  fact  that  one 

would  not  expect  to  hear  of  an  oracle  of  such  import  unless  the  island  did  become  Ionian;  and  the  special 

relevance  of  Methymna,  if  any,  remains  unclear  (unless  Macar  by  unwittingly  concealing  the  lion  in  the 

territory  of  Methymna  thereby  ensured  that  city’s  protection  instead  of  his  own;  but  that  means  associating 

Macar  specifically  with  Mytilene,  for  which  there  is  no  outside  justification,  and  it  is  apparently  ‘the  island’ 

(32)  as  a  whole  that  is  in  question).2  However  this  may  be,  I  take  it  that  the  lion  is  a  talisman,  and  that  the 

(j>dpfiaKa  arc  a  rationalization  (cf.  Polyacn.  8.  43,  as  elucidated  by  Burkert,  Structure  and  History ,  59-62), 3 
likewise  the  ypdpLfiara,  and  the  law. 

col.  ii.  4  K[p]i]rpic  j[.  If  introducing  the  Cretan  account  of  something,  Kpijrec  would  be  expected,  and 

that  is  perhaps  not  ruled  out.  But  the  construction  may  be  Kpr/rac  NN  <j>r) cl  vel  sim.  Unless  a  new  entry 

commenced  at  7,  the  authority  in  question  may  be  Hellanicus,  15-16. 

5  Zltovujcta,  6v]c tac,  etc.  etc. 

6  Perhaps  «raAe[ic0cu  vel  sim.,  if  this  is  another  aition. 

1 1  0m[.  Cf.  29? 

12  e.g.  eu]0e'cuc,  €v]deojc  possible,  but  with  povXrji  immediately  following  and  top  CfuvdeQ,  probably  to  be 

recognized  in  14  it  is  hard  to  resist  rou  Cpuv] Qtwc. 

13  (hpL-qcrrjt .  Aitia  of  Dionysus  at  17-27,  27-30  below,  where  see  further.  Zovwccov  <bp.r}crav  at 

Ale.  129.  9  (XVIII  2165  fr.  119);  and  Ale.  129  directly  precedes  Ale.  130,  the  source  of  the  lemma  at  31-3 

below.  But  whether  what  we  have  in  the  papyrus  refers  in  any  direct  way  to  that  is  open  to  doubt;  and  I  see  no 

likely  place  for  a  lemma. 

dt[ovvcco  1  not  excluded. 

14  top  CfiLvdeQ.  The  reading  is  not  immediately  suggested  by  the  remains,  but  topo/xip  (top  "Op-iv?)  6e6[v  is 
unrewarding,  and  c/ u  is  acceptable  if  what  appears  to  be  the  lower  right  ofo  (or  6)  is  rather  the  left  hastaofp.  If 

CjxivO-,  the  word  must  be  CpuvOea. 

1  Hellanicus  cited  only  for  the  form  of  the  name  'PoSt?,  not  'Po8oc,  not  for  Macar’s  parentage. 

2  Sardis  and  Lesbos  have  something  else  in  common.  The  story  of  Cyrus’  capture  of  Sardis  as  told  in 

Parlh.  22  (from  Licymnius  of  Chios  and  Hermcsianax)  is  an  exact  structural  replica  of  the  story  of  Achilles’ 

capture  of  Methymna  as  told  in  Parth.  21  (from  o  rrjv  Atcfiov  ktklv  Troojcac— AR  fr.  12  Powell).  I  will  not 

speculate,  but  it  may  also  be  noted  that  Achilles  had  no  difficulty  in  taking  any  of  the  island’s  cities  except 
Methymna. 

3  According  to  Myrsilus’  unorthodox  account  (F  1)  the  Lemnian  women’s  8ucocpi a  was  caused  not  by 
Aphrodite  but  by  (f>dppLaKa  thrown  on  to  the  island  by  Medea.  This  is  attested  for  his  /Lcj8ia/cd,  bk.  1 :  apropos  ol 
what? 
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Possible  contextual  leads: 

serving  as  aition  for  TpivffeScICIAvOiolcasepiHesisofApoZy^l’l  U\ // ^  a  ‘Crc'a"’  {<>"> 
(rrapd  Kpijct),  Schoi.  Clem  Protr  2  on  TfT  °fAPoIk\Sd><>;  A  «■  ’-39,  Sir.  ,3.  48,  c, 
(Mysian)?Acl.  JfA  12.  5  .  i  *4j  i  bV 

('-’/*  Smintheus  and  Lesbos,  (a)  Cult  ofAnnlln  . 

esp.  Str.  13.  1.  48,  with  Leaf,  Strabo  on  the  Traad aai-r)  if  TIT  T  kn°Wn.  '/,,v  /J;"< 
commonly  taken  to  attest  the  cult’s  existence  ■ it  ifJt  ‘  ly  aItated  for  LcsbtM.  (  • 

204-is  to  be  associated  with  the  Smintheion  on  the  mainland  iZt"T  H  'G  Buc,“ 
5 19  -  CIGii  add.  2 1  gob.)  A  Mytilenean  prytanis  byname  of sJZZTr  T  Suppl  »  ■’ 

(b)  The  Methymne&n  story  of  Enalus*  FGrHist  vrj  (Mv  7  i  /  Utcn)crSet\  Off/S  ̂  
PGrHist  140  (Antic, eides)  F  4  This  is  whh  «“•  ̂  

Smintheus.  For  attempted  connection  betwee7(a)  and  (b)  see  TUmpeUnffTs’  T  T'™  “ 
(3)  Smintheus  and  Omestes/Dionvsm  A  remnrb^  n  •  .  .  s.v.  fnalos. 

to  Polemo  (see  ( 1)  above)  Apollo  ended  the  plague  of  mice  bl7hoot7nl'7  '7'C  Smimbcus aitf, 
Apollon.  Soph.  s.v.  CpurOrO  (143.  g),  in  reference  to  t, Tor. iglfTTsTlZ ‘f  *"*' 

TtTTt  TTr Suspect’ and  k  may  be  «»«»££«;  TT :tt  Rhodat 77.  rwv  tv  PoSoj  Cptvduov  of  Anthcas  ofLindos  who  irdvra  r&v  Btov  7  Wl  Momneslus’  tel, 

I  see  little  help  in  any  of  the  above,  unless  we  careZlTdTtTnTT  !'Grf/“‘ W  F  2.  * 
Smin  theus  is  the  name  of  a  man.  CpivJ'de'wcf?)  povArji  at  12  does  not  pTtTtdTT  Z  £"aA Us  s'  • following  muon  (17-27)  may  be  comparable,  and  in’  drcAGfa  h  here  /,->  ,"La,on-  hl"  Oman 

-  ‘7  Y"  «■*— - 76  It  is  tempting  to  recognize  Hellanicus  here  as  at  i  ,0  (and  with  the  ■ 
[ovJtcoc  would  suit  the  remains.  to  ant  wit  the  same  spelling).  'EXjji 

t7  MvpMfr,  (unless  MVp[c-).  It  is  not  certain  that  the  name  is  to  be  recognized  in,-  , 
for  identification  are  presented  as  at  i  24-5.  (,)  Myrsilus  the  tyrant:  pcrhT  '  tL  *’  thc™"«‘c!> coincidence  with  Ale.  log.  28  MupctA[o,  given  that  Ale.  izgandAlc  1 20  the  litter  d  ’  perhllPs  'Wo 

31-3  below,  are  m  direct  succession  in  2165,  and  that  Dionysus  OnJstes  is  m,- „  "T""*  °fl thc cannot  take  this  further,  f  2)  Mvrsilnsnftl^M*™  yx. _ Y  .  .  •  mentioned  at  Ale.  ion  „  r. 

d  beuevovi 

MvpriAoc  Sc  is  the  expected  opening,  but  the  space  is  on  the  generous  side  and  X 7,  „  , 
with  the  remains;  perhaps  a  correction  (but  S’  to  Se  is  not  suggested)  GrlMd* ,  T  Y  ‘°  ,JC  r«oncl 

o[ seems  better  than  a[  or  e[ and ,[ is  excluded;  <o[  might  be  read  but  ZZt', What  follows  is  an  aition  of  Dionysus’  epiclesis  ‘Omestcs’  (‘raw-eater’)  as  28  f  ,-v„  / 

nTTfi is  conT,TTd  ‘iT but  thc  rcading  is  iB  n,t,c  efrec^c  1TLT1Z !pro/w<,c, [°J,  Se  ttoAAol),  presumably  local,  and  there  is  no  trace  of  it  elsewhere  (Attestations  ,!nv  !  dox  (*7  l 
loc.  cit.;  Plu.  Them.  13. 3  (Phaniasfr.  25  WehrIF),  Arist.  g.  2,  Peloh.  21  3  cf  Ant  27  -  , T  T  Ale. 

has  to  do  with  a  sacrifice  (ig,  24),  to  Dionysus  (24).  But  unless  I  have  misconceived  the  m  ftL  Z^0" Dionysus  himself  who  is  Ojpycrr/c.  rdy  <p/mlrr)v  cannot  be  verified  at  24-K  but  suits  tlZ  , 

right,  wc  have  a  sacrifice  to  Dionysus  cither  of or  by  d  dtpycryc;  which  was  performed  ini  //”*'"*  wcli  ‘s whatever  that  may  mean.  *  * f  TVl  l€PwtVV7}l-  rpfi  fleov, 

At  18-20  something  on  thc  pattern  of  Ke]IAcuccu  Ouetv  S  dv  AnUOfa  ™<57/ro„  ,V  ,  ,  ,  , 
itse'f  ‘hough  the  supplied  elements  might  be  different,  e.g.  (cvJol]\AcCcat  or  even 

TTT  ,e  JyT;n'T*rT’,  ‘CC  °fthC  braVCSt  °fthcir  LiP*racan  enemies  in  thcsLry  ouT 
Aet.  fr.  93  in  combination  with  Myrsilus’ account  of  thc  Tyrrhenians’  tithe-sacrifice  (FGrHist  TT  i  ' turns  on  the negect  of its  human  component.  Here  Snot  Sv.  they  did  not  anticipate  hi  being  humln  >l’T therefore  kcl\\lc]Itov  i<j~2o:  (for  these  last  two  motifs  together  cf.  E.  IT^of)  Jr  rov  Rnr,\,  -  '  ’  * KaAop: 

the  victim  be  of  royal  blood  is  ritualistically  normal  (cf.  e.g.  the  three  Persians  sacrificed  to  DioZZlome  T at  Salamis  according  to  Phan.  Hist.  fr.  25  WehrIF;  they  were  also  xdAAicrci);  but  the  reading  is  L  assured  T cannot  exclude  yet'[o]/icfypy.  
ca?  1 

6  tbpycrijc  of  itself  could  designate  an  animal-a  lion-but  I  should  imagine  the  victim  is  human.  This 
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would  accord  with  traditions  of  human  sacrifice  to  Dionysus  in  this  part  of  the  world  (Farnell,  Cults  3.  156, 

1648,  E.  Schwcnn,  Menschenopfer  71-5,  Hcnrichs  loc.  cit .;  attested  specifically  for  Lesbos  by  Dosiadcs  ap. 

Clem.  Al.  Protr.  3.  42.  3,  FGrIJist 4 3 8  F  7).  Toy  ' Qp.j]yrfjv  a 1 24 -3  must  I  think  apply  neither  to  god  nor  to  animal 

but  to  a  man  by  the  name  of  Omestes.  This  hypothesis  also  has  the  advantage  of  accounting  for  what  would 

otherwise  be  most  anomalous ,  the  apparent  absence  of  any  raw  flcsli-cating  in  the  talc  here  told.  I  he  most 

closely  comparable  hominification  may  be  that  of  Sminthcus  in  the  Enalus  story  (see  on  14  above),  that  too 

purveyed  by  Myrsilus;  but  there  no  connection  is  made  between  the  man  and  Apollo.  Cf.  also  Myrsilus 
*  name- 

explanations  of  the  Ozolian  Locrians  (F  6,  etymological),  of  the  Muses  (I  7,  etymological  and  euhemcristic; 

connected  with  Macar),  oflno  Lcucothea  (F  10,  etymological),  and  of  the  Hyades  (1  13:  oti  top  zhovvcop 

aveOpepavro  —SC.  Atop.  Ttjp?). 

Whether  Omestes  is  the  performer  or  the  victim  of  the  sacrifice  depends  upon  the  construction  of  24-3. 

Anthropological  considerations  might  suggest  the  latter,  but  they  arc  of  dubious  relevance  here,  and  if  or  (or 

or)  is  right  in  23,  top  TI/itjcttjp  must  be  the  subject.  In  23  ini  ryi  i€pa){t}cyyyi  seems  a  good  if  not  in
evitable 

reading;  1  cannot  make  a  phrase  of  the  type  ini  riot  fitoptot,  though  cm  ran  icpan  seems  to  have  be
en  fust 

written.  Is  the  meaning  that  Omestes  carried  out  the  sacrifice  in  order  to  acquire  the  priesthood  (LSJ  crrlB  III 

2,  cf  3,  4?)?  Cf.  in  djcXclja ]t  in  13  above;  the  priesthood  would  be  a  similarly  desirable 
 thing  to  have.  I  have 

also  considered  tt)p  ini  r.  i.  ryv  Icpciap),  abandoning  dpycjryr,  but  find  no  salvation  there. 

Much  else  is  still  left  obscure ,  and  the  sense  of  the  whole  is  elusive. 

What  followed  djpycryu  in  1 8  is  problematic.  Ofyoppf-,  as  mentioned  above,  would  fit  well
,  butisitnpt? 

Other  possibilities:  (i)  to  yyojia  or  just  oyopg.  (or  verb):  either  reading  rather  forced  (
hardly  loom  for  r, 

seemingly  a  narrow  letter  intervening  between  o  and  y);  (H)  joy  poppjp:  very  forced,  (iii)  pg.[vTiv,  picceded  by 
wh at?  ( oRoj }eop y [pti v? ) 

There  is  no  hope  of  reading  what  stood  in  21-2.  In  21  tovc  (aojlrovc?)  ovv  €iXy<ftpjg,[(c)  would  bt 

acceptable,  and  I  cannot  exclude  ov  vctKyv  (nor  dpfjvyv).  21-2  not  necessarily  Xyjl<f)OevTa(c).  Apparently 
 not 

p-ai8lop  before  /caXoy  in  22. 

The  Upov  of  Dionysus  at  Bresa  was  reputedly  founded  by  Macar  (Androtion  ap.  EMs.v.  fiptcafoc,  cfI
Gxii 

478)  but  there  is  no  clear  relevance  in  that,  nor  in  Aeliarfs  action-packed  story  of  a
  Mytilencan  priest  of 

pjonysus  called  Macareus  (Vff  13.  2).  Similarly  doubtful,  despite  the  existenc
e  of  the  precinct  of  the  three 

cvinities  (Ale.  123,  Sapph.  17),  is  the  possibility  of  a  connection  between  
the  sacrifice  of  the  fairest  recounted 

I  >re  (if  kolXXlc j j top  at  ig-20)  and  the  Lesbian  KaXXtcTcta  attested  at  Schol.  
II.  g.  I2Q,  which  is  plausibly 

idcNticd  with  the  female  beauty  festival /con  test  of  Ale.  130b  16-20  Voigt 
—  130.  31-3  L-P  (for  further  refs, 

sec  Eil8c  ,(>&A  168  n.  4,  supplemented  by  Erbse  ad  loc.). 

07-30  ‘ The  vulgate  version  is  that  it  is  because  of  the  maenads,  who  tear  apart  raw
  such  wild  beasts  as 

come  into  their  hand
s.  ’ 

fhis  explanation  of  the  cpidcsis  is  a  bit  elliptical  (unless  it  implies  wfiycrryc,  but  that
  is  unheard  of),  but  I 

at  sure  there  is  warrant  for  Siacrrojci  (/cai  ccOtovcf).  Schol.  Ar.  Ra.  360,  on  Tavpoijayoc,  Sic
cttlop  fiovc  k<u 

vcOlop  <7fL(l  xp4at  witli  which  cf.  Hesych.  in  tbpTjc
rrjc  (co  l8g  Schmidt)  oajpa  Kpca  ccOIwp.  The  

etymological  raw- 

eater’  is  regularly  operative  in  the  word’s  use,  as  applied  to  Dionysus  and 
 otherwise.  < 

prc‘sumably  <bp<)  (hacmbci  rather  than  cbpdSia  cttwcl  (could  such
  a  rearticulation  be  the  adjectives 

genesis?),  iind  Oyplajp  partitive,  though  the  phrasing  
does  not  seem  quite  normal;  I  see  no  superior 

alternative  to  eX0[d]rjv. 

3  Ale.  1 30b  g- 1 1  Voigt  (130.  24-6  L-P):  2165  fr.  1  ii  17-19.  7 he  new 
 papyrus  makes  three  textual 

contributions.  ,  , 

(i )  M  o<r.  In  2165  Mr  Label  read , ,  6q,t  010c  (suggesting  c  or  c  for  the  first  letter),  and  the  accepted  text
 

is  cp0a8*  oloc.  I  have  inspected  2165  under  glass,  and  would  read  wOd ,  g
.j,oc.  (<p:  at  the  top  the  ink  has  run  a  little 

on  a  raised  fibre;  there  is  more  ink  above,  I  should  imagine  a  grav
e  accent,  but  abiasion  and  stray  ink 

hereabouts  make  it  impossible  to  be  sure;  before  0  certainly  not  p.  Between  a
  and  g.  (he  papyrus  is  btoken,  with 

slight  traces  of  ink  at  cither  side.  <y.  the  papyrus  is  damaged  but  most  of  the  l
etter  is  extant;  not  o,  I  should  say.) 

The  only  meaningful  interpretation  of  the  data  that  I  can  suggest  is  QO
apaoc  the  Athenian  ,  wiitten  -aioc  in 

2165.  (Line  31 IS  unusually  short,  but  the  right  margin  is  very  irregular  throughout.) 

(2)  XvxaixNaLc:  XvKalpuaic  2165.  It  is  now  evident  that  in  2165  the  intention  was  Xv
xatXpuuc,  XvKatptaic 

being  merely  scribal  error  (corrected  it  seems  by  the  first  hand),  and  that  the
  Hcsychian  lexis  X  1363  is 

XvKa.iYu.lac,  as  the  antistocliarium  Cod.  Vat.  gr.  23,  where  the  offered  gloss  is  6  XvKofowro
c  (6  XvKofiporoc 

Hesych.  cod[).  Choice  now  seems  limited  to  acceptance  of  the  gloss  or  recognition  of  a  c
ognate  of  aiXpj}> 
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‘wolf-spearman’?  (I  must  admit  that  now  that  we  no  longer  have  evOaS*  oioc  as  predicate  I  should  be 

happier  if  XvKouxUaLC  wcrc  object  of  eofic^ca,  but  with  the  connection  with  a ifx-  now  severed  ‘wolf- thickets’ 
becomes  untenable.) 

(3)  <f)€vyti)v  r[ov:  t[  ]  ov  2165,  where  in  fact  <j>[  makes  a  good  reading,  (pevyevv  coni.  Diehl,  RM  92 

( 1 943)  1  ff.J  the  repetition  ‘nicht  zuzutrauen’  Latte,  MH  4  (1947)  141,  understandably,  but  cf.  Kamerbeek, 
Mnemos.  ser.  3  13  (1947)  1 16.)  tov ,  resisted  by  Lobel  and  Page,  is  now  unavoidable. 

(While  in  this  vicinity  I  may  add  that  at  2165  fr.  1  ii  17  the  reading  appears  to  be  ecxariaic*  with 
subsequently  added  high  stop,  not  apostrophe.) 

If  Onomacles  was  a  legendary  Athenian  figure  (an  £/r-Timon?)  it  is  odd  that  we  do  not  otherwise  hear  of 
him  in  Athenian  tradition.  Was  he  an  Athenian  who  had  come  to  Lesbos  or  the  Troad?  Cf.  on  33  ff.  Five 

y Ovo(aolk\t}c  entries  in  Kirchner,  Prosopogr.  Attica  (v-ii  bc),  of  which  one  finds  a  place  in  J.  K.  Davies,  Athen . 

Propertied  Families;  the  name  also  in  Tabb.  devotionum  Atticae,  no.  12.  The  supposed  Onomacles  of  Sophocles  is  a 

ghost,  exorcized  by  Pfeiffer  on  Call.  fr.  744. 

33  fT.  Alvoc  @p[d]iKT)c  ttoXlc  ktX.  What  has  this  to  do  with  the  lemma?  From  the  comment  alone  one  would 

guess  that  the  lemma  mentioned  Aenus,  and  I  have  scrutinized  ooL  y.  of  with  that  in  mind,  but  it  is  certain  that 

nothing  of  the  sort  lurks  there.  I  can  only  suppose  that  Onomacles  and  Aenus  are  connected  in  some  way  which 

the  comment  proceeded  to  elucidate.  But  if  the  Athenians  (given  'QOavao c  in  the  lemma)  had  anything  to  do 
with  Aenus  in  this  early  period,  it  receives  no  mention  in  our  sources.  We  hear  only  of  the  clash  over  Sigeum  (cf. 

Ale.  428,  167),  nothing  of  any  other  Athenian  activity  in  the  region.  Alcaeus  and  Aenus;  fr.  45,  "Efipe  ktX ,  but 
no  link  here  with  that. 

Settlements  of  Aenus:  esp.  Ephorus  FGrHist  70  F  39  (tt.  ©pgiKicov  noXicpLarcov  bk.  4,  ap.  Harpocr.  Alvlovc) , 

.  .  .  Alvoc  ttoXlc,  rjv  EXXtjvcc  ra  irptbra  AXoiTTCKOwrjCLOL  KCLTWKicav  ( v.l .  -rjcav),  verepov  he  etc  MiTvXrjvjjc  eTnjydyovTo 

Kai  Kvp.r)c  enoiKovc  (whence  ps.-Scyrnn.  696),  similarly  Strabo  7.  61  with  fr.  52;  cf,  also  Hellanicus  FGrHist  4  F 
197^5  (PS I  XIV  1390  fr.  C  ii  marg.  inf.,  Schol.  Euph.  Hippomedon  3);  Aristotle  ap.  Suppl.  Hell.  454  (XXX  2567) 

5;  Apollod.  FGrHist  244  F  184;  Euph.  Suppl.  Hell.  416  with  fr.  62  Powell,  Call.  fr.  697;  Stcph.  Byz.,  Ft.  Mag. 
Alvoc. 

Ini.  34  Alvo(  was  my  first  reading,  but  Alvoy  may  be  equally  acceptable.  The  reference  will  be  not  to  the 

city  but  to  its  eponymous  hero,  gltto  Atvov  is  the  expected  phrase,  and  though  hardly  suggested,  is  not 

excluded  for  the  end  of  33.  Cf.  Steph.  Byz.,  Alvoc  ttoXlc  &pp.K7)C  ...  01  he  ebro  tov  Alvov  tov  Povvcojc  aheXpiov.  In 

the  papyrus  we  have  not  brother  Guneus  but  evidently  a  more  normal  form  of  identification,  X’s  son.  The 

father’s  name  is  elsewhere  attested  only  at  Suppl.  Hell.  416.  3  (Euph.  Hippomedon  3,  PSI  XIV  1390  fr.  C  ii  30): 

ri6X\rvoc  we  Atv[o]v  tc  .  ep,  .  idhao  n[.  There  the  patronymic  appears  as  I’epcu-r-iaSao,  with  ov  or  ojv  written 

above  w  (see  Parsons  and  Lloyd-Jones  ad  loc.,  cf.  Latte,  Philol.  90  (1935)  131)-  Whatever  the  import  of  the 
supralineation  there,  the  cancellation  ofr  is  in  accord  with  what  we  find  here.  Fepwi  is  reasonably  secure  (y 

looks  better  than  r  in  both  papyri),  beyond  that  the  form  of  the  name  is  still  unclear.  Perhaps  /Vpand  (cf.  e.g. 

Fpdc ),  with  KQ.j<pLK[ica.v  (or  -ycav  1.  -1  cav)  following  and  bringing  the  line  to  its  end.  Fepioieajc  wlk[ic<iv  less 

suitable,  for  while  <oc  is  not  excluded  the  letter  after  1  is  hardly  e;  it  could  be  o,  to  give  Fcpwiov,  but  a  is  more 

suggested.  Fepanac  (I  take  it  an  is  diphthongal  rather  than  disyllabic;  either  form  could  yield  Euphorion’s 
PepwidhTjc)  is  not  a  known  name,  but  perhaps  not  an  impossible  one.  The  relation  between  this  tradition  and 

Stephanus’  notice  (either  he  did  not  find  the  father’s  name,  or  the  notice  is  corrupt  or  defective)  is  unclear: 

Guneus’  father  was  Ocytus  (Apollod.  epit.  3.  14,  Hyg .fab.  93.  13  [Cycnus  Ociti  cod.,  cf.  on  3702  20 f.  above]). 
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fr.  2 

].<M  ]  [ 

]«|8t.  [  ]  [ 

]#C6tV0C  [ 

]p0€  [ 

5  ]opo  [ 

] ,  coAuSowf 
]yicxvvfie  [ 

]  .  Qoycfrrjciy  | 
]KovraraX,y  [ 

•°  ] . [ 
]  .  c.  t  ,  ojvav  [ ]A/caipc  [ 
’  ]..wA.[ 

]  4  poc/cat.  [ 
15  ]to/xouca,  [ 

].VK9[ 

1  ].,  perhaps  o  2  .  [,  o,  a>?  hardly  a  6  ].,  specks  suitable  for  17,  perhaps  not  excluding 

p  8  ]  ,  possible  upright  p,  €  not  excluded?  9  . ,  a  acceptable  1 1  Jecnrcuw  a  possible 

decipherment  14  ] . ,  speck  suggesting  v  .  [,  top  and  foot  of  apparent  upright  1 5  a  ligatured  to 

top  of  short  upright,  v?  16  ] , ,  upright 

fr.  2.  I  find  no  acceptable  place  for  this  fragment  in  the  upper  part  offr.  1  ii.  It  may  come  from  the  column 

directly  preceding  fr.  r  i,  but  I  cannot  confirm  it. 

2  A]€cpig[t]  seems  probable. 

6  Possibly  h\varT]r)c  6  AvBwv  |  [fiactXevc,  but  I  cannot  rule  out  c.g.  Kpot]coc>  and  the  reference  might  be 

something  quite  different.  Cf.  XXIX  2506  frr.  98,  102,  135. 

7  lexvv  fjL€\[yaXr)v? 
9  “Kovtcl  TdAay|[r-.  ?Cf.  Ale.  69. 
12  A]\ Katoc. 

15  j9]t op.ovc  possibly,  but  not  16  07/0. 
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Possible  contextual  leads: 

(i)  Smintheus  and  Cretans.  cpLivOoc  Cretan  for  ‘mouse’,  utilized  in  a 

‘Cretan’  foundation-story  and 

serving  as  aition  for  CpuvdevcjCixivOioc  as  epiclesis  of  Apollo:  Schol.  A II.  i.  39,  Str.  13.  1.  48,  cf.  Schol.  Lyc.  1303 

(7rapa  Kprjci ),  Schol.  Clem.  Protr.  2.  39.  7  ( KprjTtov  iyx<optcov) ,  Polemo  (FHG  iii  124)  ap.  Schol.  AD  II.  1.  39 

(Mysian),  Ael.  NA  12.  5  (Aeolian  and  Trojan). 

(2)  Smintheus  and  Lesbos.  ( a )  Cult  of  Apollo  Smintheus:  very  well  known  in  this  part  of  the  world  (see 

esp.  Str.  13.  1.  48,  with  Leaf,  Strabo  on  the  Troad  241-5),  if  not  actually  attested  for  Lesbos.  (The  inscription 

commonly  taken  to  attest  the  cult’s  existence  at  Methymna — so  most  recently  H.-G.  Buchholz,  Methymna 
204 — is  to  be  associated  with  the  Smintheion  on  the  mainland  just  opposite:  IG  xii  Suppl.  p.  32  on  IG  xii  2. 

519  =  CIG  ii  add.  2190b.)  A  Mytilenean  prytanis  by  name  of  Sminthinas:  Dittenberger,  OGIS  2.  36  (iv  bc). 

(b)  The  Methymnean  story  of  Enalus:  FGrHist  477  (Myrsilus)  F  14  (together  with  Plu.  Mor.  163  a-d), 
FGrllist  140  (Anticleides)  F  4.  This  is  a  story  of  the  Penthelid  colonization,  and  features  a  daughter  of 

Smintheus.  For  attempted  connection  between  (a)  and  ( b )  see  Turn  pel  in  RE  s.v.  Enalos. 

(3)  Smintheus  and  Omestes/Dionysus.  A  remarkable  juxtaposition,  (a)  In  the  Smintheus  aition  ascribed 

to  Polemo  (see  ( 1 )  above)  Apollo  ended  the  plague  of  mice  by  shooting  them;  but  in  the  version  briefly  given  by 

Apollon.  Soph.  s.v.  CpuvOev  (143.  9),  in  reference  to  the  origin  of  the  Sminth(e)ia  festival  at  Rhodes,  Att6XXu)v 

Kai  Atovvcoc  $L€(j>Q€ipav  rove  pivac.  Suspect,  and  it  may  be  frivolous  to  mention  ( b )  Philomnestus’  telling  in  his 

TT.  rd)v  £v  'Pohtp  CfxivOicov  of  Antheas  of  Lindos  who  navra  tov  fUov  iSiovvcia&v,  FGrHist  527  F  2. 

I  see  little  help  in  any  of  the  above,  unless  we  care  to  build  on  the  possibility  raised  by  the  Enalus  story  that 

Smintheus  is  the  name  of  a  man.  Cfxtv]\94a)c(?)  povXiji  at  12  does  not  point  in  that  direction,  but  Omestes  in  the 

following  aition  (17-27)  may  be  comparable,  and  eV’  djeAeifajf  here  (15)  curiously  matches  h rl  tt)l  Uptocvv-qt 
tov  Oeov  there  (25  f.).  But  Smintheus  and  o^ictt/c  in  mutual  vicinity  remain  somewhat  startling. 

16  It  is  tempting  to  recognize  Hellanicus  here  as  at  i  10  (and  with  the  same  spelling).  fJ£A]|A<Wi/<oc 
[ov]ra>c  would  suit  the  remains. 

1 7  Mvp[ri ]Ag.  (unless  Mvp[c~).  It  is  not  certain  that  the  name  is  to  be  recognized.  If  it  is,  the  same  choices 

for  identification  are  presented  as  at  i  24-5.  (1)  Myrsilus  the  tyrant:  perhaps  a  lemma,  perhaps  indeed  a 
coincidence  with  Ale.  129.  28  MvpctA[o,  given  that  Ale.  129  and  Ale.  130,  the  latter  the  source  of  the  lemma  at 

31-3  below,  are  in  direct  succession  in  2165,  and  that  Dionysus  Omestes  is  mentioned  at  Ale.  129.  9.  But  I 

cannot  take  this  further.  (2)  Myrsilus  of  the  Pelops-Oenomaus  story.  This  would  hardly  bc  worth  entertaining 
were  it  not  for  the  fact  that  Olvofia[  would  make  a  good  reading  in  the  next  line.  (3)  Myrsilus  of  Methymna,  as 

(I  believe)  at  i  24-5.  In  context,  (3)  seems  likeliest. 

MvpTiXoc  Be  is  the  expected  opening,  but  the  space  is  on  the  generous  side  and  8  is  hardly  to  bc  reconciled 

with  the  remains;  perhaps  a  correction  (but  8*  to  Se  is  not  suggested),  irri  Ma.Kapo[c  Is  by  no  means  assured,  but 

o[  seems  better  than  a[  or  c[  and  i[  is  excluded;  oo[  might  be  read  but  erri  jt xaKapwv  seems  unlikely;  ‘in  Macar’s 

time?’ What  follows  is  an  aition  of  Dionysus’  epiclesis  ‘Omestes’  (‘raw-eater’),  as  26  f.  expressly  states  (provided 
that  Jifijjtjyy  is  correctly  recovered  there,  but  the  reading  is  in  little  effective  doubt).  It  is  unorthodox  (27-8 

[0J1  Se  ttoAAoi)  ,  presumably  local,  and  there  is  no  trace  of  it  elsewhere.  (Attestations  of  Dionysus  (A/xt/ctt/c:  Ale. 

loc.  cit.;  Plu.  Them.  13.  3  (Phaniasfr.  25  Welirli2),  Arist.  9.  2,  Pelop.  21.3,  cf.  Ant.  24.  5,  Mor.  462  b;  AP  ix  524.  25; 
Corp.  Paroem.  Gr.  ii  p.  735;  cf.  EM  (=  Et.  Gen.),  Hesych.  s.v.  Cf.  Henrichs,  Enlr.  Ilardt  xxvii  221-3.)  Tim  aition 
has  to  do  with  a  sacrifice  (19,  24),  to  Dionysus  (24).  But  unless  I  have  misconceived  the  matter,  it  is  not 

Dionysus  himself  who  is  w/a^ctt/c.  tov  wfjL7]f\Trjv  cannot  be  verified  at  24-5,  but  suits  the  remains  well.  If  it  is 

right,  we  have  a  sacrifice  to  Dionysus  either  of  or  by  6  wfiTjcT-rjc,  which  was  performed  £7 t}  rf/t  lepcuggyiy.  jgg  (?eou, 
whatever  that  may  mean. 

At  18-20  something  on  the  pattern  of  /ceJIAevcai  Ovetv  o  av  7rpd)J| tov  £k  tl ov  7roA€[pLto)]y  suggests 
itself,  though  the  supplied  elements  might  be  different,  c.g.  (cvp.) (3ov]\A€vcat  or  even  /3aci]|Aei3cai,  7roAe[a>v  or 

7roAeftrd>]v.  Cf.  the  Tyrrhenians’  cx-voto  sacrifice  of  the  bravest  of  their  Liparaean  enemies  in  the  story  of  Gall. 
Aet,  fr.  93,  in  combination  with  Myrsilus’  account  of  the  Tyrrhenians’  tithe-sacrifice  (FGrHist  477  F  8),  which 
turns  on  the  neglect  of  its  human  component.  Here  o  not  ov:  they  did  not  anticipate  its  being  human.  22  *aAov: 
therefore  /cdAAtc]|rov  19-20?  (For  these  last  two  motifs  together  cf.  E.  IT  20 f.)  £k  tov  fiaciXiKoy  gy:  that 
the  victim  bc  of  royal  blood  is  ritualistically  normal  (cf.  e.g.  the  three  Persians  sacrificed  to  Dionysus  Omestes 

at  Salamis  according  to  Phan.  Hist.  fr.  25  Wehrli2;  they  were  also  k(xXAlctoi);  but  the  reading  is  not  assured;  I cannot  exclude  y€v[6]pi€ygy. 

6  (hfxTjCTTjc  of  itself  could  designate  an  animal  — a  lion— but  I  should  imagine  the  victim  is  human.  This 
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would  accord  with  traditions  of  human  sacrifice  to  Dionysus  in  this  part  of  the  world  (Farnell,  Cults  5.  156, 

1 64 f. ,  167,  F.  Schwcnn,  Menschenopfer  71-5,  Hcnrichs  loc.  cit.;  attested  specifically  for  Lesbos  by  Dosiadcs  ap, 

Clem.  Al.  Protr.  3.  42.  5,  FGrHist  458  F  7).  tov  'Q^rrjv  at  24-5  must  1  think  apply  neither  to  god  nor  to  animal 
but  to  a  man  by  the  name  of  Omestcs.  This  hypothesis  also  has  the  advantage  of  accounting  for  what  would 

otherwise  be  most  anomalous,  the  apparent  absence  of  any  raw  flesh-eating  in  the  tale  here  told.  The  most 

closely  comparable  hominification  may  be  that  of  Sminthcus  in  the  Fnalus  story  (see  on  14  above),  that  too 

purveyed  by  Myrsilus;  but  there  no  connection  is  made  between  the  man  and  Apollo.  Cf.  also  Myrsilus’  name- 
explanations  of  the  Ozolian  Locrians  (F  6,  etymological),  of  the  Muses  (F  7,  etymological  and  cuherncristic; 

connected  with  Macar),  of  Ino  Leucothea  (F  10,  etymological),  and  of  the  Hyades  (F  15:  oti  tov  Atovvcov 

dveOpitjjavTO—sc.  Atov,  'Ytjv?). 
Whether  Omestes  is  the  performer  or  the  victim  of  the  sacrifice  depends  upon  the  construction  of  24-5. 

Anthropological  considerations  might  suggest  the  latter,  but  they  arc  of  dubious  relevance  here,  and  if  ov  (or 

ov)  is  right  in  23,  roy  'QfiycTrjv  must  be  the  subject.  In  25  ini  Tj)t  Upoj{i}cyyr]t  seems  a  good  il  not  inevitable 

reading;  I  cannot  make  a  phrase  of  the  type  ini  twl  jSa>/xcoi,  though  ini  rd )t  Upcoi  seems  to  have  been  first 

written.  Is  the  meaning  that  Omestes  carried  out  the  sacrifice  in  order  to  acquire  the  priesthood  (LSJ  em  B  III 

2,  cf.  3,  4?)?  Cf.  in  dreAnfalf  in  1 5  above;  the  priesthood  would  be  a  similarly  desirable  thing  to  have.  I  have 

also  considered  rrjv  ini  r.  t.  ('v/  tt)v  tVpetav),  abandoning  wfjtrjclrrjv,  but  find  no  salvation  there. 

Much  else  is  still  left  obscure,  and  the  sense  of  the  whole  is  elusive. 

What  followed  in  18  is  problematic.  Olyofu, i[-,  as  mentioned  above,  would  fit  well,  but  is  it  apt? 

Other  possibilities:  (i)  to  yyofiq.  or  just  oyo/xp.  (or  verb):  either  reading  rather  forced  (hardly  room  for  j\ 

seemingly  a  narrow  letter  intervening  between  o  and  y);  (ii)  joy  yo/xo [v:  very  forced,  (iii)  u4[vtiv\  preceded  by 

what?  (oi<(a))>yo/x^[rTiv?) 

There  is  no  hope  of  reading  what  stood  in  21-2.  In  21  tovc  (avjlrouc?)  ow  etXj](j)yjy.[(c)  would  be 

acceptable,  and  I  cannot  exclude  ov  vetKrjv  (nor  elpr/vrjv).  21-2  not  necessarily  Xr}\\4>6  ivT  a{c) .  Apparently  not 
natSCov  before  «raAoy  in  22. 

The  Upov  of  Dionysus  at  Bresa  was  reputedly  founded  by  Macar  (Androtion  ap.  EM  s.v.  fiptcatoc,  cf.  IG  xii 

2.  478)  but  there  is  no  clear  relevance  in  that,  nor  in  Aelian’s  action-packed  story  of  a  Mytilenean  priest  of 

Dionysus  called  Macarcus  (VH  13.  2).  Similarly  doubtful,  despite  the  existence  of  the  precinct  of  the  three 

divinities  (Ale.  129,  Sapph.  17),  is  the  possibility  of  a  connection  between  the  sacrifice  of  the  fairest  recounted 

here  (if  kuAAic]|toi'  at  19-20)  and  the  Lesbian  xaXXtcTeta  attested  at  Schol.  IL  g.  129,  which  is  plausibly 

identified  with  the  female  beauty  festival /contest  of  Ale.  130b  16-20  Voigt  =  130.  31-5  L-P  (for  further  refs, 

see  Page  S&A  168  n.  4,  supplemented  by  Erbse  ad  loc.). 

27-30  ‘The  vulgate  version  is  that  it  is  because  of  the  maenads,  who  tear  apart  raw  such  wild  beasts  as 

come  into  their  hands.’ 

This  explanation  of  the  epiclesis  is  a  bit  elliptical  (unless  it  implies  (Xptrjcnrjc,  but  that  is  unheard  of),  but  I 

am  not  sure  there  is  warrant  for  Stacndct  < ical  icQ  Covet).  Schol.  Ar.  Ra.  360,  on  Tavpo<f>dyoc,  Sticniov  fiovc  xa l 

rjcOtov  ai/xd.  xpia,  with  which  cf  Hesych.  in  wpt^eTrje  (at  189  Schmidt)  o  ai/xa  xpia  icOCtov.  I  he  etymological  ‘raw- 

eater’  is  regularly  operative  in  the  word’s  use,  as  applied  to  Dionysus  and  otherwise. 

Presumably  (pfiCjt  fytaentpet  rather  than  tb/iaSta  cncoci  (could  such  a  rearticulation  be  the  adjective  s 

genesis?),  and  twv  OypCcov  partitive,  though  the  phrasing  does  not  seem  quite  normal;  I  see  no  superior 
alternative  to  fA0[o]yrp. 

31-3  Ale.  130b  9-1 1  Voigt  (130.  24-6  L-P):  2165  fr.  1  ii  17-19.  The  new  papyrus  makes  three  textual 
contributions. 

( 1 )  toLv.  oc.  In  2165  Mr  Lobel  read  , .  6a ,  010c  (suggesting  c  or  e  for  the  first  letter),  and  the  accepted  text 

is  ivOafr  otoc.  I  have  inspected  2165  under  glass,  and  would  read  wOa .  ̂toc.  (w:  at  the  top  the  ink  has  run  a  little 

on  a  raised  fibre;  there  is  more  ink  above,  I  should  imagine  a  grave  accent,  but  abrasion  and  stray  ink 

hereabouts  make  it  impossible  to  be  sure;  before  0  certainly  not  v .  Between  a  and  p  the  papyrus  is  broken,  with 

slight  traces  of  ink  at  either  side,  p:  the  papyrus  is  damaged  but  most  of  the  letter  is  extant;  not  o,  I  should  say.) 

The  only  meaningful  interpretation  of  the  data  that  I  can  suggest  is  'QOavaoc  ‘the  Athenian’,  written  -aioc  in 
2165.  (Line  31  is  unusually  short,  but  the  right  margin  is  very  irregular  throughout.) 

(2)  Au/caixpiW:  XvKaCpua’ic  2165.  It  is  now  evident  that  in  2165  the  intention  was  Av/mix/xicuc,  XvKatfxCatc 
being  merely  scribal  error  (corrected  it  seems  by  the  first  hand),  and  that  the  Hesychian  lexis  A  1369  is 

Au/caix^mc,  as  the  anlistocharium  Cod.  Vat.  gr.  23,  where  the  offered  gloss  is  6  A vxoppcoToc  (o  A vxoppoToc 

Hesych.  cod.).  Choice  now  seems  limited  to  acceptance  of  the  gloss  or  recognition  of  a  cognate  of  alxM, 
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3712-19.  Euripides 

Presented  under  these  numbers  are  such  manuscripts  of  Euripides’  later  plays— 

those  constituting  vol.  iii  of  the  OCT— as  have  been  identified  in  the  Egypt  Exploration 

Society’s  holdings  and  not  previously  published.  I  am  indebted  to  Dr  J.  Diggle  for 
additions  and  corrections. 

3712.  Euripides,  Phoenissae  50-69 

18  2B.66/F(5)e  5.5  x  1 7.5  cm  Second  century 

Remains  of  a  single  column,  written  in  a  crude  and  heavy  hand  probably  of  the 

second  century,  comparable  with  Schubart,  P.  Gr.  Berol.  24  only  without  cursive  forms. 

It  may  be  the  hand  of  a  schoolboy;  in  that  case  the  text  may  not  have  continued  beyond 

the  prologue.  The  same  may  be  true  ofl3.  Ant.  II  74  (Phoen.  31-5).  The  papyrus,  of  poor 

quality,  is  of  double  thickness;  for  such  reinforcement  at  the  beginning  of  a  roll  cf. 

XLVIII  3369.  An  unusual  feature  is  the  occurrence  of  an  oblique  stroke  at  the  ends  of 

lines;  this  is  clearly  visible  in  v.  56  (which  apparently  stops  short)  and  v.  68,  and  it  may 

well  be  that  every  line  was  so  terminated.  (I  owe  the  suggestion  to  Mr  Parsons.)  The 

apparent  misdivision  of  vv.  56-7  may  have  some  connection  with  this.  Perhaps  the 

object  of  the  exercise  was  articulation  of  the  text  into  its  constituent  verses,  whether  from 

dictation  or  from  a  text  written  out  as  prose.  There  are  one  or  two  interlinear  glosses, 

written  smaller  but  in  all  probability  by  the  same  writer.  The  back  is  blank. 

The  text  overlaps  XLVII  3321  and  3322.  Verse  52  is  present. 

For  the  readings  of  the  medieval  manuscripts  I  have  used  the  Collations  in  D.  J. 

Mastronarde  and  J.  M.  Bremer,  The  Textual  Tradition  of  Euripides'  Phoinissai ,  q.v.  also  for 

testimonia  (4028'.)  and  a  list  of  other  Phoenissae  papyri  (17-19),  to  which  this  and  the 
following  three  numbers  may  now  be  added. 
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€[XOC  77] ate  pi[8i7TOVC 

o6ev  rvpavvoc  r]gc8[e 

Kai  CK7]7TTp  €7ra]0Aa  rrjc[8e 

yapcei  8e  rgv  r\eKovc\av  ovk  etScuc  ra]Aac  [ 

ouS  7]  t€ko vea  77atSt  cvyKOLpia)]fievrj 

tlktoj  8e  7rai8ac  77atSt]  8vo  p,ev  appevac 

ereoKXe a  KXeivrjv  re]  iroXweiKOV  /  [ 

£  -,9'  .V....f?r KOpac  re  dice ajc  rrfv  puev  eicfprjvrjiv  Trarrjp 

covopiace  rrp>  8e  irpocdjev  avnyovrjv  eyco  [ 

pLa6a)v  8e  rapid  Xeierpd]  parjrpojcpv  yapi(x)[v 

o  TTdvr  avd rXac  oiSi7to]lic  TTd9r]jJLdra 

]  <j)OVOV  [ 

]  Kopac  [ 
CKiaj^erdL  [ 

apLv]rjpiO)v  r\yxrj 

co(j>Lc]piara)[v 

].  [ ro]Se  / 

reAec<f>]op[o]yc 

50  There  is  no  telling  whether  the  first  word  of  the  line  in  3712  was  fxoveae  with  3322  and  Schol.,  or  aivtyU 

with  codd.  (1  take  it  that  cuViy/xa  started  life  as  a  gloss  on  fxoveae ,  cf.  Schol.  ad  loc.,  and  that  it  will  have  already 

intruded  itself  into  some  copies  of  the  text  by  the  2nd  c.) 

51-2  Both  51  and  52  are  present,  as  in  3321;  3322  is  without  52.  (The  absence  in  3322,  unless  simple 

accident  by  homocomcson,  may  be  viewed  either  in  terms  of  a  less  interpolated  text  or  in  terms  of  an  excision 

designed  to  eliminate  enaOXa;  but  excision,  as  distinct  from  athetesis,  is  a  phenomenon  which  could  scarcely  be 

more  weakly  attested.)  It  is  clear  from  the  relative  positions  of  the  remains  that  3712  did  not  have  the 

p.eTaypa<f>Tj  of  52  recorded  by  Schol.,  xai  cKijiTTpa  yojpac  dOXa. 

55  dppevac  is  the  reported  spelling  of  all  the  manuscripts  except  V  and  G. 

56-7  Something  went  wrong  here.  The  transmitted  text  is  rioXweUovc  fiiav  I  Kopac  re  Siccac’  ktX.  In  56 
the  papyrus  text  seems  to  stop  short  at  HoXwetKov,  and  at  the  beginning  of  57  Kopac  re  Siccajc  is  a  supplement 

too  short  by  about  four  letters.  It  is  thus  an  obvious  suspicion  that  (3!av  was  written  at  the  beginning  of  57 

instead  of  at  the  end  of  56.  Such  misdivision  ofstichic  iambics  can  happen,  cf.  e.g.  12-13,  Trarrjp  eOero  \  yajxet  8e 

three  recc.  (for  Trarrjp  \  eOero'  yajiet  8e),  narrjp  e  \  eOero  ktX.  3321.  TloXvveiKov  not  -ovc  seems  to  have  been 

written,  possibly  in  assimilation  to  1st  deck  (cf.  acc.  regularly  written  TJoXvveUrjv)  or  even  to  - vikoc ;  FIoXwclkov 

also  in  the  Jerusalem  palimpsest  at  1629;  cf.  Gignac,  Grammar  ii  69  b  But  there  does  seem  to  be  some  washed  out 

ink  after  -ou,  and  more  ink  just  below,  which  may  or  may  not  be  associated  with  the  supralineation  above  57 

Eicfxrjvrjlv,  and  HoXvveUovc  may  at  some  stage  have  been  the  intention. 
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The  supralineations  in  57  are  glosses,  I  expect,  Suo  and  Ovyartpa,  marked  off  at  either  side;  but  the  damage 

precludes  verification. 
62  del.  Fraenkel. 

67  ]. .  The  final  traces  are  incompatible  with  the  end  of  the  transmitted  dvocuuTdrac ,  with  or  without 

stop,  but  could  well  be  another  diagonal.  It  is  possible  that  each  line  ended  with  a  diagonal  dash,  as  at  56  and 

68.  In  53,  58,  61  -3,  and  69  the  papyrus  breaks  olf  too  soon  to  allow  one  to  see;  at  the  end  0654  and  55  there  are 
perhaps  faint  traces  of  ink  before  the  papyrus  breaks  off. 

3713.  Euripides,  Phoenissae  244-50 

41  5B.79/F(3~4)a  3  x  4  cm  Second  century 

A  scrap  written  across  the  fibres  in  a  small  neat  sloping  angular  hand  of  familiar 

type  probably  to  be  assigned  to  the  later  second  century  rather  than  to  the  third.  On  the 

front  are  a  few  remains  in  an  informal  second-century  hand. 

At  v.  246  the  papyrus  seems  to  have  had  a  reading  different  from  that  of  the 

medieval  manuscripts.  These  lines  are  not  extant  in  any  other  papyrus. 

]  [ 

/c]oiva  S*  eft  rt]  77-fetcerai 

e]TTjaTrvpyoc  a[Se  ya  245 

^jotytccaca.  .  [ 

/cot] vov  at/xa  f/cotva  t€kv a 

rac  K]epac(f)opo[v  7T€(j)VK€v  tone 

(X)V  fl€]r€CTL  fJi[oL  TTOVCiOV 

api(f)L  Se]  7TTp[AtP  V€<f>OC  250 

244  Apparently  this  is  the  first  line  of  the  column. 

S-  Apparently  a  high  stop  rather  than  an  apostrophe. 

246  The  transmitted  text  is  <f>oiv iccg.  (v L  <f>oCvicca  x^Pa)'  <t>€v  and  the  corresponding  line  in  the 
antistrophe  confirms  the  extraordinary  metre.  The  papyrus  had  something  else.  From  the  first  a  to  the  point 
where  the  papyrus  breaks  off  the  writing  is  undamaged.  What  remains  after  the  second  a  is  I  think  best  read  as 

77r[:  7r  intact,  followed  by  the  beginning  of  the  crossbar  of  r;  but  since  the  horizontal  is  unbroken,  it  is  possible  to 

assign  the  strokes  differently,  to  give  either  yy[  or  ir[.  We  may  articulate  either  <Poiviccac  or  <Poivicca\  <Potvicca 

not  excluded,  but  in  this  hand  I  should  have  expected  the  iota  to  be  written.  Not  0oiviccac  d-n-o,  in  reminiscence 

ofv.  204.  245  €TTTa7rvpyoc  is  miswritten  dirrd'TTvpyoc  in  L,  but  that  is  unlikely  to  be  relevant.  Dr  Diggle  suggests 
the  possibility  of  a  dittographic  slip  <Potvicca{ca}  followed  by  (or  -ei). 

250  tttoXiv  rightly  with  MBR:  noXtv  rell. 
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34  4B.77/H(3-6)b  4-5  x  7-3  cm  First  century  bc  or  ad 

This  scrap  probably  comes  from  the  same  manuscript  as  IX  1177  (plate  in  B.  E. 

Donovan,  Euripides  Papyri  /,  Am.  Stud.  Pap.  5,  pi.  i),  though  without  more  text  it  is 

difficult  to  be  quite  sure.  The  play-text  is  on  the  back  of  an  apparent  register  which  is 

written  in  a  cursive  hand  seemingly  of  the  first  century  bc  (remains  of  six  lines).  The 

Phoenissae  text  of  1177  was  placed  by  Hunt  in  the  early  first  century  of  our  era,  the 

external  evidence  including  a  strip  of  a  document  ‘dated  in  the  reign  of  Augustus’  pasted 
on  the  front  for  reinforcement.  Hunt  evidently  thought  the  reinforcement  was  done 

before  the  play-text  was  written;  I  do  not  know  if  anything  excludes  the  contrary 

possibility,  which  would  put  back  the  date  of  the  Phoenissae  text;  certainly  the  script, 

a  ‘somewhat  crabbed  and  irregular  upright  hand’  (Hunt)  with  verticals  and  obliques 
serifed  at  the  foot,  looks  early  enough. 

No  punctuation  or  other  lectional  apparatus  is  in  evidence.  Iota  adscript  written  in 

error  at  v.  629. 

The  papyrus  apparently  offered  some  textual  novelty  at  vv.  628  and  633,  but  in 

both  cases  scribal  error  seems  probable. 

] 
] 

]  i>oc p.a]prupo/
xa  1 

€^eXavv]ofJ
iaL  

ydovoc  [ 

]ouc  y[eya)C 

]  a  man 
e^eXavvofjijat  y^Oovoc 

fjLeXa6p]a  yaipere 

a]yaXpLara 
Jc  vpiac  7ror[e] 

7T ] €7TOl0(l  CVV  0€O  [iC 

]  97]$\ou]a[c  x@]<?voc 

625 

630 

635 
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625  Though  the  papyrus  is  blank  above,  there  is  no  reason  to  think  this  is  column  top,  for  the  previous 

lines  are  in  antilabe ,  and  will  have  been  divided  accordingly:  cf.  1177,  and  see  at  3716  981  n. 

628  y[eyu)c:  not  fioXojv  as  MBOV2^RW.  Before  it,  where  the  papyrus  proffers  ]ovc,  wc  expect  OlSlttov  as 
transmitted  (om.  FPSa).  Just  oiSnrJouc,  I  suppose,  an  easy  unthinking  blunder. 

629  1.  airttb. 
630  del.  Valckcnacr. 

633  The  transmitted  text  (give  or  take  some  trivialities)  is  ov  yap  0$’  €i  fiot  7Tpoc€t7T€iv  avOic  ec6'  up.de  nor*. 

In  the  papyrus  ei]c  in  place  of  ecO'  might  be  thought  of  (and  a  different  verb  for  irpoccureiv?),  but  simple 
omission,  either  of  0  or  of  ecd,  seems  likelier,  and  is  consistent  with  the  amount  of  space  available  for  the  lost  part 

of  the  line.  Alternatively,  Dr  Diggle,  noting  that  avOtc  is  omitted  by  a  substantial  number  of  MSS,  suggests  that 

the  papyrus  placed  it  after  ecO'  (ecr  avOt]c  upac  77ore) :  see  CQ 33  ( 1 983)  352  for  examples  where  a  word  omitted 
by  some  of  the  MSS  may  be  found  misplaced  in  other  MSS. 

635  (b;$[ai]p[c:  Orjf3[at](p[v  is  not  necessarily  excluded  by  the  trace,  but  suits  the  space  less  well. 

3715.  Euripides,  Phoenissae ,  colophon 

35  4B.66/E(i“3)a  16  x  7.5  cm  Second  century 

The  end-title  (presumably,  cf.  e.g.  XLII  3000)  of  what  must  have  been  a  true 

edition  de  luxe :  the  papyrus  is  of  excellent  quality,  the  script  a  supremely  calligraphic 

‘Roman  Uncial’  comparable  with  the  Hawara  Homer  (Turner  GMA  W  13).  The  hand  is 
not  that  of  any  of  the  known  papyrus  manuscripts  of  the  Phoenissae ,  and  I  have  not 

recognized  it  among  the  other  dramatic  texts  from  Oxyrhynchus.  Back  blank. 

< POINICCAI 

EY[P\iriIAOY 

The  decorative  arc  above  0  is  lost  in  a  hole.  The  letters  (except  for  0)  are  4  mm  high;  the  words  are  both 

c.  3.3  cm  long;  they  are  separated  by  a  space  of  1  cm.  Blank  papyrus,  broken  on  all  four  sides  except  possibly 

the  right,  extends  7.4  cm  to  right,  5.2  to  left,  1  below,  4.5  above. 

3716.  Euripides,  Orestes  941-51,  973-83 

Plate  V 

24  3B.73/A(d)  6.5  x  10  cm  Second -first  century  bc 

A  scrap  with  remains  of  two  columns  written  in  a  plain  medium-sized  Ptolemaic 

book-hand  to  be  assigned  perhaps  to  the  later  second  century  hc.  The  execution  is  not 

entirely  regular,  and  the  letters  are  somewhat  crowded;  the  letter-strokes  are  uniformly 

thick,  o  is  variable  in  size,  ft  has  sloping  sides  and  steep  deep  bow,  tt  has  convex  legs,  the 

right  one  shorter;  while  e  is  round  and  does  not  have  its  mid-stroke  detached,  and  0 

similarly.  Notable  letter-forms  are  £,  which  takes  the  form  I,  and  the  ‘lapidary’  a,  with 
high  bent  cross-stroke.  1  and  p  tend  to  extend  below  the  line,  as  does  k  and  to  a  lesser 

extent  rand  tt.  t  looks  less  old,  with  a  left-hooked  foot  (as  ic  and  sometimes  1  and  (/>)  but  an 
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unserifed  top  no  shorter  to  the  right  than  to  the  left.  Variously  comparable  are  P.  Mert. 

I  1  (earlier?)  and  the  first  hand  of  XXXIII  2654  (later,  archaizing?).  There  are 

similarities  with  the  Orestes  manuscript  IX  1178,  but  that  has  a  later  appearance  and 

a  different  a. 

No  punctuation  or  other  lectional  apparatus  is  in  evidence.  On  the  assumption  that 

vv.  957-9  were  not  present  (cf.  schol.  ad  loc.,  and  e.g.  Or.  1 394,  absent  from  3717  below), 

there  will  have  been  c.  31  lines  to  the  column,  occupying  a  depth  of  c.  18  cm.  The  lyrics 

are  colometrized.  Antistrophe  is  separated  from  epode  by  a  diple  obelismene  which 

could  well  be  by  the  scribe’s  own  hand. 

A  stichometric  K  (v.  1000)  is  placed  by  either  the  scribe  or  a  contemporary 

alongside  what  by  the  modern  numeration  is  v.  981.  A  couple  of  marginalia  in  a  much 

later  hand  indicate  that  the  text  received  some  critical  attention.  The  back  is  blank. 

The  papyrus’  text  apparently  accords  with  a  small  emendation  at  v.  976,  offers  an 

inferior  reading  (unless  merely  an  orthographic  error)  at  v.  978,  and  probably  implies 

the  coexistence  of  the  transmitted  variants  at  v.  946. 

Collated  against  Biehl’s  Teubner  edition  (1975),  where  Orestes  papyri  are  listed  on 

pp.  lx-lxi;  now  add  P.  Berlin  P  17051  -f  17014  fj.  Lenaerts,  Papyrus  litter  air  es  grecs  [Pap. 

Brux.  13],  no.  6,  apparently  from  the  same  codex  as  P.  Berlin  21180,  Biehl’s  /710),  P. 

Koln  III  13 1  (identified  by  M.  Gronewald,  ZPE  39  (r98°)  35  andj.  O’Callaglnm,  Stud. 

Pap .  20  (1981)  15)  (vv.  134-42),  3717  and  3718  below;  a  Florence  papyrus  
with  vv. 

196-216  is  to  be  published  by  R.  Pintaudi.  To  judge  from  the  editor’s  description  of  the 

hand  of  P.  Columbia  inv.  5 1 7 A  (CPA  33  ( 1 938)  4 1 1 ' 1 3>  Biehl’s  774;  vv.  205-47) ,  there  is  a 

chance  that  that  comes  from  the  same  manuscript  as  the  present  fragment;  but  there  the 

column  has  only  22  lines.  For  vv.  945-8  there  is  overlap  with  XI  1370  (PP  Bielil;  v  ad). 

col.  i col.  ii 

] 

94°  J . tic]  ay 

] 
]  [  ] 

]..[  1 

945  ].[  ] 

0]  aveiv c<f)]ayr)i 

]. 
£/c/cAt?tci>]  v  arro 

iv 

K— 

£[i?Aoc 
(f)9[ovOC <f)oivL[a  975 

up  oj  7Ta[v§aKpVT 

eOyr)  7ro[Au77wa 

jjLoipat  j8a[ivci 

CTCpa  8[  erepoc 

mrjpLar  [ev  9^° 

flpOTOJV  8  o  [rrac 

pLoXoLfiL  ra[v 

fiecov  x@[ovoc 
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950 

OfJLGLpTOV^CLV  (f>lAoi 

]  £ot 

] 

] 

a[i]co/377/x  [act 

[ 
[ 

938-42  have  been  suspected,  see  Reeve,  ORBS  14  (1973)  158. 

940  ] . .  What  remains  is  a  long  sinuous  descender,  lighter,  thinner  and  more  flowing  than  the  main  text, 

and  parts  of  an  apparent  horizontal  extending  into  the  (f>  of  <j>9[ovoc:  evidently  a  marginal  note  of  some  kind, 

probably  by  the  same  hand  as  £7/  below. 

944  Perhaps  AJcyfwic  Not  X]oy[a>v  (O);  and,  if  the  second  trace  is  rightly  seen  as  the  foot  of  a  short  upright 
hooked  to  the  left,  not  x]fp[<*>v  (Wccklcin). 

945f*  J.  [*  minimal.  The  surface  is  damaged.  There  appear  to  be  traces  of  supralincation  above  946: 

possibly  a  small  ]*/[,  the  surface  being  stripped  at  either  side.  Relevant  to  this  may  be  the  marginal  £tj(t«), 
written  in  a  small  cursive  which  looks  no  earlier  than  the  first  century  ad,  implying  textual  anomaly  or 
discrepancy.  (On  the  resolution  sec  3710  i  33  marg.  n.)  It  may  be  suspected  that  the  reference  is  to  the 

question  of  7 T€rpovp.€voc  (1370  HMV^G)  vs.  TreTpovpLevovc  (rcll.)  in  v.  946 — a  question  evidently  vexed  in 
antiquity  as  today.  3  hus  7rerpovp,€]v[oc  supralin.,  TrerpovpLevovc  in  text;  or  vice  versa. 

948  ]. .  Consistent  with  pCo]v  as  transmitted. 

973  fijAoc  Musgrave:  £t)Xojt6c  codd.  There  is  of  course  no  telling  whether  the  papyrus’  text  was  already 
corrupted.  Similarly  with  ertpoc  (Porson)  vs.  ertpotc  (codd.)  at  979  below. 

975  <f)OLvi[a  rightly  with  P  alone:  (j>ov(a  (-veia  V)  rcll. 

976  tat  w.  Damage  has  removed  all  the  ink  that  lay  between  the  left-hand  side  of  the  first  to  and  the  right- 
hand  side  of  the  second.  I  am  not  prepared  to  say  that  ub  [i]co,  the  transmitted  reading,  is  excluded  absolutely, 
but  l<x>  to  is  definitely  better  for  the  amount  of  space  available,  and  the  foot  of  an  intervening  iota  might  be 
expected  to  be  visible,  ito  to  was  proposed  by  Hartung,  for  the  sake  of  the  responsion  (965  ict^ei-);  at  issue  is  the 
acceptability  of  the  mutual  responsion  of  full  and  syncopated  metra  in  tragic  lyric  iambics  (cf.  M.  L.  West, 
Greek  Metre ,  104),  which  may  now  be  thought  to  have  gained  in  implausibility.  Cf.  Ph.  226  in  IX  1177  (to  pap., 
Wecklein:  icb  codd.). 

976/7  The  transmitted  colometry  (at  any  rate  in  M;  the  Jerusalem  palimpsest,  the  only  other  manuscript 
I  have  been  able  to  consult,  happens  not  to  be  extant  over  this  section)  is  tco  ito,  ira vhaKpvr  e^apeptor  eOvrj  | 

iroXvTTova,  Aeucc eQ’  toe  7rap’  eAmSac,  which  an  anonymous  medieval  scholar,  perhaps  Triclinius,  contrived  to 
scan  as  two  trimeters  (Scholia  Melrica  Anonyma  in  Euripidis  Hecubam ,  Orestem,  Phoenissas ,  cd.  O.  L.  Smith,  16. 

23-5),  but  the  much  superior  colometry  of  the  papyrus  is  presumably  the  original  Alexandrian  one;  the 
shifting  of  ZOvi)  would  help  equalize  the  line-lengths. 

97b  p.oipai\  fjLoipa  codd.  at  for  d  is  an  unexpected  error:  Motpat  fia[ivovci  may  be  implied,  or,  more 

promisingly,  potpai  dative  (ZOv  rj  object  of  Aeoccere,  understood  subject  of/SatWi).  If  this  latter  were  to  be  tenable 
the  accepted  text  of  the  strophe  ({rwv  ArpctStov}  tt  olkcov,  tu>v  Arpeidtov  an  obvious  gloss)  would  have  to  be 
changed. 

981  ThcstichometricK,  =  v.  1000,  is  written  with  a  sharper  pen  but  not  certainly  by  a  different  hand.  Cf. 
K.  Ohly,  Stichometrische  Unlersuchungen.  This  is  v.  981  according  to  the  traditional  modern  numeration  (Barnes), 

v.  975  according  to  Triclinius.  Given  the  possibility  of  a  miscount,  coupled  with  uncertainty  as  to  the  colometry 
and  lineation  of  the  papyrus,  the  figure  can  bear  no  worthwhile  textual  inference.  But  even  if  allowance  is  made 

for  less  conflation  of  cola  in  the  lyrics,  it  comes  unexpectedly  early;  for  while  we  cannot  know  how  many  of  the 

medieval  manuscripts’  interpolations  the  papyrus  shared,  I  would  have  supposed  by  no  means  all  (some  arc 
almost  certainly  oflater  origin),  and  it  is  not  likely  to  have  had  much  extra  material  of  its  own.  There  is  a  good 
chance  that  in  the  trochaic  antilabe  ofvv.  774-98  the  lines  were  divided;  this  is  the  practice  of  e.g.  VI  852  (E. 
Hyps.,  ii  or  iii  ad;  fr.  64.  io6ab),  IX  1174  (S.  Ichn.,  ii  ad;  iv  198,  viii  15-17),  and  IX  1177  (E.  Ph .,  i  ad;  i,  iofi). 
In  that  case  the  kappa  comes  just  about  where  it  would  be  expected. 

The  diplc  obelismene  has  nothing  to  do  with  the  stichometrical  letter,  I  take  it,  but  demarcates  the  end  of 
the  antistrophe.  This  is  in  accordance  with  the  system  described  for  dramatic  texts  at  Hepli.  tt.  crpi.  7-8,  p.  75 
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C.:  8  jin.  cue  edv  ye  pLcrafioXy)  /jlovov  fj  crpo^wv  (sc.  as  distinct  from  strophe/antistrophe  juncture,  signalled 

normally  by  simple  paragraphus),  rj  e£to  jS Xerrovea  TiOerai  (sc.  SnrXrj ,  in  combination  with  paragraphus,  i.e. 

diple  obelismene);  cf.  Anecd.  Parisin.,  diple  obelismene  ad  separandas  in  comoediis  et  tragoediis periodos.  This  seems  to 

have  been  the  system  applied  by  Heliodorus  to  Aristophanes  (O.  Hensc,  Heliodorische  Enter suchungen  3548): 

evidently  it  goes  back  to  the  earliest  days  of  Alexandrian  colometrization.  Cf.  XLIV  3151  fr.  2  1/2  n.  I  he  Lille 

Slcsichorus  (P.  Lille  76,  CRIPEL  4  (1977)  2878'.),  which  can  claim  to  be  the  earliest  colometrized  text  extant 
(1  do  not  believe  that  either  the  Vienna  Orestes ,  P.  Vindob.  fr.2315,  or  the  Leiden  7/1,  P.  Leid.  inv.  510,  is 

colometrized),  employs  paragraphus  between  stanzas  (antistrophe/epode  as  well  as  strophe/antistrophe), 
coronis  between  triads:  this  too  in  accord  with  Heph.  v.  crjp..  (2,  pp.  73.  18-74.  3  C.). 

No  nota personae:  evidently  the  whole  ode  was  assigned  to  Eleclra,  as  in  the  medieval  manuscripts.  A  simple 

paragraphus  would  be  ambiguous  (cf.  Heph.  loc.  cit.),  but  the  addition  of  the  diple  gives  it  exclusively  metrical 
significance. 

S  o  [rrac:  not  8e  [7rac  (O). 

982  tq.[v.  The  letter  following  r  is  represented  by  a  horizontal  starting  near  the  foot  of  r,  broken  to  the 
right:  it  does  not  suggest  a;  but  I  do  not  know  what  else  it  can  be  (not  77). 

983  tt.  .  [.  ].  [:  consistent  with  7rej[p]g[r,  as  transmitted  directly  after  alwprjfiaci.  Dr  Diggle  notes  that,  il 

this  is  right,  auup7/p,aci(r)  occupied  a  line  to  itself  (unless  some  words  following  it  have  been  lost  in  the  other 
MSS);  he  has  found  the  same  colometry  in  A  L  Zd. 

3717.  Euripides,  Orestes  1377-96 

16  2B.45/B(c)  6  x  9.5  cm  Second  century 

Mutilated  remains  of  a  single  column  written  on  the  back  of  a  second-century 

documentary  text  possibly  of  the  reign  of  Antoninus  Pius  (ten  broken  lines,  2  ]  AlXtov 

A8[piavov) .  The  papyrus  is  of  poor  quality,  and  was  already  damaged  when  used  for  the 

Orestes  text.  The  play-text  is  in  a  rapidly  written  irregular  slanting  script  of  no 

calligraphic  pretension  whatever,  probably  of  the  later  second  century.  It  is  very  similar 

to  XXII  2335  ( Andromache ;  plate  in  B.  E.  Donovan,  Euripides  Papyri  /,  Am.  Stud.  Pap.  5, 

pi.  xiii),  which  is  also  on  the  back  of  a  document:  possibly  even  by  the  same  hand,  though 

I  think  not.  Cf.  also  III  450  (Medea;  Donovan,  op.  cit.,  pi.  xvi). 

The  text  is  a  careless  piece  of  copying  by  an  uncomprehending  scribe.  The 

spuriousness  of  v.  1 394  is  confirmed  by  its  absence;  also  confirmed  is  Triclinius*  obvious 
correction  of  the  unmetrically  transmitted  v.  1380.  But  to  the  tormented  lyrics  it  is 

doubtful  whether  the  papyrus  brings  anything  more  valuable  than  a  longer  form  of  the 

exclamation  at  v.  1390.  At  v.  1382  it  still  has  the  /cat  that  nearly  all  the  medieval 

manuscripts  have  lost;  but  otherwise  it  shares  the  apparent  corruptions  of  the  paradosis, 

adding  its  own  on  top;  not  that  this  is  any  surprise,  for  the  scholia  too  reflect  the  same 

text.  What  is  a  surprise  is  the  colometry,  which  is  significantly  different  (see  the  note  at 
the  head  of  the  commentary). 

For  the  citation  ofvv.  1381-5  by  Demetrius  Laco  preserved  in  P.  Here.  1012  (/714 
Biehl)  I  have  relied  on  the  transcription  by  E.  Puglia,  Cron .  Ere .  10  (1980)  32  (essentially 

as  Cronert  in  NGG  Philol.-hist.  Kl.  1922,  26 fi);  3717  sides  with  the  later  manuscripts 

against  its  peculiar  readings,  notably  the  omission  of  the  controversial  v.  1 384.  For  other 

Orestes  papyri  see  the  introduction  to  the  previous  number. 
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] 
]..[ 
rj  7 tov[tov  a)K€avoc  ov  ravpOKpavoc 

] av/ca[Aatc  eAt cc\ojv  /c[u/cAot  x^ova 

rt  8  €cri]y  EXeyj][c  TTpociroX  /]$a[tov  Kapa 
1380 ] tAi[ov  iXiov  wpijoL  fx\oi  <Ppvytov  acrv 

] /cat  /c[aAAi/3eoAov  /8a]c  [opoc  tepov 

] a >c  oXopi[evo]y  ct€v[cd 

] appLar€i[ov ]  gpp,aretg\y  pteXoc  fiapfiapooi  j8oat 

] Sta  to  rac  [op]yet9oygy[ov  optpta 

i3#5 

] 
KvavoiTT€[po~\y  KaX[Xocvvac 

] Ar)8a  cKv[pbv]gy  [SuceAevac  Si/ceAevac 

] ^ecTwv  ,  .  [ ]Tr€pya[pLcov 

] AttoX '  a)v[i co]y  epe [ivvv 

] OTTOTOTTOTOL  taA[f/XO)V  taA €{JLO)V 
*39° 

] AapSayta  TXapt[ov 

] 
Fgvvixrj\8\goc  i7TTr[ocvva  A  toe  evvera 

ca^coc]  aec tew  Xvc  €K[acra  rav  Soptotc 

1393 

aiXivo\v  aiXi [yo]v  etp^^V  [ 

!395 

].[ 

Note  on  Colometry 

I  have  consulted  facsimiles  only  of  the  Jerusalem  palimpsest  (H)  and  ol  Cod.  Ven.  Marc.  47 1  (M)-  I  hese 

are  in  essential  agreement,  as  follows  (I  give  the  beginning  of  each  line,  from  1 377  to  1392):  |ttoAio^  \ttovtov 

\ravpo-  | ZACccoov  KxJrtS*  \{<Pp.)  "IXiov  J <Ppvyiov  |7Sac  | o>c  c  \dpp.dr€iov  \fiapfiapcx)  |8id  to 

\kvkvo-  \cKvpvov  {nepyapicov  \ otto-  \laXefAcov  IPavvfx^coc.  This  is  H’s  colometry,  except  in  so  far  
as 

what  stood  between  <Ppvytov  derv  KaXXificoXov,  which  ends  a  page,  and  appLarciov  ktX,  of  which  only  the  letter- 
feet  are  visible,  cannot  be  seen  on  the  plate  (S.  G.  Daitz,  The  Jerusalem  Palimpsest  of  Euripides ,  pi.  33);  but  cf. 

Daitz,  The  Scholia  in  the  Jerusalem  Palimpsest  of  Euripides  1 15.  M  once  conflates  and  once  splits  cola  relative  to  H 

but  otherwise  has  just  the  same  divisions  except  at  1386-9,  colometrized  in  oddly  aberrant  fashion  (\ct<vp,vov 

|8uceAeVac  alter um  \Xojvtwv  \laXeficov) .  The  papyrus’  colometry  is  quite  different,  effectively  coinciding  only 
at  1383-6  and  1392. 

1377  [.  Minimal  traces:  7to[Xlou  not  excluded  but  unverifiable. 

1379  avKpi[XaLc:  i.e.  dy*d[Aaic.  A  paragraphus  would  be  expected  here,  but  none  is  written. 

1380  €cti\v .  ecTiv  restored  by  Triclinius:  ecr  vel  ic9 ’  codd.,  an  obviously  late  corruption.  Of  v  in  the 
papyrus  the  right  hast  a  and  a  suggestion  of  the  diagonal,  certainly  not  0  or  r. 

I]ha[tov,  1382  78a]  c.  Written  18-  (cf.  1381)  oret8-  (cf.  1385,  1389,  1393)?  The  shorter  form  seems  to  suit  the 

space  rather  better  in  either  place,  but  there  can  be  no  certainty. 

1381  Apparently  a»/x]oi  p.[oi  with  codd:  [wp.01  k]qko)v  7714.  p.[  is  reasonably  secure:  it  could  be  A  or  vy  but not  k. 
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1382  Kaj,  K[a\\if$co\ov.  Of  the  medieval  manuscripts  only  M,  O  supralin.  and  Monac.  560  have  the  /cat;  it 

seems  that  it  was  present  in  7714  too  (acjVu  /cat  KajXXifiasXov) .  Certainly  /cat/c[  rather  than  t<aXXi[fitx)Xov  here, 

1383  toe:  a>c  c’  all  the  manuscripts  except  O,  which  like  the  papyrus  wrongly  omits  c’  (7714  has  u)]c  ce) .  But 
I  doubt  that  this  is  a  significant  conjunction. 

oXpft[evo]y.  So  codd.  But  on  this  reading  there  is  unwanted  ink  between  the  supposed  o  and  /x,  and 

oAAu[/j.et'o]y  is  not  excluded,  though  considerations  of  space  support  the  shorter  word.  oAA  vfievov  is  found  in  Z 

(Diggle),  and  would  be  no  less  acceptable  metrically,  but  utrum  in  alterum  is  against  it;  cf.  c.g.  1364. 

1 384  The  notorious  app,dr€iov  apfidrtiov  /xeAoc  was  present  in  the  papyrus  as  in  the  medieval  manuscripts. 

It  is  probably  this  that  Apollodorus  of  Gyrene  suggested  was  a  rrapeTnypa^  (Schol.  ad  loc.;  see  A.  R.  Dyck, 

HSCP85  (1981)  1  oi,  103,  O.  Taplin,  POPS  203  (1977)  125),  and  it  is  absent  from  7714. 

1385  81a  to  rdc  \6p]v€i06yov[ov  (unless  - yov[ov )  with  the  paradosis  (opviflo-),  implied  also  by  the  scholia. 

1386  KvavoiTjf[po]y\  KVKvoimpov  codd.  and  scholl.  Unless  something  other  than  -7 rrepov  (but  neither 

Kvavov  nor  Kvavop.pt-  is  to  be  read),  presumably  a  simple  error.  Kvavoirrepoc  opv ic  Andr.  862  (where  read 
KVKvo7TT€poc?).  ]v  almost  certain:  not  ]u  (KVKvorrrepov  Barnes). 

1387  ArjSa:  Arjhac  codd.  Simple  haplography,  I  should  presume;  or  e.g.  A-qhac  kv[kv]ov  may  have  been 
written. 

]o y:  not  ]ou,  with  R  and  the  ‘Moschopulean’  MSS. 
1388  ̂ cctcqv  TT€pyapLojv  is  the  paradosis:  in  the  papyrus  something  intervened.  The  traces  are  abraded  and 

vestigial.  Too  much  room  for  e.g.  virepyapcov,  not  enough  for  tojv.  rot  (tp[i])  a  long  shot.  But  whatever  stood 

here  is  unlikely  to  improve  the  metrically  and  textually  lucid  gterdov  Trepyaptov.  P  has  eptvvvv  after  ̂ eertov 

instead  of  after  AttoXXcovlojv^  but  I  cannot  think  that  relevant  for  the  papyrus. 

1389  ylrroA.  cuv[uo]v.  A  is  expected,  but  the  remains  are  hardly  compatible:  the  clearest  trace  is  a  short 

horizontal  as  the  letter’s  right-hand  side. 
ep$ [iwv:  ept-  codd.  Cf.  [opjveido-  above.  Presumably  -vvv  not-ww  (VaAP),  cf.  TavvpriStoc  (-vw-  VaLP)  at 

1392  below. 
1390  ottotottotol:  ottotol  (or  -rot)  codd.,  though  the  Jerusalem  palimpsest  had  ottototol  ax.  The 

papyrus’  7r  is  I  presume  (despite  o7r7ro7rof  S.  him.  19 1)  a  simple  miscopyingofrr.  ottotottotoi  transmitted  at  Ion 

790  (iA  0T0-  Lflt),  cf.  Tr.  1287  =  1294.  As  often  with  exclamations,  there  is  little  prospect  of  establishing 
what  the  original  was,  ifindeed  the  author  made  it  clear.  The  longer  form  is  unexceptionable  both  in  itself  and 

in  context  (certainly  it  is  not  inferior  metrically:  a  hypodochmius  or,  taken  in  conjunction  with  epivvv,  an 

iambic  dimeter  like  the  following  phrase)  and  would  suit  the  Phrygian’s  iterative  habits  of  utterance;  on  the 
other  hand  longer  forms  are  automatically  suspect  (cf.  R.  D.  Dawe,  Studies  on  the  Text  of  Sophocles  iii  128, 

J.  Diggle,  Studies  on  the  Text  of  Euripides  i05f.).  Cf.  Tr.  loc.  cit.,  Andr.  1197  =  1200,  HE  875. 

1392  Trema  perhaps  lost. 

r393  The  medieval  manuscripts,  the  Jerusalem  palimpsest  among  them,  are  united  in  giving  the  chorus 

two  lines  here:  c a<j>wc  Aey’  r)/xw  avO'  ooxc ra  ra v  So/xotc*  /  ra  yap  rrplv  ovk  evyvtocra  cvptfiaXovc  €x<*>.  (rav  Sopotc  .  .  . 
evyvcocra  om.  A,  evidently  by  homoeomeson.)  But  of  the  latter,  v.  1394,  a  scholium  in  M  and  C  records  ouroc  6 

crtxoc  iv  ttoXXolc  dvrtypd<f>otc  01/  ypdperat.  So  evidently  the  papyrus;  if  1 394  had  entered  the  tradition  by  this 

date,  it  had  not  yet  permeated  it.  But  1 393  here  suffers  surface  corruption:  Aey  is  apparently  represented  by  aec, 

avO  by  Avc:  A  mistaken  for  a  and  vice  versa,  y  for  c,  6  for  c:  all  very  common  confusions. 

1395  This,  the  resumption  of  the  Phrygian’s  lyric,  should  be  in  eisthesis,  but  evidently  stands  in 
alignment  with  the  preceding  trimeter.  So  did  the  next  line  too,  to  judge  by  the  position  of  the  sole  remaining 

speck. 

A  66  6B.3/C(i-3)c 
B  65  6B.35/C(i)a 
C  65  6B.40/D(a) 
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7.8  x  12.4  cm 

Fr.  ( b )  12.5  x  12.8  cm 8.2  x  12.7  cm 

Fifth  century 

Numerous  remnants  of  at  least  four  leaves  of  a  papyrus  codex  written  in  a  practised 

Byzantine  uncial  of  the  standard  oval  sloping  type  exemplified  e.g.  by  the  single  find  of 
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dramatic  and  Homeric  manuscripts  published  as  XI  1369-74  etc.  (see  1369  intro.). 

Whether  or  not  3718  comes  from  the  same  group  (apparently  it  does  not,  for  two 

different  excavation-years  are  represented),  it  is  not  in  the  same  hand  as  the  Euripidean 

1370  {Med.  and  Or.):  of  the  selection  shown  in  XI  pi.  vii  there  is  closest  resemblance  to 

the  hand  of  1369,  cf.  also  1373  (Turner,  GMAW  42).  The  attribution  is  to  the  fifth 

century;  on  either  side  cf.  XXVII  2459,  assigned  to  the  fourth  century,  and  XV  1803 

(Turner,  Greek  Papyri  pi.  v),  assigned  to  the  sixth;  the  Dioscorus  autographs  (Seider,  Pal. 

ii  64)  provide  a  sixth-century  reference  point.  The  letters  arc  written  uniformly  thick,  in 
a  metallic  ink;  where  the  ink  remains  encrusted  the  colour  is  now  dark  brown,  where 

only  stain  remains  it  is  light  reddish  brown.  The  page  was  quite  large,  by  calculation 

c.  20  x  c.  35  cm  (cf.  Group  1  in  Turner  Typology ,  and  for  the  proportions  Group  5),  but 

the  spacing  between  lines  is  unusually  generous,  so  that  there  were  only  about  29  lines  to 

the  page. 

The  identified  remains  are  distributed  as  follows: 

A  |  Or.  1407  ff.,  — >  1432  ff. 

B  (conjugate)  — >  left  Ba.  223-51,  right  Or.  1621  ff.;  j  left  Or.  1 649 fT.,  right  Ba. 

194-222 
G  ~>Ba.  254  If.,  j  285  fb 

I  presume  Orestes  preceded  Bacchae.  The  alternative  would  mean  assigning  the  bulk  of 

both  plays  to  the  same  quire,  a  loss  of  at  least  24  sheets  within  sheet  B,  whereas  on  the 

assumption  that  Or.  preceded  we  need  to  reckon  with  the  loss  of  only  two  inner  sheets, 

which  will  have  accommodated  the  remainder  of  Or.  (one  more  page,  c.  1674- 

1693  =  end)  and  the  beginning  o  { Ba.  (seven  pages,  1-193  at  c-  2&  lines/page).  If  there 
was  any  prefatory  material  to  the  Ba.  text,  e.g.  hypothesis  or  list  of  characters,  it  must 

have  been  short;  cf.  the  remarkably  close  succession  in  1373  (Ar.  Peace  and  Knights ), 

where  the  Knights  text  was  begun  just  five  lines  from  the  foot  of  the  page  on  which  the 

Peace  text  ended,  and  to  judge  by  the  evidence  offr.  2  little  more  than  a  title  could  have 

intervened.  Whether  B  comes  from  a  quire  of  three  sheets  (a  ternio)  or  of  more  I  see  no 

way  of  determining,  for  I  cannot  tell  whether  or  not  leaf  G,  which  directly  succeeded  the 

Ba.  leaf  of  sheet  B,  came  from  the  same  quire.  Similarly  with  A:  the  number  of  leaves  lost 

between  leaf  A  and  the  Or.  leaf  ofB  may  be  calculated  as  three  (Or.  1432,  the  estimated 

first  line  of  A  back ,  to  Or.  1613,  the  estimated  first  line  ofB  front,  =  7  pages  at  c.  26  vv./p.; 

this  calculation  uses  the  traditional  verse  numeration,  with  which  the  papyrus’ 
colometry  cannot  be  expected  to  have  shown  total  coincidence);  A  cannot  on  any 

reconstruction  belong  to  the  same  sheet  as  G;  if  A,  B,  and  C  all  come  from  the  same  quire, 

that  quire  will  have  comprised  at  least  seven  sheets;  but  they  may  not.  It  is  unclear 

whether  the  book  was  made  up  in  such  a  way  as  to  have  — >  facing  — >  and  j  facing  j,, 

analogously  with  parchment  codices  (cf.  Turner,  Typology  66-8).  That  is  the  case  with 

the  only  surviving  pair  of  facing  pages  (B  ->  bach>  G  — >),  but  cannot  be  safely  assumed 
for  the  rest  unless  B  and  G  do  in  fact  come  from  the  same  quire. 

The  only  page-numbers  to  survive  are  on  the  Bacchae  leaf  ofB:  pp.  198-9.  The 
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Bacchae  must  have  been  the  fourth  or  fifth  play  of  the  book,  it  is  unclear  which.  The  Ba.  is 

fairly  firmly  estimated  as  having  begun  with  p.  191:  190  pages  at  29  lines/page  (as  B  j 

front  and  B  — >  back)  ”5510  lines:  if  only  three  plays,  they  must  have  been  long  ones. 
Since  it  is  virtually  certain  that  Or.  directly  preceded  Ba.,  the  Byzantine  triad  of  Hec.  Ph. 

Or.  might  be  thought  of  (this  is  apparently  the  order  in  which  they  occurred  in  the 

Jerusalem  palimpsest),  but  their  combined  line-total  is  only  4754.  Of  course  allowance 

must  be  made  for  the  possibilities  of  a  higher  line-count  due  to  less  colometric  conflation 

and  of  a  lower  average  number  of  lines  to  the  column,  as  well  as  for  blank  space  and  other 

material  at  either  end  of  the  play-texts  (but  cf.  1373),  but  even  so  the  fit  is  not  good.  In 

1370  Or.  and  Med.  are  represented,  in  unknown  order;  P.  Ant.  I  24  and  II  73,  apparently 

from  a  single  codex,  have  remains  of  Ba.  and  Med.  respectively;  the  earlier  XL  VI I  3321 

apparently  began  with  Ph.  A  synthesis  of  these  data  would  give  the  sequence  Ph.  Med. 

Or.  Ba but  it  would  probably  be  wrong  to  envisage  a  standard  order,  and  there  is  no 

assurance  even  that  the  codex  contained  none  other  than  ‘select’  plays  (note  especially 

XI  1401,  BKT  V  2.  84-7,  and  P.  Amh.  II  17).1 

I  cannot  distinguish  the  hand  responsible  for  the  page-numbers  from  that 

responsible  for  the  main  text,  but  at  least  two  further  hands  have  been  at  work.  Some 

supralinear  and  marginal  glosses  have  been  entered  in  slightly  lighter  brown  ink  by  a 

similar  but  smaller  and  different  hand.  And  a  semi-cursive  hand  using  black  ink  has 

interlinearly  added  an  omitted  line  (Or.  1630);  this  hand  seems  also  to  have 

supplemented  the  accentuation,  most  of  the  accents  and  other  diacritics  having  been 

written  by  the  original  scribe. 

While  confirming  that  such  readings  of  the  medieval  tradition  as  Or.  1622  ouyi, 

1628  yOpecr\  and  Ba.  201  rrarpoc  were  well  entrenched  by  later  antiquity,  the  papyrus 
also  offers  a  number  of  textual  novelties.  In  the  Orestes  I  believe  the  only  reading  of  worth 

is  the  apparent  ebpava  at  1441;  cf.  also  1627,  and  unmistakable  error  (uncorrected)  at 

1658.  In  the  less  well  transmitted  Bacchae ,  the  papyrus  supplies  fresh  data  to  old  trouble- 

spots:  207  apparently  c be  xpfh  235  tvoSpcoc,  239  ̂ ^oroc,  286  perhaps  SiaycAac;  cf.  257 

pucOov  <$>ep€  tr,  and  perhaps  some  difference  at  2i3f,  250  f.  Beyond  the  addition  of  the 

inadvertently  omitted  Or.  1630  there  is  little  textual  correction:  a  mistaken  nota  personae 

at  Or.  1621  was  apparently  put  right  (at  what  stage  is  unclear),  and  at  Or.  1658,  where 

the  manuscripts  are  split  between  (be  and  a> ,  the  former  stood  in  the  text  and  the  latter 

has  been  entered  above,  presumably  by  collation  against  a  different  exemplar. 

In  addition  to  Murray’s  OCT  I  have  referred  to  Jeanne  Roux’s  edition  (Paris 
1970),  and  at  the  last  moment  have  been  able  to  consult  E.  G.  KopfPs  1982  Teubner. 

Abrasion  is  at  places  severe. 

Front  and  back  signify  codicological  recto  and  verso  respectively. 

1  Remnants  of  three  further  Euripides  codices,  all  three  from  Herrnopolis,  are  to  be  published  by 

H.  Maehler  in  APF 30.  The  plays  represented  are  Bacchae  (P.  Berol.  2 1 203,  vi  ad),  Ph.  (P.  Berol.  2 1 207,  vi  ad), 

and,  in  uncertain  order,  Ph.  and  Med.  (P.  Berol.  17018  and  others,  v  ad).  There  is  slight  textual  overlap 

between  P.  Berol.  21203  and  the  present  fragments. 
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A  |  (front ) 

] 
] 
] 
] 
] 

I  fimj/x* 

] 
] 
] 
] 
] 

[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[£vv€toc  voXep.ov  (fiovioc  re  Spaxiov 

eppoiracr][cvxov  Or.  1407 

irpovoiac  [ KaKOvpyoc  oov 

[01]  $e  TTpoc  [ Opovovc  ecw  1408 

//[oA]oW[ec 

[yv]yg.iK  [oc 

A  The  probability  is  that  the  upper  edge  of  this  fragment  is  the  upper  edge  of  the  leaf  itself,  in  which  case 

v.  1432  is  the  ->  page’s  first  line,  and  v.  1407  will  be  the  \  page’s  fifth.  Only  the  textual  sequence  indicates 
which  side  was  the  front  and  which  the  back;  without  it,  I  should  have  taken  the  fragment  for  an  outer  corner, 

not  an  inner  one,  especially  in  view  of  its  similarity  in  shape  to  C. 

Where  the  surviving  papyrus  extends  into  the  presumably  written  area  above  tppoi  kttA,  the  surface  is 

stripped;  the  square  brackets  demarcate  the  area  of  unstripped  surface.  1407  rac,  or  rac  Any 

diacritics  on  ep  or  7/  will  be  lost  1408  No  accent  on  npoc  I409f.  [oA],  [yu]:  papyrus  extant  but  ink 

wholly  lost  to  abrasion 
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A  — >  ( back ) 

] 
] 

a  Se  At vov  rjXaKarat  Sa/cru]Aotc  eAtcce  1432 

vrjjjia  S  t€ro  7re8(xu  ] 

CKvXoJV  <ppvy LOJV  €7TL  TU/tx]j3[o]v  ayaX 

/xara  cvcroXicat  xprj^ovca]  Xtvan  1435 

( fiapea  7rop(f>vpe]a 

ScOpd  KXvTCUpLTj^CTpaL 

7TpOC€L7T€  S  Op€Cr]aC 

AaKaivav  Kopa]y  to  Zltoc  irai 

0€C  t^voc  7r€SaJt  §eop]’  avocraca  /cAtc/x[ou  1440 

]o.  p'  '  ,  TTCtA,  [ 

T’
’’
’ 

1432  No  trace  of  diacritics  above  e,  but  possibly  lost  to  abrasion;  similarly  with  the  expected  accents  on 

1434  aA,  1435  Aivan  1 435  Above  Au>,  olfsets  or  supralineation  1439  oh  accent  very  faint,  perhaps 

illusory  1441  f.  see  comm. 
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W 

B  — >  front 

[ 
[ 

. [ 

[ _ JvwO*  1621 

ovxl  [  ( i )  . 

7T&[cav  yap  7](jlqjv  o8e  /3ia]£ercu  [77oAtv 

t\rjv  atjita  pL7]rpo]c  fiv[c\apov  [e]^[cLpyacfievoc 

AnoMev[e Aae  7ravca]t  At7/x[  eycov  redrjypievov  1625 

&olfio[c  *  •  *  (j) 

'  V  S’  0  ̂t[(f)7]prjC  T7]l8  €(j)€8]p€ VCLC  K^OpTji 

0p€CT ’  IV  €l[8t)LC  OVC  (f>€p]aJV  TjKO}  Xoy[oVC 

* EXcyrjy  fi[ev  rjv  cv  Sto]A[e]cat  irp\6\Qv(Loc  [cov 

7 ipapTtf  Qf)YVv  77']9#oo/(i6»'oc 

rj8 ’  [ecri]y,  rj[v  opar  cv  ai\6c [p]oc  iTTvyatc  1631 
c€cqj[cpL€V7]  re  kov  9]avovca  irpoc  ccOcv 

] ,  (fiacyayov 

(g)- 

to\v  co v  KcXcvcOeic  rjpirac  ck  A t]oc  Trajpoc' 

[  ]  ̂ [«H  i635 

1620,  1621  marg.,  sec  comm.  1623  a],  accent  visible  ]£,£  not  excluded  1624  f[,  there  is 

no  sort  of  indication  of  what  letter  followed  1626  Any  accent  on  oc  will  be  lost  1627  Above 

J pevet,,  traces  of  interlineation  1628  iv,  apostrophe  perhaps  lost  ]wy,  some  supralineation  above 

v  rjxu),  breathing  possibly  lost  1629  'E,  breathing  doubtful  Aey,  accent  lost,  y  blotted  [e],  [o], 
accents  visible  1631  rj[vy  breathing  doubtful,  accent  possibly  lost  1635  aw),  accent  visible 

frr.  ( b )  and  (g)  straddle  the  central  fold,  the  line  of  which  is  marked  by  heavy  ink  traces;  I  cannot  clearly 

discern  binding  holes,  fr.  (g)  continues  to  the  foot  of  the  page,  but  only  on  the  opposite  leaf;  it  is  broken  at  the 
central  fold. 

Or.  162 1  stands  opposite  Ba.  230  on  the  left-hand  leaf  (B  ->  back),  and  that  leaf  begins  with  Ba.  223.  The 
number  of  lines  lost  above  Or.  1621  may  thus  be  estimated  at  about  eight.  This  is  in  conformity  with  the 

calculation  similarly  performed  for  the  |  side,  which  is  reckoned  to  have  begun  at  c.  1544.  On  this  reckoning 

the  present  page  will  have  had  c.  31  lines,  Or.  c.  1613-c.  1643,  though  at  least  one  of  these,  1630,  is  an  inter¬ 
linear  insertion  and  the  possibility  of  further  discrepancies  must  be  allowed  for. 
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1651  a],  1652  0?5],  XP7'}]’  accents  visible  1657  r<£,  not  rt  1659  ].  !>  scc  comm*  $  >  (or 
Se)  not  excluded  /leVi,  for  the  diacritics  see  comm. 

Or.  1650  stands  directly  opposite  /ia.  201  on  the  right-hand  leaf,  and  that  leal  begins  with  Ba.  194.  I  he 

number  of  lines  lost  above  Or.  1 649  may  therefore  be  estimated  fairly  firmly  at  6,  or  perhaps  rather  5,  since  the 

interlinear  spacing  is  here  somewhat  more  generous, 

frr.  (b)  and  (jf)  continue  across  to  the  opposite  leaf. 
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B  |  front 
(«) 

P  ?v 

VYV]C€T<Ih 

Xo]p€VCOfJL€V (b)  .  #  aXXot  /ca/c]a)c 

_j[8ot
/ 

_oy  [ 

Tci  oi/S[cvco<^t£o/xcc0a 

TTdTpoc  Tj\apahoxac 

K€KTr}pL€\d  (c)m 

OV S’  Cl  §t  [cLKpOOV  TO  CO<f)OV  €v\pTjjai  (f)[p€V(OV 

cpci  tic  cd[c  to  yrjpac  ovk  cuc]yovo/x[ai 

pceXXcov X9p\€veiv  KpaTa  /c]icccoca[c  ̂  

ov  yap  8irjpr][x  ...  ] 

XPV  X9p[ev€tv  ] 

(tf)  aAA  c]£  a,Tra[vT6ov  j 

/cot] vac  Sia/o[i0/Aeov  S  oi/Scv  a v^ecOai  0c] Act* 
C7rct]  ci)  ̂cy[yoc 

cyaiJTr]/io<^  [17x17  c 
c?) 

<p . . .  [ 

□.  .  [ 
C/CS17 /x]  oc  coy  [ 

\  /  o 
kAvco  pc  vco[y/za 

yyvouKa[c  ( h ) 

7rAp[[t|cTat[ct  j3a/cy]ctatct[v 

opfciy  0o[a£ctv  to]  v  v[c]a/[cTt 

] 
] 

Ba. 

*95 

200 

205 

210 

215 

The  placement  of  fr.  (d),  all  but  blank  on  the  — >  side,  is  not  guaranteed,  but  receives  some  support  from 
fibre  correspondences.  Placement  of  fr.  ( e )  was  impeded  by  the  fact  that  effectively  the  only  line  usable  for 

identification  purposes  is  ] x#p[v-  on  the  — >  side,  now  identified  as  v.  239  (Xrjipofiai  creyr^c  codd.);  but  once 
made,  the  placement  is  in  no  doubt. 

195  b  Final  stops  perhaps  lost  to  abrasion;  similarly,  loss  of  papyrus  or  of  ink  may  have  removed 

diacritics  from  204 tic  wc,  2070),  208  com,  209  vac,  2i6Se,  2i8x<n,  221  Sc,  196  Accent  of aAAot  visible 

209  0e],  accent  visible  212-14,  see  comm.  215  ejcSq/x],  papyrus  extant  but  ink  almost  wholly 
lost  to  abrasion 
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*43 

Aigyycoy  o[crtc  e]crf  [t6i]/xo)[c ac  220 

7rA^pe[tc]  S[e  0tacotc  ev]  /xe[coictv 

Kpajrjpgc  a[A Xrjv  8  aA]A[o]c*  [ 

B  — >  back 

(*)  PP~T 
J^.ywa  7TTC(JCCOu[caV 

TTpocbaciv  r 

;  ]’  *L 

t\t)V  8  A(f>po8lT7}V  225 

w .  •  • 

]  Aeya>  230 

(c).  .  .  ejvap/cuct^ 

7Tavc]co  Ka.Ko[vpyov  rrjc8e  jSa/cJxetac  rd^g* 

(</).  .  .  Aeyoujci  S’  coc  r[tc  eiceXrjXvOe  ]yoc 
J  (fxxpfiai<[ 

j  j  yorjc  eJ^xoSofc  AvSiac  airo  y6o\voc 

]  [  £av6o]i[ci  fiocTpvxoiciv  evo]8pio^  KOfirjv  235 

I  .  .  .  [  A(f)]po8lT7]C  f%coy 

]  [  W  c]vyytv[€rat 

]  |  ve]  ayiciv  [ 

]  [  Xrpfjo](JLqLL  xOo[voc 

]  f  /  x  1  avacletovra  re  240 

.  .(f)  is) 

Kop,[ac  TpaxrjXov  cajpcaroc]  people  re/z[am 

eKe'ivoc  ewcu  <f>r}ci  Aiovvc\gv  Qeoy 

"
 
 l
-
y
 

Kepav]ylaic' 
] .  245 

On  the  placement  of  frr.  (d)  and  (e),  see  on  B  l  front.  The  placement  offr.  (J),  blank  on  the  j  side,  cannot  be 

regarded  as  certain. 

Upper  marg.,  , ,  compatible  with  0 ,  see  comm.  233  c],  accent  visible  235  . ,  see 

comm.  237  ywy  accent  will  be  lost,  f v  not  et  nor  ty  241  Kop[,  accent  will  be  lost.  Below,  a 

circumflex  accent  in  position  suitable  for  ckclvoc  (or  €K€lvov ),  242  init.  241  fl.  Flaking  and  abrasion  have 

removed  most  of  the  surface,  so  that  identification  is  often  uncertain  or  impossible;  absence  of  diacritics  from 

the  transcript  is  not  to  be  taken  as  implying  that  they  were  not  once  present  243  Aioc  unverifiable 

245  Minimal  traces  quite  unassignable 
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(h)  ] ,  ,  a£ta 

vfipeic  vfipiQeiy  oc[ric  ecrt] v  6  £ e[voc 

] . [  ] . 

] .  [  ] ,  ye Atop 

?  irarepa  re  /^]??7/?[o]c  [  c.  1 1  ]po/zat  Trajep 

2  <10 

246  Sec  comm.  2481'.  Scant  traces,  unassignable 
250  7to\]vv  not  excluded  251  See  comm. 

Remaining  Fragments  of  B 

(k)  A  largish  fragment,  14  x  10  cm,  from  an  upper,  apparently  outer  corner,  which  at  first  sight  looks  as  if 

it  comes  from  the  Orestes  leaf  of  B,  corresponding  to  the  smaller  fr.  (a)  of  the  Bacchae  leaf  opposite.  Abrasion  and 

damage  have  put  the  text  beyond  recovery.  On  the  — >side  [front,  if  the  corner  is  an  outer  one)  there  are  traces  of 

perhaps  four  lines,  but  not  a  single  letter  is  legible.  On  the  l  side,  remains  of  four  line  beginnings,  and  a 

marginal  note  by  the  lost  fifth  line;  I  cannot  make  out  the  note,  and  the  only  letter  of  the  text  that  can  be 

certainly  read  is  o,  preceded  perhaps  by  1,  in  I.  2,  about  the  i8tli  letter.  Apparent  traces  above  the  text  on 

cither  side,  if  not  illusory,  may  be  the  page-numbers.  I  cannot  reconcile  the  j  traces  to  the  text  of  Or.  1 644  If.  or 

vicinity;  I  have  tried  matching  them  with  the  given  text  at  other  possible  places  on  the  hypothesis  that  the 

fragment  comes  from  a  different  leaf,  but  without  success. 

(/)  -  (0)  Four  scraps  with  illegible  textual  remains. 

(/;),  (q)  Two  scraps  blank  or  virtually  blank  on  both  sides. 

(r)  A  thick  squarish  piece,  7.5  x  6  cm,  with  what  appears  to  be  decoration  on  the  — >  side,  blank  on  the 
a  cover  leaf? 

G  {front ) 
C  |  {back) 

] 
] 
] 

Trare^p’ 

]  255 

^
 
 ] 

pujicOov  fepeiv 

e^eppver]g‘ 
Sec/x]toc  / lecaic 

yv]vcu£i  yap  260 

y]gvo
c‘ o]pyUov[-] 

[ 

[ 

[ 

[ 
[ 

[ tocre  St  [a 
/cat  8f  t  f  [ 

firjpqj  St S[a£to 

€ij€t  vi  y  [ 
Zeyc  t  [ 

$pa  y[tv 

28* 

290 
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If  tpc  last  line  of  B  j  front  was  v.  251,  as  seems  to  have  been  the  case,  the  first  of  the  present  page  was 

presumably  v.  252.  That  is  consistent  with  the  external  indications,  for  then  the  upper  edge  of  the  present 

fragment,  broken  though  it  is,  will  be  the  upper  edge  of  the  leaf  itself,  and  roughly  on  a  level  with  the  upper 

edge  of  B.  were  (283)  on  the  j,  side  is  on  the  same  level  as  (j>cpciv  (257)  on  the  — so  the  j  text  may  be  presumed  to 

have  begun  with  v.  281;  and  the  G  — >  page  will  then  have  had  29  lines  (252-80),  if  there  was  no  discrepancy  in 

the  verse-count. 

A  |  Or.  1406  marg.  epuretpoc.  The  reading,  not  assured  in  itself,  is  confirmed  by  the  marginal  note  found  in 

M  and  B,  di'ri  rov  cfxircipoc  tov  ttoXc^lov.  But  no  transmissional  connection  need  be  inferred. 

1407b  marg.  HMTB  carry  a  variety  of  exegeses  (for  those  in  H  see  S.  G.  Daitz,  The  Scholia  in  the  Jerusalem 

Palimpsest  of  Euripides) ,  but  I  cannot  recover  what  the  papyrus  offered. 

8e 

ktX.  1  lie  papyr 

certainly  not  to  be  read;  evidently  the  papyrus  did  not  share  the  inferior  colomelry  of  the  medieval 

manuscripts,  ywai^oc  at  the  beginning  of  the  next  line  cannot  be  verified,  but  suits  the  scanty  traces.  The  last 

two  lines  are  more  problematic,  if  rre^fup/xeW  and  e£[ ovd'  are  to  be  recognized,  it  seems  they  were  indented  by 

about  one  letter’s  width;  but  the  decipherment  is  quite  uncertain. 

A  1432  Apparently  cXicce,  not  ~ccv,  but  -ce"  i.e.  -ee(i/)  cannot  be  excluded.  Di  Benedetto  reports  eXtcccv 

for  H,  cXiccc  for  the  rest. 

1433  No  telling  precisely  what  stood  in  the  papyrus. 

1437  KXvratpivr)]  not  excluded. 

1438  TTpoceirre,  as  codd.  (and  Schol.  Od.  5.  878),  seems  more  suitable  to  the  space  than  -irev. 

1441  f.  The  transmitted  text  is  TIcXottoc  evl  npoTraropoc  edpav  rraXatac  |  icrtac,  Tv’  ei&fjc  Xoyovc  epotic.  In  the 

papyrus  the  remains  of  1441  accommodate  themselves  well  enough  to  this  text  except  in  one  particular: 

between  cSpav  and  7raAa[idc,  if  they  arc  to  be  recognized,  a  letter  intervened,  which  could  be  read  as  a,  e,  o,  or  c; 

there  is  no  sign  of  cancellation.  Thus  a  possible  restoration  is  TUXottoc  eVi  irpoTraTop]oc  cBpava  7 raAa[tac,  and  it 

may  be  suggested  that  cSpava,  giving  a  wholly  resolved  dimeter  in  synapheia  (I  see  no  reason  to  inte
rfere  with 

the  given  eolometry,  incidentally),  is  in  fact  the  truth.  Corruption  to  e8pav  would  be  easy.  While  at  Tr.  539 

eSpava  has  successfully  resisted,  at  Tr.  1078  cSpavov  has  become  eSpav  in  P. 

For  1442,  cctlclc  iv ’  ci&tjlc  Xoyovc  ep.oj^c  followed  by  a  low  stop  is  acceptable.  Black  ink  at  upper  right  seems 

to  be  casual,  perhaps  offset. 

B  — >  P'ront 

16208  The  1621  marginal  note  has  been  crossed  out.  Correction  of  a  mistaken  nota  personae  is  an  obvious 

guess,  and  a  cancelled  AttoX\  with  perhaps  Mcvc  written  in  replacement  above,  makes  an  acceptable  though 

uncertain  interpretation.  I  should  have  expected  to  see  a  paragraphus,  but  do  not. 

At  the  beginning  of'1620  it  is  difficult  to  identify  the  textual  traces  and  to  distinguish  them  from  those  of 

the  marginal  note  and  the  cancellation.  /7[uAd8r;  (1620)  is  certainly  not  suggested,  but  I  cannot  say  it  is 

excluded;  and  neither  e'x[eic  (1617)  nor  aA[A’  (1618)  is  particularly  suggested  either. 

1622  ou^i  with  the  MSS.  The  accent,  perhaps  not  by  the  original  scribe,  is  clear. 

1 627  cv  O'  Sc  £i<f>rip7}c  ktX  is  the  transmitted  text.  In  the  papyrus  cv  is  acceptable,  but  there  se
ems  to  be  more 

ink  to  the  left,  which  I  cannot  explain  (an  indication  of  the  textual  error  or  discrepancy?).  The  accent  is  clear. 

So  is  8,  with  nothing  above;  what  follows  looks  more  like  a  heavy  middle  stop  than  an  apostrophe,  but  8*  is 

represented  in  just  the  same  way  at  1 63 1  below  and  at  Ba.  233.  Above  o&f  the  papyrus  is  broken,  and  anything 

to  the  right  of  the  traces  which  I  have  taken  for  a  breathing  will  be  lost;  so  there  is  no  telling  whether  sigma  was 

added.  Apparently,  then,  we  have  two  new  readings  here:  cv  8’,  and  6  £ L<pr/pr)c .  (In  fact,  Dr  Higgle  has  now 

found  S’  in  ZdKRw.)  The  first  is  surely  inferior  (it  is  a  constant  confusion,  of  course),  the  second  is  probably 

a  mere  slip  (we  are  not  free  to  postulate  tycSpevcDv— l  take  it  that  the  supralineation  above  €<f>e8]p€  vci  was  just 

a  gloss  thereon— and  there  is  little  to  commend  e.g.  oc  y  for  rr/tS’). 

1628  * Opccr  with  the  MSS:  'Opted'  edd. 
1630  The  omission  was  evidently  inadvertent,  due  perhaps  to  the  homoeoarchon 

16318  The  papyrus  is  now  the  oldest  witness  to  these  two  suspect  verses. 

1631  ecrtjy,  j)\v\  not  a  comma  but  a  diastole. 
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TTTvxak.  The  accents  are  faded  and  damaged;  one  of  them— the  circumflex?  may  have  been  cancelled. 

TTTvxak  is  reported  here  for  B:  7 ttvxouc  MVCO:  rrrvxak  rell.  The  accentual  vagary  will  be  due  to  the  word’s 
heteroclitc  declension;  tttvxolc  is  regularly  given  3rd-dccl.  accentuation  in  the  manuscripts  (even  at  S.  fr.  144 

TrGF,  where  mvx6c  is  metrically  requisite),  and  this  often  spills  over  on  to  irrvxaic.  Sec  Diggle  on  Phaethon  1 74. 

1633  Before  <j>acyavov  the  MSS  present  variously  k  vtto,  kcli  w to,  and  Kano,  The  papyrus  is  damaged,  and 

only  slight  traces  remain:  K]aiTo  is  possible;  not  vno  or  vno. 

B  j  back  1650  ppvfifk-  ftpaprje  cannot  be  quite  excluded,  but  ei  seems  the  better  decipherment,  written  as 

in  (level. 

1652  supralin.  7 r(apa)  "Ape t  would  suit;  not  Mrjvd,  for  the  letter  after  a  has  an  oblique  descender.  Implying 

that  Ares  presided?  Cf.  Schol.  TA  on  1651,  .  .  .  eStKacav  8e  AO-qvd  kcli  Apyc. 

1658  Apparently  t be  was  originally  written  (the  breathing  is  visible;  no  accent  was  written);  the 

supralinear  1,  written  perhaps  by  the  hand  that  added  v.  1630,  registers  cut,  The  MSS  are  split:  c be  ALO  (oc 

Monac.  560),  d  MBP  (o  V). 

{€n}rjvecac:  the  more  explicit  compound  has  replaced  the  poetic  simplex. 

1659  The  initial  traces  could  suit  ]f  or  even  ]£,  consistent  with  8oc*,  as  transmitted,  since  in  this  codex 

accents  arc  habitually  set  over  the  letter  to  the  right  of  the  one  properly  accented;  the  accent  is  clear.  The  scribe 

set  the  line  out:  presumably  because  the  previous  line  had  extended  dangerously  close  to  the  central  fold 

(whose  position  is  indicated  now  by  ink-markings  and  symmetrical  hole-patterns).  I  do  not  know  whether 

what  was  written  in  the  margin  of  the  line  above— of  which  the  only  substantial  trace  remaining  is  a  thick 

vertical— has  any  connection  with  this.  For  the  next  line,  to  judge  by  the  position  of  the  accents,  the  scribe 

reverted  to  the  old  alignment. 

fievei.  The  diacritics  are  faded  and  abraded,  but  it  looks  as  if  the  acute  was  crossed  out:  i.e.  (ievei  ax.,  with 

L  and  God.  Thess.,  fieveip.c.,  with  the  rest. 

1660  Apyovc  8’  *0]pe[crr)v  ktX  is  indicated. 
1661  f.  ov[o]c  is  acceptable  (so  accented);  and  the  accent  below  will  be  that  of  (ivpCoic. 

B  \  front.  Ba.  200  I  would  suppose  ouSey  co<f> .,  as  LP  (ou8’  evco<f>.  Musgrave),  but  there  is  no  telling,  as 
above  and  to  the  right  of  the  lower  left-hand  corner  of  the  supposed  8  (k  is  excluded)  the  papyrus  is  broken 
away. 

201  narpoc  in  accord  with  LP  (nps  L,  as  regularly):  narplovc  is  restored  by  cdd.  from  Plu.  Mor.  756  b. 

203  anpac  .  .  .  <j>pevoc,  as  Plutarch  loc.  eit.,  cannot  be  excluded. 

207  Apparently  o>c  xpf)'  A  XPV  TP.  TP’s  text  of  206  f.  is  ov  yap  Sipp^x*  °  €^T€  r®v  v*ov  i  A  XPV  X°P€^€LV 
etre  rov  yepakepov.  This  is  accepted  by  some  editors  (e.g.  Grcgoire,  Roux)  but  usually  emended  either  by 

changing  the  elre s  to  ovres  or  by  replacing  el xpv  with  xpflt€l  OTXP€ty>  The  papyrus’  dc  xpfj,  presumably  a  final 
clause,  seems  to  me  less  acceptable  than  would  dc  xpf 

209  §wp[iO(iajv.  There  is  no  trace  of  an  apostrophe  after  Si,  and  the  spacing  suggests  there  never  was. 

Sia pi9(icbv,  Heath’s  rearticulation  of  LP’s  St’  aptOfidv,  is  therefore  implied. 
212-14  Nearly  all  the  surface  has  flaked  off.  There  is  nevertheless  a  difficulty  in  the  way  of  restoration  of 

the  transmitted  text,  which  runs:  (212)  FlevOevc  npoc  oikovc  o8e  81a  cnovSrjc  irepp,  |  (213)  'Exkvoc  naic,  d  Kparoc 

SiSojpu  yf/c.  j  (214)  cue  errTOTjTai-  rinor  epei  vedrepov;  The  remains  of  212  accommodate  themselves  well  to  the 

expected  FT]ev9evc  rr[poc,  but  the  initial  traces  of  213  are  all  but  impossible  to  reconcile  with  ’Exlovoc:  <0  is  the 
natural  interpretation.  The  other  traces  of  213  and  214  are  so  slight  as  to  be  useless.  If  10  is  in  fact  what  is 

written,  I  see  two  main  possibilities:  (1)  this  line  is  v.  2 14;  in  that  case  we  must  reckon  either  with  transposition 

of  213  and  214  (textually  unacceptable)  or  with  the  absence  of  213  (arguably  an  interpolation)  and  a  plus- 

verse  214a;  (2)  it  is  an  alternative  version  ofv.  2 1 3,  e.g.  di  yijc  Kparoc  8(8(opu ,  nak  *Ex(ovoc.  On  present  evidence 
more  can  hardly  be  said. 

2 1 6  vea  glosses  veoxfia. 

219  opeciv:  Spect  LP,  q.  leg.  The  v  may  possibly  have  been  cancelled. 

220  [r€i]fid[cac  (i.e.  n-):  or  ejcn[y  rt]~. 

B  — >  back.  Page-number  pp( J,  199.  (}  mostly  destroyed,  restored  on  the  basis  of  pp-p  on  the  j  side. 

223  marg.  <j)evycoct,  it  would  seem,  but  I  cannot  explain  it.  ̂evyovcav  might  be  intelligible  as  a  gloss  (or 

variant)  for  nrdccovcav,  but  is  not  what  was  written. 

225  supralin .  Perhaps  a  gloss,  k[o(tt}v  vel  sim. 

Evidently,  and  unsurprisingly,  229b  were  in  the  text  by  the  fifth  century. 
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231  jXijpact  supralin.  More  likely  to  be  a  variant  than  a  gloss  (it  seems  to  scan,  and  if  gloss  why  not 

Soctuoic?)?  Nothing  obvious:  iT€pi^]Xr}paci  (metrically  unacceptable),  pc] Xrjpact  (imagistically  unacceptable)? 

233  cue  r[ic:  oerte  LP,  P.  Bcrol.  21203.  The  necessary  cue  tic  was  already  restored  by  John  Gregoropulus 

(not  Musurus:  M.  Sicherl,  RM  1 18  (1975)  205-25)  in  the  Aldine;  the  Berlin  papyrus  shows  that  ocnc  was  in  the 

text  by  the  6th  c. 

234  supralin.  c^iTreipoc]  <j>appaK[u)v  vel  sim .,  cf.  Schol.  NB  in  cVaiSoc  *eat  7017c  Hipp.  1038,  a7raTCcov, 

pappaKtov  cpncipoc. 

235  evo\8pio$:  evoepov  LP.  The  traces  of  the  final  letter  are  truly  minimal,  but  the  amount  of  space 

between  o  and  k  well  suits  e,  and  there  is  certainly  not  room  enough  for  v.  The  papyrus’  reading  accords  with 

Brunck’s  conjecture,  cvocpoc ,  and  is,  I  should  suppose,  to  be  preferred  to  more  refined  emendations  (evoepwv 

Tyrrell,  evoepote  Kopcov  Badham,  evoepov  Kopdtv  Dodds,  this  last  accepted  by  both  Roux  and  Kopfi).  The  Attic 

-c/x-  would  have  been  expected,  see  Barrett  in  Hipp.  1391  (Addenda);  but  -8/x-  is  not  without  claim  to 

consideration;  the  manuscripts  of  Xenophon  uniformly  present  -c/x-,  though  we  happen  to  know  he  wrote  -8p- 

(Phryn.  Eel.  71,  where  see  Rutherford). 

236  marg.  Abraded  beyond  hope  of  recovery;  e.g.  o</>0aA]/xpfc  would  be  possible. 

239  X0?[voc:  c reyi?c  LP.  x6ov6c  is  a  distinct  improvement  to  the  sense  (pace  Roux),  and  could  be  regarded 

as  the  true  text.  On  that  view,  however,  crey-qc  is  difficult  to  account  for,  and  it  may  be  preferable  to  see  the  two 

readings  as  independent  deformations  of  an  original  XrypopccQa  yrjc  (coni.  Norwood),  Xppopai  x0ovoc  being  a 

deliberate  elimination  of  the  plural. 

246  ] .  .  .  p&p.  Of  the  final  alpha  only  a  trace  of  the  lower  left  remains;  there  is  a  hole  in  the  papyrus, 
 o 

rather  than  a  is  not  excluded,  but  any  subsequent  letter  (a£iov,  a£ioc  coni,  quidam)  would  be  expected  to  have 

left  traces  of  its  presence.  Before  the  surface  has  mostly  gone;  what  little  is  left  does  not  exclude  the 

transmitted  cct*;  hardly  cv  (ena^ia  coni.  Elmsley). 

25 1  The  transmitted  text  of  249-52  is  cv  ttoikIXcuci  vefiplci  Tetpectav  op<x>  |  iraTepa  re  prjrpoc  rrjc  cprjc,  ttoAw 

yeAcov,  |  vdpOrjKt  f5aKXevovT' ■  avaiVopai  7 rarep  |  to  yijpac  vpwv  elcopd)v  vovv  ovX  eXov.  The  papyrus  text  is  beyond 

recovery,  but  I  cannot  reconcile  the  remains  of  the  last  line  offr.  (h)  with  the  expected  vapdrjKi  fiaKXevovT  (25 1 ), 

whereas  they  well  suit  varepa  re  p-rp-poc  (250).  The  position  of  fr.  (h)  relative  tofr.  (g),  which  gives  the  line-ends, 

is  not  in  doubt,  being  fixed  in  the  first  instance  by  the  textual  fit  for  Ba.  2 18  on  the  |  side  and  confirmed  by  fibre 

correspondences,  so  that  I  feel  some  assurance  in  stating  that  what  I  have  transcribed  as  p]y)Yp[o]<:  was  not  in 

alignment  with  yeAtov  but  seems  to  have  stood  one  line  lower.  T  he  verses  could,  1  dare  say,  be  rewritten  so  as
  to 

transfer  pr]Tp6c  to  251 ,  but  not  attractively,  and  when  the  physical  damage  is  so  extensive  it  would  
be  foolhardy 

to  do  more  than  record  the  apparent  anomaly. 

Verse  251  was  apparently  the  last  line  of  the  page.  Verse  222  on  the  |  side  is  at  the  same  lev
el. 

C  ->  257  pjtcfloi/  fepeiv :  pucOovc  <f>epajv  (corr.  in  <t>ep€tv  l)  codd.  [So  Murray  and  Roux:  Kopff
i reports  P’s 

reading  as  pepeiv. ]  <f>€peiv  not  yet  corrupted.  As  between  pucOov  and  pic 6ovcy  the  plural  seems  preferab
le  to  me. 

I  do  not  know  what  to  make  of  the  marginal  note.  Hardly  uc,  indicating  picflouc,  which  in  any  case  would 

not  be  so  economically  expressed. 

26 1  marg.  rcop.a  is  perhaps  to  be  considered  a  v.l.  rather  than  a  gloss.  But  nopa  does  not  belong
  to  classical 

Attic:  it  tends  to  displace  nwpa  even  in  defiance  of  metre  (E.  Cyc.  123,  139,  Hipp.  209,  227)  and  is  attested  in  no 

place  in  Euripides  where  77o>pa  cannot  be  substituted;  as  here  it  cannot.  I  do  not  think
  this  makes  any 

contribution  to  the  question  of  the  authenticity  of  the  verse.  If  the  verse  is  genuine,  nopa  cannot  be  accepted;  it 

will  owe  its  presence  to  adduction  of  279,  porpvoc  vypov  rropa.  If  it  is  spurious,  7ropa  has  as  good  a  claim  as  yavoc
: 

an  import  from  279  (cf.  Cyc.  419),  just  as  yavoc  from  383  (cf.  Cyc.  415);  but  the  Lt.  Mag.y  s.v.  Tavupi^c,  q
uotes 

the  verse  with  yavoc. 

G  \  286  The  text  may  have  been  5iayc[A£c:  KaraycXpc  codd.  Above  1  is  an  apostrophe-li
ke  mark  of 

unobvious  signification,  and  at  some  distance  to  the  right  is  another  apparently  supralinear  trace;  Kara  was 

apparently  not  written,  either  here  or  in  the  left  margin.  As  between  8iayeAac  and  KaraycXdc ,  the  former,  als
o  at 

272  and  322,  is  the  easier  reading,  and  perhaps  on  that  account  to  be  rejected;  KaTaycApc  with  acc
.  is 

adequately  justified  by  Dodds. 

289  After  Zcvc,  which  may  have  lost  an  acute  to  abrasion,  damage  precludes  identification.  Expected  is  cc 

8’  (or  etc  8’),  as  codd.,  preceded  by  a  stop.  That  is  not  particularly  suggested  by  the  remaining  traces,  but  is 

perhaps  not  excluded. 
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290  Definitely  an  acute  not  a  breathing  on  the  eta,  though  a  preceding  breathing  may  have  been  lost. 

The  accent  on  the  alpha,  though  now  very  faint,  is  undoubtedly  present;  for  such  accentuation  of  paroxytonics 

before  an  enclitic  see  Laum,  Das  alex.  AkzentuatioJis system  241b,  and  cf.  XLIV  3152  (E.  Hipp.)  375. 

3719.  Euripides,  Iphigenia  in  Anlis  913-18 

49  5B.99/C(i~3)b  4  x  10  cm  Third  century 

A  few  line-ends,  together  with  a  no  la  personae  from  the  next  column,  in  an  angular 

sloping  script  of  familiar  type  belonging  more  probably  to  the  third  than  the  second 

century.  The  trimeters  ( 9 1 7  fF. )  were  evidently  indented  in  relation  to  the  preceding 

trochaic  tetrameters.  There  is  a  (marginal?)  cursive  note  of  obscure  import  below  v.  918, 

at  the  point  where  Achilles5  reply  to  Clytemnestra’s  appeal  should  begin;  much  of  this 
speech  is  considered  interpolated  by  some  scholars,  but  I  do  not  know  if  the  note  has  any 

bearing  on  that.  If  it  is  assumed  (a)  that  the  nota  personae  KXvY  stands  by  v.  977,  and  (b) 

that  Achilles’  speech  was  as  long  in  the  papyrus  as  it  is  in  LP,  there  will  have  been  just 
over  50  lines  to  the  column:  unusually  many,  though  not  enough  to  invalidate  the  latter 

assumption.  Back  blank. 

Other  IA  papyri:  P.  Leiden  inv.  510  ( CRAI 1973,  292-302;  lyric  extracts),  P.  Koln II  67. 

€ico]pac  yv[vr] 

/ca]  Kotc  9 paev  [ 

915  }cx)fiov  [ 
C€CtOc]fjL€0a  [ 

<ju\rpo\v  peeya  [ 
r\eKV(x)v  [ 

J  .  [  ,  ] . .  Vf  [ 

].  ..[ 
]  [ 
]  [ 
]  [ 
]  [ 

kXv[  977? 

[ 
] 

] 
] 
]  [ 

[ 
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919  The  note  stands  on  the  same  level  as  the  expected  line  of  text,  and  its  extant  part  begins  just  about  at 

the  point  where  v.  919  would  be  expected  to  end.  Similarly  below,  the  lines  of  text  would  be  expected  to  extend 

up  to  just  about  the  point  where  the  papyrus  survives— if  not  beyond:  but  no  textual  inference  can  be  built  on 

this.  The  note  may  be  merely  a  gloss  on  Achilles’  opening  line,  v.  919,  vi/^XoppcDv  p.01  Qvf.ioc  atperai  irpocco,  but  it 
is  somewhat  abraded  and  1  cannot  make  it  out  (not  e.g.  (f>\op€irat  at  the  beginning).  It  may  continue  on  the 

following  line,  since  there  appear  to  be  traces  of  ink  there  loo. 

3720.  Life  of  Aesop 

(Addendum  to  3331) 

Plate  XI 

2 8  4P - 6 2 / A ( 1 )  19  X  32  cm  Third  century 

Another,  more  substantial  piece  of  the  same  manuscript  from  which  came  XLVII 

3331.  The  text  is  written  across  the  fibres,  apparently  on  the  back  of  a  roll,  but  the  front  is 

blank  except  for  two  mutually  isolated  scrawls  which  I  cannot  decipher,  possibly  Latin. 

3720  gives  the  full  height  of  two  consecutive  columns  of  57  and  58  lines  respectively,  each 

28  cm  deep  and  c.  10  cm  across.  Upper  margin  at  least  3  cm,  lower  at  least  2.5.  Similarly 

tall  columns  on  roll  backs  are  III  454  (Plato,  Gorg .,  Turner,  GMAW  62)  and  VI  852 

(Eur.  Hyps .,  G  M A  W  31). 

The  portion  now  represented,  §§  107-1 1  Perry,  belongs  to  the  section  of  the  Life  in 

which  Aesop  is  in  the  service  of  the  king  of  Babylon — a  section  transferred  to  Aesop  en 

bloc  from  the  Assyrian  Book  of  Ahiqar.1  Aesop,  the  king’s  Stoi/cr/Tijc  and  problem-solver, 
is  falsely  accused  of  treason  by  his  adopted  son  and  condemned  to  death,  but  is  secretly 

saved  from  execution  (cf.  the  situation  in  the  prosimetric  narrative  of  P.  Turner  8). 

When  next  the  king  has  an  insoluble  ̂ rrnia  posed  him  by  the  king  of  Egypt,  Aesop  is 

revealed  as  being  still  alive — it  is  at  this  point  that  3720  commences— and  having 

delivered  a  lengthy  homily  to  his  adopted  son  (§§  109-10)  who  thereupon  dies,  proceeds 
to  save  the  situation. 

The  Ahiqar  story  is  set  in  an  earlier  epoch,  in  the  time  of  Sennacherib  or 

Esarliaddon,  and  has  undergone  a  number  of  surface  transformations  in  its  grafting  on 

to  Aesop.  Ahiqar  is  simply  displaced  by  Aesop  (and  thus,  unlike  Ninus,  loses  his  Assyrian 

identity).  Other  adjustments  are  the  identification  of  the  king  of  Babylon  as  Lycorus,2 

and  that  of  the  king  of  Egypt  as  Nectanebo.  The  choice  of  Nectanebo,  the  last  native 

Pharaoh,  is  natural  enough,  given  his  cultural  significance  as  reflected  e.g.  in  the 

Alexander  Romance  (see  M.  Pieper  in  RE  JVektanebos ;  M.  Braun,  History  and  Romance  in 

Graeco-Oriental  Literature  19-25,  imagines  a  Nectanebo  Romance:  the  ‘Dream  of 

Nectanebus’,  Pack2  2476,  may  in  fact  be  considered  such).  That  he  is  discomfited  by 

1  Ahiqar  has  been  found  apparently  listed  as  ummanu  under  Esarhaddon  in  a  cuneiform  tablet  of  the 

Seleucid  period  from  Uruk  (J.  van  Dijk  in  XV III.  Vorldufiger  Benefit . . .  Ausgraben  in  Vruk-Warka ,  Winter  7959/60 

(Deutsche  Orient-Gescllschaft,  Abhandlungcn  7,  Berlin  1962),  43-53,  csp.  45  11.  19b;  J.  C.  Greenfield, 

Hommages  a  Andre  Duponi-Sommer  (Paris  1971)  49  f. ;  cf.  E.  Reiner,  Orientalia  ns  30  ( 196 1 )  1  - 1 1;  II.  L.  Ginsberg  in 

ANET 1  427).  Thus  he  at  least  is  a  historical  figure. 

2  Not  Lycurgus:  3720  joins  P.  Berol.  inv.  1 1628  in  calling  him  AvKcopoc.  See  further  on  2 1 . 
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Aesop  is  no  indication  of  anti-Egyptian  sentiment  on  the  part  of  the  dominant  Greek¬ 

speaking  sector  of  the  population:  it  is  just  that  the  Greek — more  strictly,  Phrygian — has 

stepped  into  the  shoes  of  the  Assyrian.  In  any  case  I  see  no  argument  here  [pace  Rose,  CR 

NS  3  ( 1 953)  x54>  a°d  La  Penna,  Athenaeum  40  (1962)  27 if.)  against  Perry’s  inherently 
plausible  opinion  that  this  part  of  the  Aesop  Life  originated  in  Egypt.  Lycorus  king  of 

Babylon  is  an  infinitely  less  familiar  figure,  and  I  do  not  know  what  basis  he  may  have  in 
history. 

The  earliest  extant  version  of  the  Ahiqar  story  is  the  fragmentary  Aramaic  one 

found  among  the  documents  of  the  Jewish  mercenaries  at  Elephantine  (E.  Sachau, 

Aramdische  Papyrus  and  0  sir  aka  aus  einer  jiidischen  Milildrkolonie  zu  Elephantine  (Leipzig 

191 1),  Papp.  49-59,  cf.  pref.  xx-xxiii;  A.  Cowley,  Aramaic  Papyri  of  the  Fifth  Century  bc 

(Oxford  1923)  204-48;  J.  M.  Lindenberger,  ‘The  Aramaic  Proverbs  of  Ahiqar*  (Diss. 
Johns  Hopkins  Univ.,  1974)).  The  story  became  widely  diffused,  and  versions  exist  in 

many  languages,  principally  Syriac,  Arabic,  and  Armenian  (F.  G.  Conybeare,  J.  Rendel 

PI  arris,  A.  Smith  Lewis,  The  Story  of  Ahikar  [Cambridge  1i898  2 1 9 1 3] ,  idd.  in  R.  PL 

Charles,  Apocrypha  and  Pseudepigrapha  of  the  Old  Testament  [Oxford  1 9 1 3]  ii  7 15-77).  In  all 

versions  but  the  Aramaic,  Ahiqar  delivers  two  speeches  to  his  adoptive  son:  one  at  the 

outset  of  the  story,  the  ‘Proverbs’,  a  conventional  piece  of  wisdom  literature,  the  other  at 

the  end,  the  ‘Parables’  (it  consists  mainly  of  similitudes,  ‘My  son,  thou  art  like  ...’),  in 

reprehension  of  his  protege’s  ingratitude.  In  the  Aesop  Life  the  two  are  collapsed  into 

one.  Structurally  Aesop’s  speech  is  the  equivalent  of  the  second  of  Ahiqar’s  (except  in 
that  it  comes  before,  not  after,  the  trip  to  Egypt)  and  it  has  the  same  mortifying  effect  on 

the  young  man,  but  in  content  it  corresponds  more  to  the  first,  consisting  as  it  does  of  a 

disconnected  series  of  precepts,  with  little  or  no  bearing  on  the  current  situation.  I11  the 

Elephantine  papyrus  the  narrative  survives  only  as  far  as  the  false  report  of  Ahiqar’s 

death  (Papp.  49-52,  apparently  consecutive) ;  and  Ahiqar  has  no  extended  address  to  his 

adoptive  son  down  to  that  point.  (It  is  true  that  P.  Grelot,  Documents  aramkns  d'Egypte 

(Paris  1972),  427-52,  puts  the  sayings  towards  the  beginning  of  the  narrative, 

interposing  them  between  col.  i  and  col.  ii  [of  Sachau’s  Pap.  49];  but  these  are  two 
physically  consecutive  columns!)  The  rest  of  the  Elephantine  fragments  (Papp.  53-9),  of 
unfixed  order  and  location,  are  all  taken  up  with  the  sayings  of  Ahiqar.  Their  place  (or 

places)  in  the  narrative  is  unclear,  except  in  so  far  as  they  do  not  occupy  the  position 

occupied  by  the  proverbs  in  the  Syriac  etc.;  most  probably,  I  think,  they  will  have 

constituted  a  single  speech  and  have  preceded  the  E gyptian  episode  (of  which  there  is  no 
trace  in  the  Elephantine  fragments:  but  it  is  an  integral  part  of  the  tale). 

The  Elephantine  version  of  the  Ahiqar  story,  which  is  much  the  earliest  and 

possibly  in  the  original  language,  thus  appears  to  have  an  affinity  with  the  Aesop  Life’s 
form  of  the  narrative,  at  least  in  that  each  of  them  lacks  an  initial  wisdom-speech. 

Assuming  the  Elephantine  version  to  be  faithful  to  the  original  form  of  the  tale,  Cowley 

(209  f.)  envisages  a  single  collection  of  sayings  that  was  later  divided  into  the  two  sets  that 

we  find  in  the  other  Ahiqar  versions.  Perry’s  view  ( Aesopica  i,  pref.  5-10)  is  rather  that  it  is 
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the  later  versions  that  preserve  the  pristine  form,  while  the  Aramaic  and  the  Greek 

together  represent  an  aberrant  form  of  the  story  that  was  current  in  Egypt.  Affinity  with 

the  Elephantine  version  may  not  be  quite  so  close  or  so  significant  as  Perry  supposes,  but 

there  are  certainly  structural  inconcinnities  in  the  Aesop  version,  and  it  may  be  agreed 

that  however  matters  may  stand  with  the  Elephantine  text  the  narrative  as  given  in  the 

Aesop  Life,  with  its  single  set  of  injunctions,  is  a  deformation  of  an  original  Ahiqar 

narrative  in  which  Ahiqar  had  two  discrete  speeches,  each  appropriate  in  its  place.  This 

is  not  to  say  that  either  speech  originated  in  the  Ahiqar  tale  itself;  their  relative 

contextual  freedom  suggests  otherwise. 

In  the  Aesop  Life,  as  Perry  trenchantly  points  out  (pref.  9 f ,  the  adoptive  son’s 
death  immediately  after  the  speech  is  inadequately  motivated;  but  I  would  suppose  this 

to  be  due  to  elimination  of  vindictiveness  from  the  Ahiqar  role  as  being  out  of  keeping 

with  the  character  of  Aesop.  The  match  between  the  two,  while  close  enough  to  enable 

the  transfer  of  the  story  from  the  one  to  the  other,  was  not  perfect.  It  is  in  line  with  this 

that  Aesop,  unlike  Ahiqar,  had  prevailed  on  the  king  to  spare  the  young  man’s  life. 
The  story  seems  to  have  been  popular  indeed  in  Roman  Egypt.  There  are  four 

previously  known  papyri  of  the  Aesop  Life  (P.  Berol.  inv.  1 1628,  PSI  II  156,  P.  Oxy. 

XVII  2083,  and  P.  Ross.  Georg.  I  18,  for  all  of  which  see  Perry,  Studies  in  the  Text  History 

of  the  Life  and  Fables  of  Aesop  (APA  Philological  Monographs  7,  1936),  27-70),  and 

3331  +3720  joins  not  only  them  but  also  two  demotic  papyri  of  the  Ahiqar  tale:  Pap. 

Cairo  s.n.  (JEA  16  (1930)  3!'.,  identified  by  Spiegelberg,  OLZ  33  (1930)  961)  and  Pap, 
Berlin  P  23729  ( Verzeichnis  d.  or.  IIss.  in  Deutschland ,  Suppl.  19  (1976)  181-5);  though 

presumably  Ahiqar  in  demotic  travelled  quite  independently  of  the  Greek  appropria¬ 

tion  of  the  story  for  Aesop.1 

Two  complete  versions  of  the  Aesop  Life  are  extant:  one  in  the  tenth-century  codex 

G  (Pierpont  Morgan  Library  MS  397),  unknown  before  1952,  the  other  in  the 

manuscripts  of  the  so-called  Westermann  recension,  W  (MRLWV,  SBP).  Among  the 

latter,  the  group  SBP  is  contaminated — or  rather  enriched — with  material  evidently 
drawn  from  some  other  source;  and  an  important  accession  to  this  group  is  the  early 

eleventh-century  codex  Th,  a  single  leaf  with  parts  of§§  1  ro-i  1,  published  by  Perry  in 

Byz.  feit.  59  (1966)  285-90.  For  §§  109-10,  Aesop’s  paraenesis,  we  have  yet  another 
version  in  the  extract  of  Cod.  Vindoboncnsis  theol.  gr.  128.  All  these  texts,  with  the 

exception  of  the  more  recently  discovered  fragment  Th,  are  published  by  Perry  in  his 

Aesopica  i  (1952).  But  the  text  of  Cod.  G  hereabouts  happens  to  be  extraordinarily 

corrupt  and  lacunose,  so  that  Perry  relegates  its  text  of  §§  109-10  to  a  footnote,  n.  551. 
For  a  detailed  account  of  the  textual  history  of  the  Life  see  Perry,  TAP  A  64  (1933) 

198-244,  Aesopica  i  1-32,  Byz .  loc.  cit.  In  one  point  Perry’s  account  may  be 

1  The  Romanian  and  Slavonic  versions  of  the  Ahiqar  tale  may  be  presumed  to  have  come  via  Greek,  but  no 
non-Aesopic  Greek  version  of  the  story  is  found,  nor  may  the  earlier  existence  of  one  be  inferred  from  the  fact 
that  Ahiqar  was  apparently  known,  as  an  Assyrian  wise  man,  in  classical  Greece.  A  modern  Greek  version  is 

reported,  however  (F.  Altheim  and  R.  Stiehl,  Die  aramdische  Sprache  unler  den  Achaimeniden  i  183). 
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questioned.  Differences  from  G  and  from  W  appear  variously  in  the  papyri,  in  SBP(Th), 

and  in  Cod.  Vind.  All  these  are  attributed  by  Perry  to  a  common  source,  which  he  terms 

7 r,  supposedly  a  single  version  of  the  Life  current  in  the  second  century.  But  the 

hypothesis  of  a  unitary  source  for  all  the  various  non-GIF  witnesses  is  hardly  in  keeping 

with  the  realities  of  textual  transmission  as  evidenced  by  the  papyri,  and  receives  specific 

confutation  in  the  discrepancies  between  the  present  papyrus  and  the  Vienna  codex. 

While  the  papyrus  is  generally  closer  to  G  than  to  the  W  tradition  (see  c.g.  i, 

2-4,  12-14,  106),  it  not  infrequently  agrees  with  the  W  tradition  against  G  (e.g.  1-2 

KXrjOijvcu,  4  ibaKpvcev,  8f.  virep  <1jv  KaTyyoprjccv  avrov  6  Atvoc ,  I  12  7 Tpoc  to  ckcivcov 

flovXrjfjLa).  Perhaps  rather  more  in  the  W  recension  is  inherited  than  might  have  been 

thought,  and  correspondingly  less  to  be  assigned  to  later  rewriting.  At  10  there  is  an 

agreement  with  SBP  against  all  the  other  witnesses:  this  in  conformity  with  Perry’s 
recognition  that  SBP,  while  basically  W  manuscripts,  occasionally  draw  on  another 

source.  And  at  19  an  apparent  tense-agreement  with  MW  shows  that  M  may  preserve 

original  W  readings  against  R,  as  well  as  confirming  the  independent  value  of  the  pure 

(non-SBP)  W  tradition. 

But  often  the  papyrus  stands  alone.  It  is  more  distant  both  from  G  and  from  W 

than  they  are  from  each  other.  Its  narrative  is  rarely  shorter,  and  sometimes  gives 

circumstantial  detail  not  to  be  found  in  G  or  W  (e.g.  the  phrases  at  8  and  22).  For  all  the 

suspicion  that  properly  attaches  to  longer  texts  in  general  (especially  perhaps  in  the 

case  of  a  popular  quasi-biographical  work  of  no  fixed  constitution,  cf.  the  Gospels), 

the  papyrus’  text  gives  little  impression  of  having  been  padded;  rather,  the  versions 
of  G  and  W  appear  abridged  in  relation  to  3720,  much  as  W  is  itself  abridged  in 
relation  to  G. 

In  §§  109- 1 10,  Aesop’s  speech  to  his  adoptive  son,1  the  differences  among  the 
various  versions  are  greater,  and  the  Vienna  codex  comes  into  play.  The  bulk  of  the 

speech  consists  of  a  more  or  less  inconsequent  succession  of  general  precepts:  over  and 

above  the  usual  textual  variabilities  are  more  substantive  discrepancies.  In  addition  the 

text  ofG  is  horribly  mutilated,  and  IT has  been  invaded  by  gnomic  monostichoi.2  God. 

Vind.  has  some  precepts  of  which  there  is  no  trace  in  G  (those  corresponding  to  the 

papyrus’  11.  45!'.,  84-7,  90-2,  95-7),  and  G  has  some  which  God.  Vind.  does  not  pap. 
50-6,  62  b,  63-5);  W,  once  purged  of  its  interpolations,  has  none  which  is  not  at  feast 

partially  represented  in  either  G  or  God.  Vind.  All  the  precepts  variously  represented  in 

1  The  name,  which  probably  occurred  in  the  papyrus  at  1.  9  (cf.  fr.  2.  6)  but  is  too  damaged  to  read,  is 

uncertain:  Atvoc  W ,  Atvoc  Cod.  Vind.,  77Aioc  G.  Perry  takes  Atvoc  to  be  in  error  for  Atvoc".  perhaps  the  reverse:1 
In  view  of  the  latent  rivalry  between  Aesop  and  Apollo  that  may  be  detected  in  the  Life,  Linus  may  be  110  less 

suitable  a  name  for  Aesop’s  son  than  Aenus.  As  for  G’s  Helios,  it  is  preferred  by  Adrados  ( Historia  de  la  fdbula 
greco-latina  i  678,  cf.  id.,  Quad.  Vrb.  ns  i  (1979)  103),  while  La  Penna  suggests  [Athenaeum  40  (1962)  267)  that 

‘Sun’  may  have  been  substituted  for  ‘Fable’  by  an  oriental  redactor;  it  seems  to  me  more  likely  to  be  merely 
a  corruption  (from  AINOC  via  AIIIOC?).  In  Ahiqar  he  is  Nad  an  or  Nadin. 

2  S.  Jakel,  Menandri  Sentenliae  (Tcubner  1974),  prints  the  whole  of  the  W  version  of  Aesop’s  speech  as  App. 
13.  But  the  trimeters  need  to  be  separated  out  from  the  prose  in  which  they  are  embedded. 
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the  medieval  witnesses  (IT’s  presumed  interpolations  apart)  are  present  in  the  papyrus, 

though  not  always  in  just  the  same  form.  Evidently  material  has  independently  dropped 

out  of  Cod.  Vind.  and  of  G.  (The  alternative  would  be  to  suppose  that  the  papyrus  and 

either  G  or  Cod.  Vind.  together  represent  an  interpolated  tradition,  but  I  take  the 

papyrus  version  to  be  fundamentally  sincere.)  Further:  the  papyrus  gives  more  complete 

versions  of  some  precepts  carried  only  imperfectly  in  the  sum  oi  the  other  texts,  and  in 

addition  carries  a  couple  not  found  in  them  at  all:  46-50,  60-2.  As  to  the  wording  of 

material  carried  in  common,  the  papyrus  stands  perhaps  closer  to  the  text  which 

underlies  G  than  to  Cod.  Vind.,  though  the  condition  of  G’s  text  makes  it  difficult  to 

speak  with  any  precision  and  certainly  the  papyrus  shows  several  agreements  with  Cod. 

Vind.  against  G.  And  IT  and  SBP(Th)  are  shown  to  be  not  quite  negligible  even  where 

Cod.  Vind.  is  extant.  (La  Penna,  art.  cit.  268,  holds  it  is  W s  version  of  the  speech  that  is 

closest  to  the  original,  and  Cod.  Vind.’s  the  most  distant,  but  there  seems  to  me  nothing 

to  favour  this  view,  and  much  against  it.)  But  as  a  rule  the  papyrus’  phrasing  is  not 

identical  with  that  of  any  of  the  other  versions;  it  is  superior  much  more  often  than  not, 

I  would  say. 

For  all  the  irrelevance  of  the  majority  of  the  precepts  to  their  context  in  the  story,  it 

does  look  as  if  in  the  papyrus  there  was  greater  circumstantial  cohesion  between  the 

speech  and  its  surroundings  than  is  to  be  found  in  the  other  versions,  and  it  is  all  the  more 

unfortunate  that  11.  28-30  and  toof.,  either  side  of  the  speech,  are  too  badly  damaged  to 

admit  of  secure  restoration.  And  the  speech  itself  seems  to  have  opened  in  appreciably 

more  consequent  fashion,  to  the  extent  that  11.  3 1  -42  can  be  seen  to  have  been,  at  least  in 

origin,  a  logically  connected  series  of  sentences  founded  on  the  young  man’s  ungrateful 

behaviour;  though  here  again  the  damage  is  an  impediment. 

In  the  corresponding  speech  of  Aesop,  Ahiqar’s  utterances  have  been  almost  wholly 

replaced.  (Even  within  the  Ahiqar  tradition  itself  there  is  very  little  correspondence 

between  the  sayings  preserved  in  the  Elephantine  papyrus  and  those  of  the  other 

versions,  and  much  discrepancy  among  the  latter.)  One  clear  remnant,  preserved  by 

Cod.  Vind.  as  well  as  the  papyrus,  is  the  injunction  to  forget  anything  heard  lv  aciXiKfj 

avXfj  (45 f.,  where  see  n.);  this  is  the  first  of  Ahiqar’s  sayings  in  his  first  speech.  
The 

succeeding  sentence(s)  in  the  papyrus  may  possibly  continue  this,  but  I  do  not  find  it  in 

any  of  the  extant  Ahiqar  versions.  The  only  other  carry-over  that  I  can  firmly  identify, 

one  that  has  survived  in  all  versions  of  the  Aesop  speech  (pap.,  Cod.  Vind.,  G,  IT),  is  the 

injunction  to  be  affable  (82-4,  ~  Ahikar  Syriac  A  2.  38  =  Syriac  B  2.  5):  a  dog’s  tail  gets 

him  bread,  his  mouth  gets  him  blows.  This  too  comes  from  the  first  of  Ahiqar’s  speeches, 
not  the  second.  I  find  no  detail  in  the  fragments  of  the  sayings  of  Ahiqar  in  the  Aramaic 

papyrus  in  common  with  anything  in  Aesop’s  speech.  (It  might  be  possible  to  argue  that 

Aesop’s  answer  to  one  of  Nectancbo’s  questions  later  on  [§  1 15],  comparing  him  to  the 

sun,  is  drawn  from  Ahiqar’s  ‘Glorious  is  a  king  to  see,  like  Shamash  ,  1.  108 

Cowley  =  prov.  26  Grelot,  but  I  should  doubt  there  is  anything  in  this.  See  also  on 

75-9.)  There  may  be  points  of  con  tact  with  the  Ahiqar  sayings  that  I  have  not  detected, 
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but  if  so  they  are  no  more  prominent  in  the  papyrus’  version  of  the  speech  than  in  the 

later  manuscripts’  versions. 
The  medievally  transmitted  texts  of  this  section  of  the  Life  (except  for  Th,  see 

above)  are  to  be  found  in  Perry,  Aesopica  i  68-70  (G  and  Cod.  Vind.)  and  101-2  ( W), 

with  a  collation  of  the  IT  MSS  (inch  SBP)  at  191-5. 

A  recent  discussion  of  the  Aesop  Life  is  by  F.  R.  Adrados,  Hisloria  de  la  fdbida  greco- 

latina  i  661-98,  cf.  id.,  Quad.  Urb.  ns  i  (1979)  93~  114. 
There  is  a  certain  amount  in  common  between  the  precepts  of  Aesop  and  those  of 

fr.  1  col.  i 

] .  $VL .  Ac . eyeAef,  ] ,  c.  a,  ovkXj] 

Japaycyo.  e[t  ,  ] ,  .  eayroyKopLqj t  #  j  /cat 

]  .  ov '  .  #  KCL '  '  VTTCO ,  ,  ,  ,  8iaT7jV7TO  #  #  XP0V t0V 

]%'  varro #  JactAf .  Sa#  #  ucev/ca. 

5  ]  ,  6e ,  .  aur.  e/c[t  ]  firjv  t  [ 

]a/xevov[.].  .e.  .  .  [.].[.  ,]ac[ . ].  [ 

Jocav.  [_  _  ]7 t . \”?c7] ■  TOjovj3a[ 

]ea^>[.  ] A .  ,  .  rea[.  ]  ,  VfaV.  Aoy[.  ] .  .  .  v .  pcoy[ 

[.].vavT.  [.]qc,  ,Trjya,j]diav€Tn_  [ 

-  M.].  v[..)  we,  .  [.  ] .  .  .  V .  .  .  X€iva)C7]ce^7]Kora 

]  tcy-are  t  aSt/cat,  ,  o8#  [,  t  ]co) . ovoyKeacey 

].  .  [.  .  ]cre6 #  .  #  [.  ,  iy7rapaKaXvfjifjiaT7]caicxv 

.  yarpt  vraSeetmtrp07ratof  777c 

]Sf  [ . JSiyf,  ] .  <^c[.  ] .  VXcoP'r]cacovvoP actAeuc 

15  ]t[.  .  .  .  ]  .  .r]T.a.  c 0)770)770 .  .  to#eAtcAa/8o>v 

]8c#  .  77 [ t  ,  oXrjvjovTqjy '  ta)v/3act 

] .  co  9 1 '  ya .  voycSe .  .  [ .  .  ] ,  770cjyate77t  #  youc 

]t.  .  .  .  fiStaca,  £<j>r)avTiypa\(joyavTcy  t  t  y 

] . eyCOLT  t  VOU<o8ofJL7]c[ t  ]vT(XTOV7TVp 

20  ] . OKpidrjCO  #  eVOVTa€7T€pqjTO)pL€ 

] .  .  [.  ] .  L  .  V7Tap€X6rjravTaaKovcacoXvK(x) 

]  .  .  .  .  7V}CaCaVTOVTOVOpOVaTT€7T€pufj€V 

]o,  ,  #  p€ '  p€LCT'  TO)Vatyy77TtO)VjSaCtA6t 

]  ....  77 .  crjOeXycevirpocyeKraveficDveKe 

25  ]  #  avT(jo8odrjvairy]yKTrr]Civriy€^apxJ]c 
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the  Seven  Wise  Men  in  the  collection  attributed  to  Sosiacles  (Stob.  i  90  ff.  Meineke,  cf. 

Dittenberger,  Sylloge 3  no.  1268,  J.  Schmidt  in  RE  Suppl.  vii  1220).  I  do  not  detail  the 

correspondences,  but  the  connection  should  be  noted. 

[I  take  this  opportunity  of  noting  that  the  obscene  episode  of  the  Life  represented  in 

3331  has  some  affinity  with  the  ‘Adulteress’  mime,  III  413  back  (H.  Wiemken,  Der  gr. 

Minins  81-106),  where  too  an  attempt  is  made  to  seduce  a  slave  Aesop.  A  particular 

point  of  contact  is  the  phrase  ee  ck&  nreiv  e/ceAevo(v)  in  that  mime  (117)?  cf.  3331  4;  only 

there,  though  the  context  is  similarly  sexual,  the  meaning  is  literal  not  allegorical.] 

col.  i 

ccor^lpa  3c  rj(A<jL)\y  imKdXecofjiai.  e/ceAe[u]eev  a vtov  kXk]- 

9i]vai.  7r]apay€voixe[vo]v  8e  a  vtov  Kofitovroc  /cat 

#  ]  pvroc  /cat  pvrrwvroc  Std  rrjv  TToXvypoviov 

cvvo\xnv>  aTTOCTpoufteic  [o  |3]actAeuc  eSa/cpueev  /cat 

5  a^r . ]#[. . . .  ] .  a[. . .  ] . .  e^[.  ]pvv.  [ 

....  ]a  pLevov  ]<*c[ . V9.  [  10£ 

]oeay,  [.  ,  ]rr . voc  7)c[7ra]caTp  tov  |2a[ct- 

A]ea  (f)[C\Xr]{jia  re  a[u]ra>  Souc  a7r€Aoy[e]tTp  virep  <Lv  [/ca- 

T7]yo'[p]7)[c]€V  avjoy  [o]  A[l]v[o]c  /cat  rrjv  dXrj9tav  lmy\vovc 

10  rf]0e[ A]ev  [to]v  veay[C]cKoy  ayeAetv  (he  rjce^Kora 

c]tc  Trarepa  St/catoy.  o  Se  [Ai\co)ttoc  avrov  ovk  eaeev 

[  ]c  redyeqj[ra]  e£etv  7rapa/caAu/XjLta  rrjc  ateyu- 

v]r][ c  to]v  davarov,  ̂ covra  Se  etvat  rpoiraiov  rijc 

t]St[ae  covet]  Sr;  [ejecoe.  [cjuv^cup^cac  ovv  6  fiaciXevc 

15  e/cetva/J  r[o  e<f>rj  too  Alcchircp,  “ iroUi  o  9e Ate.  Aa/3cov 

rrjv]8e  r[rj]v  £7r[te]roA^v  too  toov  A[t]yv[ir]T(a)v  /?act- 

Aeooe  dvdyjvcoflt.5’  dvayvovc  Se  o  A[lc]o)ttoc  /cat  ernyvooc 

to  ̂rjjrrjfjia,  (i<= tStacac  ecj)7],  “ avriypcupov  avrpj  roy- 

to*  Srje/x^oo  {lev  eot  tov  olKo8op,r)c[o]vra  tov  tt  up- 

20  yov  /cat]  tov  drroKpi97]c6pLevov  ra  e7repa>Tco/ae- 

va,  e]ay  [o]  yt/Ltcov  7rapeX9r]M ’  ravra  d/coueac  o  /lu/c
a>- 

poCy  [ t]r )  Ipqjrrjcac  avrov  tov  opov ,  a7re77ep,t/fev 

tJooc  TTpecfieic  r<h  toov  Alyvirricvv  /3actAet 

Ka9(hc  6]  Alccqttoc  rj9eX7]cev  irpoc  NeKravefichv.  e/ce- 

25  Aeucev  S]e  avra)  8o9rjvat  ttjv  Krrjctv  rjv  e£  apy^c 

9  \.  aXyOeiav  II  1.  ciacev  1 4  1.  c vyxojprjcac  15  1.  OeXeic 
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].  [ .  .]$£?[.].  1 KrjrrjvavTO ,  [ .  ] ,  jecrrjcevTov 

]  .  .  (c.  [.  ]  .  9yWT<pTrape8p)Kevo8eaicoj7TOC 

] .  y m  [,  ]eau.  ,  #  rovve a  t  t  #  ovovSeyay 

]  .  9v[.  ]ev€ .  .  . A oyqjvay 

].  .  [ .  .  .  .  ] .  V .  .  P\  V7/>f  A .  ovravoyOfTcoya m 

]  #  ,  aKovcovrajvefjLojyXo '  t  yt 

] ,  yKanrpoTepoyrraihevOeicoy 

]  ,  ,  acaneSoD'  acovyapeiri  t  avjac 

ac€7ratS€ucaaAAiVay€i/a  e 

]  .  .  A ,  ,  t  #  7Tpo '  ce<j)va,K7)i  [ ,  ] .  tc ,  #  <f)v\ a 

]^[.  ]  .  .  Vc$v[.  .  ]€€icT°fji€ ,  #  #  vovv<f)v\ac 

] .  fto '  t  t  Tjapa .  ara9j)  t  7]V7Tpcorov 

] .  c£$oy '  aciA,  a(j>'  a p.  ,  ,  row 

]T[.  ] . 0  .a.  .  pe v[ '  #  .  ]e['  m  ]r€py<=iv 

\t .  .  .  /^yya,  av[  c .  6  ]ttol€lv 

]yr<p8e€KtpOtlp€4[  C.  5  ] . i8l 

]?£.  .  .  va4  SeiTacyap .  TrjvKadi 7/ze 

] .  .  .  XPVt .  P'V .  .  .  P' .  [ .  .  ]  f cvcavSwrj 

]  .  V9'v.  h  .  0p€KTU<[ '  ]  #  €p0C7]CKCU0V 

] .  .yff,  ,  ,  ,  LK7] avXt  '  avcLKovcrjc 

] T .  [.],  [.].  [,  ]cv€vra^€La7To6avr]C€Lc 

]p£VOfJL€VOCKaTqJK^pJv7rT€ 

]p,  KaiyapyTT '  4  xovcivavT7)ca '  [ 

].  .  .  yifjrjXO'  epovcexovcivSi'  [ 

]  KaTaj3aXXovcivTOic€)(8poL 

].  TToieu '  4  pL7]covKara<f)pov(i>  iv 

],  [.  .  ]QipL€T<i8oTtKoviva€yyoi 

].  .  .  .  oyjaijoyC'  #  eyOpyocev 

]  -  [  c-  5  ].[.].[,].  V* . yaKaranayra 

]^[.  L  ]Xoyccovcqj(f>pov  t  v,  ,  ,c 

l7?.  .  [  c*  9  ].  Ao,  cprjft'  (oji) 

] . 

i 
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c.  7  ].[..]  Se  8[L]oiK7jTrjv  avrov  [/cJarecT^cev  rov 

c.  8  ] .  .  [.  ] .  ov  avT<2>  TrapeSojKev.  6  Se  Alccdttoc 

c.  9  ] .  v t  [#  ̂eavro t  rov  veavicKov  ovbev  av- 

c.  8  ] .  9 V [ .  ] eve .  ,  Set£a  r  a . Aoycov  av- 

3°  c‘  1  V.  .  ?T.  V  fPfXXgvra  vovdercvv  dp- 

£ aptevoc  ovtoj c*]  “cttokovcov  rwv  epcwv  Xoycov ,  je-  109 

kvov  Alve ,  St’]  cov  /cat  rrporepov  TraiSevdeic  ov 

St/catac  ̂ apjtrac  aT-eSto/cac’  oi)  yap  erri  ravrac 

c.  7  ]0pet^ac  e7ratSeoca,  aAA’  tva  yevapte- 

35  c-  10  ],  ,  A,  .  7rpot  ce^uct/CTptf,  ]  .  ic  m  '(j)vXa- 

c .  8  ]a[,  ] ,  .  ?7cev[^  #  ]e.  etc  to  pteAAov  ovv  cfrvXac- 

ce  roue  Aoyou]c  piov  toe  TrapaKaradrj  ktjv  .  npevrov 

p.e v  rrdvrojv  0eo]v  cejS ov>  fiactXea  <f)ofi[ov’  to]  yap  Kparovv 

icodeov  cct tv.]  t[o]v  pt07roi77captev[ov  S] c [t  c]Tepyetv 

40  c.  12  tou]tooc  pcev  yap  dv[dyK7)  eo]  7rotefv 

Sta  rrjv  <j>vci\v ,  too  Se  e/c  7rpoatpec[etoc  cr]epygyjL  St- 

TrXactovc  a7r]oStSovat  Set  Tac  xaptfVaJc.  rrjv  KaOrjpie - 

ptvr)v  Tpo]<j>r}y  XPrlc tVr/v  Aa/xj8[av]e  toe  av  S vvrj, 

tva  /cat  etc  t]i)v  avptov  ope/cTt/c[to]Tepoc  fjc  /cat  00- 

45  tcoc  vyiaLvr)]c.  ev  jSactAt/CT?  aoA??  eav  dtcovcrjc 

Tt,  eva77O0ave]Taj  [c]o[t],  /xfi)]  cu  ev  rdy^t  a7Toddvr)C .  etc 
C.  12 

] .  [.  .  ] .  .  [.  ]p€vopi€voc  Kara)  /c[p|o7TTe 
c.  13 

]p#  /cat  yap  VTrdpxovav  avrrjca t  [ 
c.  13 

].  .  .  viftTjXorepovc  eyooctv  St^  [ 

,0 

C.  15 

]  /caTajSaAAooctv.  role  exOpoic 

coo  Setvov  eaoTo]v  7rotet,  tva  par}  cov  Kara<f)povd)CLV’ 

to tc  Se  (j>tXoic  Trpa]g[v  /c]at  pLeraSorucov ,  tva  eovot- 

/ctoTepot  cot  c.  4  ]  #  ovTat.  tooc  Se  eyOpovc  eii- 

yov  c.  3?  ] .  [  c.  5  ]  /c[a]t  [7r]evec0at,  tva  Kara  irdvra 

55  c.  6?  ]<p[.  ] .  [.  t]ooc  [S]e  (j)[f\Xovc  cov  ccpcfypovgyyjac 

c.  6?  ]'*}.  .[  £.9  ]  77  Xoya)  rj  jStto.  rrj  y[vva]i- 

Kt  cov  xp^cTa  opLtXe t,]  oirajc  7retpav  aAA[o]o 

53  1.  -WVTCU 

r 
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col.  ii 

avSpoC'  TjGeAyC'  t  a  jSeiv/cf,  ]  ,  <£o.  ,  [ 

(  TOV '  €VOC€CTLVK€  t  4  \aK€VfL€VO  ,  [ 

6o  ovfipoyeiapLapraye  t  [e  ]touct#  o.  ,  ,  ,  [ 

7rAet#  co^cAeaVa/x .  #  axct.  o,  (  []  f  0,  [ 

^oyciv^Qoyoy^evyeeTTLCTapL '  ,  oc[ 

povavrayco ,  tcr^vaurovcouef,  ]m,  [ 

ravifjrjXaoiKoSopLO  4  vtolccltto  r  t  VS  [ 

65  pLrjpLaTCovKajafia  f  Xeroi  f  rro  4  [ 

^€T7]cyXa>cc7] '  eyoLVCDpurjcf) '  [ 

pLevocTTaiavdKa '  t  o  ,yapc .  <£i£o  t  f  [ 

Aac0.  ceratrotcfpTT.  arVou,  ifi,  </>,  [ 

cuv^aipe/cai/xetfc^ercaurcjovT^f,  Jct  [ 

70  <^0ova>vr  [,  ]a)vauT[#  ]vj3Aa7rretrt  [ 

coveiripLe _  [  #  ] ,  r  era ,  .  Soucaur 

.Va.  .  [,].  .V.  .9.  [.  .  .] VTpeiTqj (  ra,  [ 

.  .  ]ep.  [.].  [.]/xtoci?%u>.  .  [,  ]a,  .  [ 

.  ]Ma.  .  .  Ma.  .  a.  .  [.  ]/x7/atc^u#  .  .  .  [ 

75  ot/fi/xa[(  f  ]v7;ajLta0T7v/caAft.  6a [.  .  ]r/.  [ 

KpvTrjcpvK '  .  aTTopprjjqjypi,'  [ 

royap['  ]  ,  v[,  ]cavri7raAoy7T/7p4  [ 

oXrjvy  f  pTrjvrjpLepayoTrXi^e ' 

yyojccovK '  pi,  '  cyrovKaO '  t  [,  ]  (  [ 

Bo  TTpocroXapi^['  ]vicpL€yaXXaK(i'  [ 

.  'Tjcaypt  .€.7,  ,[ 

7]<f>'  '  y '  ireySegi'  9 t  #  evfyr[ 

vour[t  ,  .  .  ] .  vayrcpci'  ot#  t8 1  [ 

Cipro,  [JroSe.  7 '  t(i'  [ 

85  ...<?[  c.  9  J.em.t,]’/.! 

?-a.  .  [  c.  7  ]oca<£.  [...].  .??[ 
c.  4  ]..v.n..[.b Vi - ]..[ 

roue.  .  [  c.  4  ].  .  .  AAo.  .  [.  ].  y.  [  c.  5  ].[ 

TaAt[] .  [  c-8  ].f.P.[]..[]o..m[ 
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col.  ii 

av8poc  fJLTj  deXrjcrj  Aafieiv  /c[o]u<£ov  y[ap 

'  tov  yevoc  ecrlv ,  /ce/coAa/ceu/xevov  [Se 

60  01)  (f)pOV€L  apbapT(XV€l[v],  TOVCT '  04  '  #  #  [ 

rrXeiv  dx^eAet,  iva  fprj  /ca/cet,  o  f  f  []  #  0,  [ 

£ovciv.  (jyOovov  <f)€vye ,  eTTicrdpievoc  [tcyupoTe- 

pov  dvrayajvLcrrjv  a vrov  cov  e[t]vai.  j 

ra  vi/jt] Ad  oiKo8opLOvvrac  a7TO  raw  tS[  ot/coSo- 

65  parjiidrcov  /carajSaAAe.  rote  70,  ...  [  jSaSt- 

£e  rrjc  yXajccTjc.  ev  otVco  /xt?  </>t[AoAo]ye  [t  emSet/cvu- 

picvoc  7rat<^§et)av  d/catpoc  yap  co0t£o/Lte[voc  rtc  /caraye- 

Aacfl^cerat.  rote  eu  TrpdrTOvci  pir)  cf>9[ove  t  dAAa  Kal 

cvvxcupe,  KaL  pi^Oe^eic  avrwv  tt?[c]  eu[77pa£tac*  o  yap 

70  <f)6ova)v  dyv[o]a)v  aur[d]v  j3Aa77 ret.  tw[v  SouAcov 

cou  e7rt/xeA[o]t3,  pLera8i8ovc  avro[t]c  a [(f)*  cov  c^etc, 

tW  [d)]c  Kvpiov  [ce  c]vt  pCTrcovr  ai ,  [dAAa  /cat  d)C 

edJepyfeJrTp  HeftJ/acoctu.  dvpiov  K[p]dre[t,  eav  n  7 rapr;- 

/c]p,a/cd>c  jaav0dvfl[c],  ju.17  atcxavdi^c*  ficAnov  yap 

75  di/ft/xa[075]v  77  apLadfjv  /caAeic0a[t.  r]fl  y[uvat/ct  cou 

Kpu7rrdjj;  /cat  aTTOpprjTCOv  pL7][8ev  8rjXov  rider 

to  yap  [y]ev[o]c  avriVaAov  vpoc  [rrjv  cvpij Stcoctv  eertv 

oXrjV  yap  rrjv  rjpicpav  orrAi^erai  [/ca^jT/f/xcv?/,  parjxavcop.c- 

V7]  doc  cov  Kvpievcj].  rov  Ka077/x[e]p[tvdv  j8tov  ̂ rjre  1  110 

80  TTpoc  TO  AajLtj8[a]vtCja€F,  aAAa  /cat  [etc  rrjv  avpiov  airo- 

Brjcavpi^e’  peXn[o]v  yap  ecjiy  [ey0potc  KaraXiTreiv 

fj  cj) iXcov  CTrevSeacdai.  euei/rfeu/croc  /cat  koivoc  yt- 

vov  r[otc  cJuvavTCOct  cot,  etSd>[c  oti  /cat  ra>  kvvi  7)  ovpa 

dprov  [770/3]  t£e[t],  to  8e  cropia  7r[A77yac.  eirl  cc o^pocvvrj 

85  /xeya[Ao<^povet,  pd\rj  enl  x\.P\wVact' 

ra,  .  [.  .  .  /catpjoc  d<£e[tAe]ro,  rj  [Se  aTropdi^roc  Sta- 

pievci.  [ear  ejurux^c^fc],  pirj  [pLvrjc]iK[aKrjcrjc 

rove  ex[#pou]c,  pidXXov  S[e]  aur[ouc  eu]  7r[otet,  tVa  pie- 

rajLt[e]A[covTat  .  .  .  ] .  1.  9.  [,  ] ,  .  []  otov  a[v8pa 

67  1.  aKCLiptuc  69  1.  cuyxtttPe  73  ̂  Ttfiwciv  75  1.  oi/jifxaOrj,  d^iaOr}  82  1.  eVev-  vel 
€7 u-  ft’/  e^SeecPat 
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90  cgyg[  c.  12  ]*£.?..[.  J.  W ?[.].[ 
7rt.  S[  £.10  ]  ,  ,  ,  ocr[,  ,  ]  ,  V,  [ 

7Td  .  ,  .  OV l' 7}  '  '  [  ,  ]  #  Vf)OV 

€Lf?cpV'  yca/x[,  ]y #  t  irpocKa . [,]/?,,[ 

yap€'  e[,  Jeye.  ,  ,  [,  .  ]g>,  gyrg> . [ 

95  To/xe.  XzyopLtvaerepol'  .]qV'9  '  [ 

pLeyaX7]KT7jc€ifir)x.  ^pcfi,  S.  [.]v.  .  [ 

TTOvrayjae  ,  ttoj  ,  oa.  .  oc.  cop,  [ 

\v7TOVpL€VOC€7rLT<pr)8u<rj '  €'  [ 

^xe/xa.  r[.. ]...[.  ]ata7r[#  ,  Japr,  prj  ,  [,  ,  .Joy,  [ 

100  T^AAg^evoSegtca), 

KycaC'  [.  ] .  77*.  tocauTOvc/oy  [ 

?77-ev0[.  .£<:[.  ].tmx[ . ].  [ 
,  .  evrat  eyeA,  yccvcv,  [ . ] ,  g[,  ]g[ 

cove .  []ScrgiTpocTaxOe ,  [.].[].[.  ]c[ 

105  SeToorgocoaicgjTTO,  ctc.  [,  ] ,  ygg[.  .  ]v[ 

rgyTCpaSigu'S,  AcouctygAAc  ret,  eiy[ 

cKcAevcevav '  .  ucouTa>rp[.  ]</>cc0cuac,  j 

y.  iy€7rava>egi;Ta)^77atSacj8gcrg^e[ 

/xevotScrcAeioi/caf.  jTOOcyaiSacySy.  [ 

IIO  £,OVT€CaVLTTT(lVTO€TnVlJjr}AoVTOVa€  [ 

A ty ovSeSepLCVOLCVKaXco 07777 *9 9lY.a9 .  .  [ 

ttcuciv .  aiTTp0CT0CK€iva)vjiovAr]p.aT[]ri '  [ 

CLVCTTOl'  VV '  OOOVVaiCWITOC '  TTOT  ,  £g  [ 

Ap/ctopcoc.  A[,  ]gc€^ctcg[.  vcyvr  f 
1 15  KcuToicTTai '  [,  ],  KaifjLcraTToXXrjc ,  [.  Jg.  [ 
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go  cava[  c .  12  ]t£.  c..[.]  pr)  pe[A]A[e,  aAAa  /co¬ 

ma  S[tSouc,  emcTa]  pevoc  t^v]  TiJ^frjv  pcrj  ovcav 

7rapapovtpr/v.  t/f[t]0upov  /cat  S[t]aj8oA[ov  avSpa 

€tpoJV€vcdfJi[e]vov  irpoc  Kaipov  e[/c]/SaA[Ae*  ov 

yap  eW[/c]ev  eyyo  [tac],  eocauTtoc  yap  r a  y[7TO  cov  irpar- 

95  Topeva  /c[a]t  Xeyopieva  erepo  [tc]  dva^fcerat.  eirl 

pbeyaXr]  Krrjce i  pcrj  ̂ atpe >  P7?^  [e]7Tt  p[t/cpa  At/- 

7TOU.”  ravra  etVtov  6  Alccx)7toc  6  Se  ̂ 4?voc 

XviTOvpLevoc  evl  too  r/St/c^/ce^fat  Kal  8td  Xoycov 

pepacT[et]ycoc[#]at,  a7r[o/c]apTeprp[ac  r]ov  j3[tov  pie- 

ioo  rrjXXa^ev.  6  8e  Alccovoc 

KTjcac  X[a]pLTrpcoc  avrov  e/c7r[ 

eiT€v6[y]c]ev.  [pe]™  Se  [r]auTa  [7rpoc/c]a[Aecapevoc 

t £evrdc  eKeXevcev  cvv[X7](f)8rj]ya[L]  a [erd)v  8  veoc- 

cov c*  o[t]  Se  to  TTpocraySev  [e]7r[o] i[r}]c[av.  Xaficbv 

105  Se  tovtovc  6  Alccottoc  eVet[A]ev  av\ra)\v  [ra  ecya- 

ra  7TT6ptt,  St*  (Lv  8okovciv  (pKVTrereic  efy[ai,  /cat 

eKeXevcev  auroac  ovtcd  rp[e](f>ec8 at  /cat  p[av0a- 

vetv  e7ravco  eai/Ttov  77atSac  j3acTa£e[tv\  yevo- 

pbevoi  Se  reXeioi  /ca[t]  roue  77atSac  t/St/  ̂ [aerd- 

1 1  o  £ovTec  dvinravro  eirl  viftyXov  rov  aep[oc  6- 

Xiyov  SeSepe^ot  ev  KaXar  vnrjKOOi  yap  rjc [av  rot c 

rraiclv  Kal  1 Tpoc  to  eKetvwv  jSouA^pa  777.  [ 

cty  C7rotouvTO.  o  ovv  Aicaiiroc  a7Tora£dpi[evoc  too 

AvKwppj  e7rA[e]ocev  etc  A[iy]vTrrov  cvv  to[ic  derotc 

1 15  /cat  tolc  7ratc[t]i^  /cat  pcera  TroXXijc  7ra[p]ac[/cear;c 

gg  1.  fxe^iacriycocOaL  103  1.  cvXX'r^O'fjvai  105  1.  €TiAev 
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*•  •  I  vvill  call  you  [Hermippus]  my  saviour.”  He  [King  Lycorus]  ordered  him  [Aesop]  to  be 
summoned.  On  his  arrival,  long-haired,  dishevelled  (?)  and  filthy  on  account  of  his  lengthy  confinement,  the 
king  turned  and  wept,  and  for  shame  (?)  (told)  him  to  wipe  out  (?)...  and  after  having  a  wash  (?)  then  to  make 
his  greeting.  Aesop  after  refreshing  himself  (?)  made  his  greeting  to  the  king  and  after  giving  him  a  kiss  began  to 
defend  himself  against  the  accusations  that  Aenus  (or  Linus)  had  made  against  him;  and  {the  king), 
recognizing  the  truth,  wanted  to  kill  the  young  man  as  one  who  had  acted  impiously  against  a  righteous  father. 
But  Aesop  prevented  him,  saying  that  a  dead  man  would  have  death  as  a  cloak  for  his  shame,  whereas  a  living 
man  was  the  trophy  of  his  own  conscience.  So  the  king,  agreeing  that  he  should  live,  said  to  Aesop,  “Do  what 
you  wish.  I  ake  and  read  this  letter  from  the  king  of  Egypt.”  When  Aesop  had  read  it  and  recognized  the  puzzle 
he  laughed  and  said,  “Write  him  this  in  reply:  ‘I  shall  send  you  one  who  will  build  the  tower  and  answer  the 
questions  when  winter  is  past.’”  On  hearing  this  Lycorus,  without  asking  him  the  meaning,  immediatelyf?) 
dispatched  his  ambassadors  to  the  king  of  Egypt  in  accordance  with  Aesop’s  wishes,  to  Ncclanebo.  And  he 
gave  orders  for  his  original  property  to  be  given  (back)  to  him,  made  him  Grand  Vizier  (again)  and  committed 
(Aenus)  into  his  hands.  Aesop,  taking  the  young  man  to  himself  once  again  (?),  did  him  no  (violence?)  but 
showed  him  (?)  (the  error  of  his  ways?)  in  words  (?),  admonishing  him  with  a  view  to  the  future  (?),  beginning as  follows: 

‘Hearken  to  my  words,  rny  son  Aenus  (or  Linus)— words  through  which  you  were  educated  before,  but failed  to  return  due  thanks.  For  it  was  not  for  these  (thanks?)  that  I  raised  you  and  educated  you,  but  so  that . . . 
So  for  the  future  keep  my  words  safe  like  property  in  trust.  First  of  all  revere  God,  fear  king;  for  power  is  godlike. 
One  should  love  an  adoptive  father  (like  natural  parents);  for  the  benevolence  of  the  latter  is  a  necessity  of 
nature,  but  to  him  who  loves  by  choice  one  should  pay  thanks  twofold.  Take  your  daily  sustenance  as  useful  as 
you  can,  so  that  you  may  have  more  appetite  the  next  day  and  so  be  healthy.  If  you  hear  anything  in  the 
royal  court,  let  it  die  within  you,  lest you  quickly  die.  As  you  go  on  your  way(?)  to  ... ,  bend  low  . . . ;  for  .  have 
higher . . .  throw  down.  To  your  enemies  be  dire,  so  that  they  may  not  contemn  you;  to  your  friends  be  mild  and 
generous,  so  that  they  may  grow  to  be  better  disposed  to  you.  Pray  that  your  enemies  live  in  sickness  and 
poverty,  so  that  they  may  be  altogether  powerless;  pray  that  your  friends  lead  a  life  of  sobriety,  for  they  will 
benefit  you  cithei  by  word  or  by  conduct.  Deal  kindly  with  your  wife,  so  that  she  may  not  want  to  try  out 
another  man;  for  woman  is  fickle  (and  capricious),  and  when  flattered  is  not  minded  to  go  wrong;  and  treat 
your  set  vants  even  better (?),  in  case  they  too  run  oil  to  those  who  will  not  punish  thcm(?).  Avoid  Envy,  in  the 
knowledge  that  he  is  a  stronger  opponent  than  you;  (do  not?)  throw  down  those  who  dwell  in  the  heights  from 
their  own  dwellings.  Go  more  sharply  (?)  with  your  feet(?)  than  your  tongue.  Do  not  philologizc  when  in  wine, 
showing  ofT  education;  for  when  one  is  clever  out  of  season  one  will  be  laughed  to  scorn.  Do  not  be  envious  of  the 
successful  but  join  them  in  their  joy,  and  you  will  share  in  their  success;  for  the  jealous  man  unwittingly  does 
harm  to  himself  Look  after  your  slaves,  giving  them  a  share  in  what  you  have,  so  that  they  may  not  respect  you 
as  thcii  lord  and  master  but  honour  you  as  their  benefactor.  Control  anger.  If  you  learn  something  when  you 
aie  past  your  prime,  do  not  be  ashamed;  for  it  is  better  to  be  called  a  late  learner  than  an  ignoramus.  Reveal  to 
your  wife  nothing  that  is  secret  and  not  to  be  spoken  of;  for  woman  is  antagonistic  to  an  equal  partnership,  for 
she  sits  the  whole  day  long  making  plans,  machinating  how  to  gain  mastery  over  you.  Seek  your  day-to-day 
livelihood  with  a  view  to  what  is  being  got(?),  but  also  lay  up  instore  for  the  morrow;  for  it  is  better  to  leave  it  to 
enemies  than  to  go  in  want  of  fiiends.  Be  affable  and  open  to  those  who  meet  you,  knowing  that  even  for  a  dog 
his  tail  gets  him  food,  his  mouth  a  beating.  Be  proud  of  decency,  not  of  possessions;  for  possessions  the  appointed 
time(?)  takes  away,  but  decency  endures  safe  from  destruction.  If  you  meet  with  success,  do  not  bear  grudges 
against  youi  enemies,  but  rather  do  good  to  them,  so  that  they  may  repent  when  they  know  what  sort  of  a  man 
they  wronged.  When  you  are  in  a  position  to  exercise  compassion  do  not  hesitate,  but  tire  yourself  out  with 
giving,  in  the  knowledge  that  fortune  is  not  lasting.  A  back-biting  and  slanderous  man  when  he  dissimulates  (?) 
thiow  out  in  good  time;  for  (he  behaves  as  he  does)  not  for  the  sake  of  good  will,  for  in  just  the  same  way  he  will 
communicate  your  doings  and  sayings  to  others.  Do  not  rejoice  over  great  possession,  nor  grieve  over  little.” 
With  these  words  Aesop  departed.  Aenus  (?Linus),  in  grief  at  having  done  wrong  and  at  having  received  a 
tongue-lashing,  starved  himself  to  death.  Aesop,  (not  expecting  this?),  gave  him  an  illustrious  burial  after  he had  passed  away  (?)  and  mourned  him. 

After  this  he  summoned  fowlers  and  told  them  to  catch  four  eagle  nestlings;  and  they  carried  out  his 
instruction.  Aesop  took  them  and  plucked  out  the  wing-tip  feathers,  which  seem  to  give  them  swiftness  of 
flight,  and  gave  orders  that  they  should  so  be  reared  and  should  learn  to  carry  boys  on  top  of  themselves. 
When  they  were  fullgrown  and  now  capable  of  carrying  the  boys  they  started  flying  high  in  the  sky  lightly 
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reined  on  a  rope,  for  they  obeyed  the  boys  and  flew  in  accordance  with  their  will.  So  Aesop  took  his  leave  of 

Lycorus  and  sailed  to  Egypt  with  the  eagles  and  the  boys  and  with  a  great  deal  of  equipment .  .  .’ 

1-2  Possibly  </ccu>  before  e/<eAe[u]cer  (not  -ce  S’),  an  easy  loss  after  -pat.  eice'Aeucer  with  G  and  SBP  (c
f. 

irpocKaXccdpevoc  102),  KXrjOyjvai  with  W. 

2  4  Closely  similar  to  G.  irapayevopevov  with  \V  against  G’s  rrapayevapevov,  but  hardly  significant,  
cf. 

ycvdpe[voc  at  34  below.  (Similarly  7rapaycvap€voc  with  G  at  P.  Berol.  11628.  36  wil
l  not  be  significant,  pace 

Perry,  Studies  58;  the  same  fluctuation  in  c.g.  the  a  recension  of  the  Alexander  Romance  [Kroll,  pref.  v]  and  in 

the  life  of  Secundus.) 

At  the  beginning  of  3,  not  -covroc  or  -ovvroc.  Karcoj^povroc  (for  - wvtoc ,  cl.  e.g.  G  s  kottlovtcdv  in  17,  or 

ciy6p.evoc  in  23)  might  fit.  So  would  e.g.  cuAeJyorroc,  But  what  is  wanted,  I  suppose,  is  another 

word  describing  his  appearance  of  bodily  disrepair  —  a  scene  which  the  Book  ol  Ahiqa
i  presents  more 

picturesquely,  Ahiqar’s  fingernails  having  grown  like  eagle’s  talons  (Ahikar  5.  1 1). 
cSaKpvccv  with  W. 

5-7  A  wash  and  brush-up  is  enjoined  (cf.  Ahikar  5.  12-14).  But  the  papyrus  evidently  di
ffered  quite 

widely  from  both  G  and  W,  which  differ  in  turn  from  each  other. 

5  ]  Otic.  The  doubtful  letter  suggests  e  or  c.  A  participle  in  -cOclc  seems  indicated,  e.
g.  dpyicOe U,  atSecOelc 

(cf.  the  Syriac  and  Armenian  versions,  Ahikar  3-  12).  I  hen,  avrov  not  exclud
ed.  Towards  the  end  of  the  line 

eK[c]prjv  seems  to  fit  the  context  better  than  other  possibilities.  So
mewhere  kxkXevccv  or  equivalent  must  be 

lurking.  eVO'Acu] c[e  would  be  a  forced  reading  after  avrpy,  but  I  cannot  find  
anything  better.  What  will  have 

gone  with  e*[c]pr>  I  am  not  sure;  the  words  before  it  I  cannot  recover;  ]py  w
ould  be  a  possible  decipherment  of 

the  immediately  preceding  traces. 

At  the  end  of  6  [6  6k]  A[l'c]pjrrpc  offers  itself:  the  beginning  of  §108.  Working
  back  from  there, 

p[c]n[ac]pc[Oai  (cf.  G)  can  be  recovered  with  some  probability.  For  5-6,
  perhaps  «V[c]pr}v  #c[ai  I  Xovc\aptvov 

(Aouc.  with  W).  What  intervened  between  Xovc]apcvov  and  p[c]7r[dc)pc[0at  is  stric
tly  beyond  recovery; 

^ j possible  (not  naXiv  or  the  like).  A  maximally  reconstructed  text  of  56
,  then,  would  tun. 

ai5e]c0eic  avrov  .  .  f.  .  .  M _ 1. 4.  ..  ]ov  €K\c\pr}v  *fai 

A ovc]apcvov  [e]-n-€[i]rp  p[c]7r[ac]pc[0at.  o  6k]  A[ic\<pir9c 

Between  [d  A[tc\a>iroc  (6)  and  r}c[™\wTQ  (7),  if  these  two  r
estorations  are  right,  we  look  for  something 

corresponding  to  tic  kavrdv  uaraerde  ( W) ,  «’c  kavrdv  drroKaracraOclc
  kXOdiv  (G) .  Presumably  one  or  the  other  -oc 

in  7  is  a  participle  ending;  yevopevoc  (or  yevppeyoc)  would  be
  consistent  with  the  traces,  but  unvcrifiablc,  and 

before  it,  dyO[pw]7r<?c  is  a  possibility,  though  not  the  only  one.  Somethi
ng  on  the  lines  of  wc  \  k<uv]6 c  dv0\pw]7roc 

ycvoticvoc ,  if  that  is  not  loo  English  an  idiom? 

8  <j>[l\Xrjpp  re  a[6]Ta>  fofr.  A  guess,  without  counterpart  in  G
  or  W,  and  abraded  beyond  possibility  of 

verification.  The  need  for  a  connective  between  w\ira\wT9  and  a7T€Xoy\c\irp  is  me
t  by  the  re,  and  the  suggested 

reading,  of  which  the  initial  </>  is  reasonably  assured,  seems  to  fit  both  sense
  and  space.  I  he  king  kisses  Ahiqai  011 

his  first  appearance  in  the  Arabic  version  (Ahikar  5.  12). 
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&ne\oy\c]iT9  with  G,  but  m rep  c5v  ktA  with  W.  No  mention  here  of  the  adoptive  relationship,  found  in 

both  G  and  W.  The  reading  of  the  name  
-though  

there  seems  little  doubt  that  the  name  
did  stand  here  (as  in 

W,  not  in  G)  is  uncertain,  
virtually  

all  but  the  c  having  disappeared;  
Alvoc  (!F)>  Alvoc  (Cod.  

Vind,  s  foim  of 

the  name)  both  possible,  HXtoc  (G’s  form)  probably  not. 
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tt)v  dXrjOiav  looks  like  an  affinity  with  G,  xal  rpv  dXrjOeiav  peO>  optcov  irapccTiparo  (sc.  Aesop),  to 

which  W  has  no  counterpart.  
But  1  cannot  accommodate  

any  such  asseveration  
in  the  papyrus.  

By  1.  10  the 

subject  seems  
to  have  changed  

to  the  king  (n  6  6k  [Ai}cumoc  
ktX),  whether  

or  not  T/]0e[A]er  
is  a  correct 

restoration.  
eVtyfrouc  

is  a  consequent  
guess.  But  unless  1  have  got  the  

construction  
completely  

wi  ong,  o  fiaciXcvc 

seems  required;  
I  would  have  expected  

6  Sk  fiaciXevc  in  
place  of  Kp 1  (which  is  almost  cei  

tainly  what  is  written), 
perhaps  hriy\yovc  <(o  /3aciAeuc)? 

10  ij\0t\X\tv.  Genitive  absolute  in  both  G  and  W  (nom.  absol.  in  R):  O
kXovroc  in  G,  pkXXovroc  W. 

[r6]v  v€py[i]a<oy.  G  and  W  (except  R)  both  give  the  name  
here;  lie  is  referred  to  in  this  way  again  in  the 

papyrus  at  28  below. 

7)c€^7]KOTa  with  SBP:  dee/bjearra  MRLWV,  ddcTypavra  G. 

1 1  SiKpioy.  Pointed;  absent  from  both  G  and  W. 

ovk  tracer,  papyrus  alone:  irapririparo  G  [reaper-,  corr.  Perry),  ynparo
  W.  On  the  form  see  I1.  1.  Gignac, 

Grammar  ii  235. 
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KNOWN  LITERARY  TEXTS 

12  . ,  .  Jf.  (f)r}[ca\c  acceptable:  clttwv  GW. 

12-14  Te^peaj[rttJ  ktX.  G  is  close,  despite  some  surface  corruption,  Perry’s  mending  of  which  appears 

substantially  confirmed,  (pc  eVi  could  stand  as  well  for  pev  e^av  as  for  Perry’s  pev  cx€LV'y  tov  tov  is  perhaps  an 
intrusive  gloss.)  W  has  this  in  direct  speech,  and  garbled  ( pace  La  Penna,  art.  cit.  268). 

irapaKaXvppa  rrjc  alcxd\y\j)\c.  Gf,  edee jSciac  KaTatcdXvppa,  an  intrusive  marginal  note  in  G  in  §  7. 

14-15  Word-order  as  G,  but  ovv  with  W. 
15  7 toUi  o  QcXic  (1.  64. Aetc).  Without  counterpart  in  either  G  or  W,  both  of  which  plunge  straight  into 

“Xafidiv  tt)v  emcToXrjv ”  ktX.  The  papyrus’  continuation,  however,  is  no  less  abrupt,  for  I  can  see  no  likely  way  of 
taking  ]8e  as  Sc.  In  the  Ahiqar  story  (with  the  possible  exception  of  the  Aramaic  version  from  Elephantine, 

whose  narrative  survives  only  as  far  as  the  Scheintod)  the  question  of  the  adoptive  son’s  punishment  is  not  even 
raised  until  Ahiqar  has  dealt  with  the  Egyptian  problem,  which  is  what  had  prompted  his  reappearance.  It  is 

on  his  return  from  his  success  in  Egypt  that  the  king  invites  him  to  ‘Ask  what  thou  wilt’  (Rcndel  Harris’s 
translation  of  the  Syriac,  Ahikar  7.  23  24-6  Arabic,  6-7  Armenian)  whereupon  Ahiqar  asks  for  Nadan  to  be 

handed  over  to  him  for  punishment  and  vituperation.  Whether  or  not  ttoUl  o  OcXclc  is  an  echo  of  Ahiqar’ s  carte 
blanche ,  the  abrupt  transition  to  the  t,pTT]pa  theme  here  may  be  a  sign  of  the  dislocation  of  the  narrative. 

Subsequent  transition  points  from  the  one  theme  to  the  other  arc  at  24-5  and  102. 

16  tov  ro)v  A[i]yv[ir]Tta)v  fi acifAecoc.  This  is  G’s  order,  not  kK’s;  SBP  omit  the  phrase  altogether. 
1 7  avayvovc  . . .  Kai  cntyvovc.  Merely  cmyvovc  in  W,  and  yvovc  in  G.  For  the  combination  cf.  the  Alexander 

Romance  i  39>  °  Aapctoc  avayvovc  rd  ypdppaTa  AX c£dvSpov  hreyvaj  rrjv  cv  adroic  Svvap.iv. 

The  Irjrrjpa  was  to  build  a  tower  touching  neither  earth  nor  heaven  (somewhat  ironical  in  view  of  the  fact 

that  ovtc  yrjc  ovt ’  ovpavov  diTTcrai  was  proverbial  cttl  t<2>v  ttcplttlov  Kal  prjScv  irpdc  to  tt  pay  pa  cvvtcXovvtcdv ,  Corf). 
Paroern.  Or.  i  App.  Cent,  iv  47,  cf.  Lucian  Alex.  54),  and  to  answer  any  question  (§  105  ̂   Ahikar  5.  2).  Another 

^TTjpa  with  both  oriental  and  Aesopic  connections  is  that  ofdrinking  up  the  sea.  According  to  Plutarch  ( Conv . 

sept.  sap.  15 1  b-d)  the  king  of  Ethiopia  challenged  Amasis  king  of  Egypt  on  this  one;  Bias  was  on  hand  in  the 

problem-solving  role.  But  the  same  dSvvaTov  crops  up  in  the  Aesop  Life  (§§  69-71)  solved  by  Aesop  for  his 
master  Xanthus. 

18  pctSiacac.  G  and  SBP  copulate  with  the  preceding  participle;  not  MRLVW. 

1
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7pu[ro.  

ovtcoc  
G,  om.  W. 
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7r]e/x^w  pcy.  Not  rrcppopcv,  oj  almost  certain.  Neither  G  nor  W  has  pkv. 

The  edv  clause  (21,  conceivably  orav  or  iirdv  in  pap.)  comes  at  the  beginning  in  W . 

tov  otKoSopTjc[o]  vTa  tov  TTvp[yov.  G  and  W  have  the  plural  both  here  and  in  the  original  formulation  of  the 

Zfyrt\pay  §  1 05;  but  the  Ahiqar  versions  apparently  have  the  singular  (5.  2) .  The  papyrus’  word-order  is  with  G; 
but  as  to  tense,  G  has  the  present,  while  the  W  archetype  evidently  ( pace  Perry)  had  the  future,  as  the  papyrus, 
and  SBP  have  peXXovTac  oltcoSopeiv. 

tov  dTTOKpidrjcopevov  rd  €7T€ptoTtbp€[va.  SBP,  together  with  V,  here  have  the  present.  As  for  rd 

e7T€po)Td)p€[vay  G  has  rd  ipcoT'qpaTa  here,  but  to  incpafTcopcvov  in  §  1 16;  W  has  only  col  here,  and  a  relative 
clause  in  §116.  Cf.  also  §  105. 

21-4  G  and  W  shorter,  and  mutually  similar.  Asyndeton  with  G  (cf.  §  106  init.  and  §  113^ fin,  in  W)y 
rjodc  TTpccfieic  with  W. 

AvKw[poc  (not  named  here  in  G  or  IV):  this  spelling,  confirmed  at  1 14,  is  given  also  by  the  Berlin  fragment, 

P.  Berol.  1 1628,  the  only  other  papyrus  in  which  the  name  occurs.  Both  in  G  and  in  W  (SBP  apart)  it  has 

become  the  familiar  (to  a  Greek)  Avxovpyoc,  while  the  SBP  tradition  indicates  (an  intermediate?)  Avxovpoc . 

Lyceros,  the  name  by  which  he  is  traditionally  known,  has  no  real  authority,  see  Perry,  Studies  53,  57  b  Cf. 
intro. 

p]rj  cpwTjjcac  avTov  tov  opov.  A  guess,  without  counterpart  in  GW;  ‘without  asking  him  the  meaning’,  i.e. 

without  asking  for  ‘definition’  or  ‘specification’  of  his  intentions.  The  king  might  have  been  expected  to  seek 
enlightenment:  such  was  his  confidence  in  Aesop  that  he  did  not.  But  this  is  questionable,  especially  as  regards 
the  meaning  of  dpoc. 

23  At  beginning,  e.g.  evOvc,  rraXiv ,  ovtcoc. 

24  KaOdjc  ktX.  Unrepresented  in  G  W.  rrpoc  NeKTavepwv  at  least  reads  like  a  gloss.  The  spelling  of  the  name 

is  NcKTavefidc  in  P.  Berol.  1 1628  (30,  cf.  22 f.),  -a vaficov  in  G  (nom.  acc.  gen.,  dat,;  norm  -j Sd  once,  112), 

-evafidj  in  W  (nom.  acc.  gen.,  dat.).  The  various  manuscripts  of  the  Alexander  Romance  present  similar 

variations  (L.  Bergson,  Der  gr.  Alex. -Roman,  Re?,  xxix).  Cf.  Parthey,  Agyptische  Personennamen  62  b 

24-7  €/<e[Aeucej'  ktX.  Here  again  G  and  W  are  akin  to  each  other.  At  the  beginning  of  26,  I  suppose 
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something  like  eiycy,  Trd]X[tv]  8e.  The  first  clause,  24  -6,  apparently  corresponds  to  W s  Travra  rd  avrov  airoSovc , 

unrepresented  in  G.  We  have  (1)  restoration  of  possessions  (om.  G),  (2)  restoration  of  position  as  SioiktjttJc 

(original  appointment  §  101  fin .,  succession  by  Aenus  §  104/tt.),  and  (3)  committal  of  Acnus  (independent 

clause  as  in  G). 

For  26  f.,  perhaps  top-  |  [Sc  Alvo]y  oc^fojjpy,  structure  as  G,  ckSotov  with  W.  But  the  supplement  seems  a  bit 

on  the  short  side:  5’  voir6yTo]y ?  With  the  phrase  ocSotov  avrd 1  napcSajxc  compare  now  c/cSotov  pot  Si'Scoav  in  the 

Sesonchosis  Romance,  XLVII  3319  ii  3-4. 

27  4.1  See  fr.  2  for  possible  accessions  to  these  lines. 

27-  31  o  8c  Alcojttoc  ktX.  Most  of  this  has  no  counterpart  in  G’s  brief  introduction  to  the  speech,  or  in 

IT’s  briefer  one.  In  the  Ahiqar  story  Nadan  is  tied  up  and  beaten  at  this  point  (Syriac  7.  25  ̂   Arabic  7. 

27  ~  Armenian  7.  8),  but  Ahiqar  seems  to  have  sloughed  offall  trace  of  vengefulness  in  his  transformation  into 

Aesop,  NB  10-14  above  and  cf.  100  -2  below. 

At  the  beginning  of  28,  perhaps  naXiv  Xap]<hv  e[ic]  lavrov  vel  sim .,  cf.  G  W.  But  many  other  possibilities,  e.g. 

e[V]  eavToy,  d[<^>’  ]  ca vtov,  -c  avro „ . 

ouSev  is  presumably  ouScy  rather  than  odS*  cv. 

The  papyrus  is  damaged,  warped,  and  abraded.  $a£p  in  29  is  followed  by  an  upright  (not  c):  either 

(-) Sei^ai,  in  which  case  possibly  -ou[c]  (or  tov  -ov[v])  evaca  Sef£ai,  or  eVeSa'Ia to  vel  sim.,  in  which  case  oy[,  ]ev 

may  be  od[8]c'p. 

Before  Ao'yw,  Std  (cf.  G)  cannot  be  excluded  nor  confirmed. 

?i<:  rgy  peXXyvTa,  sc.  ypdvov?  But  the  neuter  would  be  expected,  even  without  etc  to  pcXXov  at  36  below. 
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fr.  2,  q.v.,  may  preserve  remnants  of  the  beginnings  of  these  lines. 

31  Here  begins  the  Cod.  Vind.  extract. 

31- 42  

Cod"  Vind.  is  basically  similar  to  the  papyrus’  text,  except  that  it  has  apparently  suppressed  the 

second  sentence  (33-6  in  papyrus,  represented  
in  no  other  version)  and  has  generalized  the  

adoptive  son- 

father  relationship  
to  a  pupil- teacher  one.  G  is  very  corrupt  and  lacunose,  but  was  

evidently  closer  to  the 

papyrus  in  some  particulars:  d7reSo>«:ac,  
om.  toe  Sa,  tov  mv  7roiovpevoc  (1.  tov  vtoTrotovpevov),  

cTepye,  d vay/a;.  [G’s 

underlying  text  may  have  
been  something  like:  “Akovcov  tcqv  

cptov  Aoycov,  7/Aic,  <81’  tov)  xal  irporepov  ttcuS cvOclc 

<01 )k}  dXrjOek  poi  rdc  yap^ac  dn&wKac.  .  .  .  TrpdiTOv  pev  Oeov  ceftow  0aaAea  rtpa-  to  Kparovv  
yap  tcov  Ocw. 

TOV  VlOTTOtOVpCVOV  CTCpyC  <d>C>  TOUC  yOV€LC‘  TOLC  p€V  dvdyKT]  €V  77-OiaV  8ta  TTjV  (f)VCtV,  TO  8c  €K  7TpOaip€C€OJC  CT
€p£aVTL 

SnrXaclovac  tuc  Tipdc  <8ct>  8i8ovai  xat  yap erac.]  W  incorporates  some  alien  material,  but  ap
art  from  that  adds 

nothing  to  G  except  <j>vXa£ov  (ovtov c)  cv  tt}  xapSia  cov ,  which  may  be  a  transposed  paraphrase  of  the
  sentence 

ending  7rapaKaTa6rjK7]v  found  in  the  papyrus  and  Cod.  Vind.;  the  point  about  natural  and  adoptive  parents
  has 

gone.  SBP  eliminate  the  theme  of  ingratitude  altogether— thereby  severing  completely  the  umbilical  cord  with 

Ahiqar. 

At  the  end  of  31  re  is  abraded  beyond  possibility  of  verification. 

SiKcuac  ydp]  tTac.  No  room  for  poi? 
TavTac.  Not  raUTCtic. 

]0.c,  pc  in  34  could  be  a  noun  in  agreement  with  TavTac  (e.g.  |  cc  rdc  OcotceyOpctac) ,  but  (-)]0p€fiac  (if 

compound,  dva-?)  suits  the  traces  well.  Perhaps  |  tolc  yapiTac  ce  Opcfiac,  or  Tamac  may  pick  up  the  preceding 

ydpLTac,  as  Dr  Rea  suggests,  e.g.  |  AajStuv  ce  xai  Opiipac .  Either  of  these  restorations  
would  accommodate  the 

alpha  of  fr.  2.  8. 

34-6  I  cannot  restore.  ycvdpel  [voc  or  - vov ,  I  suppose  (though  -yevop-  in  2  above,  where  sec  n.);  in  reference 

to  Aenus  or  to  himself?  In  35  npoc  cc  looks  likely  enough;  not,  I  think,  Xap.Tr poc  or  -ov.  I  cannot  make  out  what
 

follows  (f>vci.KT]  (-K7)  or  -kj);  not  kt}l ,  iota  adscript  nowhere  written  in  this  papyrus),  which  conceivably  refers  to 

the  ‘natural’  as  distinct  from  the  adoptive  relationship,  cf.  41.  The  sentence  ends  at  ]c  in  36;  the  options  are 

limited  if  the  use  of  paragogic  nu  can  be  relied  on;  certainly  it  is  normal  elsewhere  in  the  papyrus. 

36-7  etc  to  pcXXov  ovv  (f>vXacce  tovc  Xoyovc  pov.  The  metre  is  accidental,  I  take  it.  The  papyrus  has  no  trace 

of  the  monostichoi  that  have  invaded  I  Vs  version  of  the  speech. 

38  <£pj8[od:  Tipa  all  the  other  texts.  Perhaps  cf.  tovc  (f>6povc  AXcgdvdpov  cv  MaxcSovla  {  =  the  respect  in 

which  he  was  held?)  in  the  0-recension  of  the  Alexander  Romance,  p.  8o.  3  Bergson.  1  Pet.  2:  17  has  tov  Oedv 

</>o0efc0e,  tov  0aaAca  TtpaTC,  Prov.  24:  2 1  <f>ofiov  tov  Oeov ,  vie,  xai  0aaAea. 

3«r.  to]  ydp  xpaTovv  [ IcoOcov  ccti v],  tov]  yap  xpaTovv\  [to, 
 after  G  s  tov  xpaTovvTa ,  would  be  possible,  but 

I  would  presume  that  to  xpaTovv  ydp  lies  behind  that.  I  restore  IcoOeov  on  the  basis  of  G’s  lcoj  Oca  (1.  icoy  0eoj?): 

ic oTipov  more  feebly  Cod.  Vind.  For  IcoOcov  cf.  Aesop’s  challenge  to  Nectanebo  in  §  1 16:  co  8c  flcAac  d^pa»77-oc 
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cuv  tcoOco)  ept^eiv  fiaciXet  (sc.  Lycoro);  and  the  Theban  aulete  to  Alexander  in  the  Alexander  Romance,  i 

4 Gyffl.,  to  cov  IcoOeov  Kpdroc  c cfiopieQa  (cf.  i  40  ad  init.y  ii  16  ad jin.). 

Gods  and  parents:  esp.  (i)  Pack2  1244  (gnomology,  Pap.  XIII  Jakel,  Menandri  Senlentiae)  178,  [Oeov 

TTportfia ,]  Bevrepov  Be  tovc  yovetc  (  =  Men.  sent.  322).  [tcov  Oeotc  xpi)  rravra  r  ] epfiqiy  rove  yoveic  (  931  Men.  sent.  525, 

vopioc  yov€vct(y')  IcoOeovc  rtju.de  vefieiv);  and  (ii),  in  Graeco- Egyptian  tradition,  the  llypolhecae  of  Amenophis 

(VVilckcn,  Aegyptiaca,  Festschrift  fur  Ebers,  142  ff.)  3-4  ofioLouc  9eovc  ce'jS  ov  [teat]  |  yoveac. 

39  T[d]v  vhv° t7)$Q'fJt'€V[ov‘  Read  by  grace  of  G’s  tov  vtv  7rotod/uevoc*,  which  I  presume  represents  top 
vloTroLovfLevov  (differently  La  Penna,  art.  cit.  273  n.  19).  rov  KaOrjyrjTriv  c ov  Cod.  Vind. 

S]e[t  c\repyeiv.  crepye  G:  ripa  Cod.  Vind. 

At  the  beginning  of  40,  tea  yovevctv  (as  Cod.  Vind.),  d>c  rove  yovei c  (cf.  G),  vel  sim.  (But  see  IV.  2.) 

41  crjfpy^Tf.  cT€p£avTi  Cod.  Vind.,  which  is  no  doubt  also  what  lies  behind  G’s  reu^avTa.  The  papyrus  is 
badly  damaged,  but  crepyovn  rather  than  crcp^avn  is  indicated. 

42-5  ttjv  Ka9r)fie[pivr)v  ktX.  Represented  in  G  and  in  Cod.  Vind.,  absent  from  W.  G  stops  short  at  Bvwr). 

Correspondence  between  the  papyrus  and  Cod.  Vind.  is  almost  exact:  due  dv  Bvvr)\  kclQov  Bivvy  Cod.  Vind. 

{kolOocov  Westcrmann:  ko.06  dv?);  etc  r]r)v  avptov:  etc  avpiov  Cod.  Vind. 

6p€KjiK[cu]T€poc.  Cod.  Vind.  is  reported  as  having  ipevriKcurcpoc,  Westcrmann’s  emendation  of  which  to 
epyaritfeurepoc,  printed  by  Perry,  can  now  be  discarded  in  favour  of  ope/crt/ccurepoc.  (Could  this  be  what  Cod. 

Vind.  in  fact  has?)  It  seems  good  health  depends  not  on  work  but  on  appetite. 

45- 6  
ev  fiactXtKfi  avXfj  ktX.  Represented  in  the  Greek  versions  only  in  Cod.  Vind.,  where  again  the 

correspondence  
is  close. 

This  is  the  first  of  the  precepts  delivered  by  Ahiqar  to  Nadan  in  his  first  speech.  There  is  a  special  affinity 

with  the  Armenian  version,  not  shared  with  the  Syriac  or  Arabic  versions,  in  its  mention  of ‘the  royal  gate* 

(‘Son,  if  thou  hear  any  word  in  the  royal  gate,  make  it  to  die  and  bury  it  in  thy  heart,  .  .  .  ’  Armenian  2.  1). 
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etc  ktX.  No  counterpart  in  any  of  the  other  versions.  Possibly — but  improbably?  — more  than  a 

single  saying. 

The  first  surviving  traces  of  47  arc  extremely  scant;  ir[o]p€v6{ji€voc  one  of  the  more  obvious  possibilities. 

The  scribe  wrote  *p,  for  KpvTrrc,  then  washed  out  the  p  before  proceeding,  k&tou  kvtttc'.  as  a  gesture  of  humility  or 

self-effacement?  (Not  so  at  Ar.  Vesp.  279,  Thphr.  Char.  24. 8,  or  Herod.  3.  41 ,  but  the  saying  will  be  oriental,  not 

Greek.)  One  of  the  Ahiqar  proverbs  enjoins  humility,  but  despite  the  fact  that  the  Arabic  version  of  it  begins 

‘bend  thy  head  low  down’  (Arabic  2.  1 1)  I  see  no  significant  connection. 

]p.  •  ~P<h  d>c  x\plh  a^j  or  ~Kat  word-end,  but  -p,  /cat  suggests  nothing  plausible. 

avryca,  [.  The  final  trace,  after  which  the  surface  is  abraded,  is  an  upright,  avrrj  ca,  [  (e.g.  cap  [ij  Sec)? 

Otherwise,  avrrjca,  [  (at  ]?).  Presumably  ea  not  ipsa ;  if  this  indicates  the  gender  of  the  noun  that  I  presume  stood 

at  the  beginning  of  47,  the  /JaciAna)  avXrj  might  be  worth  thinking  of. 

].  . . .  A  few  scattered  specks. 

We  cannot  be  sure  that  all  three  -oven'  forms  are  finite  rather  than  participial. 

vfrjXoc  and  KarafidXXeiv  both  recur  in  the  precept  of  63-5  below. 

50-6  Here  W  comes  back,  and  is  joined  for  53-6  by  G;  Cod.  Vind.  is  still  absent. 

In  the  first  part  of  the  sentence,  50-3,  there  are  apparently  only  minor  differences  between  the  papyrus 

and  W  (the  only  other  witness).  The  supplement  in  51  is  perhaps  a  little  long,  and  the  papyrus  may  be  more 

likely  to  have  had  ceavrov  than  iavrov:  possibly  Seivoy  ceavrov  without  cou,  or  something  more  radically 

different.  The  sentence-end  is  a  problem,  yivauvrai  (however  spelt)  is  expected,  but  opjpi  is  clear  enough, 

and  the  directly  preceding  letter  appears  to  be  <£;  and  there  is  more  space  available  than  ytiyvovrcu  would 

have  occupied.  The  preceding  letters  are  abraded  almost  entirely  away.  -Tpefovrai  (e.g.  d^a-,  81a-) 

for  -TpCpCOVTOU? 

Of  53-6  the  most  plausible  reconstruction  may  be: 
'  O  *  >  A  '  » 

rove  0€  exvpovc  eu- 
X°v  app]<p[cT€Lv]  fc[a]i  [njeveedat,  tva  Kara  irdvra 

dSwarjd/fcJffV,  rjpyf  [S]e  ̂[iJAouc  cov  c:qj(j>povgyyy<yc 

£ ijv ,  ov]^fp[uc iv  yap  cej  r)  Xoyau  rj  fiiau. 

It  is  not  easy  to  determine  the  amount  of  text  missing  at  the  beginning  of  the  lines.  I  have  used  the  last  line  of  the 

column,  57,  as  an  aid  in  fixing  the  amount  lost;  the  restored  phrasing  of  that  line  (restored  from  Cod.  Vind.  and 

W)  is  a  little  shorter  than  anticipated,  but  not  unacceptably  so. 

The  papyrus’  text  of  53-6  was  apparently  closer  to  G  than  to  W.  The  papyrus  is  alone  in  having  a 
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connective  at  the  beginning;  that  is  not  to  say  that  the  two  pairs  of  sentences  were  not  discrete  originally.  No 

cov ,  Kara  iravra  in  the  fva  clause,  apparently  aBwarcoctv  without  complement. 

In  the  second  limb,  55-6,  cax^povovvrac  (cu  (j)pov.  not  to  be  read)  stands  in  place  of  G’s  ev^palvovrac 
(om.  IT),  which  may  be  a  corruption  ofit  (unless  by  conflation  with  ev^patvoptevovc).  For  the  beginning  of  56, 1 

have  hesitantly  suggested  £tJv,  W ’ s  unless  all  the  last  several  lines  of  the  column  were  longer  than  in  my 
reconstruction,  would  be  too  long.  G  has  in  the  first  clause,  in  parallel  with  dppa)crr)v  (1.  appevereiv)  and 

■rrevecOai:  might  it  have  been  displaced  from  an  original  position  following  ev<j>patvovrac ,  where  G  is 

grammatically  defective?  (IT’s  evrvx^tv  may  then  be  a  paraphrase  of  cwfipovovvTac  £ rjv .)  IT’s  Kara  irdvra  and 
OeXe  (OeXe  can  easily  be  dispensed  with  in  view  of  evxov  above)  seem  to  be  padding. 

Alexander  the  Great,  writing  to  the  Tyrians  in  the  Alexander  Romance,  i.  35,  signs  off  with  eppcocOe 

cuxfypovovvrec'  ei  Se  ptr],  eppcocOe  Bvctvxovv tec. 

/Sioc  ‘conduct’;  see  Lampe,  PGL  s.v.  A5  for  Coe  conjoined  with  Aoyoc.  Is  the  end  an  echo  of  It.  1 . 503  ovifca  j «  M  M  ') 

7)  erret  77  epyoji 

56-60  rf)  y[vva\t[Ki  ktX.  G  again  fades  out,  but  W  stays,  and  Cod.  Vind.  returns. 

The  traces  suggest  yvvatKt  with  Cod.  Vind.  rather  than  IT’s  cuy/coiTtu. 
In  the  ottcoc  clause  W and  Cod.  Vind.  differ  only  slightly  from  one  another,  and  the  papyrus  in  turn  differs 

slightly  from  both  (word-order;  OeXricr):  OeX-p  Cod.  Vind.:  t^rr/cr)  W);  SBP  have  erepov  for  dAAou. 
In  the  next  sentence,  kov^ov  ktA,  the  papyrus  differs  again,  and  I  cannot  confidently  reconstruct.  At  the 

beginning  of  59  the  syllabification  rules  limit  the  options,  r  is  sure  (not  yuvat]|Ktoi>).  Some  equivalent  of  to 

yvvaiKeiov  is  expected  (and  cf.  77),  but  apparently  not  to  be  found.  Kov<f>ov  y[dp  kcll  e/urrA??]  |  *ctov  might  suit; 

should  ovto  to),  or  at  least  <to),  be  inserted? 

KCKoXaKcvpievov  [Sc:  Kal  KoXaKevoptevov  W  and  Cod.  Vind.,  which  raises  the  possibility  of  kck .  here, 

by  quasi-haplography.  Cod.  Vind.  then  has  cAa ttov  ov  <f>povet  dptapraveiv,  where  cAottov  and  00  seem  to  be 

doublets  ( iXaTTova  Perry,  deleting  00):  W  has  cAottoj  <f>povet  kokol,  where  kokol  looks  like  one  of  IT’s 

characteristic  trivializations.  The  papyrus’  ov  should  exclude  eXarrov,  -ova,  sim.,  but  something  must  have 

stood  at  the  end  of  59.  Is  it  conceivable  that  Cod.  Vind’s  double  reading  was  already  present  in  the  papyrus? 
For  the  attitude  to  women  cf.  75-9  below. 

60-2  No  counterpart  in  any  of  the  other  versions. 

tovct,  .  The  doubtful  letter  can  only  be  c,  0 ,  o,  or  c.  Possibly  rove  to,  or  else  rove  tc,  in  which  case  these  lines 

will  be  a  second  limb  to  the  inj  unction  of  56-60.  After  o,  a  tallish  upright,  perhaps  1,  v ,  or  p;  then  scattered  traces 

in  damaged  context.  opKQv[c  would  suit;  but  so  would  olKfj[ac:  a  piece  of  advice  concerning  one’s  servants, 

matching  that  concerning  one’s  wife?  In  the  tva  clause,  p,rj  seems  reasonably  assured.  Then  if  e  is  rightly  read, 
any  cognate  of  kokoc  is  excluded;  KaKeivot  is  possible  (crasis  not  elsewhere  in  the  papyrus,  but  unexceptionable 

here;  cf.  e.g.  kclkclvoc,  KaKeiOev,  Kayo)  in  the  manuscripts  of  the  Alexander  Romance,  or  the  list  of  erases  with 

mu'  given  by  Gignac,  Grammar  i  321  f.).  Then  traces  suggesting  A,  not  excluding  a  or  v\  before  0, ,  o  suggested: 

e.g.  vpQw  is  compatible;  or  8<p[  may  be  -6co[civ  or  - Oco[vTat :  d[7r]o0d>[civ  ( =  onroOecocLv)  is  attractive  if  my 

reconstruction  is  on  the  right  lines,  though  <?[7r]p  looks  a  bit  cramped.  £ouciv  is  probably  a  participle,  unless  for 

subj.  -£wciv.  A  speculative  restoration,  in  line  with  the  cynical  pragmatism  of  56-60,  might  be:  rove  re  oUej [ac 

cov  *a£]  irXeiv  (  —  nXeov)  di</>eAei,  tva  pr}  KaKeivot  q\Tr\gOo)\civ  rote  ptrj  KoAdj^ouciv. 

Another  precept  about  slaves  at  70-3  below. 
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Unrepresented  in  Cod.  Vind.  G  has  <f>6ovov  <f>evye  only,  while  IT  has  substituted  jravra  Savoy  dvBpa 

for  (j>96vov  (rr.  S.  d.  favye  a  verse  extract?  S.  Jiikel  on  Men.  Sent.  App.  13.  1 4  compares  
Men.  sent.  1 95;  cf.  too  sentt. 

25,  288).  The  eTncrdptevoc  
phrase  in  IT  alone — SBP  apart — in  a  different  

form  (avrov  ...  per}  etvat ,  for  the 

papyrus’  
avrov  cov  elvat). 

Another  precept  against  envy,  68-70  below. 
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Cod.  Vind.  is  still  absent,  and  JT substitutes  an  unrelated  monostich  (Men.  sent.  21  Jakel),  perverted 

in  SBP.  But  G  preserves  
(touc  tcl  injtrjXd  otKoBoptovvrac  

evavrta  otKoBop.r\pLaTO)v  
KarafiaXe) 

.  The  precept  would  be 

more  prudential  
if  negative,  

and  the  Press  Reader  attractively  
suggests  

that  it  might  be  linked  to  what  precedes 
by  e.g.  [ptrjBe;  thus  [ptyBe  touc]|  ra  ktX.  64  iS[ia>v? 

Presumably  no  special  connection  with  the  anecdote  of  DL  1.  69,  <f>act  S’  avrov  (Chilon)  *cu  Aiccottov 

nvOecOat ,  o  Zevc  rt  etr)  ttoiwv,  rov  Se  <f> aval  *Vd  ptev  viftyX a  raveivcov,  Ta  Be  TaTretva  ui pebv” .  (This  latter,  it  may  be 
noted,  is  matched  by  one  of  the  Ahiqar  proverbs  in  the  Elephantine  papyrus,  11.  1 49  F.  Cowley  —  prov.  60 

Grelot,  for  Hebrew  parallels  to  which  see  J.  N.  Epstein,  Zeitschrift  fur  die  alttestamentliche  Wissenschaft  33  (1913), 
231-) 
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65- 6  G  fails:  Cod.  Vind.,  slightly  out  of  sequence,  has  merely  o^vrepa  fid& i£e  ri}c  yXd>cc7]c:  PT\s  version  is 

longer  and  further  removed. 

rote  TToct  is  an  obvious  guess,  and  suits  the  traces.  y[,  to  give  rote  -nociy  [ogvrepa  ktX ,  is  doubtful  but 

acceptable,  1  think;  not  o£[. 

The  Ahiqar  sayings  include  recommendation  to  think  before  speaking  (c.g.  Syr.  A  2.  57,  mentioning 

stumbling  with  the  tongue;  cf.  the  Elephantine  papyrus,  11.  97-9  Cowley  =  provs.  14-16  Grelot),  but  1  see  no 
significant  point  of  contact.  Cf.  45  b  above. 

66- 8  eV  otvo)  ktX .  Represented  in  Cod.  Vind.,  G,  and  PT.  <piXoX6yei  with  Cod.  Vind.  and  G  (fiaTToXoyei 

IT),  irai^heCyav  with  Cod.  Vind.  ( co<j)iav  PT,  (fnXoXoytav  G),  simplex  co<pit,6p.evoi  with  SBPR  (Karaco(f)L^6fX€voc 
rell.).  The  papyrus  is  alone  in  aKaipoc — but  I  would  suppose  this  miswritten  for  d/caipioc — and  in  the  3rd  pers. 
KaTay<z]Xac9r)ceTcu,  on  the  basis  of  which  I  have  added  rtc.  (A  more  standard  form  of  transition  from  imperative 

to  3rd  pers.  generalization  is  exemplified  in  the  next  maxim,  6  yap  (f)9ovd)v  ktA;  but  while  6  co<j>i^6fievoc  would 

be  a  very  easy  change  here,  it  will  hardly  do,  since  it  excludes  aKaipoc.) 
The  Ahiqar  sayings  have  several  admonitions  against  drinking  in  excess  or  with  unsuitable  companions, 

but  again,  nothing  closely  comparable. 

68-70  Cod.  Vind.  has  this  in  full,  PT  abbreviates,  and  G  has  a  mere  fragment.  There  can  be  no  certainty 
about  Kai  at  the  end  of  68,  which  I  have  taken  from  G;  cumnc  is  an  alternative. 

cu3t[oJi'.  More  strictly,  I  suppose,  avrov  in  error  for  eavrov.  (Was  this  a  choliamb,  o  yap  <f>9ovun>  eavrov 

dyvOCOV  fiXdlTT€t?) 

70-3  Cod.  Vind.  and  PT;  G  drops  the  iva  clause.  The  papyrus  agrees  almost  exactly  with  Cod. 

Vind.  so  far  as  is  apparent:  fierabiSovcy  d<f>y  wv  (/cat  fLeraSiSov,  ££  (Lv  G:  PT  paraphrases  with  ev  d<j>0ovia)\ 
tvTpciuiiVTai  ce  .  .  .  ripLcociv.  No  telling  whether  SovXiov  (Cod.  Vind.,  G)  or  oikctwv  (ft7)  is  to  be  supplied  at  the 
end  of  70. 

Little  doubt  about  [ce  (om.  PT,  after  evrpeiriovTai  in  Cod.  Vind.),  which  exactly  fits  the  lacuna. 

73  Ovfxov  Kpdrci.  So  in  Cod.  Vind.,  G,  and  PT  (MLW:  SBP  substitute  a  comparable  monostich;  and  ML 

append  a  complementary  gnome). 

73 -5  edv  ti  ktA.  Represented  in  full  in  Cod.  Vind.,  G,  and  PT,  except  that  SBP  omit  the  second  sentence 

(as  well  as  7Tap7]Kp.aK<hc)  and  R  omits  altogether.  The  papyrus  accords  with  Cod.  Vind.  and  G  against  IT’s 
different  construction  in  the  first  sentence.  ptavOdvyc  with  Cod.  Vind.  against  G’s  aorist  (1.  ira prjKfiaKdjc  fidByc, 
unless  piaffe  tv  is  the  product  of  contamination  with  a  PT-typc  version);  no  telling  for  certain  whether  at cywOrjc 

(Cod.  Vind.)  or  aicyvvov  (GPT),  but  the  position  of  the  specks  perhaps  better  suits  the  former;  at  all  events  not 

SBP’s  evrpcTTov.  In  the  second  sentence  the  papyrus  is  without  fidXXov  (Cod.  Vind.,  G)  and  ce  (G). 
6ilHfia[Qy}]vy  dp.aOi)v:  on  the  form  see  Gignac  Grammar  ii  135b. 

75 ”9  full  in  Cod.  Vind.:  shortened  in  PT  (om.  R):  begun  in  G. 
Cod.  Vind.  has  r r)  ywaiKi  c ov  Kp viTTovy  a  clause  in  itself,  but  the  papyrus  definitely  had  KpwnrojVy  which  I 

presume  is  Kpvnrdiv  not  Kp-uirraiVy  cf.  G.  8i)Xov  rifle  1 1  take  from  Cod.  Vind.,  but  the  only  advantage  it  has  over 

G’s  dvarlOov  is  a  little  more  length. 

Cf.  Ahiqar,  Armen,  a  74  Charles,  ‘Reveal  not  thy  secret  counsel  to  thy  wife.  For  she  is  weak  and  small 

of  soul,  and  she  reveals  it  to  the  powerful,  and  thou  art  despised.’  But  the  same  precept  occurs  in  the 

Elephantine  papyrus  (1.  141  Cowley,  prov.  53  Grelot)  with  not  ‘wife’  (and  the  attendant  characterization) 
but  ‘friends’. 

dTTopprjra  Kpvnre  a  Delphic  commandment,  Dit.  Syll.z  1268  ii  16  (iii  bc). 

77-8  are  collapsed  into  a  single  sentence  in  Cod.  Vind.  (the  only  other  witness). 

[Ka0\r][fiev7)  p.rjxavojpicv'q:  rather  long,  perhaps,  but  a  single  one  of  them  would  be  too  short. 

79  Kvpievci y.  deliberative,  with  SB;  -ce  1  Cod.  Vind.  and  PT  (MLP).  (-77  and  -ei  confusion  passim  in  verb- 
endings,  but  not  in  the  papyrus.) 

79-82  Represented  in  Cod.  Vind.  and  PT,  not  at  all  in  G. 

fU ov  tjjTCi.  fii'ov  cov  t,y)rei  not  excluded. 
This  is  a  bit  of  a  puzzle.  The  problem  presented  by  the  phrase  77 poc  to  Xafifiavoptevov  in  Cod.  Vind.  (see 

Perry’s  proposed  alteration;  diroOrjcavpi^e  seems  confirmed,  at  any  rate)  is  now  compounded  by  the  papyrus. 
None  of  the  letters  is  in  much  doubt.  dAAa  #cai,  at  least  potentially,  is  a  welcome  clarification  and  firmly  attaches 

the  phrase,  whatever  it  is,  to  the  first  part.  I  find  this  unintelligible  and  intractable.  PT’s  versions  (roy 

Ka6r]p.epiv6v  £.  7TpocXafifidv€iv  dprov  Kai  .  .  .  diroOrjcavpilyey  v.l.  to  KaOy  rjptepav  £.  npocXafifidvafv  Kai  ...  to 
dvoOpcavpi^eiv)  look  to  me  like  rewritings.  If  we  make  the  first  clause  negative  (in  defiance  both  of  Cod.  Vind. 
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and  of  IV)  and  accept  Xapfiavopevov,  tolerable  sense  perhaps  results:  ‘Do  not  seek  your  daily  life  according  to 

what  you  receive’  ( LSJ  7 rpoc  C  III  5),  i.e.  keep  your  living  expenses  below  your  level  of  income,  /a  7)  (h/Tei  will  fit 
well  enough  at  the  end  of  79. 

etc  rr)v  a vpiou  (with  IV)  rather  than  etc  avpiov:  space,  and  cf.  44. 

The  Cod.  Thess.  fragment  (Th)  begins  here. 

81- 2  icnv  (orn.  Cod.  Vind.  and  W)  is  in  little  elfective  doubt.  A  more  substantial  difference:  no  £wvra  in 

the  second  limb;  so  presumably  (and  the  space  confirms)  no  reXevrcovTa  in  the  first. 

xaTaXnretv.  Less  probably  xaraXeiipa^  as  SBPTh. 

</>{Xwv.  tojv  <j) lXojv  all  other  texts  but  R. 

eVerSeactfai.  Both  Cod.  Vind.  and  W  give  tiriSeccOai]  either  that  or  evSeecQai  would  be  acceptable.  Ittzv- 

unattcslcd:  incorporation  of  a  variant  prefix?  -Seacflcu  is  a  misspelling  of -SeecQai,  I  suppose  (Gignac,  Grammar  i 

278-86),  rather  than  an  -aw  formation.  But  ‘to  go  in  want  offriends’  is  not  the  sense  expected:  unless  ‘friends’  is 

to  be  deleted,  the  verb  must  here  I  think  mean  ‘be  dependent  on’,  ‘beg  front’,  cf.  SetcOai.  And  since  4rrev8^i)c  is 

attested  (Larnpc,  POL ),  the  double  prefix  is  probably  to  be  accepted. 

8
2
-
 
4
 
 

Represented  in  Cod.  Vind.,  G,  and  IT— and  in  Ahiqar  (see  intro.). 

fuevrfcuKTOc.  Is  this  what  underlies  Cod.  Vind.’s  fcoc  4v  tckvolc?—  and  also  (unless  Zvtcvktoc  or  €vtt€7ttoc} 

each  closer  but  less  likely,  I  think)  G’s  cvtt^tttoP 
c]vvavTwci  with  Cod.  Vind.  and  IT:  dirarwciv  (1.  diravrwciv)  G. 

eiSdjc  or t  ktX.  Exactly  as  in  Cod.  Vind.,  apparently:  nop££iu  (so  loo  SBPTh  [eviropl^i  S])  not  G  and  IT’s 

Trpoc7Topl(,€Tai,  and  the  second  limb  in  parallel  (G’s  text  was  jeae . . .  virayi]  or  hrayy,  I  presume;  W stops  short  at 

tt  pocvopi^rai) . 

tw  kvvi  tj  ovpd.  G  and  SBTh  scent  to  imply  the  reading  to  xwdpiov  ovpd,  clearly  inferior. 

84  7  Not  represented  in  G,  nor  in  IT,  which  goes  its  own  way.  Essentially  as  in  Cod.  Vind.,  it  seems,  only 

with  a  difference  in  the  second  sentence.  At  the  beginning  of  86  the  surface  is  abraded,  but  jp.  is  almost  certain; 

an  upright  immediately  follows,  and  then  an  oblique  as  of  v ,  p.  jp  could  be  XPIP*  a]ra,  but  more  likely,  I  should 

imagine,  is  that  the  sentence  ran  just  as  in  Cod.  Vind.  except  for  the  addition  of  some  predicative  word-order 

after  rd  pev  yap ,  matching  diropO^Toc  in  the  84  clause.  pd]Taia  is  perhaps  not  impossible,  but  suits  the  remains
 

less  well  than  would  ra yp[  or  rayv[ ,  which  suggests  - rayp[4va ;  and  that  would  well  fit  the  space  following.  But  I 

can  think  of  no  such  participle  likelier  than  (-)7re7raraypev'a  or  xarayp4va  (  —  xareayp4va ,  cf.  xaraccw  alongside 

xariaccw) ;  -Te]Ti)yp[4va  is  not  to  be  read,  nor  r)p]-rrayp[4va,  A  different  line  of  approach:  rd  pev  yap  6 

re]rayp[4voc  xaLp]oc. 

86  d(/>e[iXe]To  (as  Cod.  Vind.)  may  be  regarded  as  certain  (gnomic,  only  here):  not  tyaipeirai, 

87-90  Represented  in  Cod.  Vind.  and  G.  If  roue  4^[9pov]c  is  rightly  recognized  at  the  beginning  of  88 

(consistent  with  the  traces,  but  unverifiablc)  the  word-order  is  as  Cod.  Vind.  but  the  accusative  is  offered 

instead  of  the  dative.  The  traces  in  the  previous  line  do  accommodate  themselves  well  to  pvT]c}ix[axi]ci)c , 

common  to  both  Cod.  Vind.  and  G.  Perhaps  it  was  followed  by  7 rpoc  velsim.;  that  might  fit  the  space  better,  too. 

Though  the  papyrus  is  seriously  damaged  hereabouts,  the  pdXXov  clause  is  reasonably  plain  sailing  as  far 

as  p,c]ra|Lt[eJA[airTut.  But  then  yvwpi^ovrec  (Cod.  Vind.;  omitted  in  G)  is  not,  I  think,  to  be  lead. 

might  be  acceptable  (though  a  trace  at  the  upper  left  of  the  putative  1  is  unwanted),  but  there  would  be  scant 

the  preceding  traces  to  this  (prefix  or  conjunction);  no  help  in  yi(y)vwcxw  or  other  such  verbs  I  have  tried. 

Since  no  alternative  offers,  perhaps  yviD]f>%w[T]fU}[  c]  (or  -<■[.  ][c],  if  the  descender  is  a  cancelling  stroke) 

should  be  accepted  after  all. 

What  follows  is  more  tractable:  my  %.[v8pa  makes  an  acceptable  reading,  and  I  suggest  that  90  | cav  is 

r)8(xrj]cav  (rjSixovv  Cod.  Vind.  and  G). 

no- 2  In  full  in  Cod.  Vind.,  and  I  take  it  that  IT’s  8vvdpevoc  dyaQonoitlv  pi)  diravaivov  (vJ.  dyaOoirotetv 

Svvdpevoc  pi)  peravoei),  directly  preceding  ijtiQvpov  xtX  (^  92  II.  pap.),  is  a  variant  form  of  t
he  first  part. 

Working  back  from  91  \rrip  we  can  reconstruct  prj  /Ae[A]A[e  /crA,  in  90.  But  the  immediately  preceding 

traces  are  not  compatible  with  eAeetV  or  ayaOoiroietv ,  nor  with  Svvdpevoc  vel  sim.\  -etv  is  not  to  be  read;  but 

is  possible,  in  which  case  -]i£ec0a[i]  is  suggested.  If  egev  at  the  line  beginning  is  the  end  of  the  foregoing  precept 

(see  prec.  11.)  we  have  the  starling  point.  p[  may  rather  be  $[,  in  which  case  8[vvdpevoc.  S[iWp,ei/oc  olxT]l^cOa\i] 

would  be  consistent  with  space  and  traces. 
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terminations,  but  definitely  -yv  rather  than  or  here  /?.  d  (hke  the  -P°voc  compound 

PaPYt  fcoTylndrTariw'°5’  ,OS  n’  Pa,mer’  CrtZaZZr*  ̂   ^ 

the  speech,  and  G  ‘rcturnlL  <*»''"  «“»«’  k*  ̂ yfc 

by y  uf  ***”  WUh  C°d-  Vind ■  th*P “*  ̂ raditJ(MRL,  joined  by  Th): 

am.  ^  and  AK/la,  J 

preced^  (,w&^  cW*™,,  peculiar  to  clTi,7.)77g7bfii7oS  ’  “  (or  P * 
true  of  IP’s  reading,  unless  that  is  a  deliberate  alteration, nfn  8  n8ofe‘Pan'*v«V**roi>;  and 

itself  is  none  too  easy  to  make  sense  of,  anddespkettiefac  t 7Z7u>  ̂   Uninte,Ii^.  E,,  , 
tempting  to  emend  to  e/pwecvcdpcvoc  (Parsons  and  Re*)-  ‘  ,  w,tnessef  conspire  in  th,,. 

opportunity  to  throw  him  out.  ’  A  dilferent  avenue  would  ,prei tend  j,ot  to  notice  (his  gossip,, ,, 
may  be  a  possible  reading  instead  ofw,  if  the  legs  have  been  losttalbrad  7 I read 

npoc  Kcupdv  with  Cod .  Vind.:  om.  W.  rasion),  hut  this  does  not  st 

SDAh^m'aNM!":LZ!&c(jlMIV’^P,R>'md,k’^,b,UvM^tMl<-‘.;a, 

*JS%&  —* *— *  *.  v.w  „rc„ 

pNZSLT  ° p"  IMRL:  «*•  rt. « (r** 
TT/jar.  W  Aey.;  only  S  precisely  so. 

95~7  CTTt] pcydXr)  ktA.  Represented  only  in  Cod  Vinrl  m/,vl  0  .  .  . 
becomes  wayward,  and  in  G  the  speech  ends  with  draff jedat  (L  W o0„ 98  f.  Xtmovfievoc  cm  to,  ySiKVKcv[ai  Kal  Sid  Aoywr.  Cf.  G  (where emend  to  'ft/  \  ■ 

<pcpacrtywcffat>  before  or  after  Sid  rwr  Aeyotu'rccr)  and  Cod  Vind  %7 °  ,  V  V&<«V>«*wu  and  s, 
version  (along  with  SBPTh’s  sub-venu^^^,^^^^  for 
rpvXwffcic  Sta  to  ror  Atcamor  tjStKrjKerat,  dneAOwr  Kal)  is  appreciably  dilTerent  Th™  Cl<  r&"'  *°ycov 

metZf°7J  1  V  OW1 kS  CvTe  t0tihe  IkCral  of  the  Ahiqar  origi ,,a 99  f  arr[o«JaPTepVc[ac  r]or  ftior  peJrjXXafev.  The  vocabulary  in  common  with  Gf peraAAafac),  the  structure  with  Cod.  Vind  and  W-  A™™*  '  ■  u  1  ,  °  (a7r€KaPTCPV^ 
dno^pncdptrocHcac  (iavrdr)  W),  pcrriXXa(Twith  wTrZTo  f^  7  /7J7  ̂   Wnd-  (contra 

TOO  Nov  dne'Xyfcv:  rather  r6v , ffL  dJjxXa/trcf. &)  ̂   ̂   "”***"  Cod ■  Vlnd-  emended  by 

‘swelled  up  like  7 bag  and  died’  (RendelHarrl  trail d^io^onhe^yH^lfai^d-  '“l  the  AbU}ar  Ur<‘  he 
same  thing,  according  to  Papias  and  an  old  interpretation  of  Ads  i  wj-  cf  'tTsIoIT  Clulj"sl  <he 
Jovrn.  Theol.  iS  (,9H)  ,2y-3,.  *  this  how  Aramaic  traitors  die?  Anvwav  7,  Z  (  V‘~,la)  W5> 
survive  into  the  Aesop  Life.  Anyway,  it  was  evidently  too  bizarre  (o 

,00-2  d  Str  Atcoj-rroc  ktX.  G  and  Cod.  Vind.  each  have  a  shorter  sentence  here  and  IV has  noth! -«V<ac  evidently  ends  a  phrase  which  has  no  counterpart  in  the  other  version.-  -x  '  "as  nothing.  IO, 

Would  pry  tovto  TrpocSoKrjcac  be  intolerably  ludicrous?  There  is  no  hope  of^adi^haTftMo^A^’  ̂  though  some  guesses  could  be  ruled  out:  the  first  trace  is  the  top  of  an  apparent  upright  losttothr^T’ consistent  with  y,  V  h  K,  p,  V  7r.  Both  G  and  Cod.  Vind.  have  Xaprrpwe  all  efface  as  die  ml  cVuse  7  ’ 

7rpoc/c]p[Xecapevoc.  Supplied  from  G  and  SBPTh,  but  cvy-  cannot  be  ruled  out.  nvac  or  rove  would piobably  make,  the  line  too  long,  unless  -xaXfcac,  which  is  possible. 
103  tjevrac  Of  pap- ,  not  iXv  or_Xv):  iXvevrdc  an  aberration  of  the  fV  tradition  (inch  SBPTh) 
103-4  cvWr,'f,Oj]wAil  AtTwv  s  r roc] co tic.  Closer  to  IV than  to  G.  No  room  for  the  numeral  in  full 

r  fr  fr]  Se  TO  yocTaX0ev  [tfr[oMy]c[av.  Not  in  CAT,  who  have  a  passive  genitive  absolute  instead 
L* MoMvMavmay  be  wrong;  it  is  compatible  with  the  traces,  but  the  papyrus  is  much  damaged  hereabouts ' and  only  the  c  is  at  all  assured.  Dr  Rea  attractively  suggests  eirAypajcav. 
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Aafiojv  a  mere  guess. 

106  Si '  cop  Sokovciv  (pKVTTcrde  €iy[ai.  Better  put  than  the  corresponding  clause  in  G,  iv  otc  So * 

iirracBai;  no  equivalent  in  PC.  coKvneryc  (cf.  in/nntTpc,  of  eagles  in  Homer)  may  be  a  less  highflown  word 

the  lexica  might  suggest .  The  form ,  -ttctcic  not  -ncrai,  is  in  conformity  with  later  Greek's  regular  trcatmci 

compounds  in  -nerrjc  (ncropai)  as  grd-decl.  adjectives. 
108  induce  eavrcov :  i.e.  on  their  backs,  presumably.  Contrast  PCs  Sia  OvXaKiop ,  and  again  in  §  1 16,  r 

naiSac  Sid  tcup  fjptrcXdjv  OvAolkwp  rote  nociv  dnaprycac  (jfUTcXdv  del.  Perry;  but  ~  open  at  the  top?).  G ,  w. 

unelaborated  pacrdijeiv,  is  non-committal  here  (such  a  text  presumably  led  the  PC  redactor  to  his  cxcgci 

invention),  but  ixeAevcer  (rove  naiSac)  avapfjvai  (Perry:  arafieiv  cod.:  dvafi(aip)€ip  or  arafdeiv  siet?)  rove  derox 

((ini)  rove  derovc?)  in  §  1 1 6  suggests  the  same  mode  of  conveyance  as  given  by  the  papyrus  here, 

yeuo  jficvoi.  Or  yeua-. 
wg-io  With  PC  against  G.  SBPTh  lack  this  entire  sentence. 

ini  vif>TjXov  rov  dep[oc:  etc  vipoc  PC,  etc  top  dipa  G,  cf.  §  1 1 6.  I  should  have  expected  either  e'ni  vtppAov  or  ini 

rov  dipoc.  Could  this  be  a  double  reading? 

1
1
1
-
 
1
3
 
 

vnr/Kooi  ktA.  Closest  to  PC,  but  the  hitter  part  a  coordinate  clause  (as  in  S). 

1 

1

2

-

 

1

3

 

 Hardly  rok  nai ]cip.  I  suggest  Ty)p  [mf)]ctp  vel sim. 

PCs  fussy  explication,  ore  yap  fjOcXov  ktX,  is  not  represented. 

1 13-13  6  ovp  Aicconoc  ktA.  The  papyrus  docs  not  state  the  time  of  year,  which  G  and  PC  both  specify,  in 

conformity  with  the  response  made  toNectancbo  ( idr  6 x<npd>p  napiXOp,  21  above).  Otherwise,  G’s  tex
t  is  close. 

fr.  2 

].[ 
].[ 
].[ 

]0.[ 
5  ] . 

].  v°.  ■  [ 

1. «...[ 

M 

if '71V.  .  [ 

,0  ].  «.  W.  .  [ 

J.  .  [.  J ov.  [ 

].  [.  ]&eov[ 

] - pr.[ 

? Combines  with  fr.  i.  27-41,  as  follows: 

(fr.  1.  30)  r]oy  [  c.  4  ] 

£]a/ueyp[c  ovrcoc '] 

kvov  A  [ire,  Si  ’] 
SiKplafc  xap] 

h[  c.5  ] 

(35)  wv.  .[  c-  5  ] 

fai  ya. ce  [r]ovc  [ Xoyov ] 

fi[f]y  ovy  [top  Oeo] 

c]c[ojffcop  [ecrip.] 

(40)  OJCTTfp  Tp[tJC  yovcic.  rov] 

Si]  a  rf)[v  <f>vci] 

It  looks  possible,  though  I  cannot  verify  it,  that  this  scrap  may  come  from  the  left  of  the  main 
 fragment,  in 

which  case  it  will  be  read  as  in  the  second  transcript  above  (which  I  break  off  a  t  the  p
oint  where  fr.  1  takes 
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31  £]4ii€v<?[c  *s  a  forced  reading,  but  perhaps  not  intolerably  so. 

32  A[tve.  Trace  of  an  oblique  equally  compatible  with  but  not  with  7/Ate;  sec  on  9. 

35  Not  voc  or  vov ;  yevofievr]  or  -rjv  seems  indicated. 

36  <£uAa£at,  it  seems.  £  a  high  speck  equally  consistent  with  inter  alia  k ,  but  a  is  fairly  clear.  Then  yap ?  I  still 
cannot  reconstruct  these  lines. 

40  aic7 rep  is  a  very  doubtful  reading,  and  the  restoration  seems  too  long,  roue  Nv  rather  than  roujrouc  /xeV? 

Remaining  are  two  smaller  scraps,  abraded  and  almost  wholly  undecipherable;  not  transcribed. 

3721.  T  heophrastus,  On  Winds  4-7 

21  3B.  24/0(2)  a 

25  x  28  cm 

Plate  XII 

Second  century 

Substantial  remnants  of  three  consecutive  columns,  written  in  a  formal  round  and 

upright  hand  with  some  decoration,  comparable  e.g.  with  XLIV  3156  only  rather  more 

normal;  XXVI  2450  is  an  earlier  example  of  the  same  style.  The  manuscript  may  be 

assigned  to  the  second  half  of  the  second  century.  30-1  lines  to  the  column,  occupying 

a  depth  of  21  cm.  Upper  margin  5.3  cm,  lower  at  least  2.0;  intercolurrmiurn  c.  1.5. 

Columns  c.  6.5  cm  across,  with  about  17  letters  to  the  line;  a  filler-sign  is  used  to  help 

justify  the  right  margin,  and  final  letters  are  sometimes  diminished  and  laterally 

compressed.  The  fragments  are  of  a  single  /coAAr//xa.  The  text  of  the  treatise  up  to  the  first 

surviving  column  would  have  taken  up,  by  calculation,  just  four  full  columns.  If  the  roll 

contained  this  treatise  alone,  it  will  have  had  a  length  of  c.  4.25  m. 
Some  of  the  scribal  errors  are  corrected,  whether  calarno  currente  or  subsequently; 

iota  adscript  seems  regularly  to  be  a  later  addition.  Syllable  division  between  lines  is 

several  times  amended:  for  that  perhaps  a  Si opOcorrjc  is  responsible,  who  may  also  have 
made  at  least  some  of  the  corrections  to  the  text  itself.  A  crude  paragraphus  at  iii  13/14 
was  perhaps  added  later.  The  first  hand  seems  responsible  for  the  desultory  use  of  stops, 
which  include  an  apparent  double  point  at  iii  15  (see  XL VI I  3326,  3327,  intros.); 

accompanied,  where  evident,  by  paragraphus.  No  other  lectional  paraphernalia,  unless 
a  breathing  at  i  9. 

This  is  an  unintelligent  copy  of  a  text  appreciably  better  than  that  carried  by  Cod. 

V  at.  gr.  1 302,  known  as  P  (Wimmer’s  A,  BurnikePs  16;  early  xiv  ad?)  ,  a  manuscript  of  the 

‘fragments’  which  has  been  concluded  by  W.  Burnikel,  Textgeschichlliche  Unlersuchungen 
zu  neun  Opuscula  Theophrasls  (Wiesbaden  1974)  to  be  the  medieval  archetype.  P’s  text  is 
now  shown  to  be  even  more  corrupt  than  had  been  suspected.  Over  this  short  stretch  of 
text  the  papyrus  offers  several  improvements  unanticipated  by  modern  conjecture,  most 

signally  perhaps  at  ii  20-2,  ii  25  f.,  iii  pf.,  and  iii  2 1  f.  At  the  same  time  it  has  some  trivial 
errors  uncorrected,  and  possibly  a  few  less  superficial. 

Dr  Burnikel  has  been  so  generous  as  to  have  sent  me  his  own  collations  of  the 

manuscripts  of  this  section  of  the  treatise.  My  reports  of  readings  are  drawn  directly  from 
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his,  and  thus  supersede  earlier  reports.  But  normally  there  is  no  occasion  to  record 

readings  of  manuscripts  other  than  P.  There  is  nothing  to  upset  the  archetypal  status 

assigned  it  by  Burnikel,  despite  an  agreement  between  the  papyrus  and  later 

manuscripts  over  ovroc  in  §  7  (iii  21),  against  P’s  ovrcoc  (which  editors  have  preferred, 
mistakenly  as  I  believe) . 

The  manuscripts  are  cited  by  their  conventional  sigla,  as  listed  in  Theophrastus , 

Be  Ventis ,  ed.  V.  Coutant  and  V.  L.  Eichenlaub  (Univ.  of  Notre  Dame  1975),  xiii. 

A  comprehensive  catalogue  and  description  are  given  by  Burnikel,  Unlersuchungen 

xxi-xxxvii;  a  concordance  with  his  own  numerical  sigla,  xxxviiif.  As  well  as  the  edition  of 

Coutant  and  Eichenlaub  it  has  been  necessary  to  consult  Wimmer’s  Teubner  (1862)  and 

Didot  ( 1 866)  editions,  and  also  Schneider’s  (i-iv  1 8 1 8,  v  1 82 1 ) .  O.  Gigon  offered  a  much 

improved  text  in  his  Habilitationsschrift  (unpublished),  for  knowledge  ol  which  I  am 

again  indebted  to  Dr  Burnikel. 
Back  blank. 
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92  napapovipyv.  napdpovov  Cod  Vind  The  nfCan"°*!*cxcludcd>  mfaCt,  t)\H  , 
terminations,  but  definitely rather  than  h  f°Und  (hkc  the  -fAovoc  compel) }}cj 

papy9tfS^!v!nd7^T
it05’  often  bave  H  rlisi 

the  speech,  and  G  returns  for  thTs^ZiAhAffT^^Z  affi,'n  goinK  its  own  Wyi 

-  "**  r*~* aiid  "to*  * 

preceding  cheat  a8cA<f>oc  covecriv  peculiar  to  Codf  .Z  me'dn,nSless>  ™d  l  suppose  it  (<„■ 

true  of  IP’s  reading,  unless  that  is  a  deliberate  alteration  of  a  f^"1?  ̂ ‘P^vedp^or;  amj , itself  is  none  too  easy  to  make  sense  of,  and  despite  the  fact  tl  IZZZ  un,mellig>ble.  Jim 
tempting  to  emend  to  Apcorevcdueroc  (Parsons  and  I ?  5  i  .  *  [  w,tnesses  conspire  in  the 
opportunity  to  throw  him  out  ’  A  dilferent  a<  ^  i  Preten(k  not  to  notice  (his  gossipi, 
may  be  a  possible  reading  intaioW  ift  lefsZTbe  1  ^  4-S 

yoc  Katpor  with  Cod.  Vind.:  oni.  W.  8  e"  ab™<>n),  but  this  does  „n!  s 

SBPThW:  oL.  CoA^n^tnZt^jexcludTd  h'OCCept  R)’ and  the  Possibility  ofOvpdv  (MUR  , 

tss&s&z*"*  “  *  — *  *- * » v,„  rfoo 
ojcaurojc  with  G  and  the  pure  W  tradition  (MRL-  om  ViPThun  .  . 

previous  clause).  (  U  om’  SBPThW),  yap  with  W alone  (but  ly Trpar.  Kal  Aey.;  only  S  precisely  so. 

95  ~ 7  cvi] peyaAp  ktA.  Represented  only  in  Cod  Vinci  wither,  ,  *, 
becomes  wayward,  and  in  G  the  speech  ends  with  ^  ^ pb  1.  Aimovpevoc  eiri  to,  7]SikVkMcu  khl  fi,A  nr  n  /  r  iP‘J' 

<pepacTcydic0ac)  before  or  after  Scd  to>p  Atyoplvuiv)  and  Cod  Vi  ^  ̂ 8l<KV>^at  jXlhi 
version  (along  with  SBPTh’s  sub-version,  which  can  be rtn  Z'  I*°room  **  oMr  *tith  yS^Jx 

‘swelled  up  like  a Tag  and  died’ "(RcndetHanK  IrZmWhToftZTylTaZ's. fcfd  '"t  Ahiqar  L,f<:  h same  Hung  according  to  Papias  and  an  old  interpretation  of  Acts  r  18-  cf  TTs/ilf  ̂ T'  rl"'Just  the 
u  ‘”h 

‘^^‘a'l^ltmse  ̂ Mch  ̂^^(^couriterpanfnlhe^thervenionydsZZ  ̂   «" t hoZgh  ̂ meTueZ: tllTL^d^^ 

consistent  with  y,  v,  h  K,  M,  Both  G  and  Cod  vtnd  hive ZfjZ  ̂ T,  “''I  ’  thc 

horror.  “** 
*• — -  -  -  -*  — . 

%  tZITa  (M-7P'r  t‘% tXV-  !yerdc  an  Serration  of  the  W  tradition  (inch  SBPTh) 
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Xafiajv  a  mere  guess. 

106  Si'  <Lv  Sokovclv  <i)ku7t €T€tc  €iv[ai.  Better  put  than  the  corresponding  clause  in  G,  <rV  oic  So 

iTTTacOai;  no  equivalent  in  IV.  wKimerpc  (cf.  vi/jtirfrrjc,  of  eagles  in  Horner)  may  be  a  less  high  flown  word 

the  lexica  might  suggest.  The  form ,  -neretc  not  - nefeu ,  is  in  conformity  with  later  Greek’s  regular  ireatmt 

compounds  in  -mrrjc  (neropcu)  as  grd-decl.  adjectives. 

108  indvw  lavTwv:  i.e.  on  their  backs,  presumably.  Contrast  fV’s  Sid  OvXolkwv,  and  again  in  §  1 16,  ■ 

rraiSac  Sid  reap  yptreXivr  OvXolkojv  rote  ttoclp  dnaprfjcac  (fjfiiTtXwv  del.  Perry ;  but  =  open  at  the  top?).  G,  vi 

unelaborated  fiacrd&ip,  is  non-committal  here  (such  a  tex*  presumably  led  the  IV  redactor  to  his  exege 

invention),  but  ixeXevcep  (rove  naiSac )  drafif/rai  (Perry:  avafieiv  cod.:  avafl(aip)€tv  or  avafteiv  siet?)  rove  acre 

((ini)  rove  aero  tic?)  in  §  1 1 6  suggests  the  same  mode  of  conveyance  as  given  by  the  papyrus  here, 

yep  6 J fie  pot.  Or  yepd-. 
log- to  With  IV against  G.  SBPTh  lack  this  entire  sentence. 

im  vi//yXov  rov  depfoc:  etc  viftoc  fV,  etc  top  de'pa  G,  cf.  §  1 1 6.  I  should  have  expected  cither  ini  viftrjXov  or  int 

rov  depoe.  Could  this  be  a  double  reading? 

1 

1
1
-
 
1
3
 
 

vnrjKooi  ktX.  Closest  to  PV,  but  the  latter  part  a  coordinate  clause  (as  in  S). 

1

1

2

-

 

1

3

 

 
Hardly  rote  ncujcir.  I  suggest  jj)p  [ nrfjjciv  vel sim. 

fV’s  
fussy  

explication 

,  ore  ydp  
rjOeXop  

ktX,  
is  not  represented. 13-15  6  ovp  Atcconoc  ktX.  The  papyrus  does  not  state  the  time  of  year,  which  G  and  PV  both  specify,  in 

conformity  with  the  response  made  toNectancbo  (idp  6 ycipopp  napiXOp,  21  above).  Otherwise,  G’s  text  is  close. 

fr.  2 

].[ 

].[ 
].[ 

]0.[ 
5  ] . [ 

1.  ,  [ 

].  «...[ 

M 

]vm. .  [ 

,0  ].  Q.  W.  ■  [ 

].  .  [.  ]ov.  [ 

1.  [.  ]Qe°v[ 
] - Pt.[ 

15  h  r •  f 

?  Com  bines  with  fr.  i.  27-41,  as  follows: 

(fr.  1.  30)  r]oy[  c.  4  ] 

£]a/ufyo[c  ovtcoc] 

kvov  A[lv€,  Si’] 
SiKai'a[c  x&p] 

M  c- 5  ] 

(35)  wv.  .[  ̂  5  ] 

frf  ya. 

ce  [r]ovc  [Aoyou] 

fifejy  oyy  [rov  Oeo] 

t]c[6]0e6v  [ienv.] 

(40)  tocirep  rp[vc  y  or  etc.  rov] 

St]  a  rrj[v  rjovct] 

It  looks  possible,  though  1  cannot  verify  it,  that  this  scrap  may  come  from  the  left  of  the  main
  fragment,  in 

which  case  it  will  be  read  as  in  the  second  transcript  above  (which  I  break  off  at  the  point  wher
e  fr.  1  takes over). 
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col.  i 

].?> 

,  #  ,  oto,  ,  v[  c.  6  ]c oc 

♦t  ,  a7rAa>C€t7T€tvote^ 

,  VOVTOVTOTTOV 

5  .  T€CT0lC7Tp0C) 

KTOVfMKpa 4  #  ,  t[,  ]u 

.  aaXXajJLeyLcrrj t  [,  ] rrrj 

^racxwpacvifioce) 

.  ] .  .  .  .V.  .  [.  JapavTrpo 
io  f  jot/fi^Taye^/CQuAa 

,  ] ,  'cTacivzvTavOa) 

t  .  ]  .  yS,  Tocyevecic 

m  .  ] .  KcuTcovcvveyyvc 
... 

15  .  .  ] . vayefia >, 

]  aTT€piji€whara)v 

]jfp,  'C'lp'Ta,  .  ,  )> 

,  ]etovcov€/cr^cSat> 

]  ainac/caiop,ev)> 
20  c.  10  ].^o/xe> 

C.  10  ]§€.  .  .  [ 

avaroAi)v  oi/cot/c]iv 

pertoi  o  oe  v[oroc  /cat J  coc- 

re  a7rAcoc  eliretv  oi  e- 

£  e/ceiVot/  tov  tottov 
TTveovrec  rote  TTpoc 

apKTOv.  ov  fjuKpa  .  iyr[a\ v-  §  5 

0a  aAAa  pLeylcrrj  p[o]7rrj 

ro J  rac  ̂ copac  vipoc  6- 

x]€LV’  ottov  [y]ap  av  irpo- 

K^6ipr]L  ra  ve(f>rj  Kal  Aa- 
craciv ,  ivravOa 

/ca]i  vSaroc  yevectc. 

Si]o  /cat  ro)v  cvveyyvc 

ro7r]a)[v  aAJAot  tt ap’  aA[A]otc 
udjrioi  ra)v  avepuvv. 

dAA]a  7T€pl  p,ev  vSarcov 

ev  i]repoic  etprjrat  St- 

a  77-A]etdvcuv.  €K  rrjc  S’  av- 
TTjc]  alrlac  /cat  o  fiev 

fiopeac  evOvc]  dp^dp.6- 
voc  fjceyac  o]  §e  vor[oc 

3  T6  or  rp  prob.  5  o .  r:  or  adjacent,  presumed  y  written  tiny  in  between,  below  top  of  r,  apparently 

by  ra.  1 ;  cf.  6,  ii  4  6  Of  the  supposed  paragraphs,  the  merest  speck  After  a  high  stop  conceivably 

lost  After  fuKpa,  perhaps  c  altered  to  5’  .  ,r  (fyr):  fr  adjacent,  v  written  as  in  5  ovr  9  Severe 

damage,  but  text  in  little  effective  doubt;  breathing  far  from  certain  12  After  fic,  a  high  stop 
conceivably  lost 
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col.  ii 

Totcyap7r[  c .  5 

]. 

.  T°vy KaiTOVcr[  c.  5 

]. 

...> 

voucava[,  .  .  .  ] 0 0 

rocapxoni.  .  .  . 

]  VOTOCpSc 
5  aca.  ya)v[ _ 

.1 

V 

7rapotpaa.  [. 

.] 

Tt> 

coc[t|veyoa#  .  v 

[. 

Sf/CatTOTTU/CV.  , /cat 

a/cu/xov/catac[. 

]. 10  /catop,aAcce[, 

.] 

.0..) 

VOTOCTTOt  | ,  , 

•  ]?V 
aetya[  c.  10 

If.. 
cTotcy[  c.  10 

]  .  Ta 

]4  .  .  [ 

■5  C.  4 

t  ] .  oXrjTTreova t  7rcp^> 

..]^[o]  v€tc/cat/caTaAAouc)> 

.  .  ]  .  oycfLCLveXarjovc 

t  ]  ,  AaTTOI2a7T6XOV^> 
20  c.  6  ]  #  AcpvT.  8e) 

c.  5  ]  ,  S  .  ,  € tevava 

C.  5  ]vC£CtVO/X€  *  ,  ,  # 
aeiTOicfyyvc 

c.  6  ]at 0p.  j3o) 

25  c.  5  JravT/Vara 

c.  5  Ja/xcyaccyf.  ]ev 

c.  5  ],r)cioV'  .  [ 

<\  6  ]<pSa[.  ]0.  [ 

rote  yap  7r[epl  Aiy]v7TTov 

Kal  rove  t[o77-ol>c]  c/cct- 

vovc  dva[TraAt]v  o  vo- 

roc  apxd/x[cvoc]  votoc  o  Sc 

jSopeac  a^fyjcuy  [o0cv  /c]at  rrjv 

TrapoLfilav  [cvav]Ti- 

cdc  [t|  A eyovav.  [d)c]avrcx)c 
Sc  /cat  to  7 tvkvov  /cat 

aKvpLOV  /cat  ac[u]vcxec 

/cat  op,aAcc  e[/cct]votc 

o  voroc  770te[t  p,dAA]ov 

5\  \r  ~  J 

act  ya[p  Tote  cyyucj  e/c a- 

CTo[[t|c  t[oiootoc  c.  4]  ,  Ta 

TTqj[ppw  /cat  avcxijjLaXrjc 

[/cat  Sicc7rac/xcvoc] 

[/utaAAov.  tovtcov  p,cv] 

ouv  Ta]c  €i[p7]](i€y[a]c  [am- 

ac  v^7roXr]7TT€ov  aiirep 

c/Lt]<^avetc  /cat  /caT5  aAAooc 
To]7TOOC  etc  tv  eAaTTOUC 

/cat]  cAaTTOv  aTTcyov- 

rac  aAAJ^Aajv.  TaSc 

S’  ovk  a]v  Sdfctev  ava- 

[a]Aoyo]v  eye  tv*  o  p,cv  yap 
voto]  c  act  toic  iyyvc 

T0770tc]  aiflptoc,  o  [S]c  |8o- 

pc ac  o]Tav  771  /caTa 

^t/ad>v]a  [ikyac  ev  [p.]cv 

to tc  77] Xrjctov  €7r[tV€- 

If] co  S’  a[t]0p[toc.  at- 
[tiov  S’  OTt  Sta  /xcv] 

4  70c:  rf  adjacent,  p  written  liny  below  top  of  7  7  v  perhaps  altered  13  ] . ,  curve  at  upper 

right  suggesting  e  or  c  20  t,,  specks  on  torn  and  broken  papyrus,  compatible  with  a,  not  I  think  with 

o  21  ]. ,  v  or  ai  aval  av )  originally  written  22  fx,  or  CX  ....  5  specks  on  abraded  surface: 

perhaps  [yjyap  (v  clear  above)  27  .  .  see  comm. 
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9 1  r^>x[y]v‘  faxy”  God.  Vind.,  corr.  Westermann.  ifi  cannot  be  excluded,  in  fact,  but  7-  is  no  less  acceptable. 
92  7Tapafj.ovty.rjv.  7 rapayovov  Cod.  Vind.  The  compound  (like  the  -yovoc  compounds)  is  normally  of  two 

terminations,  but  definitely  ~r)v  rather  than  -ov  here.  Adjectives  in  -1 yoc  often  have  a  distinct  feminine  in  the 
papyri,  cf.  Gignac,  Grammar  ii  105,  108- 1 1,  Palmer,  Grammar  i  26-8. 

92-5  Cod.  Vind.  stays,  IT puts  in  one  last  appearance  before  again  going  its  own  way  for  the  remainder  of 
the  speech,  and  G  returns  for  the  second  half  (<oc avrwc  ktX). 

92  StafioXov  with  Cod.  Vind.  and  the  pure  W  tradition  (MRL,  joined  by  Th):  Sta^Xrjyevov  SBP,  joined 
by  W. 

93  Where  the  papyrus  has  apojvivcay^ejvov,  Cod.  Vind.  has  yeveayevov,  and  IT  has  7 rporepov  epairtovra, 
om.  SBP1  hW.  yeveayevov  seems  in  the  context  completely  meaningless,  and  I  suppose  it  (or  perhaps  it  and  the 
preceding  ct  Kal  dSeX(j>6c  c ov  ecriy,  peculiar  to  Cod.  Vind.)  is  a  garbling  of  etpcovevcdyevov;  and  the  same  may  be 

true  of  IT’s  reading,  unless  that  is  a  deliberate  alteration  of  a  precept  found  unintelligible.  But  etpwvtvcaycvov 
itself  is  none  too  easy  to  make  sense  of,  and  despite  the  fact  that  all  the  witnesses  conspire  in  the  accusative  it  is 
tempting  to  emend  to  dpoivivcdytvoc  (Parsons  and  Rea):  ‘pretend  not  to  notice  (his  gossiping)  and  find  an 
opportunity  to  throw  him  out.’  A  different  avenue  would  be  opened  up  if  we  read  etpTjvivcdyivov  instead  (77 
may  be  a  possible  reading  instead  of  o>,  if  the  legs  have  been  lost  to  abrasion),  but  this  does  not  seem  to  help. 

Trpdc  Katpov  with  Cod.  Vind.:  om.  W. 

^M/taAfAc  (so  Cod.  Vind.):orc[/c]j3aA[c  (so  ITexcept  R),  and  the  possibility  of  Ovpdtv  (MRL;  and  eVfluptoy 
SBPfhW:  om.  Cod.  Vind.)  cannot  be  excluded. 

94  a,e[*]€*'  (or  possibly  €yvp[ac\)  not  a  certain  reading,  but  probable  in  view  of  Cod.  Vind.’s €V€xa  rov  cvvoctv;  W  is  without  this  clause. 

cocavrcoc  with  G  and  the  pure  \V  tradition  (MRL:  om.  SBPThW),  ydp  with  IT  alone  (but  W  drops  the 
previous  clause). 

77-par.  Kal  Aey.;  only  S  precisely  so. 

95-7  €77i]  yeyaXr)  ktX.  Represented  only  in  Cod.  Vind.,  with  apparently  identical  wording.  W once  again 
becomes  wayward,  and  in  G  the  speech  ends  with  dvaOrjceTai  (^  95  pap.). 

98b  Xv7Tovycvoc  67Ti  rat  rj8tKrjKtv[at  Kal  81a  Xoytov.  Cf.  G  (where  emend  to  t<Z >  7)8t(KT]yK€vat  and  supply 
(yeyacriydjcQaiy  before  or  after  <$ia  rd>v  Xcyoyevtov)  and  Cod.  Vind.  No  room  for  avrov  with  r)8iKT]K€vai.  IT  s 
version  (along  with  SBIThs  sub-version,  which  can  be  reconstructed  as  yacrtycoOilc  81a  tcov  Xoywv  .  .  . 
TpvxuOe tc  8id  to  tov  AIcojttov  rj8iKTjKevat ,  aireXOcov  Kal)  is  appreciably  different.  The  unusual  ‘tongue-lashing* 
metaphor  probably  owes  its  existence  to  the  literal  flogging  of  the  Ahiqar  original. 

99 f.  aTr[oK]apTeprjc[ac  r]oy  $[£ov  /utjr^A Aa£ey.  The  vocabulary  in  common  with  G  (  dniKapTeprjciV  .  .  . 
yera  afacj,  the  structure  with  Cod.  Vind.  and  W;  aTroKapTtprjcac  is  shared  with  Cod.  Vind.  (contrast 
a.TroKprjyvtcay^vocf'-icac  (eavrov)  IT!),  yirrjXXa^e  with  \V  (roy  /3 Cov  arrcXrj^v  Cod.  Vind.,  emended  by  Perry  to rou  ptov  d7T€Xr}{ev:  rather  rov  fit ov  di rqXXa^v,  cf.  S?) . 

t  u  n  ̂ eso^  ̂   aPart — the  adoptive  son  dies  out  of  remorse  and  chagrin.  In  the  Ahiqar  Life  he 
swelled  up  like  a  bag  and  died*  (Rendel  Harris’  translation  of  the  Syriac,  8.  41).  Judas  Iscariot  did  just  the 
same  thing,  according  to  Papias  and  an  old  interpretation  of  Acts  1:  18;  cf.  JTS  13  (1911-12)  278-85,  Am. 
Journ.  Theol .  18  (1914)  127-31.  Is  this  how  Aramaic  traitors  die?  Anyway,  it  was  evidently  too  bizarre  to survive  into  the  Aesop  Life. 

100-2  o  8c  Aicojttoc  ktX.  G  and  Cod.  Vind.  each  have  a  shorter  sentence  here,  and  W  has  nothing.  101 
K^cac  evidently  ends  a  phrase  which  has  no  counterpart  in  the  other  versions:  aStKTjcac,  vtK^cac,  StotKTfcac ,  etc. 
ou  yrj  tovto  TTpocSoKTTjcac  be  intolerably  ludicrous?  There  is  no  hope  of  reading  what  followed  AtctoiToc} 

t  oug  1  some  guesses  could  be  ruled  out:  the  first  trace  is  the  top  of  an  apparent  upright,  lost  to  the  right, 
consistent  with  y,  77,  i,  k,  y ,  y,  77.  Both  G  and  Cod.  Vind.  have  XayiTpcbc  avrov  eOatfii  as  the  main  clause,  then 
TTivvTjcac.  I  erhaps  Odfac  is  to  be  supplied  at  the  end  of  101;  before  it,  iKnUirvevKdra,  eV  irlavroc? 102  Cod.  Vind.  here  ends. 

1 7rf)®c#<:]<:i[^ecaMe^oc-  Supplied  from  G  and  SBPTh,  but  cuy-  cannot  be  ruled  out.  rtvac  or  rove  would 
pro  iably  make  the  line  too  long,  unless  - KaXicac ,  which  is  possible. 

103  ffewroc  (if  pap.,  not  iXv  ov_Xv):  iyyivrdc  an  aberration  of  the  W  tradition  (inch  SBPTh). 
103-4  cvv[^y<t>Qy]Y<?.[t]  9[6rd;y  8  viocjcovc.  Closer  to  W  than  to  G.  No  room  for  the  numeral  in  full. 

T0  77 pocraxOtv  [c]'p'[oJ/ \rf\c[av.  Not  in  GIT,  who  have  a  passive  genitive  absolute  instead. 

lej7[°M'>?]c[ay  may  be  wrong;  it  is  compatible  with  the  traces,  but  the  papyrus  is  much  damaged  hereabouts, and  only  the  c  is  at  all  assured.  Dr  Rea  attractively  suggests  inXrjpajcav. 
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Xapwv  a  mere  guess. 

106  Si*  <Lv  SoKovciv  a >k\)tt$t€ic  etyfai.  Better  put  than  the  corresponding  clause  in  G,  ev  oTc  Sokovclv 
iTTracOaii  no  equivalent  in  W.  coKVTrcrric  (cf.  vifnTTCTrjc^  of  eagles  in  Horner)  may  be  a  less  highllown  word  than 

the  lexica  might  suggest.  The  form,  -itctcic  not  -Trerai,  is  in  conformity  with  later  Greek’s  regular  treatment  of 
compounds  in  -vctt/c  (Trerojaai)  as  3rd-decl.  adjectives. 

108  irravcu  eavrajv:  i.e.  on  their  backs,  presumably.  Contrast  IT’s  Sid  ̂ uAa/ccuv,  and  again  in  §  1 16,  rove 
TrafSac  Sia  tcov  r)puTeXcov  6vXo.kojv  rote  noclv  airapr-pcac  (rjf.itTcXcov  del.  Perry;  but  “  open  at  the  top?).  G,  with 

unelaborated  j3acTd£eiv,  is  non-committal  here  (such  a  text  presumably  led  the  W  redactor  to  his  exegetic 

invention),  but  ckcXcv cev  <(tovc  7ra.t8a.cy  avafiyvat  (Perry:  avaficiv  cod.:  dva/3<( aiV)civ  or  avafictv  stet ?)  rove  acrovc 

(<c*7 riy  rove  aerovc?)  in  §  1 16  suggests  the  same  mode  of  conveyance  as  given  by  the  papyrus  here. 

y€v6]ficvot.  Or  yeva-. 
109-10  With  W  against  G.  SBPTh  lack  this  entire  sentence. 

€ttl  vifjyXov  to v  dff)[oc'.  etc  vijtoc  IT,  etc  tov  aepa  G,  cf.  §  1 16.  I  should  have  expected  either  art  vijjrjXov  or  cm 

tov  dcpoc.  Could  this  be  a  double  reading? 

1 1 1- 1 3  vjTTjKoot  ktX.  Closest  to  fT,  but  the  latter  part  a  coordinate  clause  (as  in  S). 

1 1 2  - 1 3  Hardly  tout  7rai]ctV.  I  suggest  jfjv  [7m}]  civ  vel  sim. 

Hns  fussy  explication,  ore  yap  fjOcXov  ktX ,  is  not  represented. 

1 1 3 _  1 5  o  ovv  Atccoiroc  ktX .  The  papyrus  does  not  state  the  time  of  year,  which  G  and  W  both  specify,  in 

conformity  with  the  response  made  to  Nectanebo  (cav  o  xeip,a>y  TtapcXdrj,  2 1  above).  Otherwise,  G’s  text  is  close. 

fr.  2 

PCombines  with  fr.  i.  27-41,  as  follows: 

].[ 

].[ 

].[ 
]°.[ (fr.  1.  30) r]ov  [  C.  4  ] 

] . [ 

£]a fievo[c  ourcoc-] 

kvov  A[lv€,  St’] 

].**...[ 

Strata [c  yap] 

M ]a[  c.  5  ] 

]V7IV.  .  [ (35) vm. .  [  5  ] 

].«.  W.  .  [ ^at  ya.  .  ] 

]..[.]«>«.[ ce  [r]ouc  [Aoyou] 

/x[e]y  oyy  [tov  0eo] 

t]c[o]06ov  [eertv.] 

] - PT.  [ 
(40) 

ojcrrep  Tp[uc  yovefc.  too] 

].T.[ Si]a  rfj[y  <f>vc t] 

It  looks  possible,  though  I  cannot  verify  it,  that  this  scrap  may  come  from  the  left  ol  the  main  fragment,  in 

which  case  it  will  be  read  as  in  the  second  transcript  above  (which  I  break  off  at  the  point  where  fr.  1  takes over) . 
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col.  iii 

to fj,ey eOocTro Avva '  ,  [ 

K€LV€lTOyTOV()€(j)da  [y] 

*  [.  ]  t7T'J7'yi^LrcTrptvaTT  ^  [ 
caLTrayeivraSefJLe  [ 

5  ̂ trave^T/StajSap^l .  )c 

etc|Va]]Tae£a>/cat77a>,  [ 

pa)T€pa)  TOpueyeO '  [.  ]/xa[ 

AovrjrjijjvxpOT '  cSt 

gStror[,  ]rou[,  ]  t  to 

10  epya^ofievov  o8[ 

VOTOCrjTTOVTZeX  [ 

yArjvKCUTavTrjv '  v 

TT7]y vvcaAAaTTwda)  #  [ 

]  atOp  o '  caeiTOLCTrAj] ,  [ 

15  ]  #  Pll/CTtO/TCpOcSe LTOIC 

^TTcoppwpieyacTivey 

]  am/catA^ya/v/xaA 

AovrjapxopL€VOcgr[  #  ] 

gpyo/xev[\  ]cp,cyo[ 

20  yovaepaw-ajOeiTrpoiy 

a>vSc7r[,  ]  t  LKatoy 

TOCa[  C.  8  ]  ,  oce/c . 

(f)Ovr[ 

0eicv8gr  m  [ 

25  Tair[..]...[ 

Aarr[(  ]wo[ 

.  [.]caPXV?a[ 

<j)€p€l  —  /Xt/c[ 
]ovcr}catOpo[ 

30  ]8€Tnv€(f>r)[ 

]ocStarp7r[ 

to  pieyeOoc  ttoAvv  aep[a 

/ctvet  tovtov  Sc  <^0a- 

VCl  TTTjyVVC  TTplv  (1710)- 

car  nayevra  Sc  /xe[[vj~ 

vei  ra  ve<f)rj  Sid  fiapocm 

etc  oe  Ta  e£a>  /cat  rrojp- 

pojrepco  to  p,eye#o[c]  p,a[A- 

AoV  7]  Tj  t/jVXpOTKjC  Sl- 

aStroT[a]t  /ca[t]  tou[t]o  to 

ipya^opievov.  6  S[e 
VOTOC  T^TTOV  TC  C^[cOV 

1/A17V  /cat  Tavrrjv  ov 

TTrjyvvc  dAA’  a7Tco0d)v 
atflpto,  c  act  rote  TrAr)c[(- 

OV'  V€TUx)T€pOC  S’  <(d)>ci  TOIC 

TTOjppa)  pceyac  txvN 

ojv  /cat  A rjyo)V  /xdA- 

Aov  rj  apyopuevoc ,  ot[i] 

apyo/xcv[o]c  pi€V  o[At- 

yov  aepa  d77a>0ei  rrpoi- 

(bv  Sc  77[A]eta>{t},  /cat  00- 

toc  a[0pot^djitc]p’oc  e/cve- 

(j>ovT [at^  tc  /cat  ttvkvw- 
Oelc  i)8dri  [voc  ytVe- 

rai.  t[.  ,  ] ,  ,  .  [  c.  4  0,77’  e~ 
A(XTt[o]  {v}vo[c  17  /LL€l£oflVj- 

v[o]c  dpxijc  a[pxecQai  Sta- 
< peper  gt/c[pac  pxev  yap 

ovcrjc  atdpto[c ,  pueydArjc 

d7TtV€(pTJ  |^C  /cat  l/CTl- 
oc  Std  to  77 [Act co  ciu'a>|#etv  aepa. 

i  After  a,  apparently  p  corr.  to  e,  cf.  20  5  Jin.  Seemingly  petpet)  corr.  to  fiapoc,  by  m.  1 
1 3 / 1 4  Paragraphus  not  by  m.  1  14  . ,  surface  largely  abraded,  but  u  strongly  suggested  20  aepa: 

e  corr.  from  p  25  foot  of  stroke  descending  from  left,  closely  followed  by  speck,  then  after  an 

interval  an  oblique  coming  in  from  left,  followed  by  lower  left  of  apparent  arc  as  of  eOoc 
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col.  i.  2  -3  /<at]  a>c\ T€  (or  d>c  |  to)  arrAoic  elircLv:  1 tcoc  cittclv  rj  P:  «ai  anXcoc  ciirciv  Schneider  (iv  682,  v  lvi):  Kat 

a»c  arrAtuc  €iir€iv  Coutant,  neither  claiming  nor  assigning  credit.  Cf.  a>c  anXcbc  eiVefv  in  §§  i  and  2. 

5  P  has  a  three-letter  erasure  between  tottov  and  ttvcovtcc;  an  insignificant  blunder,  it  is  now 
evident. 

6-9  I  take  it  that  the  scribe  intended  08  puKpa  8’  evravOa  ktX ,  as  P.  Schneider  emended  to  08  p.iKpdv  8’ 

ivravOa  dAAa  pteyle tyjv  poirrjv  to  rrjc  x<Spac  vipoc  (fiiKpav  EO,  TTjC  M  [  =  Ihcodorus]),  but  the  transmitted 

text  is  unexceptionable  (for  predicative  porn}  cf.  e.g.  Dcm.  01,  2.  22,  /xeydAr;  yap  poirr)  .  .  .  i)  tux??),  and  the 

noun  phrase  (to  .  .  .  ex€lv)  quite  in  Theophrastus’  manner;  ‘a  most  important  factor  here  is  that  the  places 

have  height.’ 
9  yap  (om.  group  8,  now  known  to  have  no  ancient  authority),  oddly  rejected  by  Wimmer,  is  obviously 

right. 

9-10  TTpo\[K}oifj7]i:  7 TapaKQijsri  P:  TTpocKoifnj  edd.  There  is  not  room  at  the  beginning  of  10  for  ck[.  irpoKo^np 

for  7rpocKo»/;rp,  then,  a  simple  slip,  facilitated  at  once  by  the  syllabification  problem  (cf.  ii  13)  and  by  the 
existence  of  the  word. 

18-19  ck  Tijc  8*  a8|  [ttJc];  €k  rrjc  avrijc  8’  P  (ck  tt/c  8’  a vrijc  S’  EO).  Should  preference  be  given  the  papyrus 

placement?  Aristotle  at  least  would  probably  have  preferred  the  earlier  placing  (cf.  e.g.  Mete.  377a2p  Tac  8’ 

auTac  a  it  tac,  379b2  -q  8’  a  8tt)  atVia,  but  3  B 1 11 1 1  81a  ttjv  avrrjv  yap  arnav  v.l.  amav  yap),  Theophrastus  I  am  not 

(piite  so  sure. 

21  After  o  Sc  votoc  the  transmitted  text,  which  will  have  occupied  c.  g  lines  lost  from  the  foot  of  this 

column,  continues:  Aiyyaiv,  oOcv  Kat  7)  Trapoiptia  cvptfiovXcvet  ra  Trcpt  rove  ttXovc  (i.e.  [eu  77-Aciv]  apxopevou  re  votov 

Kat  Xrjyovroc  jSopeao,  [Arist.]  Pr.  26.  45  [with  different  explanation],  cf.  ibid.  20,  27).  6  p.cv  yap  cvdvc  oTov 

c7riKCiTai  toic  irept  a pKTOV  olkovciv  o  Sc  (laxpav  d(f)€CTr)K€ *  xPovttor*Pa  8  i]  rwv  ai rtoOev  a7 Toppor)  xai  or av  adpoicOfj 

7TXfj6oc.  toic  yap  ktA. 

col.  ii.  4-5  Confusion  here.  4  originally  ended  in  votoc.  o  8c,  like  £fope,  is  a  subsequent  addition.  After  ac, 

ajjycov  was  written,  but  y  (sic)  has  a  (cancelling?)  dot  above  it.  The  medieval  manuscripts  here  have  just  6  vot
oc 

dpxdp-cvoc  p.4y ac.  The  papyrus’  underlying  text  must  be  o  votoc  apyop-evoc  peyac,  o  8e  fiopeac  Ar/yatv  (‘the  south 

wind  is  strong  at  its  inception,  the  north  at  its  cessation’).  But  the  scribe  wrote  votoc  instead  of  p,eyac,  skipped 

oSej So  pc,  and  misread  A^ytuv;  and  the  text  was  only  partially  made  good.  The  effective  discrepancy,  then,  is  over 

O  8e  jSopeac  Ar/ycov:  textual  loss  in  P,  or  interpolation  in  the  papyrus?  The  fuller  expression  would  not  surprise, 

but  the  briefer  is  readily  intelligible  in  the  light  of  the  preceding  sentence  (see  at  i  2 1  for  text),  and  the  garbling 

in  the  papyrus  could  be  the  result  of  an  attempt  to  incorporate  a  marginal  addition,  itself  a  gloss  irpoc  ca^ijvaav. 

On  balance,  even  without  invoking  lectio  brevior  potior ,  I  think  the  probability  lies  with  P  here. 

9  dc[v]v€X€c:  1.  cuvexec,  with  P.  d-  no  doubt  induced  by  the  preceding  privative. 

1
2
-
 
1
3
 
 

Perhaps  €#ca[[c]|]|cTo[i]c  (the  surface  is  abraded  at  the  end  of  1 2).  Syllabification  problem,  c|t  or 

]ct;  cf.  i  9- 10  and  sec  Mayscr*  
i  1 .  222e. 

1
3
-
 
1
4
 
 

toioutoc  **  8eTd.7roppaj  P;  tolovtoc  toic  Se  Troppco  edd.:  toioutoc  <(ct.c)  8e  TaTroppto  <(7rpoi,cov)>  Gigoil. 

Presumably  
etc  S]e  vel  sim.  in  the  papyrus;  some  such  

phrase  is  clearly  indicated. 

TTcbppoj  is  the  papyrus’  regular  spelling:  iii  6,  16. 

1
4
-
 
1
5
 
 

It  appears  that  two  lines  are  missing  between  the  fragments,  as  transcribed,  A  reconstruction 

omitting  
pdAAov,  along  with  

the  Aldine  and  Wimmer,  
would  be  tt (p[ppco  Kat  dvco/xaA^c  

Kat  |  SiecTracpcW.  
tout ojv 

fxev  I  ovv  Ta]c  ktA;  but  I  see  nothing  
in  favour  of  this. 

18  To]7roac:  rpoirovc  P,  corr.  edd. 

20-2  TtjtSe  [8*  ovk  d]y  So^eiev  dva|  [Aoyo]v  fx^tv  (or  cx^ev}’  toSto  8  ovv  Kat  8o£ei  avaAoyov  civai  
1  .  Schneider 

printed  tovto  S’  o8k  dv  8o£etev  dvdAoyov  ctVat  in  his  text  (i  760)  but  later  preferred  tovto  S’  dv  Kat  So£etev  dXoyov 

eivai  (v  lvi),  accepted  by  Wimmer.  tovto  8’  ovv  {Kat}  So^eiev  av  aAoyov  efvai  Gigon.  The  papyr
us  proffers 

unanticipated  novelty  in  TaSe  and  exetv>  and  its  text  of  the  whole  clause,  if  I  have  rightly  restored  it,  is  to  b
e 

followed,  I  should  suppose.  A  similar  transition  occurs  later  in  this  treatise,  at  §§31-2:  Tti  p.ev  ovv  cviirrTtbp.ara 

vctpaTcov  a77act  Siaipetv.  ckclvo  8’  av  8o£eiev  (ltottov  Kat  7rapaXoyov  ct vat,  ktA  (where  eKetvo  refers  forward, 
 as 

TaSe  here,  and  resolution  follows  introduced  by  atViov  Se).  For  dvdXoyov  cx^tv  (dvdXoyov  functioning 

adverbially)  cf.  e.g.  Arist.  Mete.  339ai8,  362*^32;  no  doubt  in  this  phrase  ex6lv  ̂ ias  Sot  corrupted  to  efvai 
elsewhere  too. 

23  lyyvc'.  eavTov  P.  We  have  had  tcuv  caveyyuc  toitwv  in  §  5  above,  and  toic  cyyuc  in  §  6,  and  in  the 

balancing  clause  here  we  have  ev  rote  7rXr}c(ov.  I  find  this  difficult  to  decide. 

25-6  Kara  |  [xiptwvja:  xci^cov  P.  The  papyrus’  text  (1.  x^pwva)  is  clearly  right.  It  is  Boreas  itself  that
  is 
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jieyac  (§  2,  §  5)?  in  winter  (§  10  in  lac.)‘>  cf.  [Arist.J  Pr.  26.  62,  Aid  rt  01  fiopeai  pieydXoi  tov  x^ipicdvoc  ev  tolc  ifjvxpotc 

tottolc  cttivc^cXoi,  e£tt)  S’  afflpioi; 
27  iTr[iv€<j)rjc:  cvvve<f>r)c  P.  The  traces  suit  en[,  but  not  ci>[.  cvvvetpecTaToc  is  used  of  arjp  in  §  2,  and  certain 

winds  are  described  as  atQpiot  Kal  acvwe(f>€ic  in  §11,  but  emve^-qc  is  what  we  would  expect  here  (cf.  c.g.  §§  4,  7, 8, 
regularly  opposed  to  afflpioc ),  and  the  matter  might  be  thought  clinched  by  [Arist.J  Pr.  26.  62,  quoted  in  the 

previous  note,  (emvefaic,  which  is  I  think  always  active,  while  emve^eXoc  is  regularly  passive,  might  have  been 

expected  there,  but  I  hesitate  to  propose  the  change,  for  the  distinction  is  not  observed  with  the  de¬ 
compounds.) 

col.  iii.  2-3  <f>0dve  1  nrjyvvc:  <j>Qavei  Kal Trrjyvvci  P:  <f>davei  eKrrrjyvvc  Wimmer,  coll.  [Arist.J  Pr.  26.  62  <f>QavovTec 
TTT)yVVVT€C I  <j>8aV€L  7 rrjyvvc  Gigoil. 

6  The  correction  is  curious  in  view  of  the  fact  that  P  apparently  offers  no  connective  here:  etc  rd  e£aj  <(Se> 

edd.  plur.,  etc  <(Se)  rd  egoo  Gigon,  Coutant.  The  papyrus’  corrected  text  is  presumably  right. 

7-8  to  p.eye9o[c]  jud[AJ  |Aov  7;  7]  x/jvxpoTrjc:  rod  pieyeOovc  fiaXXov  rj  tpvxpor^c  P.  The  papyrus’  text,  anticipated 
in  totality  by  Gigon  and  by  Coutant  (and  I  dare  say  by  others;  but  Wimmer  prints  rj  t/jvxporrjc) ,  is  obviously 

correct,  hiatus  after  rj  being  venial.  Cf.  [Arist.J  Pr.  26. 62  e£to  8c  r<p  pieyeOei  cpya^ovrai  (sc.  ot  fiopeai)  fiaXXov  rj  to> 

^XP^  [*n  the  previous  clause,  orav  Be  rrayfj  (sc.  rd  ve(j>rj) ,  pievovct  Btafiapoc,  surely  read  pievei?],  Arist.  Mete.  364** 
10-12. 

8

-

 

9

 

 

BiaBirorai : 1.  8ta8l8orai. 

9
-
 
1
0
 
 

to  epya£op.cvov:  epya^opLcvr)  P:  epydl,era t  edd.  Once  again  the  papyrus’  reading  is  a  distinct 

improvement:  
‘this  (sc.  to  pieyeOoc)  is  what  has  its  effect’,  i.e.  the  strength  of  the  wind  blows  the  clouds  away, 

rather  than  its  coldness  freezing  them.  In  P  evidently  to  was  lost  by  haplography,  and  the  participle  brought 
into  concord  with  77  i/jvxpoTrjc.  to  epy~  will  be  in  crasis. 

14  We  might  expect  afflpioc  del,  in  iteration  of§  6 Jin.,  and  this  is  what  seems  to  underlie  the  muddle  in  the 

papyrus.  P,  however,  gives  afflplav  aye  1.  Decision  is  not  easy;  but  if  the  truth  were  afflpioc  act  I  would  not  expect 

to  find  del  again  after  veruorepoc,  and  corruption  from  aldplav  dyet  to  afflpioc  del  is  in  the  context  more  readily 

intelligible  than  the  other  way  about.  Aristotle  has  rrotovciv  aldplav  in  comparable  context  (Mete.  364^9;  but 

also  afflpioc  is  regularly  used  of  a  clearing  wind,  e.g.  [Arist.J  Pr.  843ai3  afflplovc  eivai). 

15  6’  del  (as  P)  must  be  the  truth.  Evidently  a  quasi-haplographic  omission  (A A). 
20  The  suprascript  a  makes  scriptio  plena. 

dneodei:  dn-codeiTat  P.  Editors  have  not  demurred  at  dmoOeiTai ,  but  the  middle  seems  not  to  be  used  in  such 

context;  cf.  §  4  arrcoOei  tov  aepa,  §  7  JlU’  cvvasdeiv  aepa ,  §  20  d)0rj  tov  TrXrjclov  depa ,  de  sensu  54  anojOovvTa  a<J>* 
eavrov  ...  top  depa ,  Arist.  Mete.  358^1 ,  368b2,  373b9,  [Arist.J  Pr.  942a9,  944b29,  945b2i;  passives  passim,  as 
cvvcoOeic&ai  nXeicrov  aepa  and  egcoOetrai  ill  §  2. 

2 1  -2  odroc:  ovtoj c  P.  outoc  is  in  fact  the  reading  of  most  of  the  MSS,  including  Q(Mediol.  Ambrosianus 

P8osup.,  Burnikel’s  /./),  which  according  to  Burnikel,  Untersuchungen,  stands  between  the  archetypal  P  and  ail 
the  remaining  MSS.  (Dr  Burnikel  in  his  private  collations  negatively  reports  ovtioc  only  for  P  [his  i6\,  U  [Par. 

gr.  2277,  his  2j],  and  the  Aldine  and  a  manuscript  copy  thereof  [his  20  and  21].)  But  if  his  stemma  is  correct,  as  I 

believe  it  is,  only  P’s  ovtwc  has  authority,  and  Q)s  agreement  with  the  papyrus  is  without  significance. 
ovtcoc  is  the  accepted  text;  but  odroc,  with  reference  to  the  arjp,  seems  to  me  unquestionably  right.  For  the 

object -subject  transition  cf.  e.g.  §  20  coOfj  tov  TrXrjclov  aepa  kokcivoc  tov  exdpievov,  and  for  the  propriety  of 
applying  the  condensation  etc.  to  the  air  rather  than  to  the  wind  itself  it  is  enough  to  refer  to  §  2,  where  the 

north  and  south  winds  7rAefcTOP  XP®V0V  rrveovc  1  Bta  to  cvvwOetcdai  r rXelcTov  aepa  rrpoc  dpKTOv  Kal  p.ecrpifiplav  .  .  .  ■ 

e^wOeiT at  yap  evTavOa  .  .  .  ,  Bio  Kal  rrvKVOTaTOC  Kal  cvvve(f>ecTaToc  6  arjp •  ddpoi£,op.evov  S’  CKaTepa  voXXov  (sc. 

aepoc)  ktX\  cf.  [Arist.J  Pr.  94ia2.  odroc  in  the  post-P  tradition  may  be  owed  either  to  conjecture  or  to  happy 
error. 

25  to  Se  Kal  to  P:  en  Be  Kal  to  Schneider.  Neither  of  these  stood  in  the  papyrus,  and  I  do  not  know  what 

did.  to  Be  tov  avefiov  is  not  to  be  read,  t[o  8*J  g,yf  [p.ov  hardly. 
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(3695-3711) 
and  Life  of  Aesop  (3720) 

np8VPa  3709  ->  3 

d|3poc  3707  1  i  6 
dyaOoc 3708  1  \  1 9? 

AyacOevrjc  [3702  1  3] 
ayeiv  3709  ->  6  3710  ii  23,  iii  33 

dyrjvcop  3710  iii  24,  26 

Ayxatoc  [3702  2  3] 
dyvoetv  3700  7  3720  7° 

ayptiv  3710  ii  21-2 
dyx^oXoc  3710  iii  2 1 

dSi/cefv  3720  [89-90?],  98 

ASpLiiToc  3702  [l  13?],  [2  7-8] 

ASpacroc  3702  1  29 
dSunarea'  [3720  55?] 

del  3695  1  5? 

aeroc  3720  [103],  [i  1 4] 

dt}p  3720  no 
aOeoc  3708  2  |  34 

AOrjvai  3702  1  [8],  [9?] 

AOrjva  10c  3710  i  11,  ii  25  3711  Hi  31? 

dO\7}Tr)c  3699  ̂   ii  4-5 
ai’3697  6? 

AlytaXevc  3702  1  28-9 
AiyviTTtoi  3720  16,  23 

AiyVTTTOC  (r))  3720  I  14 

AiyvTTToc  (o)  3702  1  35,  38 
ai’Sctic  3710  iii  31,  32 
ai^r/dc  3698  8 

Atfrric  3698  18 

aXvoc  [3710  ii  6?] 

Abac  31  \  \  1  ii  33,  34,  35  37209,  [32],  [97]  ( or  Alvoc ) 
cu£  3710  iii  33 

atpeb  3708  2  \  40 

aicOrjcic  [3708  2  — >  44] 
AicovlSrjc  3698  1 7 

atcxvvecOat  3720  74 

alcxvvrj  3708  2  1  37  3720  12-13 

AicoiiToc  3720  [6?],  II,  15,24,27,97,  100,  105,  1 13 

atria  3702  1  37  3708  2  ->  2 
alridcOat  [3710  ii  8?] 

aKdOapcia  3701  ii  29-30 

OLKcupoc  3720  67 

Axdp.ac  3702  1  8 aKaraX^KToc  [3707  1  i  5-6] aKOvetv  3720  2  I,  45 

dfcpacia  3699  ̂   i  1 2 dXrjOeia  3720  9 

dXrjQeveiv  [3710  i  48?] 

dX-qOrjc  3708  1  |  32? 

AXkglioc  3711  H  17,  2  12 

AXxpce (x)v  3699  ̂   ii  4-5 

dAAd  3698  19?  3700  24  3710  ii  9,  20,  29,  33,  iii  32, 

[iv  3]  3720  34,  [68],  [72],  80,  [90] 

aXXoioc  3699  (</)  i  14? dAAoc  3698  32?,  41  ?  3708  1 ->  32  ?,  \  26?  3720  57 aAAore  3710  ii  46,  47 

dXXoTpioc  3710  iii  30"  1 

dXvcLTeXrjc  3699 (a)  iii  [ i ],  2, (/;)  i  5  ?, (c)  i  [2-3],  [6?], 

i  4 

AX(l)Tr€KOVVr]ClOL  3711  Hi  35 

d/xa  3710  ii  20 djita^c  3720  75 

dpLapTavew  3711  1  i  16  3720  60 

{-)dp,apTav6iv  3708  2  j  27,  [28?] 

Ap.apvyx€vc  3702  1  2 

dpfie C  3698  18? 

dfxireXoc  3695  18  5? 

ApL(f>ifJLaxoc  [3702  1  1] 

dp,(f>OT€p-  3701  i  21-2 apxfiOTepoi  3703  9 

av  3697  4  3699~w  iii  8,  w  ii  7  3708  2  ->34  [3710  ii 6]  3711 1  ii  19  3720  43 

ay[  3695  12  3 
dvet  3710  iii  21 
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avayt(y)vot)CK€LV  3720  [  1 7],  17 

ava ytid^eiv  3708  2  \  1 3 

avdyKi]  3708  2  [— >  23-4?],  |  39?  [3720  40 J 

avaipciv  3720  10 

ava£  3707  2  12 
dva'nXdccciv  3701  ii  26 

dvaa<€VaC,€iv  [3708  2  s[  1 1  ?j 
dvanOevai  3720  95 

dvrjp  3699  W  ii  9  3700  18  3720  58,  [8<j|,  [92J 
avOoc  3701  i  20,  [24?],  ii  13,  14 

ZvOpomoc  3699  i  8  3710  65?  3711  ‘i  21 
dyi7TTac0ai  3720  1 10 
di/icrdi'ai  3703  7 

dvo/xoc  [3699  wiv  4-5]  3704  >->3? 
avoparoc  3708  2  35 

a vocfioc  3701  i  24 
dvTayajvtCTrjC  3720  63 

avrt  3710  i  19?,  ii  7,  32-3,  iii  37? 

avTiypd<f)€iv  3720  1 8 

qlvtlSlkoc  3708  1  — [  1 3] s  19  ?>  [z  |  12] 

avTLKeifxevov  3708  2  — >  [1  ij,  15-16 

Avrioxoc  3708  2  1  53? 
dvrinaXoc  3720  77 

avTipprjcLc  3708  1  — >  29 

dvTt<f>acic  3708  2  ->  17 

AvtkJ>oc  [3702  1  1 1 -12] 
dvr/jov  3704  1  ̂  5 

ayaiyctv  3710  ii  12 
d£ioc  3708  2  1  13,21 
aotSoc  a»Soc 

d77atSei;Toc  3699  ̂   iii  4~5>  ̂   *  7~^ 

a7raAdc  [3701  ii  20-1  ?] 
a77ac  3706  1  i  10  (-11) 

OLTTflpOC  3708  2  \  12 
a77eA^etV  3700  16 

amcToc  3708  2  50? 

ano  3695  18  5?  3702  1  38  3708  2  ->32?  [3711  1  ii 

33  ?j  3720  64,71 
dnoSeLKVvvaL  3708  1  — >  29? 
ciTToStSovat  3720  33,  42 

avoOeiv  3720  61  ? 

oLTTo6r)cavpi^€tv  3720  80-1 
a.7To9v7jcK€tV  3720  46 

<XTTOKa0aip€lV  3701  11  17 

aTTOKadapriKOC  [3701  ii  28?] 

a7roKapT€p€Lv  3720  99 

airoKpwecOai  3720  20 

arroKpvTTTtiv  3710  ii  48 

dnOKT€LV€lV  3699  w  ii  9,  1 1  3702  1  36 

dnoXifnrdvfiv  3710  iii  io 

ArroXXoScopoc  3701  i  23  3708  1  — >  27? 
diroMdvat  3708  2  j  26 

AttoXXojv  3707  2  12  3710  ii  35 

aTToXoyetcOai  3720  8 

d7TOTT€(X7T€lV  3720  22 

dTTopOrjToc  [3720  86 j 

aiToppriroc  3720  76 
drrOCTp€<f>€c0(U  3720  4 

arrordccfcdai  3720  1 1 3 

CLTTOTpiQC  [3710  ii  14J 

aTTo^Oeypa  3708  2  6 dpa  3698  23,  36  3710  i  23 

Apyoc  3702  1  29, 2  [1],  [6],  [10- 1 1] 

dpyvptov  3699  ̂   ii  4 

Aprj c  3702  1  28 

(-)dpQpov,  “Oc  3696  — >  8? Apicrapxoc  3710  [i  26?],  ii  37 

ApicroviKoc  3710  [(i  25?)],  ii  (21),  (34),  (iii  35) 

dptcToc  3708  2  1  23 

ApiCToreXyjc  3708  1  — >  14 Apicro<f)dvr}c  3710  i  10?,  [26?],  iii  33 

dppiocTf.lv  [3720  54?] 

apcrjv  3710  iii  29,  38? 

dproc  3720  84 

dPX€iv  3710  iii  12  [3720  30-1] 

dPXrj  [3708  2  ->  6]  3720  25 
<*PX71Y*TVC  3697  3 

dcefiftv  3720  1  o 
AcKaXacfioc  3702  1  27 
dcKctv  3699  ̂   iv  7 

AcKXyjmoc  [3702  1  16?] acTrd^ecOai  3720  [6?J,  [7 J 

Acrcpiov  3702  1  14?  (aptCTe[  pap.) 

dcrv  3710  iii  2 1 

dcvp,7ra0r}c  3700  15? 

drcXtia  3711  1  ii  15 

aTfXevroc  3695  12  21? 
Attikt)  3709  —>  5 
driven?  3708  2  ],  35 
au  3708  2  —>  [ii],  [21] 

avyri  3710  ii  5 1  (em.)y  [55?  ] 
avXj  3720  45 

avpiov  3720  44,  [80] 

avrdp  3698  13  [3710  ii  13] 
aVTLKOL  [3710  iv  9?] 

avroOev  3708  2  —  >  43 

avrov  3699  {a)  ii  14  3708  2  ->•  8  3720  70;  see  also 
eavrov 

avroc  ( i )  ipse  3708  2  *->  14,  17;  (ii)  idem  3701  ii 

14  3708  2  — >  31  ?  3710  ii  35;  (iii)  pron.  [3702  1 
41]  3708  2  ->  33,  42,  l  17,  24-5,  30?,  31, 

32  3710  ii  39,  48,  53?,  iii  14?  3711  1  i  21,  31,  ii 
30  3720  1,  2,  5?,  8?,  9,  11,  18,  22,  25,  26,  27, 

28-9?,  29-30?,  63,  69,  71,  88,  10 1,  105,  107;  (t)  or 
(iii)  3706  1  i  7,  2  4?,  7 

avrov  3710  iii  19 

d<j)aip€iv  3720  86 

d<f>avr)c  [3711  1  i  30-1?] 
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d^avi^iv  3710  ii  52 

A<f>apevc  [3702  2  5] 

d<j>U 'vai  3708  2  j  2C)? 

a <l>opiiri  3699  ̂   i  1 1 
Tlyatoc  3710  iii  25 
dyXvc  3701  ii  29 

p aStteiv  [3720  65  6 1 

pdXAeiv  3710  ii  27 

fia pfiapiKoc  3696  |  8 

fiapvc  3706  1  ii  2  ? 
flaciAeia  3702  1  46 

fiaciAeveiv  [3702  1  46  -7?] 

jSuctAeuc  3702  1  39  3720  4,  7  8,  <9-10?),  14,  1617, 
23.  38 

fiaciAiKoc  3711  1  ii  23  3720  45 
fiacrd^eLV  3720  IC)8,  109  10 

p4Aoc  3695  12  19 
peXrLCToc  3701  ii  24 

/3eA rtojv  3720  [74],  81 

fiia  3702  1  49 
j3tatoc  3699  iv  3 

[Hoc  3699  iii  12,  6,  <*>  i  [4?],  [6-7?],  U)  i  2,  [6? | 
3720  56,  [79],  [<jy| 

fiiovv  3699  '■“>  iv  5  6 

flXapepoc  3699  <“>  iii  i,  (r)  i  3 
pXdvretv  3720  yo 

fiAentiv  3700  4  3710  i  [6],  1 6 

ftorjOetv  3711  1  i  20  I 

Boitorta  3702  1  26-7 

Bopcac  3702  2  4 

fiovAecOai  3702  1  42 
povAeveiv  [3700  17?] 

fiovXri  3710  iv  6  3711  1  ii  12 

fiovXrjpLa  3720  I  12 
ftovc  3710  iii  42 

PpaXvc  3702  1  46 
fip€<f>oc  3710  i  7 
Bvi  (XVTIOC  3710  ii  25 

y  ap,€tv  3704  1  j  3? 

yd/xoc3698  16?  3702  1  41 

yap  3695  12  14  3698  6  3699  {a)  iii  10,  ̂   i  6,  10,  ii  8 
3701  i  12  3702*38  3706 1  (i  8),  (ii  1 )  37081->9?, 

“->331  IS8  3710  i  3?,  17,  ii  1 1,  23,  24,  48,  iii  11, 

22,  26,  29,  [39?],  iv2  3711  1  i  23,  31  3720  33,  38, 
40,  48,  [58],  67,  69,  [74],  77,  78,  81,  94  (bis),  1 1 1 

ye 3697  2 ?  3699 (,/)  i  3  3708^30?  3710  i  49,  ii  13, 
2i,  iv  6? 

yeirwv  3708  2  1  18 

yeveri/c  3704  1  \  3 

yevvaf  3697  2 
yeW  3699  ((/)  ii  5  3706  2  14?  [3708  2  ->  4?]  3711 

1  il  23?  3720  59,77 

Fepcpdc  3711  1  ii  34? 

yrj  3701  ii  5 
yr)pdcK€tv  3698  9 

yi{y)vtcOai  3699  ̂   i  7  3702  1  39  40  3706  f  ii  8?], 2 
6,  [8?]  3708  2  ->  29,  30?,  36  3710  ii  39-40,  iii 
18  3711  1  i  31  3720  34  5,  82  3,  108-9 

yXatjwpoc  3698  30 

yXuKvc  [3706  1  i  I?] 
yAojcca  3720  66 

yvdOoc  [3699  {d)  ii  9I 
yVCOpt^€LV  3720  89  • 
yovevc  [3720  40] 

yovrj  [3710  i 15?] 

ypdfxp.a  3711  1  i  29 ypanroc  3708  2  \  48  ? 
ypd(f)€iv  3710  ii  37,  iii  33 

(~)ypd(f)€iv  3710  iv  9 

yviov  3706  2  1 1 yvvrj  3699  {(/}  i  14  3720  56-7,  [75] 

I'vpTUJvy]  3702  1  [18-19],  [20? ] 

Sate  3710  iv  4 

SaKpveiv  3720  4 

SdxruAoc  3706  2  9? 
daratSec  3702  1  42,  49 
Aavaoc  3702  1  34,  40,  43 

§a7rdv7]{La  3700  23  P Sac  3700  4 

Sac uc  [3710  i  25?] 

Sd(j)VT)  3695  3  3 
84  3695  12  1?,  2,4,  24?  3696 ->  6,  8?  3698  12,  18?, 

23,  24,  31  ?,  32?  3699  ̂   ii  12  3700  22  3701  i  7, 

14,  28,  ii  19,  33,  35  3702  1  32,  [42],  [48?]  (3706 
1  i  10)  3707  1  i  8, 2  4,  11  3708  1  ->  13,  14,  16,  30?, 
2  ~>6,  [9],  f  1 1  ],  14. <i7>»  l8>  r2o],23, 31,33, 35.3C* 

38,  39,  44?,  j  1,  10?,  12,  17,  18,  31,  32,  33,  w  -> 2?  3710  i  8,  ii  28,  42,  [53?],  iii  19,  21  (bis),  [23], 

25,  27  (bis),  40,  iv  8,  10  3711  1  i  15,  17,  21,  [25], 

27,  [29?],  30,  ii  27,  31,  35,  36  3720  2,  11,  13,-5, 

26,  [27],  27,  41,  [52],  53,  [55],  [59l,  84>  [86],  88, 

[97],  100,  102,  104,  105,  109 
(-)Set/cvwai  3710  i  1 1  3720  29? 
Se£V  3706  1  i  14  3720  [39],  42 

SetV  ‘hind’  3720  1 1 1 Seti'oc  [3720  5 1  ] 

SetciSaipuov  3708  2  j  34 

Se/aac  [3710  ii  12-13) 
84fiviov  3710  ii  12,  [12  ] 

(-)Se^toc  3696  — >  3 SeVac  3710  ii  1 8  (bis  I) 

AevKaAitov  [3702  1  6] 
S evrepoc  3708  2  — >  23,  \  i  ?  3710  ii  45 

Sr  1  [3695  18  II?]  3698  [9],  13,  14,  15  3699  w  i 
13?  3705i,2,3  3710  ii  9 
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St;Aoc  3710  iii  1 3  [372O76?] 
87/Aow  3710  ii  36,  [iii  36?] 

Sr){JLr}yopetv  3703  3  4  • 

ArjNjrpioc  3710  i  9? 

hd  3695  17  6?  3702  1  36  3708  2  j  30?,  48?  3710 
iii  18  3711  1  ii  28  3720  3,  [32],  [41],  [98],  106 

Siafiaiveiv  3706  M  12 

StajSoAi?  [3708 2  — >  27-8?] 
SidfioAoc  3720  92 

Siaipeiv  [3708  1  — >  15J 
Siatpecic  3708  1  — >  (]  1  7 J  >  [25  ̂jj  f2  — 5  ? J 
Siaxovla  3710  ii  3 1 

StaX^pic  3708  2  |  3° 

SiapL€v€iV  3720  86-7 

Stac7rdv  3711  1  ii  28-9 
Staracceiv  3708  1  — >  22  ? 
htdrovoc  3706  1  i  [4  5?],  9? 

Siafiepeiv  [3710  ii  10J 

Sia(f)opd  3708  2  — >  33,  j  4  3710  iii  35 

Sidijiopoc  [3708 3 ->  5?] 
Sia^iv  3701  i  26 

SiSwcu  3700  13?  [3702  1  40]  3709  j  3?  3720  8, 
25.  [9'1 

Sirjyrjcic  [3708  1  — >  15?] 
Slkouoc  [3708  2  j  31-2?]  3720  1 1,  [33] 

SiKaVLKOC  3708  1  ->  [14-15],  28, 1  [23?],  [28?] 
AioScopoc  3710  ii  47 

SiOixrjrrfC  3720  26 

Alovvcloc  3708  2  — >  48? 
Aiovvcoc  3711  1  ii  [13?])  24,  27 
St7rAactoc  [3720  41  2] 

Soxetv  3708  2  ->  31  ?  3710  ii  17  3720  106 

Sofa  3699  (,,)  i  a SouAeueti'  3700  [  I  7  ?  ],  24 
AovAlxlov  3702  1  [5]}  33 

6oOXoc  [3699  M  ii  9  10]  [3720  7o?| 

SprjCTjjp  3710  iii  24,  25,  27? 

Spvc  3695  3  9? 
Svvapttc  3701  ii  6,  [10J,  [16],  28 

SvpacOai  3699  M  ii  7-8  3720  43,  [yo?| 
Suo  3700  18 

*8vctt€vctik6c  3708  2  —  >  7? 
Sdjfia  3710  ii  22,  iii  19 

Aojptevc  3710  iv  2  ? 

Sibpou  [3708  2  1  16?] 

Idv  3708 2  j  1,  [  1  ?  ] ,  2?,  3,  4  {his),  10,  1 8,  20,  21,  29?, 
wjt3  3710  i  15?  3720  [21  ?|,  45,  f73|,  [87] 

lav  3720  I  I 

lavrov  3708  2  ->  18  3710  ii  53?  3720  28?,  [51  ?], 
108;  see  also  avrdv 

lyyi(y)v€cOat  3699  ̂   iv  2 

lyxoopuoXoyixov  3707  1  i  7 

lyx° c  3710  ii  20 

lydy  3695  12  5,  ™  10?  3698  12,  43?  3700  7?,  12,  13, 

15,20,21,22  3703  8  3710  ii  17?  3720  37 

lOoc  3710  ii  31,  iii  22 

«  3699(fl)iiiio,(,/,i3?  3708  1  >29?  3710 ii  19?,  iii 
1  1 ;  see  also  at 

uSlvai  3700  5,  20  3720  83 
>0  /  ii>  / etoiKoc  see  lolkoc 

eiSoc  3708  2  ->  5? 

€tKOC  3708  1  -->  35? 

€ikujv  3708  2  — >  15 
etXtKptvrjc  [3710  iii  5-6?] 

etvat  3698  34?  3699  {o1  iii  2,  6,  ̂  i  4,  {,:)  i  3,  {d)  i 

4,  ii  4,  9  3700  19,  22  (bis)  3707  2  4  3708  1  -> 

9,  23?,  2  ->  31?>  I  5>  fI(>]5  31  Ns)  3710  1  ‘i 

34,  iii  3,  4?,  6,  12,  16,  22  3711  1  i  4?,  11,  17,  28,  ii 
23?  3720  13,  [39],  44,  59,  63,  I77],  81,  [91 1, 

10C,  1 1 1 

(-)ea’cu  3708  2  ->  3?,  I  41,  42 

€lV€Ka  [3695  12  4) 

€17T€IV  3696  ->  4  3703  8  3710  iii  3 1  3720  97 

Elpdva  3707  1  i  2 €ipajveu€c0ai  3720  93 

etc  3699  {d]  i  12  3702  1  44  3706  1  ii  1  ?,  2  3708  1  -> 

1 5>  34)  2  [-6],  28  3710  ii  51,  iii  30  3711  M  19, 
22,  29,  ii  29  3720  11,  30?,  36,  46?,  [80],  1 14;  see 
also  lc 

fk  3699  iii  10 

etra  3701  ii  2 

Ik,  It;  3702  1  4-33  passim ,  2  passim  3703  9  3704  1  j 
5  3706  1  i  4?,  *  4  3708  *  ->  40,  42,  [44?],  44?,  \ 

15  3710  i  7,  8,  ii  44,  54,  iii  34  3711  1  i  22,  ii  20, 
23  3720  25,41 

exacroc  3702  1  34  5?  lem),  35  6  3708  2  —  >  12 IxfldAAetv  3720  93 

e/fjSacic  3708  1  ->  I  7l  30?,  ->  2? 
€kSotOC  3720  27? 

Ixei  3708  2  — >  33  3710  ii  19? 

Ixeivoc  3699  [■  ̂  i  5?],  | (-t:>  i  4 1  3700  [22?],  24  3711 2 

3?  3720  [15],  61  ?,  1 12 

IxOpojcxeiv  3704  1  |  4 

IxKaiScxacvAAafioc  3707  1  (3),  |8  9?] 
IxxaiSlxaTOc  3710  iii  8,  (18?) 

Ixxpicic  3701  ii  32 

IxXeyeiv  3708  2  |  23  4? 
IkX€L7T€IV  3710  ii  38 

IxXeipLc  3710  ii  36,  41 

IxttoScov  3700  14 
Ixcfifjv  3720  5  ? 

Ixroc  3708  2  I  4? 

lx<j>a tvetv  3710  ii  53 

eXaiov  3701  i  22 
IXaccajv  3710  ii  46 

IXacfipoc  3695  12  9  3701  ii  [8  9?],  2 1 

IXtXtCciv  3706  1  i  3  ? 
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mttv  3704  1  I  5  3708  2  J,  9  3710  iii  21-2,  23  4,  25, 

27,  40,  iv  8  3711  1  ii  30 
(-)eA0€tv  3711  1  i  2? 
'EWavLKoc  3711  1  i  10?,  ii  15-16? 
i floe  3720  31 

e/xTreAa^eo'  3710  i  5 1 
€fJL7Tl7TT€tV  3710  11  5  I 

tp,TrXriy$rqv  [3710  i  49] 
€^L7tXtJKTOC  3710  i  52 

€fXTTOpOC  3708  2  \  I  ? 
Iv  3701  ii  2  3703  6  3708  2  ->  37,  |  3,  39  3709  -► 

3  3710  ii  [7],  36,  41,  iii  9,  u  (bis),  30  3711  1  i 
10?,  27  3720  45,  46,  66,  iii 

evavnoc  3708  2  -*  [16],  \  [i8?]>  32,  38 
€VaiToOvr)<K€tV  [3720  46] 

evapfiovioc  3706  1  i  13 

evSerjc  [3707  3  ii  1-2?] 
IvScIv  3707  2  4? 

€V&€KCLCvXXafioC  [(3707  2  8?)] 
€V€Ka  see  civckcl 

€V€K€V  [3699  ̂   ii  3]  3708  2  36  3720  94 

evipyrjc  3701  ii  1 5 
ev9a  3698  3  ?  3710  i  23 
IvfldSe  3710  iii  39? 

Ivievcu  3701  i 9 

€1/101  3708  1  |  30? 

€VTavOa  3708  2  — >  35  3710  iii  20 

€VT€[  3695  12  2 

IvrevOev  3711  1  ii  26 

evreyvoe  [3708 2  \  9?] 
evrpeirecOai  3720  J2 

i^rjyctcQa  1  3710  ii  48? 

e£ic  [3708  2  — >  16] 
iopTT}  3709  — ►  3,  6  3710  iii  39 
Ziraweiv  3710  i  41 

CTTCLKOVeLV  3720  3  I 

evavaj  3720  108 

£tT€L  3695  7  3  ?  3698  1 3  3707  1  ii  2  ?  3710  ii  35,  48, iii  14?,  37? 

'Ett€i6c  3710  iii  27-8?  (em.) 
€7T€tTa  3698  14? 

*e77-ev8eec0ai  3720  82  ?  (€7rev8€ac(9ai  pap.) 

eTTtpojrav  3720  20-1 
€7u  3696  ->  8?  3698  30  3707  1  i  4  3708  2  |  32 

(bis)  3710  ii  12,  30,  [52?],  iii  40  3711  1  ii  15,  17, 

25  3720  33,  [84],  85,  [95],  96,  98,  1 10 

€77ij3[  3695  12  13 
imyi(y)vo)CH€iv  3720  [9]  >  *7 

iiriyovr}  3710  iii  30 

£tu8€u<vvvcu  [3720  66-7] 

€TnOvp,€Lv  3699  ̂   ii  10-1 1  ? 
€7TtK:aA€ti/  3720  I 

hriXoyoc  [3708  1  — >  1 6] 
€Tnp.eX€LcOai  3720  7 1 

IniTTpocOev  3710  ii  39 

€TnCKOTT€lV  3701  i  25 
€TtlcracQaL  3720  62,  [91] 

ciTtcToAi}  3720  1 6 

'ETTicrpcxfio c  [3702  1  22] 

emxetpTy/xa  [3708  2  \  7] 
67TOC  3711  M  17 

eTrracvXXa^oc  3707  2  3 

'Epyivoc  [3702  2  6] 

epyov  3711  M  28 
epefv  3708  1  ->  2 1 ,  [21?]  3710  i  17,  ii  14? 
’jE’perptac  3701  ii  8 

Epivvc  3704  1  — >  4 

'EppLayopac  3708  1  ->  16 'Epfirjc  [3702  2  9] 

iptciv  3695  12  28? epXtcQat.  3710  ii  yi 

Ipwc,  "Epajc  3695  12  marg .?,  12?,  [19?], 17  6?, 18  10 
epojrav  3720  22? 
€c  3698  24  3710  iii  [23?],  [24?],  27 

ic9X6c  3698  26 

ecyaroc  3707  1  i  4  [3720  1 05-6] 
ecXdru)c  3710  iii  17? 
ecu  3710  ii  16? 
€T€p-  3700  5  ? 

irtpO  ( nota )  3700  5?,  7 

€T€poc  3708  2  ->  40  3710  i  49  3720  95 

ETrjTVpLOC  [3710  ii  8?] In  3710  ii  4?,  27 

eu  3699  ̂   ii  7  3710  iii  38?  3720  [40],  68,  [88] 

efciSrjc  3696  ->  6? cvcvtcvktoc  3720  82 
evepytrrjc  3720  73 

Evfxaioc  3710  iii  35 

EvfxrjXoc  [3702  1  13?] 
euvoia  3720  94 

evvoLKoc  3720  52 -3 
ev-npa^ia  [3720  69] 

EvpcmSrjc  [3699  iv  7-8?] 
EvpvKpa.TT)e  3710  i  9  ? 

Evpvroc  [3702  2  8-9] 
. evcapKoc  3710  iii  38 

tvcceXjxoc  3698  25 

eun/x€“'  3708  2  \  35  3720  87 

€V(f}r)fjioc  3698  2 1 CUY6C0CU  3720  [53-4] 

€vXrj  3696  ->  9? 
iXeiv  3699  {d)  i  11  3701  i  24,  ii  7,  28  3702  1  46? 

3703  6  3707  2  8  3708  2  ->  [7?],  [8?],  9>  12, 

19,  [2 1  ],  33,  j  8,  — >■  1  ?  3710  ii  20,  iii  32  [3711 1  i  29?]  3720  12,  [26?],  49,  [71] 

(-)fVtP  3695  18  8 
ZyGpoc  3708  2  1  1-2,  12  3720  50,  53,  [81],  [88] 
'ExLov  [3702  2  9] 
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etuc  3701  ii  [1],  24  3710  iii  2 1 

ZaKwOoc  [3702  1  33-4] 
Zevc  3695  12  1 4?  3698  34?  3702  2  6,  [12]  [3711 U 

3?] 

l-qfiia  3711  1  i  16 
£771/ 3720  13,  [15],  [56?] 
ZrjvoSoToc  3710  i  10,  [ii  7],  [iii  40] 

£t)T€iv  3699  ̂   iii  1 1  ?  3708  1  ->  23  (3710  i  33 
marg.)  3720  79 

CrtTTffxa  3708 2  ->  45  [3720  1 8] 
Zt}tt)c  [3702  2  3] 

f,  3699  w  ii  7,  [8],  iii  7  3704  1  |  6  (bis)  ?  3707  2 
9,  10  3708  2  \  [a?],  [16  (bis?)]  3720  56  (bis), 

75.82 

>53698  35? 

yS y  3699  w  i  13?  3703  7?  3720  109 
rjbvirddeta  3699  ̂   i  12-13 
ybvc  3699  W  j  5 

■f/Ooc  3706  1  i  8 
y\toc  3701  ii  2  3710  ii  35,  38-9,  49,  51 

me  [3702  1 4] 

rjfie lc  3700  5?  3708  2  \  12  [3720  1  ] ;  see  also  a fxfiec 
rjfiepa  3710  ii  41,  44,  iii  9,  1 1  (bis),  19  3720  78 

tjfjbcnpoc  3708  2  |  19 
-rjinoc  3710  ii  5? 
'HpaxX-  [3697  7?] 
'HpatiXctToc  3710  ii  43 

'HpaxXrjc  3700  1  3702  [*  10],  [2  5-6] 
VJpt  3710  ii  33 

fjcOcu  3710  i  25 

Tjroi  3708  2  1  15 

rjTracOai  [3699  ̂   ii  10-1 1] 

■Jjrrov  [3708  2  — >-  1 0]  3710  ii  23 

”H<f>cucToc  3711  1  i  18,  28 

daXaccioc  3701  ii  [27],  34 
OaXarra  3703  7 

OaXrjc  3710  ii  38 

Qavaroc  3711  1  i  16-17  3720  1 3 
6e Actv  3700  6,  19  3720  [10],  15,  24,  58 
Otfxl^evo c  3697  4? 
04puc  3711  M  3,  4? 

@€o8copoc  3708  1  5?>  33? 

8eoc  3699  W  ;;  8  3710i»2i  3711  1  ii  25-6  [3720 
38] 

Oepfj. -  3701  i  27-8 

Qcpfiacta  [3701  ii  17-18?] 
Gepcavhpoc  [3702  1  25?] 

QeccaXta  [3702  2  8]  ' OeccaXoc  [3702  1  12] 
0 (CTCjp  3702  1  24 
OyjXvKoc  [3710  i  24?] 

OrjXvc  3700  2  3710  iii  29 

Gyp  3704  1  ->  5 Orjpiov  3711  1  ii  1 1  ?,  29 
0r)c€vc  [3702  1  9] 

QvrjCKtiv  3720  1 2 

0paK€c  3711  1  ii  36 

0ppKrj  [3702  2  4]  3711  1  ii  33 

Opacbc  [3699  <“>  iv  3?] 
(-) 0 p€7TT€LV  3720  34 
Ovyarnp  3702  1  34,  44 
Ovttv  3711  1  ii  19,  24 

Ovfxoc  3695  18  9  3720  73 Ovpa  3700  3,  9 

$vcla  3710  iii  23 

1 IaXfievoc  3702  1  27-8 

(-)tauf$oc  [3707  3  i  6  ] 75ac  3702  2  5 
ISikoc  3708  2  ->  1,9,  [12],  19,  [21] 

iSloc  3704  1  |  3?  3708  1  ->  3,  12?, 2  ->  [5?],  [48?],  j 
17?,  30  3720  [14],  64? 

’/So/xcveuc  3702  1  5-6 l8ov  3700  ii?,  14 

tepeveiv  3710  iv  6-7,  [9-10] 

Upoc  3710  i  2 1  ?,  22  ?;  see  also  Ipoc 

Upajcvvr)  3711  1  ii  25 Ixaveiv  3710  ii  6 
'Ixapioc  3702  1  31 

iXiyyoc  3701  i  10? 
l^evT'qc  3720  103 

tW3700  i2  3708 2 1 41, 42  3710  [ii 8?],  iii  14  3720 

34>  [44]>  5J>  52>  54>6*>  72,  [88] 
' ImrdXxifioc  (or  vl7nraXf(p,oc )  3702  [*  26?],  2  1 1 

lP6c  3695  12  23? 
icofleoc  [3720  39?] 

tcoc  3708  2  18 
Icyvpoc  3701  ii  36  [3720  62-3] 

icyvc  3711  2  7 

trafioc  3700  18 

roc  [3702  1  22] 
Vcovcc  3711  1  i  3 1 

KaSfieioc  3711  1  i  5 

KaOatpeiv  3710  ii  26 
xaOapoc  3710  ii  27 
xadeXxeiv  3703  8 

Ka6r)pL€piv6c  3720  42-3,  79 
xadijcOai  [3720  78] 

KaOtcravai  3720  26 

#<a#oAou  3708  2  ->  41 xadix) c  [3720  24] 

/cat  3695  12  10  3698  20,  [39?]  3699  (a)  ii  6,  13,  15, 

iii  1,  6,  7,  10,  iv  1?,  ̂   i  3,  [6?],  (</)  i  13  (bis),  14 
(£w)  3700  13  3701  i  3,  4?,  6,  7,  11,  15,  [19],  21, 
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24,  ii  3,  8,  9,  1 1,  18,  21,  23,  25,  29,  30,  31,  33  3702 

1  [6],  [12],  [22],  27,  31,  [32],  [36],  49,  2  [3],  [5],  9, 

[12]  3703  6  3706  1  i  (7),  (13),  ii  (1),  (5)  3708  1 
->  1 7, 22, 25, 26, 35, 36?,].  29?, 2 ->  >4.  [l6L  1 7. 35. 

40,  42, 1 2  ?,  15?,  20,  30  3710  i  44?,  ii  7,8,  10  (bis), 

[14],  23,  26,  iii  2?,  36  3711 1  i  3,  23,  ii  13,  14  3720 

2,  3,  4,  9,  [20],  32,  [44],  44,  48?,  52,  54,  61  ?,  [68], 

69,  [72],  76, 80,  [82],  [83],  92,  95,  [98],  [106],  107, 

109,  1 12,  1 15  {bis) 

KolikL Atoc  3708  2  ->  39 
Kaipoc  3720  [86],  93 

KaKoSaifiovL^eiv  3699  ̂   ii  13- *4 

KdKOC  3699  ̂   ii  4  3709  j  5  ? 

kclX-  3696  — >  4 

KdXaic  [3702  2  4] 

KaXdv  [3702  1  44-5?]  3708  2  ->  8-9,  19  3710  ii 

42  3711  1  i  14-15,  ii  [6?],  27  3720  i-2,  75 

KdXX -  3696  —>  10 

KdXXubwfxoc  3701  ii  33 

fcaAAoc  3699  «  i  2 

KdXXvvciv  3710  ii  25-6 

KdXoc  3710  iii  31  3711  1  ii  [19-20?],  22? 

KaXXac  [3702  1  24] 
KaXtoc  3720  iii 

Kdvwv  3707  2  1,6 

KdirqXoc  3708  2  1  20 

Kdcrcop  3702  2  12 

KdTa  3695  12  3  3699  (rt)  iii  10  3708  1  \  31  ?,  32?, 2  -> 

8,  18  3710  i  2?,  ii  50,  iii  13,  16,  17,  19  3720  54 

KdTdfia XXeiv  3720  50,  65 

KdrayytXXciv  3710  iii  23 

Karayeiv  3708  1  — >  14  (3710  iii  29) 

KdTdyeXav  3720  67-8 

KdTdSeiv  3710  iii  36-7 

KdTdKdUlV  3701  ii  2i-2 

KdTdKXeiCTOC  3707  2  5 

KdTdKXicic  [3710  ii  1 1  ] 

KdTaXdfx^avciv  3708  2  42 

KaraXeivtiv  [3720  81] 

KdTdfiavOaveiv  3700  6 

Karan Aacpa  [3701  i  3] 

KaranAaccciv  [3701  i  6-7?] 

KdTdCK€vdl,€lV  3708  2  >[  I  I  3711  1  i  19 
KdTd<f>pOV€lV  3720  51 

KdT7]yOp€LV  3720  8-9 
KdTTjyOpLd  3708  H33? 

KaroiKi&tv  [3711  1  ii  34?] 
kolt a)  3720  47 

K€ic6di  3710  iii  39 

KeXevetv  [3711  1  ii  18-19?]  3720  1,  24-5,  103,  107 

K€p&dlV€LV  3708  2  \  14 

K€<f)d  XaXyeiv  3701  i  1 1 

K7}pv£  [3702  1  31]  3710  iii  20,  [22-3] 

Klv8w€V€lV  [3708  1  — >■  32-3] 

klvSwoc  3708  2 1  38 
KXeio)  3696  \  6 

KXvpicvoc  [3702  2  7] 

Kvrjp,a  [3701  i  19?] 

KotXojpia  [3701  ii  1 1] 

koiv6c  [3720  82] 
koitoc  3710  ii  [9],  1 1 

KoXa&iv  [3720  61-2] KoXdK€V€LV  3720  59 

KoXoftoc  [3710  iii  7?] 

Ko\xdv  3720  2 

KOfLL^tlV  3711  1  i  22 
KOTTl dV  3720  9°- 1 
KOp€LV  3710  ii  22,  26  {bis) 

Kopr\  [3710  ii  27] 

Kopcovoc  3702  1  19 Kovcj>oc  3720  58 

Kpa.Sr)  3701  ii  16  (/(AaS  17  pap.),  20 
Kpanrvoc  3698  5 
Kpareiv  3720  38,  73 

Kpdr-qc  3710  [i  2?],  iii  20 

KpcpiacOai  3708  2  — >  40 
Kprjvri  3710  ii  32 

Kprjrec  3711  1  i  9?,  ii  4 

KprjTT)  [3702  1  7] 
KpviTT€Lv  3711  1  i  23>  25,  3°  3720  47  a,C' 
KpVITTOC  3720  76 

Kpvijuc  3710  [ii  4°?]>  iii  5? 

KTdcdai  3699  ̂   ii  1 1 

Kriaroc  [3702  1  1] Krrjctc  3720  25,  96 

Kvpoc 3699  (rf)i  13 Kvp,a  3695  1  4 
kwovXkoc  3710  ii  21 

KvTrptoc  3710  ii  8 

Kvnpic  3704  2  -*  3 
KVTTT€LV  3720  47 

Kvpievciv  3720  79 

xvpioc  3720  72 
KVOJV  [3720  83] 

Kwac  3710  ii  [18?],  [20];  see  also  kojoc 

Koi)pLr]  3695  12  3 *ku)oc>  to  3710  ii  19?}  20 

Xdfipoc  3695  12  7 
XafApaveiv  3700  10  3701  ii  19  [3708  2  |i6?]  3711 

1  ii  19?  3720  15,  43,  58,  8o?,  [104?] 

(-)Actfij Bdvtiv  3708  1  ->  27,  l  28, 2 1  8 
XapL7rp6c  3700  8  3720  10 1 

Xdrptc  3700  2 

My™  [3699  <")  iv  1-2?]  3700  [10?],  15,  21  3708  2 
->"34.39  3710  i  13,  [22?],  ii  29,  iii  29  3720  95 

(-)Xeyeiv  3708  1  \  16,  2  \  38 
Acfic  3710  i  50? 
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Aeovrevc  [3702  1  1 9 J 

Wc  [3701  i  17?] 

AecfiiaKoc  3711  1  i  1 1 

Aecfiioc  3711  2  2? 

Aecfioc  3711  1  i  22-3 

\evKoypa<f>tc  3701  ii  10 

Xeojv  3711 1  i  15,  18-19,  25>  28 

A rjyeiv  [3698  13?] 

Xiyvc  3707  1  i  6 Aivoc  see  Alvoc 

Xoyoc  (3710  i  33  marg.)  3720  29,  3 1 ,  [37],  56,  [98] 

Xoittoc  3710  iv  5? 

XovecOcu  [3720  6?] 

AvyKevc  [3702  2  4] 

AvB6c  3711 2  6 

*Au*aixfuac  (-ate)  3711  1  ii  32 
Avxcopoc  3720  21-2,  1 14 

Xv7T€lc0cU  3720  96-7,  98 

XvctreXetv  3699  ̂   i  4 

XvciTeXrjc  3699  ̂   iii  9? 

Mayvr)da  [3702  1  21] 

paivac  3711  1  ii  28 

fiai vec6au  3699  ̂   ii  1 5 

(-) fiawecOat  3695  18  7 

ikfd*ap3711 1  i  21,  30,  ii  16? 
MaKthovia  3710  i  5,  6 

fiaXa  [3698  23?]  [3699^  iii  7?]  3710  ii  33 

paXacceiv  [3701  ii  10-11] 

fiaXtcra  3706  1  i  7 

/xaXXovSm  «i  13?  3708 2 ->  II,  [17]  3720  88 

MaXXdyr-qc  3710  iii  41 

fiavddvctv  3699  ̂   ii  6-7  3720  74,  107-8 

fiaprvpetv  3708  2  1  14?,  [15] 

pidpTvc  3708  2  1  [10],  18-19 
fiacriyovv  3720  99 

fidrrjv  3710  ii  5? 

ixaxcupa  3699 i  6-7 

Maydeov  [3702  1  15?] 
fiaxecOat  3710  i  4 

fieyaXo(f>povelv  [3720  85] 

fxtyac  3695  12  24  3701  i  12  3720  96 

MeyrjC  3702  1  4 

McStov  3702  1  31 

/ll€#77  3708  2  \  3 
/xfiSidv  3720  18 

(-)/*«8i[  3695  17  3 
fiet^cov  3708  2  1  36 

Mediae  3706  1  i  7? 

f. letc  3710  ii  44,  50,  54?,  iii  7? 

fieXavOiov  3701  i  23 

MeXavOtoc  3710  iii  22 

fie Xac  3701  i  16 
fUXetv  3697  5? 

fie  At  3701  i  22 

MeXifio ia  [3702  1  17] 

fieXXeiv  3708  2  |  16  [3711  1  i  23-4]  372030,36,90 

fie Ao-  3706  1  ii  4 

fieXonoua  [3706  1  i  5-6?] 

fieXoc  3696  ->7? 
fieX(pSetv  3706  1  i  8,  [ii  5-6?] 

j \iev  3698  15  3699  ̂   ii  10?,  iii  3,  ̂  i  10  (3706  1  ii 
3)  3708 2  ->  1,  [7?],  [9],  12,21,  [31  ?],  33,  [43?]4 

10  3710  ii  [11],  16?,  22,  38,  42,  49,  iii  36  3720 

[38],  4° 
fieveiv  3710  ii  13 

MevecOevc  3702  1  7 

Mevoinoc  [3702  1  23] 

fiept^eiv  3708  1  ->  [19-20?],  22 

fiepoc  [3708  2  ->5]  ' 

fiec-  3710  iii  5 

fiecoc  [3710  iii  3?] 

fierd  [3698  33?]  3701  i  5,  19,  ii  12,  [17]  [3702  1 

43]  3720  102,  1 15 
ficTafiatveiv  3710  ii  3« 

fieTafiaXXeiv  3710  ii  46-7 
fieraStSovai  3720  71 

fieraSoTtKoc  3720  52 

fieraXXdcceiv  3720  99- IOO 

fierafieXecdat  3699  ̂   ii  13  3720  88-9 

fiereyf iv  3720  69 

fierpov  3710  iii  10? 

fiexpt  3708  2  |  3 1  ? 

firf  3700  10,  12,  15,  23  3702  1  42  3708  2  \  36  3720 

[22  ?J,  [46],  51,  58,  61,  66,  68,  72,  74,  85,  87,  90, 

[9i].96 
fi7)Be  3720  96 

MjStta  [3698  17?] 

fi7)Se lc  3720  76 

Mrjdvfivatoc  3711  1  i  26 

firfKOJv  [3701  i  5-6?] 

M-qptovrfc  3702  1  6 
firfTTfp  3699  ̂   ii  9  3710  i  46 

firfxavacOcu  [3720  78-9] 

puKpdc  3695  18  1 1  ?  [3720  96] 

fiiKrdc  3706  [l  i  5?], 2  12 

pufivrfCKecOai  [3710  iv  3-4] puv  3710  ii  [5?],  6 

Mtvvetoc  3702  1  28?  ( puwpov  pap.) 

filmic  3706  1  i  7  ? 

MiTvXrjvaiot  3711  1  i  5 
fivT]-  3705  1,  2,  3 

fivrfCLKaKetv  [3720  87] 

fivrjcTrjp  3702  1  30  3710  ii  29,  iii  24,  25  a.c .,  27? 

fioix^veiv  3700  1 1  ? MoXoc  [3702  1  7] 

fidvov  3708  1  — >  13, 2 1  25  3710  ii  23 

fiopiov  3708  2  —  >  34  3710  iii  32 
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poyO^poc  3699  ̂   iii  5>  ̂  i  4 

Moifioc  3698  14 

IjlvXt}  3710  i  23,  24 

[XVpLOC  [3699  W  ii  3] 

MvprtXoc  3711  1  i  24-5,  ii  1 7? 
MvTi\r]vaioL  see  Mirv\r]valoi 

NavnXioc  3702  2  io 
vavc  3698  25,  [30]  3703  8 

veavicKoc  3720  IO,  28 

veecOai  3710  ii  33 

NtKTavefiwv  3720  24 

v4oc  3708  2  1  [2?],  35 

peoccoc  3720  103-4 

vtyoc  3710  i  8 

vj]Svc  3699  ̂   ii  10 
vijcoc  3703  6  3711  1  i  [24],  [30],  32 

VlK7)<J)6pOC  3700  I 

NtKo(j)(2)v  3710  i  14? 

Mpedc  [3702  1  io- 1 1  ] 
VOfAOC  3711  1  i  II,  15 
voctoc  3698  1 5 
vovderetv  3720  30 

vovprjvta  3710  ii  34,  36,  42-3,45,  [55f.?],  iii  i3> 

vvv  3695  1  3?  3696  ->  5  3700  20  [3702  1  44?] 

[3708  2  i  31  ?]  3710  i  17,  ii  6,  iii  15?,  39? 

^7]paiv€iv  [3701  ii  2] 

d  ( dem .)  3698  12,  23  (bis)  3710  ii  [13],  21,  22,  28,  iii 
*9>  [40] 

oSe  3710  iv  5-6  [3720  1 6] 
odev  3700  9  3710  ii  35 

ola  3695  18  1 1 

Olaypoc  3698  1  o 

oiSeiv  3695  12  8? 
oUcBoj.  3699  «  ii  6 

oti^vpoc  [3710  ii  14] 

oiKetv  3699  ̂   ii  6  3711  1  ii  32 

otVeioc  3708  1  — >  12? 
oik€tt)c  3720  60? 

oik  la  [3699  (d)  ii  2?] 
OlKoSop.€LV  3720  19,  64 

OLKoSopLTjfXa  [3720  64-5] 
0 ikoc  3710  iii  30 

OlKTL^eiV  3720  90  ? 

otvoc  3720  66  
~ otov  3706  1  i  6? 

oloc  3708 2  38?  3720  89 

olirep  3700  20? 
oictev  3710  ii  32 

(-)ot^tc^ai  3696  — >  10? 

oAtyoc  [3710  ii  52?]  3720  1 10-1 1 
dAoc3699(a>ii2?  3708  2  ->  5  3720  78 
6pu ActV  [3720  57J 

OpVV€LV  3708  2  34,  36 

opoioc  3708  2  — >  [10],  14 

opolwc  [3707  2  10?] 

opoXoyetv  3708  1  — >  20 *Op<j>dXr}  3700  2 

ofxdjvvpLoc  3702  1  39  (opov-) 
ovLvavai  [3720  56?] 

ovopa  3708  2  — >  6 'OvvpaKXir)c  3711  1  ii  31 
o£dc  3706  Mil  [3720  65?] 
ottXl^civ  3720  78 

077017  3700  I  I 

077 tuc  3710  ii  295  iii  34  3720  57 

opdv  3708  2  ->  37 Op€KTLKOC  3720  44 

opKoc  3708 2  1  33 

opoc  3708  2  -9-  5  3720  22 
'0PXonev6c  [3702 2  7] 

Sc  3699  «i  3,  wi2,  w  ii  5  [3707  2  6?]  3710  ii  12, 
41,42  3711 1  ii  19,28  37208, 15, 25,32,[7t],  106 oc tic  3710  ii  44 

dray  3700  16  3710  ii  50,  54 
ore  3710  ii  9 

on  3708  1  -*•  33?,  2  j  II,  [12],  [13  (*«)].  14  (i«)» 
21  3710  i  1 1,  19?,  22?,  ii  10,  16?,  32,  34,  36,  38, 

53?,  iii  4?,  31  3711 'i  16,  18,27  [3720  83I 

ov{ovk,  ou*)  3695 6  5?  3698  6  3699  w  iii  7, (f)  i  2 ?, 

5  3700  5,  [6?],  23?  3703  7  3704  '->4?  
3708 

[>-^22?],  2  4  25?  3710  i  22?,  ii  [6],  28,  iii  14,31 

(bis)  3720  1 1 ,  32,  33,  60,  [93];  see  also  ov\l ov&apov  3710  i  3 

ouSe  3698  7,  36,  [40?]  3710ii4,  iii  31,  32 

ouSeic  (ovBeCc)  [3699  W  ii  3]  3708  2  \  13,  [21]  3720 

28? ouSoc  3697  7  ? 

ovkovv  3699  ̂   iii  3  3703  8  ( unless  ovkow) 

ovXrj  3701  ii  30 

obv  3699  w  iii  3,  8,  w  i  3  3708  2  ->  43?,  \  8, 

10  3710  iii  37?  371 1  1  ii  26  3720  14,  36,  1 13 

ovTTio  3710  iii  14 

ovpa  [3720  83] 

ode  [3698  1 2?] 
OVT€  3695  18  13?  3699  ̂   ii  6,  7  3710  i  40?,  [iv  4?, 4-5?] 

OVTOC  3699  M  i  3  3700  2 1  3702  1  37,  [42]  3706  1  i 

10  3708 2  ->  9,  11,  [20],  40,  \  8,  14?,  15?  3710  ii 

28,6138?  3711 1  i  12-13?,  15,  20,  [28?],  30  3720 

18-19,21,33,40,97,102,105 

OUTCO,  OUTtOC  3701  [i  12?],  ii  19  3708  2  34,  |  8 

3710  ii  [9?],  47  3711  1  i  23,  [ii  16?]  3720  [31], 

44^5>  io7 ou^t  3710  ii  20?,  iii  4? 

d(f>OaXpiKoc  [3701  ii  3-4?l 
oifiipaOrjc  3720  75 
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ttolOoc  3710  iii  7? 

7TcuSaa  3720  67  ( em .) 

7rcuSeu6iv  3720  32,  34 

note  3695  12  12?  [3699  ld>  i  6]  3702  '  35,  [41] 

3707  2  5  3720108,109,112,115 

TraXiv  3699  <fl)  ii  4  3700  1 1  ?  3701  ii  3  3708  2  -> 
12,21  3710  ii  52  [3720  26?] 

nafXTTOLV  3710  ii  13-14 
rrdvv  3710  i  16 

napa  3700  23?  3708  2  — ►  37,  39?,  |  4  3710  ii  25 

Trapa^oXrj  3708  2  —  >  1 5 

7TapayC(y)v€c8(H  3702  1  48  3720  2 

*7rapa$aTrav7)fia  3700  23  ? 

7 Tapa$€iyp,a  [3708  2  — >  r5j 
napaStSovaL  3720  27 

TrapaKa\vp,p,a  3720  12 
7rapaKaTa6r}KT}  3720  37 

TTapaKeXevcpLa  3710  ii  22 

TTapaKfjia^Lv  3720  73-4 

jrapaKoXovdetv  3710  ii  15? 

TrapaKOTrTtw  3699  ̂   ii  5-6 

TTapap,6vLpioc  3720  92 

irapavrjTT)  3706  1  i  9 

7rapa7racccw  3701  ii  23 

TrapanXrjCioc  [3701  ii  7] 

7Tapa7TX7)ci(jL)c  3701  ii  35 

TTapaCK€vd^€tV  3708  2  s[  [16?],  [55?] 

7rapacK€vr)  3720  1 1 5 

7Tapa.(j)vac  or  7rapa<j)V€c0ai  3701  ii  20 

iraptivai  3700  9? 

TTap€KfiatV€lV  3708  1  —  >  1 8 

TrapeKpacic  3708  1  — >  24? 

TrapeXOtw  3720  2 1 

TraptTropiwov  3708  2  — >  [10],  13 

riappLtvwv  3710  ii  24 

Trapoipla  [3708 2 1  5] 

7rdc3698i5?  3699  ̂   iii  4  3708  1  ->  30?, 2  ~>  45,  \ 
3*  3710  iii  33,  34  3720  [38],  54 

TracceXrjvoc  3710  iii  8-9,  12,  16,  18 

TTaT-qp  [3699  ̂   ii  7-8]  3720  1 1 

IJdrpoKXoc  [3702  1  23] 

(-)tt€i9civ  3695  12  1 1 7T€tpa  3720  57 

TTClpTjTllci)  [3698  I  I  ?  ] 

ILnptQovc  [3702  1  18?] 
neXoTTavvrjcoc  3702  1  45 

mXoijj  [3702  2  II] 
TT€p.TT€lV  [3720  19] 

wepLiTTOC  (3707  2  1 1) TT€V€cOat  3720  54 

7T€vvc  3700  22  3708  2  X  31,  [35] 

{-)7T€ve€iv  3720  102 

mm  (3707  2  8) 
Trep$t,£  3701  ii  37 

TT€p{ 3708  1  ->  19?, 2  [37 45>  I  7>  I0>  l6i  33 

7 T€piex*w  3708  2  — >  8,  17-18,  18 

ricpiKXvpievoc  [3702  2  1  ] 
TTtpLovcta  3708  2  I  29 

IlepciKoc  3709  — >  7  ? 

77crecoc  [3702  1  8] 

TlyvcXecoc  [3702  1  26?] 

nrjveXoTrrj  3702  1  30 

TTTjCCtlV  [3701  i  26-7?] 
7TLV€LV  3701  i  I4 

Flica  [3702  2  1 1 -1 2] mcreveiv  3708  2  ->  43,  \  40,  47 

TTLCTtVTtKOC  3708  2  |  7 

ttlctic  3708  1  [15],  26, 2  \  9 
irXetv  3720  114 
TrXficov  3710  ii  47 

ttX4ov  3720  61  (TrAeiv) 

7rAcoi/d>ac  [3701  ii  25-6] 

nXcovaywc  3708  2  \  1 5 

7rAi7yi7  [3720  84] 

77 XrjOvvTiKoc  [3710  i  24?] 

7rXrjKTpov  3698  1  I  ? 

vXrjpovv  3701  ii  1 1 
vXtjcloc  3710  i  23 

ttXovcloc  [3708  2  1  34- 5I 

tti/oii}  3698  8 

IJoSaXetptoc  [3702  1  15?] 

TJotac  [3702  1  1 7] 

TTOl€lV  3699  ii  3,  12  3701  i  12,  ii  32  3703  9? 

3708  2  j  30,  33?  3710  ii  19?,  41,  [55?]  3711  1  ii 
15?  3720  15,  40,  51,  [88],  104?,  1 13 

TToirjTrjc  [3711  1  i  18?] 
7 ToirjTiKOC  3708  2  \  5-6 

TTOLorrjc  [3708  2  — >  22?] 

7 roXepuoc  3711  1  ii  20? 
TToXepLoc  3711  1  ii  33 

7toAic  3711  1  ii  33 

ttoXX&kic  [3700  23?]  [3708  2  \  45] 

IJoXvSevKrjc  3696  1  7  [3702  2  12I 

TJoXvv€tK7)c  [3702  1  25?] 

rioXv^evoc  [3702  1  3] 

TJoXvTTOlTqc  [3702  1  18?] 

ttoA^c  3695  18  1 5  ?,  1 6  ?  [3698  38  ? ]  3700  2 1  3701  i 
14,  ii  15  3711  1  ii  27-8  3720  1 15 noXvxpdvioc  3720  3 

TToXvwwpLOV  [3708  2  — >  6?] 
TrovTjpoc  3708  2  \  28,  [29-30?] 

770VT0C,  rioVTOC  3698  22 

(-)Trop€V€cQai  3720  47? 

7TOpi^€lV  3720  84 

TTOp<j)Vp€OC  3710  ii  28 /7ocei8coy  3702  2  3,  [10] 

Trocorrjc  [3708  2  — >  22  ?] 
ttot€  3699  ̂   ii  10?  3700  8 
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(-)7T0Tt£eU'  3701  i  8 
TTOVC  3696  ->  9  [3707  3  i  5?]  3720  65? 

irpdypa.  3708  2  ->  4?,  7-8,  24-5,  [32?],  35,  \  12-13 
[3710  i  52] 

7Tpa£tc  3699  ̂   iii  6 
7 Tpaoc  [372052] 

TTpdcceiv ,  vpaTTciv  3702  1  37,  43  3720  68,  94-5 

(- )TTpdcc€tv  3708  2  1  39 
TTpecfivc  3720  23 

TTpoatptcic  3720  41 

7 TpoSrjAoc  3708  2  |  37  3710  iii  34 
7Tpo€KTi6evat  3702  1  37 “8 

7 rpoepeiv  [3708  2  ->  31-2?] 

TJpoQooc  [3702  1  20] 

TTpOKOTTY]  3708  2  — >  6 

7TpOOip.LOV  3708  1  — >  [l5],  28,  34 

Trpoc  3695  12  23?  3700  20,21  3702  1  41  3708  1  -> 

13,  2  7,  16,  33  3710  i  24,  [iii  35]  3711  1  i 
26  3720  24,  35?,  77,  80,  [87?],  93,  1 12 

npocdyetv  3710  ii  49 

wpocttvai  3708  1  — >  3 1  • 
TTpOCKaXtLV  [3720  102] 

TTpocraKTLKoc  3710  ii  24 

TTpocrdccew  3702  1  40  3720  104 

npocTiOtvai  [3708  1  — >  16?]  3710  ii  2  ?,  iii  41 

TTpOCCOTTOV  [3708  2 ->  2?] 
TTpOTtpOV  3720  32 

7 rporepoc  3708  2  ->  9>  1 3,  [2 1  ]  3710  ii  45 

7 TpVTGLV€lOV  3711  1  1  4 
rrpdjTov  3699  ̂   ii  5^6  3720  37 

rrpwroc  3708  2  — >  1 
77 p(x)T(i)c  3710  ii  55,  iii  15,  1 7 

TTT€pov  3720  106 

lTTf,CLC  [3720  1 12-13?] 
TTTwydc  3700  19 

rivXoc  [3702  2  2] 

nvpyoc  3720  19-20 

770)  3698  6,7  3707  1  i  2 
TTOJC  3699  M  ij  8  3710  15 

pevpLCL  [3701  ii  II- 12?] 

prjp'a  3710  [i  52?],  ii  24 

prjTwp  3708  1  — >  18? 'Piavoc  3710  ii  7 

pi£a  3701  i  18 

pufjoKivhvvoc  [3699  ̂   iv  4?] 

T68oc  [3702  1  10] 
pvecOau  [3711  M  24?] 

pvrrdv  3720  3 

'PaipatKOC  3710  ii  3 1 

po,M  3699  W  iv  1,  W  i  2 

Cafj.7]  [3702  1  32] 
Cdpuoc  3701  ii  5  3710  ii  37 

Cdpoc  [3702  2  3] 
capKa>8r)c  3701  ii  31 

c aSrjvL^cLv  [3710  iii  3B— 9  ?J 
ctfccOau  3720  38 
ceXrjvT)  3710  ii  39,  49 

c7)pi€iovv  3710  ii  40 
ciaXoc  3710  iii  28,  [iv  10] 

CPv XXa  3711  M  27 
CikcX6c  3704  1  1  5 

cKCTTrecdat  3708  2  1  33 

CK€vd£,€tv  [3701  ii  18-19] 

oceuaaa  [3701  ii  6-7] 
ckottcXoc  3704  1  |  4 

CKopirioc  3701  ii  27 

CpLLKpOC  3695  18  1 1  ? CpuvOevc  3711  1  ii  [1 1  —  1 2 ? j,  14 

cdc  3695  12  1 c o<t>%ccdai  3720  67 
C7To8o€iSt}c  3701  ii  25 

c7rovSetoc  3707  2  9,  10,  [3  ii  3-4?] 

craXaypioc  3701  ii  13 
crepyeiv  3720  39,  41 

CTCpTjCIC  [3708  2  ->  16-17] 
cropa  3720  84 

cTpw(f)dv  3698  3? 

c tviJjlc  3701  ii  12,  18 

CV  3695  12  4,  6?  3700  8  3702  1  38  3707  1  i  2 
3720  19, 35?,  [461,46,  [51?],  51,  [53].  55.  [57].  63. 

[72],  [75).  83,  [94] 

ci lyyalpeiv  3720  69 

cuyxcopiLV  3720  14 

cvkt)  3701  ii  16 
cvXXapPdv€iv  [3720  103] 

cvp.fiaiv€iv  3708  2  — >  19-20 
cvp. j3aac  3708  1  j  12? cvpiflitocic  [3720  77] 

cvpfiovXevTiKoc  3708  1  \  24-5?,  29? 

[3702  Mi] 

CVpLTTTOjpa  [3708  2 20?] 

cvp.(j>ep€iv  3708  1  |  27? 

c vfx(f>ojvoc  3706  2  3? 
cvv  [3710  ii  21?]  3720  1 14 

cvvatpoc  3704  1  ->  2  ? cvvavrav  3720  83 

cvvelSyctc  [3720  14] 

CW€XVC  [3706  M  10?] 

cunjflcta  3710  i  12 
cvvdrjKr)  3708  2  |  5 
cwUvat  3710  ii  43 

cvvoxy)  [3720  4] 

cuvurrap^eiM  3708  2  — >  14 
cue  3710  iv  10 

cucrot^ia  [3708  2 22?] 

c<f)£ic  3710  iii  2 1 
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Cx^Sloc  3702  1  2 1 
cxeSw  3699  M  i  5 

cwfxa  3696  — >  6 
CO)(f)pOV€LV  3720  55 

cc o(f)pocvvr)  [3720  84] 

TaXavrov  3711  2  9-IO 
rctAac  3700  10? 

raXactoupyla  3710  ii  30- 1 

ravraXi^eLv  3695  3  4 

TavraXoc  [3695  3  2?J 
rayoc  3720  46 

rayvc  3710  ii  30 

tc  3695  12  10?  3699  (":  ii  4, <c)  i  5, M  ii  10  3701  ii  29 
3710  ii  37  3720  8, 60? 

tckvov  3710  ii  6  [3720  3 1 -2] 

rcAeiV  3698  1 6 

tcA etoc  3720  109 

reXevTaioc  3708  2  ->  34 
reXevrrj  3710  ii  50 

reXoc  3708  1  |  25  ?,  30  ?,  2  ~>  6,  26,  3 1 ,  [32  ?] ,  33-4,  35 

T€pLV€LV  3708  2  — >  26-7 

TcvOprfSwv  3702  1  20-1 
Tepnvoc  3695  12  io?  [3699  w  i  4?] 

reccapec  3708  1  -»  15,  2  ->  (9),  (16),  (22)  [3720 

103)] 

T€ccap€Cf«Li8a<a  3710  iii  9-i°,  (ii),  (16),  (19) 
rerpaperpov  [3707  H  5?] 

rcTpayopS -  3706  2  1 3 
TViAeuavoc  3710  i  30?,  ii  3,  iv  3 

TrjpLVLTTjC  [3708  1  ->  16?] 
T 7]p€LV  3710  iii  30 

n$€vat  3698  24  3711  1  i  20  [3720  76?] 
rtXXetv  3720  105 

rt/xav  3695  18  13?  3720  73 

tic  3699  w  iii  8,  <*)  i  4  3700  4,  21  [3702  1  36?] 
3703  6  (bis) 

tic  3699  M  ii  6,  7,  iii  10,  w)  i  9  3700  15  3705  1  ?,  2?, 
3?  3708  2  ->  16,  34,  35,  37,  37?,  38,  39?,  4  36, 
42?  3710  [i  13?],  ii  4?,  13  3720  [46],  [67],  [73] 

TXr)7TQ\epLQC  3702  1  9-10 
rot  3698  36  3710  i  23 

TOtOVTOC  3699  M  iii  8-9,  M  i  7  ?,  M  i  5,  [9]  3707 2  4 

Tof  [  3695  1  2 tottoc  3705  1,2,3  3706  >[ii2?J,[ii  6-7?]  3708  2 -> 
[2?].  [7?].  [9-io].  >2.  [21  ])  27,  37,  4  [10?],  54? 

tot€  3698  9,  14  3710  ii  34 

Tpayeioc  3701  ii  36 

rpek  3708  2  ->  [(13)],  (14),  [(17)]  3710  iii  28 
rpeic/ccuSe/ca  3710  iii  ( 1 1 ) ,  (13) 

Tp€(j>€iv  3709  ->  4  3720  107 

rpey^v  3710  i  15 
rpLCLKac  3710  ii  42 

rplfie iv  3701  ii  1,  22 

rpnjprjc  3703  7 

TpiKK-q  [3702  1  16?] rpiraioc  [3710  iii  7  ?  J 

rplrr)  3706  1  i  1 1  ? 
*rpiroeiBr}c  3706  1  i  6 

rplroc  3707  3  ii  3  3708  2 ->6-7  3710  iii  (17),  40 
TpOTTCUOV  3720  I  3 

t poiroc  3708  2  —>  [2],  47 
rpo<j>rj  [3720  43] 

rpoyoiioc  3707  3  ii  IO 
rvtjxnCy  Tv<f> cue  3704  1  \  6 

rvxv  [3708  2  ~>  24?]  3720  9 1 
*u  3700  14? 

vfipLc  3700  10 
vyiaiveiv  3700  1 3  [372O45] 

vSarwBrjC  3701  i  1 7 

vScop  [3701  ii  22?] 

mSodc  [3702  2  2  ?] vLOTTOieicOai  3720  39 
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vutk  3703  3,  a;  see  also  vppec 

vfip.ee  3698  2  ? 

vrr[  3695  10  1 
viraiQpoc  [3701  i  27?] 

vnaKoveiv  [3700  12?]  3710  ii  8-9? 
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f  4
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Wp  3708  2  1  17,  24  3720  8 
VTrrjKooc  3720  1 1 1 
vttvoc  3710  ii  io  (bis) 

vtto  3698  8  3710  iii  IO?  3711  Mi  36  [3720  94] 

i57ro(-)  3696  ~>  1 1 
V7ToAapLpaV€lV  3708  2  — >  38 
vnoArp/jic  3708  2  ->[25-6?],  [36-7],  [44?] 

*vTropeTpoc  3710  iii  10? 
imoracceiv  3710  iii  20 

verepov  3699  ̂   ii  1 2 

vcrepoc  3708  [*  — >  7  ?],  [2  — >  13] 

v(j)atpoc  3701  i  15 

vt/tr)X6c  3720  49,  64,  1 10 

<f>atv€iv  3696  — >  5  3700  4,  12  3710  ii  44-5,  iii  8,  9, 
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< fiavepoc  3708  2  — >  44 

<f>appcu<ov  3711  1  i  20 

(ftappaKo c  3709  — >  4 (f)dcLC  3710  [ii  55?],  iii  4 

(JielSecOai  3704  1  —>  6 
0el8LTT7TOC  [3702  1  12] 
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0epa 1 3702  1  1 3 
<f>4pciv  3710  ii  33 

(~)<f>€p€iv  3710  i  44 

0€p€KpdTetov  [3707  2  3?] 

<Peprjc  3702  2  8 

fabyetv  3702  1  43  3711  1  ii  32  3720  62 

<j>r)pLT)  3710  i  20? 
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<f)0opa  3710  ii  27 

(fnXetv  3700  19 

<f>t\r)p.a  3700  13  3720  8? 
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(fiiXoXoyeiv  [3720  66] 
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3709  j  7?  3720  [52],  55,  82 
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XaXKOVC  3711  1  i  14?,  19 
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XapUtc  [3695  12  4?] 

Xapt£,tc8aL  3699  ̂   ii  7 
Xapic  3720  33,  42 

Xdporroe  [3702  1  I  I  ] 

Xttfxeptoc  3695  12  6? 
X€Lpubv  3720  20 

(-)xeii'  3701  ii  23 

xeip  3698  33?  3704  1  -*  3  [3711  1  ii  29-3
0] 

XcXuivt]  [3701  ii  33-4?] 

XoXrj  3701  ii  27 
XoXu)8t)c  3701  i  19,  21,  22 

Xop6c  3709  |  8? 

Xpdv  3703  6? 

XPifav  3703  6? XpiipLCL  3698  20,  24  3699  ̂   i  9-10  3720  8
5 

XP^jv  3698  16,18 

XpijcOat  3701  ii  3>  [26?]  3708  2  1  18? 

(-)xpfjc0ai  3710  i  50 
Xprjcipi€V€tv  3701  i  2,  [7] 

XpYjcipioc  3701  ii  9  3720  43 

Xprjcp-oc  3708  2  \  5?  3711  1  i  27 Xprjcro  e  [3720  57] 

xpovoc  3702  1  47  3708 2  ->  2  3710 11  52 
Xpvcetoe  3698  33 

XpcofxarLKoc  [3706  M  13?] 

X^ipa  3702  1  39  3707  [2  8?],  [3  i  8?] X<Dpi£,€cOai  3720  97 

0euS-  3708  2  1  45 

ijiiOvpoc  3720  92 

ifnXoe  3710  ii  1 1 

w  3695  6  4?, 12  4,  19?  3698  35? 

<L86c  3702  1  32 

*<x)KVTT€Trjc  3720  106 

u)fir}CTr)C ,  * Qp.rjCTrjc  3711  1  ii  13,  18,  24-5,  26 

wpioc  3711  1  ii  28 

wc  3698  25?  3699  (a)  ii  5  3708  2  ->  34  3710  113?, 

14,  ii  13,  18?,  iii  14,  [39?],  iv  7?  3711 1  ii  31  3720 
10,  37,  43>  [72],  79 

a>c  3698  5,  23,  40? 

(bcavet  3708  2  ->  34? (beavTwe  3720  94 

tScTrep  3699  M  i  6  [3708  2  |i  3?] 
were  3706  2  4 

wfaXeiv  3720  61 
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II.  AUTHORITIES  CITED 

Alcaeus  6  tcov  ina >v  [7ronjTr}c?\  3711  1  i  17  ff. 

Alcaeus  (the  lyric  poet?)  3711  2  12 
Antiochus  (of  Ascalon?)  3708  2  \  53? 

Apollodorus  (of  Pergamum)  3708  1  ->2?,  27? 
Apollodorus  (the  iobolologist?)  3701  i  23 
Aristarchus  of  Samos  3710  ii  37  IT. 
Aristonicus  3710  i  25?,  ii  21,  34-5,  iii  35  fT. 
Aristophanes  (of Byzantium)  3710  i  10?,  26?,  iii  33-5 
Aristotle  3708  1  ->  14-17 

Caccilius  (of  Cale  Acte)  3708  2  ->  39  ff. 
Crates  (ofMallos)  3710  iii  20-3 
Demetrius  (Ixion?)  3710  i  9? 
Diodorus  (of  Alexandria?)  3710  ii  47  IT. 

Dionysius  (of  Halicarnassus?)  3708 2  ->  48? 

Euripides  (fr.  282N2)  3699  ̂   ii 
Hellanicus,  Lesbiaca  3711  1  i  10-17?,  ii  15-16? Heraclitus  3710  ii  43-7 

Hcrmagoras  ofTcmnos  3708  1  ->  i5ff 
Meixias  (musicologist?)  3706  1  i  7? 

Myrsilus  (of  Mcthymna)  3711  1  i  24 ff.,  ii  17!!? 
Nicophon,  A<f>po8(rr)c  yovai  (?)  3710  i  14-16? 
Parmcno  of  Byzantium  3710  ii  24-6 
Rhianus,  ed.  of  Odyssey  3710  ii  7-8 Thales  3710  ii  37-43 

Theodorus  (ofGadara)  3708  1  5?,  33? 
Zenodotus  (of  Ephesus)  3710  i  10,  ii  7-8 
Zenodotus  ofMallos  3710  iii  41  f. 
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